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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

The Author of tlie present Commentary belongs to that class of

men, whom a wise Providence raises from time to time, to declare to

the world that Religion is no empty sound, and that the Christian

religion is least so. It is well for the just cause, that while it is

defended by Hilax and Likodes,^ whereby it frequently becomes

the victim of the zeal of both parties, men inspired by God,

and penetrated by the Divine truths contained in his holy

word, should come forward, and rescue it from the hand of its

would-be defenders. Such a man is, or rather was, J)v Hermann

Olshausen. Remarkable for his extensive learning, sincere and

heartfelt belief in the Saviour of mankind, this illustrious writer

occupied no mean position in the present orthodox school of

Germany. Like Tholuck and others, he was conspicuous in the

sphere of German research and learning. Nor was Germany

blind to his merits. He had, and still has, a great number of

admirers, or rather followers, who have contributed in a great

measure to his universal celebrity. But, he lacked no opponents,

if not declared enemies; and yet even these must admit that he

was distinguished for extraordinary talents, for a right cultivation

of them, and for an incessant activity to benefit the church of

Christ. A rare moveableness and restlessness of mind, the

greatest and most wonderful powers to express the most varied

frames of his mind, an eagle eye capable of penetrating into the

deepest recesses of truth, exquisite language, and a rare produc-

tive talent, so that even the most insignificant subject assumes

in his hands a pleasing and interesting form,—are but a few

of those traits that distinguish our commentator. With the

foregoing he combines a predilection for assimilating and using

^ Das beschiitzte Lamm (the protected lamb). A Fable ; by J. C. E.

Lessing-.
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whatever is most remote and most uncommon, a rich vein of wit

and humour, wliieh, altliough very frequently suppressed, is,

nevertheless, too apparent in all his writings, and which is in-

variahly directed against the so-called Rationalists and Supra-

liationalists, such as Strauss, Paulas, and others. This the

attentive reader will have occasion to obserA^e throughout the

present volume. With a mind rarely surpassed in multifiirious

reading, Dr Olshauscn was thoroughly master of the ancient,

and most of the modern languages, among which are also many

eastern ones, in all ofwhich he wrote with ease and much grace.

I have spoken of Olshauscn as a writer; I shall now endeavour

to i^oint out briefly his tendencies and views as a divine.

Christianity with him, it would appear, had obtained a Avelcome

reception after a long internal experience. With Olshauscn the

knowledge of sin is the pivot round which moves all the rest

;

accordingly, a redemption from sin is necessary; but this can-

not be obtained or earned by sinful man himself, nor in truth

is it easily attained at all. Redemption, according to his views,

comes from above, it is an act of divine grace, and may be re-

cognised by the fruit it bears. Blessings from above, experi-

enced inwardly, tend with him to confirm lilin more and more

in his view of the great fact of redemption through divine mercy;

and although the existence of phenomena, apparently inexplica-

ble, would lead astray a feebler and stronger mind, yet, with him

it tends not only not to turn him from his preconceived no-

tions, but, on the contrary, to attract him towards the Re-

deemer, and to confirm him more and more in his real and abso-

lute existence.

As far as his speculative views are concerned, we may safely

say that Ohhausen, viewing every system of philosophy as

" Zeitsphilosophie," belongs to no school whatever ; the only

thing that might perhaps be said of him is, that ho appropriated

to himself from every .school whatever appeared to him as being

of use in an apologetic point of view. Like Tlioluck, he admits,

(although tacitly) that theology or Christian truth cannot well be

separated from science, i.e. philosophy; but he admits, in like

maiinnr, that ho considers s])eculative (hvitnatics a mere "Stuck-
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werh," i.e. piece-meal work, whence lie thinks himself justified

to occupy opposite to science a free and independent position.

Views such as these are impressed more or less on all his theo-

logical productions, and manifest themselves throughout the

volume before us; and hence his declared aversion to all far-

fetched notions, especially to those of the writers above re-

ferred to.

I have said that Olshausen has attained a universal celebrity.

This is owing, in a great measure, to his admirable work,

the Biblical Commentary now before the reader. With great

acuteness of mind, the author therein combines immense

learning, archaeological research, depth of thought, great com-

mand of language, and, to crown the whole, a pure and

child-like belief in the redeeming principle— Christ. This has

been admitted even by some of the best theological writers of

this country; among others, by Archdeacon Hare, the Rev. Rich.

Chev. Trench, and the learned Professor of Biblical criticism in

the Lancashire Independent College, the Rev. Dr S. Davidson.

The Archdeacon, speaking of Olshausen's Commentary, says

:

" It is an admirable Commentary on the New Testament, a

translation of which, if executed with intelligence and judgment,

would be an inestimable benefit to the English student, nay, to

every thoughtful reader It would be useful to all

who desire to apprehend the meaning and spirit of the New Tes-

ment He has a deep intuition of spiritual truth,

his mind being of the family of St Augustine's." Mr Trench,

in his work on the Parables, calls this Commentary—" A most

interesting and instructive work, to which he is very frequently

indebted." And Dr Davidson, in a very able article of his^ in

Kitto's Cyclopaedia, expresses himself as follows :
—

" The best

example of commentary on the Noav Testament with which we

are acquainted has been given by this writer. It is a model of

exposition unrivalled in any language. Verbal criticism is but

sparingly introduced, although even here the hand of a master

is apparent. He is intent, however, on higher things. He in-

^ S. Kitto's Cyclopfedia, sub verb. Commentary.
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vestigatcs tlic thoughts, traces the connection, puts himself lu

the same position as the writers, and views with philosopliie

ability the holy revelations of Christ in their comprehensive

tendencies. The critical and the popular are admirably min-

gled."

With regard to myself as the translator of this work, I have to

make a remark or two concerning the plan I have adopted. In

imitation of my learned and amiable friend, the Rev. Dr S.

Davidson just mentioned, whom I am justitied to pronounce one

of the best German scholars in the land, I have endeavoured to

adhere rigidly to the original text. I have had to struggle, no

doubt, with almost insurmountable difficulties in rendering it in-

telligible to the English reader. For, besides the elaborate and

abstruse character of the work itself, the language is so expres-

sive, and yet so concise, its genius so utterly at variance with

that of the English tongue, and tinally, the phrases are in many

instances so,complicated, that it would have deten'ed any one

but a native of Germany from entering upon the task of ren-

dering it into another language. Besides, I have endeavoured

to give a correct, though very frequently a literal translation of

the Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and other words and passages therein

contained, and as the original is not free from errata, so I have

also compared almost every author, chai)ter and verse therein

referred to, whereby errors of no slight character have thus

been obviated. And in order that the reader might not be at a

lo.ss to understand many obscure passages occurring in the texts,

I have adiled Notes from time to time, which are the result

])artly of my own experience and observations, and partly of an

extensive and careful reading. Thus jrreat exertion has been

made to render the whole acceptable to the reader, who will be

able to judge best how far 1 have succeeded in my luird and la-

borious entcq)rise.

P.S. The translator's distance from the i)rcss will satisfactorily

account for any typographi.nl and other erroi-s that may have

crept in inadvertently.

^1A.^t'llrJtTER, December IU4C.



THE AUTHOR'S PREFACE

BIBLICAL COMMENTARY.

The plan and arrangement of this new edition of my
Commentary are, notwithstanding- numerous alterations

and additions, essentially the same as those which per-

vaded the former, and thus I conceive I have hit the ex-

pedient best suited to our times. I consider my chief ob-

ject to be (as on a former occasion I have said) to rende^

prominent the internal unity of the whole New Testament,

and of the Scriptures in general, and to present to the

reader, by means of these expositions, the unity of that

life and spirit which run through the sacred books. By
a constant adherence to expositions emanating from other

quarters, and also by a connection of polemics, having a

tendency to, or being directed against, unchristian ends,

is such an amalgamation with the spirit of the Bible as

to be unbecoming and impracticable, since the current of

the spirit thereby becomes exposed to constant interrup-

tions. Expository lectures—for instance, such as exposi-

tions themselves, polemics, grammar, archaeology, and his-

tory—are employed as subsidiary.

Hence it may naturally be supposed that I could take

no notice, in this third edition, of such recent works as

the " Life of Christ," by Stran.ss, atid the " Commentary," -
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by De Wettc (who professes to agree in principle with the

former, but who desires that the application of his prin-

ciple should be more limited, which is manifestly incon-

sistent, as has been fairly proved by Strauss. Comp. the

Berliner Jahrb. 1837, pag. 1, sqq.), inasmuch as there

exists a difference of principle between me and these

authors. In places, however, wherein the same formed

no matter for discussion, I have not left unnoticed even

these writings, but, on the contrary, have used them in

the same manner as I have used all those works that have

a greater claim on my attention, and among which parti-

cular mention must be made of Tliolack's exegetical mas-

ter-work of Christ's Sermon on the Mount, in order thus

most impartially to obtain the purest conception of the

sense of the Word of God. The writings of Strauss and

Dc Wctte, however, have but rarely contributed to mv
« ... "

obtaining a correct insight even into the externals of Scrip-

ture, whereas I am, in every respect, exceedingly indebted

to the work of Tholuck.

Besides, since the notorious work of Strauss attacks my
Commentary in a fierce polemical manner, I therefore avail

myself of this opportunity to explain my reasons for hav-

ing: maintained a silence notwithstandin<i: these attacks.

I resolved from the beginning to write a separate work

against the same; from the execution of this design, how-

ever, I was deterred by a protracted illness. In the mean-

while there appeared so many works of refutation directed

against Slruuss, that I was utterly unable to write down

my own ideas, inasmuch as every moment brought with it

a book or |)aniphl('t, treating now of one thing, and then

of another, all of which, however, 1 had intended to treat

ofmyself i'or S/rnuss, on tlie contrary, there appeared not
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a single work, and even in those few reviews which were in

some measure favourable to him, there was not the least

thing bearing a new aspect brought forward to confirm his

views; in fact, all parties in the theological world seem to

agree in the rejection of his book. Hence, matters have as-

sumed such an appearance, that the danger arising from the

book of Strauss may be considered, we trust, as far as theo-

logy is concerned, removed. In the lay world, however, the

mischief thereby caused will be so much the greater. Of

course we must not expect that in this struggle the opera-

tions and efforts of the human mind can remain indifferent

or passive; for even if the inapplicability of the fabulous

exposition of the New Testament be clearly proved, vigor-

ous men will nevertheless soon arise who will call the

courageous, daring Strauss a cowardly poltroon, a man
full of superstitious notions, because he has not dared to

speak out openly, but has only hinted, from time to time,

that Christianity and the writings of the New Testament

are, in his opinion, simply the productions of an extrava-

gant enthusiasm, or, to speak more plainly, of a monstrous

fraud. Like Dr Paulus, who, having proclaimed at the

beginning his rationalistic views of the miracles performed

by our Saviour amidst shouts of approbation, sees him-

self now sneered and laughed at by Strauss, his disciple,

who, as it were, stands on his master's shoulders, the same

will be the fate of this man and of his fabulous exposition.

And if we err not in the critical examination of the sisfns

of the time, Strauss will not require, like his predecessor,

to attain the age of eighty in order to hear with his own

ears his decided followers laugh him to scorn. The pro-

gress of the history of the world becomes more and more

accelerated, the limbs of Antichrist extend mightily in the
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womb of iiuuikind, tluit being matured they may behold

the approaching light of the world. May the church of

Christ advance more and more to a self-knowledge so as

to free itself from all Antichristiun elements; and may the

knowledge of Christ effectually guard itself against the

inroads of that dangerous error, for assuredly excrescences

of unbelief, such as is the received speculation of the fabu-

lous character of the New Testament, belong not to the

advancement of a just comprehension of the Gospel.

Theology has to treat of such phenomena alone in an

apologctical point of view, i.e. in prosecution of that dis-

cipline which guards the deportment of Christian know-

ledge against attacks from without. Specimens such as

that now referred to can find no place in the interior of

its sanctuary.

It is therefore with an apologetical view that I intend

now to contribute somewhat to the refutation of these

fabulous elements, in order to which I purpose to enter

upon a new and comprehensive inquiry concerning the

authenticity of the Gospels, to which I have been kindly

invited by Dr Thiele of Leipzig in his last new work di-

rected against Strauss. With the evidence, or proof that

our canonical Gospels have been written by eye-witnesses

of the events, the applicability of the fabulous view taken

of the life of Christ falls to the ground, according to

Straiuis's own confession, in a manner the most sure and

complete. To this revision and correction of my former

work on the authenticity of the Gosi)els, I shall proceed

(if God spare me) as soon as the printing of the third edi-

tion of the second volume shall be completed.

In conclusion, I beg to remark, tli:it in order to limit

somewhat of the too great bulk of this first volume, all
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such passages as have been more amply treated of in the

later volumes have been abbreviated. I trust, therefore,

that this volume, notwithstanding the additions that have

been made to it, will not be found to exceed the limits of

former editions. I regret that an unavoidable journey to

the watering-places for the recovery of my health has not

permitted me, as heretofore, to superintend the correction

of the proofs; I therefore solicit the reader's indulgence

on account of any typographical errors.

THE AUTHOR.
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PREFACE BY THE TRANSLATOR.

The author of the following treatise is knoAvn to those con-

versant with the theological literature of Germany, as a writer of

considerable celebrity. He was born in 1796 at Oldeslohe in

the Duchy of Holstein, He received his University education

partly at Kiel and partly at Berlin. In 1822 he became theolo-

gical professor at Konigsberg, in the remotest north-eastern part

of the Prussian dominions, where he remained till, in 1835, he

was called to occupy the same chair at Erlangen in Bavaria.

His fame has been derived mostly from his Commentaries, as

being his most extensive productions. They are characterised

by an almost utter absence of philological display, although they

are far from being deficient in learning and shrewdness. The
author prefers to exhibit results, rather than the processes by

which they were attained. His mode of exposition is altogether

more suited to common minds than the erudite, cumbrous mode
pursued by most German commentators. To use the language

of Professor Stuart, " the course of thought, and things rather

than words, are his chief object."

The little work herewith given to the public in an English

dress (published in German in 1832), is an attempt to present

concisely and simply the present state of investigation concern-

ing the genuineness of the New Testament. I do not know of

a book upon the subject, in any language, which combines so

popular a cast with so much comprehensiveness and justness of

representation as are, in my opinion, manifested in this. The

unlearned but inquisitive Christian may here find sources of re-

flection and conviction respecting the truth of the record on

which he relies, that are not commonly accessible without the

toil of severe study.

b
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There will of course be found in the work a tone somewhat
alien from our English views and feelings. Reference is had to

religious circumstances differing in some important respects from
our own. This peculiarity of tone, however, does not, in ni}^ opi-

nion, involve anything of a clearly mischievous tendency. Its

influence will, 1 think, be useful. It is well to enlarge our
minds through an acquaintance with the sentiments entertained

concerning religious things by men as fully imbued with the

spirit of piety as ourselves, who have been nurtured in circum-

stances quite different from those by which we have been af-

fected. By comparison and inference, in such a case, wc may
be much benefited.

I would not be understood as assenting, without restriction,

to all the ^^ews which this little work presents. They may be
right, or they may be wrong. I feel content to launch them be-

fore the public, knowing that if i-ight they will swim, and if

wrong they will eventually sink. Of this, however, I am fully

con\nnced (as may be judged from the present version) that tlie

book is in the main a good one; and I believe the public wdll

endorse my opinion.

In proceeding with thebusinessof translation, Ihave been guided
by the sense rather than the letter. The grammatical construction

of the original has been altered wdieneverit was thought ad\asable
to alter it for the sake of rendering the sense more perspicuous
and natural in English, I have in one or two instances ventured
to qualify an expression which seemed to me too strong, but
never in any case where the change was of much importance.
For instance, I have altered inconceivable to hardly conceivable,

kc. I have also, in a few cases, given biblical references in ad-
dition to those furnished by the author. Many of the figures in

the original references were (typographically or otherwise) er-

roneous, and have been corrected. Biblical quotations are pre-

sented in conformity with our received English version, instead
of being translated from the German.
The notes which I have subjoined are all designated by the

letters Tii.

D. F., Jr.
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Seven years ago, when I published my histoiy of the Gospels,

it was my earnest desire to show the genuineness of all the books

of the New Testament, in a small work, designed for intelligent

readers generally. But, urgent as the necessity of such a work
appeared to me even then, the execution of my plan has been

postjDoned to the present time; partly because I was hindered

from entering upon it by multiplied avocations, and partly be-

cause I hoped some one would present himself who was more
capable of such an undertaking than I felt myself to be. For I

knew but too well how difficult it would be for me to write sim-

ply and plainly, so as to become even intelligible to those who
are not conversant with investigations of such a description as

must be noticed in this work. As, however, no one has yet

appeared to present such a work to the church of Christ, and

the necessity of it has meanwhile much increased, nothing re-

mained for me but to surmoiuit my scruples, and execute the

work as well as the Lord might permit.

The necessity of such a work will have been evident to every

one who has observed how certain positions as to the pretended

spuriousness, or at least suspicious character, of the writings off Xt.f^*

the New Testament (positions which were formerly current only *^^''*

within the circle of the clergy), are now entertained among the 1 t'-^

common laity. It is easy to imagine the injury which is eifected ^ ''^-* '

by such foolish opinions. To the audacious opponents of Divine ^'*-^

truth they afford a fine occasion for repelling every attempt to
"^"^

win their assent to it; and well-meaning persons often find in ^i^*^*

them occasion of doubts and anxiety, which they might be spared, '^^
did they only at least receive the antidote at the same time *^
with the poison. Such an antidote, to obviate, or at least lessen, /'^
the destructive consequences of the views of many theologians

in regard to the biblical books (views which are diffused abroad
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sometimes indiscreetly, ami sometimes Avitli a bad intention), I

wisli this little work to be considered.

It will, at the same time, be my endeavour to correct the

views of many not very clcar-si^^hted though M'ell-meanino- per-

sons, who appear to think that all critical investigations of the

genuineness or spuriousness of the books of the Bible are,

as such, wrong, and take their origin from unbelief. This

idea is fundamentally erroneous, and not seldom aiises from

a religious conceit, to which there is a special liability on the

part of persons who, conscious of their own internal religious

life, dispense with all enlarged views of the connection of theo-

logy with the whole church of God on earth, and nevertheless

are tempted to judge of things beyond the pale of their capacity.

It would have l)ccn better, therefore, had all such investigations

been confined within the circle of theologians; but, as the doubts

to wliich we have referred have been promulgated among the

laity, their refutation must also iind a place in general literature.

I should very readily have extended my investigations to the

writings of the Old Testament; but have not, in the first place,

because the results of researches in regard to the Old Testament
are of a less stable character than in regard to the New; and,

moreover, because those Avho are not theologians hj profession

have far less need of such information in regard to the Old Tes-

tament as is liere given concerning the New, inasmuch as to

Christians the testimony of Christ and his apostles respecting

the Old Testament, the canon of which was then completed,

affords a much more certain evidence of its Divine origin (and
thus of its genuineness), than any historical reasoning could

exhibit, especially since, from the paucity of sources of informa-

tion, the latter could not be so sati.sfactory as it is in relation to

the New Testament. As to unbelievers, it is of much greater

consequence to urge the claims of the New Testament upon
them than tliose of tlie Old, because, so long as they are opposed
to the former, tlicy certainly will not admit the latter. In my
closing remarks, however, I have endeavoured to designate

briefly the right point of view in the determination of critical

questions concerning tho Old Testament.

To conclude, I ])ray that the Lord may be pleased graciously

to accompany tins my book with his blos.sing, and cause it to

serve as an admonition to many a scoflcr, and to console and set

at ease the minds of such as have been perplexed with doubts.

OLSllAUSEN.



INTRODUCTION.

For fifteen hundred years the New Testament, as we now pos-

sess it, has been generally current in the Christian church, and
constantly used, as well publicly in the churches as likewise in

the domestic circles of believers. This fact is admitted by the

scholars of modern times unanimously, since it can be shown by
the most certain historical proofs. Hence all investigations

concerning the genuineness of the writings of the New Testa-

ment and the manner of its formation relate only to the first

few centuries after the ascension of our Sa\dour and the death

of the Apostles. Indeed, it is easily seen that in reality every-

thing must depend on this primitive period; for after the New
Testament was once made up and generally admitted in the

church, it could not be lost. Even before the invention of print-

ing, it was spread abroad in all parts of the Christian world by
a multitude of copies, it being more frequently transcribed than

all other books together. Hence, even supposing that the New
Testament, say by war or devastation, had utterly perished in

any country, it would immediately have been introduced again
from surrounding ones. Of this, however, there is no example.
Even such churches as entirely lost connection with the great

Catholic church, and on that account sank to a very low point,

yet faithfully preserved the sacred Scriptures, as is proved by
the instance of the Ethiopian church, in which, on its discovery

after the lapse of centuries, the Bible was found still in use.

From the great importance of the New Testament to the church
and the whole civilised world, it was a veiy natural desire on
the part of scholars to know exactly how this momentous book
was formed. On entering upon this inquiry, however, in the
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pcnisal of tlie earliest writers of the church, accounts -sverc met

with which were soniewliat difficult of adjustment. It was found

that even before the compilation of all the writings of the New
Testament into one collection, many ftithers of the church, per-

fectly well disposed towards Christianity, had doubted the

genuineness of particular books of the New Testament. This

circumstance naturally arrested attention, and the next inquiry

was, what grounds such early fathers might have had for scruples

respecting these writings. In considering this question, one

thought he had discovered this reason and another that ; and it

often happened that these reasons Avere considered weighty

enough to justify the ancient doubts as to the genuineness of the

books. It was at the Reformation, particularly, that this free

investigation of the Bible began to extend widely; and among

the Reformers Luther himself was specially remarkable for it.

From these inquiries he became fully con\anced of the genuine-

ness of most of the writings of the New Testament ; but he suj)-

posed it necessary to regard some of them, e. g. the Epistle of

James, and John's Revelation, as sjDurious. In this oj)inion he

certainly erred, particularly, as is now acknowledged by nearly all

scholars, in his rejection of the Epistle ofJames; but great as was,

and still is, his authority in the eyes ofmany millions of Christians,

his belief of the spuriousness of these two books has done no

essential harm; they have maintained their place in the New
Testament since as before, and the circumstance of his rejecting

them has only shown the church the tmth of the old remark

that even God's saints may err.

From this example may be clearly seen, however, the total

groundlessness of the fear of those Avho imagine that such sciii-

tinizing inquiries must be, in and of themselves, prejudicial to

the church. Such examinations of the origin of holy writ, and
its indi\adual books, are not only alloiuable, but absolutely indis-

-pensahle; and they will injure the church, no more than gold is

injured by being carefully tried in the fire. The church, like

the gold, will but become purer for the test. In the Scrijitures,

both of the Old and New Testament, the eternal revelation of

God reposes in quiet security and brightness. A wonderful

Divine ordination has preserved it to us without any essential

injury, through a succession of dark ages. It exerts at the pre-

sent day, upon all minds receptive of its spirit, the same blessed,

sanctifying influence wliich the apostles claimed for it eighteen
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centuries ago. How, tlien, can these sacred books suffer from

careful historical inquiry respecting their origin? Investigation

must rather serve to confirm and fully establish belief in their

purity and genuineness. That this is actually the effect of really

learned investigations is apparent, likewise, from the following-

instance. When the very erudite and truly pious Professor

Bengel of Tubingen published his New Testament with all the

various readings which he had been able to discover, many
minds were filled with anxiety, thinking that an entirely new
Testament would be the result in the end, if all the various

readings were hunted up. They thought it would be better to

leave things as they were. But mark—although 40,000 various

readings were discovered in the ancient MSS., the New Tes-

tament was hardly at all altered thereby; for very few read-

ings were of a nature to have any essential bearing uj)on a

doctrine. Most of them consisted of unimportant transpositions,

or permutations of synonymous words (such as in English also

for and, tSsc.) ; and though some readings were more considerable

(as e. g. the celebrated passage, 1 John v. 7: " For there are

three that bear witness in heaven, the Father, the Word, and
the Holy Ghost, and these three are one," which must certainly

be regarded as spurious), still they are really of no more conse-

quence. For such is the nature of the Holy Scriptures, that

there are always many proof-passages for any important doc-

trine; and hence, although these words are withdrawn from the

Bible, their purport is still eternally true, and the doctrine ofthe

Holy Trinity remains at the present time, as before, the doctrine

of the church. Now that all the MSS. have been read and ac-

curately collated, there is no further occasion for fear that some-

where or other something new may be discovered, which will

thrust the old-loved Bible aside. Moreover, the princijjles on

which scholars determine the right one among different readings

of the same passage are so slcilfully devised, that it is almost

impossible for a false reading to creep in; and, should one indi-

vidual err in this respect, another immediately steps in and cor-

rects the error.

It certainly is not to be denied that pious persons, who valued

Grod's word, might well for some time be anxious at heart; for

one biblical book after another was stricken from the list

of those which were genuine, and at last we seemed to have
none but spurious books in the Bible; thougli, on the other
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hand, it remained inexplicable ^vho could have taken pains

either to forge so many spurious writings himself, or to make a

collection of them after they were forged. And then, what

could have been the character of the deceitful author or authors

(for, at all events, the books must have been written by some-

body), who could compose such writings,—writings which for

many centuries have consoled millions in calamity and death.

It is now seen, however, that the reason why things were so for

a time, was, not that men inquired and investigated (for no

injury can ever accrue on that account), but that they did not

prosecute the investigation with a right spirit and disposition.

Eveiy one can see that it is not a matter of indifference with

what feelings we engage in investigations of tliis kind in regard

to the sacred books. Suppose a man to see in the books of the

New Testament only monuments of antiquity, of just as little or

as much value as other ancient -svi-itings, to have felt nothing of

the saving influence of God's word upon his heart, and on that

account to bo devoid of love for it
;

yea, even to feel vexed that

others should hold it so dear, and enviously and maliciously

study how he might destroy their delight in this treasure—such

a man, with his perverse disposition, would rake up any thing

and every thing in order to undermine the foundation of the

church. Wliether such cori-upt motives have really operated in

the heart of any inquirer, no man can determine. It is always

presumption to take it upon ourselves to judge respecting the

internal position or intention of any heart. We may even sup-

pose one who rejects the whole New Testament to possess honesty

and sincerity, which want only the necessary light of conviction.

But i\\o possibility that such motives may affect these investiga-

tions, certainly cannot be denied; and that is fully enough for

our purpose. If, moreover, we look at the manner in which a

Voltaire among the French, and a Bahrdt among the Germans,

have treated the sacred books, avo find cogent reason to fear
that therj did not keep themselves free from such corrupt motives,

however heartily we wish that God's judgment may pronounce

them pure. This consideiation is of im])ortanco, however, be-

cause we may sec from it how all depends on this interior state

of mind with which a man commences his undertakings; so that

even the noblest enterprise may by an unholy intention lead to

pernicious results. But, setting entirely .aside the possibility

tliat a man may undertake investigations resjiecting the Scrip-
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tures in a positively corrupt state of mind, lie may also do much
injury therein from levity and frivolity. If he is not sufficiently

penetrated with a conviction of the great importance of investi-

gations concerning the genuineness of the sacred Scriptures, if

he does not treat the weaknesses of the church with sufficient

tenderness (for she may feel herself wounded in her most sacred

interests by the inconsiderate expression of doubts), it may easily

happen that, at the first impulse, upon some supposed discovery,

this discovery will immediately be blazoned before the world,

without having been previously tested with soberness and care by
all the means wdthin reach. There is little reason to doubt that /

vanity is commonly at the bottom of this superficial haste; for it

is always delightful to what Paul calls the old man to be the

author of any new and striking opinion. Had all inquirers been

able properly to restrain this vain desire to shine, much offence

would without doubt have been avoided, and many a heart

would have escaped considerable suffering.

Still, in what department of life or knoAvledge have we not

many errors to lament ? He who knows his own heart aright

will therefore forgive learned men, if they have now and then

been governed by vanity or other wrong motives. The misuse

of a good thing should not abolish its use ; and it is still true

that all investigations respecting the sacred books, their history,

and compilation, are in themselves very useful and necessary,

as without them we must be entirely in the dark in regard to

their true character. We will only wish that henceforth the \jj^i^ ,

God of truth_andJove may infuse truth and love into the hearts Jentu ^
of all inquirers, and thenJl_wiILiiot be of any consequenca that /ie.<^ .

many books have oeen pronounced spurious; for, fortunately, ^ A^
tlieyjo not become spurious from the assertions of this or that Hu iuUi

man, and it is always allowable for another scholar to point out ^j^ ^^
the errors of his predecessor. From this freedom of investigation CT jiiM.

the truth will certainly come to light by degrees. ^/iu-hnLt- S^ ^

If the thoughts here presented be duly considered, it will be (uui i<^i^

readily seen, that he who has deep love for the word of God need /^i^ trl

not take it much to heart, that this or that scholar has rejected /^ij^ ^
a particular book. After long investigation, and frequent asser- , f
tions, that most of the books of the New Testament are spurious,

,
,

it is nevertheless now agreed among scholars generally, that all A^**^ ^
the writings of the New Testament are genuine productions of the '^^^^ '

apostles. As to several of them, it is true, precise, certainty has i^^J'"''*"'^,

•f /» , n . ,1 '/^ /.. ,./..^. .frrrr.. ,^jx U.J. .ri'. ..,.. Uu^ ^^^^ i^c^^
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LY«... /X^'' "Ot been attained, but it is to be lioped tliat uniformity will be

i^*-5'^'<^vcxhibited soon in regard to these likewise; and, moreover, the
.unt**'^ diiferencc of opinion in tliis view concerning several of these
"^ *^' ^ooks is not so dangerous as it may appear. Concerning the

">'
" Epistle to the Ilehreius, e. g., there is not uniformity of sentiment

* '/ ' V ^s yet. Many very estimable divines, with whom I feel myself

'\^ constrained to coincide in opinion on this point, think that the
'

Epistle was not composed by the Apostle Paul, but by some

f
' w/ other very worthy member of the apostolic church. It is clear,

/ A however, that even though Paul did not write the Epistle, we

/, ^^j cannot on this ground regard it as spurious, inasmuch as its

'
. /author is not mentioned in it. Hence, the only question in re-

.a.
^^*Y lation to it is, who was its author? and on that point it is hard

i^ j.i
-'^to decide, from the obscurity of the accounts given by the an-

^^.i^ufi*-
^ cient fathers of the church. All, however, regard this Epistle as

' ^^^ "*^ genuine, i.e. it is universally believed that its author composed
-/ ''**^- it without any intention to palm it oif as the production of some-

,t,^.^hj^ body else, for instance the Apostle Paul. Had that been his

Ji {Ut <- purpose, he would have taken care that the Epistle should at

u.^iu'ii- once be recognised as Paul's production, by assigning his name
^^,^^ to it, or in some other way. The case is certainly different as to

2 M£- the second Epistle ofPeter, against the genuineness of which many

tp,^e-<n<^
doubts are prevalent. In relation to this Epistle, the first in-

'

'a«.«.
quiry is not who was its author, for the apostle Peter is most

tL L4} ^^^^^1 designated as such, but whether Peter was really and
truly the author. If the conclusion be that the Epistle cannot

be attributed to Peter, then it must be forged or spurious. It

fX^u^u^i* (, ijj^g been attacked with more plausibilit}'- than any other book of

J,
^**^ the New Testament; and yet much may be said even in behalf

nniA^ of this Epistle, as we shall see hereafter. We may therefore as-

ftitA'-ij ^ ^^'**' ^^^^^ ^^y Divine Providence some good has already accrued

from the rigorous sifting to which the books of the New Testa-

ment have been suljjccted in our day. True, it did at first seem
-^'y* *

'J^"
as if the whole New Testament would in the course of time be

''^ '^^declarcd spurious; but when the first heat was over, and sober
li^ perspicacity returned, it was seen by inquirers that far the

greater part of its books rested on a firmer historical foundation

than most works of profane antiquity which all the world regard

as genuine. Hence we may be of good courage in entering on
the consideration of the individual ])()oks of the New Testament,

for the result of critical investigation is bv no means so much to

-//•
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be dreaded as is sometimes thought. First, however, we desire

to premise sometliing further respecting the New Testament gene-

rally.

CHAPTER I.

THE NEW TESTAMENT GENERALLY.

The oldest traces of the existence of the whole New Testament

as a settled collection occur so late as three centuries after the

time of the apostles. The particular reason why so long a period

elapsed before this body of writings became definitely deter-

mined was, that its individual books, which of course existed be-

fore the whole collection, were at first circulated in part singly

and in part in smaller collections. For, so long as the apostles

were upon earth, and the power of the Spirit from on high was

in lively action in every member of the church, so long there

was no sensible necessity of a book to serve as the norm or rale

of faith and practice. Wlienever any uncertainty arose in regard

to either, application was made to one of the apostles, and his

advice- was taken. The Epistles of the Apostle Paul owe their

origin in part to such inquiries. Now some of the apostles lived

to a very great age. Peter and Paul, it is true, died under the

emperor Nero (67 a.d.), sufiering martyrdom at Rome; but the

Evangelist John, who outlived all the rest, was upwards of ninety

years of age at his death, which did not happen till the time of

the emperor Domitian, at the close of the first century. Hence,

in the lifetime of the ajDOstles, though their writings were highly

valued, they were naturally not regarded as sacred writings,

which were to be the rule of faith; because there was a more

immediate guarantee of truth in the living discourse of the

apostles and their first companions, as also in the Holy Spirit,

which was so powerfully exerting its influence upon the church.

The apostolic writings, therefore, were indeed read in the public

assemblies, but not alone, and not regularly. The book for re-

gular public reading was still the Old Testament ; and this is

always to be understood in the New Testament when the Holy <rp^
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Scriptures are mentioned. Besides the apostolic writings, how-

ever, other profitable books were used for the edification of the

cliurch. In particular, we have still some remains of the writ-

,^C ings of immediate disciples of the apostles, commonly called

..^Cj3c - [a'postolicfathers, which were publicly read in the ancient churches.

»'/i.^'-wiicse men all lived in the first century and some time in the

tva^iia*'- second. Among them are Clement, bishop of Rome, Ignatius,

^ ^xJU> bishop of Antioch, Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, Hennas, who
ii.o.G.^ ^vas probably presbyter at Rome, and the well-known Barnabas.

l^.
-'•'^'- The Epistles of Clement and Polycarp, as well as the Book of

*c£«A-/ Hernias, were read with special assiduity in the ancient churches.

iij/i
<

' On account of the great antiquity of these writings, the books of

•^ the New Testament are veiy seldom quoted in them, and much

of what coincides with the contents of the New Testament, e. g.

Clirist's sayings, may have been drawn by these apostolic fathers

from oral tradition as well asTrom perusal of the Gospels. In-

deed, the foraier source is perhaps most probable, since Chris-

tians certainly did not then read the Gospels so assiduously as

they were read in later times, when they could no longer listen

to the living discourse of the apostles and their immediate com-

panions. The reason why so few written remains of the imme-

diate disciples of our Lord are now extant, is in part the long

lapse of time, which has destroyed many books once current, but

in part also that the ancient Christians laboured more than they

wrote. The preaching of the gospel, and the regulation of in-

fant churches, consumed so much of their time, that little re-

mained to be employed in composition. Moreover, in the first

century it was always as when Paul wrote the following declara-

tion (1 Cor. i. 26): "Not many wise men after the flesh, not

many noble were called." For the most part only people of in-

ferior standing joined the church of Christ; and these had nei-

ther the capacity nor the inclination to labour Avith the pen. In

these circumstances it is undoubtedly true that we find little in-

formation concerning the books of the New Testament in the

first centuries. That they did, nevertheless, exist in the church

we shall prove hereafter. But it might be expected, then, that

although the most ancient Christians do not speak of their sacred

writing.s, still the heathen writers of Greece and Rome must

have done so, considering the multiplicity of their works on all

subjects. The heathen writer.^*, however, who were contemporary

with the a])t»sth's and the apostolic church, make no mention of
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the apostolic writings, because they cared nothing at all about

the Christian church. They considered the Christians as only a

sect of the Jews, and despised them as much as they did the

latter. They therefore credited the malicious reports which

were circulated respecting the Christians, and treated them, ac-

cordingly, as the offscouring of humanity. Such is the procedure

of Tacitus, a noble Roman, who relates the persecution of the

Christians under Nero. Thus, of course, nothing could induce

the Greeks and Romans to cultivate acquaintance with the writ-

ings of the Christians, particularly as they were distasteful on

another account, from their not being clothed in the same ele-

gant language as their productions. It was only when the num-

ber of the Christians became so great as to excite apprehension,

that they began to pay attention to everything of importance

concerning this new sect, and so at last to their sacred books.

But it is not till after the middle of the second centuiy that we
find examples like that of Celsus, who, in order to confute the

Christians, made himself acquainted with their sacred books.

The original condition of the primitive church, in which less

stress was laid on the Scriptures than on the word of the

apostles, was not indeed of long continuance. For the mighty

outpouring of the Spirit, which, on the day of Pentecost, filled

the disciples of our Saviour, had hardly been communicated to

a considerable number of other minds, and lost its first power, ere

erroneous schisms began to prevail in the churches. The germs of

these may even be discovered in the writings of the apostles. The

first of these party divisions of the ancient church was that of

the Jewish Christians. As early as in the Epistle to the Gala-

tions, Paul speaks expressly of persons who desired to bring the

Galatian Christians again under the yoke of the law. They

wished faith in Christ and his redemption to be regarded as in-

sufiicient for salvation, unless circumcision and the observance

of the law were added. The great preacher of the Gentiles,

however, zealously opposes this restricted idea of Christianity,

and shows that the soul must lose Christ, if it seeks to use any

other means of salvation. It was the object of the law of Moses

to lead by its injunctions to conviction of sin, and thus to a desire

for salvation; by its prophecies and types of Christ it was a

schoolmaster to guide us to him ; but salvation itself could come

only from Christ. Still, Paul was by no means of opinion that

those who were Jews by birth must not observe the law when
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they became Christians; he ratlicr favoured their doing so, if

the pious customs of their fathers had become dear to them, or

if their own weakness or tliat of tlie Jews around them would

be offended by the contrary course. Hence, the apostles who

remained in Jerusalem till its destruction, as did Matthew and

James, observed the law invariably, and so did Paul likcAnse,

when he was in Jei*usalem. But the apostles, as well as their

true disciples, were far from being desirous to impose this obser-

vance of the law upon the Gentiles also. The milder and really

Christian view of the observance of the law was constantly

entertained by many Jewish Christians in Palestine, who in

later times were called Nazareans. Many, on the contrary, took

the wrong course, which the Apostle Paul reproved in certain

individuals in Galatia, and these obtained the name of Ehion-

ites. They, however, fell into other heresies besides their idea

of the necessity of circumcision and observance of the law in or-

der to salvation, particularly in regard to the person of Christ.

They denied the real divinity of our Lord, and regarded him as

a son of Joseph, thus seceding wholly from the true church of

Christ.

In precise contrariety to this Judaising di^^sion of the church,

others entirely discarded Judaism. The instructions of the

apostle Paul had taken deep hold of their minds, and given

them a strong conviction that the gospel went far beyond the

fomialities of Jewish practice, and would bring all nations under

its sway. But from this perfectly correct idea they wandered

into an opposition to the Old Testament, which was never felt

in the slightest degree by the Apostle Paul. They remarked

rightly, that in the Old Testament, the Divine justice was most

prominently exhil>itcd, in the revelation of a rigorous law; Avhilc

the New most fully displayed the Divine mercy in the revelation

of forgiving love. But this fact, which was necessar}' for the edu-

cation of mankind, since the need of salvation will never be felt

until the claims of justice are perceived, was employed by them
for the pui-]iose of wholly disuniting the Old Testament from the

New, and referring it to a distinct author. This sect are temied

Marcionites, from Marcion, the man who urged this view to the

greatest extreme. In connection with their opposition to Judaism
they also held Gnostic opinions (whence they are conunonly

ranked with the Gnostics), and these gave a hue to their absurd

notion that the God of tlie Old Testament was different from
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that of the New. The Old Testament, they thought, presented

to view a God of justice without love; the New Testament one

of love without justice; while in reality the only true God pos-

sesses both attributes in perfection. It is easy to see that in

these notions Paganism is mingled with Christianity. The sub-

lime nature of the latter was admitted by the Marcionites ; but

they could not look upon the other true form of religion, Juda-

ism, as reconcilable with it. Hence, although they no longer

revered the numberless gods of the heathen, they imagined the

two attributes of God, justice and love, to centre in two distinct

divine beings. Besides this ungrounded violence against Juda-

ism, the Marcionites maintained a silly error in regard to Christ's

nature, which was the precise opposite of the opinion of the

Jewish Christians. The latter denied his divinity, and the Mar-

cionites asserted that he had no true humanity. The humanity

of Christ, said they, w^as only apparent. In their opinion, a j)urely

heavenly vision was presented in the person of Jesus Christ ; his

life and all his acts in life were merely in appearance, designed

to exhibit him to men in a human manner.

This idea the Marcionites entertained in common with the

Gnostics, properly so called, who did indeed judge more correctly

than the former in regard to the mutual relation of Judaism

and Christianity, but on other points maintained the most

grievous errors. The seeds of their doctrine are referred to by

the Apostle Paul, e. g. in 2 Tim. ii. 17, 18, where he warns

against the heresy of Hymeneus and Philetus, who maintained

that the resurrection of the dead had already taken place. For,

as they denied the true humanity of Christ, they could not, of

course, admit the corporeal resurrection of all men; and there-

fore understood it spiritually of the interior vivification of the

heart by the spirit of Christ. Undoubtedly this perversion of

doctrine on the part of the Gnostics is to be referred to their be-

lief in another being besides God. Wliile they regarded God as

a pure spirit, the fulness of all good and all beauty, they looked

upon matter as another being, the source of everything corj)oreal

and visible, as also of all evil. It was from a mixture of the

spiritual and the material that this world originated, and parti-

cularly man, who at one time displays so much that is lovely

and elevated, at another so much that is low and base. Thus

the only way to purify and sanctify man was, that he should be

gradually freed from every thing material, and by the divine
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germs of life witliin him, be brouglit back to God. It is easy to

imagine wliat a distorted view of all the doctrines of salvation

must be produced by such an idea, since holy writ nowhere

countenances the opinion that evil resides in matter, but rather

expressly refers it to the will of the creature, who, by disobedi-

ence to the holy will of the Creator, has destroyed in himself

and about him the harmony which originally prevailed in the

whole universe.

In this condition of things, then, when Jewish Christians,

Marcionites, and Gnostics, to say nothing of other insignificant

sects, were disturbing the unity of the church, it was seen to be

necessary that every effort should be exerted to uphold the

purity of the apostolic doctrines. But as, at the time Avhcn

these sects became very powerful, the apostles were no longer

upon earth, no direct appeal could be made to their authority,

whenever oral tradition was adduced against them, these here-

tics appealed themselves to pretended communications from the

apostles. The Gnostics, in particular, asserted that the deep

wisdom which they taught in their schools was communicated

by the apostles to only a few ; very simj^le Christian truth alone,

they supposed, was only for the multitude. Wliat remained,

therefore, since appeal to oral tradition from the apostles was of

no avail, but reference to written authority? This could not be

altered and falsified like oral language ; it Avas better suited to

be a fixed, unchangeable norm and rule of faith, and could there-

fore be employed with exceeding force and efiiciency against all

heretics. Thus the time was now come when a sifting and se-

paration of the many professedly Christian Avritings scattered

abroad in the church was necessary. Moreover, the different

sects of heretics had all sorts of forged writings among them, in

which their peculiar opinions were presented in the names of

celebrated prophets and apostles. Against such writings expli-

cit declaration must be made, in order to preserve the true apos-

tolic doctrine from mixture with erroneous and confused notions.

As of course, however, individual fathers of the church could

have but little influence against the established sects of heretics,

it was felt to be necessary that real Christians should be more

closely and intimately united, and from the endeavour conse-

fpicutly made sprang the so-called catholic, i.e. universal church.

The teachers of the church, as well as the hiity, agreed together

in the avowal of certain doctrines, which afterwards formed their
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creed, or the so-called apostolic symbol, because in them the

true apostolic doctrines were stated in opposition to heretics.

Thus it became practicable to set firm bounds to the tide of cor-

ruption; and thus the various sects were gradually suppressed

hj the preponderant influence of the universal church. Still

some of them lasted down to the fifth and sixth centuries.

This sifting of the various Christian writings demands a more
careful consideration. It has been before remarked that certain

edifying productions of estimable Fathers, e. g. Clement of

Rome, Hermas and others, were publicly read along with those

of the apostles. Still, however profitable the perusal of these

writings might be, the bishops of the Catholic church correctly

felt that they could be of no service against heretics, as these

would not allow them any weight. Since, however, they com-

monly acknowledged the writings of the apostles, these and
these alone could be appealed to in confutation of them. All *

such writings, therefore, as were allowed to be the compositions]

of other authors were first separated from the rest. If this had '

not been done, it would have remained uncertain in all subse-

quent time what books were properly to be regarded as pure

sources of apostolic doctrine; and at the time of the Reforma-

tion it would not have been so easy to restore the true uncor-

rupted doctrine of Christ by means of the Scriptures, as it actu-

ally was, on account of the circumstance that the genuine Scrip -

tures were possessed in a separate, fixed collection. Now, in

the endeavour to gather the genuine apostolic writings together

by themselves, some of them were very easily distinguished from

the rest as the apostolic productions. These were called uni-

versally-admitted writings; in Greek Homologoumena. Among
these were reckoned the four Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,

and John ; the Acts of the Apostles ; the Epistles of the apostle

Paul to the Romans, Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philip-

pians, Colossians, and Thessalonians, to Timothy, Titus, and
Philemon ; and, lastly two Ej)istles of John and Peter, viz., only

the first and largest of both apostles. Among these writings, it

is true, there appear two which were not composed by apostles,

i. e. by members of the first circle of twelve men which our

Lord Jesus gathered about him. [It is to bo observed that Paul

ranked with these in authority, partly because of his immediate

call by the Lord (Actsix.) and partly on account of his extend-

ed and blessed labours in behalf of the church.] We mean the

c

t^Mj
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Gospel of Mark and the work of Luke. "Wc say the work ofLuke,

for Luke's Gospel and his Acts of the Apostles do but make
two halves of the same work, as is plain from the commence-
ment of the Acts. There was no sci-uple on the part of the Ca-

tholic church to class these two works of assistants of the apos-

tles with those really apostolic, because both wrote under the

influence and approval of apostles. According to the unani-

mous account of the most ancient Christian Fathers, Mark w^rote

under the guidance of Peter, and Luke under that of Paul, so

that Mark's was regarded as the Pctrine, and Luke's as the

Pauline Gospel.

These universally-received writings of the apostles were di-

vided into two collections. First, the four Gospels by them-
selves formed a collection called the Gospel. For, although this

collection contained four narratives of our Lord's life, they were
not regarded as different writings, but only as different aspects,

or, so to speak, sides of one and the same w^ork. Hence an an-

cient Father of the church, Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons in France,
terms the four Gospels, the one four-formed or four-sided Gospel.
The other wa-itings constituted a second collection, which was
tenned the apostle, or the preaching of the apostle. Probably
the name took its rise from the fact, that at first the Epistles of
Paul alone Avere collected together, and he was called the apos-
tle, by way of eminence, especially in Europe, on account of his

active labours. To this collection of Pauline Epistles the Acts
of the Apostles were added subsequently, because it formed, as

it Avere, an introduction to the Epistles, containing an account
of Paul's travels and labours in the vineyard of our Lord. Later
still Avere also added the tAvo larger Epistles of John and Peter.

Besic'cs these generally admitted Avritings, there AA^ere others,

Avhich Avere indeed regarded by many as apostolic, but as to

which some estimable persons entertained doubts, A'iz., the Second
and Third Epistles of John, the Second Epistle of Peter, the Epis-
tles of James and Judc, the Epistle to the IlebrcAvs, and John's
Apocalypse. Hence these were termed disputed writings, in

Greek, Atitilecjomena. About the close of the second or the com-
mencement of the third ccntuiy, most of the fathers of the Catholic
Church became united in belicAnng the genuineness and apostohc
origin of all these Avritings excepting the Epistle to the ITebreAA's

and the A])ocalypso. A third small collection Avas noAv formed of
these epistles, and into it were transferred the two larger Epistles
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of John and Peter, which were at first contained in the second

collection. Consequently, the third comprised seven Einstles,

which were called the seven Catholic, i.e., universalhj-admitted

Einstles, in contra-distinction from the various rejected writings.

Out of these collections there now remained, therefore, only the

Epistle to the Hebrews, and the Revelation of John. In regard

to the Epistle, as has been already mentioned, no doubt was en-

tertained of its genuineness ; the only controversy was, whether

Paul was its author or not. At last, the opinion that it was

Pauline prevailed, and it was introduced into the collection of

Pauline Epistles; though, as the collection was already made

up, it was placed at the end, after the small Epistle to Phile-

mon. In the Lutheran version of the Bible, however, the

Epistle obtained another place, viz., between the Third Epistle

of John and the Epistle of James, for reasons which will be

stated hereafter. The whole question, therefore, in regard to

the Epistle to the Hebrews was of little consequence; for, if

Paul did not write it, it is certain that the author of it wrote

under his guidance, (as will be shown more at length in the se-

quel), and the case is the same with this Epistle as with the

Gospels of Mark and Luke. It is otherwise, however, with the

history of the Apocalypse, which also will be particularly re-

lated hereafter. Although it has the oldest and most trust-

worthy witnesses in its behalf, indeed beyond most of the writ-

ings of antiquity, it still early met with numerous assailants, on

account of its contents. True, many did not exactly regard it

as spurious; they only maintained that it was written, not by

John the Evangelist, but by another man of less note, bearing

the same name. Others, however, felt such excessive dislike

towards the book, that they declared it must have been com-

posed by the worst of heretics. Yet here, too, truth fortunately

obtained the victory, and the genuine apostohc character of this

elevated production of prophetic inspiration was at last acknow-

ledged. As the three smaller collections were already made

up, nothing remained but to place it at the end of them all.

This was precisely the position to which the Apocalypse be-

longed ; for, considering the Gospels to be, as it were, the root

of the tree of hfe exhibited in the whole New Testament, and

the Epistles as the branches and blossoms, the Apocalypse may

be regarded as the fully ripened fruit. It contains a picture of

the development of God's church down to the end of time, and
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therefore forms the conclusion of the Bible as properly as Gene-

sis forms its commencement.

In order that the various writings and small collections might

be permanently united, the smaller divisions were entirely given

up in tlie fourth century, and henceforward there was but one

great collection, containing all the New Testament writings.

A decisive decree on this point was issued by a council held in

the year 393, at Hippo, now Bona, in Africa. In itself consi-

dered, this union of the smaller collections into a single large

one is of no consequence, and hence, too, it is of none that it

took place at so late a period; for, as early as during the third

century and the commencement of the fourth, there was entire

unanimity in regard to all essential questions concerning the

books of the New Testament, as the following particular history

of them will evince. Still there was this advantage arising

from the union of the apostolic writings into one body, \\z., that

they were in a more safe and determinate form, and might now
be placed with the Old Testament as a complete second part of

holy writ.

CHAPTER II.

THE COLLECTION OF THE GOSPELS.

Of the three smaller collections of the writings of the New
Testament, which, as we have before stated, were in use in the

ancient cliurch, none can be traced further back than that of the

Gospels. We find so many and so weighty testimonies in its

behalf, that it would seem as though Providence designed that

this palladium of the church should be in a special manner se-

cure against all attacks. Not only is it the case that some of

the most ancient fathers testify to its existence, as e. g., Tertul-

lian, Clement of Alexandria, Ircnacus, Justin Martyr, (all of

whom lived in the second century after Christ, and were pre-

ceded only by the so-called apostolic fathers) ; but, moreover,
the witnesses in its behalf belonged to all parts of the ancient
church. Tertullian lived in Carthage; Clement in Egypt; Ire-

naeus was bom in Asia Minor, and became bishop of Lyons in
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France; Justin Martyr was born in Palestine (in Flavia Neapo-

lis, otherwise called Sichem), but taught in Rome. Thus the

testimonies in favour of the collection of the Gospels come from

all the chief stations in the ancient church; and this circum-

stance, of course, supposes its very general diffusion. The

greatest number of testimonies, all proceeding from one pro-

vince, would not be of so much weight as these coincident de-

clarations from the most various parts of the world, as to the

currency of the Gosj)els. A circumstance, however, still more

important than these testimonies from different parts of the an-

cient church is, that not only the members of the Catholic ortho-

dox church, but the heretics also, were familiar with our Gos-

pels. If it be considered, what violent mutual animosity there

was between the fathers of the Catholic Church and the heretics;

that one party would not adopt or receive anything at all from

the other, but was rather disj)osed to reject it, for the very rea-

son that it came from so detested a quarter; no one can helj)

seeing in the circumstance that both the Catholic Church and

the heretics were familiar with the collection of our Gospels an

uncommonly cogent proof of its genuineness and great antiquity.

For, had it been formed after the rise of these sects, either

within the pale of the Catholic Church, or in the midst of

this or that party of heretics, it would be wholly inexplica-

ble, how it could have been introduced into these sects, from

the church, or, vice vei^sa, into the church from these sects.

Thus the collection of our Gospels must at all events have

taken place before such sects arose; for on no other ground

can it be explained how these books, which were generally

known and used before open rupture in the church, shoidd

have been admitted as genuine by both parties alike. Now
the sects of the Gnostics and Marcionites originated as early

as the beginning of the second century; and from this cir-

cumstance we are entitled to regard the collection of the

Gospels as in existence at a period very near the times of the

apostles. Besides the heretics, moreover, we find pagans ac-

quainted with the collection of the Gospels. We refer particu-

larly to Celsus, a violent opponent of Christianity, against whose

attacks it was defended by Origen. It is true this man did not

live till about two hundred years after the birth of Christ (we

do not know the precise period) ; but it is, notwithstanding, a

decisive evidence of the general diffusion and acknowledgment
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of the Gospels througliout the church, that they arc cited and

assailed bv pagan opponents as official sources of the Christian

doctrines. For, had Celsus been aware that Christians them-

selves did not acknowledge these writings, it would have been

an absurd undertaking to refute the Christians from the con-

tents of the books.

Further, it is a wholly peculiar circumstance in the history of

the Gospels, and one which goes a great way to sustain their

genuineness, that we nowhere find, in any writer of any part of

the ancient world, any indication that only a single one of the

four Gospels was in use, or even known to exist separately. All

possessed the entire collection of the Gospels. It is true there is

one writer, Papias, bishop of Ilierapolis in Plnygia, concerning

whom there is no express statement that he had all the four

Gospels. But the manner in which Eusebius speaks respecting

him in liis Church History is such that there is nothing question-

able in this silence. Eusebius adduces from a work of Papias,

now not extant, some notices of Matthew and Mark. It is cer-

tainly true that nothing is said of Luke and John; but this is

undoubtedly because the ancient bishop had not made any par-

ticular observations on these two Gospels. His silence respect-

ing them is the less an evidence that he was not acquainted with

them, as the theatre of the labours of Papias was in the Aacinity

of Ephesus, where John lived so long, and moreover wrote his

Gospel. On this account Papias must necessarily have been ac-
.

quainted with it. Eusebius, moreover, remarks, in the same

place, that Papias was acquainted with the first Epistle of John.

How much rather, then, with his Gospel? Thus Eusebius says

nothing concerning Luke and John, only because it was a mat-

ter of course that Papias was familiar with them, and the latter

had not said anything special in regard to their origin. There

were, moreover, some heretics who made use of but one Gospel,

e.g. Maroion used Luke, and the Ebionites Matthew; but they

liad s])o(;ial reasons for doing so in their doctrinal opinions.

They did not, by any means, deny the three other Gospels to be

genuine; they only asserted that their authors were not true

disciples of our Lord. Marcion held the erroneous notion that

all the disciples, with the exception of Paul, still continued half

Jews. The Jewish Christians maintained that all the disciples,

except Mattliew, had strayed away too far from Judaism, and
on that account did not receive their writings. In this state of
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the case there is clear evidence from their opinions also that the

Gospels are genuine, and Avere in that day generally difiused in

the church. Now, as the collection of our four Gospels existed

so very early and so universally, the inquiry occurs, how it could

have originated? Shall we say that a particular individual or

church may have formed it, and it may then have spread itself

everywhere abroad? This supposition seems to be countenanced

by the circumstance of the general uniformity as to the order of

the four Gospels. A very few MSS. place John next to Matthew,

in order that the writings of the apostles may be by themselves.

Clearly, however, this transposition arose from the fancy of some

copyist, and has no historical foundation. There is still, there-

fore, positive authority for the universally received arrangement.

The most weighty circumstance against the opinion that the first

collection of the Gospels was made in a particular place, and

diffused itself abroad from thence, is, that we have no account

respecting such a i)rocess, though we should expect one, from

the fact that John lived, and moreover wrote his Gospel, at so

late a period. For this reason had the Evangelist John himself,

as some suppose, or any other man of high authority in the

church, formed the collection of the Gospels, we should, one

would think, have had an account of its formation, as it could

not have taken place before the end of the first or commence-

ment of the second century, which period borders very closely

on that from which we derive so many accounts concerning the

Gospels. But this same circumstance that we read nothing at

all respecting a collector of the Gospels, that writers have been

left to conjecture in regard to the manner in which the collection

of them was made, leads to another view of its formation, which

casts the clearest light on the genuineness of the books. It is

in the highest degree probable that our Gospels all originated in

capital cities of the Roman empire. Matthew probably wrote

his in Jerusalem, the centre of Judaism, where also, as appears

from the Acts of the Apostles, a large Christian church was

early gathered. Mark and Luke undoubtedly wrote in Rome,

the political centre of the empire, to which innumerable multi-

tudes of men thronged from all quarters of the world for the

transaction of business. In this city, too, a flourishing Christian

church was early formed, as is seen from the Epistle of Paul to

the Romans, which was written before Peter, or Paul, or any
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apostle, had visited Rome. Lastly, John wrote at Ephesus, a

large and thriving- city of Asia Minor. It was the residence of

many learned and ingenious heathen. The large church at Ephe-

sus was, according to the Acts, founded by Paul. It was fos-

tered bv the labours of John. Now, let it be considered how

many thousands must consequently have been most exactly

aware who wrote the Gospels, and it ^vill be perceived that these

circumstances afford weighty e^Hldence of their genuineness, par-

ticularly as thei-e is not to be found in a single ancient luriter the

faintest trace of any doubt in regard to it; for the heretics, who,

as we have remarked, disputed the Gospels in part, did not deny

their genuineness (they rather fully admitted it), but only their

obligatory authority. Now, as very active intercourse was main-

tained among the Christians of the ancient church, partly by

constant epistolary communications, and partly by frequent per-

sonal visits, nothing is more natural than the supposition that

the Christians of Jerusalem very soon transmitted the Gospel of

Matthew, which was composed in the midst of them, to Rome,

Ephesus, Alexandria, and other places, and that, on the other

hand, those of Rome and Ephesus also transmitted the writings

composed among them to the other churches. In every church

there were archives, in which were deposited important docu-

ments. Into these archives of the churcli»the Gospels were put,

and as only these four Gospels were composed or vouched for by

apostles, the collection of Gospels took its rise not in this or

that place, but in every quarter simultaneously. This state-

ment of the matter is, in the first place, strictly in accordance

with the circumstances known to us in regard to the ancient

church, and also the only one capable of explaining satisfactorily

the existence of the collection in eveiybody's hands, while no

one knew how and whence it originated. As, further, we find

no other Gospel but these in general use, it is clearly e^'ident

that only these four were of apostolic origin. It is true we find

in circulation in individual churches Gospels which appear to

have differed from our own, e.g. the church at Rhossus in Cilicia,

a province of Asia Minor, made use of a Gospel of Peter, and in

Alexandria one called the Gospel of the Egyptians was current.

It is possible, however, that these two writings were either the

same or at least were voi-y nearly .allied, and also bore close affi-

nity to our Mark; and in that case their use is as easily ac-
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counted for as tlie use of Matthew and Luke by tlie Ebionite

and Marcionite sects in Recensions somewhat altered from the

original.

From this cursory view of the evidence in favour of the genu-

ineness of the Gospels, it cannot but be admitted, that no work

can be adduced, out of the whole range of ancient literature,

which has so many and so decisive ancient testimonies in its

behalf as they. It is therefore, in reality, a mere laboured

effort to try to maintain and demonstrate the spuriousness of

the Gospels. Since, however, this attempt is made, it may
reasonably be inquired: Whence is derived any occasion for

doubt ? Is not every thing, without exception, in favour of their

genuineness? We cannot but say, that no thorough, serious-

minded scholar, would ever have denied the genuineness of the

Gospels, had not the question in regard to their genuineness

been conjoined with another investigation of extreme difficulty

and intricacy. In the ardent endeavour to get rid of this diffi-

culty, scholars have been seduced into the invention of hypo-

theses irreconcilable with the genuineness of the Gosj)els. They

should, on the contrary, have set out invariably with the ad-

mission of their genuineness, as an irrefragable fact, and then

have employed only such modes of sohdng the difficulty above

alluded to as were based on the supposition of their genuineness.

The difficulty is this. On a close comparison of the first three

Gospels we discover a very striking coincidence between them.

This is exhibited, not merely in the facts and the style, but also

in the order of narration, in the transitions from one narrative

to another, and in the use of uncommon expressions, and other

things of the same character. Further, the coincidence is inter-

rupted by just as striking a dissimilarity, in such a manner that

it is in the highest degree difficult to explain how this coincidence

and this dissimilarity, as it is exhibited in the Gospels, can

have originated. This is a purely learned investigation, which

writers should have quietly prosecuted as such, without allowing

it to influence the question respecting the genuineness of the

Gospels. Such has been its influence, however, that some
scholars suppose a so-called Protevangelion, or original Gospel,

which the apostles, before they left Jerusalem, and scattered them-

selves abroad over the whole earth, prepared, in order to serve as

a guide to them in their discourses. This writing is supposed to

have contained the principal events of the life of our Lord. It
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was carried into all lands by the apostles. Now, in these differ-

ent countries, it is said by the defenders of this hypothesis, ad-

ditions were gradually made to this original Gospel. These

were at first short, and thus arose the Gospels of the Jewish

Christians, the Marcionites, and others; afterwards they became
longer, and in this way, at last, our Gospels were produced.

Now, as it cannot be stated by whom these additions were made,

this view is really equivalent to making our Gospels spurious,

for, according to it, only the little portion of them which ex-

isted in the brief original Gospel is of apostolic authority. But,

setting aside the fact that the hypothesis must be false, for this

very reason, because it opposes the genuineness of the Gospels,

which can be demonstrated by historical proof; this theory has

been, moreover, of late utterly discarded by learned men on

other grounds. In the first place, no ancient Christian writer

exhibits any acquaintance with such an original Gospel; and is

it conceivable that the knowledge of so remarkable a work
should have been totally lost? Then, too, the idea that a guide

was comi^osed by the apostles for themselves, in order to pre-

serve unity in doctrine, is not at all suited to the apostolic

period. At this period the Holy Spirit operated with its prim-

eval freshness and power. This Spirit, which guided into all

tioitli, was the means of preserving unity among the apostles.

Not an individual of those witnesses to the truth needed any
external written guide. Besides, this supposition solves the diffi-

culty in question, respecting the coincidence of the Gospels,

only in a very meagre and forced manner, Avhile there is a much
simpler way of reaching the same result far more satisfactorily.

We must sujipose more than one source of this characteristic of

the first three Gospels. Sometimes one Evangelist was certainly

made use of by another. This remark is applicable particularly

to Mark, who undoubtedly was acquainted with and made use

of both Matthew and Luke. Moreover, there existed short ac-

counts of particular parts of the Gospel-history, such as narra-

tives of particular cases of healing, relations of journeys, and the

like. Now, when two Evangelists made use of the same brief

account, there naturally resulted a resemblance in their history.

Still, as each was independent in his use of these accounts, some

variations also occurred. Finally, nuich of the similarity be-

tween them arose from oral narrations. It is easy to believe

tliat certain portions of the evangelical history, e. g. particular
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cures, parables, and discourses of our Lord, were repeated con-

stantly in tlic very same way, because the form of the narrative

imprinted itself with very great exactness on every one's

memory. In this manner the songs of Homer and Ossian were

long transmitted from mouth to mouth. Uniformity in an oral

mode of narration is not sufficient of itself alone to explain the

relation between the Gospels, because in prose it is impossible

(in poetry it is much easier) to imprint on the memory minute

traits and important forms of expression with so much exactness

as would be necessary to account for the mutual affinity of the

Gospels ; and, moreover, could their similarity be thus explained,

the variations between them would only stand out in more

troublesome relief. But that which cannot be effected by a sin-

gle hypothesis, can be by that in conjunction with others. And
here, perhaps, we may see the true solution of a problem which

has so long occupied the attention of theologians. But, what-

ever opinion be entertained on this point, the investigation of it

must always be kept aloof from the question of the genuineness

of the Gospels, which should first be established or denied on

historical grounds. Thus will the collection of the Gospels be

secure from all danger.

CHAPTER III.

THE INDIVIDUAL GOSPELS AND THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

Of the four Gospels, that of Matthew holds the first place in

the canon. The author of this first Gospel bore, besides the
name of Matthew, that of Levi also (Matth. ix. 9; Mark ii. 14),

and was the son of a certain Alpheus, of whom we have no
further information. Of the history of Matthew very little is

known, in addition to the accounts in the New Testament. After
our Saviour called him from his station as receiver of the cus-

toms, he followed him with fidelity, and was one of the twelve
whom Jesus sent forth to preach. His labours as an apostle,

however, seem to have been wholly confined to Palestine; for,

what is related of Matthew's travels in foreign countries is very
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doubtful, resting only on the authority of rather late ecclesiasti-

cal writings. But the information respecting him which is of

most importance to our purpose is given with perfect unanimity

by the oldest ecclesiastical writers, who declare that Matthew

wrote a Gospel. It is time that they likewise subjoin, equally

without exception, that Matthew wrote in Hebrew, at Jerusalem,

and for believing Jews; and that this account must be correct,

we know from the fact that the JcaWsIi Christians in Palestine,

who spoke Hebrew, all made use of a Gospel which they referred

to MatthcM'. This Hebrew Gospel did, indeed, differ from our

Greek Gospel of Matthew, for it contained many things wanting

in our Gospel ; but still it was in general so exactly like the

latter, that a father of the fourth ccntuiy, the celebrated Jerome,

felt himself entitled to treat the Hebrew Gospel expressly as

Matthew's. It is a singular circumstance, however, that, while

all the fathers of the church declare Matthew to have written in

Hebrew, they all, notwithstanding, make use of the Greek text

as of genuine apostolic origin, without remarking what relation

the Hebrew Matthew bore to our Greek Gospel; for that the

oldest fathers of the church did not possess Matthew's Gospel in

any other form than that in which we now have it, is fully

settled. That we have no definite information on this point is

undoubtedly owing to accidental causes; but, since it is so, that

we have not any certain account, we can only resort to conjec-

ture in regard to the mutual relation of the Greek and Hebrew
Matthew. Existing statements and indications, however, enable

us to form conjectures which, it is in the highest degree proba-

ble, are essentially correct. The idea that some unknown indi-

vidual translated the Hebrew Gospel of Matthew, and that this

translation is our canonical Gospel, is, in the first place, con-

tradicted by the circumstance of the universal diftusion of this

same Greek Gospel of Matthew, which makes it absolutely ne-

cessary to suppose that the translation was executed by some

one of acknowledged influence in the church, indeed, of apostolic

authority. In any other case, Avould not objections to this Gos-

pel have been urged in some quarter or other, particularly in

the country where Matthew himself laboured, and where his

writings were familiarly known ? There is not, however, the

slightest trace of any such opposition to it. Besides, our Greek

Gospel of Matthew is of sudi a peculiar character, that it is im-

possible for us to regard it as a mere version. Does a man, who
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is translating an important work from one language into ano-

ther, allow himself to make alterations in tlie book wliich he is

translating, to change the ideas it presents ? Something of the

kind must be supposed to have been done in the Greek Gospel

of Matthew with regard to the Hebrew. This is beyond denial,

if it be considered merely, how the quotations from the Old

Testament are treated. These do not coincide either with the

Hebrew text of the Old Testament, or with the version in com-

mon use at the time of the apostles, viz. the Septuagint (which

was executed by some learned Jews at Alexandria, several cen-

turies before the birth of Christ) ; but rather exhibit an inde-

pendent text of their own. Now, as sometimes the argument is

wholly based on this independent character of the text in the

citations from the books of the Old Testament, and could not

have accorded at all with the Hebrew Gospel of Matthew, it is

clear that our Greek Gospel must be something else than a

mere version. It is rather an independent work, though closely

allied to the Hebrew Gospel of the apostle. Now, since this

same work is universally regarded as an apostolic production,

and as having been written by Matthew, there is no more sim-

ple and effectual mode of solving all the characteristics of the

Gospel of Matthew, than to suppose that Matthew himself, when

he had composed the Hebreiv Gospel, executed liketvise a free

translation or new composition of it in the Greek language. It

makes no essential difference, if we suppose that a friend of

Matthew wrote the Greek work under his direction and autho-

rity; but Matthew's authority must necessarily be supposed to

have been the means of the diffusion of the Gospel, as otherwise

it is inexplicable that there does not appear the faintest trace of

any opposition to it.

No definite objections can be made against our supposition

that Matthew wrote a Greek Gospel besides his Hebrew one. A
single circumstance, however, may appear strange, viz. that

Papias, the ancient bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia, whom we
have before mentioned, a man who was conversant with persons

that had themselves seen and heard our Lord, informs us that

eveiy one endeavoured to translate the Hebrew Gospel of Mat-
thew as well as he was able. Thus, according to this passage,

our universally-received Greek transformation of the Hebrew
Gospel was not commonly known in Phrygia, so that persons

who did not very well understand Hebrew made use, as well as
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tlicy could, of tlio Hebrew Gospel. But the circumstance, that

the Greek Gosjicl of Matthew M-as not yet current in the imme-

diate ^^cinity of Papias, is no proof at all that it was not yet in

existence. For, as Matthew's work was already diffused through-

out the church in the Hebrew language, and the Greek Gospel

of Matthew corresponded with the Hebrew in every essential

point, it was very natural that the Greek Gospel should be cir-

culated in a more dilatory manner; and by some accident, it is

probable, it was particularly tardy in reaching Phiygia. As,

however, in the west generally, very few understood Hebrew,

when the Greek Gospel of Matthew was once procured, that only

was circulated there, and thus the Hebrew Gospel was com-

pletely lost in Europe. In Palestine alone, as the Hebrew was

better understood, the Gospel in that language continued in use,

though it was encumbered with divers foreign additions by the

Jewish Christians.

Thus the genuineness of the Gospel of Matthew is fully con-

firmed on historical grounds, aside from its position in the col-

lection of the Gosjicls. Recent investigators have raised doubts

in regard to its genuineness from internal considerations. They
say, in particular, that if the statements of Matthew, in the cha-

racter of eye-witness (for he was one of the twelve apostles), be

compared with the descriptions of Mark, who does not write as

an eye-witness, it Avill be evident that the advantage is on the

side of the latter. Everything which Mark narrates is repre-

sented in so graphic a manner that it is plain he derived his ac-

counts from eye-witnesses; while the narrative ofMatthew, whom
we are to regard as himself an eye-witness in respect to most of

his relations, is dry, and without the least vivacity. This re-

mark is perfectly correct. Comparison of a few passages Avill at

once show how much more minute and graphic are Mark's de-

scriptions than those of Luke. This is particularly the case as

to the accounts of cures. In these Mark frequently describes

the circumstances of the sick person before and after the cure in

so lively a manner as to make us imagine the scene really before

us; while Matthew, on the contrary, describes the occurrence

only in very general terms. Let a comparison be made in this

view between the following accounts which Matthew and Mark
give of the same occurrences:^-
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Matth. viiL 28—34.

" And when he was come to the other

side into the country of the Gergesenes,

there met him two possessed with devils,

coming out of the tombs, exceeding

fierce, so that no man might pass by
that way. And behold they cried out

saying," &c.

Respecting their cure Matthew merely

says (ver. 32) :
—" And he said unto

them, Go. And when they were come
out they went into the herd of swine, and

behold the whole herd of swine," &c.

ix. 18—26.

20. " And behold a woman which was

diseased with an issue of blood twelve

years came behind him, and plucked the

hem of his garment."

xiv. 1—12.

Account of the execution of John the

Baptist by Herod.

Mark v. 1—19.

" And they came over unto the other

side of the sea, into the country of the

Gadarenes. (This is another reading for

Gergesenes.) And when he was come
out of the ship, immediately there met
him out of the tombs a man with an un-

clean spirit, who had his dwelling among
the tombs ; and no man could bind him, no,

not with chains, because that he had been

often hound with fetters and chains, and the

chains had been plucked asunder by him,

and the fetters broken in pieces ; neither

could any man tame him. And always,

night and, day, he ivas in the mountains,

and in the tombs, crying, and cutting him-

self with stones. But when he saw Jesus

afar off, he ran and worshipped him, and
cried with a loud voice, and said," &c.

Respecting his cure, Mark says (ver.

1 3 and onward) :
" And forthwith Jesus

gave them leave. And the unclean

spirits went out and entered into the

swine," &c. " And they (that were in

the city and in the country) went out to

see what it was that was done. And they

come to Jesus, and see him that was pos-

sessed with the devil, and had the legion,

sitting, and clothed, and in his right mind:

and they were afraid."

V. 21—43.

25. " And a certain woman which had
an issue of blood twelve years, and had

suffered many things of many physicians,

and had spent all that she had, and was
nothing bettered, hut rather grew worse,

when she had heard of Jesus, came in

the press beliind, and touched his gar-

ment."
Moreover, the whole account contained

in verses 29—33 is in Mark only.

vi. 14—20.

The whole narrative is given in Mark
with much more minuteness and vivacity.

Such a difference in the style of narration runs throughout

Matthew and Mark ; and it cannot well be denied that at first

view there is something surprising in it. But careful examina-

tion of the object of the two Gospels plainly shows whence this

different manner of narration in Matthew and Mark takes its

rise, and thus does away with all the inferences which have been
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deduced therefrom in opposition to the apostolic origin of Mat-

thew. The reason why Mark describes the outward relations of

our Lord's Hfc in so viAdd and graphic a manner is, that it was

his special design to portray Christ's performance of the outward

functions of his office. Hence, all which related to that, he de-

tails veiy carefully ; while whatever did not pertain thereto he

either entirely omits, as, e. g., the history of the childhood of

Jesus, or communicates very briefly, as, e. g., many of our

Lord's larger discourses. Matthew, on the contrary, makes it

his chief object to communicate our Lord's discourses. He com-

monly makes use of events only as points of support for the dis-

courses; to which he, like John, directs special attention. If

it be considered, moreover, that the graphic nature of style is,

in great part, owing to peculiar talent, such as is not bestowed

alike on all men, and such as was by no means requisite in

every one of the apostles, there remains not a shadow of reason,

Avhy the want of Advacity, which is certainly exhibited in Mat-

thew's Gospel, should become a motive for denying its genuine-

ness. In truth, moreover, there is no period at which a forgery

of the Gospel in Matthew's name is even conceivable. For it

is demonstrable from the book itself that it must have been

composed a few years before the destruction of Jerusalem, and

hence about sixty-six years after the birth of Christ. Noav we
find Matthew in use in the church before the close of the same

century, at a time when John the Evangelist had but just died,

and many disciples of the apostles were li^ang and labouring in

all parts of the world. How was it possible, in such circum-

stances, to introduce a work forged in the name of Matthew in-

to so general currency, that not the very slightest opposition

should ever have been raised against it ?

From what has been said it will have been inferred that the

genuineness of Mark is not at all disputed. His graphic, lively

manner has even been made to afford occasion for assailing

the genuineness of Matthew. Nor, in truth, was there in an-

cient times the least opposition to Mark's Gospel. It was known

to Papias of Hierapolis, i.e., as early as the close of the first cen-

tury, and there is an unbroken chain of evidence in its favour

since that time. It is true, Mark's work was, in all probability,

written at Rome, at that time the capital of the known world,

and therefore a fixed and sure tradition as to the author of the

work might be fonned at once, and would easily diffuse itself
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everywhere abroad. Still, however, there is one thing wliich

appears very remarkable in regard to the rapid diffusion and re-

ception of Mark, viz., that it was a production whose author

was not an apostle. John Mark, frequently called Mark only,

was the son of a certain Mary who had a house in Jerusalem,

(Acts xii. 12). Mark himself, as we are told in the Acts (xii.

25; xiii. 5; xv. 36 seq.), at first accompanied the apostle Paul in

his travels for the dissemination of Christianity. He afterwards

attached himself to his kinsman Barnabas. At a later period,

however, we find him again in Paul's company (2 Tim. iv. 11).

According to the fathers, he was also, for a considerable time,

closely connected with Peter, and was interpreter to the latter

when he preached among the Greeks. He invariably, however,

occupied a dependent situation, and on this account it is im-

possible that his name alone should have procured his Gospel

an introduction into the church. But, as has been already men-

tioned, Mark did not write without apostolic authority. On the

contrary, he was under the direction of the apostle Peter. This

is stated by the entire series of church-fathers during the second

and third centuries, with perfect unanimity in the main; and

the statement is corroborated by the case of Luke, which was

exactly similar. On this account, the Gospel of Mark was con-

sidered as originating with Peter, and such individuals as were

particularly attached to this apostle used Mark in preference to

all others. Unfortunately, however, we have no minute accounts

as to this matter, and hence do not know whether these indivi-

duals corrupted the Gospel of Mark, as the Jewish Christians

did that of Matthew, or not. It is possible, however, that the

so-called Gospel of the Egyptians was a corruption of Mark,

though the fragments we have of it are not sufficient to enable

us to form a certain opinion on this point.

As to Luke, we have more clear and certain evidence in this

respect. We know that that sect which carried the sentiments

of Paul to an erroneous extreme, the Marcionites, used only the

Gospel of Luke, although Marcion was very well acquainted

with the other Gospels, and regarded them as genuine. They
had, however, altered Luke in conformity with their opinions,

and thus formed, as it were, a new Gospel out of it, which, not-

withstanding, still retained much resemblance to the original.

The reason why the Marcionites selected Luke was, that this

Gospel was written under the direction of the apostle Paul, who
d
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alone, in tlieir opinion, was a genuine apostle of our Lord.

Luke, as wc know from tlio Acts of tlie Apostles, had travelled

about with the apostle Paul for a long time, and, in particular,

had also accompanied him to Rome. This is clear from the final

chapters of the Acts of the Apostles. Connecting this fact with

the conclusion of the work, it is perfectly e^ddent Avhen the

Evangelist finished it. According to the last chapter, Paul was

two years in confinement at Rome. Hero Luke breaks off,

without mentioning the issue of his trial. Had this been con-

cluded, should wc not, of course, have had an account of the

emperor's decision respecting the great apostle of the Gentiles ?

It can be made very probable, by circumstances deduced from

another quarter, that Paul was liberated from his first imprison-

ment at Rome, and did not suffer as a martyr till he had been a

second time placed in bonds. Luke, however, abruptly breaks

off in the midst of his narrative. Now, as the Acts of the

Apostles arc only the second part of Luke's work, the Gospel

being the first (compare Luke i. 1 \nth. Acts i. 1), the latter

cannot have been written subsequently; and probably, when
Paul's death was apprehended, Luke wrote down the accounts

he had received from him or through him, in order to secure

them to posterity. Then the apostle, who was still li\ang, attested

the purity and accuracy of the work, and from Rome, the great

central point of the religious, as well as the political world, it

speedily made its way into the churches, in every province of the

vast Roman empire. Thus, it was not Luke's name which pro-

cured for this Gospel its currency in the church, hit the autho-

rity of the apostle Paul. Without this, the work of Luke, with

its two divisions, the Gospel and the Acts, would have been
the less likely to obtain general credit, because it purports to bo

a mere jirivate production, addressed to a certain Theophilus.

It if?, indeed, very probable, that this Theophilus was a man of

note, who Avas either already a member of the church, or at least

well-disposed towards it; but still he was only a private man,
whose name could have no weight with the whole church. lie

had, probably, already perused divers accounts concerning Christ,

and the formation of tlie primitive churches, which, however,

were not duly authentic and certain; and for this reason, Luke
detemiined to compose for his use an authoritative histoi-y of the

important events in our Lord's life, an<l of the foundation of the

churches. (Comp. Luke i. 1—4.) Under these circumstances,
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it is not astonishing tliat, in tlie primitive church, there was no

opposition either to Luke's Gospel, or his Acts of the Apostles.^

The many and close relations of the writer, together with the

apostolic authority in his behalf, were such e\dclence in favour of

the work, that not a single valid suspicion could arise respecting

its genuineness.

Lastly, The circumstances in regard to the Gospel of John
are particularly calculated to place its genuineness beyond dis-

pute ; for John the Evangelist lived much longer than any of

the other apostles. So far as we know, none of the others were

alive after the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus, the Roman
emperor, in the year 70 a.d. John, however, survived it nearly

thirty years, dying about the close of the first century, under

the reign of the emperor Domitian. Hence, many Christians

who had heard of our Lord's farewell words to him (John xxi.

22, 23), believed that John would not die, an idea which the

Evangelist himself declares erroneous. This beloved disciple of

our Lord, during the latter part of his life, as we know from tes-

timonies on which perfect reliance may be placed, lived at Ephe-

sus, in Asia Minor, where the apostle Paul had founded a flour-

ishing church. The importance of this church, about the year

64 or 75 a.d., is evinced by Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians ; and

subsequently it was very much enlarged. It was in this subse-

quent period that John wrote his Gospel. This is clear, first,

from a comparison of the Gospel with the Revelation. This last

work was written by John at an earlier period, before the de-

struction of Jerusalem. John's style in this prophetic composi-

tion is not so thoroughly easy as we find it at a later period in

the Gospel, which he must have written after longer intercourse

with native Greeks. Again, John plainly had the three other

Gospels before him when he wrote; for he omits all which they

had described Avith sufficient minuteness, e.g. the institution of

the holy supper, and only relates that which was new respecting

the life of his Lord and Master. Hence, these must have been

already composed, and also so generally diffused, that John

could presume them universally known in the church. Moreover,

the persons to whom John's work has special reference, viz. cer-

^ So far as the Acts of the Apostles speaks of the civcumstances of

Paul, it has a perfect correspondence with Paul's Epistles, as the latter

have with the former. See this fact more fully developed in the fourth

chapter of this treatise.
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tain Gnostics, did not attain importance till Jeiaisalem was de-

stroyed, and most of the apostles had left this world. Now, if

we duly consider all these circumstances, it will be even more

incredible in regard to John's Gospel than any other, that it

should have been forged in his name. From his being the sole

surviving apostle, innumerable eyes were upon him and his

movements. He lived and laboured in one of the chief cities of

the known world, in Avhich was a large church, and the vicinity

of which was wholly peopled with Christians. We have an

epistle of Pliny, a distinguished Roman officer of that region,

written only a few years after the death of John the Evangelist,

in which he describes the vast increase of the Christians in Asia

Minor, and lays before the emperor Trajan (the successor of the

emperor in whose reign John's death took place) measures for

preventing the further extension of their tenets. Now, how was
it possible that in this state of things a Avork could be forged in

John's name; or, supposing even that one might have been

(though history says nothing of any such imposition under the

name of John), ^ how is it conceivable that no oj^position should

have been made thereto, when many thousands were acquainted

with John, and must have known exactly what he wrote, and

what he did not? Of such opjwsiiion, however, there is no-

where the slifjhtest trace. Not merely all teachers of the orthodox

church, in all parts of the wide Roman empire, but also all here-

tics of the most various sects, make use of the work as a sacred

valuable legacy bequeathed to the church by the beloved disci-

ple; and the few heretics who make no use of it, as e. g. Marcion,

still evince acquaintance with it, and regard it as a genuine

work of John's, but are impudent enough to deny that John
himself had a correct knowledge of the Gospel, because he was

too much of a Jew. Wliether, as was the case with the other

Gospels, John's also was corrupted by the heretics, who felt that

they Avcre specially aimed at in it, is uncertain. The Gnostics,

with the exception of Marcion (who, however, as has been al-

ready mentioned, is only improperly reckoned among the Gnos-

tics), made most frequent use of John, as in their opinion speci-

ally favouring their spiritual ideas. We do not learn, however,

' There doe.s exist in MS., it is true, a second apocalypse under
J()ln»'.s name; but this i)roducti<)n apjicars to belong to a much later pe-
riod. There is also an apostolic history of older date, in which, however,
John i.s only mentioned along with others; it is not ascribed to him.
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that there existed in ancient times any Gospel ofJohn corrupted

by the Gnostics, as Luke's Gospel was mutilated by Marcion.

In modern times, it is true, a GosjDel of John thus disfigured has

come to public knowledge; but the alterations in it originated

at a late period in the middle ages.

The doubts respecting the genuineness of John's Gospel which

have, nevertheless, been proposed in recent times, took their

rise, like those in regard to Matthew, solely from its internal

character. Wlien once doubts were thus occasioned, endeavours

were made to sustain them on historical grounds likewise.

These, however, are of little weight,^ from the firmness of the

foundation on which the Gospel rests. It was with John much

as with Matthew, in regard to those characteristics which excited

doubt of the genuineness of the book. It was correctly remark-

ed, that John gives a different representation of our Lord from

that presented by the first three Evangelists. In his Gospel,

Christ's actions and discourses appear, as it were, transfigured

and spiritualised, while in the other Evangelists they appear in

a costume more or less Jewish and national. Now, as it is not

conceivable, it is said, that the same person should be so differ-

ently represented, and John, the beloved disciple of our Lord,

would certainly not have portrayed his Master as other than he

really was, while the description of the actions of Jesus (who fUc4^Jvt«

appeared as a Jew, among Jews, and in behalf of Jews), given "^ '*^ *^

in the accounts of the first three Evangelists, is much more con- ^ /

formable to probability, the Gospel which bears John's name /'"'"''V^

must be of later origin. But here, as in regard to Matthew, it ^^^
may be observed, that from a perfectly correct remark false ''' ^'^*^

conclusions have been deduced. It is indeed true that John

exhibits the Saviour in a far more spiritual and glorified charac-

ter than the first three Evangelists; but this proves nothing,

except that John was the most spiritual of the Evangelists. The

same individual may l)e regarded and described very differently

by different persons. Of this truth we have a remarkable ex-

ample in a great character of Grecian antiquity, Socrates is

presented to our view in his actions and discourses by two of his

confidential pupils, Xenophon and Plato. And how entirely

1 The most weighty opponent of the genuineness of John has given

the excellent example of publicly acknowledging that he has become

convinced of the genuineness of this jewel of the church, and retracts

his doubts. May this example find numerous imitators

!
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different is the description given of liim by these two writers

!

In fact, these biographers may be said to sustain very much
sucli a mutual relation as that of John and the first Evangelists.

While Xcnophon paid attention principally to the external acts

of Socrates, Plato describes his spiritual characteristics. Now, if

it was possible to represent a common human being of eminence

in two very different lights, without doing violence to truth,

how much rather might it be so in regard to one who was greater

than Solomon, or than Socrates and his biographers. He who
lived a purely heavenly life on earth, and spake words of eternal

truth, could not but be very variously described, according to

the characteristics of the human soul which received the rays of

light proceeding from him. Each soul reflected his image ac-

cording to its own profundity and compass, and yet each might
' be right. It was for this reason that more than one Gospel was

included in the collection of the sacred writings, since only the

presentation of different portraitures together could prevent a

partial view of our Sa\aour's character. As it is only from con-

nection of the accounts of Xenophon and Plato that we can obtain

a complete picture ofSocrates, so we cannot comprehend the life of

our Lord, wliicli affords so many different asjDects, without uniting

the peculiar traits scattered in all the four Gospels into one

general portraiture. With all the difference of representation

observable in the Evangelists, there are still resemblances and
affinities enough to make it evident that they all had the same
great personage in view. As John relates narratives of cures

exactly like those in Matthew, Mark, and Luke, so the Gospels

of tlic latter contain passages which, in elevation, depth, and
richness of thought, are not inferior to our Lord's discourses in

John, and indeed resemble them in phraseology. Among these

is tlie lofty and astonishingly beautiful passage, Matth. xi.

25—80 :
—

" I thank thee, Father, Lord of heaven and earth,

because thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent,

and hast revealed them unto babes. Even so, Father, for so it

seemed good in thy sight. All things are delivered unto me of

my Father; and no man knowcth the Son but the Father; nei-

ther knoweth any man the Father save tlic Son, and he to

whomsoever tho Son will reveal him. Come unto me, all ye
that labour and are lieavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take
my yoke upon you and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly

ill heart, and ye sliall find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is
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easy, and my burden is light." He from whose mouth such

language proceeded might certainly be represented in such an

aspect as John has given to Jesus, if the description were under-

taken by one in some measure capable of appreciating a charac-

ter of this nature ; and that John was thus capable is sufficiently

clear from his Epistles.

If, therefore, we look at the Grospels as a collection, or consi-

der each separately, we cannot but say that they are more
strongly accredited and sustained by external and internal

proofs than any other work of antiquity. Few writings have'

such ancient testimonies in their favour, reaching back to the

time of the authors ; none have so many of them, so totally dis- I

tinct, so corroborative of each other. While, then, the chief

argument inbehalf of the Scriptures generally, and of the Gospels

in particular, is the witness of the Holy Spirit, perceived in his

heart by every believer as he peruses the Scrij)tures (a point on

which we shall enlarge at the close of our treatise) ; still, the

possibility of proving on historical grounds the genuineness and
primitive character of the Gospels is a great additional cause of

gratitude, inasmuch as it removes occasions of distrust, particu-

larly from weak and doubting minds, and affords motives for the

confirmation of their faith.

CHAPTER IV.

THE PAULINE EPISTLES.

Along with the collection of the Gospels, there existed at an

early period of the church, as was related above, ^ a collection

of Paul's Epistles called the Apostle. In the lives of Irenaeus,

Tertullian, and Clement of Alexandria, who were all acquainted

with and used it, this collection contained thirteen Epistles, viz.

the Epistle to the Romans, two to the Corinthians, those to the

Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians, two to the

Thessalonians, two to Timothy, and those to Titus and Phile-

mon. The Epistle to the Hebrews was not inserted in this col-

^ Comp. Chap. i.
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lection, because opinions were not united as to its origin. (See

Chap. \i. below). Half a century before the time of the fathers

just mentioned, we find a collection of Pauline Epistles in the

hands of Marcion, that extravagant reverer of the Apostle Paul.

He was born in Asia Minor, where, as is well known, the apostle

Paul had long lived and laboured, and was highly reverenced.

Thence Marcion went to Rome, carrying with him the collection

of Pauline Epistles which he had made use of in Asia. This,

however, contained but ten Epistles; there were wanting the

three commonly termed pastoral letters, viz. the two to Timothy,

and that to Titus ; called pastoral letters, because in them Paul

gives directions to spiritual pastors in regard to the suitable

performance of their official duties. The small Epistle to Phile-

mon was known to him, because it stood in close connexion with

the Epistle to the Colossians; but the three pastoral letters

seem to have been diffused but slowly, as independent private

productions, and hence, also, not to have been inserted in the'

original collection. How the collection of the Pauline Epistles,

in the form in which we now have it, originated, is unknown,
and has not yet been satisfactorily accounted for by any conjec-

ture.^ For the supposition that, like the collection of the Gos-

pels, it originated in different places at once, merely by the gra-

dual transmission thither of the Epistles of Paul as fast as they

^yere composed, is forbidden by the circumstance that, as can be

proved, they are not arranged in the order of their composition.

The collection cannot, however, have been accidentally formed

;

for it is clear that a certain plan has been followed. At the be-

ginning are placed the Epistles to the Romans and Corinthians,

distinguished for their length and internal importance; then fol-

lows a letter to several churches in a whole province, the Epistle

to the Galatians; then the smaller Epistles to churches in par-

ticular cities, to the Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and

Thessalonians ; lastly, come the Epistles to private persons.

Moreover, had the collection of them been left to accident,

sometimes one arrangement would have been adopted and some-

times another, which is not the case, the order having been the

' Wo find very few tracess of a different arran<i-ement of the Epistles

ol' J'aul ; a different one, liowever, is followed in an old catalogue of the

book.s of the New Testament, probably pertaininj;- to the ehurchat Rome.
It Ih called Muratoris Catalogue, from an Italian abbot of that Jiamc who
discovered the MSS. which contained it.
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same that we now observe, as far back as the second century.

As, therefore, the order of the Epistles was evidently the work

of design, and its general reception throughout the church indi-

cates that it proceeded from some authoritative source, the most

reasonable supposition is, that the apostle Paul himself made
the collection. During the second imprisonment at Rome,

to which, as we shall see hereafter, it is highly probable that

the apostle was subjected, he may have collected together the

ten Epistles, as being the principal ones of a doctrinal nature

which he had as yet written, in order to bequeath them as a

legacy to the church. It was in this original form that Marcion

possessed the collection.'- After the collection was made uj),

near the close of his life, Paul wrote the three pastoral letters,

which were afterwards added to the original collection, and

naturally placed last. By accident Marcion had not become

acquainted with these letters, 'and therefore retained the most

ancient form of the collection of Paul's Epistles. A very

weighty testimony in favour of this view is presented in the

second Epistle of the Apostle Peter, who, at near the conclusion

of his letter, says :
" And account that the long-suffering of our

Lord is salvation ; even as our beloved brother Paul, also, accor-

ding to the wisdom given unto him, hath wr-itten unto you; as

also in all (his) Epistles, speaking in them of these things; in

which are some things hard to be understood, which they that

are unlearned and unstable wrest,'' &c. (2 Pet. iii. 15, 16).

According to the first Epistle of Peter (i. 1, comp. 2 Pet. iii. 1),

Peter wrote to the Christians in Pontus, Galatia, and other

provinces of Asia Minor, to which also Paul's Epistles to the

Gralatians, Ephesians, and Colossians are directed. Peter, there-

fore, might presume that his readers were acquainted with

these. The expression all (his) Epistles, however, clearly indi-

cates a collection of Epistles. Otherwise, there is something of

indefiniteness in it. Paul, no doubt, wrote more Epistles during

his life than we now possess. But most of his Epistles were not

exactly adapted for general diffusion. The expression, all (his)

Epistles, must therefore have reference to a collection of the

^ According to the account of Epiphanius, it is true, the order of the

ten Epistles in Marcion's Canon was diiferent from that in ours, viz,

Galatians, Corinthians, Romans, Thessalonians, Ephesians, Colossians,

Philemon, and Philippians. If this statement be credited, it must be

allowed that Mai'cion's collection originated independently of ours.
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apostle's letters, which could be read through. If it be also

lii Jj considered that Peter was in Paul's company in Rome, and that

consequently he would naturally have had acquaintance with

the collection of his Epistles, it will be plain that this passage

is hardly intelligible, except on the supposition that a collection

of Paul's Epistles was already in existence.' It is true the

genuineness of the second Epistle of Peter is now disputed, and

certainly much that is of an imposing nature can be alleged

against it. Still, however, all that can be said does not, I am
con^'inced, demonstrate its spuriousness, while there is certainly

much evidence of its genuineness. At any rate, this mention

of a collection of Paul's Epistles should not be urged against the

genuineness of the second Epistle of Peter, as all acknowledge

that nothing certain is known in regard to the formation of this

collection. But on these points we will speak more at large

hereafter.

If it be admitted, however, that Paul himself made the col-

lection of his Epistles, or at least, caused it to be made at Rome
under his direction, we have then an explanation of the fact,

j
that in regard to the genuineness of this collection, as in regard

\to that of the Gospels, not the slir/htest doubt was ever expressed.

Members of the Catholic church in all parts of the world, as also

of the various sects, make use of the collection and of the indi-

vidual Epistles, without allowing themselves to intimate the

smallest doubt in regard to them. Now, this undeniable foct is

wholly irreconcilable with the supposition that all or any Epistles

in the collection are spurious. Indeed, the first supposition,

that all the Epistles of Paul are .spurious, has never been main-

tained, and never can be, except in despite of all history. But

^ Some may think that too much is inferred by the author from Peter's

expre.s.sion ; and, indeed, it must be admitted, that to say that Peter's

language is hardly intelligible, except on the supposition of an existing

collection of Paul's Epistles, is somewhat extravagant. Our English

translation, by inserting the word his in the phraseology of Peter, has

somewhat modified the .sense of the original, and weakened the force of

Olshau.sen's remarks. The Greek expression is, h Toisai; raTg s-Tiaro-

y.aTg, i.e. perhaps, in all f/te Epistles. Now, though it would give an in-

telligible sense to these words to suppose that Peter meant to make his

observation concerning Paul's Epistles generally, of which he presiuned

some might, and .some might not, have come to the knowledge of those

to whom he wrote; still, it can hardly be disputed, that his phra.seology

becomes much more natural, if we suppose a current collection of the

Epistles.—T.
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even the idea that one or two spurious, forged Epistles may /

have obtained a place in the collection, is hardly to be recon-

1

ciled with the universal acknowledgment of all the Epistles in '

the church of ancient times. Consider only, how universally

Paul was known in the early church ! From Spain (which in

all probability he visited), he had travelled about through Italy

and all Grreece to the remotest countries of Asia Minor, Syria,

and Arabia ; he had resided for years in some of the large cities

of the then known world, in Rome, Corinth, Thessalonica,

Ephesus, Antioch, Csesarea, Jerusalem; he had everywhere

founded numerous churches, and maintained the most active

intercourse with them. How, then, when he was so well

known, could a work be forged in his name, with any prospect

of its being generally acknowledged ? The impossibility of this

occurrence is the more evident, from the fact that all Paul's

Epistles are addressed to important churches, or to persons

living in well-known places. If those who received the Epistles

were not always designated, then it might be supposed that

some spurious ones obtained general circulation. No one, per-

haps, could then say vnih certainty, whether Paul wrote such a

particular Epistle or not ; for it is not conceivable that Paul

should at once have told everybody he knew how many Epistles

he had written ; and thus one might be personally acquainted

with Paul, and still be deceived by an artfully-contrived Epistle.

But take the case as it is. "Were the Epistle to the Ephesians,

against which, as we shall see, objections have been raised,

really spurious, forged in Paul's name, we readily admit that it

might have been received as genuine in the whole church be-

side, for it is as like Paul's Epistles as one egg is like another

;

but could it have been acknowledged as genuine in Ejjhesus

itself, and the Asiatic churches connected with the Ephesians ?

Can we suppose that the Ephesians had so little regard for the

great founder of their church, that they did not even know
whether their beloved preacher had or had not written them a

letter .while in bonds ? And can they have been so totally

wanting in sensibility to friendship and love, as not to preserve

the apostle's communication, when every man, at all susceptible

of emotions of friendshij), is anxious to preserve what has been

traced by a beloved hand ? It is hence plain, that a spurious

Epistle to the Ephesians must have been known in Ephesus as
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wliat it really was, a forged production ; and it is impossible to

suppose, that if the Epistle had been disputed b}^ any consider-

able church, and particularly by the very one to Avhich it pur-

ported to have been sent, the opposition should have been so

completely suppressed. The declaration of the Ephesian church

that they had received no such Epistle, that they had not

the original in their archives, would have been suiiicient to de-

stroy its credit.

To this it is added, that all the Epistles of Paul go beyond

general expressions, such as may be easily invented ; that they

exhibit a definite concrete^ purport, which has reference to the

particular wants of each church, and its manifestations as to

Christian life. Such representations of actual facts, in regard to

the ancient churches, can have proceeded only from immediate

contact with them, and consequently certify us of the genuine-

ness of the Pauline Epistles. With all that is of a special

nature, however, in each particular Epistle of Paul, there is ob-

servable, in all together, a uniformity of style, and a unity in

doctrinal ideas, Avhicli wholly prevents suspicion respecting the

genuineness of the epistolary collection. For the usual reason

of forging writings in the name of another is, that the forger

wishes to give currency to a favourite idea under some cele-

brated name. In no Epistle, however, is there any jDrominent

idea which is remote from the circle of Pauline doctrine, and
seems to be a foreign idea clothed with the costume of Paul's

style. We rather find every where the same main thoughts

wliich actuated the life of Paul, running through the entire col-

lection, and giving their stamp to the whole.

The principal evidence, however, of the genuineness of the

Pauline Epistles, regarded in a historical light, is the circum-

stance, that we can assign to the Epistles their exact places in

the life of the Apostle Paul by following the Acts of the

Apostles. Thus are they most fully and firmly bound one to

another, and all to the Acts of the Apostles. This arrangement

of the individual Epistles in accordance with the thread of

* 'J'liis tenn, in tlie sense in which it is here used, is borrowed from
logic. In that science, it is known, abstract and concrete terms are

contra-distinjfuished. An abstract term is one si^jnifying some attri-

bute, without reference to any particuhir sul)ject ; a concrete term
designates both the attribute and the subject to which it belongs.—T.
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Paul's life, is eifected in siicli a manner as to show in chrono-

logical order the occasions of their composition, and their strict

relations to his known movements.

Paul, the great apostle of the Grentiles, who, as is well known,

was at first named Saul, was a native Jew of the tribe of Ben-

jamin, and was born in Tarsus in Cilicia. In order to perfect

himself in the knowledge of the law of his native country, he

early betook himself to Jerusalem, where he was taught by the

celebrated Gamaliel. His zeal for the hereditary observances of

his countrymen caused him to persecute the Christians, as soon

as he obtained knowledge of them, with all the vehemence of

his fiery nature. At the death of Stephen, the first Christian

martyr, he was busy keeping the clothes of his murderers while

they stoned him. (Acts vii. 5 7 soq.) From Jerusalem Paul betook

himself to Damascus, to stir up the Jews there also against the

Christians ; but the Lord Jesus appeared to him before the city

in his divine glory, and showed him who it was that he perse-

cuted. (Acts ix. 22—26). As Paul had not persecuted the

Christians from intentional wickedness, or from carnal selfish-

ness, contrary to his interior conviction, but rather with the

honest idea that he was thereby doing God service, the divine

light which enlightened his dark mind by this vision at once

produced an entire change in his feelings. With the same

ardent zeal for truth and right which he had manifested in

persecuting the Gospel, he now defended it ; though his zeal

was indeed purified and made holier by the Spirit of the Lord.

After a season of quiet reflection and repose, such as he needed

to perceive the greatness of that internal change which he had

undergone, and the depth of the new principle of life within

him, Paul began to make known the conviction he had just ob-

tained. It was in Antioch (about 44 a. d.) that Paul began

formally to preach ; and he taught in this city, along with

Barnabas, a whole year. After a journey to Jerusalem, whither

he carried money that had been collected for the poor in that

city, the elders of the church at Antioch designated him as a

messenger to the Gentiles ; and he with Barnabas set out on

the first missionary eocpedition, about 45 a.d. It extended no

farther than the neighbouring countries of Asia Minor. Paul

travelled through Cyprus to Perga in Pamphylia, and Antioch

in Pisidia, and returned through Lystra, Derbe, and Attalia by
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sea to Antioch. Consequently, on liis first missionary enter-

prise, the apostle did not visit any of the cities or proAances to

which he wrote Epistles. On his return to Antioch he found

that some strict Jewish Christians had come thither from

Jerusalem, and excited dissensions. Paul had begun to preach

the Gospel to the Gentiles, and in such a way as to dispense

with the observance of the Mosaic law as a necessary duty.

Many Jewish Christians could not rise to the level of this

evangelical freedom in regard to the external law. Even Peter

at fir.st adhered so strenuously to the forms of Jewish practice,

that nothing but a vision could bnng him to see, that under the

New Testament, the Mosaic law, in regard to meats, had lost its

external importance, (Acts x. 11 seq.) In order to come to a

fixed decision on this important point, the church at Antioch

determined that Paul and Barnabas, with several companions,

should proceed to Jerusalem to present this question before the

Apostles. They there declared what God had wrought by them

among the Gentiles ; Peter testified the same in regard to his

labours ; and James, the brother of our Lord, showed that it

was foretold, in the prophecies of Scripture, that the Gentiles

likewise should be called into the church of God. On these

grounds the apostles, with the elders and all the church at

Jei-usalem, determined to send deputies to Antioch with Paul

and Barnabas, and communicated their judgment in a letter

carried by them to the church at Antioch. This important

transaction at Jerusalem, which publicly announced the charac-

ter of Christianity as an universal religion, is called the council

of the Apostles. It was hold about the year 52 a.d. The de-

cision of this apostolic body Avas of the utmost consequence to

the Apostle Paul, as in his subsequent labours he had to contend

constantly with narrow-minded Jewish Christians, who wished

to impose the Mosaic law upon the Gentiles also as essential to

salvation. Against these Paul now advanced, not only his own
personal influence, but the authority of all the apostles. This,

at least, was cifccted thereby—that the supporters of the cere-

monial law and its perpetual validity were compelled to secede

from the universal apostolic church, and form themselves into a

distinct sect. It is true, however, that their opposition to the

apostle Paul was continued with extreme obstinacy ; and we
find in his Epistles mmiberless allusions to the persecutions

wliich he encountered at their hand.
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Soon after the apostolic council (53 a.d.) Paul undertook his

second great journey. He seiDarated from Barnabas, who united

with his kinsman Mark in preaching the Gospel. Paul took Silas

as his companion instead of Barnabas. He directed his course

first to the churches founded on his previous journey ; and thence

onward to Oalatia, and to Troas, on the western coast of Asia

Minor. Thence the Lord conducted him, by a vision in a dream,

into Macedonia, where he founded the church of Philippi ; and
then went to Thessalonica. (Acts x. 10 seq. xvii, 1 seq.)

Unfortunately, Paul could remain only about three weeks in

the latter city, for, as he met with much success among the

proselytes that had connected themselves with the Jewish

synagogues, there arose an uproar against him among the Jews,

who actually compelled him to leave the city, and flee to Bersea.

(Acts xvii. 10.) As, however, the Jews in this place likewise

vented their rage against the apostle of our Lord, Paul betook

himself to Athens, where also some hearts were warmed by the

fire of his preaching. He next proceeded onward to Corinth.

Here, in one of the great cities of antiquity, where luxury and

debauchery had reached their highest pitch, but where, on that

very account, a strong desire for salvation was readily excited,

Paul laboured with remarkable success for more than a year

and a half. He found there a Jewish family from Rome,
Aquila, and his wife Priscilla, celebrated in the history of the

ancient church. As Aquila pursued the same craft with Paul,

the latter lived and w^rought with him, and besides discoursed

in the house of a certain Justus. From hence Paul wrote the

first Epistles among those still preserved to us, viz. the two

Epistles to the Thessalonians. Now, if we compare the tenor of

the Epistles with the situation of the Apostle, and their relation

to the church at Thessalonica, we shall find them throughout

conformable to the circumstances. As Paul was unable to

preach in Thessalonica more than three weeks, he must

naturally have been very anxious respecting the fate of

those who believed in that city; he feared that they might

again fall away on account of the persecutions which threatened

them. Hence his apprehensions had already induced him, as

soon as he arrived at Athens, to send Timothy from thence to

Thessalonica, in order to learn Avhat was really the condition of

the church. Timothy rejoined him at Corinth; and his mind

being set at rest by the information which Timothy communi-
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catcd, lie wrote the first Epistle, for the purpose of confiiTning

and establishing- the Tliessalonians in tlie fjiith to wliicli tliey

had so faithfully adhered. (Acts xvii. 15; xviii. 5; 1 Thess. iii.

2, 5, 6.) It is a circumstance entirely consonant with what

we must suppose to have been the situation of the Chris-

tians in Thessalonica, that they did not rightly comprehend

tlie doctrine of our Lord's resurrection. This would naturally

be the case from the shortness of the period during which tliey

enjoyed the apostle's instructions. (1 Thess. iv. 13 scq.) They
feared that those believers Avho might die before the coming- of

our Lord, would be shut out from the joys attendant on the

Messiah's reign upon earth. The apostle, however, sets them
right in regard to their fear, showing them that there would be

a twofold resurrection. Those who had fallen asleep in faith re-

specting the Saviour, would not rest till the general resurrection,

but would be raised up at the coming of Christ, and would be-

hold the Lord with those who were alive. The same subject

also soon afterward caused the apostle Paul to write the

second Epistle to the Christians at Thessalonica, also from

Corinth. The explanation of Paul had indeed quieted the ap-

prehension of the believers of that city in regard to those of

their number who met with an early death; but some expres-

sions used by Paul in his first Epistle (particularl}'^ 1 Thess. iv.

17), together with false rumours respecting his view of the

proximity of our Lord's coming, had led some susceptible minds

to the idea that this imiiortant event not only miyld, but must,

take place very soon. Thus they openly designated the period

of our Lord's return, in total contrariety to Paul's meaning, who
did indeed, with them, hope and ardently desire that our Lord
might come in their time, and by no means stated expressly

that he would not do so, since that would have been a negative

detcnnination of the point; but maintained the possihlUty that

he would, and founded thereon, after the oxamijle of Christ

himself, an exhortation to constant watchfulness. In order,

therefore, to moderate the excessive disposition of the Christians

at Thessalonica to look upon this great event as necessarily

about to take place in their own time, Paul presented to view

certain things which must all take place before it. From the

consideration of these ]ioints, it could not but be evident to the

The-ssaionians, that this event could not take place so suddenly as

they anticipated, and thus their excited minds would probably
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be quieted. In these respects, as regards tlie state of things at

that time, the two Epistles possess entire and undeniable histo-

rical keeping; and Ave shall not err widely from the truth if we
assign their composition to the years 54 and 55 of the Christian

era.

From Corinth the apostle Paul now returned to Antioch,

whence he had been sent. (Acts xviii. 22.) Without, however,

remaining long at rest, he in the following year (57 a. d.) entered

upon his third missionary tour, going first to Galatia again,

where he had preached on his second tour, and then to the

wealthy and celebrated city of Ephesus, where he abode more

than two years. From this city Paul wrote first to the Galatians,

and subsequently to the Corinthians. The Epistle to the Gala-

tians was occasioned by those same Jewish Christians, of whom
we have before remarked, that they constantly strove to cast hin-

drances in the way of Paul's oj)erations. The Galatian churches,

which Paul, on his second visit to Galatia (Gal. iv. 13), had

found walking in the true faith, had been misled by these men
in regard to the requirements of religion. Through the idea

that the observance of the Jewish ceremonial law was essential

to salvation, the Galatian Christians were led to regard circum-

cision, the solemnisation of the Sabbath and of the Jewish

feasts, and other ordinances of the Old Testament, which the

New Testament valued only from their spiritual signification, as

of worth in an external view, and in this way suffered them-

selves to lose sight of the interior life of faith. The object of

the apostle, therefore, in his Epistle, was to develope thoroughly

to the Galatians the relation between the law and the Gosj^el,

and to show that, in the spiritual freedom conferred by the lat-

ter, the external rites of the former might, indeed, be observed,

but that they must be observed in a higher manner, i.e. spiri-

tually. Previously, however, he makes some remarks respecting

himself personally. For, as the Jewish Christians presumed to

dispute Paul's apostolic authority, he found himself compelled to

vindicate it by a historical account of himself. He states (i. 12

seq.), that he did not receive his Gospel from man, but immedi-

ately from God; that at first he had persecuted the church of God,

but that God, who had called him from his mother's womb, had

been pleased to reveal his Son in him, that he might preach him

to the heathen, through the Gospel. This evidently refers to

the event of our Lord's appearance to Paul near Damascus, on
e
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which occasion the Lord said to him, " I am Jesus, whom thou

persecutest. But rise, and stand upon thy feet: for I have ap-

peared unto tliee for this purpose, to make thee a minister and

a witness botli of these things wliich tliou hast seen, and of

those things in the which I will appear unto thee; delivering

thee from the people and from the Gentiles, unto whom now I

send thee, to open their eyes, and to turn them from darkness

to light, and from the power of Satan unto God, that they may
receive forgiveness of sins, and inheritance among them which

are sanctified hy faith that is in me." (Acts xx^^. 15—18.)

This reference to so peculiar occurrences in Paul's life exhibits

a sufficient security for the genuineness of this Epistle; and, in

connection with its entire contents, as also with its style, has

sufficed to place it for ever beyond suspicion.

An occasion equally sad in respect to the apostle gave rise to

the first Epistle to the Corinthians, wliich was likwise written

from Ephesus. Before the first of the Epistles wliich are in our

possession, Paul had written another to Corinth (1 Cor. v. 9),

which, however, has perished. Wo have, indeed, a 2)?'e^e?irfefZ

Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians, which claims to be this lost

Epistle, but a slight examination is sufficient to manifest its

spuriousness. Moreover, this Epistle of Paul was regarded as

lost by all Christian antiquity. This first Epistle, as is shown

liy 1 Cor. V. 1— 9, was occasioned by the circumstance, that an

individual in the Corinthian church had matrimonial intercourse

with his mother-in-law, the wife of his deceased father. Paul

pointed out to the church the necessity of excluding from among
them him who sustained this incestuous relation, that he might

be awakened to penitence. To this Epistle of Paul, the Corin-

thian Christians replied in such a w'ay, as to show plainly that

they misunderstood some parts of it, particularly what Paul had

said respecting the avoidance of lasciviousncss. These misap-

prehensions are corrected by Paul in the first of the two Epis-

tles which have been preserved to us. lie likewise sjieaks in

this same letter of another important circumstance in regard to

the Corinthian church, which presents considerable coincidence

with the situation of the Christians in Galatia. It is that some

of the Jewish Christians, who had excited dissensions among
tlio believers there, had come to Corinth also. True, some
had remained faithful to l^iid ; but others a]>])caled, in contra-

diction of his authority, to Peter (Cephas), althougli he agreed
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perfectly with Paul in his views respecting the law. They pro-

bably objected to the Aj^ostle Paul, as did the Jewish Christians

in Galatia, that he had not, like Peter, known our Lord person-

ally. Besides these two parties, Paul mentions two others

(1 Cor. i. 12), the distinctive characteristics of Avhich, however,

are uncertain. There were, therefore, divisions in the Corin-

thian church, and from these had proceeded manifold disorders.

Paul's first Epistle is occupied with the reconciliation of the

former, and the removal of the latter.

Our first Epistle to the Corinthians comprises such an abund-

ance of peculiar circumstances entirely conformable with the

situation of the church in its earliest days, that we cannot for a

moment suppose it possible that it is a forgery. Moreover, par-

ticular facts mentioned in it coincide most exactly with the

events of Paul's life, as known from the Acts of the Apostles.

Thus, according- to Acts xix. '^2, he sent away his two compa-

nions, Timothy and Erastus, fron Ephesus, a short time before

he himself left the city; and, according to 1 Cor. iv. 17, like-

wise, he had despatched Timothy to the Corinthians. Accord-

ing to the same passage in the Acts, Paul purposed soon to leave

Ephesus, and travel through Achaia (this was the Greek pro-

vince in which Corinth was situated) to Jerusalem, and the

same thing is indicated by 1 Cor. xvi. 5. Thus, all circumstances

unite to give a sure historical basis to the Epistle. As its com-

position must be placed a little before Paul's departure from

Ephesus, it was probably written about 59 a.d., while the Epis-

tle to the Galatians may have been written about the year

58 A.D.

Before the Apostle Paul left Ephesus, then he sent Titus with

a special commission to Corinth. He hoped to be able to wait

for him in Ephesus, in order to receive an account of the troubled

state of affairs in the Corinthian church, and of the reception

which his Epistle encountered. But a sudden uproar created

by Demetrius the silver-smith (Acts xix. 24 seq.), who saw him-
self injured in respect to the gains which he derived from the

sale of small silver models of the celebrated temple of Diana at

Ej)hesus, compelled him to leave the city earlier than he wished.

In Macedonia, however, whither Paul immediately betook him-

self, he again met with Titus, who then informed him particu-

larly of the condition of the church at Corinth, and the impres-

sion which his epistle had produced. This account induced the
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Apostle to write the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, from Ma-

cedonia. The contents of this other Epistle, which was written

a few months after the tirst, bear so close a relation to the con-

tents of the first, that the identity of the author is, thereby

alone, made sufficiently e\ddent. In the second chapter, e.g., we

find mention again of the incestuous person, Avhom Paul had en-

joined it upon the church to exclude from communion with them.

As he had now been excommunicated, Paul speaks in his be-

half, that he might not sink into utter despondency (2 Cor. ii.

7). Of most importance, however, are the particular expres-

sions in regard to those Jewish Christians who desolated the

Corinthian church as well as others. Titus had informed the

Apostle with what an arrogant disposition they had received his

letter. Against these, therefore, he expresses himself with the

utmost severity, while he treats those who remained faithful to

the truth, with suavity and great kindness. In rebuking the per-

versity of these Judaizcrs, he feels it necessary to speak ofhimself

;

for these proud sectaries not only rejected the apostolic autho-

rity of Paul, but also sought by their calumnies to deprive him

of the honour of licing the most successful labourer in our Lord's

vineyard. With noble plainness, therefore, Paul boasts of all

that the Lord had done for him and through him ; and the fur-

ther removed this plainness was from false humility, and the less

he avoided giving ground for the imputation of appearing arro-

gant and self-conceited, the more likely was his account of him-

self to make an impression upon all his opponents. We do not

know definitely Avhat effect this Epistle pi-oduced upon the state

of things at Corinth; but, from the subsequent flourishing con-

dition of the Corinthian church, w^e may with great probability

infer that Paul's Epistle contributed essentially to the annihila-

tion of divisions. At all events, the Epistle is so completely

Pauline, and harmonises so exactly with all known historical

circumstances, that its genuineness has never been contested

either in ancient or modern times.

Wliat was not effected by the Epistle of Paul to the church of

Corinth, was undoubtedly accomplished by the Apostle's perso-

nal presence in this metropolis. For, from Macedonia Paul

went to Achaia (Acts xx. 3), and abode there three months. The

greater part of this time ho certainly spent in Corinth, and from

hence he wrote the Epistle to the Romans, shortly before his de-

parture from Corinth for Jerusalem in order to carry a collec-
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tion of alms for the poor of that city (Acts xxiv. 17 seq., Rom.
XV. 25, 26). This important Epistle (viz., that to the Romans)
bears the stamp of a genuine apostolic letter so completely in

both thought and language, that neither ancient nor modern
times have advanced a single doubt as to its origin. The parti-

cular doctrine which Paul presented to view more frequently

and more prominently than any other apostle, viz., that man is

saved by faith in him who was crucified and rose again, and not

by the works of the law, either ceremonial or moral, forms the

central topic of the Epistle to the Romans ; and, moreover, all

the historical allusions which occur in it are entirely suitable to

the circumstances under which it was written. Paul, e.g., ac-

cording to this Epistle, (Rom. i. 12, 15; xxiii. seq.) had not yet

been in Rome when he wrote it ; and this agrees exactly with

the statement of the Apostle in Acts xix. 21. The many per-

sons whom he salutes at the end of the Epistle, he became ac-

quainted with from his numerous travels in Asia Minor and
Grreece; for, as there was a general conflux to Rome from all

quarters, and also a general dispersion thence, it being the

centre of the world, there was no city in which Romans did not

reside, or of whose inhabitants many were not constrained by
circumstances to journey to Rome, or to establish themselves

there as residents. On account of this importance of the city

of Rome, which must necessarily have been communicated to

the church in that place, there is sufficient proof of the genuine-

ness of this Epistle in the single circumstance that this church,

in which Paul afterwards abode some years, never contradicted

the universal opinion that Paul wrote this Epistle to them, but

rather rejoiced in being honoured with such an apostolic com-

munication.

Hitherto we have seen the celebrated apostle of the Gentiles

constantly labouring with freedom and boldness ; but his depar-

ture from Corinth brought upon him a long and cruel imprison-

ment. For Paul immediately returned from Corinth to Mace-

donia, embarked there at Philippi (Acts xx. 3 seq.) and sailed

along the coasts of Asia Minor. At Miletus he called to him
the elders of the church of Ephesus (Acts xx. 17 seq.) and took

pathetic leave of them ; for he was persuaded that he should never

again see these beloved brethren (xx. 38). About the year 60 a.d.

the Apostle arrived at Jerusalem, having passed through Ca^sarea;

but was there immediately arrested (Acts xxii.) and carried
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back to Ctesarea (Acts xxiii. 31 seq.) Here lie was indeed ex-

amined by the proconsul Felix ; but, as lie could not pronounce

sentence against liim and hesitated to release him, Paul re-

mained two years in captivity. At the end of that time there

came another proconsul, Porcius Festus, to Coesarea. He com-

menced the examination anew, but when the apostle, as a Ro-

man citizen, appealed to Csesar, he sent him to Rome. This

was about 62 a.d. On the voyage thither, Paul, together with

the Roman soldiers who accompanied him, suffered shipwreok,

find they were compelled to pass the winter on the island of

Malta. Paul did not, therefore, arrive at Rome before the com-

mencement of the following year, and was there again kept as

a prisoner for two years, i. e. till 65 a.d., before his case was de-

cided. Still his confinement at Rome was not so strict as that

at Ca^sarea. He was permitted to hire a dwelling in the city,

to go about, speak, and write as he pleased; only, he was always

accompanied by a soldier. Luke alone details all these events

in the last chapters of the Acts, with very great minuteness.

From Paul's Epistles we learn nothing respecting this period;

for Paul seems not to have written at all from Ca^sarea. Pro-

bably the strict durance in which he was held did not permit

any communication by writing. In the providence of God, this

long confinement may have served to acquaint Paul with him-

self, with the depths of his own interior being. For, the man-

ner of life which Paul led and was obliged to lead, the perpetual

bustle of travel, his constant eftbrts in regard to others, might

have injured him by dissipation of his thoughts, and might, so

to speak, have exhausted the fulness of his spirit, had he not

possessed some quiet seasons in which, while his attention was

turned wholly upon himself, he might be spiritually replenished

and invigorated for future seasons of intense outward exertion.

But fi-om the other of the two places where Paul was comj^ol-

led to remain a prisoner for a long period, i. c. Rome, he cer-

tainly wrote several Epistles, viz. the Epistles to the Ephesians,

Philippians, Colossians, and Plnlemon. Still, although in these

E])istles mention is made of some historical particulars, he sup-

poses the occurrences in regard to himself to be generally known
among the Christians of the churches in Macedonia and Asia

Minor, and therefore does not enter into details respecting them.

Unfortunately Luke closed his book of Acts at the point when
Paul liad lived two years as a prisoner at Rome; and therefore,
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in further designating the historical connection of Paul's Epistles,

we are not able to state the circumstances of time and place

with so much precision and certainty as hitherto. This circum-

stance, likewise, explains how, in such a state of things, the re-

maining Epistles of Paul afford more room to doubt of their

genuineness than was the case in regard to those which, we see,

well and easily fall into the history of Paul as related in the

Acts. We shall therefore devote separate consideration to these

Epistles.

CHAPTER V.

CONTINUATION.—OF THE PAULINE EPISTLES COMPOSED DURING AND

AFTER Paul's imprisonment at rome.

Of the Epistles composed by Paul during his imprisonment

at Rome, the Epistles to the Philippians, Colossians, and Phile-

mon, can be easily shown with sufficient certainty to be genuine

writings of the Apostle. First, as to the Epistle to the Philip-

jnans, Paul clearly represents himself therein, not only as a pri-

soner, but also as a prisoner at Rome ; for he speaks of the bar-

racks occupied by the imperial guards (the Praetorium: Luther

translates the Avord hj Richt-haus, or hall of justice, Phil. i. 13),

into which the fame of his imprisonment had extended itself.

Probably Paul had won over to the gospel the soldiers set to

guard him, to whom he was wont to preach, and, through these,

others in the camp may have been converted. Even the impe-

rial palace itself is mentioned by Paul (Phil. iv. 22,) as having

been already penetrated by the seeds of the word of God.

These clear allusions leave not the slightest doubt that the

Epistle was written from Rome. Nor can any doubt remain as

to the question, whether it was really written to the inhabitants

of the Macedonian city Philippi. For, according to Acts xvi.

12 seq. the apostle's labours in this city had been particularly

blessed. The Lord at once opened the heart of Lydia, so that

she believed the preaching of Paul. An unfortunate occurrence

respecting a damsel possessed with a spirit of divination, which

the Apostle expelled, constrained him to leave the city. The

church at Philippi, however, always preserved a particular at-
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tachment to the Apostle Paul, and his acknowledgment of this

fact runs through the whole of his letter to them. The Apostle

calls them his brethren dearly beloved and longed for, his joy

and crown (Phil. iv. 1), and thanks the Philippian Christians

that they so faithfully had respect to his bodily necessities (Phil,

iv. 15, 16). These characteristics are decisive in favour of the

genuineness of the Epistle, which, moreover, has not been con-

tested either in ancient or modern times.

The case is the same in regard to the Upistle to the Colossians.

This church was not founded by Paul in person; as he himself

indicates in Col. ii. 1. He had indeed been in Phrygia, but had

not visited the city of Colosse on his journey through this pro-

^^nce of Asia Minor. Paul nevertheless wrote to them, as also

to the Romans, in part from universal Christian love, which

called upon him to acknowledge the members of every church of

Christ as brethren, and in part from the special reason, that the

Gospel had been carried to Colosse by disciples of his, parti-

cularly Epaphras. The immediate occasion of his Epistle, how-

ever, was, that heretics threatened to draw away the church

from the tnie faith. These individuals were not of the ordinary

Judaizing class ; along with much that was Jewish, they had

some Gnostic characteristics. Now Phrygia is the precise spot

where, from the earliest times downward, we find a prevalent

tendency to a fantastic apprehension of religion. Thus the cir-

cumstance that, according to Paul's representation, men of this

stamp had gained influence in Colosse, suits perfectly well with

what we know of that city. Nor is it otherwise than very natu-

ral, that few particular allusions occur in the Epistle, as he was
not personally known to the church. lie however mentions his

imprisonment, and sends salutations also from some persons of

their acquaintance who were in his vicinity, among others from

Aristarchus (Col. iv. 10), who, as wc learn from the Acts, had

come to Rome with Paul and Luke (xxvii. 1). The latter com-

panion of Paul likewise salutes the believers in Phrygia (iv. 14).

Of individuals themselves resident in Colosse, he saluted especial-

ly il9-c//?';);)?<s (iv. 17), who occupied some ministry in the church.

Concerning this man, as also concerning Onesimus, whom Paul

mentions (Col. iv. 9), we gain more particular information from

the Epistle to Philemon. In this Epistle to the Colossians, like-

wise, every thing harmonises so exactly with Paul's cirt-umstan-

cos in general, and his relation to the church which he addressed
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in particular, that no one has ever been led to question its genu-

ineness, either in ancient or modern days.

With the same entire unanimity has the genuinensss of Paul's

Epistle to Philemon likewise been always admitted. This de-

lightful little Epistle so clearly exhibits all the characteristics of

the great Apostle, and is so utterly free from everything which

would make it probable that any person could have a motive in

forging it, that no one would ever entertain the idea of denying

that Paul was its author. Philemon, to whom the Epistle is

addressed, probably lived in Colosse, for that Archippus, who
held an office in the church at Colosse, appears here as his son,

and Appia as his wife (Phil. v. 2). Probably Philemon was an

opulent man; for he had so spacious a house, that it accommo-

dated the assemblies of believers. Paul wrote this Epistle, like-

wise, in confinement (v. 13), and sends salutations from all those

who, according to the Acts and the Epistle to the Colossians,

were in his vicinity (v. 23, 24). Onesimus, who had fled from

the relation of bondage which he had sustained towards Philemon

in Colosse, Paul sends back to his master, whom he informs that

his slave had been led by him to obey the Grospel, so that Phile-

mon is to receive back again as a brother him whom he had lost

as a slave. The wdiole of this small Epistle comprises, indeed,

no important doctrinal contents ; but it is an exhibition of inte-

rior, deep feeling, and delicate regard to circumstances on the

part of the Apostle, and as such has always been very dear and

valuable to the church.

In regard to the Epistle to the Ephesians, however, the case is

totally different from what it is in regard to the three other

Epistles sent from Rome. There are so many remarkable cir-

cumstances in relation to this Epistle, that we can easily com-

prehend how its genuineness has been often brought in question.

Still, all the doubts which may have been excited are completely

removed on a closer examination, so that it can by no means be

denied that the Epistle was written by the Apostle, even if its

actual destination to Ephesus cannot be established.

If it be considered that Paul, as we saw above in the histori-

cal account of the Apostle's life, was twice in Ephesus, and that

once he even resided there for about three years, it must cer-

tainly appear very strange that, in an Epistle to this church, of

the elders of which Paul had taken leave in so pathetic a man-

ner (Acts XX. 17), there should be found no salutations. In
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writing to the Romans, Paul, tliougb lie had never been at

Rome,"scnt sahitations to so many persons that their names fill

an entire chapter, while in this Epistle not a single person is

greeted. Moreover, there are no personal and confidential allu-

sions in any part of the Epistle. PcXul appears only in the gene-

ral relation of a Christian teacher and a friend to his readers.

There is certainly something extreinely strange in this charac-

ter of the Epistle, particular!}^, moreover, as that which we

should especially expect to find in the Epistle, viz. allusion to

heretics, against which Paul had so expressly warned the Ephe-

sian elders, is entirely wanting (Acts xx. 29 seq.)

The dilficulties are increased when we know what was the

case originally concerning the address to the readers of the

Epistle (Eph. i. 1). Instead of " Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ,

by the will of God, to the saints which are at Ephesus," as it

stands in most copies, Marcion, in his MS., read: " to the saints

at Laudicea." In other MSS. there was no name at all, neither

Ephesus, nor Laodicea; and in these the inscription of the

Epistle ran thus: " Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ, by the will

of God, to the saints which dwell at ." Instead of the

name was a vacant space, which, however, was often neglected

bv the copyists, who thus perplexed the matter still further.

"^In addition to all this, if the Epistle to the Ephesians be com-

pared with that to the Colossians, we shall find the same funda-

mental thought, and often even the same train of ideas, only the

first is more minute and expanded, while in the Epistle to the

Colossians the thoughts are more concisely and briefly presented.

On account of this relative character it has been declared that the

Epistle to the Ephesians is probably only an enlargement of the

Epistle to the Colossians, made with a special design by some

other hand. But though for a moment such supposition might

not appear altogether unfounded, its plausibility is completely

dissipated when the peculiar character of the Epistle is made

apparent by a right and thorough notion of its origin. The

Epistle to the Ephesians is undoubtedly what is termed a circu-

lar letter, directed not to a single church but to many at once.

In such a letter, therefore, there could be no personal allusions,

because what might interest one circle of readers might be un-

intelligible to another. In this Epistle, therefore, Paul adheres

exclusively to generalities, and touches only on such toi)ics as

would be of interest to all nunnbers of the churches for whom
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the Epistle was intended. Now, on the supposition tliat Ephe-

sus and Laodicea were of the number of those churches for

wliich the Epistle was intended, nothing is more easy of explana-

tion than the fact, that the name of the former was in the in-

scription of some MSS., and the name of tlie latter in that of

others. The messenger who carried the apostolic letter may
have taken several copies with him, in which the space for the

name of the place was not filled out, and remained thus until

they were delivered, Avhen the name of the church which re-

ceived any particular one was added to it. The diffusion of the

Epistle abroad was mainly from the capital city Ephesus; and

hence the name Ephesus got into the inscription cf most of the

MSS. Marcion, however, came into possession of a transcript

from the copy which was delivered at Laodicea, and for this rea-

son he read Laodicea instead of Ephesus in the inscription. In

some copies there may have been a total neglect to fill up the

spaces left vacant for the names; and in this way some MSS.

got into circulation in which no city was designated.

It is seen how satisfactorily and completely, on this single

supposition, that the Epistle to the Ephesians was a circular let-

ter, our difficulties disappear at once. It is true the striking re-

semblance of the Epistle to that to the Colossians still remains

;

and in recent times the greatest stress has been laid on this very

point. Both Epistles have essentially the same contents, only

the Epistle to the Ephesians is more full and minute, as has

been already remarked. But let it be considered that the two

Epistles were written not only about the same time, but under

entirely similar circumstances. Is it then to be wondered at,

that there is a striking similarity in contents and arrangement ?

Wliat purpose could there have been in forging or counterfeiting

an Epistle, in wliich the fraudulent author said the same things

which were contained in a genuine Epistle of the man to whom
he wished that his production should be ascribed? It is, there-

fore, clear that there is nothing in this resemblance of the

Epistle to the Ephesians to that to the Colossians, which can

justify us in inferring the spuriousness of either. For, whether

we suppose that the longest (that to the Ephesians) was written

first, and that Paul afterwards repeated the same thoughts in

the shortest (that to the Colossians); or, vice versa, that he

wrote the shortest first, and afterwards felt himself called upon
to state the same ideas more at length in the other, there is not
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the least harm clone by their similarity to each other, particu-

larly as the Epistle to the Eplicsians contains many ideas wholly

r "'^J' peculiar to the Apostle Paul, Avhich are wanting in the Epistle

, >
^
<Ug^io the Colossians, and this too in his own phraseology and style.

IJV^ \^" It is to be observed, further, that Paul in his Epistle to the

^y^ Colossians mentions a letter to the church at Laodicea, and char-

ges the former to communicate their Epistle to the believers in

Laodicea, and in return to request the Epistle addressed to them.

Now, because, as we have seen, Marcion regarded the Epistle to

the Epliesians as having been directed to the Laodiceans, it

has been supposed that our Epistle to the Ephcsians was the

one meant by Paul. But, plausible as this may appear at

AtXc'cCi first sight, it is still improbable, on a closer examination, that

(n.tu-(^->~^f it is correct; for, first, the great similarity between the two

^TifTykf Epistles makes against it, as this must evidently have rendered

/^<t«.?ii/ their mutual transfer of less consequence. Then, too, it is not

f #A'"^^*^ common to direct special salutations to be given to those to

4f A I** ^^ whom we write ourselves at the same time, which is done by
- ^ '^ Paul in relation to the Laodiceans in his letter to the Colossians

'"^i (passim). Moreover, our Epistle to the Epliesians, as a circular

letter, could not well be designated by the name. Epistle to the

Laodiceans. Thus, it is far more probable that this letter was a

separate one, Avhich has been lost to us.

As early as the time of Jerome, there existed a separate Epis-

tle to the Laodiceans, different from that to the Ephesians. But

the father just mentioned remarks, that all without exception

reject it. It is probable, therefore, that, on account of the vpas-

sage. Col. iv. 15, IG, some one had forged an Epistle to the Lao-

diceans, just as Avas the case, as we have before stated, with the

first Epistle to the Corinthians which was lost.

There remain, therefore, only the three Epistles of the Apos-

tle, which arc usually comprehended under the title of Pastoral

Letters, viz. the two to Timothy, and that to Titus. They are all

three occupied with a consideration of the duties of a pastor of

the church of Christ, and on account of this common purport

arc classed under the general designation which we have men-

tioned. In a close invcstiiration of the contents and the historical

alkisions of these Epistles there arise very many dilficulties, on

which account they have become subject to doubt beyond all the

other Piiuline Epistles. Ancient tradition is certainly wholly in

favour of their genuineness, as in relation to the Epistle to the
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Ephesians; for the circumstance, that Marcion did not have

them in his canon, is not regarded as important, even by oppon-

ents of the Epistles, who arc at all impartial. It was undoubtedly

only through accident that these Epistles remained unknown to

him, and to his native city, Sinope, upon the Black Sea; for had

he possessed historical reasons against its reception, they could

not have been so completely lost at a later period. We may here

see, in fact, a very important evidence in behalf of the genuine-

ness of these Epistles; for Timothy lived when Paul wrote to

him, not in a distant, unknown place, but in Ephesus, one of

the chief cities frequented by the Clia'istians of the ancient

church. The scene of the labours of Titus was the isle of Crete,

which also, on account of its vicinity to Corinth, and to other

important churches, maintained lively intercourse with the

churches generally. Now, how Epistles directed to persons

labouring in places of so much note, and holding so high a rank,

as being assistants of the apostle, could gain the reputation of

being genuine throughout the whole ancient church, when they

were really forged in the name of the apostle, is indeed difficult

of comprehension, as so many must have been able to expose the

deception. Supposing, therefore, that on a close investigation of

the contents of the Epistle, there should appear much that is

strange, it must be considered as losing a great deal of its influ-

ence in relation to the question of the genuineness of the Ejjistles,

from the fact that this is so firmly established by the tradition

of the church.

Another circumstance to be premised, which is very much in

favour of their genuineness, is, that in all the three Epistles there

occurs a multitude of personal and particular allusions. Now,

it is clear that an impostor, Avho was palming off his own Epistles

as another's (for such is the language which we must use con-

cerning the author of these three compositions, if they are not

the work of Paul himself, since he expressly names himself as

the author, besides indicating the fact in a manner not to be

mistaken), would avoid as much as possible all special circum-

stances, because he would be too likely to betray himself in

touching upon them, since particulars cannot be very minutely

known to a stranger. Moreover, a forgery generally wants that

graphic exactness which is exhibited so manifestly in writings

that spring out of actually existing circumstances. Hence eveiy

unprejudiced person would, in the outset, think it very unlikely
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that a writing was forged in Avliicli there occurred such special

allusions as we find in 1 Tim. v. 23, where Paul says to Timothy,

" Drink no longer water, but use a little wine for thy stomach's

sake and thine often infirmities." Of the same nature, also, is

a passage in the second Epistle to Timothy (2 Tim. iv. 13), in

which the apostle complains that he had, through forgetfulness,

left his cloak, some hooks, and parchments with a friend, and

desires Timothy to take care of them. Plainly, such things are

not forged; for to what end should any one give himself the

useless trouble to invent such insignificant matters, if they did

not actually happen, since they could not do either any harm or

any good. In the same Epistle (2 Tim. iv. 20, 21), Paul sends

salutations from many individuals, and gives various information

respecting persons of their mutual acquaintance. " Erastus

abode at Corinth," says Paul, " but Trophimus have I left at

Melitus sick;" and he iuA^ites Timothy himself to come to him

before winter. If any person invented all this, we must at least

call him extremely inconsiderate, for he ought not certainly to

have mentioned such noted cities, since the Christians who dwelt

in them could learn, without any great difficulty, whether any

one of the name of Trophimus was ever at Miletus with the

apostle, and was left there by him sick, and whether Erastus

abode at Corinth. The same is true of the Epistle to Titus, as

one may be convinced by examining Titus iii. 12.

Still, let us look at the reasons which are advanced against

the genuineness of these Epistles. Certain investigators have

thought that there was in all three of them something not only

in the phraseology, but in the style altogether, wliich cannot

but be regarded as unlike Paul. The weakness of such state-

ments, however, may be clearly inferred from the fact that an-

other investigator, of no less acuteness, supposes the second

Epistle to Timothy and the one to Titus to be really genuine

Epistles of Paul, while the first to Timothy is spurious, and

imitated from the other two. This second investigator, there-

fore, founds his argument for the spuriousness of the first of the

three Epistles on the genuineness of the two others, thus over-

throwing, by his own reasoning, the position of the former inves-

tigators in regard to the necessity ofsupposing them all spurious.

The historical difticidties, however, which are discerned on close

examination of the Epistles, are of more consequence. It is

from these, i)roporly, that all attacks upon these pastoral letters
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have originated, and in these tliey tind their excuse, only writers

ought not to have so manifestly confounded difficulties with

'positive arguments against the genuineness of a winting.

As to the First Epistle to Timothy, the principal difficulty is,

to point out a period in Paul's life exactly coinciding with the

statement which the Apostle makes at the outset (i. 3). He
says that when he went to Macedonia he left Timothy at Ephesus,

to protect the true faith and thwart heretics in that city. Now
Ave know, indeed, that when Demetrius the silver-smith drove

Paul from Ephesus, he went to Macedonia; but it is impossible

that he should then have left Timothy behind at Ephesus, since

he sent him before himself to Macedonia with Erastus. Thus,

when Paul Avrote his Second Epistle to the Corinthians from

Macedonia, Timothy was with him. (Comp. Acts xix. 22,

2 Cor. i. 1). Moreover, we are informed of no other journey of

Paul from. Ephesus to Macedonia, when he left Timothy behind

in the city to watch over the church ; and hence arises a diffi-

culty in assigning this Epistle its proper place in Paul's life.

There are similar circumstances respecting the Second Epistle.

This Epistle, too, is directed to Timothy at Ephesus. Paul

clearly writes from Rome. (Comp. 2 Tim. iv. ]6, 17, with 2

Tim. i. 16, 18, iv. 19). He was in bonds (i. 16), and was ex-

pecting a new examination of his cause. Now, he invites Ti-

mothy to come to him, and requests him to make haste and
come before winter (iv. 18, 21). But, according to Col. i. 1,

Philemon ver. 1, and Phil. i. 1, Timothy, at the time of Paul's

imprisonment at Rome, as related by Luke in the Acts, was in

Paul's company ; and hence it seems impossible that Paul could

have written to him at Ephesus. It is true Paul's imprison-

ment at Rome lasted two years, and it might be supposed that

Timothy was for some time with him, and for some time away
during his imprisonment; but there are other circumstances

which make it very improbable that the Second Epistle to Ti-

mothy was written during the same imprisonment in which the

Epistles to the Ephesians, Colossians, and Philippians were com-
posed. According to 2 Tim. iv. 18, Paul had left at Troas, a

cloak, books, and parchments, which Timothy was to bring with

him Avhen he came to Paul (v. 21). Now, before Paul's imprison-

ment at Rome, which lasted two years, he was also two years in

Csesarea. We should, therefore, be compelled to suppose that

he had left these things behind at Troas, four vears before.
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But certainly it is probable that Paul would have made some

other disposition of them in the mean time, if they were of any

consequence to him. But even if we may suppose that Paul would

send for clothing and books which had laid at Troas for years,

it is out of the question that he should say in relation to a jour-

ney made four years before :
" Erastus abode at Corinth, but

Trophimus have I left at Miletus sick." (2 Tim. iv. 20). Mile-

tus was in the vicinity of Ephesus, at a distance from Rome
where Paul was writing-. Now, if Paul had not been in Mile-

tus for four years, it is wholly impossible that he should have

mentioned the illness of one whom he had left behind at Mile-

tus so long a time before, because his case must long since have

been decided. Similar difficulties present themselves, likewise,

on a close examination of the Epistle to Titus. For Paul writes

in this Epistle (i. 4, 5, iii. 12), that he himself had been in the

island of Crete, and had left Titus there behind him for the same

purpose which caused him to leave Timothy in Ephesus; and

states that he intended to spend the winter in Nicopolis, whi-

ther he directs Titus to come and meet him. Now, it is true,

Paul, according to the Acts (xxvii. 8), was once in Crete, but it

was as a prisoner, and on a voyage. In these circumstances,

therefore, he could not accomplish much; nor could he leave

Titus behind, as on his voyage Titus was nowhere in his neigh-

bourhood. Nothing is told us in an}'^ part of the New Testa-

ment history as to Paul's residence in Nicopolis, and it is the

more difficult to come to any assurance respecting it from the

fact, that there were so many cities of that name. Thus, this

Epistle, likewise, cannot be assigned to its place in Paul's his-

tory, and therefore it is perfectly true, that there are difficulties

incident to an examination of these pastoral letters; but, as wo
have before observed, dilliculties are not equivalent to positive

arguments against their genuineness. It is true they would be,

were we so exactly and minutely acquainted with the history

of the Apostle Paul, that such a difficulty in assigning an epistle

its place among the circumstances of his life would be the same
as an impossibility. If, for example, we knew with certainty

that the Apostle Paul never resided in any city by the name of

Nicopolis, we should be obliged to consider the Epistle to Titus,

which purports to have been written from some place called Ni-

copolis, as s])urious and forged.

But this is so far from being the case, that in those Epistles
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of Paul wliich are admitted to be genuine, very many occur-

rences are noticed, of Avliich we have no further information. A
remarkable instance of this kind is the well-known passage,

2 Cor. si. 23 seq., in which Paul states, that he had five times

received of the Jews forty stripes save one, thrice being beaten

with rods, once stoned, thrice suffered shipwreck, &c. &c. Of
very few of these sufferings of Paul do we know the particulars.

How much, therefore, of what took place in his life, may remain

unknown to us. It is to be remembered, too, that the brief general

statements given by Luke in the Acts extend over long periods

in the apostle's life. At Corinth, Ephesus, Csesarea, and Rome,
Paul abode for years. Now, as slight journeys abroad are, it is

well known, commonly comprehended by historians in a residence

at any particular place for a long period, may not this have been

frequently the case in Luke's history? Many have thought this

probable, and have therefore supposed short journeys from this

or that place, and in this way have attempted to find some situ- '

ation in Paul's life, which should appear suitable for the compo-

sition of one or another of the pastoral lettei's. We will not

trouble our readers, however, with an enumeration of these dif-

ferent views, which, nevertheless, show that it is not impossible

to designate some situation in wliich Paul might have written

these Epistles. We choose rather to confine ourselves to the

development of an imj)ortant supposition by which a suitable

period of time is obtained for all the three Epistles together, and

their relation to each other is determined. This supposition is,^

that Paul was set at liberty from the first imprisonment at Rome

'

related by Luke, (which had lasted two years when Luke finished

his book of Acts,) performed important missionary tours after-

ward and was at last imprisoned a second time at Rome, and at

this time died there a martyr's death. It is very evident that if

we can in this way gain space of time for another journey to

Asia and Crete, it will be easy to imagine the situations which

gave rise to the fi.rst Epistle to Timothy and that to Titus. The

second Epistle to Timothy must then have been written in Rome
itself during the second imprisonment, and anyremarkable expres-

sions which it contains are then perfectly intelligible, if it be sup-

posed that Paul wrote the Epistle afterhis arrival at Romefrom Asia

Minor. The only question is, whether this supposition, that Paul

was a second time imprisoned at Rome, is a mere hypothesis, or

/
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can be sustained by any historical e\ndence. Were it a mere

conjecture, it must be admitted, it Avould be of little importance.

There are not wanting-, however, some historical facts of such

a nature as to confirm the supposition. First, we find it current

among the Fathers of the fourth century. It is true, they do not

expressly present historical grounds for their opinion; they seem

ratlxer to have inferred a second imprisonment at Rome from the

second Epistle to Timothy. But, that they at once assumed a

second imprisonment, when they might have hit upon other modes

of explanation, seems to indicate a tradition, however obscure,

in regard to the fact of its having occurred. Moreover, we are

told hj a very ancient writer of the Roman church, the apostolic

Father Clemens Romanus, that Paul went to the farthest west.

This must mean Spain. In the Epistle to the Romans (chap.

XV.) Paul expresses a strong desire to visit that country. This

lie cannot have done before his first imprisonment ; it is not

at all improbable, therefore, that lie may afterwards have jour-

neyed to this country, the most western region of the then known
Avorld.

Whatever may be thought of this supposition, so much is clear

—the difficulties with which the attentive reader meets with in

the Epistles, are no arguments against their genuineness. In-

deed every thing essential is in their favour. The internal simi-

larity of the Epistles, however, makes it probable that they were

composed about the same time, and the idea that they Avere

written during the second imprisonment, of which we have spoken,

accords very well with this supposition.

CHAPTER VI.

OF THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS.

Of the investigations of learned men respecting the genuine-

ness of the writings of the New Testament, we have hitherto

been able to give a very favourable account ; but the case seems

now to be different, in considering the investigations respecting

the Epistle to the Hebrews. For, he who has been accustomed

to reckon this epistle among those of Pauline origin (the Lutheran

version, such as it now is, expressly attributing it to this apostle,
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although Luther himself, as will be shown presently, held a dif-

ferent opinion), ma}^ be surprised at hearing that the latest, ex-

tremely thorough and generally impartial, investigations respect-

ing this important Epistle, determine that Paul was not its

author.^ We have before remarked, that the genuineness of the

Epistle to the Hebrews is not at all in question : the only inquiry

is, wdio w^as its author. For he has neither named nor designated

himself throughout the Epistle. Thus, even though Paul should

not be considered the author, it does not follow that the Epistle

is a forged, spurious one.

Now, that the case of this Ej)istle must be peculiar, is clear

from the fact, that it was not admitted into the midst of the

other Pauline Epistles. In the Greek Testament it does indeed

come directly after the Epistle to Philemon, and thus by the side

of the collection of Paul's Epistles (though Luther has placed it

after the Epistles of Peter and John) ; but it is clear that this

large and important Epistle would have been placed among the

other large Epistles of the same apostle to whole churches, per-

haps after the Epistles to the Corinthians, had it been originally

regarded as a production of the apostle to the Gentiles.^ Con-

sequently, its position after the Epistle to Philemon, the small-

est and most inconsiderable of Paul's private letters, shows

plainly, that it was not generally reckoned as one of the Pauline

Epistles, until after the collection of them w^as completed. How-
ever, all this is, of course, of an incidental nature ; there are far

more important reasons, which make it improbable that Paul

was the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews ; and to the consi-

deration of these we will now direct our attention.

The form of the Epistle is, it is seen, entirely different from

that of Paul's letters. He opens each of his Epistles, not only

^ But see Professor Stuart's discussion of this point in his masterly

Commentaiy upon the Epistle. See also an able discussion of it in a

work published at London in 1830, entitled " Biblical Notes and Dis-

sertations, &c." written by Joseph John Gurney, an Englishman, mem-
ber of the Society of Friends. Mr Gurney's dissertation was republished

in the Biblical Repository for July 1832 (Vol II. p. 409).—Tr.
^ According to Epiphanius, a church-father of the fourth century,

some MSS- placed the Epistle to the Hebrews before the Epistles to

Timothy; probably only because it seemed to some copyists improper

that an Epistle to a whole church should stand after Epistles to private

individuals.
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with his name and the title of his sacred oflSce, but also with an

apostolic salutation: " Grace be with you and peace from God

our Father, and our Lord Jesus Christ." Nothing of this kind

is to be seen at the commencement of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

It beo'ins like a treatise (which indeed many have been inclined

to suppose it to be), without any reference to its readers: " God,

who at sundry times and in divers manners spake in times past

unto the fathers by the prophets, &c.'' The conclusion bears

more resemblance to Paul's Epistles; for it contains a salutation,

such as those of the apostle, and announces a visit to the readers

of the Epistle on the part of the author in company with Timothy.

The writer sends a salutation on the part of the brethren from

Italy ; from whence it has been erroneously inferred that the

Epistle was Avritten in Italy, whereas the phraseology indicates

exactly the contrary.^ For the author would not have employed

such an expression unless he was wu'iting out of Italy in a place

whither brethren had arrived from that country. The Epistle

contains no particular salutations from one individual to another

;

but this is not strange, as it is addressed to so many. For the

Hebrews, to whom the Epistle was written, w^ere the Jewish

Christians who lived in Palestine. Their benefit was intended

by the entire contents of this profound Epistle. It analyzes

thoroughly the relation of the Old Testament to the New.

. Nevertheless, it may be said, no great stress ought to be laid

upon the external /orm of tlie Epistle; Paul might for once have

deviated from his usual custom. But the historical evidence is

very decisive in regard to this Epistle. For, in the western

church, and particularly the Roman, the Epistle to the Hebrews

was not at all acknowledged as Paul's production until some

time in the fourth centuiy. It was through Augustine's means,

who died so late as 430 a.d., that it first became common to

ascribe it to Paul; and even this Father of the church some-

' The original Greek reads, 0/ acri rr^g 'ircOJag, which is transhited in

our Eagli.sli ver.siou " they of Italy." Olsliausen considers it necessary

to translate art!,from, making the whole expression to mean, those who
had come from Itdhj to some phice where Paul was writitir/. Consulta-

tion of a good Greek lexicon will cause any one to doubt whether there

is any such necessity as OLshauscn sui)poses. See, for example, in Pussow,

under the word aero, such expressions as, a/)aa arro T*wi<;v, the blood of

the Trojans, 0/ arrh WXaTuvoi, they of Plato's party, «fec.

—

Tk.
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times speaks doubtfully of the Epistle, as do other Fathers after

his time. Plainly this is very remarkable. For, if it be con-

sidered how well-known Paul was, and how deeply loved at

Rome, and that he was twice imprisoned there for years, it will

be evident that it must have been known in that city whether ^'*** ^'*

Paul was its author or not. Thus the testimony of this Roman *^^^
church is of the highest importance in the question under

examination. Now, it is observable, that Clement of Rome, an

immediate disciple of Paul, makes very ample use of the Epistle

to the Hebrews, and even introduces long passages of it into his

own Epistle to the Corinthians. This is indeed a very decisive

proof of the high antiquity of the Epistle; but Clement does

not mention the author of the writing from which he quoted,

and therefore the use he has made of it has no further influence

in regard to the question, who was its author. Still, he must

certainly have liked the Ejjistle, and esteemed it very highly

;

otherwise he would not have been induced to embellish his own
Epistle with large passages from it, which are interwoven with

his train of thought, as though they were original.

That in the West there was general uncertainty in regard to

the author of the Epistle, is shown by the circumstance, that an

African Father of the church, Tertullian, names Barnabas as its

author. Others, especially some orientals, ascribed it to Luke,

and some to the before-mentioned Clement, though unfortunately

without good reason. There was no uniform tradition in the

West in regard to its authorship; it was, from conjecture alone,

ascribed to various individuals.

The case was totally diiferent with the Greek church in the

East. The predominant opinion with this was that Paul was
the author. It was the celebrated Fathers of the Alexandrian

church especially, together with the Syrians, who made great

use of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and referred it to the apostle

Paul. The old Syriac version contains it in its canon. This

circumstance is not to be overlooked, particularly as the Ej^is-

tle is directed to the Christians in Palestine, from whom of

course it might very easily come into the hands of the neigh-

bouring Syrians and Egyptians. Historical testimony, hoAvever,

in favour of any Epistle, must be soiight for mainly in the place

where it was composed, and that to which it was addressed.

One of these furnishes evidence against the Pauline origin of

the Epistle, and the other in its favour; a circumstance which,
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as we shall see hereafter, is of no slight consequence in an in-

quiry respecting the canonical authority of the Ei^istle.

Although the Greek, and especialh^ the Alexandrian, Fathers

were fovourably disposed towards the Epistle to the Hebrews,

the learned among them admitted the great diftercnce between

it and the other Epistles of Paul. They explained this diiference

hy supposing that Paul wrote the Epistle in Hebrew, and Luke

translated it into Greek. This Evangelist was fixed upon as

the translator, because, as was thought, a resemblance was dis-

covered between his style and that of the Epistle. The suppo-

sition, however, is not at all probable; for the style of the

Epistle to the Hebrews is so peculiarly Greek, that it cannot

have been translated from the Hebrew. We may see, merely

from the conjecture thus presented, that inquiring minds, in

perusing the Epistle, came to doubt whether it was really

Pauline in its character, even where it was commonly con-

sidered as a Pauline production.

Hence it was that our Luther, when he studied the Scriptures

in a critical manner, renewed the doubts respecting the Pauline

origin of the Epistle to the Hebrews, after it had been regarded

throughout the middle ages as the apostle Paul's production.

He writes on this point as follows: As yet, we have mentioned

only the principal, indubitably genuine books of the New Testa-

ment. The four following books, how^ever,' have in times past

held a diiferent rank. And first, that the Epistle to the

Hebrews is not St Paul's, nor any apostle's, is proved by the

tenor of v. 3 of chap, ii.: ' How shall we escape if we neglect so

great salvation, which at first began to be spoken by the Lord,

and was confirmed unto us by them that heard him.' It is clear

that he speaks of the apostles as though he were a disciple, to

whom this salvation had come from the apostles, perhaps long

after." (See Walch's Ed. Luther's Works, Th. xiv. p. 14G.)

iThe
passage to which Luther refers is indeed remarkable, and

has been em])loyed by scholars of a more recent day to prove

that Paul cannot have been the autlior of the Epistle. For we
know that he always maintained strongly (particularly in the

outset to the Epistle to the Galatians), in opposition to his

Jewish adversaries, who presumed to dispute his apostolic

' He nicims, bp=iides the Epistle to the Hebrews, the Epistles of James
and Jiiilu, iiiul tlic Revelation of John.
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autliority, that he was not a disciple of the aj)ostles, but had

received everything from the immediate revelation of God.

How then is it conceivable, that in Heb. ii. 3, he should have

represented himself as a disciple of the apostle's ; and this in an

Epistle to Jewish Christians, before whom it was specially im-

portant for him to appear as a real apostle of our Lord? This

circumstance, moreover, that the Epistle to the Hebrews was

written to Jewish Christians, deprives of all probability that in-

terpretation of the passage according to which Paul speaks

merely out of courtesy, as though he himself was a disciple of

the apostles, which in reality was the case only with his readers.

For then Paul would have expressed himself in a manner very

liable to be misapprehended; and that this should have happened

when his relation to the Jewish Christians was so peculiar, is

extremely improbable. Luther, with his free, bold disposition,

which did indeed sometimes carry him beyond the limits of

truth in his critical investigations, did not content himself with

merely disputing the Pauline origin of the Epistle; he even

ventured to institute conjectures respecting its author. He re-

garded the celebrated Apollos as its author; the same of whom
mention is made in the Acts. In tmth, this supposition pos-

sesses extreme probability, and has therefore, of all the hypo-

theses respecting the author of the Epistle, recommended itself

most even to recent investigators. The book of Acts describes

this man as having precisely that character of mind which the

author of this Epistle must have had, to judge from its contents.

He is stated (Acts xviii. 24) to have been by birth an Alex-

andrian, an eloquent man, and mighty in the Scriptures. Now,

the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews shows himself to

have been thoroughly acquainted with the Old Testament, and

eloquently maintains the deep and sublime ideas which it pre-

sents. According to the same passage, he constantly over-

came the Jews in conversation with them, and proved publicly,

by means of the Scriptures, that Jesus was the Christ. Un-
doubtedly, in these disputes he made use of just such forcible

expositions of the Old Testament, as those of which we find so

many in the Epistle to the Hebrews, and which were very com-

monly employed by the Alexandrians in particular. The idea

that Titus, or Luke, or Clement, might have been the author of

the Epistle to the Hebrews is untenable, for this reason, if there

were no other, that these men were Gentiles by birth, and the
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author declares himself a native Jew. There would be more

reason for fixing upon Silas or Silvanus, who were, as we know,

Paul's companions, or, likewise, upon Barnabas. For the last

we have even one historical evidence, as we have already re-

marked. A Father of the church, Tertullian, expressly ascribes

the Epistle to Barnabas. But, as we have an Epistle wTitten by

this assistant of the apostles, we are able to see from it with

perfect certainty that he cannot be author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews. His whole manner of writing and thinking is difterent

from the course of ideas in this production. It is true there is

nothing so decisive against Silas ; but, too, there is nothing

definite in his favour. His peculiar character of mind is no

where described, as the character of Apollos is in the Acts of

the Apostles.

The idea, therefore, that Silas was the author of the Epistle,

is a wholly unsupported conjecture. It is true, too, it is merely

a conjecture, that Apollos wrote it; but it is a conjecture more

probable than could be required or wished in respect to opinions

of any other nature than those in question.

But, though we could assign the name of the avithor, it would

be of little consequence in our investigation. It is sufticient that

we cannot suppose Paul to have been the author.

Here, however, arises the very difficult question, what we are

to think of the canonical authority of the Epistle, if its author

was not an apostle? for the primitive church would not receive

the writings of any but these into the collection of sacred books

;

and those who rejected the Epistle to the Hebrews, e. g. the

Roman church, did it for the very reason, that they could not ad-

mit Paul to have been its author. Must we then reject the Epistle

to the Hebrews, or at least esteem it less highly than the other

writinys of the New Testament, because it luas not written by Paul?

This inquiry merits the more careful consideration, because

the contents of the Epistle are of a very profound and important

nature to the church generally, and the evangelical church in

particular. For the sacred doctrine of the high-priesthood of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, is, in this very Epistle to

the Hebrews, treated of more at length, and more thoroughly,

than in any other book of the New Testament. Hence, the cir-

cumstance that the Epistle is not from the pen of the apostle

Paul might give rise to inferences against the validity of the

doctrine which this Epistle in particular inculcates.
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It must certainly be admitted that the ruling idea in the for-

mation of the canon was to admit only apostolic productions.

For although Mark and Luke, whose writings were acknowledged

by the whole church, were not apostles, they were in intimate

connection with Peter and Paul, and their works were therefore

regarded as properly the productions of those apostles. And
this principle was perfectly correct. Though it must be allowed

tliat the Holy Spirit might exert its power on others besides

the apostles, and might enable them to compose excellent pro-

ductions, still it was wise in the ancient church to restrict the

canon of the Holy Scriptures, which was to serve as the norm or

rule of faith and practice, for the comj)lete development of the

kingdom of Grod, exclusively to apostolic writings. For the

Apostles, as most immediately connected with our Saviour, had
received into their souls in the greatest abundance and purity

the Spirit of truth which flowed forth from him. The more dis-

tant the relation which individuals sustained to our Lord, the

feebler the influence of the Spirit from above upon them, and
the more easily might their acts be affected by other influences.

It was therefore necessary that the church should admit as the

norm of faith, only such writings as sprang from the most lively

and purest operation of the Holy SjDirit, as it was manifested in

the apostles. Otherwise there would have been ground for fear

lest errors, perhaps indeed of a slight character, might have crept

in, and then been continued from generation to generation in the

Holy Scriptures, and propagated as of sacred authority. It was
such thoughts undoubtedly which induced some learned men to

distinguish the Epistle to the Hebrews and certain other books of

the New Testament, which were not adopted with perfect una-
nimity by the primitive chvu'ch, from those which were properly

canonical and universally acknowledged, denominating the form-
er deutero-canonical. They probably regarded it as possible that

some error had crept into these books, notwithstanding the ex-

cellence of their contents generally ; and in order to obviate the
influence of such errors they were desirous of introducing an ex-
ternal separation of these writings from those which were decid-

edly apostolical. But, with regard to the Epistle to the Hebrews,
we must- say, that this separation appears totally unfounded.

Probable as it certainly is, that Paul did not compose the Epistle,

it is still certain that its author wrote it under the influence of
Paul, and an influence indeed which exhibits itself still more
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definitely than that of the same apostle over the writings of Luke,

or of Peter over the Gospel of Mark. This position is sustained

by history, as well as hy the contents of the Epistle, in the

most decisive manner.

On the score of history, in the first place, we cannot, except

on the supposition that Paul had an essential share in the com-

position of the Epistle to the Hebrews, explain the remarkable

circumstance that the entire oriental church attributed it to the

apostle. This view continued to prevail in the East, even after

it was very well known that the western churches, particularly

that of Rome, held a different opinion. The tradition, that

Paul was the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, cannot

have rested on mere conjecture, since there was in fact much
in the Epistle itself which constrained learned men, who
in the main shared the prevalent opinion respecting the

author of the Epistle, to resort to expedients for the purpose of

upholding the general idea that Paul wrote the Epistle, and at

the same time of solving the difficulties which this supposition

involved. Such an expedient, for examj^le, was the idea, of

which we have before spoken, that Paul might have written the

Epistle in Hebrew, so that we have only a translation of it. Let

it be considered, too, that this opinion of the Pauline origin of

the Epistle prevailed in the very countries to which its original

readers belonged; and then no one will doubt that the only mode
of explaining it is, to suppose Paid to have cooperated in the

composition of the Epistle, and the first readers of it to have

been aware of the fact, and on this account to have referred the

Epistle to Paul himself

To this is to be added, the character of the Epistle itself For,

although the ancient observation, that the style of the Epistle is

not Pauline, is perfectly well-founded, still the tenor of the ideas

bears a resemblance, which is not to be mistaken, to the writings

of the great apostle of the Gentiles. If we merely keep in mind,

that the Epistle to the Hebrews was addressed to Jewish Chris-

tians, while the other Pauline Epistles were all of them^ written

to churches the majority of whose members were Gentiles,

we shall not discover the least thing in the Epistle which could

' Though the expression is thus general in the original, of course only

tliose Epistles which are directed to churches can be here referred to.

The phraaeology is exceptionable, as some ot Paid's letters are not direct-

ed to churches at all, but to individuals.

—

Tb.
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not have proceeded from the mind of Paul. Indeed, the main

doctrine of the great apostle, that in the death of Jesus an offer-

ing of reconciliation was made for the whole world, that with

and through it all the ceremonial observances of the Old Testa-

ment first obtained their fulfilment as types of what was to come,

forms the central point of the Epistle to the Hebrews. If it be

further considered, that there was always a certain distance of

demeanour between the Apostle Paul and the Jewish Christians,

even the best of them, it will be very easy to understand why
Paul did not write to them himself ; and still, it must have been

his heart's desire to exhibit clearly and in suitable detail his

views in regard to the law and its relation to Christianity, which

were of a profound nature, and drawn directly from the genuine

spirit of the Gospel. Wliat more obvious mode of presenting

these to the Hebrews, than through the medium of a disciple or

faithful friend, who, like Apollos, had a correct apprehension of

this relation between the old and new covenant.

Supposing this to have been the state of the case, all the cir-

cumstances in regard to the Epistle are explained. In the West

it was known that Paul did not write the Epistle. On this ac-

count the western church denied that he was the author, without

being able, however, to designate any other individual as the

author. In the East, on the other hand, it was known that he

had an influence in the composition of the Epistle; and more-

over his spirit and his ideas were recognized in it. In the East,

therefore, it was much used; in the West less. In our days we
may impartially admit that Paul ^vas not the writer of the

Epistle, and still maintain its j^erfect canonical authority, since

the apostle certainly exerted an essential influence over its com-

position.

Thus, though this Epistle belongs to the class of those which

have not the unanimous voice of christian antiquity in favour of

their apostolic origin, still it can be shown that this want of

agreement did not arise from any really suspicious state of

things, but was occasioned merely by the peculiar circumstances

under which it was composed.
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CHAPTER VII.

OF THE CATHOLIC EPISTLES,

It has already been observed, in tlie first chapter, that in

early times the third collection of the writings of the Ncav Tes-

tament was termed that of the seven, Catholic Epistles. The

Greek word Catholic means general, in opposition to -particular.

Now, as the church general, in opposition to individual heretical

parties, was termed Catholic, so the same expression was used

to denote those writings which, as universally acknowledged

and used, it Avas designed to distinguish from those which were

current only in particular circles.

The fact that those Avritings, which, in addition to the collec-

tions called the Gospel and the Apostle, were acknowledged to

be genuine and apostolical, were thus united into one separate

collection, produced this advantage, that it became thus more

difficult ever to confound them Avith the many apocryphal Avrit-

ings which were spread abroad in the ancient church. In regard

to the origin of this third collection, however, there is an ob-

scurity which can never be entirely dissipated. At the end

of the thiixl and commencement of the fourth century, the col-

lection of the seven Catholic Epistles first appears in history;

but who formed it, and where it originated, we do not know.

It is impossible, however, that it should have been accidentally

formed, as the position of the Epistles is too peculiar for us to

suppose this. The Epistle of James, which Avas by no means

unanimously regarded as apostolic, holds the first place in the

collection, Avhilc the first Epistle of Peter, and the first of John,

Avhich have always been regarded as of apostolic authority, come

afterward. This very order of the seven Epistles, hoAvcA'cr, sug-

gests to us, by the Avay, a probable supposition as to the place

luhere the collection of these Catholic Epistles must haA^e origi-

nated. James, the author of the Epistle of James in the canon,

nowhere possessed a higher reputation than in Palestine and

Syria; for lie Avas a brother, i.e. according to the Hebrew mode
of speaking, a cousin of our Lord, and at the same time bishop

of the church at Jerusalem, and head of the Jewish Christians,

as Ave shall presently shoAv more at length. In the same coun-

tries, Peter was held in high estimation, as the one among our
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Lord's apostles to Avliom, in particular, was committed the

preaching of tlie Grospel among the Jews. It is probable,

therefore, that the collection of the Catholic Epistles originated

in Palestine or Syria, and, out of veneration for the brother of

our Lord, and the first bishop of Jerusalem, the author of the

collection gave to the Epistle of James the first place, and put

those of Peter next. The Epistles of John had less interest for

him, on account of his Judaising sentiments, and the Epistle of

Jude he placed at the very end. The supposition we have made

finds confirmation in the fact, that a father of the Palestinian

church, Eusebius, bishop of Cassarea, gives us the first certain

account of the existence of a collection of the seven Catholic

Epistles.

From the various character of the writings classed together in

the collection, we may see clearly its late origin; for it has

already been mentioned above (chap, i.), that the first Epistles

of John and that of Peter were originally, as being very ancient

and universally-admitted writings, connected with the apostle,

so called, i.e. the collection of the Pauline Epistles. At a later

period, in order to leave these latter by themselves, the two

Epistles were taken from the collection of Pauline waitings and

classed with the five other apostolic Epistles. These last, how-

ever, belonged to the number of those which were universally

admitted in primitive times, and thus Antilegomena and Homo-
logoumena were introduced into one and the same collection.

Still there arose from this procedure one advantage, viz. that

the Epistles of the same author were, as was proper, brought

together. Luther, with his excellent tact, correctly felt that

the collection of the Catholic Epistles unsuitably confounded

writings which were universally admitted with those which were

not, and therefore placed the Epistles of Peter and John imme-
diately after those of Paul, and then at the end, after the Epistle

to the Hebrews, the letters of James and Jude, and the Revela-

tion of John. Still, this did not wholly do away with the impro-

priety, as the second Epistle of Peter also had been disputed

with special zeal. Had he, however, placed this Epistle like-

wise at the end of the New Testament, along with the other

Antilegomena, he must have disturbed too much the old accus-

tomed arrangement. He left it, therefore, and also the two
smaller Epistles of John, in connection with the first and main
Epistle of the two apostles. It is to be considered, too, that the
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bearing of the arrangement of tlie New Testament books upon

our critical inquiries is of but secondary consideration ;
the main

point is their internal character, and in reference to this no fault

can be found with the original arrangement.

In regard, therefore, to the Catholic Epistles generally, little

further can be said. Of the Epistles individually, we will con-

sider first the three Epistles of John. As to the first, and main

Epistle, it, like the Gospel of John, was always regarded by the

ancient church as the production of the Evangelist of that

name. In modern times, it is true, doubts have been started in

relation to the Gospel. But the principal writer by whom they

have been suggested has himself since retracted them. Indeed,

it was nothing but the very striking similarity in style and

ideas between the Gospel and the first Epistle of John, which

made it necessary, almost, whether one would or no, to extend

the opposition against the Gospel to the Epistle likewise; for

one cannot but suppose them both to have had the same author,

from their resemblance in every peculiar characteristic. If,

therefore, the Epistle were admitted to have been written by

the Evangelist John, the Gospel also could not but be attributed

to him. But though there may have been a somewhat plausible

reason for disputing the Gospel, in the idea that the Saviour is

represented by John very differently from the exhibition of him

in the other Gospels, in regard to the Epistle, there is no reason

which possesses the slightest plausibility for disputing it. On

the supposition that it is spurious, the error of the whole

ancient church in referring it, without contradiction, to the

Evangelist John, would be completely inexplicable, especially if

we carefully compare the history of the Epistle with that of the

Evangelist. John, as we have before remarked, lived the longest

of all the apostles, viz. till some time in the reign of Domitian,

and he resided at Ephesus, in Asia Minor. From no country

within the limits of the church, therefore, could we expect to

receive more accurate accounts in regard to the writings of the

beloved disciple of our Lord, than from those of Asia Minor.

Now, it is from these very countries that we receive the most

ancient testimonies in behalf of the existence and genuineuess

of the Epistle. Instead of mentioning all, I will name but two

of these testimonies, which, however, are so decisive, that we

can pci-fcctly well dispense with all the rest. The first is pre-

sented by Papius, bishop ..f llierapolis, in Phrygia, whom we
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liave already mentioned. This man lived, as lias been before

said, at the end of the first century and beginning of the second,

in the immediate vicinity of Ephesus, where the Evangelist

John laboured so long and so successfully. He knew not only

the Evangelist John, but other immediate disciples of our Lord,

who were probably of the number of the seventy, particularly

a certain Aristion, and another John, surnamed the Presbyter.

Now, is to be supposed that such a man, who had at his com-

mand so many means of arriving at certainty respecting John's

writings, could possibly be deceived in regard to them? We
must, indeed, renounce all historical testimony, if we deny this

witness the capacity to speak in behalf of the genuineness of

this Epistle of John.

The second testimony, however, is of equal importance. One
of the apostolic fathers, Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, in Asia

Minor, makes use of the first Epistle of John, in the same way
as Papias, as though it was admitted to be a genuine production

of the Evangelist. Now Polycarp lived till after the middle

of the second century, and at the age of eighty-six died a mar-

tyr's death in the flames. He had not merely become acquainted

with John in the neighbouring city of Ephesus, but had even

heard him preach the way of salvation, and was his faithful dis-

cij)]e. The testimony of such a man, therefore, is likewise

above all cavil, and is especially confirmed by the fact, that

there never has been, in later times, any general oj)inion against

its genuineness, either in the catholic church, or among the ad-

herents to any particular sect. Against this weight of historical

evidence, therefore, nothing can be effected by the mere con-

jectures of modern times; and at present all theologians are

perfectly agreed in the acknowledgment of this precious relic of

the beloved disci2:)le of Jesus, his first Epistle.

If, in regard to the second and third Epistles of John, such

perfect agreement of the ancient church in recognizing their

genuineness cannot be asserted, the reason of this lies entirely

in a circumstance, which also occasioned the tardy insertion of

the pastoral letters to Timothy and Titus in the collection of

Pauline Epistles, viz. that they are directed to private persons,

and moreover are of no very great extent or very important

contents, and thus awakened less interest in their diffusion.

The second Epistle of John is addressed to a Christian lady

and her family; the third to a Christian friend named Gaius.
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Of the private circumstances of these two persons we know no-

thing- hut Avhat is indicated in the letters. Now, ahhough cer-

tainly these two smaller Epistles afford no important infor-

mation respecting the Gospel, or the history of the ancient

church, still, as estimable legacies of the disciple who lay in

Jesus's bosom, they deserve a place in the canon as much as

Paul's Epistle to Philemon. The oldest fathers of the church

express no doubt in regard to the two Epistles. Only at a later

period do we find certain individuals entertaining doubts whe-

ther these two Epistles were written by John the Evangelist. No
one regarded them as forged in the name of the Evangelist, for

we can by no means perceive for what purpose these Epistles

could, in such a case, have been written. They aim at no par-

ticular object, but are merely expressive of the tcnderest Chris-

tian love. Many, however, believed that another John, viz.

John the Presbyter, before mentioned, Avith whom Papias was

acquainted, was the author of the Epistles. This view appeared

confirmed by the fact that, in the salutations of both Epistles,

John expressly terms himself Presbyter; and as, moreover, the

other John likewise lived in Ephesus, it is possible they might

have been confounded. But in modern times these doubts in

regard to the apostolic character of the two small Epistles have

been disregarded, because the style and the sentiments of both

Epistles are so entirely similar to the style and course of thought

in the Gospels and the first Epistle, that the idea of a different

author is totally untenable. Moreover, we are able to show how

John the apostle and Evangelist might also call himself Presby-

ter. This expression is nearly equivalent to the Latin Senior,

or the German JElteste} In the Jewish synagogues, and also

among the primitive Christians, it was applied to the principal

persons in the church (comp. Acts xx. ] 7), and was at first used

in this sense as exactly synonymous with Episcopos, i.e. bishop.

In Asia Minor, as we know from the writings of Papias, there

prevailed a peculiar custom of speaking, by which the apostles

were called, as it were by way of distinction, elders. Whether

the intention was thereby to denote the great age of the apostles,

or whether all the churches were regai-dcd as forming one gene-

ral church, and the apostles as their presbyters, is doubtful. It

is sufficient that the apostles were thus termed,* by way of emi-

* Or the English elder, as it is translated in our version.—Tn.

2 Peter calls himself in his first Epistle, & fellow-elder (1 Pet. v. 1).
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nence, for in this fact is exliibited a sufficient explanation of

the inscriptions to the second and third Epistles of John. Thus
the case is the same with these two Epistles as wdth that to the

Hebrews. The primitive church adopted them, but not without

opposition, and therefore we must reckon them among the An-
tilegoniena; but still the reasons which were addressed against

their apostolic origin may be so thoroughly refuted that not a
shadow of uncertainty can reasonably remain in regard to them.

The fourth of the seven Catholic Epistles is the first Epistle

of the Apostle Peter. As we have now come to the considera-

tion of the Petrine writings in the canon, the question forces

itself upon us, how it is to be explained that we have so few pro-

ductions of Peter, and so many of Paul, who was called latest

to be an apostle. Wlien we consider what our Lord said to

Peter: "Thou art Peter, and upon this rock will I build my
church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it," (Matth.

xvi. 18), and afterwards: "Feed my lambs," (John xxi. 15 seq.),

it must seem strange that the powers of this rock of the church

should have been exerted so little in writings for posterity. It

is true the Grospel of Mark is properly Peter's Gospel, as we
have seen; but even this falls into the back-ground by the side

of Luke (the Pauline Grospel), and the other Gospels, so that

Peter, according to the representation of himself in his writings,

constantly appears insignificant compared with Paul.

This fact finds a satisfactory explanation only in the relation

of the two apostles, Peter and Paul, to the propagation of the

Gospel in general. In reference to this, they had diflerent des-

tinations. Peter, with the twelve, was called particularly to

the dissemination of the Gospel among the Jews. Had the

Jewish nation acknowledged Jesus to be the Messiah, Peter

would then have exhibited himself in all his dignity and conse-

quence. But that unhappy nation hardened itself against all

the operations of the Spirit, and the Gospel was carried to the

Gentiles, because Israel rejected the grace to which it was called.

Paul was set apart for the express purpose of preaching to the

Gentiles, (Acts xxvi. 17,) and, as Christianity first displayed it-

self in a flourishing condition among them, all the other apostles,

with the exception of John alone, fell into the back-ground in

comparison with Paul, both in oral discourse, as appears from

the Acts, and in these written efforts, as is shown by the New
Testament canon. It is, consequently, not at all strange that

9
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Peter sliould be represented by two Epistles of so small a size,

and that the second of these is, moreover, the most disputed book

in the whole New Testament canon. His being throAna into the

shade by Paul is rather in accordance with the facts respecting

the extension of the church of Christ on earth in the times of

the apostles.

As to the first Epistle of Peter, we have before seen that it

belongs among the Homologoumena, along with the first Epistle

of John. In all Christian antiquity there was no one who

doubted the genuineness of the Epistle, or had heard of doubts

respecting it. And yet the Epistle (1 Pet. i. 1,) is addressed to

Christian churches in Asia Minor, where Christianity early gained

great success, and where a lively intercourse was maintained

between the individual churches. Here, of necessity, must have

arisen soon an opposition to this Epistle, if it had not been known

that Peter had sent a circular letter to the churches. Now, the

oldest fathers of the church in Asia Minor, Papias and Polycarp,

both make use of the Epistle of Peter, as Avell as that of John,

as a genuine apostolic production. This Epistle of Peter does

not seem to have made its way to Italy till a late period. At

least it is wanting in the very ancient catalogue cited by Mura-

tori, which probably exhibits the canon of the early Roman

church. We can infer nothing, however, from this absence

against the genuineness of the first Epistle of Peter, since there

is not the slightest trace of its having been disputed in the first

three centuries. Yet, in modern times, this decided declaration

of Christian antiquity has been thought insuflicient. An objec-

tion has been founded on the circumstance that Peter writes

from Babylon, (1 Pet. v. 18,) Avhile history does not relate that

he ever was in Babylon; as also upon the fact that he directs

the attention of his readers to sufl:erings and persecutions which

they should endure, (1 Pet. i. CJ; iii. 16; iv. 12 scq.; v. 10,) re-

ferring, as is supposed, to Nero's persecutions, while he himself,

it is said, died at Rome during this persecution, and therefore

could not have addressed an Epistle from Babylon to those who

suffered under it. Both these remarks, however, are easily ob-

viated. As to the first, respecting the city of Babylon, we know

too little of the history of Peter to be able to determine in what

places he may have been, and in what not
;
particularly as there

were several cities of this name in the ancient world, and it is

not specified which is meant in the Epistle. It is to be ob-
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served, too, that many of the fathers of the church understood
the name Babylon to mean mystically the city of Rome, which
showed itself the enemy of our Lord in the persecution of the

faithful. (Comp. Rev. xviii. 2.) If this exposition be adopted,

the second remark also is at once obviated ; for, in that case,

the Epistle was written by Peter in Rome itself during the per-

secution, and he gave the believers in Asia Minor christian ex-

hortations in reference to such a grievous period among them.
Yet, as this explanation cannot be proved to be correct, we set

it aside, and merely observe, that in whatever Babylon Peter

may have written his Epistle, his residence there can be easily

reconciled with the exhortations which the Epistle contains.

For, though these 7na^ be referred to the persecution of Nero,

they may be understood with equal propriety as referring to any
other persecution, since all individual characteristics, which could

suit 07ily this first cruel persecution of the church, are entirely

wanting. Such general sufferings as these which Peter men-
tions must be supposed to have been endured by the church

everywhere and at all times, as it is always comj)rehended in

the very idea of a believer that he should excite opposition in

those who are of a worldly inclination, and thus cause a combat.

A more important objection than these two remarks is, that the

style and ideas of the first Epistle of Peter exhibit a strong

resemblance to the style and ideas of Paul, This cannot be

denied, for it is too evident not to be observed ; but it does not

serve its intended purpose, viz. to deprive Peter of the author-

ship of the Epistle. Notwithstanding all its similarity to Paul's

manner, it still maintains enough of independence and peculi-

arity to stamp it as the production of a man who thought for

himself As moreover, when Peter wrote this Epistle, he was

connected (1 Pet. v. 12,) with the old friend and companion of

Paul, Sylvanus, (or, as abbreviated, Silas,) nothing is more easy

than to suppose that Peter dictated to the latter, and in all pro-

bability in the Hebrew language, which alone seems to have

been perfectly familiar to him. In translating into Greek, Syl-

vanus, who, from long intimacy with Paul, had become very

much habituated to his diction, may have adopted many of its

characteristics, and thus have been the occasion of the somewhat
Pauline colouring which the Epistle possesses.
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CHAPTER VIII.

OF THE SECOND EPISTLE OF PETER.

In regard to tlic second Epistle of Peter, its case is very dif-

ferent from that of the first. The former has always been so

violently attacked, and suspected on such plausible grounds

of not having been written by the apostle Peter, that criticism

is encompassed with as much difficulty in relation to it as in re-

lation to any other book of the New Testament. And, more-

over, such is the state of the matter, that the critical investiga-

tion of this Epistle is of particular importance. For, as we re-

marked in Chapter I., while, in regard to many writings of the

New Testament, e. g. the Epistle to the Hebrews, the second and

third Ei3istles of John,) the question is, not so much whether

they are genuine or spurious, as who was their author, in regard

to the second Ej^istle of Peter, the question is, in truth, w^hether

the apostle Peter composed it, or some other Peter, or somebody

of another name, who meant no harm, but still purposely endea-

voured to deceive his readers into the belief that it was written

by Simon Peter, the apostle of our Lord. In the first place,

the author of the Epistle not only expressly appropriates Peter's

name and title, " Simon Peter, a servant and apostle of Jesus

Christ," (2 Pet. i. ],) but he also states particulars respecting his

own life, which can have been true only of Peter, He says, for

instance, " For we have not followed cunningly-devised fables,

when we made known unto you the power and coming of our

Lord Jesus Christ, but were eye-witnesses of his majesty. For

he received from God the Father honour and glory, when there

came such a voice to him from the excellent glory. This is my
beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased. And this voice, which

came from heaven, we heard, when we were with him in the holy

mount," (2 Pet. i. 16—18. These words, it is clear, refer to the

transfiguration on the mount, (Matt. xvii. 1, seq.) But, besides

James and John, the two sons of Zebedec, no one was a specta-

tor of this transfiguration except the Apostle Peter. If, there-

fore, the Apostle Peter was not the author of this letter, the man
who not only presumed to take ui)on himself the name of an

apostle, but designedly endeavoured to make his readers think
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that he was the apostle Peter, must have been a downright

shameless impostor ; and his production should by no means

retain its place in the canon, but it is necessary that it should

be at once thrust out of it.

It is for this very reason, viz. because the necessity of which

we have spoken has been sensibly felt, that the friends of the

work have so zealously prosecuted the investigation respecting

it ; though certainly not always with due impartiality and cool-

ness. It has been forgotten that in truth very important objec-

tions may be urged against the Petrine origin of this second

Epistle, and it has been attempted to establish its genuineness

as firmly and incontrovertibly as it is possible to establish that

of other writings. The best weapon, however, which can be used

in defence of God's word, is always truth ; and this compels us

to admit that it is impossible to attain so firm and certain proof

of the genuineness of the second Epistle of Peter, as of that of

other books of the New Testament. But certainly the opponents

of the Epistle err greatly when they assert that the spuriousness

of the Epistle can be fully established. Such an assertion can-

not but be denied with all earnestness, even though, as is often

the case, it be connected with the opinion, that the Epistle may
notwithstanding retain its place in the canon as hitherto, and be

cited by preachers of the Gospel in their pulpit instinictions.

Such lax notions must be resisted with the utmost moral stern-

ness. For, would it not be participating in the fraud of the

author of the Epistle, were we to treat it as the genuine pro-

duction of the Apostle Peter, while we consider it as spurious !

If it be really spurious, and can be proved to have gained its

place in the canon only through mistake, then let it be remc^ved

from the collection of the sacred writings, which from its nature

excludes every fraudulent production. Christian truth would

not at all suffer by the removal of a single work of so slight extent.

We are convinced, however, that no such step is necessary.

The most prominent error in the critical investigation of this

Epistle has been, that writers have always striven to prove beyond

objection either the genuineness or the spuriousness of the pro-

duction. It has been forgotten that between these two positions

there was a medium, viz., an impossibility of satisfactorily proving

either. It cannot seem at all strange that this impossibility should

exist in investigations respecting writings of theNew Testament, if

it be considered for a monient how difficult it often is to determine
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respecting the genuineness of a production even shortly after, or

at the very time of, its composition, if from any circumstance the

decisive points in the investigation liave remained concealed. As

in regard to the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews it is en-

tirely imjiossible to come to any decided result, so it seems to

me probable, that the deficiency of historical evidence makes it

impossible to come to a fixed conclusion in regard to the second

Epistle of Peter. It is certain there are several circumstances

which give rise to reasonable doubts respecting the apostolic

origin of the Epistle ; still, so much may be adduced, not only

in refutation of them, but in the way of positive argument for

the Epistle, that these doubts are neutralized. Only, the favourable

points do not amount to a complete, objectively valid proof, and

therefore a critical investigation of the Epistle does not result

exclusively to its advantage. Now this is certainly a very un-

pleasant result, and one satisfactory to neither party, for men com-

monly wish every thing to be decided in an absolute manner, and

thereforewould have the Epistle declared positively cither genuine

or sj^urious. But the main object should be the truth, and not an

agreeable result; and faithful, impartial examination leads us to

the conclusion that in fact no perfect proof is to be obtained in

regard to the second Epistle of Peter. This conclusion affords

us the advantage, that we may A\"ith a good conscience leave the

Epistle in its place among the canonical books, since it cannot

rightfully be deprived of it until its spuriousness is decisively

'proved. Now, whether it shall or shall not be used in doctrinal

argument, must be left to the judgment of each individual ; but

at any rate no one can prohibit its use so long as its spuriousness

remains unproved.

It is time, however, to consider more closely all that can be

urged against the genuineness of the Epistle, and to present

therewith the counter considerations which cither invalidate the

former or argue the apostolic composition of the Epistle. Now
the most important circumstance Avhieh presents itself against

the genuineness of the book is, that it Avas to such a degree un-

known in christian antiquity. Not one of the fathers of the

first two centuries mentions the second Epistle of Peter ; they

all speak of but one Epistle from the hand of this apostle. Nor
are there any passages in their writings Avhich must of necessity

be citations from it. Those passages which seem like parts of it

may be explained either on the score of accidental coincidence
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or of mutual reference to the Old Testament. It was not till

after Origen's time, in the third century, that the Epistle came

into use, and even then doubts were always current in regard to

its apostolic origin, and the learned father Jerome expressly

remarks that most denied it such an origin. It is true, this

statement cannot refer to all members of the church, but only

to such as were capable of critical investigations ; for the same

father of the church says further, that the reason why most

denied it to be Peter's was, the difference in style which was ob-

servable on comparison wdtli the first ; and clearly, uneducated

persons were incapable of judging as to such difference in style.

But still, it is extremely remarkable that even in the time of

Jerome, i.e. in the fifth century, there should be found in the

church so many opponents of the Epistle.

It is, however, to be considered, in estimating the importance

of this fact in relation to the genuineness of the Epistle, that no

definite historical arguments are adduced against the Epistle

from any quarter. Recourse is had, not to the testimony of in-

dividuals, nor to the declaration of entire churches, which denied

the Epistle to be Peter's, but merely to internal reasons, deduced

by the aid of criticism. This is the more strange, as it would

appear that this second Epistle of Peter was addressed to the

very same readers for whom the first was designed (Comp. 2

Pet. iii. 1), i.e. to the Christians in several churches of Asia

Minor. From these, one would think, there must have proceeded

a testimony which could not be misunderstood against the

Epistle, if Peter had not written to them a second time. Nor do

the fathers say, that the Epistle contains heresies or any thing

else totally unworthy of the apostle ; indeed they do not make
the slightest objection of this kind to the character of its con-

tents. If, on the other hand, we look at their objections to other

evidently fictitious writings, we find them asserting that they had

an impious, detestable character, or that historical evidence was

against their pretended apostolic origin. From the manner in

which history represents the testimony of the fathers of the

church, we may suppose that their opinion respecting the ge-

nuineness of the Epistle was founded in a great measure upon

the fact that its diffusion was very much delayed. Since so many
writings had been forged in Peter's name, the fathers of the

church probably at once regarded an Epistle which came so late

into circulation with some considerable suspicion, and then
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made use of the difference in language, or something of the

kind, to confirm this suspicion. We must therefore say,

that no decisive argument against the genuineness of the

Epistle is to be drawn from historical considerations. Although

it was hut little known in the ancient church, this want of

acquaintance with it may have been founded on reasons not

at all connected with its spuriousness or genuineness. How many
Epistles of Peter and other apostles may never have been much
known ? And still the circumstance that they have not been

diffused abroad does not disprove their apostolic origin.

Thus, as the fathers of the church themselves had recourse to

the internal character of the Epistle, it remains for us likewise

to examine this, and as particular historical traditions respecting

the Epistle were as inaccessible to these fatliei*s as to us, and
the art of criticism has not been carried to a high point of culti-

vation till recently, we may lay claim to greater probability, as

to the result of our investigation, than they could.

Among the striking circumstances to which we are led by a
careful investigation concerning the second Epistle of Peter, the

first which presents itself, is the veiy ancient observation, that

the style of this Epistle is quite different from that of the first.

According to the most recent examinations, the case is really

so. The style of the second Epistle is so different from that

of the first, as to make it hardly conceivable that the same
author should have written thus variously; particularly as the

two Epistles must have been written at no great distance of time

from each other, it being necessary to refer them both to the

latter part of the apostle's life. But we have seen above, that

Peter probably employed another person to write for him when
he composed his first Epistle ; noAV, how natural to suppose, as

Jerome has already suggested, that in Avriting the second Epistle

Peter only made use of a different assistant from the one em-

ployed in writing the first, which supposition satisfactorily ex-

plains the difference in style. If it be insisted, however, that

this supposition is a very violent one, we may then admit that

the Epistles are in reality not apostolic, but are from Sylvanus,

or some other writer. It is certainly true, that by this hypo-

thesis we surrender the common opinion, that Peter either

guided the pen himself, or at least dictated to the amanuensis

word for word what he should write. But is it at all essential

to admit that the writings of the apostles originated precisely in
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this way? Is a prince's letter of less value, because his secretary

wrote it, and the prince himself only signed it ? Do we esteem

the writings of Mark and Luke any less because they were not

apostles? These last writings show best how the case is to be

considered. Say that these two Epistles were written by

Sylvanus or Mark ; is their importance to us in the least di-

minished, when Peter has given them the confirmation of

his apostolic authority, as presenting his ideas, his mode of

thinking ?

This hypothesis of Peter's having employed a writer in the

composition of the second Epistle, explains, moreover, another

remark which it has been usual to urge against its apostolic

origin. If the Epistle of Jude be compared with the second

chapter of this Epistle, there will appear a very striking simi-

larity between them. This, as in the case of the Gospels, is so

great that it is impossible it should have arisen accidentally.

An impartial comparison of the two makes it extremely probable

that Jude is the original, and was employed in the Epistle of

Peter. Now this hardly seems suitable for the Apostle Peter,

considering him as the author of the Epistle. He, the pillar of

the church, should have been the original writer, though it

would not have been strange that Jude, who held a far lower

rank, should make use of his production. On the supposition,

however, that Peter employed an individual to write for him,

the latter might have made use of Jude's Epistle, and what

would be totally unsuitable for an apostle, would not be at all

strange in his assistant. If it be said that, as Peter must have

known the use which was made of Jude, the circumstance still

remains very strange, we may suppose that both, Peter (with

his assistant) and Jude, conferred together in regard to combat-

ing the heretics, and agreed together in certain fundamental

thoughts, and that thus coincidence in details was occasioned

by their common written ground-work. Still, it may not be

concealed, that, after all attempts to explain these appearances,

there nevertheless remains in the mind something like sus-

picion; and for this reason, although there are certainly not

sufficient grounds for rejecting the Epistle, we cannot regard

its genuineness as susceptible of proof.

There are other points of less moment, which arc usually

brought forward by the opponents of the Epistle. Among these

is the passage 2 Peter iii. 2, in which the writer, it is said, is
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distinguished from the apostles, just as in Heb. ii. 2. But, in the

first place, the reading in the former passage is not perfectly cer-

tain, since several ancient versions give it the same sense as Luther,

who translates: "that ye may be mindful of the words which

were spoken before by the holy prophets, and of the command-
ment of us, the apostles of our Lord and Saviour."^ But, even

though we admit that to be the correct reading, is one by which

the author is distinguished from the apostles, we may explain the

passage by supposing that the writer who was employed, instead

of speaking in the name of the Apostle, spoke in his own person.

This was certainly an oversight, but not a very great one; like

that, e. g., which occasioned the Evangelists to differ from each

other in respect to the number of the blind men whom our Lord

liealed, and other points of the kind. The admission of such

trifling oversight belongs proj^crly to God's plan in regard to the

Scriptures, since literal coincidence would, on the one hand, give

rise to strong suspicion in regard to the veracity of the writers

(as it would suggest the inference that there had been previous

concert between them), and, on the other hand, there Avould be

danger of confounding the letter with the spirit, to the disad-

vantage of the latter.

Of as little consequence is the reference made to 2 Pet. iii.

15, 16, where Peter says of his beloved brother Paul, whose

wisdom he extols: "as also in all his Epistles, speaking in them
of these things; in which are some things hard to be under-

stood, which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest, as

they do also the other Scriptures, unto their own destruction."

These words, it is said, clearly suppose a collection of Pauline

Epistles to have been current in the church; but one cannot

liave been made earlier than the commencement of the second

century, and consequently the Epistle must be regarded as a

work of later origin. But this assumption, that the collection of

the Pauline Epistles was first made at so late a period, is by no

means susceptible of proof. Indeed, in the fourth Chapter we
attempted to prove it not improbable that even Paul himself made
a collection of his Epistles. At all events, no historical fact can

be adduced against this hypothesis, and we must therefore con-

^ So, too, in the English veri^ion. The qnestion alhided to in the text

is, whctlier we Hhould translate, of iis the apostles, or, of the apostles

sent to w.s (or to iioii, according to another reading)? See the original

Greek.—Tr.
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sider thus much as certain, that the mention of a collection of

Pauline Epistles ought not to induce us to conclude against the

apostolic origin of the Epistle whose history we are investigat-

ing.

Thus is confirmed the position which we laid down above, that

not one of the reasons usually adduced against the genuineness

of the second Epistle of Peter is a decisive one. Notwithstand-

ing, as has been already mentioned, impartiality enjoins it upon
us to allow that, after considering these reasons, there remains a

feeling in the mind which does not permit us to place this Epis-

tle in the rank ofthose universally admitted. We find ourselves

constrained to resort first to one expedient, then to another, in

order to invalidate the arguments which make against the ge-

nuineness of the Epistle. Let us, however, cast a glance at the

other side, and consider the arguments which may be adduced

in favour of the authenticity of the Ejjistle. The impression

made by the genuine apostolic manner, in the first and third

chapters in particular, is so heart-stirring, the severe moral tone

which prevails throughout them is so forcible, that very estima-

ble scholars have found themselves induced to regard these

two chapters, or at least the first, as truly Petrine, and the second

or the last two as, perhaps, merely subsequent additions to the

genuine Ejiistle. This hypothesis has indeed, at first view, this

recommendation, that we can give proper weight to the reasons

for doubt, without being obliged to regard the exj)ress statements

respecting Peter personally as having been forged. But the close

connection of all the chapters with each other, and the uniformity

of the language and ideas throughout the Epistle is too much at

variance with the supposition of an interpolation of the Epistle,

to make it right that it should be admitted.

Still, we cannot but allow the great weight of the reason from
which the hypothesis took its rise, viz., that it was an almost in-

conceivable piece of impudence for an impostor to assume the per-

son of the Apostle Peter, so as even to speak of his presence at

the transfiguration on Mount Tabor, and venture to invent pro-

phecies of our Lord to him respecting his end. (Comp. 2 Pet. i.

14.) It is true, appeal is made, on this point, to the practice of

the ancients, according to which it was not so strange and cen-

surable, it is said, to write under another's name, as it appears

to us at the present day. And it is undoubtedly true, that in

the primitive times of the church writings were much more fre-
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quently forged in the name of others than at the present time.

But it is a question whether this is to be referred to the custom

of the times, or does not rather arise from the fact, that in tlie

less methodical book-transactions of the ancient world it was

much easier to get fictitious writings into circulation than it is

at present, on account of the great publicity which now attends

such transactions. At any rate, we must say, that it was a very

culpable practice, if it ever was common, to procure currency for

one's literary productions by affixing a great name to them; and

every honourable man would have avoided it and written only

in his own name. Suppose, however, it Avas less offensive than

now to publish any thing under an assumed name, we must not-

withstanding protest in the most earnest manner against the

idea, that a man could permit himself fraudulently to appropri-

ate such points from the life of him whose name he used as could

be true only of the latter ; which must be the case in regard to

this Epistle, if it was not written by Peter. Were this to be done

in any case, the use of another's name would no longer be a mere

form in writing, it would rather be a coarse piece of imposture,

such as could not occur without a decidedly wrong intention;

and this leads us to a new and important point in the investiga-

tion of the origin of the second Epistle of Peter.

The alternative in which we are thus placed is as harsh as it

could possibly be. Either the Epistle is genuine and apostolical,

or it is not only spurious and forged, but was forged by a bold,

shameless impostor, and such a person must have had an evil

design in executing a forgery of the kind supposed. Now in the

whole Epistle we do not find the slightest thing which can be

regarded as erroneous or as morally bad. Its contents are en-

tirely biblical, and truly evangelical. An elevated religious spi-

rit animates the Epistle throughout. Is it conceivable, that a

man actuated by this spirit can be chargeable with such a de-

ception? Or is it supposed that this spirit is itself feigned? But

this idea plainly contradicts itself, for he who is bad enough to

forge writings cannot entertain the design of extending a good

influence by his forgery. No forgery would be necessary for

such a purpose. The design must have been to defend what was

unholy in principle or practice under cover of a sacred name.

The only probable purpose of the forgery of the Epistle is this;

that the unknown author of the production wished to combat the

licrctics described in the second chapter, and in order that he
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might do this with some effect, he wrote in the name of the

Apostle Peter, and made use of the Epistle of Jude in doing so.

But if a man who was honest (in other respects) could have been
induced to enter upon such a crooked path, would he not have
contented himself with placing the Apostle's name in front of his

Epistle ? Would his conscience have permitted him to appro-

priate falsely from the life of the Apostle such particulars as are

narrated in the Epistle ? This is really hard to believe, and the

eiforts made to preserve the genuineness of the first chapter at

least, which contains these very particulars, sufficiently prove how
universal is the feeling that the statements it contains cannot

have been forged.

It is true the case would stand otherwise, if it were a well-

founded position, that the Epistle really contains erroneous tenets.

But how truly impossible it is to establish this, is very evident

from the nature of the points adduced as errors. In the first

place, one is supposed to be contained in the passage, 2 Peter iii.

5, in which it is said, that the earth was formed out of water and
in water by the word of God.^ It is true, there are parallels to

this view of the creation of the earth in several mythical cosmo-

gonies; but is this circumstance a proof that the doctrine of the

creation of the world out of water is false? Does the Mosaic ac-

count of the creation, or any other passage in the Bible, contain

any thing which in the slightest degree impugns it? Or does the

condition of the physical or geological sciences in our day prove

that the earth certainly came into existence in a different man-
ner? It will suffice, in regard to this point, to remind our read-

ers that the formation of the earth out of water was taught by
the celebrated De Luc, not to mention many men of less note.

At the most, then, it can only be said that in the passage refer-

red to, there is something openly and definitely stated which is

not found thus stated in any other book of the Bible; though it

is impossible to deny that the Mosaic account of the creation

(" The Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters") is sus-

ceptible of such an interpretation, as to convey the idea which

is more plainly declared in 2 Pet. iii. 5. Thus there is no ground
for talking about an error in this passage of the Epistle. The
same remarks may be made respecting another position, that the

^ Our English version gives a somewhat diflFerent sense to this passage

;

but probably the translation above conveys nearly, if not exactly, its true

signification.

—

Tr.
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doctrine (also presented in the third chapter of tlie second Epis-

tle of Peter) concerning the destruction of the world by fire is

erroneous. For it can by no means be shown in regard to this

second idea, that it contradicts the common statement of the

Bible, or contains anything incorrect. Indeed, there are other

passages likewise, that contain an intimation, at least, of the

same thing which is here openly stated. (Comp. Isaiah li. 6

;

Zeph. iii. 8.) And so far are the similar mythical accounts in

other religions from arguing anything wrong in this idea, that

we should rather consider the coincidence of the mythical ac-

counts with the biblical doctrine as a confirmation of the real

verity of the former.

If, therefore, we put together all which has been said of the

second Epistle of Peter, thus much is certainly clear, that the

circumstances which are calculated to excite suspicion respecting

the Epistle, are by no means sufficient to constitute a formal

proof of their si:)uriousness. True, the suspicious points cannot

be so perfectly ob\aated, that every doubt will disappear. Some
uncertainty will remain in the mind. Still the positive argu-

ments in behalf of its genuineness so far allay these doubts that

it is possible to obtain a satisfactory subjective conviction of the

genuineness of the Epistle. But a proof of its genuineness

which shall be of perfect validity and be generally acknowledged

can no more be attained than such a proof of its spuriousness

;

and, therefore, there will always be something dubious in the

position of this E2)istle. The ancient fathers of the church en-

deavoured to express this uncertainty by the term Antilegomena,

and later teachers in the evangelical church by the designation

Deutero-canonical writings, among which this Epistle is reckoned.

Attempts to remove all the obscurity which envelopes the facts

in regard to this Epistle will probably always prove vain, from

the want of historical accounts respecting the use and diffusion

of it in primitive times.
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CHAPTER IX.

OF THE EPISTLES OF JAMES AND JUDE.

In investigating the Epistles of James and Jude, the question

is, as in the case of the Epistle to the Hebrews, not so much
whether they are genuine or spurious, as who was their author.

This may seem strange, inasmuch as the authors of both of them
mention themselves in the salutations, whch is not the case as to

the Epistle to the Hebrews. Indeed, Jude, for the purpose of

designating himself still more definitely, adds the circumstance

that he was the brother of James. But, as both these names
were very common among the Jews, and the relations betAveen

the persons of this name mentioned in the New Testament are

quite involved, it is a very difficult inquiry, what James and

what Jude were the authors of the Epistles which we are consi-

dering. Now, if it should be probable, on investigation, that the

authors of the two Epistles were not apostles, (i. e. among the

number of the twelve disciples), then will arise a second inquiry,

what we are to think of the canonical authority of the Epistles?

The first question is, how many persons of the name oiJames
and Jude are mentioned in the Scriptures or by ancient Chris-

tian writers? From the catalogues of the twelve apostles (Matt.

X. 2 seq. ; Mark iii. 13 seq.; Luke \d. 12 seq. Acts i. IS seq.) we
perceive that two individuals among them were named James.

The first was a brother of the evangelist John, a son of Zebedee

and Salome; this James is often mentioned in the evangelical

history. His brother Peter, and himself, were of all the apostles

the most intimate with our Lord. He was present at the trans-

figuration and at our Lord's agony in the garden of Gethsemane.

According to Acts xii. 2, Herod killed him with the sword a few

years after our Lord's ascension. As, therefore, this James dis-

appeared from the scene of events very early, he does not cause

much difficulty in the investigation. The second James is

termed the son of Alphseus, and of this apostle we have so uncer-

tain accounts, that it is difficult to determine much respecting

him.

As there were two individuals of the name of James among
the twelve, so there were two Judes. One, the betrayer of our
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Lord, of course is not concerned in this investigation. He can-

not be confounded with any one else; especially as he had the

surname Iscariot from his birth-place Carioth. The second

Jude, it would seem, bore many names ; for while Luke (in the

Gospel as well as in the Acts) calls him Jude the son of James,

Matthew, and Mark call him sometimes Thaddeus, and some-

times Lebbeus. It was not at all uncommon among the Jews for

one man to bear several names ; and, therefore, we may admit

the validity of the prevalent opinion that Lebbeus or Thaddeus,

and Jude, the son of James, are the same individuals. In John
xiv. 22, a second Jude among the twelve is expressly distin-

guished from Jude (Judas) the traitor, who is termed Iscaiiot;

and hence the name Jude may have been the one by which the

former was most commonly designated.

Now did we knoAv with perfect certainty that the authors of

the Epistles under consideration were of the number of the twelve,

it would be easy to fix upon the individuals ; James, the son of

Alpheus, must have written the Epistle of James and Jude, the

son of James, that of Jude. But as Jude (v. 1) calls himself the

brother of James, he must either mean another man of this name
known to his readers, or we must suppose the term brother to

signify step-brother or cousin, as indeed the word is often used

in Hebrew. For the opinion of some, that in the catalogues of

the apostles (see Luke's Gospel and his Acts of the Apostles),

Jude is not called the son but the brother of James, must be

totally rejected, because, though it is true that sometimes the

word brother is to be supplied for the genitive following a pro-

per name, this is only the case when it is clear from the connec-

tion what is to be supplied. In the apostolic catalogue, how-

ever, son is every where else to be supplied for the genitive ; and

hence it is incredible that in the case of Jude alone brother must

be added.

But that the authors of these two Epistles of James and Jude

were among the number of the twelve is very uncertain (indeed,

as we shall show hereafter, improbable), and on that account we
have still to determine the difficult question, what persons of

these names wrote the Epistles ? The following reasons show the

uncertainty of the idea that the authors of the Epistles were

apostles. In the first place, the fathers of the church speak of

another James, the brother of our Lord, and first bishop of

Jerusalem, and another Jude, likewise the brother of our Lord,
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as the authors of the Epistles; and, moreover, these were dis-

puted by many, and reckoned among- the Antilegomena, clearly

for this reason alone, that it was supposed perfectly correct to

regard them as not apostolical. Thus, in the opinion of the

fathers, there were beside the two James's and Judes among the

twelve, two other persons of these names, called brothers of our

Lord. These are mentioned in the passage. Matt. xiii. 65, with

two other brothers of our Lord, Simon and Joses, and with sis-

ters of his whose names are not given. They are also mentioned

in the later history of the apostolic age (Acts xv. 13 seq. ; Gral.

i. 19; ii. 19), particularly James, who is designated with Peter

and John as a pillar of the church. According to the fathers

of the church, he was the first bishop of Jerusalem, and the de-

scription which the New Testament gives of his position and

operations perfectly accords with this statement. According to

the account of the Jewish writer, JosepJms, and a very ancient

Christian historian, named Hegesippus, this James, the brother

of our Lord, died a martyr's death at Jerusalem shortly before

its destruction. He possessed such authority and such reputa-

tion for piety among the Jews, that, according to Josephus, the

destruction of the city was a punishment from heaven for the

execution of this just man. James was succeeded in the bishop-

ric of Jerusalem by another brother of our Lord, viz. Simon
(Matth. xiii. 55), who, as well as the third brother Jude, lived

till the reign of the Emperor Trajan, i.e. to the end of the first

century after Christ. According to the account of Hegesippus,

Simon also died a martyr's death, like his brother ; of the man-
ner of Jude's end nothing definite is known. Although, how-

ever, we find these brethren of our Lord labouring with ardent

Christian zeal after the resurrection of the Saviour, still, in the

lifetime of our Lord they did not believe on him. This we
are told by John expressly (vii. 5), and, therefore, we do not

observe these brethren of Jesus among the disciples until after

his resurrection from the dead. (Acts i. 13.) Probably the

vision with Avliich (according to 1 Cor. xv. 7), James was fa-

voured, was the means of convincing them all of the Divine

dignity of our Lord, which hitherto, perhaps on the very ac-

count of their close relationship to him by blood, they had been

unable to credit. It is true the expression, brothers of our Lord,

is not to be understood as meaning what the words strictly

signify; for Marv, the mother of our Lord, appears not to have
h
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had any other children. The passages Matth. i. 25, Luke ii. 7,

in which Jesus is called the first-born son of Mary, prove nothing

to the contrary, since, if no more children follow, the only son is

also the first-born. If the statements of Scripture respecting

these brethren of our Lord be put together, it cannot be doubted,

that the children of the sister of Mary, the mother of Jesus, are

intended by the expression. This sister of Mary was likewise

named Maiy, and was the wife of a certain Cleophas. She stood

with the mother of Jesus beneath the cross of our Lord, as did

also Mary Magdalene. (John xix. 25.) This same *!Mary is

called in the parallel passage of Mark (xv. 40) the mother of

James the Less and of Joses. Here, then, are named two of

the persons who in Matth. xiii. 55, are termed brothers of our

Lord. Nothing, therefore, is more natural, as it nowhere ap-

pears that Mary had any other children, than to suppose that

these so-called brethren of our Lord were his cousins, the sons of

liis mother's sister. As it is probable that Joseph, the foster-

father of Jesus, died at an early period, (for he is not mentioned

after the journey to Jerusalem in the twelfth year of Jesus' age,)

Mary perhaps went to live with her sister, and thus Jesus grew

up with the sons of the latter, which may have been the reason

why it was so difficvdt for them to give credit to his divine

authority. It was very common in the Hebrew idiom to term

cousins brothers. Hence, in Gen. xiii. 8, Abraham and Lot, who
were cousins, are termed brothers. If M'e wore to take the word
brother in its literal sense, and regard the four brothers of our

Lord mentioned in Matth. xiii. 55 as own children of Maiy, the

mother of Jesus, we should have to suppose the extraordinary

circumstance that the two mothers of the same name had also

children named alike. Now, as we nowhere find mention, first

of our Lord's brethren, and then of his cousins, but the same re-

lations are always referred to, this supposition cannot be ad-

mitted. The same may be said of another supposition, accord-

ing to which two of these so-called brethren of our Lord, viz.

Jude and James, were of the number of the twelve. For it is

said that the Hebrew name which lies at the basis of the Greek
one, Cleophas, (abbreviated Klopas), viz. Chalpai, may also in

Greek become Alpheus. Thus James the son of Alj^hcus would

be equivalent to James the son of Clco])has. Now, it is true,

that on the score of philology nothing can be reasonably objected

against this supposition ; but, its validity is overthrown by the
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fact tliat one and the same writer (viz. Luke), presents both

forms. Although the name coukl be diflerently expressed in

Greek, at least the same writer would always have followed the

same mode. Moreover, as we have already remarked, it is inad-

missible to supply the word brother, instead of son, after the

name Jude. Lastly, it is a decisive circumstance, that in John

vii. 5 it is most expressly stated that the brethren of Jesus did

not believe on him. It is, therefore, impossible that they should

have been of the number of the twelve. Consequently, the New
Testament mentions, besides the James, son of Zebedee, who was

early executed, two other persons of this name, first the apostle,

who was a son of Alpheus, and next, the brother of our Lord,

the first bishop of Jerusalem. Thus, too, the New Testament

mentions, besides the apostle Jude, who was the son of a certain

James, of whom we know nothing, another Jude who, likewise,

was a brother of our Lord, and lived to a late period (till the

time of Trajan), in Palestine. That these two brothers of our

Lord, and not the apostles, were the authors of our Epistles, has

been already intimated and will now be more fully shown.

Of great importance, and indeed almost decisive by itself, is

the circumstance, that the fathers of the church refer the Epistle

of James to the brother of our Lord of that name ; and, too, the

fathers who lived in that very region which was the scene of the

labours of this celebrated bishop ofJerusalem, viz. the east. Here

they might and must have had the most exact accounts respect-

ing this distinguished man, and information as to his writings

must have spread itself very readily from Jerusalem to the neigh-

bouring countries of Syria and Egypt. This historical testimony

is confirmed very strongly by the great agreement which exists

between the contents of the Epistle and the communications

which are made by ancient fathers of the church, and particu-

larly Hegesippus, in regard to the peculiar habits of James. Ac-

cording to the account of this writer, James distinguished him-

self by forms of piety which were very like those inculcated in

the Old Testament. He fasted and prayed a great deal, so that,

as Hegesippus relates, probably with some exaggeration, his

knees had become callous. According to the New Testament,

too, (comp. Acts XV. with Gal. i. 2), James, the brother of our

Lord, appears to have been the head of the Jewish Christians.

He, therefore, undoubtedly observed the Mosaic law, even after

he became a Christian, and endeavoured to obtain the sanctity
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enjoined in the Old Testament. That, however, this endeavour^

was not a narrow-minded one, as among the Ebionitcs, but a

liberal one, as among- the Nazarenes, is plainly shown by the nar-

rative in the Acts, according- to which he did not, along with the

obstinate Judaizers, desire to impose the observance of the law

upon tlie Gentiles, but only adhered to it himself, as a pious prac-

tice of his fathers. Still his whole disposition leaned somewhat to

the side of the- law, and this is clearly exhibited in the Epistle.

The same is true of Jude likewise. His very designation of

himself as brother of James can leave no doubt that he desired

to rej)resent himself as the brother of that James who was so

celebrated, the first bishop of Jerusalem. He does not call him-

self an ajjostle, any more than James. Both tenu themselves

merely servants of Jesus Christ, neglecting from modest humi-
lity to make any mention of their relationship by blood to our

Lord. We have no statements on the part of the early fathers

of the church in regard to the author of the Epistle of Jude.

The later fathers, e.g. Jerome, call him an apostle, but they did

not for that reason mean a different Jude ; only, as might very

easily happen, considering the confused accounts we have of

these men, they sometimes placed Jude the brother of our Lord
among the number of the twelve, contrary to John vii. 5.

Another as important reason for believing that James the

brother of our Lord, and not the apostle James, -svas regarded as

the author of the Epistle, is the circumstance that it was rec-

koned among the Antilegomena. Doubts did indeed arise, but
not till a pretty late day. Clement of Rome, Hermas, and Ire-

naeus, make use of the Epistle without scruple. Origen first,

then Euseljius, mention doubts. Now, as before the time of Je-

rome, there is no trace of the Epistle's having been regarded as

forged in James' name, the ground of doubt can have been no
other tlian that it was questionable whether an Epistle of any
one not an apostle could claim admission into the canon, Je-

rome obseiTcs, that certain individuals believed the E]iistlc of

James to have been forged by some one in his name. This opi-

nion, however, is entirely devoid of probability, because in such
case the author would not have neglected to ascribe the dignity

of apostle to the James whom he wished to be regarded as the

writer of the Epistle, that it might be moie sure of admission

* The original reads Schrcibrn, which I take to be clearly a mistake
for l^itreben, and tran.slate according!}'.— Tii.
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into tlie canon. Those persons, therefore, of whom Jerome

speaks, and who undoubtedly resided in the west, probably en-

tertained doctrinal scruples respecting the Epistle. In the west,

and particularly in Rome, the centre of the western churches,

special regard was felt for Paul and his doctrines. Now, the

second chapter of the Epistle of James was supposed to contain

erroneous notions in contrariety to Paul, because, as was thought,

it inculcated justification by works instead of by faith. This

passage even misled Luther into a rejection of the Epistle of

James. In his preface to it he says, " This James docs nothing

but urge his readers to the law and to works, and his manner is

so confused that I imagine he was some pious man who had

gathered a few sayings from the disciples of the ajDOstles, and

put them down upon paper. . . . Hence the Epistle of James is

but a strawy Epistle ; it has by no means an evangelical tone."

In more recent times, however, it has been proved, by very

thorough and impartial investigations, that this harsh judgment

of Luther is certainly unfounded, together with the apprehen-

sions of the ancient fathers mentioned by Jerome.

James only opposed misconstructions and perversions of Paul's

real doctrine, not the great apostle of the Gentiles himself The

two great teachers of the church are essentially one in senti-

ment; only they had reference to different heresies, and thus

their language wears a different aspect. In the Epistles to the

Ronlans and Galatians, Paul presents the doctrine of faith, and

justification thereby, in opposition to the reliance which the Jews

placed on works. James, on the other hand, opposes a dead

imaginary faith, which, without any renovating influence over

the heart and mind, lulls a man into the sleep of sin, instead of

making him active in works of love. If we thus consider the

language of the two apostles with reference to the positions which

they respectively opposed, we shall perceive the most perfect

unity between these two teachers of the church, notwithstanding

all their freedom and peculiarity of manner. Though they taught

the same doctrines, their point of view was dififerent. Paul had

a predominant leaning towards faith, not meaning by any means,

however, to deny that it must bear good works as its fruit;

James directed his attention more to the fruit, without, however,

disparaging the root of faith from which alone they could spring.^

1 See more complete discussion.s of the supposed discrepancy between
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Thus, leaving wholly out of view the influence of doctrinal

ideas, the discrepancy between the ancient fathers of the church

was only whether the Epistle, as proceeding from the brother of

our Lord, who was not an apostle, should or should not be ad-

mitted into the canon. The East, in general, maintained that

it should, because James had Sxerted so much influence in that

region; the Christians of the West were less favourable to it.

In reality, then, the question was not in regard to the genuine-

ness of the Epistle, but in regard to the rank of James, whether

or not he should be placed on a level with the apostles in respect

to the abundance and power of the Spirit poured out upon him,

so that a writing of his might be received into the canon as a

norm of faith and practice for all future generations of Chris-

tians; a question Avhich we will soon consider further.

In regard to this second jioint, likewise, the case is the same

with the Epistle of Jude as with that of James; except that in

the accounts concerning this Epistle given by ancient fathers we
do not find the slightest evidence that the Epistle was ever re-

garded as the production of an impostor w^ho forged it in Jude's

name. Such a supposition respecting this Epistle is extremely

improbable. In such case, would an impostor have contented

himself with designating Jude as the "brother of James;"

Would he not at least have expressly called him an apostle of

our Lord, in order to gain a -place for the Epistle in the canon?

Wlien we are told, therefore, of opposition to the Epistle, which

caused it to be placed among the Antilegomena, we must refer

it all to a refusal to accord to the author of the Epistle, who was

not an apostle, sufficient consideration to procure its admission

into the canon. Thus in regard to the Epistle of Jude, likewise,

the point in question is, not the genuineness of the Epistle, but

on]j the personal standing of the author, which by some of the

fathers of the church was considered equal to that of an apos-

tle, and by others inferior. The investigation of this question,

then, what w^e are to think of the admission of two productions

of writers who were not apostles into the canon of the New
Testament, remains for the conclusion of this chapter.

Now, whether it 1)0 said, that the church has forsaken its

principle of admitting no writing into the canon which was not

cither written l)y an apostle or composed under his supervision

Paul and James on the su})ject of faith and works, in the Biblical He-
po.sitory, vol. ill. p. 180, and vol. iv. p. 683.— Tn.
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and authority, in admitting the Epistles of James and Jude ; or

that they indeed adhered to their principle, but erred in regard-

ing James and Jude, the brethren of our Lord, to whom they

correctly ascribed the Epistles, as apostles, and therefore admit-

ting their Epistles into the canon—either way, it would seem as

though we of the present day were entitled to charge antiquity

with mistake respecting these Epistles. As to the Epistle of

Jude the case certainly seems to be as we have here stated it.

It was written by one who was not an apostle, by a man of whose

acts and character we know nothing further; a fact which ap-

pears to sustain the scruples of many of the ancients in regard to

its being canonical. Moreover, it contains nothing which is not

also found in the second Epistle of Peter, so that the church

could dispense with it without suffering the slightest loss. We
might therefore be disposed to consider this EjDistle as a deutero-

canonical production, which was received into the canon only at a

late period on the ground that it was more advisable to preserve

every writing of the days of the apostles than to reject anything

which might be of apostolic origin. It is not to be forgotten,

however, that the use of Jude's Epistle in the second Epistle of

Peter must be considered as apostolic confirmation of the former,

if the latter be acknowledged genuine. Both productions, there-

fore, stand or fall together. The impossibility, however, of

proving beyond doubt the genuineness of the second Epistle of

Peter, will not permit the friends of these Epistles to entertain

any thing more than a subjective conviction in regard to the

authority of Jude.

The case is different, however, with the Epistle of James. For

this remarkable man appears, both according to the New Testa-

ment and according to the fathers of the church, to have occu-

pied a very influential position. It is true he was not of the

number of the twelve ; but the fact that our Lord appeared to

him separately, as he did to Peter (1 Cor. xv. 7), indicates his

consequence; as does also the circumstance that he was elected

bishop of Jerusalem, and especially his relation to the Jewish

Christians, of whom James seems to have been the real head.

Hence in Gal. ii. 9, this man, with Peter and John, is called a

pillar of the church, and Josephus represents the consideration

in which he was held among the Jews to have been so great, that

the destruction of Jerusalem by the' Romans was looked upon as

a judgment for his death. Although, therefore, James was no
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apostle, and moreover, no one of tlie twelve, so far as we know

afforded his confirmation to the Epistle, still the church might

well have considered itself entitled to insert the production of so

influential a man in the canon. It may be said, indeed, that

James was in a precisely parallel situation to that of Paul (who

too was not of the number of the twelve, and still enjoyed

apostolic dignity) ; except that in regard to the appearance of

our Lord which was vouchsafed to James, and the commissions

which were entrusted to him, we have not such j)articular infor-

mation as is furnished us by the Acts respecting his appearance

to Paul. Yet passing by this, we cannot but declare, that an

apostolic confirmation of a particular book, such as we suppose

in the case of Mark and Luke, according to the testimony of his-

toiy, is nothing compared with the testimony which we have from

Paul's own mouth respecting James. He is designated, along

with Peter and John, as a pillar of the whole church of God up-

on earth, and thus, though not one of the twelve, still placed en-

tirely on a level mth the proper apostles; and hence no objection

at all can be made to the reception of the Epistle by the church.

She has not, in receiving it, de^dated at all from her principles;

indeed, she has thereby rather applied them in their real spirit,

not rigorously restricting the idea of apostolical estimation to the

number of the twelve, but referring it to the fulness and power

of the spirit exhibited in the life. This, however, as appears

from the Epistle itself, and from history, was possessed in its

utmost potency by James, as well as Paul, on which account tlie

Epistle of the former richly merits a place among the canonical

books.

CHAPTER X.

OF THE REVELATION OF JOHN.

The sublime book which concludes the Now Testament, the

Revelation of St John, (6 ^loyjjyo;,) Avith its wonderful images and

visions, has met with a more extraordinaiy fiite than any other

writing of the New Testament. The impressive and absorbing-

nature of the contents of the book has seldom permitted any one

to examine it with cool impartiality, and while some have become
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tlie entlnisiastic advocates of tlie book, others liave appeared as

its most violent opponents, not only rejecting the work as not

apostolical, or as forged, hut even reviling it as the production

of an heretical spirit. Thus it has happened, that, while no pro-

duction of the New Testament can exhibit more and stronger

historical evidence of its genuineness and apostolic authority than

the Revelation, none has met with more antagonists ; and, indeed,

many of its antagonists are men who have merited much grati-

tude from the church for their struggles in behalf of the truth.

Among these is Luther, who shoAvs himself a determined oppo-

nent of John's Revelation. He says, in his preface to it

:

" There are various and abundant reasons why I regard this

book as neither apostolical nor prophetic. First and foremost; the

apostles do not make use of visions, but prophesy in clear and

plain language (as do Peter, Paul, and Christ also, in the Gospel)

;

for it is becoming the apostolic office to speak plainly and with-

out figure or \'ision, respecting Christ and his acts.—Moreover,

it seems to me far too arrogant for him to enjoin it upon his

readers to regard this his own work as of more importance than

any other sacred book, and to threaten that if any one shall take

aught away from it, God will take away from him his part in the

book of life (Rev. xxii. 19.) Besides, even were it a blessed thing

to believe what is contained in it, no man knows what that is.

The book is believed in (and is really just the same to us) as

though we had it not; and many more valuable books exist for

us to believe in. But let every man think of it as his spirit

prompts him. My spirit cannot adapt itself to the production,

and this is reason enough for me why I should not esteem it very

highly.^'

From this strong language of the great Reformer it is sufficiently

evident how repulsive the contents of the Revelation were to

him. As he termed the Epistle of James a strawy Epistle, be-

cause it seemed to him to contradict Paul's doctrine in regard to

faith, so lie rejected the Revelation, because the imagery of the

book was unintelligible to him. This was obscure to him from

the fact that he could not thoroughly apprehend the doctrine of

God's kingdom upon earth, which is exhibited in the Revelation,

and forms the proper centre of every thing contained in it.

The same point has at all times in the church operated very

powerfidly upon the judgments of learned men in regard to the

Revelation; and therefore we must, before awy particular ex-
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amiiiation of this production, make some general observations on

tlie propriety of permitting doctrinal views generally, and the

doctrine of God's kingdom upon earth particularly, to have an

influence on criticism.

In recent times, critical investigations of the sacred books have

pretty generally proceeded on the principle, that doctrinal views

ought not to exert any influence upon inquiries respecting the

genuineness of the Scriptures. It has been easy to lay down this

principle, because generally^ the binding authority of Sacred

Writ has been denied, and writers have not felt it incumbent on

them to admit as an object of faith every thing that was stated

in genuine apostolic writings. Indeed, to many an investigator

it has been very gratifying, that in genuine writings of the

apostles things should occur which to him seemed evident errors

;

since in such case it became more easy to prove that the apostles

even had stated many things erroneously, and that therefore

what was true in their productions should be separated from what

was false. "With Luther, however, and all the other old theolo-

gians the case was different. They acknowledged the Scriptures

as binding on their faith, and therefore could by no means wholly

exclude doctrinal considerations. For, were a book proved to be

apostolical by all possible historical and internal arguments, and

yet it plainly subverted the Gospel and preached a different

Christ from the true historical Son of God and man, no faithful

teacher of the church of Christ should receive and use any such

production, notwithstanding all the evidence in its favour, any

more than listen to an angel from heaven, who should bring

another Gospel (Gal. i. 8). Such was Luther's position; and in

this view we may respect and honour his opposition to the Epistle

of James and the Revelation of John. His only error in this, in

itself commendable, endcavoui- boldly to distinguish what was

anti-christian was, that he decided too rashly and hastily, and

thus did not investigate with sufficient thoroughness, and, on the

ground of appearances merely, pronounced that to be not biblical

which in reality was so. That this was the case in regard to his

judgment concerning the discrepancy between James and Paul,

is at the present day universally admitted. In regard to tlie

Revelation, however, many still think that he judged correctly,

although, in my opinion, he erred here as much as in relation to

tlic Epistle of James.
' That i.s, iu (jtrmanv.—Tit.
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We cannot say, therefore, that doctrinal considerations are not

of the least consequence in critical investigations ; though cer-

tainly we must not permit them to have an improper influence,

so as to disturb the historical investigation, nor too hastily make
an objective rule of our present subjective views, but endeavour

to investigate more thoroughly what is at the moment obscure

and inexplicable. Such an endeavour will often educe a modi-

fication of our views, and we may find that what seemed errone-

ous contains profound and sublime truth.

In particular, this would undoubtedly be the case with many, if

they could determine to consider more closely the doctrine respect-

ing God's kingdom upon earth, which has always been the greatest

cause of oflence in the Revelation. True, it is not to be denied,

that the history of the fortune of this doctrine is by no means

calculated to favour it; for every thing which human ignorance

and human malice have been able to devise, appears to have con-

centrated itself in the misapprehensions of this doctrine. If,

however, pains be taken to separate these misapprehensions and

perversions from the doctrine itself, and we are impartial enough

to consider, that often very profound truths, which take a mighty

hold of the human mind, are most exposed to abuse, and may
become most dangerous, and that hardly any other religion has

been misused to such abominable purposes as the Christian re-

ligion itself, and yet that it is not on that account the less true,

or the less divine, he will easily attain the proper fundamental

idea of the doctrine of Grod's kingdom upon earth ; which is so

simple, that we cannot understand how its truth could ever be

doubted, until we remember the farragos of nonsense which have

been propounded under its sanction. This simple radical idea is

merely, that as, in regard to an individual man, God, by the

Saviour, redeems not merely a particular part of him, his spirit

alone, his soul alone, or his body alone, but the whole man, his"

body, soul, and spirit, so the redeeming power of Christ has for

its object the deliverance of the entire human race, and of the

creation in general, from the yoke of sin. As, therefore, the

end of salvation for the individual is the glorification of his

nature, the end of all things in the universe on the same prin-

ciple is the glorification of the universe. Proceeding from this

fundamental idea, the Revelation teaches in sublime imagery,

agreeing perfectly with the statements of our Lord and the

apostles (which are less formal, and rather take the doctrine for
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graiitecl, aud tlius are more incidental), that a period will come

in which not only, as had already been the case, the spirit of

Jesus Chnst should prevail in secret, and guide men's minds,

but should also gain the victory extcrnall}", and found a king-

dom of peace and righteousness upon earth. Now, that with

the arrival of this reign of peace there will be connected, on the

one hand, the appearance of Jesus Christ, and a resurrection of

many saints and pious men, and, on the other, a previous mighty

struggle on the j^art of evil,—does indeed follow very naturally

from the fundamental idea, and the supposed development of

good and evil ; but these points are only incidental. The prin-

cipal idea is the perfect return of the supremacy of good, the

restoration of the lost paradise to an earth which has been laid

waste by sin. Millions desire this most earnestly, hope and j^ray

for it even, without ever imagining that it is the very doctrine

which they think themselves bound to oppose, or at least .unable

to admit, without deviating from correct belief Even the ex-

cellent Reformers had but an imperfect notion of this doctrine,

though it is as simple as it is sublime; and for this reason, in a

great measure, that they saw around them senseless fonatics who
dishonoured the Gospel, and caused unspeakable injury by the

grossest misconstructions and perversions of this doctrine.

It would not have been worth while, with our present purpose,

to say even the little we have said on this subject, were tliere

not so many well-meaning men, of real piety, who, not'wdtli-

standing the most striking historical proof, can never prevail

upon themselves to admit the Revelation to be a genuine apos-

tolic production, and therefore entitled to a place in the canon,

and thus to become a rule of faith; because they feel that then

they must in consequence admit the reign of God upon earth

into their circle of belief, which they suppose they neither can,

nor ought to do. May such be led to a thorough investigation

of this idea, and of all the passages of Scripture which relate

thereto, that the acknowledgment of evangelical truth in this

respect may be promoted, and its fulfilment be rendered nearer

at hand

!

In passing now to the consideration of the historical evidence

in fivour of the genuineness of the Revelation, we must again

call to mind the latter days of the life of John the Evangelist.

He lived, as we know with certainty, longer tlian any one of the

other apostles, that is, as late as to the end of the first century.
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The scene of his successful labours at the close of his life was

the city of Ephesus, in the vicinity of which were situated all

those cities to which were directed the seven Epistles contained

in the first chapters of the Revelation. Ephesus, moreover, was
one of the great centres of business in the Roman empire, and
was much frequented by Christians from all countries.

It must, therefore, be admitted, that it was easy for the

Ephesian church particularly, and indeed for the whole ancient

church, to arrive at the highest degree of certainty in regard to

the writings of John. In particular, there could be no uncer-

tainty whether John had composed so peculiar, so very remarkable

a production as the Revelation. "We must therefore admit, that

if among the fathers of the church in that region we met with

even uncertainty in regard to its author, it would be a very sus-

picious circumstance; and, on the other hand, unanimity in

their conviction of the genuineness of the book must, be a very

decisive testimony in its favour. Now we meet with this last

to a surprising degree. First, we have the testimony of Papias,

bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia, in behalf of the book. This

man was personally acquainted with several of the apostles, and
among them with the Evangelist John. His testimony is there-

fore of the greatest consequence. It is true an attempt has been

made to invalidate it, on the ground that only a late writer,

named Andreas, attributes to Papias any knowledge of the

Revelation; Init careful consideration of the princij)al passage

respecting Papias in Eusebius (Hist. Eccl. iii. 89), which cer-

tainly ought to be thus examined, will show that Eusebius has

given a wrong representation concerning Papias in more than

one respect, and everything is in favour of the supposition, that

Papias was acquainted with all John's writings. Eusebius is

one of those fathers of the church who were very much preju-

diced against the doctrine concerning the millennium, and it is on

this account that he so strongly opposes Papias. Since this

ancient bishop was a principal supporter of that doctrine, his

testimony may on that account appear partial; and yet his close

relation to John cannot have permitted him, notwithstanding all

his predilection for this doctrine, to attribute to that writer a

production which was not his. Justin Martyr, too, along with

Papias, testifies in favour of the apostolic origin of the Apoca-

lypse. He was, indeed, born in Palestine, but he taught in

Ephesus, and there had opportunity to learn how things really
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were. Now, tins fatlier expressly declares the Revelation to

have been written by the Evangelist John, one of the twelve.

So, too, Melito, bishop of Sardis, one of the cities to which the

Epistles in the Revelation are addressed. We cannot but pre-

sume that such a man would know who was the author of a

production which contained an Epistle to the church over which

he i^resided.

The same is true of Polycarp, the celebrated bishop of Smyrna,

to which church, likewise, an apocalyptic Epistle is addressed.

This man was an immediate disciple of the Evangelist John.

Polycarp's pupil, Ircna^us, who removed from Asia Minor to the

south of France, and, as has been already observed, became bishop

of Lyons, gives us an account of Polycarp's relation to John, and

makes use of tlie Revelation throughout his writings, without

mentioning even the slightest opposition to it. It is also em-

ployed as really apostolical by the western fathers, Tertullian,

Cyprian, Hippolytus, Szc, without any mention of a doubt as to

its canonical authority. Still, it maybe said, none of these were

either leai*ncd or critical ; they found in the Revelation their

favourite doctrine in regard to the kingdom of God upon earth,

and therefore they readily received the book as a production of

John's. In decided opposition to such remarks, we adduce the

Alexandrian fathers, Clement and Origen. These were not only

the most learned men of the day and the best skilled in criti-

cism, but, in particular, were opponents of the doctrine of the

Millennium; yet neither had any idea that the Revelation of

John w^as not composed by the Evangelist of that name. They

chose to get rid of the odious contents of the book by a forced

interpretation, rather than by opposing the tradition of the whole

church. A stronger combination of historical evidence in favour

of the apostolic origin of the book is, in fact, hardly conceivable !

The weight of this evidence is augmented by what we know re-

specting those who doubted the genuineness of the book. Of this

number was a presbyter of the Roman church, whose name Avas

Gains. This man made it a set purpose to oppose the doctrine

of the millennium ; and because the defenders of it naturally ap-

pealed first of all to the Revelation, he declared it spurious,

without, however, presenting any historical or critical reasons

for doing so. In order to degrade the Revelation, it was even

referred by him to a heretic, Cerintlius, who was said to have

written it in John's name. But in this he clcarl}"^ evinced that
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lie was carried away by his feelings, for no one can by any means

attribute tlie Revelation to an intentional deceiver, for this

reason, that it would have been one object with such a man to

denote with precision the person of the Evangelist, so as to cause

the work to be regarded as his. This, however, has not been

done, and thus we are not permitted to take any view in opjjosi-

tion to it, except it be that another John, and not the Evangelist,

composed it. This opinion was first stated and defended in a

formal manner by the learned Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria,

a disciple of Origen. But, as this man lived at so late a period

that authentic oral tradition was no longer within his reach, no

more stress is to be laid upon his doubts than upon the learned

objections of more modern days. We come therefore to this re-

sult : All historical tradition is unanimous in behalf of John's

composition of the Revelation.

Now, in order to invalidate this decided testimony of antiquity,

very striking arguments ought to be adduced ; but observe what

are the reasons which prevail upon modern investigators to deny

that the Evangelist John was the author of the Revelation, and
then judge whether they are strong enough to countervail such

testimony. In enumerating these reasons, I follow a distin-

guished scholar of the present day, whom I very much esteem

and love as my former instructor, although I difter entirely from

his views. I do indeed believe him to be in general very impar-

tial and unprejudiced ; but nevertheless I think him to be in-

fluenced in his judgment of the Revelation by the force of pre-

judices which were largely imbibed by the church, and have been
Avidely difiiised.^

In the first place, it is urged by this learned man that John
never mentions himself in the Gospel and Epistles as the author

of these writings; would he act differentlythen in the Apocalypse?

It is true, he says only that this circumstance is worthy of atten-

tion ; but as it stands as one of his arguments, it seems to have
been regarded as of considerable importance. Of what conse-

quence, however, is such a difference in practice, since all we can
say is, simply, that the author chose in this case to employ a dif-

ferent form from his usual one ? Wliat writer is there who does

not act as he pleases in regard to such points ?

In the second place, the variation from his other writings in

^ I mean Prof. De Wette, in his " Einleit. ins neue Testament" (In-
trod. to the N. Testament).
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point of language is adduced as an argument. Tlie fact is indis-

putable. The language of the Gospel is pure Greek, smooth
and accurate ; that of the Revelation, on the contrary, is harsh,

rugged, full of inaccuracies of expression, and real grammatical

mistakes. But it is not true that all difference in phraseology

indicates different writers. Compare, e. g., the earliest writings

of Gothe, Schiller, Herder, with the latest productions of the

same authors. Especially" take an author who attempts to write

in a foreign language; must not his first essays be of a totally

different character from his later ones? He has not complete

mastery of the language; he struggles not only with the sense,

but with the form; and this must necessarily make the phraseo-

logy even of the most practised intellect somewhat cumbrous.

This is exactly the case with John's Revelation. It was his ear-

liest production in the Greek language, occasioned by the fear-

ful occurrences during Nero's persecution. These cast the sym-

pathizing mind of the beloved discijile of Jesus into decj) medi-

tation, daring which the spirit of prophecy showed him the fu-

ture fortunes of the church, and its final conquest over Judaism

and heathenism. It was, therefore, composed some twenty years

earlier than the Gospel and Epistles seem to have been written,

and in a language Avliich to John, a native of Palestine, must
have been a foreign one. Now, the Revelation appears exactly

like the production of a man who had not yet acquired the re-

([uisitc skill in the Greek language, and as its internal charac-

teristics, likewise, show that it was written in the early part of

John's life, before Jerusalem was destroyed, it is in fact impos-

sible to sec how one can ascribe importance to this circumstance

of the difference of style, in opposition to the tradition that the

Evangelist John was the author of the production; the rather

as there is undeniably very much in the language which bears

close affinity to those writings that are admitted to be John's.

The same may be said of the third observation, that the style

of the Revelation is in the following respect very unlike that

which we find in the Gospel and Epistles, viz. that the former

exhibits a lively creative fancy, while, in the latter, quiet, deep

feeling predominates. In regard to this remark, which likewise

is correct, we are to consider, first, that tlic same individual in

different stages of mental development will make use of different

styles of expression. The earlier works of the same writer are

accordingly more ardent, more imaginative than his later. More-
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over, the imagery in the Revelation is not by any means to be

regarded as the arbitrary production of a rich fancy, but rather

as actual appearances to John's mind from the operation of the

divine Spirit within him. I admit that John would not have

been selected as the medium of these communications of the

Spirit, had there not been in his whole organization a special

adaptation for such impressions; but still, susceptibility to them
is not the same as positive productive fancy. Finally, it is not

to be forgotten in this view, that John's other writings are of a

more historical or else purely didactic nature; while, on the

other hand, the Revelation is a prophetic production. It would
therefore be totally unnatural that the same style should be ob-

servable in the Apocalypse as in John's other writings.

The only remaining point alleged in confirmation of the dif-

ference between the Revelation and other writings of John is,

that they exhibit a totally diiferent doctrinal aspect. In parti-

cular, stress is laid on this circumstance, that in the Gospel no-

thing at all is found of what forms the main topic of the Apo-

calypse, viz. the expectation of a visible coming of our Lord, and

the establishment of his kingdom upon earth. Moreover, all

that is said in the Revelation respecting good and bad angels is

of a more Jewish cast, we are told, than we should expect John's

views to have been, from examining his other writings. It would

appear that, if this be really so, it is a reason of some weight

against the genuineness of the book ; for we cannot suj)pose the

apostles to have altered their doctrinal views, and, plainly, dif-

ference in the character of the writings could not afl:ect the

doctrine, as both in historical and prophetical productions there

must exist the same fundamental views on the part of the wri-

ter. Now, the remark is indisputably correct, but the true

reason of the fact has been misapprehended. For, first, the

same difierence which is exhibited between the Gospel of John

and the Apocalypse, also appears, on comparison, between the

Gospel of John and the first three Gospels. These latter, like

the Revelation, present many doctrines and views agreeable to

the Jews, particularly the visible coming of our Lord to assume

his kingdom upon earth; while nothing of all this is touched

upon by the Gospel of John, notwithstanding there was ample

occasion for doing so. It does not thence follow, however, that

either John or the others err in representing the discourses of

Jesus Christ, since the same person may have spoken sometimes
i
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spiritually, as in John's discourses, and sometimes in a Judaizing

manner, as according- to the other Evangelists. The correct

solution of this difficulty is to be sought solely in the special pur-

pose of the Gospel of John, with which the first Epistle stands in

such intimate connection that it is not strange it should partake

of the same character. The two other Epistles are too short to

be here taken into consideration For above (in the third chap-

ter in speaking of the Gospel of John,) it was obsei'ved, that this

Evangelist had a particular class of persons in view in his work,

viz. men similar to the later Gnostics, and who in certain views

coincided with them perfectly. In particular, they, like the

Gnostics, speculated on divine things in a peculiar manner, and
sought to idealize the real facts in the history of Jesus, more

than the true ajDOstolic doctrine pemiitted. These men, among
whom were many very sensible and well-meaning persons, were

those Avhom John had particularly in view in the composition of

his Gospel. With apostolic wisdom he avoided in this work every

thing which could offend the prejudices of these persons. Many
Jewish ideas, Avhicli had a very good and genuine foundation,

and, according to the first Gospels, were expressed by the Saviour

himself, he kept back, becoming in a manner a Gnostic to the

Gnostics, w^ithout doing the least injury, however, to the cause

of truth. He depicted Christianity, therefore, to their minds,

just as they could most easily comprehend it, convinced that

when once they had seized this idea, they would gradually learn

to understand it tllorouglll3^

If, now, we adhere stedfastly to this point of view, it will

appear perfectly intelligible, how the same ohn Jwho wrote thus

in the Gospel, should appear to express himself so differently in

the Revelation, in the comjiosition of which no such reference

existed; though still he was ahvays governed by the same doc-

trinal views at every period of his life. And thus we must de-

clare, that no one of these reasons is calculated to disturb us

in regard to the correctness and ti-uth of the tradition of the

first centuries after Christ. If the repugnance which is felt to-

wards the contents of the Apocalypse be only conquered, men
will soon cease to rate so highly the reasons which are adduced

against its apostolic origin, and to think so little of the impor-

tance of the unanimous tradition of antiquity. And that this

may soon happen is the more to be wished, as the progressive

development of the church makes the Revelation more and more
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important in testing- what is now occurring among Christians,

and what awaits them in the immediate future

!

CONCLUSION.

Having thus passed through the entire series of the writings

of the New Testament, taking notice of the critical questions in

regard to them, we will now, for the sake of convenience, pre-

sent a compendious view of the 7-esults at which we have arrived.

We find then most, and the most important, of the writings

in the canon of the New Testament, so unanimously acknow-

ledged in ancient times, and so universally made use of as aposto-

lical in later days, that there cannot be the least doubt in regard

to them. They are on this account denominated Homologou-

mena, universally acknowledged writings, and form the main

sources of the doctrine and history of the Cliristian church.

Among these Homologoumena, as is stated by Eusebius so early

as the commencement of the fourth century, were the four

Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, the thirteen Pauline Epistles,

the first Epistle of Peter, and the first of John. If we attend

only to the voice of Christian antiquity, as Eusebius correctly

observes, the Apocalypse also does in reality belong among the

Homologoumena. But the fortune of this book has been so

peculiar, that some have not even been willing to class it among
the Antilegomena, but have ranked it with the writings wdiich

are of a profane character, and are to be utterly rejected. Eu-

sebius was therefore in great perplexity to what class he could

properly assign the Revelation. As to the Epistle to the He-
brews, its author is unknown, merely; its genuineness is not

disputed. It belongs, therefore, to the class o^ i\\Q Antilegomena

only so far as this, that its position in the canon was disj)uted

;

the relation of the author to the Apostle Paul not being unani-

mously acknowledged in the church.

Properly, the class of the Antilegomena among the New Testa-

ment writings comprehends the two smaller Epistles of John, the

Epistles of James and Jude, and the second Epistle of Peter.

These five books were never universally acknowledged and used

in the ancient church. More recent investigation has decided

in favour of the first three. The two smaller Epistles of John
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are certainly apostolical, and from the author of the Gospel of

John; that of James was not, indeed, written by one of the

twelve, but by a brother of our Lord, who held such a prominent

rank in the ancient church as placed him, like Paul, fully on a

level with the apostles. As to the two writings last in the list,

however, it appears justly somewhat doubtful whether they are

productions of the days of the apostles. The Epistle of Jude is,

indeed, certainly genuine, but as certainly not apostolical; and,

as histoiy attributes to this brother of our Lord no very promi-

nent station or agency, the Epistle seems not properly to belong

to the canon. It can be supported only by the second Epistle

of Peter, which is not itself certainly of apostolical origin. For,

in regard to the latter, a consideration of the circumstances

makes it impossible to establish its genuineness objectively

on valid grounds, although it may be made subjectively pro-

bable.

These results of the most careful critical investigation of the

New Testament are very satisfactory. For, if we could wish

that the genuineness and canonical character of the Antilego-

mena might be established by as valid arguments as we can ad-

duce in behalf of the Homologoumena, still it must be admitted

that those books upon which some suspicion rests, are the very

books, of all the New Testament writings, with which we can

most easily dispense. The chief and best of these writings are

the very ones whose genuineness and apostolic authority arc

certified as strongly as possible.

If, now, we inquire into the relation between the external his-

torical genuineness of the books of the New Testament, and

their internal efficacy and determinate power over the faith and

life of the individual, and of the whole community of Christians,

it is certainly undeniable, that the former by itself decides

nothing in fjxvour of the latter; but still, on account of the cir-

cumstances of the church, demonstration of such genuineness is

by no means unimportant or indifferent. It is clear that we

may regard the writings of another religious system, the Zend-

Avesta of the Parsees, or the Koran of the Mahometans, as

genuine, and as having proceeded from the immediate circle of

adherents which the founder of that system of religion possessed,

without thereby attributing to it any internal efficacy and de-

termining power over the heart and life. But it cannot be said

that a conviction of the genuineness of the apostolic origin of
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tlie writings of tlie New Testament, likewise, is a matter of indif-

ference. It is rather of great consequence in its connection with

the church, i.e. the great community founded by our Saviour,

and actuated and sustained by his Sj)irit. You may prove the

genuineness of the writings of the New Testament to him who
is not within the pale of the church, or under its spiritual influ-

ence, and he may even acknowledge it vipon incontestible histo-

rical grounds ; but, as Christ, and his apostles themselves, are of

no consequence in relation to his internal life, this proof has no

more effect ujjon his faith or his life, than is produced upon
those of the scholar who declares the Zend-Avesta to be a

genuine work of Zoroaster. Far otherwise is it with him who
lives in the bosom of the Christian church. Here he cannot

completely withdraw himself from the influence of the Spirit of

Christ, which operates upon his heart from his earliest youth

;

he feels himself spiritually affected, and in a manner constrained

by it. It is true that sinful man very often strives against the

influence of the Holy Spirit, it being troublesome to him, be-

cause it does not permit him to continue sinning so freely and

peaceably as he could wish. In such case he seeks to obtain

plausible grounds on which he may evade the force of the

Spirit's influence. One such plausible ground is often presented

by the supposition that the writings of the New Testament are

spurious, whereby the extraordinary character of our Saviour,

with the sublime impression he made on 'the hearts of men, is

encompassed with doubt, and thus its effect is diminished. To
members of the church of Christ, therefore, a firm conviction

that the Scriptures are genuine, is of the highest consequence;

the opposite opinion, yea, uncertainty merely, in regard to the

character of the sacred writings, is ordinarily the natural con-

comitant of sin. Such a sentiment hinders the efficacy of the

Holy Spirit, which manifests itself, in a manner not to be mis-

taken, to every simple, plain mind, on perusal of the Holy
Scriptures, but exhibits its full strength only when the heart

feels a quiet faith, undisturbed by any doubt. Hence the con-

version of many has taken rise from their acknowledgment

of the genuineness of the New Testament writings; and more-

over, the apostacy of many from the truth has arisen out of

the circumstance that they denied the authenticity of these

books. We may therefore say, that the knowledge of the

genuineness of the writings of the New Testament is of es-
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sential efficacy where the influence of the Spirit of God, an

a susceptibility to its operations exist in any degree. To

him who has ah-eady turned aside entirely from the tnath,

and who resists it with an unfiicndly mind, a conviction of the

o-enuineness of these books will be of little use, unless his oppo-

u. ^1 sition be first broken by the power of grace. To him who is

At^ converted, born again, the sure conviction of their genuineness

v/nH^ will always be a pleasing concomitant of grace, and will excite

^^J^ his gratitude ; but, as he has experienced in his heart the divine

^f[)
power which dwells in the Scriptures, the testimony of the Holy

Spirit will always be the proper foundation of his faith, which

would support him even though he had no historical proofs in be-

half of the sacred books. Persons, however, who have neither ex-

perienced a perfect change of heart and mind, nor are actuated by

a positively hostile spirit, but ardently desire the former, though

they are often assailed by doubts and uncertainties, will find in

the firm historical foundation of Scripture something on which

they may lean at first, and from w^liich they may then be gra-

dually led to the full knowledge of salvation. For, if it be only

admitted that such a life as that which the Scriptures represent

our Saviour's to have been was really sj)ent, that such words as

they communicate to us from him were really spoken, the ob-

vious question is, Whence came such a phenomenon ? What is

its import to the world? to me?

But, it may here be asked, if the case is thus, how happens it

that God has permitted many plausible objections to exist against

the writings of the New Testament, and that some cannot even be

freed wholly from susjiicion? Would it not have been more- consis-

tent Avith the purpose of the Scriptures, had all the books been sup-

ported by so numerous and so completely inqontestible testimo-

nies, that not even a doubt concerning them could ever have en-

tered any one's mind ? It may indeed seem so to short-sighted

man. But his desires would not stop here, they would reach

still further. He would wish to have a Bible without various

readings, a biblical history free from the slightest variations, in

short, Jeliovah himself embodied in the letter of the word. Tlie

living God, avIio is eternal wisdom and love, has not thought any

thing of this kind suitable for mankind ; otherwise he would un-

(loul)tedly have efiected it for their benefit ; and the reasons

wliy he has not we jnay at least conjecture, even with our weak

powers. On the one hand, it would have become easier for man
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to confound tlie word and tlie Spirit dwelling- in it witli the letter

;

for, even, as the case now is, this mistake has not been entirely

avoided, from the want of spirituality in many men. On the

other hand, the guilt of many persons would have been aug-

mented, since they now have at least plausible reasons for their

opposition to the truth, but in the other case would have had no

such extenuation, and still would have retained their hostility to

God's word. We may therefore declare, that the character of

Scripture, in this respect likewise, corresponds most perfectly with

the necessities ofhuman nature, as well aswith the designs of Grod,

notwithstanding all its apparent imperfections and deficiencies.

The observations we have here made in conclusion are, more-

over, such as are best suited to present the correct view concern-

ing the peculiar character of the Old Testament in the light of

criticism. For this portion of God's word has so few historical

evidences in its favour, excepting those comprehended within its

own compass, that it is impossible to frame such an argument

for the genuineness of its books as we are able to exhibit in be-

half of the New Testament. This want of evidence proceeds in

part from the very great antiquity of the writings of the Old

Testament, which were almost all composed before there existed

any literature among the Greeks, and before the Romans were

so much as known by name ; and in part, also, from the state of

seclusion which the nations of the old world generally, and par-

ticularly the Jews, always maintained. The Persians, Syrians,

Egyptians, knew scarce anything of the literature of the He-

brews ; and, had they even been acquainted with it, the circum-

stance would have been of little advantage to us, as we have but

few writings of a date anterior to the time of Christ which ori-

ginated with these nations. In these few, moreover, we find

hardly any mention of the Jews and their productions. Hence,

in investigating the earliest writings of the Old Testament, the

critic has no other resource than a careful examination of the

contents of the books themselves, and a comparison of them with

each other. Were this examination and comparison invariably

conducted with a believing and humble disposition, not the

slightest objection could be 'made, and we might quietly await

the results of such a procedure ; but, when the minds of inves-

tigators deviate from the proper spirit and disposition, it is very
evident how easily such an inquiry, which is in its nature some-
what uncertain and precarious, may lead to pernicious results.
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Every one will, in sucli a case, determine the matter according

to his subjective ideas and views, Avithout obtaining any objec-

tive grounds of judgment from investigation. If we only look

at the actual state of the matter, entirely aside from the holy

character of the book, Ave shall be convinced that such a course

of investigation coiUd hardly afford any useful result, even with

the best intentions. A book is presented to us, which contains

the relics of a nation's literature during a period of 1200 years.

We derive all that we can know of the history, the manners, the

special circumstances of this people, excepting a few points, from

this book alone. Thus it is at once the object and the norm of

investigation. Since, moreover, in regard to many of the writ-

ings in it we have no statement as to their author and the time

of their composition, the investigation of these writings cannot

but have always a character of uncertainty. If we were only

familiarly acquainted with the history of a single nation in close

vicinity to the Jews, and found in its literature constant reference

to the Jewish writings, we might then, by drawing a parallel,

communicate more stability to the criticism of the Old Testament,

but we have no such advantage, and must content ourselves with

individual notices, which have come down to us from the most

ancient times of the nations with which the Jews came in contact.

It was not till the time of Alexander the Great, about 300 years

B. C, that the Jews, with their literature, became known to the

Greeks, through whom we have received much important infor-

mation in regard to the Old Testament. For, as the Jews, after

that period, when they fell under Greek dominion, made them-

selves acquainted with the Greek literature, an^ to some extent

themselves wrote in Greek, as e. g. the celebrated Jewish waiters,

Josej^hus and Philo, so, on the other hand, the Greeks began to

take an interest in the Jews and their religious institutions.

From this mixture of Hebrew and Greek life proceeded the cele-

brated Greek Version of the Seventy. This, according to the ac-

count of the ancients, was executed under the Egyptian monarch

Ptolemy Philadelphus, at the instance of the learned Demetrius

Phalereus, about the year 270 B. C. It is true, the Old Testa-

ment was not probably translated all at once, but, at any rate,

even according to the most recent opinion, the Old Testament

Avas entirely translated into Greek when Jesus Sirach was com-

posed, i. e. about the year 130 B. C. Conscciueutly, it is

placed beyond a doubt that the whole Old Testament, as we
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have it, existed in Palestine in the Hebrew langaiage long before

the time of Christ and his Apostles, and in a Greek version in

the other countries of the Roman Empire, particularly in Egypt,

where there resided so large a number of Jews, and they possessed

so great privileges, that they had even built a temple in the city

of Leo7ito2)olis in close imitation of that at Jerusalem. In Egypt,

the collection of the Apocryphal books likewise, which were con-

fessedly written in Greek, was inserted in the canon of the Old

Testament, which was spread abroad by the version ofthe seventy

interpreters, and from this version they were introduced into the

Latin church-version, (the so-called Vulgate,) thus obtaining the

same authority as the writings of the Old Testament, which

authority they possess at the present day in the Catholic church.

As, however, they are not exp7'essly cited in the New Testament,^

and are wholly wanting in the Hebrew canon of the Old Testa-

ment, Luther rightly separated them from the rest, but appended

them to the books of the Old Testament, as " Writings not to be

equally esteemed with Holy Writ, but still profitable and excellent

for perusal." The Reformed Church, however, has gone still

farther, and dissevered them entirely from the collection of sacred

books, in order to prevent them from being confounded with the

inspired word. Hence arose this great evil, that the historical

connection between the Old and New Testament, which is so well

exhibited in the narrative writings of the Apocrypha, was totally A

sundered ; and this connection is by no means a matter of indiifer- ' ^_ 7*'/^-

ence to believers, because it is only through it that God s pro- ^
vidence towards his people can be regarded in the light of an ,

united whole. Hence it would seem best to retain the apocry- [f
r

phal writings along with the Sacred Scriptures, designating, in-

deed, the distinction between them and the canonical books.

Thus much, then, according to these statements, we know cer-

tainly from historical testimony, that the Old Testament, as we
now have it, existed more than a century before Christ. It is

true the learned would be gratified to know a great deal more
respecting the formation of the canon of the Old Testament, re-

specting the authors of the individual writings, &c. But, in

view merely of the relation of the Old Testament to the faith of

the present day, the knowledge that the Old Testament was in

^ AUusions to them ai'e pointed out by titeir in his " Andeutungen
fiir Glaubwui'dige Schrifterklarung," (or Hints towards the proper inter-

pretation of the Scriptures,) p. 486, seq.
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a complete collected form before the time of Clirist, is sufficient

to afford us a firm conviction of tlic g-enuinencss and importance

of its books. Now, that the existing Old Testament was generally

diffused and in use among the Jews, is attested by the Jewish

writers of the ajiostolic times, who emj)loyed the Greek language

in their writings. Philo, in Egypt, and Joseplius, in Palestine,

make use of the Old Testament throughout their works, thereby

confirming the custom of the New Testament, which also every-

where refers to the Old Testament. The manner in which the

Old Testament is cited by the New, and the definite declarations

in regard to the former which arc contained in the latter, are

decisive as to the fiiith of Christians of the present day. These

afford us more than the mere assurance that the books of the

Old Testament are authentic; this might be admitted, without

the slightest acknowledgment of the value of the writings, since

the most wretched and even hurtful productions may be perfectly

genuine. They declare in the most precise manner the Divine

character of these books, which of course presupposes their genu-

ineness, for it is very evident that no writings could be Divine

which originated in deceit and imi:)osture.

In the first place, we find in the New Testament citations

from almost all the writings of the Old Testament.^ The prin-

cijjal books, as e.g., the Pentateuch, the Psalms, the Projihet

Isaiah, are cited very often, and even those less important are

referred to here and there in the Noav Testament. A very few

are entirely neglected ;- of this number, in particular, is Solo-

mon's Song, which is nowhere cited in all the Ne\v Testament.

This circumstance is certainly not accidental. Perhaps it is not

too much to conclude, that the books of the Old Testament which

are not at all mentioned in the New, should be regarded very

much as the so-called deutero-canonical books of the New Tes-

tament; though the circumstance that they are not cited in the

^ The Old Testament is expressly cited in the New more than four

liuucIreJ times, and in a miich larger number of places there are allu-

sions to the Old Testament.
^ The ]?ooks of Ezra, Nehemiah, Esther, Ecclesiastes, and Solomon's

Song, as also the minor Prophets, Obadiah, Nahum, and Zephaniah. It

is most proper, however, to consider the twelve Prophets as one work ;

and then the fact that these three arc not cited loses its force. But in

regard to other books of the Old Testament the circumstance that

they are not cited is not unimportant.
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New Testament can be nowise objected against tlieir genuine-

ness, any more than the position of a New Testament book among
the Antilegomcna can be considered as a proof of its spurious-

ness. These non-cited books of the Old Testament, with the ex-

ception of the three minor prophets, probably present something
j nj

like a transition to the apocryphal books. At all events, the ^^-tn^-

fact that these books are nowhere mentioned in the New Testa- -

ment should inculcate upon us caution in making use of them.

Of more importance than the citations, are such passages of

the New Testament as contain decisive declarations resj^ecting

the Old Testament as a whole. These occur particularly in the

discourses of our Lord himself. Jesus calls the law (Mattli. v.

17 seq.) eternal, imperishable. Heaven and earth, he says, shall

pass away, but not one jot or tittle of the law shall pass away
till all be fulfilled. In a similar manner, in Luke xxiv. 44, pro-

phecy concerning Christ is represented as something running-

through the law of Moses, the Prophets, and the Psalms, and as

necessary to be fulfilled. In Luke xvi. 17, also, all created

things, (heaven and earth), it is said, will sooner and more easily

pass away than the Law and the Prophets. Thus a lofty divine

character is clearly claimed in behalf of the Old Testament. It

may, indeed, be observed on the contrary, that, in the passages

referred to, allusion is made, not to the whole Old Testament,

but only to particular books, the Mosaic law, the Prophets, and

the Psalms. But, first, it is to be noticed, that the expression.

Law, or Law and Prophets, stands frequently for the whole

Old Testament, just as Gospel stands for the whole New Tes-

tament. Moreover, the Law, the Prophets, and the Psalms,

was the usual division of the books of the Old Testament

among the Jews. The first part of the Hebrew Old Testa-

ment comprehends the five books of Moses, the second jiart

falls into two sub-divisions, first the historical writings, the

books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, and, secondly, the three

larger and 12 minor Prophets. In the third part (which in Luke ^

xxiv. 44, is termed Psalms, from the principal book which it

contains,) belong moreover, besides the Psalms, the book of

Job, the writings of Solomon, the book of Daniel, and some later

historical books, and, lastly, the book of Chronicles. But, en-

tirely aside from this Jewish division of the Old Testament, the

connection of these passages with the citations clearly shows,

that thejA are intended to refer to the whole Old Testament.
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The citations in the New Testament from the Old are not ad-

duced as mere confirmation, drawn from hviman productions of

great vahie, but as irrefragable proofs from sacred books. This

power of proof could have belonged to them only from the fact

that they were not bare compositions of human wisdom, but

those of men who were moved by the Holy Ghost. (Compare

2 Pet. i. 20, 21.) Now, as citations from all the principal writ-

ings of the Old Testament occur in the New, the general decla-

rations we have mentioned must of course refer to all the writ-

ings of the Old Testament, so as to attribute to them a common
character, viz. that of a divine origin.

To this it is to be added, that throughout Scripture there runs

the doctrine of a deep, essential connection between the Old and

New Testaments. As the Old Testament is always pointing

onward to the New, so the latter is always pointing backward

to the Old, as its necessary precedent. Consequently, both alike

bear the character of a divine revelation; only, this revelation

manifests itself in a gradual development. In the Old Testa-

ment it appears in its commencement as the seed of the subse-

quent plant; in the New Testament the living plant itself is

exhibited. On account of this relation, there cannot be any-

thing in the Old Testament specifically different from Avhat is to

be found in the New Testament; only, the form of presenting

the same thing is at one time more or less plain and direct than

at another.

These declarations of the New Testament in regard to the Old

are, to Christians, not mere private assertions of wise, good, and
pious men, such as many in our day are in the habit of suppos-

ing Jesus and his apostles to have been; they exhibit, rather,

authentic information respecting the real character of the Holy

Scriptures of the Old Testament. Christ, as the Son of the liv-

ing God, as absolute truth itself, who alone knew the Father, and

as the source of all real revelation from him, can have made such

declarations concerning the writings of the Old Testament, only

with the strictest sincerity, (as is the case with every thing he

did or said,) and must have designed that thc}^ shoidd be a rule

to his church, since his whole life on earth had but one single

aim, that of developing the heavenly and eternal to the created

world. Thus, had Jesus attributed the character of eternity to

a production to which it by no means belonged, he would have

counteracted his own sole pui'jwse. Tlie same is true of the
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apostles, who, in that respect to whicli our attention is now di- ..

rected, are to be considered as upon a level with Christ himself; I

^'^'** _1*/**

they being pure organs of the mind of Christ; though, in them-/ ^'••'^^'^* ^
selves considered, they were but sinful men, and desired to be iLj^/
so regarded. Under the influence of the Holy Spirit they ac-

knowledged the eternal character of the Old Testament, and their ^^^ ^

'

declarations on this point are not (any more than those of our ^^^^^j /
^

Lord himsqlf,) mere subjective, private statements, they are ra- ^'^ * i*-!^

tlier authentic accounts respecting the character of this part of 9-t'^^^^^*^'

Holy Writ. In considering the force of the apostolic declarations

concerning the authority of the sacred Scriptures of the Old Tes-

tament, Ave are to regard, not merely the citations of individual

passages from it, or general statements respecting its authors,

such as their being at one time represented as moved by the

Holy Ghost (2 Pet. i. 21), and at another Holy Scripture being

called instruction unto salvation (2 Tim. iii. 15), which, as the

New Testament was not then collected, can refer only to the Old

;

but we are especially to observe the manner in which the cita-

tions are adduced from the Old Testament. This is most re-

markable in the Epistle to the Hebrews, although similar passages

also occur in the Gospels and other books of the New Testament.

In this remarkable Epistle, God or the Holy Ghost is constantly

named as the speaker, in the passages which are adduced from

the Old Testament ; and this not only in regard to those which

are accompanied in the Old Testament by the expression, " God
said," but also to those in which some man speaks,—for instance

David, as author of a Psalm. Herein is clearly exhibited the

view of the author in relation to the Old Testament and the ^ *^

writers of it. He .considered that God was, by his Holy Spirit, ^«t**^^^__

the living agent and speaker in them all, so that, consequently, , r ^^
the Holy Scriptures were to him purely a work of God, although -^ /^ </

brought forward by men. That the genuineness of these writ- ^ .

ings was equally certain to him, follows of course, because that ff- /[A

which is divine, as has been before remarked, can never appear ,^^J^^^ /'/ut*.

in the form of a forgery. ^j HzT,^^

It is true, however, that such a proof in behalf of the Old Tes- tli^/ri*^^ C
tament is valid only for him who has become convinced, by living ditcvUai^i

experience, of the truth of God in Christ and the infallibility of

the Spirit which actuated his disciples. Where this truth and in-

fallibility are either flatly denied, or even merely doubted, the

observations we have made may be of no weight. For such
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persons we cannot frame an argument in behalf of tlic Old Tes-

tament which shall l)e valid against all objections. As to u.s who
live according to Christ, and to whom the power of his Spirit is

accessible, every thing must radiate from the centre of the New
Testament scenes, viz. tlie Saviour himself. The conviction of

his eternal power and Godhead establishes the Old Testament
retrospectively, and also establishes the New Testament prospec-

tively, by the promise of his Spirit, Avhich should bring all those

things which he had said to his disciples to their remembrance.

On this con\action the assurance of the genuineness and divinity

of Scripture forever rests, and much more securely, than upon

any external historical proofs; for it wholly takes away the pos-

sibility of an attack in any quarter on the part of human sophis-

try, and leaves assurance safe in the unassailable sanctuary of

our interior life.

*] iUi^^<^ iiy^-^^

1



THE GOSPELS

MATTHEW, MARK, AND LUKE,



Ut homines nascerentur ex Deo, prime ex ipsis natus est Deus.

AUQUSTINUS.



INTRODUCTION.

§ ] . OF THE ORIGIN OF THE GOSPEL-COLLECTION.

As the revelation of God presents itself to mankind in two

principal forms in tlie law and in the gospel, so in like manner
is holy Scripture divided into two parts, of which the one

refers to the covenant made by God with man under the law,

and the other to the covenant of grace. Because the living word

of God, the everlasting cause by which these covenants are ever

renewed, dwells within them, hence the Scriptures themselves

which refer to the same have been called the old and new cove-

nant (]-|'^"^3, = ^la^v'^v,^ the Vulgate translates it Testanientum;

comp. 2 Cor. iii. 14). The writings of the New Testament are

those which here engage our attention ; the same, however, al-

ways necessarily pre-suppose the Old Testament. The New Tes-

tament rests on the Old, as the tree rests on the root ; the lat

ter, however, appears in the New in a state of consummation.

As a collection, we find the New Testament was not completed

until the end of the fourth century. In the course of this cen-

tury, three smaller collections grew together into one, thus form-

ing a whole. These are the Gosjjels, the Epistles of St Paul, and
the general Epistles, together with some more isolated writings

which form the transition and conclusion, such as the Acts of the

Apostles, the Ej)istle to the Hebrews, and the Revelation.

The origin of the first of these three smaller collections of the

1 The expression 5/a^jjx>7 occurs nevertheless in the New Testament
(as in the Acts of the Apostles iii. 25, Gal. iii. 15, Heb. ix. 16) also as

signifying a testament, that is, the leaving of an inheritance to children,

or others.
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ihayyOuxoM first demands our attention. The period during wliicli

our four canonical Gospels were collected is lost in the first ages

of Christianity; as far as the historical records of the church

go, -we everywhere find the same in use, in all parts of the

world, yea, in all the circles of the church, wliether they

belonged to the orthodox, or constituted some sect; nay, they

were known even to Pagan writers, as for instance to Celsus,

who not only used them, hut likewise held them in high

estimation. • Many heretics—as, for example, Marcion, the

Jewish Christians, and others—it is time, did not use the entire

collection of the Gospels, but availed themselves only of one or

other of them, yet the collection was known to them ; and if

they did not adopt them for their use, it was because they did

not feel themselves justified, according to their notions, in re-

garding the authors of them as men competent to decide in

matters of faith.^ This leads necessarily to the supposition that

the collection of the Gospels must have originated very early;

respecting this, however, no particulars are recorded. Whether
it emanated from a single individual, or from a certain church,

or from a council, remains doubtful. The latter supposition, in-

deed, is the most improbable, since we find no record whatever
of councils held previous to the middle of the second century.

It is very possible, however, that some distinguished individual

or church formed the collection. Yet every historical vestige is

wanting to prove this fact; and it would appear as though the

general circulation of the collection, as it existed during the

first half of the second century, must direct our attention to an-

other mode of its formation. Namely, if we proceed from the

authenticity of the four Gospels, and if we at the same time sup-

pose (as indeed we must, since all authenticated information re-

specting other apostolical gospels is wanting) that they only

have originated with the apostles, or that they enjoy an aposto-

lical confirmation ; wo then shall no longer have to suppose, for

the explanation of the origin of the Gospel-collection, either a

certain period, a certain place, or, finally, a particular motive,

^ For further information on this subject see mi/ work entitled
" liber die Aechtheit der Evangelien, aus der Geschichte der zwei ersten
Jahrhimdertc erwiesen." Konigsberg 1823. 8vo. pag. 267, sqq.

2 As for instance the Gnostic Marcion, who considered Mattliew and
even John as Judaists (comp. my work, " liber die Aechtheit der Evan-
gelien," p. 359, sqq.
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but we shall be free to assume that it originated in various-

places at one and the same time. The animated intercourse that

existed among the ancient Christian communions led to prove

this result, that all those gospel records which could prove

an apostolical authority, and that they had been bequeathed

to the church of Christ as precious gifts, were speedily sent

round ; and as these four Gospels only could prove such autho-

rity as being genuine apostolical writings, and that, too, by
means of unquestionable testimonies, they were joined together

into one collection. They were deposited in the course of time,

and in proportion as they spread throughout the church, in

the archives belonging to the churches, which necessarily ori-

ginated early with the presbyters and bishops, they were very

soon multiplied by means of copies made from the original. Let
us then suppose at the same time (against which no historical

objection can be raised) that the evangelists wrote in the order

in which we now find the Gospels in the canon; besides the

general circulation of the collection, the fact will then become
clearly established, that we have but slender means to prove that

the position of the Gospels in the collection has difiered from its

present order ;^ a circumstance, which, without the supposition

that the Gospels were written in this order, would speak in favour

of the opinion, that some individual or church must have dis-

posed the collection in the manner in which it exists at present,

for had it been otherwise, a contemporaneous formation of the

collection in several places would have led inevitably to devia-

tions in the relative position of the Gospels, especially to such

deviations as the immediate succession of St Matthew and St

John, an hypothesis most natural and obvious.

§ 2. OF THE CHARACTER OF THE GOSPEL-COLLECTION.

The ancient church justly regarded the Gospel-collection as

a unity; wherefore it was called by her simply ivayysXiov, or

^ The codex D, as also the Gothic translation, place, for instance, the

Gospel of St John immediately after that of St Matthew. This is evidently

done in order to separate both these apostolical works from those of the
colleagues of the apostles. (Comp. Hugs Einleit. in's N. T., vol. i. p. 475,
and the Subscriptions (Notes) of the Gospels in the edition of.Schulz.
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ihayyiKixw^ as containing the glad tidings of the Saviour's ap-

pearance in the world, and as giving an account of the life,

ministry, and sufferings of Christ, (Comp. Iren. adv. hacr. i.

17, 29; iii. 11). The combination into a whole of these four

authenticated records respecting the Redeemer, was considered,

moreover, not as merely accidental, but men perceived in it a

necessity dictated by a higher power, similar to the one that led

to the formation and arrangement of the sacred writings. Hence,

there might as well have been a greater or smaller number of

gospels, and also their position might have been altered, without

destroying the harmony of the whole. Irenaeus (in the passage

mentioned iii. 11, p. 221, in the edition of Oi^ahe,) therefore

calls the collection of the Gospels veiy significantly an sva.yysKiov

riT^a/j,o^ipov, and describes it as a picture representing one and

the same sublime subject from various points of view, The re-

lation in which the Gospels stand to one another, as also to the

other writings of the New Testament, favours the correctness

of this view. Thus, that which is omitted in one Gospel, is

supplied by another, and by this form of representation, we
have a statement of the person of the Redeemer. Tlie life of

Christ afforded such an abundance of sacred phenomena, and

his discourses breathed forth so rich a stream of life through

the circle of his disciples, that single indi\aduals were unable

completely to comprehend the exceeding greatness of his person.

In him was revealed that which far exceeded the comprehension

of any single human individual, and hence it required many
minds, who, as it were, mirror-like, received the rays that pro-

ceeded from him, the Sun of his own spiritual world, andwho again

presented the same image in various forms of refraction. Con-

ceptions of so diversified a character of our Lord, in liis divine-

human ministry, are contained in these four Gospels, which,

* The New Testament simply displays the true signification of the

word £uayy£X/ov=pj"^^3, and that especially in reference to the glad

tidings of the Messiah's advent. Some have erroneously asserted that

they perceive the tropical meaning of the word iuayysXia, which refers

to those Scriptures exhibiting the ministry of the ]\Iessiah, as in passages

such as Rom. ii. IG, x. 10. The inscriptions of our gospels are of a later

date; besides, the expression evayyeXiov, refers simply to tlie axibject-

mattcr of the writings, not to the writings themselves. In the classical

u-sago of tlie word, iuayyiXiov signifies also the reward of a good mes-

sage, the gift conferred on him who brings good news. (For further in-

formation, comp. Passoivs Lexicon).
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combined, form a complete picture of Christ. Without the dis-

pensation of God, therefore, in which several individuals were aj)-

pointed to record the life of Christ, either his human-natural, or

divine-suj^ernatural acts, would appear less carefully conceived,

in proportion as either tlie one or other part of this sublime

quadruple image had been wanting.

Admirable, however, as this obvious relation of the Grospels to

one another must appear, to every one who is unable to trace

the development of the church, and, above all, this apparently

undesigned construction of the sacred writings, yet, from this

circumstance, it is difficult to estimate with precision the cha-

racter of each separate Gospel, a difficulty, indeed, which is

by no means calculated to mislead us as to the original view,

but which, on the contrary, challenges us to a deeper inquiry

into the nature of the Gospels. It is quite evident that,

in the representation of Christ, St Matthew has delineated more

of the human and condescending parts of his character, and St

John, especially, more of his exalted nature. St Matthew, in

describing Christ, shows us human nature transformed into a

state of Godhead, and St John presents to us the Godhead
descended from heaven in the form of humanity. More difficult

is it to assign an exact relation to St Mark and St Luke, inas-

much as both these evangelists form the connecting link of

the two former, who form the extremes. We are, however, led

much farther, on comparing the Gospels with the views enter-

tained throughout the ancient church. Namely, as St Matthew
no doubt exhibits the Judaistic, and St John the Gnostic ele-

ment, in their true tendencies, so, in like manner, St Mark
and St Luke appear to portray the Pagano-Christian element;

the former, perhaps, more in the Roman, and the latter in the

Greek fomi. Yet, we perceive this peculiarity less conspicuous in

St Mark. However, that he is not entirely devoid of it, appears

evident from the circumstance, that a portion of the ancient

church particularly adopted his gospel. (This portion itself

of the ancient church is involved in impenetrable mystery.

Comp. my "Geschichte der Aechth. der Evang." p. 96, &c). As
the Gospels, therefore, represent, in the manner intimated, the

various views of the ancient church, which, indeed, are equally ap-

plicable, although under other names and forms, to every age, so

they correspond, in like manner, with the gradual development of

internal life, which can never unfold itself by descending from the
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high degree of intelligence of St John, down to the material life of

St Matthew, hut which, on the contrary, can only be by ascend-

ing from St Matthew to St John.

Moreover, if we consider the gospel-collection in its relation

to the totality of the New Testament, it will then appear clear,

as forming the basis of the whole. In the Epistles of St Paul, the

gospel displays itself in its various branches and applications, in

point of doctrine as well as practice ; the general Epistles form a

continuation of all that is contained germ-like in the Gospels,

and in the Revelationwe behold, finally, the prophetic blossom

of the life of the New Testament, based upon the root and the

branches sent forth by the former. The whole of the New
Testament, therefore, forms a complete unity, and resembles a

living plant. The beginning and end are understood with the

utmost difficulty, because it is here where we find the thoughts

most crowded together; wherefore it is advisable to begin the

deeper study of the New Testament, if internal experience be

not entirely wanting, with the Epistle to the Romans ; since this

part of Scripture enlarges purposely on all that is specified in

the gospel. After a careful study of the minute explanations

contained in this important Epistle, there will be no difficulty in

understanding many a subject of a more brief and more obscure

character, treated of in other writings of the New Testament.

But as the whole of the New Testament forms the subject of our

inquiry, we shall follow up the order of the books therein speci-

fied, that wo may not anticipate, in any manner, the wishes and
views of our readers.

§ 3. OF THE AFFINITY OF THE THREE FIRST GOSPELS.

To institute an inquiry concerning the difficult problem pre-

sented to us by the similarity existing between the three first

Gospels, which appears to be disturbed by as many remarkable

deviations, can here, of course, find no more place, than a his-

tory of the experiments that have been made to solve the pro-

blem. Both have their proper place in the introductory science,

inasmuch as the subjects of the first paragraph find there a

more specific treatment. The expounder is nevertheless bound
to render an account to his readers of the manner in which he

views this remarkable phenomenon, since the imderstanding of
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very many passages depends, as a matter of course, uj)on the

view taken of the origin of the Gospels. I shall, therefore, state

here briefly the results of my inquiries.

Both the Gospels of St Matthew and St Luke appear to me
to have been composed independently of each other. The

Gospel of St Matthew, indeed, displays much experience and

acquaintance with oral traditions, and that of St Luke ap-

pears to be a compilation of separate smaller compositions

(Diegeses, i.e. narratives or histories), of which Luke was the

editor. Wliatever is common in both Gospels, may be ex-

plained for the most part by presupijosing a relation to exist

between the written and oral sources,' resorted to by both authors

independent of each other. In another respect, the supposition,

that both had recourse to sources nearly related to one another,

appears to be insufficient for the explanation of the affinity exist-

ing between St Matthew and St Luke. I find, indeed, no unifor-

mity of plan to pervade both works, and more especially as re-

gards that portion of them which relates to the suj)posed limita-

tion of the sphere of the history of Christ previous to his last

journey to Galilee; for in that respect there is much of a varied

character, and this limitation of the sphere of Christ's ministry to

Galilee, in the Gospels of St Matthew and St Luke, remains alto-

gether unproved, inasmuch as it is not based on positive grounds,

but solely on their silence concerning the festive journeys, and
the want of chronological and topographical notices; yet there

exists in many places so strong a verbal harmony between St

Matthew and St Luke, that it cannot well be maintained, that

both have written even such passages independent of each
other, or that they have only used sources of the same kind.

Comp. Matth. iii. 7—10, with Luke iii. 7—9. Matth. vii. 3—5,
with Luke vi. 41—42. Matth. vii. 7—11 with Luke xi. 9—13.

Matth. viii. 9, with Luke vii. 8. Matth. viii. 19—22, Avith Luke
ix. 57—60. Matth. ix. 5, 6, with Luke v. 23, 24. Matth. ix.

87, 38, A\dth Luke x. 2. Matth. xi. 4—11, with Luke vii. 23—
28. Matth. xii. 41—45, with Luke xi. 24—26, 31, 32. Yet,

the opinion that the one has used the complete writings of the

other, is opposed by insurmountable difficulties, since it becomes

^ As such a Diegesis {diriyrjgig), edited by Luke, may probably be con-
sidered the full account of Christ's journey, which ia peculiar to Luke,
from ix. 51—xviii. 14 (comp. on this subject Schleiermacher " liber die

Schriften des Lucas," p. 158, &c.
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in that case inexplicable why the one has not equally used or left

unnoticed the account of the other respecting the history of the

infancy of Christ. For the solution of this difficulty, I assume that

St Matthew, who had written the gospel in Hebrew, prepared at

a later period a Greek revision (even our canonical Matthew) of

it,' and that in so doing he availed himself of the minor compila-

tions of those diegcses that had been used by St Luke, especially

Luke X. S—9, in which section there exists the greatest similarity.

Difterently must be explained the origin of the relation exist-

ing between the Gospel of St Mark with those of St Matthew and

St Luke.* For whether he has borrowed isolated portions from

tradition, or from the smaller diegeses or not, yet is he in the

main closely allied with St Matthew and St Luke; whenever he

abandons the one he follows the other, in order to return again

from the latter to the former. There is very little in the Gos-

pel of St Mark that is not contained in the others, if we except

occasional additions to some of their narratives, and two brief

records of cures effected by our Redeemer. A hamiony so re-

gular cannot possilily be accidental; yet do I not venture to

maintain that St Mark had both Gospels before him when he

wrote his own. With respect to St Matthew this is not impro-

bable, but as to St Luke it would be more j^roper to suppose

that St Mark knew the section from chap. x. 3—9 only, in which

especially this harmony takes place ; so that St Mark may have

been completed earlier, and consequently may have been adojitcd

in the Gospel-collection earlier, than the complete Gospel of St

Luke. For if St Mark had the whole Gospel of St Luke in hand,

in such a case it would become inexplicable why St Mark did not

likewise borrow something from the very important account of

Christ's journey (Luke 9—18).^ With respect to the first chap-

ters of St Matthew and St Luke, which contain the account of

Christ's infiincy, it may be said that St Mark has left them un-

used, because it was his intention to record only the official mi-

nistry of Christ.

1 For further information on this subject, see § 4 of this introduction.
"^ ('(nnp. Saunicv iibor die Quellen des Marcus. Berlin 182a.

—

A.
KiidIx'I de oriffjne evang. Marci. Wratislaviae IS.'U.

' Comj)., nevertheless, for further information on this subject, wliat is

F^aid on Luke ix. al.
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§ 4. ON THE GOSPEL OF ST MATTHEW.

Mattliew, called Levi, the son of Alphaeus (Matt. ix. 9; Mark
ii. 14), is mentioned in the inscrij)tion^ as the author of the first

of our four canonical Gospels, and tradition affirms that Matthew
wrote a Grospel. But the question concerning the authenticity of

Matthew becomes so intimately connected with the inquiry

resi3ecting- the language in which it was written, that it is im-

possible to answer the one without answering the other. All the

reports of the fathers of the church, who have given accounts con-

cerning the Gospel of St Matthew (see my Geschichte der Evan-
gelien, p. 19, sqq.), quite agree that St Matthew wTote his Gospel

in the Syro-Chaldaic language. But with regard to the relation

in which our Greek Mattliew stands to the Aramaic, a mystery

exists which, notwithstanding the experiments made, has u]} to

the present moment been unexplained. Hence it is natural to

suppose that the Greek Gospel is a translation of the Aramaic

;

yet, on a more minute examination, difficulties arise as to these

views. In the first place, it would appear as though Papias
(Euseb. H. E. iii. 89) contradicted the existence of a translation,

since he writes concerning the Hebrew Matthew: ?j^fi/j\isuge d' aura,

ug nv dwarhg iKaarog, which words may be best rendered: Every

indi^ddual (by his own exertion, or by the aid of others) had to

interpret the Hebrew Scriptures as well as he could, because

* Although the inscriptions of the Gospels are by no means necessarily

to be interpreted as though intended to point out their originators, they

mai/ be considered, nevertheless, in a grammatical sense, as serving that

puqjose ; it is only by comparing the tradition with it that this explana-

tion at once becomes more possible. The term xard may also be ren-

dered = secundum, so that the meaning of the formula would be : Gos-

pel of Jesus, according to the manner of representation by Matthew or

Mark—an explanation, which would admit the assumption that there

have been other writers of the Gospels. However, the general and pre-

vailing tradition, that cannot have originated in these inscriptions, since

it is spread too far and is too old, favours the rendering of the term xard

as i-eferring to the writer, as this, indeed, occurs in 2 Mace. ii. 13. This

form of expression for the genitive case was adopted, because the simple

genitive could not properly be applicable here, since the Gospel is not

the Gospel of the inspired writer, but that of Jesus Christ. As the ver-

bal expression in use was ivayyiXiov 'irjgov X^idrov, hence it could not

possibly be written ibayyiXiov Mar'^alcv, or Mcc^xou.
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there existed no translation of tliem. We must not forget, how-

ever, that Papias, in sjieaking thus, refers not to his own period,

but to that of John the presbyter. The passage, therefore, can-

not serve as a proof, that no Greek transhxtion of Matthew ex-

isted at the time of Papias. Our Greek Matthew, in the second

place, exhibits traces of originality, that dispose us to doubt its

being a mere translation. This is especially the case with the

quotations from the Old Testament, which are given in a way so

free and independent, as would not have been the case in a mere

translator. This feature of the Greek text, together with the

generally propagated tradition that St Matthew has written an

Aramaic Gospel, and with the equally general reception by the

church of this very Greek text as that of the authenticated

Matthew, induces me to suppose, as it has already been ob-

served, that St Matthew, after having composed the Aramaic

Gospel, had produced likewise a Greek edition of it, or had

it at least prepared under his direction. This Greek edi-

tion may be considered another revision or renewal of the

Gospel, whereby the difference existing between our Matthew

and that of the Jewish Christians, which had been remodelled

after the Aramaic Gospel, thus becomes more explicable. The

objection raised against this vicAv: that any one would hardly

have taken the pains to read the Aramaic original, if an authen-

ticated Greek edition of the Gospel had existed (to which the

statement of Papias leads in the above quoted passage), is suffi-

ciently refuted by the supposition: that the Greek Matthew

spread throughout the church with more slowness than the Ara-

maic and the other Gospels; for it was always considered as a

translation, hence as being no new production, and hence too it

was considered as being already contained in the earlier-spread

Aramaic copy. However, with the increasing circulation of the

Greek Matthew, every vestige of the Aramaic Gospel became

by degrees lost, because its language rendered it inaccessible to

the great portion of the people, and because its contents were

to be found equally in the Greek Gospel.

The manifest view taken of the Greek Matthew in relation to

the Aramaic, perfectly coincides with the historical data. In

modern times, however, men have tried, for internal reasons, to

deny the apostolicity of our Greek Matthew.^ But according to

' Schleiermacher, Srhvh, Do Wette, and Sc/ndthfss, were the first

who expressed these doubts. A refutation of them has been tried by
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tlie nature of the thing itself, argumentations such as theirs betray-

something that is extremely vague. With them much, if not all,

depends upon the critical feeling, but more especially upon the

dogmatic perception of the critic. Hence it is that the learned vary-

so much in their opinions ; wherever the one discovers a proof

against the aj^ostolic authenticity of the Gospel of St Matthew,

there the other finds a testimony in favour of it. We cannot,

therefore, ascribe any importance to results arising from inter-

nal criticism, so long as they are void of historical evidences.

(For further information on this subject comp. the Programms
above mentioned.)

Finally, with regard to the place and time of the composition of

St Matthew, little can be said about it. The Gospel of St Matthew
was written, no doubt, in Palestine, and indeed in the city of

Jerusalem itself, since tradition refers us to it as the scene of the

ministry of St Matthew. The circumstance, too, of the Hebrew
revision of the Gospel, under the name of the roayy'Ojov xa^' s(3^aioug;

having been in use especially among the Jewish Christians, leads

us to suppose that it had been composed in that place, and for

its inhabitants. The Greek revision, indeed, may have originated

in some other place
;
yet all such data are wanting as to enable us

to draw more exact conclusions, and it is equally as probable that

St Matthew, owing to the great and extensive use of the Greek
tongue in Palestine at the time of the apostles, re-edited his Gos-

pel in the Greek language, for the Greeks dwelling in that

place. The supposition of the Greek Matthew having originated

in any other country, would always become impracticable, in

consequence of the absence of explanatory additions respecting

the localities and usages of Palestine, such as we find them in St

Mark and St Luke, which in this case would have been equally as

Heidenreich in Winers theol. Jgurn., vol. 3, part 2. They were followed

by Sieffert (Konigsberg 1832), ATe^ier (Gottingen 1832), Schnecl-enhurger
(Stuttgart 1834). Compare likewise Sclileiermacherh Abhandlung liber

das Zeugniss des Papias (Stud, and Krit. Jahrg. 1832. Pt. 4), and
Strauss s. Review in the Berl. Jahrb. 1834. No. 91, &c. Kern (Tiibingen

1834) defended the authenticity of Matthew against these attacks, yet
does he approach the views oi Sieffert and Klener; he moreover supposes
the original work to have been retouched, and supplied with spurious
additions, only he admits fewer of them. I have expressed my opinion
respecting these writings and their argumentation more explicitly in

the " Erlanger Oster-Programm" for the year 1835, and in the " Weih-
nacht's-Programm" of 1836. With regard to /S';>/er/'s pubhcation, comp.
my Review in ThoIucJcs Lit. Anz. Jahrg. 1833. No. 14, &c.
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necessai-y for St Mattliew.—With regard to the period hi wliicL it

was composed, all positive accounts are entirely wanting; how-
ever, the remark, made by Irenaetis (ixdy.hacr. iii. 1), that it was
written during the period of St Peter's and St Paul's preaching at

Rome, may approach veiy near the truth. According to St Mat-
thew xxiv., the Gosiicl was certainly com^iosed before the de-

struction of Jerusalem, since we find its accomplishment foretold

at some not very distant period; we can, therefore, hardly err

if we assume the period of its composition to be between the

years 60—70 after Christ.

Finally, in order to make a few remarks respecting the pecu-

liarity of St Matthew, this, as has already been obsei-ved, becomes
evident, in so much as Matthew endeavours to prove to the

Jewish readers, that Jesus is the Messiah predicted by the

prophets. His earnest appeal to Jewish readers appears evident

from the beginning, since the genealogy of Jesus is traced only

as far as Abraham, and this, moreover, is perceptible in several

distinct and express declarations, (Mat. x. 6, xv. 24) ; again, in

the evident supposition, that whatever relates to the Mosaic law,

to Jewish usages and localities, is proAdously known. Next to

this, the peculiarity of St Mattliew shows also itself inasmuch as

every thing relating to external fomi appears to him to be mat-
ter of less consequence, and of less consideration. St Matthew has

presented the life of Christ under general aspects or points of view.

At one time he describes him as a new law-giver, and at another

as a pciformor of miracles, and then again as a teacher. The
character of the Redeemer he shows in discourses formed partly

of the elements of lectures, which appear to have been delivered

at various periods.' These discourses, as ch. 5—7, 10, 11, 13,

18, 23, 24, 25, are connected by means of historical introduc-

tions, but which, with this evangelist (as generally with St John),

are in themselves of no importance ; and hence it is that St Mat-
thew has devoted less attention tothem than to the compilation of

the discourses. Tlic wnting of St Matthew, considered as a whole,

^ Schlichtliorst (liber das Verhiiltniss der drei synoptischen Evan-
gelien, und iiber den Charakter des Mt. insbesondere. Gottingen, 1835,)
endeavours to establish too minute a relation in the several portions of
St Matthew to one another. Many of his references, it is true, are not
without foundation; yet most of these references are undesigned, having
originated with the spirit of the life of Jesus and its harmony, but not
•with the reflection of the author.
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presents liini to our view in a manner not to he mistaken as a

person wholly penetrated by the grandeur of Christ's manifesta-

tion; yet do we perceive that he wanted that vastness of suscep-

tibility and spiritual delicacy which we so much admire in St

John, although St Matthew, in his turn, sui passes St Mark in

ferv^our. The Christ of St Matthew, truly, is by no means a

Messiah according to the vulgar notions of the Jewish nation;

on the contrary, the represenliation made of him by St Matthew
appears distinctly antagonist with the false notions which the

Jews entertained concerning the Messiah; yet the Son of God,

whom St Matthew, together with the rest of the Apostles, natu-

rally acknowledged in Jesus, presents himself to us, after all, ac-

cording to St Matthew's conceptions, in a Jewish aspect, whereas

we behold him, as represented by St John, clad in a garment of

heavenly light, so that the form in which the disciple of love

introduces the Son of love is as glorified as the holy person it-

self that is contained within it. As this cannot be said of St

Matthew, the ancients were not altogether wrong in terming his

Gospel soo/jjarixoi/, and that of St John -Trviv/MariTiov, a name, which

does not intimate that the Gospel of St Matthew was other

than apostolical, but as the Xoyog appeared in the Redeemer in a

eufia, so it was in like manner necessary, that whatever was
national and temporal in his appearance should be rendered pro-

minent and vivid, both in every presentable aspect of the life of

Christ, and in the conception of the spiritual portion of it.

§ 5. ON THE GOSPEL OF ST MARK.

John Mark, frequently called Mark only, was the son of a

certain Mary (Acts xii. 12,) who possessed a house in Jerusa-

lem, wherein the apostles frequently assembled. He is known
in the New Testament as the companion of Paul, (Acts xii. 25

;

xiii. 5; xv. 86, &c.) Even during the imprisonment of the

apostle at Rome, we behold him in his company (Col. iv. 10;

Philem. v. 24), and supposing a second imprisonment of Paul at

Rome, we then shall find him associated with him even to the

end of his life (2 Tim. iv. 11). The account given by the fathers

of the church seems to a certain extent contradictory to this

;

according to the former, Mark appears in the company of Peter,

of which there is only one trace in the New Testament (1 Pet. v.
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13), AvliicL must be always considered, nevertlieless, on such a

point, as rather incidental than designed. However, the accounts

given by the fathers of the church may be reconciled with

the statements of the New Testament, if we assume that Mark,
owing to the unhappy circumstances which occurred between
Paul, Barnabas, and himself (Acts xv. 87, «^c.), joined Peter /oj-

a time; on this point the New Testament is silent, because Peter

herein appears in a character inferior to that of Paul. At a later

period, however, after the former relation had been re-established

between Paul and Mark, and Peter moreover, conjointly labour-

ed with Paul at Rome, Mark appears once more in connexion

AN-ith Paul. But with the account of the connexion of Mark and
Peter, which is given in too exact a manner to lead us to doubt

its veracity, the fathers inform us at the same time (comp.

Euseb. H. E. iii. 39; v. 8; vi. 25. Tertull. adv. Marc. iv. 5),

that Peter confirmed the Gospel written by his hemiencutic

Mark. That the fathers do not quite agree in the additional

circumstances under which they give it, can form no ground

why the main report should be doubted, since such an occur-

rence only, can enable us to comprehend the othei-wise highly

remarkable fact of the Gospel of Mark having been recognised

by the church without any contradiction whatever. The au-

thority of this apostolic companion was indeed too insignifi-

cant, and his previous relation to the Lord too problematical,

for men to have relied upon his personality only when his ac-

count of the life of Christ was adopted in the canon. Had it

originated at a later period, of course a name more distinguished

would have been placed at the head of this work. Had history,

therefore, furnished us with no information on this head, we must

haA'^e beenledto a similar supposition, from the fact of the adoption

of Mark into the canon. The authority of Peter, with which the

Gospel of St Mark was favourably associated, is in fact that which

alone explains how individuals of the ancient church could hit

upon the notion of using pre-eminently this Gospel, as wo find it

stated by Irenaeus (iii. 11) to have been so used. The nature of

the Gospel itself could not possibly have prompted them to it,

since it is possessed of too little that is peculiar in it, in order

thereby to have secured their preference ; but we may well as-

sume that the disciples or followers of Peter, considering the con-

nexion existing between Mark and their teacher, used exclusively

this Gospel, in the same manner as the followers of Paul used that
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of St Luke. But whether St Mark experienced at the hands of the

Christian followers of St Peter a corniption, similar to that which

St Luke sustained from the ultras of the followers of St Paul (the

Marcionites) and St Matthew from the Jewish Christians, is

doubtful. We know the svay-y'sXiov xar AiyvTriovg too little, to be

able to state anything certain respecting the relation existing

between that and the Gospel of St Peter.^ With regard to the

time and place in which the composition of St Mark took place,

as little can be said with certainty and correctness as in the case

of St Matthew. Here also we must dwell upon one circumstance,

viz. that it was written previous to the destruction of Jerusalem

(Mark xiii. 14, &c.) From its relation to St Matthew we may

infer, nevertheless, with much probability that it is of a later

origin than the Gospel of that Apostle. We shall be nearer the

tmth in supposing that St Mark wrote his Gospel a few years

previous to the destruction of Jerusalem. Concerning the place

in which it was written, tradition wavers between Alexandria

and Rome. The Latin terms, however, which St Mark has adopted

from time to time in his composition speak in favour of the lat-

ter city; and as it originated, at all events, in one of the central

parts of the ancient Christian church^ (a circumstance to which,

among others, must be attributed the rapid propagation of the

Gospel), and as the history of St Mark, moreover, is not at vari-

ance with the opinion entertained of its having been written at

Rome, so we may claim for it the preference.

Throughout the Gospel of St Mark, we do not meet with any-

thing like a clear exj)ression of a positive character on this point.

But we soon perceive that St Mark did not write specially for

Jewish readers, sincehe is minute in his explanations respecting the

Jewish rites and customs (see Mark vii. 34) ; but with which of

^ In 7)1!/ Gesch. der Evang-. p. 97, sqq. I have refuted in a most decided

manner the possibility of a connection among the Gospels of the Egyp-
tians, of St Peter, and of St Mark. According to the general analogy,

it is very probable that St Mark, too, may have experienced corruptions,

and it is veiy likely, that one of the writings belonging to the cycle

of the Apocrypha of St Peter may have been a corrupted Gospel of St

Mark. {Schneckenhnrger [iiber das Evang. der Aegyptier. Bern 1834]
considers it as a work related to the ihayy'ikm xa^ i(3»ainvg, and as

having been in use among the Ebionites). According to the Gospel of

St John published by Miinter (Kopenhagen 1828), it has experienced,

although only at a later period, many corruptions at the hands of the

Gnostics. (Comp. Ullmann in the Studien Jahrg. i. part 4, p. 818, sqq.)

2 Comp. my Gesch. der Evangelien, p. 440.
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the ancient cliurelies lie was especially associated, is not so clear.

The Latinisms which we meet with in St Mark are not sufficient

in themselves to attribute to the Gospel a Roman character. We
should rather consider the characteristic features in St Mark as a

proof of the evident carefulness which he has employed in per-

spicuity of statement. For there is, in the Roman national

character, a dexterity in all practical things that cannot be

mistaken, and this is reflected in some degree in St Mark.

This Evangelist displays an aptness in representing events in a

picturesque manner, and in carrying with him, as it were, his

readers to the very scene of action. (Comp. particularly Mark

V. 1—20, 22—43; vi. 17—29; ix. 14, &c., with the parallels be-

longing thereto; furthermore Mark vii. 82—37; viii. 22—26,

which he has only.) This perspicuity Ave find predominant in his

description of the cures, and among these mostly in the cures of

some indi\dduals possessed of devils (Mark v. 1, &c., ix. 14,

(Ssc.) ; in the conception of the internal part of the life of Jesus,

especially of his discourses, St Mark falls short in a remarkable

manner. Therefore we can by no means consider the perspicuity

of representation of St Mark such a talent as to place him

above St Matthew. It appears, at the same time, as though

St Mark intended to place before the eyes of his readers a gra-

phic picture of the official ministry of Jesus, whence he begins

his narrative simply with the baptism of Christ.

§ G. ON TPIE GOSPEL OF ST LUKE.

The person to whom tradition attributes the third Gospel is

St Luke, the well-known companion of the Apostle Paul, as men-

tioned in sacred history. His name is the abbreviated form of

Lucanus, as Alexas is that of Alexander, and Cleopas that of

Cleopatros. That he was a physician is, according to Col, iv. 14,

beyond a doubt, and the statement of the fathers of the church,

that he came from Autioch, contains nothing improbable. He
was a Gentile by birth, which is testified even in Col. iv. 14,

comp. with V. 1 1 ; and this is confirmed by the apparent de-

sign of his work. For, as St Matthew had evidently Jewish

Christians in view, so had St Luke the Gentile Christians. To
write for these he may have been induced by a sentiment of

national fellowship which he cherished for them, as also by the
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example of the (j entile Apostle, wliicli produced an influence

on tlie special adaptation of his Gospel. According to the

tradition of the fathers of the church (Euseb. h, e. iii. 4, v. 8,

vi. 25. TertuU. adv. Marc. iv. 5), St Paul, too, is said to have ex-

ercised a corroborating influence on the Gospel of St Luke similar

to that of St Peter on the Gospel of St Mark—an hypothesis

confirmed both by the rapid propagation of the work and by
its general adoption by the ancient church. But more than all

does the internal peculiarity of the Gospel lead to the inference

that it was the result of the supervision of St Paul, and that, on

this ground, it was included as such in the Gospel collection.

The univet^sal character^ of the Gospel appears in the tracing back

of the genealogy of Jesus as far as Adam, whereas St Matthew

goes no farther back than to Abraham, the ancestor of the Jews

;

and further, in the description of the mission of the seventy disci-

ples as the representatives of all the nations, Avhereas St Matthew
has only twelve Apostles, who are the representatives of the

twelve tribes; also in the avoiding of all topics which seem to

express something peculiar to the Jews. It may be said, there-

fore, that if St Matthew represents Jesus as the Jewish Messiah,

St Luke, on the contrary, represents him as the Gentile one, i.e.

as the one in whose person all the most sublime presentiments

of the Gentile world had become realised, and who had made
them the object of his ministry. With regard to the manner of

representation, St Luke has the peculiar power of exhibiting with

great clearness of conception and truth (especially in the long-

account of Christ's journey, from ix. 51, xviii. 14), not so much
the discourses of Jesus as his conversations, with all the incidents

that gave rise to them, with the interlocutions of those that

were present, and with their final issues; so that, accordingly,

every one of the Evangelists, so far as his characteristic style

is concerned, conducts us to the contemplation of the Redeemer

in a different point of view. Hence it was, according to the

nature of circumstances, that the ultra-Paulites (as such we
must consider the Marcionites) preferred, before all others, this

Gospel, in which their own views were expressed in a peculiarly

distinct manner, and endeavoured to omit as Jewish additions

all those things which did not agree with their exaggerated or

misconceived Pauline notions of the law and the Gospel.*

• That the Gospel of Marcion is a corrupt version of St Luke, has been
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With regard to the determination of the time and place in

which the Gospel of St Luke was written, Theopliilus, the person

to whom the Gospel is addressed, may serve us in some respect

as a ouide. It Avould seem as though he was a man of rank

(Luke i. o), and that he had lived in Italy. For avc observe

that the Evangelist, whenever he treats of Oriental subjects,

adds explanations, especially descriptions of places, even though

they were localities well-known ; these, however, we do not meet

with when he is speaking even of the most insignificant places

in Italy, thus pvesuming in his readers an exact acquaintance

with that country. It is therefore most probable that Rome was

the place wherein this Gospel was written, to which inference

we are especially led by the concluding portion of the Acts of the

Apostles, Avhich is the second part of his work. For instance, it

breaks off, without any formal conclusion, with the second year

of St Paul's captivity at Rome ; and as St Luke had been as-

sociated Avith St Paul during this captivity, this circumstance

again inclines us to regard Rome as the place where most proba-

bly it was written. Moreover, as nothing has been added con-

cerning the issue of the case of St Paul, there remains little ob-

scurity respecting the time in Avliich this Gospel was composed:

it must have been written a short time previous to the Acts of

the Apostles, during the capti\aty of St Paul at Rome, about

the year 64 after Christ. That a considerable interval should

have occurred between the writing of the Gospel and the Acts

of the Apostles is not likely, because both writings are so closely

connected in the facts they relate, and moreover the acquain-

tance of St Luke with ThcopliiUis was in all probability the re-

sult of his sojourn at Rome. Be Wette (Einl. in's N. T, p.

182) infers, it is true, from passages such as Luke xxi. 17, «Sz;c.,

that this Gospel must have been composed after the destruction

of JeiTisalem; but our remarks on MatthcAv xxiv. 15 we think

clearly show that this inference is untenable.

proved in a convincing manner by Hahn, in his well-known Avork : Das
Evangelium Marcions, itc. Kbnigsberg 1823.—Comp. ?»_?/ Avork on the

Gospels, p. lOG, sqq. The remarks made by Sc/nilz (in Ullmann's Stu-

dien, vol. ii. pt. 3) in opposition to this are as yet without confirmation.
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§ 7. OF THE HARMONY OF THE GOSPEL-HISTORY.

It is too cliaracteristic of human nature to seek on all occa-

sions for connection and unity, and to sucli a degree as not to

leave untried the experiment of forming one connected account

of the Redeemer s life based upon the four Gospels. For prac-

tical uses, and for the sake of obtaining an easier survey of all

the characteristic features in the life of our Lord, such an effort

is most appropriate ; and therefore we are not surprised at find-

ing that experiments were made even during the earliest periods

—such, for instance, as those of Tatian,^ Ammonius, Eusehius

—to connect the several accounts given by the Evangelists into

a complete narrative.

Strictly and scientifically, however, the narrations of the Gos-

pels cannot be safely vmited into a whole. The difficulties in

constructing an Evangelical harmony must be sought for in the

fact that many Evangelists, whilst composing their works, never

thought of stating the events according to the succession of time

in which they occurred. They begin, it is true, with the history

of the birth of the Redeemer, and conclude with the narrations

of his death, as it cannot be otherwise in biographical state-

ments; yet the main mass, properly speaking, of the Gospel-his-

tory, the description of the official ministry of Jesus, is treated

in such a manner as to discover nowhere the design to preserve

a fixed chronological order in the facts related. In Matthew,

in the first place, from the history of the temptation (Mat. iv.)

to the last journey to Jerusalem (Mat. xx. 17), no decidedly

fixed date whatever is given which might lead to the arrange-

ment of the subject. The Evangelist, without stating the date,

generally proceeds from one event to the other (iv. 12, 18, 23;

viii. 5, 18, 23, 28; ix. 1, 9, 35); or he makes use of a vague

ToVs as a means of connection (iii. 13; iv. 1; ix. 14; xi. 20; xii.

' I have termed in 7111/ Gesch. der Evangelien p. 335, sqq. the work of

^«i/rt7i a Harmony of the Gospels; but the zeal with which Theodovet

had it destroyed in the fifth century, implies that strong heretical cor-

ruptions were contained in it. Tatian, no doubt, made a compilation

from the whole of the gospel-collection, such as suited his purposes, and
even went so far as to make important alterations in the text, which
hi!^ followers most likely multiplied still further. (On other Harmonies
comp. § 9 of the introd.)
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22, 38; XV. 1), or lie connects the single naiTations by means

of the diffuse formulae bv ra/g ri,u.s^ai; 'i-Kuvuig (iii. 1 ; xiii. 1), sk

ix.iiv(*) ru) y.ocigui (xiv. 1), sv sxihrj rfj u^ci (xviii. 1). We meet very sel-

dom with fixed dates, as Mat. xvii. 1, f^y rifii^ag eg. The great

collections of discourses in Matthew show that it was his chief

aim to represent the person of Jesus independent of place and

time, and to bring him before the mind of his readers in the

various periods and progress of his ministry by means of a chain

of actions and discourses related to one another. In *S^^ Mark this

negligence of time and place is more striking still; with him are

especially wanting everything like recognised fixedness of time.

He generally gives the account without remark, only endeavour-

ing clearly to rej^resent the facts themselves, without connecting

them by any defined system. St Luke appears, without doubt, to

be more exact in chronological arrangement, so that we might

almost hope to find through him a fixed series and succession of

events as they actually occurred. Even in Luke i. 3 the term

y.a^sg?;? (see the exposition of the passage) seems to jjoint to a

chronological succession; in iii. 1 folloAvs again a very important

determination Avith regard to the chronology of the life of Jesus,

and at iii. 23 he observes that the Redeemer Avas thirty years

old when he entered on his ministry. Yet, in the course of the

Gospel, we perceive a vagueness in the succession of the events

similar to the others; St Luke, moreover, mostly connects his nar-

rations with one another without any mention of date (iv. 16,

31; V. 12, 33; vii. 18, 36; viii. 26; ix. 1, 18), and often the in-

definite transactions /mtu raZza (v. 27), Iv lua zm rtixjiom {y . 17;

viii. 22), and others change, so that frequently it even seems

uncertain whether the events mentioned in St Luke are the

only ones related in chronological order; but at all events,

though this may remain probable, an arrangement through Luke
of the events that have occurred in the life of Jesus is, on the

whole, impracticable, because we can trace no safe point of con-

nection with the other Gospels in the mass of records from the

baptism of Jesus to the last journey of our Lord to keep the

passover (Mat. xx. 17; Mark x. 32; Luke xviii. 31); for from

the latter there is less deficiency of chronological dates. We
might expect to find such a point in the account given of the

transfiguration, since all the three Evangelists (Mat. xvii. 1

;

Mark ix. 2; Luke ix. 20) connect it with the preceding by

means of a //,8'.V )7//Jfac eg (the oxtm f;/if^ni is witli Luke onlv an-
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other mode of calculating- the same relation of time)
;
yet, if we

attempt to arrange the events from this point, hy tracing them
to their earliest date, the thread is soon lost again. But if

even in the events we find an impossibility of connecting the

statements of the Evangelists in a well-arranged whole, this is

yet more palpable in the discourses. What appears in St Mat-

thew as being interlocutory (Mat. v. 7, 10, 13, 23, and else-

where) is given by St Luke quite disjointedly, so that we find our-

selves utterly unable to restore the various elements of the dis-

courses of Jesus to their j)ristine chronological connection, if the

comj)ilation is to serve practical purposes, as well as to lay claim

to scientific arrangement.

St John, therefore, remains the only one whose careful chrono-

logical order arrests our attention, and who appears likely to

help us in arranging- at least the main events recorded in the

three other Gospels. For even if in St John a vague ixirdt. tolvto.

occur (as iii. 22; vi. 1; vii. 1, &c.), yet he is generally very

minute in stating- whether one day (i. 29, 35, 44; vi. 22; xii.

12), or two (iv. 40, 43), or three (ii. 1), or more days intervened

between each of the events recorded. The discourses, too, men-

tioned in St John, so closely join the events recorded, and are so

complete in themselves, that they are in chronological keeping

throughout. What forms the main point, however, is, that St John

allows longer inten^als in the life of our Lord, within which we
may attempt to introduce the isolated occurrences. Besides the

mention he makes of the last passover (xiii. 1), which is noticed

likewise by the Synoptics, he speaks definitely of another pass-

over at which Jesus was present (ii. 13); and between these two

fixed points at the beginning and endof the ministry of Jesus, St

John mentions two other feasts which were celebrated by the Re-

deemer in Jei-usalem—the feast of the consecration of the tem-

ple (x. 22), and the feast of tabernacles (vii. 2). Moreover,

in V. 1 another feast is mentioned, the nature of which, however,

remains undefined. If we had the records of the three first Evan-

gelists only, we should know nothing positive respecting these

journeys of Christ to the feasts ; we could only conceive them pro-

bable by supposing- that Christ would certainly not have neglect-

ed to keep the commandment of the Old Testament (Lev. xxiii.

17) to go and celebrate at Jerusalem the three high festivals, as

we find him in other circumstances so carefid of the observances

of the law. Yet how many such journeys he niade during his
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minist'iy is not clear even in St John; hence it still remains ob-

scure in wliat relation the events stand to the chronology of the

ministry of Jesus. Whatever St John narrates occurred, no doubt,

in the order in which he narrates it ; but as to the period wliich

his statements embrace, whether one, two, or more years, is

uncertain. We cannot prove, in the first place, that St John

has not omitted any of the journeys of Jesus to the feasts; and

again, the vagueness of tlie passage v. 1 renders the whole chro-

nology of St John uncertain,' for whatever may be said in favour

of the opinion that the feast therein mentioned is a jiassover,^

this cannot be considered as a certain fact, especially as in vi. 4

mention is again made of the near approach of a passover; for

to suppose with Dr Paulus (see the " Riickblick" mentioned in

the note below) that the term h/yjg refers to the past passover,

will always be hazardous. Therefore whether, according to the

statement of St John, Jesus celebrated in Jerusalem three or four

passovers cannot be ascertained with certainty;^ that it must

be much more difficult to apply the notices of St John concern-

ing these journeys of Jesus to the arrangement of the historical

matter of the other Evangelists, is indeed sufficiently^ e\adent

from the one simple circumstance, that so few of the statements

which St John makes concerning the life of Jesus are mentioned

at all by the other Evangelists, as can enable vis to arrive at any

point of connection between the latter and St John. The miracle

the loaves (John vi. 1—15) and the walking on the sea (vi. Hi
—21), which he connects with the fomier, are alone in parallelism

with the other three Evangelists (see Mat. xiv. 13, sqq.; Mark
vi. 30, sqq.; Luke ix. 10, sqq.); and although both St Matthew
and St ^lark, like St John, connect these two events, yet we
can infer nothing of general importance, partly, because the

' Kaiser (in his Synopsis, Niirnb. 1826) is of opinion that the feast

here spoken of was the feo-st of tabernacles. Comp. the comment, to

this pivssage.

2 Comp. the Chronohxjkchen KucJihUch at the end of the first volume
of Dr I'duhiHS commentary to the Gospels.

' Concerning the difficulties of St John's clironology, we shoidd also

compare the passage x. 22, in which we are so led by him to the feast of

dedication, as to be wholly uncertain how the presence of Jesus at this

fe;i,st agrees with his ])resence at the feast of tabernacles (vii. 2), since

no mention is made cillicr of his departure or of his stay. It might
even be confounded with the feast of dedication of another year, did not
the discourse folK)vvirig (x. 27, 28) point in too clear a manner to what
j>rccede.s (x. 12, \?>).
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connection of the events cannot be continued on positive grounds,

and partly, because the time of the miraculous feeding is even in

St John uncertain, on account of the vagueness of expression

in V. 1 and vi. 4.^ Wliether anything relates to the beginning

or to the end of the public ministry of Jesus, is sufficiently evi-

dent, partly, from the position in the Gospels, partly also, from

the internal character of the narratives; but to connect precisely

and chronologically all the single events which are recorded of

our Redeemer, as also his discourses, this, the form of narrative

adopted by the Evangelists, who are generally vague in point

of time and place, does not allow. We receive, therefore, the

Gospel histoiy as it is delivered to us, following the chronolo-

gical progress as far as the clearness of the Evangelists permits

us to trace it, but never endeavouring to obtain it forcibly and
determinately wherever it is not definitely stated. According

to the synopsis of De Wette and Liicke, which we have laid down
as the basis in the course of our exposition, we shall here treat

first of the history of the infancy of Jesus and of his baptism,

and afterwards the representation of his suiferings, resurrection,

and ascension (combining these latter incidents with the descrip-

tion of St John) ; but in treating the intervening mass of Evan-

gelical records, we shall follow St Matthew. Those portions

which are found onlv in St Mark and St Luke, or which belong-

to one of them, we shall interweave with the narrative of St

Matthew wherever it will appear to us most practicable. The
editors, indeed, of the Synopsis have so treated this section as

to repeat the entire substance three times, according to the order

of St Matthew, St Mark, and St Luke. A threefold exegetical

examination of this portion would certainly afford no small

advantage; but such an entei-prise would require too much
time.

§ 8. ON THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE GOSPEL-HISTORY.

The description given of the origin of the Gospels from single

> This too is the opinion of Liicke, as expressed in his Comment, iiber

den Johannes, vol. i. p. o26. "Hov»f a chronological arrangement can be
eifected between those portions of the events rendered pi'oniinent by
John, and that related by the three first evangelists in the (middle)

period indicated, is an an unsolved problem of historical criticism.'"

(Tomp. in the same place the remarks, p. 614, 015.)
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essays, tlie authors of which we are unable to name, further the

character of the Gospel-history itself, in consequence of w^hich,

through a large portion of it, no chronological order of the

^ <j , events can be effected, and, finally, the express discrepancies

^ • ' which we find in many of the events, but especially in the dis-

courses; all this seems to endanger the authenticity of the Gos-

pel-history, particularly in such events as were beyond the ex-

perience of any of the writers, as for example, the history of the

infancy of Jesus. The Gospels, accordingly, seem to acquire

the ajipearance of an unarranged aggregate of insulated vague

memoirs, which neither harmonise exactly with one another, nor

are very closely connected even in separate Evangelists. The

ancients feared a complete destruction of the sacred character of

the Gospel-history as a consequence of such a conception as pre-

vails in modern criticism. Assuming a literal inspiration^ of the

sacred writers, men endeavoured to establish a harmony by force,

and to smooth down all discrepancies of words or things; but

owing to the structure of the Gospels this proceeding necessarily

led to the greatest caprice. Wlierever a difierence became ap-

parent in the events, as well as in the discourses, the event or

discourse had to be doubled, sometimes to be tripled. Hence,

by laying down the rule that the Gospel-history must agree in

all things external and non-essential, weapons were placed in

the hands of the enemies of the Word of God; the evident dis-

agreement has been used by men as a ground for denying the

divine character of the Scriptures. Therefore, the right way

^ I distinguiish the literal from the verbal inspiration, and maintain the

lalier whilst I deny the former. The distinction is, in my opinion,

based not so much upon the contrast of es.sence and furm (for the

form too is in one sense essential), as upon the e^tieidial and the un-

essential funn. The question, however, where does tluit which is essen-

tial in the form separate from the essential itself, or what is wunl, and

what is letter? will, with reference to a given passage, never be so an-

swered as to satisfy all j)arties, because the individual turn of mind
exercises too great an influence upon each man's view. On the whole,

however, all those who agree in principle, will likewise be able to agree

in this canon. I'he form of the Scripture, if connected with the quint-

tjittjrj essence <f the doctrine, must he considered as essential, hence it has refer-

'{^Lu. (ucc likewise to the inspiration; and only where such a connection has no

existence, must the form be considered as unessenticd. Comp. moreover

Tholuclcs excellent Treatise on the Contradictions of the (iospels, con-

tained in his u'ork: " Glaubwiirdigkeit der Evang. Geschichte gegen

Strauss," (Hamb. 1837. p. 429, sqq.) which [neserves indeed properly the

> III mr<tiii. A / f

yirrt*^ c^- Oua- ^:<i
,J^^0^
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liere is to keep to the truth, plainly to acknowledge the '-

"

evident fact of discrepancies in the Gospel-history, and seek to

reconcile these,^only where a simple method, neither artificial
^''''^^/

nor constrained, offers itself. The external harmony of the Gos-.!vic..'-'t.-
"-

pel-histoiy can as little be deemed a proof of its divinity, as would ifj>^ vm-vi/.

be the case when speaking of the formations of nature. As, in the u ^r^t^^x^

latter, exact regularity is combined with the greatest degree of ^^ -^^^'^
freedom, so in the Gospel-history perfect harmony in all that is v^<^-^
essential is found with the highest degree of freedom in the ^U^^ «

treatment of whatever is unessential} The authenticity of the ^r i

Gospel-history rests safest only upon the identity of the element . " * '^

^
of life in which each Evangelist separately moved, and to which ^ '

'^''

the whole new community belonged, of which the Evangelists ^ a< «i<^«^t'-^-

only were members; this element of life Avas the Spirit "which r^ca^ annty

leadeth into all truth." But this Spirit that animated the Evan-
^ ^c<.^^

gelists and the whole host of the Apostles, neither exempted them
/} ufl-

from the ordinary means of historical research, such as from the f^^*^

use of family records or narratives of single events, nor did it re- ^^^

move their peculiarities and usethem as instrumentswithout sym- • ^u^ aio>M^

patliy ; on the contrary, it transformed their individual capacities ^i-^^t

W

andpowers, and bestowed on them an infallible sagacity to separate UH- ^^^'^

all things erroneous from matters of faith and from essential biyu,^-'^

points of record, so as to perceive with precision all that was .iio^tic^.^'

real and suitable, and to connect it by a profounder principle of <,> o ccn-ijX^'

arrangement. If the Evangelists, therefore, sometimes put to- 4„^^^^/-/i-V"

gether the constituent parts of our Lord's discourses differently jp ^ /lu-l

.

from what they were when first delivered, still the meaning of / ,^j^^^

them was not altered, although modified. As the living word ^ yMi/j^i
(which the Lord himself was) operated on the Evangelists, and ^' . -

animated them, it produced in each of them a new spiritual .

whole, in which the dismembered parts reappear in harmonious *^* '' ^ ^

connection. ^^^ ^'^
This view taken of the Scripture, of its essential unity, and ""^^^^^^^

of its unessential disparity, withdraws us as much from the ^^^ orvi^

superstitious worship of the dead letter, as it leads us to the ^It^ ^ ^''^

inquiiy into the living spirit; but it keeps itself aloof from that ^.wi*^ ^ ^

empty spirituality which imagines itself able to dispense with ^-^C^ Ut

^ A Hteral agreement of the Gospels would have afforded to the ene

mies of truth an opportunity to accuse the authors of a fraudulent pro- ^
pagation; such as it is, it appears divine and human at one and the,

same time. - fyi-^x ;u<,4. a;. - ^ ''•:<'-^
i kuii^au c^liiry <i^^ p^^
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the external ivord, and which thus runs the risk of interpreting

its empty dreams as essential ideas of truth. Although, there-

fore, Providence has willed that external marks should not bo

wanting to prove the authenticity of the Gospels, yet He has

"•^a- i/t-u^ot granted us demonstratively to prove the authenticity of

uuw" /^i^;i/«^.the_events recorded in the Gospels. Points have been left to

6if jUii^.w^ excite doubt and suspicion, and through them it is that it ac-
^^utTiKt^

complishes a part of its destination; since the Christ written, as

well as the Christ personally ministering on earth, is set for the

fall of many, (Luke ii. 34). "With every reader of the Gospel

history, therefore, susceptibility of the spirit of truth is pre-

.it liM.' supposed. Wlierever this exists, the Gospel-history becomes

i^^ . ^ established in its peculiar character, and with triumphant power.

. /A For although it partakes of an historical and biographical charac-

'

/«./ K>--' ^^^' y^^ ^^ ^^^ treatment of its subject it is not, any more than

lU L^^^t^^^^ subject itself, to be compared with other works of the kind.

^^ft '^yy The Evangelists write with a child-like innocence and frankness,

^ " i
, and at the same time with a sublime simplicity of heart, so as

to form a combination not to be found under other circum-« . /«io luiiii a cum uiiicinull iiub lu uu luuiiu uuut;i uLiit;i uiiuuui-

V ^ stances. Their individuality remains entirely in the back-

^ ^^...

.ten ground; they record without reflection, without any breaking

^*^^7 forth in terms of praise, or blame, or admiration, even when de-

-, - J.' scribing the most sublime occurrences. Thcv appear to be

absorbed, as it were, in the contemplation of the great picture

which had been displayed before them, and, forgetting them-

selves, they re-produce the phenomenon in its pure state of

truth. The Gosi)el-history, therefore, bears witness of itself

and of its authenticity, in no other manner than does the Lord

himself. He has no other witness but himself and the Father,

(John viii. 18). In this manner (as in holy writ in general) the

Gospel- history testifies of itself, by the SjMrit of God dwelling

within it. Wliosoever is of the truth heareth his voice.

It is only where this Spirit of God hns not as yet manifested his

' *''^//** power, that the notion may spring up, that the history of Christ

, / ,
^

. is parallel with all other biographies of great men, and that

, J /T whatever is marvellous in it, as well as in the former, must be

/ ^ regarded as a fable. The want of internal individual experience

. , ^
I of the regenerating power of Christ—the want of the testimony

>' '7 of the Holy Ghost, which alone vouchsafes the certainty of the

J,
j~^^''' <livinity of the Scriptures, has over formed a stumbling-block in

.i<i t/T^
.ji^, ^,^^ of belief in the wondrous garment envolopinff the ner-

A^t-y^t.^a^. ifro. /"Aw ^tt^ >'^ '''^ iU ^Ul^a^-s^, cn^ i'JjyrJ-
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son of our Lord. In ancient times this stumbling-block assumed

the form of a hostile position against the church ; it was reserved

for modern times only to behold it playing antics, under the

guise of advance in Christian science. This took place first in

the so-called natural exposition, whose doom, however, has been
proclaimed long ago by its own innate unnaturalness ; it re-

quires, therefore, no further refutation. Next, especially from
the time of Gahler, in the form of the mythical exposition,

which, since Strauss has carried it to its extreme, is hastening

to self-destruction. The inapplicability of the mythical exposition

to the life of Jesus, follows irrefutably: firstly, F7'om the early I

date of the sources, namely, of the four canonical Gospels, the
'

authenticity and age of which may be proved satisfactorily on
external and internal grounds. So long as the eye-witnesses of

the wondrous events of the life of Jesus lived, mythos could have
nothing to do with it; there could be no formation of undesio-ncd

poetical tales, but only productions of enthusiasm and of fraud.) 1

Secondly, The inapplicability of the mythical exposition to the

gospel, follows from the acknowledged authenticity of the Acts of\

the Apostles, and of the Epistles of St Paid, as also of many other

main writings of the New Testament. Down to the present time
no one has ventured as yet to deny the authenticity of the main
Epistles of St Paul and St John, and yet they quite contain the
view of the person of Christ which forms the foundation ofthe four

Gospels ; hence it appears as being the very first Christian view.

If the mythical exposition is to be maintained, nothing remains o^^^*^^*^

but to declare the Apostle Paul to be either an enthusiast, or an) v'*^ '."^

impostor ; thirdly. The origin ofthe Christian Church, the continuity 'u^ }{^ "[^

of consciousness in her, the purity of spirit that tuas in her par- J^ 4.^0^
tictdaiiy powerfid and active, especially dimng the first centuries, , y^ /^

nowise permits us to think of a mere beautiful imagination as ^ , a . i

the ultmiate ground of these phenomena. That a church should . / ' u
have been formed of Jews and Gentiles, who worshipped a cruci-

'^'^^^^

fied Son of God, is, according to the mythical conception of the ^^ ^'1 ^
life of Jesus, a far greater wonder than all those that are there- ^^""^
by to give way; the fact of the Christian church becomes intel- ^' ^ ^
ligible only from the statements made by the Evangelists. As, ^^''^.JTX-
moreover, there was no chasm in the consciousness of the
church, which now began to spread all over the world, and as
an unheard-of spirit of moral purity animated her, especially

during the earliest period, no room appears to be left for the
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formation of the pretended mythos. Room for them can be

gained only on the unscientific presumption, tliat we have re-

ceived no records from the first century of Christianity. The
mythical conception appears, accordingly, as an undecided half

measure; the resolute anti-cliristian spirit will declare Christi-

anity, together with the whole of the sacred writings, to be a

work of enthusiasm and imposition.

§ 9. SURVEY OF THE LITERATJURE.

As soon as the church found the want of the personal labours

of the Apostles, who had acted peculiarly by the li\dng word,

recourse was had to the written bequests which the Apostles had

left to her, in order, through the contemplation of the written

word, partly that she might confirm her members in the truth

which they had received, and partly that she might, according

to this word, separate truth from error. Ever since the second

century, therefore, many distinguished men have devoted their

powers to the exposition of the sacred writings in general, and

to the New Testament in particular ; however, their contents are

nevertheless as yet unexhausted. The dei^th of the word of

Grod is so great, that it affords at all times, and under all cir-

cumstances, to every degree of culture and development, full

satisfaction. It accords, nevertheless, with the nature of the de-

velopment of the church, that by a gradual progress men should

learn to enter more deeply and more thoroughly into an under-

standing of the Scriptures. In our times, particularly, an im-

mense progress has been made, in so much that men, perceiving-

more and more the comprehensive sense of holy writ, have learnt

to regard the greater portion of the various expositions not so

much as absolutely erroneous, but as one-sided only. Hereby,

the endeavours of centuries to understand the Scriptures ap-

pear as connected with one another, and as completing each

other; whilst, according to the opinions which formerly prevailed,

men were obliged to consider the various expositions to be, with

the exception of the one correct, a heap of errors. According

to this, the church of the earlier centuries must not have un-

derstood in a great measure the Scriptures at all, which would

amount in other words to this, namely, that the Spirit did not

dwell in the church. On the contrary, we ought to say, that the
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church always understood the Bible essentially, but that men la^^-^-j

have gradually entered into a deeper understanding of it. fi-^c*^Ct^/<£.t*i^

First of all, it must be obsei'ved that, with regard to the gene- fi^^y.

ral works which embrace the whole New Testament, we have no

complete exposition of the New Testament from any of the earlier

fathers of the church. Men at first commented only on a few

single writings. It was only in the ninth century that there

appeared the Glossa Ordinaria by Walafrid Strabo, forming a

running commentary on the New Testament (if this production

deserves the name of a commentary). After him Nicolas de Lyra,

and Alphonsus Tostatus, bishop of A\ala in Spain, wrote com-

plete commentaries on all the sacred writings; the latter MTote

twenty-three folio volumes. At the time of the Reformation,

Calvin commented on the New Testament, with the exception of

the Revelation of John; which was the case likewise among
the Lutherans by Johann Brenz, seven folio volumes of whose

works contain expositions of almost all the writings of the Bible.

In the seventeenth century there appeared also several works

embracing the whole New Testament. Besides Hugo Grotius

(in his Adnotationes in N. Testament. 2 vols. 4to) are specially

to be mentioned the collection of expositions known as: Critici

Sacri (London 1660. 9 vols. foL), from which an extract was

prepared by Polus. Further, Calovii Biblia Illustrata (Francof.

1672. 4 vols, fob), a work directed against Grotius, wdiicli em-

braces his exegetical works.—To this was added, at a later

period, Pfaff's Biblical Work. Tubingen 1729.— Wolfii Curae

philologicae et criticae. Hamb. 1738. 4 vols. 4to.

—

Hewmanns
Erklarung des N. T. Hannover, 1750. 12 vols. 8vo.

—

Moldenhau-

ers Erklarung der Schriften des N. T. Leipz. 1763. 4 vols. 4to.

—J. D. Michaelis's Translation of the New Testament, with

Notes. Goett. 1789. 3 vols. Uo.—Bengelii Gnomon N. T. Tubin-

gae 1773. 4.—/. G . Rosenmullerii Scholia in N. T. Norimbergae

1 777. 5 vols. 8vo. The last (sixth) edition appeared 1825. A
complete commentary on the New Testament was to have been

produced by Henneherg ; but the first volume only appeared,

containing Matthew (Gotha and Erfurt, 1829). The author

died in 1831. H. A. W. Meyer also has begun to edit a com-

mentary on the New Testament, of which there have appeared

up to this moment four volumes, containing the Gospels, the

Acts of the Apostles, and the Epistle to the Romans. Of De
Wette's exposition of the New Testament have come to light the
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Epistle to the Romans, and the Synojitics. To the general

works on the New Testament belong also the known Observati-

onen-Sammliing-en (i. e. Collections of Observations) hy Raphelius

(from Xenoi)lion, Hamb. 1720; from Polybius and Arrian, Hamb.
1715; from Herodotus, Luneb. 1731), Alherti (Leiden 1725),

Kijpke (Breslau l7o2), Eisner (Utrecht 1728), Falairet (Leiden

1752).

But next, with respect to the Gospels collectively,^ the exposi-

tion of Theophylact and Euthymius Zigahenus have been pre-

served. The ancient exposition of the four Gospels, said to have

been written hy Theophilus of Antioch, has been lost. Among
the works of the period of the Refonnation stands pre-eminent

:

Mart. Ghemnitzii harmonia quatuor evangeliorum, continued by
Polycarpus Lyser and Johann Gerhard (Hamb. 1704. 3 vols.

fob). A similar Harmony was also composed by Clericus (Am-
sterd. 1699 fol.) In modern times, Kocheri Analecta (Altenb.

1766. 4to), Avhich complete Wolf's Curae, embrace all the Gos-

pels.

—

J. F. G. Schiilz's Anmerkungen iiber die vier Evangelien.

Halle 1794, 4to.

—

Gh. Th. Kuinoel commentarius in libros N. T.

historicos. Lips. 1807. 4 vols. 8vo. (With the Acts of the

Apostles). Paulus Philologisch-Kritischer Commentar uber das

N. T. Lubeck, 1800—1808. 5 vols.—Exegetisches Handbuch
iiber die drei ersten Evangelien. Heidelberg 1830—31. 2 vols.

By the same writer.—Fritsche evangelia quatuor cum notis. Lips.

1825—30. 8vo. (The first volume treats of St Matthew, and the

second of St Mark.)

Lastly, with regard to the Gospels individually, we have from

the fathers of the church fragments of a Commentary on St Mat-
thew by Orirjen. Ghrysostom wrote ninety-one homilies on the

Gospel of St Matthew. A catena on this Evangelist was edited

by Possin (Tolosae 1646). At a later period Salomo van Till

(Frankf. 1708) and Jac. Eisner (Zwoll. 1769, 4to.) wrote on

Matthew. Further: Giitz's Erkliirung des Matthaeus aus dcni

Gnechisch-Hebracischen und dem Hebracischcn. Stuttgardt

1785, 8vo. Ileddaeus's Erkliirung des Mattli. Stuttgardt and

Tiibingen 1 792, 2 vols. The Bericht des Matth. von Jesus dem
Messias, by Bolten. Altona 1792, 8vo. Kleuker's Biblische Sym-
pathieen. Schleswig. 1820. Das Evangelium Matthaci von

' On the Harmonics of the Gospels compare the complete Liteiature

oi liases Leben Jesii (Life of Christ), p. IH, itc.
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Oratz (in Bonn) erklart. Tubingen 1821, 2 vols. 8vo.) Pires

Commentarius in Evangelium Matthaei. Mogunt. 1825.

We have likewise a catena on the Gospel oi St Mark, edited by

Possin (Rome 1673). Jac. Eisner wrote likewise a Commentary
on St Mark (Utrecht 1773); so also Aidi Bolten (Altona 1795,

8vo.) Matthaei edited an Exposition of St Mark, written by

Victor, a presbyter of Antiochia, and other Greek fathers (Mos-

kau 1775, 2 vols. 8vo.)

Finally, with regard to St Luke, we have a catena on the same

by Corderius (Antwerpen 1628). It was especially expounded

hj Pape (Bremen 1777—81, 2 vols. 8vo.), and hy Bolte7i (Al-

tona 1796, 8vo.) We possess, in like manner, of Morus Prae-

lectiones in Lucae Evangelium, edited hy C. A. Donat. Leipz.

1795. 8vo. The most recent works on St Luke are: Scholia in

Lucam scripsit Bornemann., Lips. 1830; and Stein's Commen-
tar iiber den Lucas. Halle 1831.





SYNOPTICAL EXPOSITION

OP

THE THREE FIRST GOSPELS,





PART THE FIRST.

OF THE BIRTH AND INFANCY OF JESUS CHRIST.

I. SECTION THE FIRST.

ACCOUNT OF MATTHEW.

(Chap. i. and ii.)

§ 1. GENEALOGY OF CHRIST.

(Mattli. i. 1—17; Luke iii. 23—88.)

Whilst St Mark, even in the inscription of his Grospel (i. 1),

represents Christ as the Son of God, St Matthew describes him

as the Son of Man, first, by directing our attention to him as the

descendant of the two great heads in the system of the Old Tes-

tament—Abraham and David ; and again by adding his complete

genealogy. The character of the Gospel of St Matthew, as of the

ffw,aar/xoi', in the noble sense of the word, and its especial destina-

tion for Jewish Christians, appears undoubtedly evident from

this form of the beginning. Jesus being introduced as v'/hg
' A/5|aa/A,

he of necessity appears as the descendant of him, whose race is

pre-eminent as the blessed one among the races of mankind;

but being described as the son of David, he is thus assigned,

in a more distinct manner, to a branch of the children of Abra-

ham, namely, to the race of him who is mentioned even in the

Old Testament as the representative of the future king of the

kingdom of God. Both expressions, therefore, point at Christ

as the Messiah promised. Yet this is more exactly expressed
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ill 'iTiffoui X^iaro;. 'irjsoug,^ ill the first place, signifies or points

only at the human individuality, the historical personality of

the Redeemer; x^isrog, on the contrary'", is the official name of

the longed-for Sa\iour of Israel. It corresponds with the He-
brew n'*\2??2, a term which is aj)plied in the Old Testament partly

to kings (1 Sam. xxiv. 7, 11; xx\a. 10, more frequently), partly

to high-priests (Levit. iv. 3, 5, 16, more frequently), partly to

prophets (Ps. cv. 15), because all these persons (on the anoint-

ment of the prophets, comp. 1 Kings xix. 1 6) were consecrated

for their office through the spnbolical use of anointment, as an

intimation that they must be furnished with spiritual j)owers for

the proper direction of their office. In a few instances only the

expression is met with in the Old Testament in reference to the

royal prophets and high-priest of the kingdom of God (Psalm

ii. 2; Dan. ix. xxv). From these passages sprang up the offi-

cial name of the great indi\ddual longed-for, Xbigto:, a name
which had become prevalent even at the time of Chiist; besides

this, others were used which implied the spiritual character of

the anointment (comp. Jer. xvi. 1 with Luke iv. 18). In this

acceptation, the name of Christ expresses the union of the divine

and human in the person of the Redeemer, because the humanity
here is equivalent to the anointed, the endowed; and the divine

power to the anointing, the endowing. Originally the Redeemer
was called either 6 'Ir,(rovg, with reference to his historical indivi-

duality/, or oX^iarog, with reference to his dignity; likewise 'irjsovg

6 Xsyo/Mvog x^itrrog (see the commentary on Mattli. i. 16). But at

a later period both expressions were united in the collective

name of 'lr,<sovg Xgicro^, which, however, must always be resolved

by means of the above formula.

The first verse in St Matthew does not form merely an in-

scription for the genealogy which follows. BllSXog ysvlgiug (=-^r)i^

r\'i"l7'iin Grcn. v. l) signifies, in the first place: Book of generations,

genealogy. This expression cannot possibly have a reference to

the whole life of Jesus, because ysvsaig nowhere signifies life.

* 'Iriaoug is used in the Septuagint for ^Xl^'iU'i, or j;^';i^% which last

form is only met with in the writings of a period subsequent to the exile.

The name points at the spiritual character of the Lord, and was bc-

.stowed on him by Divine command as an intimation of his exalted

destination (Matth. i. 21.) In Uke manner do tlic names, Abrahnm,
Israel, itc, of the Old Testament, point at the sjnritual character which
tlieso persons were called to impress on humanit)'.
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But the signification family^records, which ;-\*|"T^'^;n no doubt

has (comp. Genes, xxxvii. 2, aZrai a) yivseug 'laxulS, where no ge-

nealogical tables whatever are mentioned), may here be api)lied

indeed, and permits the reference of this expression to the his-

tory of the infancy of Jesus contained in the first two chap-

ters. This supposition would agree very well with the opinion

that isolated compositions are found in the first chapters of

St Matthew, and indeed of St Luke also, which having proceeded

from the family of Mary, had fallen at a subsequent period into

the hands of the Evangelists. The genealogy of St Matthew,

however, compared with that of St Luke, clearly shows the dif-

ferent character of the two Gospels. Whilst St Matthew begins

with Abraham, the ancestor of the Jewish people, St Luke as-

cends to Adam, the first parent of the whole human race, the

Gentiles included, and hereby connects the Redeemer with man-

kind at large, without reference to any national individuality.

In their details, however, we find that the genealogies differ

after the name of David, since St Matthew deduces the genea-

logical succession through Solomon, whereas St Luke does so

through Nathan, another son of David. We find in St Luke, it

is true, among otherwise dissimilar names (iii. 27, comp. with

Matth. i. 12), likewise two similar ones, Salathiel and Zorobabel,

yet these must be considered as having lived at different periods,

since St Matthew enumerates nine, and St Luke seventeen,

intervening persons. With respect to the difiiculty which pre-

sents itself in the very difierent genealogies of Jesus given by

St Matthew and St Luke, we may observe that, even during the

earliest periods of the church, this formed the subject of learned

inquiries; Julius Africanus esj)ecially (Euseb. H. E. I. 7) had

his attention engaged in it. Three hypotheses^ were formed,

with unusual acuteness, for the solution of this difficulty: (1.)

The supposition of a marriage between a woman and her de-

ceased husband's brother (Deut. xxv. 6), besides which, for the

explanation of the whole, we must suppose that both the bro-

thers who had successively the same wife were not full brothers,

but only step-brothers, of the same mother, but by difierent

fathers, as, indeed, otherwise, through one father the genealogy

would have been the same. This hypothesis was formed first by

1 Other quite untenable attempts to explain this difficulty are to be

found in Wolfs Curae, and Koechevs Analecta. Comp. Hkewise Suren-

husius (3ij3X. xa-raXyMyri g, p. 322 sqq.
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Jul. Africaiius (in tlie passage above-mentioned) ; the derivation,

accordingly, would be this:

—

David.

Solomon. Nathan.

Matthan. Melchi.^

^1 I

Jacob. Eli.

I

Joseph, the husband of Mary.

This hypothesis explains the difference ; the supposition, how-
ever, that Jacob and Eli had successively the same spouse, and
that they were moreover step-brothers, is somewhat strained;

nor can it be proved with certainty that in these marriages of

duty the son was ever named after his real father; lastly, if this

were the true explanation, both the genealogies would be those

of Joseph, which appears to be quite out of place, since Jesus

descended corporally from David and Abraham, not through
Joseph, but through Mary. That step-brothers, and still more
distant relations, were obliged to contract the marnage, men-
tioned Deut. XXV. 6, is proved by J. D. Michaelis in his Mos.
Recht, vol. 2, page 200. (2.) The assumption that Mary was an
heiress (=T/xA))sog), and therefore compelled to marry from her
own tribe (Numb, xxxvi. 5—8). The husband of an heiress [it

is inferred] might [by way of compensation] enter the tribe of
his wife, and thus receive, as it were, two fathers. According to

this, the one genealogy would be, it is ti-ue, that of Mary; but the
supposed modification of the law of the heiress, upon which here
all would depend, is uncertain. At least Nehem. vii. 63 is in-

sufficient to prove it.^ The hypothesis, although inadequate

to the solution of this difficulty, is nevertheless veiy relevant

to the explanation of the journey of Mary to Bethlehem (Luke
ii. 4). Altogether it appears suitable that the line of David,

from which the Messiah was to descend, should have closed with
an heiress, who was merely to give birth to the promised ever-

lasting heir of the throne of David. This view, therefore, of

' Jul. Africanus omits Matthan and Levi, and appears hence to have
read differently, or to have confounded the names; yet the name affects

no change in the hypothesis.
2 Comp. J. D. Michaelis's Mos. Recht. vol. ii. p. 78, sqq.
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Mary having been an heiress, can be combined (3) with the

third hypothesis, according to which the genealogy of Mary was
communicated by St Luke, and that of Joseph by St Matthew.

Jesus, according to this, will appear as the descendant of David
both on the fathers and on the mother's side; on the part of

the mother the descent had real signification, and on the part

of the father it had an ostensible one. For as Jesus ap-

peared before the world as the son of Joseph (see Matth. xiii.

55), the Jews acknowledged him as a descendant of David, for

which reason even his enemies raised no doubt of his descent

from David. According to this hypothesis, Eli w^ould be the father

of Mary (with which the Jewish tradition agrees ; comp. Light-

foot on this passage), and if Joseph is called his son, we must
here take ui6g as signifying son-in-law, as Ruth i. 11, 12, and
elsewhere. Genealogical tables with women's names are, it is

true, unusual, but an heiress would necessarily find admission;

besides, the case of Mary was in itself an exception. Moreover,

the real descent of Jesus from David through Maiy must not be

considered in any way as a mere external fact, the design of

which was to fulfil the prophecies ; the prophecy, on the con-

trary, that the Messiah would descend from Abraham and David,

must be conceived as having a much deeper meaning. The ap-

pearance of the Messiah among the human race presupposed

conditions and preparations, not only of a negative kind, in so

far as the necessity of redemption had to be excited in the minds

of men, but it presupposed likewise conditions and preparations

of a positive kind, since the appearance of the Messiah (who

was, so to speak, the blossoming of human nature) could not be

a mere portion separated from the root. Inasmuch as a sacred

stream of a higher life pervaded the entire lineage of the ances-

tors of our Lord, the incarnation of Christ must be considered

as a fact thus prepared. The virgin who was elected mother of

the Messiah, could not be suddenly born among the sinful race

of man; though not without sin, yet she was the purest of the

generation then existing, and her being such was her election of

grace, her origin from the most holy family of the human race.

"

As we find, in the course of the development of the human race,

single generations springing up in sin and wickedness, on the

other hand, there are tribes in whom the noblest germs of life

are fostered and cultivated from generation to generation. Of

course, it must not be supposed that those generations who, by
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especial grace, were more protected against the coiTuption of sin,

therefore required no salvation; this, on the contrary, must be

considered as absolutely necessary for all men alike; but their

susceptibility of redemption is greater, because, being of the

truth, they hear more surely the call of God.

St Matthew, in the subsequent enumeration of the members of

the genealogy, omits several of them (for example, ver. 8, be-

tween Joram and Josias, comp. 1 Chron. iii. 11; 2 Chron. xxi.

17); St Luke, on the contraiy, adds (iii. SG) Cainan, who is not

mentioned in the Hebrew text. This name is borrowed, no
doubt, from the LXX., w^hich St Luke, as a Greek scholar, made
especial use of; the translators, however, may have adopted this

name from tradition. (On such deviations of the LXX. from

the original text which have been adopted by the New Testa-

ment, comp. the remarks on Luke iv. 18).

Ver. 2. Throughout the entire genealogical table, St Luke ap-

pears to report only, but herein St Matthew is likemse reflective

;

he divides the lines into certain classes, and adds especial remarks

upon them. Of Judas he observes, that he had brothers; this

he does, probably, because the ancestors of Israel, the twelve

sons of Jacob, appear to him to require an especial mention.

The same observation St Matthew makes ofJechoniah, (ver. 11,)

in which passage, however, the expression a.biX<poi='^\^ (Gen.

xviii. 8,) must be received in a wider sense, of a father's

brothers, because Jechoniah had no full brothers, (1 Chron. iii.

15, IG).

Ver. 3. A peculiarity, too, of the genealogy of St Matthew is,

that it frequently mentions the names of women, which was
indeed the case with Jewish genealogies, whenever something

remarkable lent them an interest. (Comp. Surenhussii ^//3x.

xaraXk. p. 110). Tamar, (1 Mos. 38), Rahab, (Jos. 2), Ruth,

Bathsheba, are mentioned by St Matthew. Tamar, Rahab,' and
Bathsheba appear to be objectionable on account of their course of

life, and Ruth also as a Gentile (Moabite) ; that they were, never-

theless, deemed wortliy to be among the ancestors of the

Messiah, necessarily imparted to them an importance of a pecu-

' Whether here Rahab h rro^vn is meant, might appear uncertain, on
account of the chronolofjy ; she follows too closely on ObeJ and Jesse, the

ancestors of David. Yet tlie expression i]
' I'a^diS (witli tlie article)

clearly points to the known Kahab (the one nieutioned Josh, ii.) Matth.

perhaps has omitted some membei's.
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liar kind. This, indeed, St Matthew renders yet more clear, by
the significant expression. In rrn roZ Ou^iou, in order to hint at the

wonderful and gracious dispensation of God, in the arrangement

of the lineage of the Messiah. As instances of predestination

and renovation through faith and repentance, and of the adop-

tion of members belonging to Pagan tribes, among the people of

God, the individuals mentioned are important even to the Jew-
ish Rabbis. (See Wetstein's N. T. on ver. S, comp. with Hcbr.

xi. 31). Had Matthew not wished to point to the dispensation

of God, he would have rather mentioned in the genealogy of the

Messiah the celebrated names of Sarah, Rebeccah, and Leah.

Ver. 6. David, as the main individual, who is, as it were, the

centre point of the race of the Messiah, is styled emphatically,

6 iSaaiXsug, as the type of the Messiah-king. (Ezek. xxxvii. 24,

and more freq.). A similar pause is formed subsequently in

ver. 11, by the fMero/xseim BajSuXuvog= al^aXojela. The LXX uses

the word [uroixisia for ]-\17il (Ezek. xxxiii. 21).

Ver. 16. The term avri^ here corresponds with sponsus, (ver.

19); the bridegroom, according to the Jewish law, was con-

sidered already as the owner of the bride, (Gen. xxix. 21 ; Deut.

xxii. 23, 24). Matthew expresses himself very cautiously: Ig tjg

syivvrj^ri 'iriGovg, in order to hint at the supernatural birth of

Christ; ymav is used= ^/jcrs/i' (Luke i. 13). In the formula

'iridovg b XiyoiJ^ivog x^/crog, x^iffrog clearly stands forth as the official

name. Except in this phrase, St Matthew simply uses 6 'irjffovg,

or 6 x^iGrog. It was by degrees only that the name signify-

ing the human individuality of the Redeemer grew closely

together with his official name, so that both form a whole

which has ever since been adopted in the language of the

church; thus we find it especially in use by the Apostle Paul.

(See Gersdorf's Beitriige zur Sprachcharacteristic, p. 38, sqq.

372, sqq.) The term xiyso^a/ in the phrase mentioned, has

here, moreover, like }iaXsT(r^ai=^')p^ (see Luke i. 32), the im-

portant signification, "to be called, and to be truly." In a

signification, or sense contrary to this, "to be called without

being so," the expression occurs Eph. ii. 11, and Matth. xxvii.

1 7. This expression is often devoid of special emphasis in either

sense or signification, as Matth. xxvi. 14; Mark xv. 7.

Ver. 1 7. St Matthew concludes his genealogical statements with

a survey of the various pauses that can be discerned in the gene-
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rations from Abraham to Christ. He makes three such pauses,

of 14 generations each/ which may be counted, however, in

more than one way. The manner of counting most conformable

to the purpose, seems to be the one according to wliich David

and Josias are counted twice,^ (at the end of the one, and at the

beginning of the other di\'ision), and Jesus is omitted alto-

gether. If the person itself of Jesus is to be comprised in the

account, as the concluding member of the third division, David

only, in that case, must be counted twice; the first method,

however, seems to me preferable. It is proper not to include

Jesus himself among the generations, precisely as we do when we
enumerate any person's ancestors. Besides, since St Matthew, as

hasbeen observed, has omitted some names, it cannot have been his

intention to press the number 14; and as little ought we to perceive

in this arrangement a mere means to aid the memory; on the

contrary, the Evangelist merely wishes to express, through the

equal number, the internal uniformity and regularity of the de-

velopment.^ As the whole history of the world is developed

within measured periods, and as, in general, every greater or

lesser whole, in the range of God's creation, is based on internal

degrees of development, through which it must pass to its con-

^ Whether the number fourteen has any reference to the name of

David, the Hebrew letters of whose name, if counted in the Jewish man-
ner, amount to fourteen, is difficult to decide; yet such a supposition

would agree well with the tenor of the whole statement of Matthew. Be-

sides, the number fourteen must be considered as the double of the

cipher seven, a cipher which, as is known, is treated as sacred by the

Holy Scriptures. The three times fourteen, accordingly, are six times

seven ; with the person of Christ commences the seventh seven.

^ Similar modes of counting are foimd likewise in other places. A
simple JVasirdat lasted thirty days, a double JVasiraat, however, lasted

not sixty, but fifty-nine days only, because the day occurring in the

middle is not counted doubly. The Germans express a week as " an

eight days," and the French exjiress two weeks by " fifteen days," whereas

the Germans say fourteen days.

^ The omission of some members can be traced back as far as to the

originators of the genealogy of the family of Joseph ; Matthew adopted

the same as he found it, without altering it in any way; and hence his

refiections thereon could accordingly refer to the form only in which

it existed. Upon the truth of the reflections themselves, however, the

want of some members can have no effect, in so far as the idea forming

the basis of these reflections (namely, that everything contained in God's

world developes or unfolds itself according to number or measure), is no

less applicable to the complete than to the abbreviated or incomplete

genealogy.
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summation, so there is a regularity in the unfolding of the stem,

which is, as it were, the inmost vein of life of mankind, from

which the Messiah was to proceed. This fundamental idea

Bengel conceived (in the Gnomon to the passage) in a very cor-

rect manner; but the additions, as well as his chronological

system with which he connects it, appear to me untenable.

(For the particulars of this subject we must refer to the exposi-

tion of the Revelation of John).

Something singular and quite marvellous is exhibited, more-

over, in a genealogical table with which the Evangelists be-

gin the record of the life of Christ, in which mention is made
of three times fourteen and seventy-five ancestors, respectively,

comprising a period of 2000 or 4000 years. The possibility of

constructing a genealogical table such as this, progressing always

in an unintennipted line from father to son, of a family that dwelt

for a long time in the utmost retirement, and comprising a pe-

riod of thousands of years, would be inexplicable, (for even those

renowned families in modern times, of whose genealogies millions

of human beings boast, are unable to trace their pedigree

through a period of a thousand years, and none indeed pro-

gresses in such an uninterrupted line), had not the members of

this ancestorial line been endowed with a thread, by means of

which they were able to extricate themselves from the many
families into which every tribe and branch was again subdivided,

in order thus to hold fast or to know the member that was destined

to continue the lineage. This thread was the hope that the

Messiah would be bom from the race of Abraham and David.

The ardent desire to behold him, and to become partakers of

his mercy and glory, did not suffer the attention to be exhausted

through a period embracing thousands of years.' According to

the divine dispensation, therefore, the member who was destined

to continue the lineage became easily distinguishable, when-

ever he was doubtful; thereby the hope of a final fulfilment

was awakened anew, and kept alive until it was consummated.

An excellent representation of the marvel contained in the con-

struction of this genealogy, is given by Koppen in his work, Die

^ That the Jews paid minute attention to their genealogical tables,

even at a subsequent period, is shown by Julius Africamis, (Euseb. i. 7).

Herod caused them to be sought for, and had them destroyed, in order

that no one might be able to prove that his family was of greater

antiquity than the reigning dynasty royal.
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liibc'l, ein Work tier gottlielion Wcislieit (Loipz. 1708, 2 vols.

8vo. Com]), vol. ii. p. 199, sqq.), a new edition of wliicli is pro-

paring by ^cheibel.

§ 2. THE BIRTH OF JESUS.

(Matth. i. 18—25).

The narrative of St Matthew respecting the birth of Jesus, bears

the character of the greatest simplicity and conciseness; there

is an utter absence of chronological and topographical reference

throughout this narrative; the persons therein spoken of are

supposed to be generally known to the readers ; he only repre-

sents the great fact of the supernatural birth of Christ, which he

does in a style of sober history, and without any embellishment

whatever; he therein proves the fulfilment of the prophecy of

the Old Testament, and, finally, he relates the guidance of

Joseph in this Avonderful event. The want of graphic representa-

tions which this narrative of St Matthew, together with, his whole

Gospel, betrays, is easily excused, inasmuch as the real historical

narrative is evidently pervaded by a sober earnestness, which is

less perceived in St Luke, in consequence of his poetical eftusions.

Hence, all those learned men are w^rong who, notAnthstanding

their opposition to the general apphcation of the mj'thical expo-

sition to the histoiy of Jesus, have not felt themselves bound to

admit, that at least the history of the birth and infancy of

Christ has been subject to mythical influences. Yet it is here,

especially, that we perceive, most strikingly, the insufficiency

of such a supposition, because, if the events have not taken

place in the manner recorded by the Evangelists, profane ideas

intiiido upon the mind respecting the origin of Jesus. For,

since Christ is undeniably an historical person, it follows that he
must have been begotten and born; hence, the assertion that the

Gospel-history betrays a mythical character, can favour that

view only which destroys the notion of a Redeemer, viz. that Jesus

entered into existence in an unholy manner, inasmuch as Mary
was unmarried at the time when she carried him in her womb.
The subterfuge which men have recourse to, that Jesus might

have sprung from the marriage of Joseph and Mary, falls to the

ground in consequence of its unliistorical character; for if tliis,
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too, is a myth, viz. that Mary was pregnant before her mar-

riage, we may regard it as equally mythical that Mary gave

birth to Jesus, yea, that Jesus existed at all.

Besides, we shall find, on a closer examination, that what

seemingly recommends the view of the mythical nature of the

history of Christ's infancy, is rather opposed to it than other-

wise. This is especially the case when we are referred to tradi-

tions concerning the birth of great men from pure A^rgins

{'xa^^ivo'y^\lUi), as for instance Buddha, Zoroaster, Plato, and

others. Such traditions are by no means opposed to biblical

history, as little, indeed, as are analogous presentiments of an

expected Redeemer. On the contrary, they bear witness to the

very correct notion that noble minds are to be found in eveiy

nation : that nothing can result in the way of natural procreation

(nor, therefore, from the womb of mankind), which could corre-

spond with the ideal represented in the human mind: they vouch

for tho general desire of such a fact, for the longing after it,

and hereby for its historical realisation. But since we have so

.sober an historical report as that of St Matthew, respecting tho

supernatural procreation of Jesus in the womb of a pure virgin, a

report, too, which seems to have been rendered intentionally sim-

ple in order to divest it of everything imaginary ; furthermore, as

the actions of Jesus throughout his life confirm tho assertion of

his having been born in a supernatural manner, since the arche-

type of all things ideal was realised in him, which could never

have been the case had he sprung from sinful humanity, and
from the power that dwells therein ; hence, the conviction, that

that general desire has been indeed accomplished in the person

of Jesus, obtains a foundation completely historical. To this

tnust he added, that the narrative of the procreation of Christ

through the Holy Ghost, stands in a necessary connection with

his entire destination to be the physician and redeemer of in-

firm humanity, because it Avould have been impossible for any
one who himself had sprung from the sinful human race, to heal

the wounds from which it suffers. He, it is true, had to be inti-

mately connected with men, to be of their flesh and of their bones

(Eplies. V. 80), and yet at the same time without sin; for this rea-

son he was not begotten from the sinful seed of man, but Mary
was touched by a pure divine fire from heaven. If, therefore,

in the person of Christ, we do not behold a mere human being,

although one endowed with the greatest powers, but, on the con-
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trary, believe tliat in him the Word was made flesh (John i. 1, 14),

the narrative of the supernatural procreation of Jesus not only

will not be remarkable, but will appear as alone suitable to the

Redeemer. A Redeemer begotten according to the flesh, and
one sprung from the sinful race of man, is a notion that contra-

dicts itself; the idea of a eury;^ requires that something sublime

and heavenly, something that has no resting place in the lap of

mankind, shovild become realised in him.^ Finally, the mytliical

conception of the history of Chiist's infancy is untenable, because

the mother of Jesus lived a considerable length of time after the

ascension; every apostle had access to her reports, and every

error, therefore, would have been soon corrected by her testimony.

With regard to the a'ppearances of the angel, the mention of

which in the narrative of St Matthew might be considered as very

important to show its mythical character, we must remember,

first of all, that the narrator reports the appearances of the

angel as facts in this as well as other parts of his Gospel. Pre-

cisely in conformity with what we find in the Old Testament,

the appearances of the angel are interwoven by St Matthew as

real occurrences in the temporary order of the world with the

other circle of facts to be reported, without intimating even in

the least that the writer wishes them to be considered in any

way whatever as fabulous expressions of internal psychologi-

cal processes or ideal images conjured up by existing circum-

stances. The dut}-- of the expounder extends beyond the de-

termination of a writer's views, only in so far as he not only in-

terprets, but even justifies the result of his interpretation; a

duty which cannot be denied, according to the present position

of science. The following remarks may perhaps suffice for the

present exigency. According to the testimony of holy wTit, we

must not suppose that angels are separated from men b}' a chasm

not to be filled up; on the contrary, we are instructed on its au-

thority to believe that they minister around and for liim, and es-

pecially for the faithful (Hcb. i. 14.) Their ministry is generally

• The argument, " that a human father (Joseph) would no more inter-

fere, tlian a human mother (Mary), with the purity of Jesus," only chan-

ge.s the position of this wonder without removing it. If we suppose an

influence of the Spirit so as to check the transition of all things sinful

upon Jesus as a matter of fact, this then is no less a miracle than the

procreation through the Holy Ghost. But why are we to consider the

wonders in a manner different fn)ni that in wliich the Spirit of God was

plea.sed of revealing it to u.-^?
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not invisible. The possibility of their becoming visible lies in

the nature of spirit itself, whose innate energy must necessarily

make itself visible. Realised, hoAvever, this possibility becomes

according to the dispensation of God only there, wherever it

tends to the salvation of men, and hence for instructive pur-

poses. The appearances of angels, like other ariiMzTa, tend to

prove to man the certainty of his being guided by the will

of Grod, in order to deliver him from those errors which he
is personally subject to. Herein consists the main importance

which they possess in the divine economy. Yet, comjjared with

other forms of divine communication, they assume a subordinate

character. For the ministry of angels refers chiefly to the phy-

sical portion of man's existence; they are the living pillars and
moving agents of the world, who have been replaced by natural

powers agreeably to the modern mechanical view of the world

;

while the religious ethical world is the theatre of the ministry

of the divine Spirit. From this it will appear clear, why to

one an angel appears, sometimes in a dream and sometimes

in waking, and why to another the Lord himself appears ; arbi-

trariness must here be left out of the question; on the contraiy,

the various forms of revelation are in proportion to the viewing

powers of those for whom they are destined. Communication by
visions evidently manifests itself as the lowest degree of divine

revelation ; it is, so to speak, a divine revelation manifested in a

state ofunconsciousness ; we see it bestowed on Joseph, in whom,
according to the Gospel-history, there is no defined spiritual

character. Through appearances of angels seen in a state ofwak-

ing, the same becomes capable to receive inwardly the revelation

through the word (this is the usual form of receiving the inspi-

rations from on high by Moses and the prophets). The highest

degree of revelation is the appearance of Jehovah himself, the

angel xar ih,ox^v, which was the privilege of the greatest saints

only, of an Abraham, Jacob, Moses, and P^iul. The church of

Christ no longer requires the apj^earances of angels, since she

possesses, in the Holy Ghost bestowed on her, the source itself

of all truth. The/orm in which angels appear (with wings, or

clad in garments, and such like) must be considered as merely

accidental, occasioned solely by those circumstances under which

the appearance takes place. However, on the part of him who
beholds angels, the opening of the internal eye is always a con-

dition. Appearances emanating from the heavenly world can-
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not be seen by every one with a heavenly eye, as objects of the

external world; and although other persons be present, yet the

ano-el sees or appears to him only for whom his appearance is

destined. Thus the angels ascended and descended upon Jesus

already, when he said the words to the Apostles (John i. 51), but

their internal eye was closed as yet against the occurrences of the

spiritual world. Accordingly, no appearance of angels must be

considered as a mere external occurrence, but likewise as an in-

ternal effect produced in the contemplating being (comp. Numb,

xxii. 81). Finally, Christ our Lord had no revelations,^ for he was

not only a revelation, but the revelation of God manifested in

the flesh. The angels of the Lord ascend and descend upon

him, i.e. he is the centre and medium between the visible and

iuATsible word, so that the mutual operations of these two are

directed and regvdatcd by him (comp. John i. 51).

Ver. 18. The first narrative following the genealogy is intro-

duced under an especial heading, in which 'iJicoD, no doubt, is a

.spurious addition (see Gersclorff, on the passage mentioned, page

39). Tmaig, the term most approaching to the Hebrew r\'i"t7iri'

is to be preferred to the reading of yhvrjgig. Ma^/a, as also Ma^lafi,

corresponds with the Hebrew ^^^2' Exod. xv. 24; Numb. xii.

1. The endeavours of the Evangelist to exhibit Mary as pure

and untouched by man cannot be mistaken; to fj^vi^gnudsterig yag

Trig iir,r^hg aurou, he expressly adds t^Iv ti (rvvs}J^sTv avrovg. By ffvvsX-

^uv (which is parallel Avith the above Ta^aXa/SsTi/, v. 20, 25) is de-

noted living and dwelling together, which of course involves the

conjugal union. Bv^lff-Asc^at is not used any more than t<^^j72^
T : '

merely instead of sTmi ; on the contrary, it signifies detection or

recognition. (On h. -Trviv/MaTog aylov, see Luke i. 85.)

Ver. 19. The narrative of St Matthew implies that Mary did not

disclose her situation to Joseph (for other points sec Luke ii. 89).

As soon as he himself had become aware of it, he endeavoured

to dismiss her without noise (Xa^^a, i.e. by concealing in the

documents the ground of divorce). 'A-rroXusiv denotes the formal

dismissal by means of a written declaration, Deut. xxiv. 1.

' There is only a semblance of contradiction to this idea in passages

such as Luke xxii. 43, according to which an angel appeared to Christ

in Gethsemane. For this angel revealed to him nothing, but ministered

t(j the jihysical exhaustion of the Redeemer, and appeared to him only

in order to comfort him bodily.
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Joseph, according- to the Jewish custom, divorced his bride as

formally as if she had been his wife;^ but showed himself as

binaiog. The expression here cannot mean, as in Luke i. 6, a

person who carefully fulfils the precepts of the law, for according

to the same he could have laid an information against his bride

(Deut. xxii. 23 sqq.) ; but he is mentioned as kind and benig-

nant. Chrysostom has it: x^y\Grog, k'znixrig (comp. Rom. iii. 21

on the connected development of the idea of hixatog and its de-

rivatives).—The word 'xa^a.hnyiJ.aTiZiiv, or making a TaodhnyiMa of

a person, expresses the idea of cpangueai, but with the accessory

idea of shame (Heb. vi. 6). Thus, then, the Father suffered his

only begotten son and his mother, as also his chosen ones of the

church, to pass through good and bad reports ! That God him-

self suffered the semblance of a sin committed previously to fall

upon Mary (for she must have appeared in the eyes of the world

under every circumstance as being with child premat urely)must

be regarded as a trial with respect to Mary herself, one which

tended to perfect her belief; with regard to Christ, however,

this circumstance must be added to the character of his abase-

ment—he was to appear as sent h h(ioiui[jja7i 6ag%hg a[/.a,^Tiag (Rom.

viii. S).

Ver. 20. It may well be supposed that the conduct to which

Joseph believed himself compelled must have produced in him
powerful emotions. From these natural processes in the mind,

and from the dreams and fancies which arose out of them, we

must distinguish a higher influence than was produced upon

Joseph in his dream, for it was this that led to his behaviour

towards Mary, as related in verses 24, 25. The text does not lead

us, by this appearance of the angel, to imagine something exter-

nally visible ; as it occurred to Joseph in a dream, it will be best

to conceive of it as an internal vision. The same God who warns

expressly against false dreams (Jer. xxiii. 32; xxix. 8) not seldom

directs his people in true ones (Numb. xii. 6), by pointing out

to the simple-minded, who are really anxious to obtain a know-

ledge of truth and of the way to please God, unmistakeable cri-

teria of pure visions, by which they may distinguish between

such and false ones. Yet, these are modified accordino^ to the

1 Maimonides apud Buxt. de divort. p. 76, femina ex quo desponsata

est, licet mondum a viro cognita, est uxor viri et si sponsus earn velit

repudiare, oportet ut id faciat libello repudii.
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individuality of persons, and tlierefore cannot be reduced to

rules; every divine guidance, by dreams or any other com-

munication, demands internal earnestness and purity of heart.

The unclean mind always hears and sees falsely wherever it

snatches at divine signs. {'Ev'^u/xiTaDai means to agitate in the

iiujCi&s, to ponder over with a liking of the heart. [Comp. Mattli

ix. 4; Acts of the Apostles x. 19.] Kar '6va§ is only to be found

in Matthew [ii. 12, 13, 19, 22; xx\di. 19]. The contrast to this

formula forms xa^' licrag; this, however, does not occur in the

New Testament. 'Ev avrfj = h rfi xoi'/Ja auTric, the child unborn,

reposing as yet in the womb of the mother, but already existing.

The preposition s% denotes the Holy Ghost as the creative cause

of the existence of the child.

Ver. 21. The indefinite neuter {yimr^Xiv) is more precisely ex-

pressed by the term son; the name applied to him is mentioned,

and the signification of the name with reference to his destina-

tion is i^ointed out. The great importance of names pervades

the whole of the sacred writings. The name, according to

its proper destination, must not be an arbitrary one, but

express the nature of the individual bearing it. Through sin

this original import of the name has been destroyed, inasmuch

as sin destroyed the faculty of percei"\dng the internal being;

in those great personages, how^ever, who form the pillars of

all that is noble in our race, the Holy Ghost has supplied this

want from above. The last w^ords of the verse express the great

and sublime destination of this ofl'spring of the Spirit; he is re-

presented as the mrr^^ i'^^'^TV) of ^^is people. The expression

Xao's =a^ stands for the Jewish people as the antithesis to 'i^vrt
T

"^
D'^^il' although 'i%rjg likewise signifies sometimes the JoMash

people (John xi. 51). That the angel here \news the destina-

tion of the Redeemer Math reference to the Jcw^ish people only,

is to be understood as similar words of Jesus himself (sec Mattli.

X. 5, 6). The Jews, indeed, according to the whole divine eco-

nomy and order of salvation, alone had a calling* and destination

for the suirrtoia. Reference to the Gentiles is thereby by no means
excluded; the Xaog of the cwt-^^ is, in the more extended sense of
the word, the whole spiritual Israel, the hearts of all nations,

languages, and tongues, which long after righteousness and
truth (John x. 16). But for the proper discernment of the
nature of the promised gMr^ia, the addition a--rh rm a/jua^riSiv is im-
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portant. Tlie ethical character of the redemption to be effected

by the Messiah, which had been lost at the time of Christ among
the rude mass of the Jews, but not so among the nobler portion

of the nation, here appears in the clearest light, and can only

be disputed by those who are blinded by partiality. It corre-

sponds with the expression of a similar passage in Luke i. 77,

a<piGig Tu\i d/^agr/wc. Swcs/ denotes the removal or extirpation

quite as much as the forgiveness of sin. The reference of d/xagr/a

to the punishment of sin (and indeed to its most external form,

oppression by the Romans) is inadmissible, because d/xa^r/a never

does, nor can, denote the punishment of sin without the sin, but

only the punishment of sin with the sin.

Ver. 22, 23. The following words are evidently not those of

the angel, but those of the Evangelist, who refers his Jewish

readers to the Old Testament in order to prove to them that

whatever is new in the Grospel is to be found existing already in

the sacred basis upon Avhich they, rest their belief. The effica-

cious cause of it is the Lord himself (i/to, as above Ix, used of

the source, the origin) ; the prophet appears only as the mediat-

ing organ. Aid as the antithesis to \jt6, denoting the instrument,

by means of which some end is attained.) But with regard to

the sense here of the formula, 'ha or o'xug TXri^oo^fj, which is espe-

cially to be found in St Matthew, it is clear, in the first place,

that the writers themselves of the New Testament understood it

in its literal and natural sense ; hence 'rXi^^ova^ai has the significa-

tion of the actual fulfilment of athing promised in the jxist; so

that TXn^ova^ai always presupposes a promise. The conjunction

i'va, as denoting the consequence, cannot [here] be translated so

that (sKJSaTixuis), but expresses the intention {nXixojg), and must
be rendered that, in order that. The aim of the whole formula

is evidently to render prominent whatever is aimed at in the re-

sult, an idea, indeed, to which -rX'/jgoDo^a/ necessarily leads. We
may therefore complete the phrase toZto ysyovsv by adding the

words V'Trh Tov -/.v^iou, for the thing which came to j)ass must not

be conceived of as accidental. The formula, indeed, bears its

simple grammatical sense wherever expositors can explain it of

actual prophecies contained in the Old Testament; but where'

they imagine this to be impossible, they assign to it a more
extended meaning, thus: "The result is such that the Avords

of the Old Testament find here with propriety their applica-
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tion/' The latter explanation goes on the admission that iVa

may be used in the New Testament ixj3aTiy.ug,^ but it does not

follow that it must be taken in this sense; and the formula

ivK vX^noi^ji, so well known in the New Testament, can have

but one and the same meaning- in all passages in which it is

used. The reference made to the general customs which pre-

vailed among the Jews, to apply passages of the Old Testament

in a sense entirely diiferent from that which their context dic-

tates, is, in any case, inadmissible, because it is improbable that

the sacred writers should have accommodated themselves to a

custom so insignificant, and so much exposed to abuse. But

even if it were so, the meaning of the phrase iVa tXjj^wS/j' Avould

not thereby be changed; for had the writers of the New Tes-

tament gone so far with the ideas of the day, they would

have surely gone to their root, and believed that holy writ

has an infinity of senses, and can be applied under all pos-

sible circumstances. Such, in fact, is the opinion of every Rab-

bi as often as he applies the Scripture in his own (although

foolish) way; and following his opinion of the universal applica-

bility of the sacred writings, he imagines that in all such cases

he finds a fulfilment of the scriptural text. Hence, in my

1 The question respecting the use of the term ha is important in u

dogmatic point of view ; it forms a subject for discussion, not only in

the prophecies of the Old Testament, but likewise in the question con-

cerning predestination. (Comp. the remarks to Matth. xiii. 14, 15;

John xii. 31), 4U). It is, however, remarkable, that whetlicr we admit
that ha is very often, or deny that it is ever, used JxjSar/xwg, in either

way we encounter a difficulty in understanding some passages. This is

especially the case with regard to John xvii. 3, where the words aurr,

iffrh 7) aidjviog ^wj;, ha yivMCf/.uci &i6v, are rendered : vita actcrna in hoc

cernitur studio, ut te cognoscant. In the j^lace of the knowledge itself

of God, we thus obtain a mere aspiration after it. Here, too, the trutli

seems to lie in the middle, and it is to my mind certain tluit St John
uses ha of a mere result. This Evangelist has, in all his writings, one
passage only (John iii. IG,) in which usrs is used in this sense in pre-

ference to i'va, and there after outok preceding; o'xojc, too, onl}' occurs

John xi. 57. But it is, nevertheless, inconceivable why St John should
not have wished at times to express the idea of mere rcsidt without de-

sign; and passages such as John iv. 34; ix. 2; xv. 13; xvi. 7; xvii. 3,

show that he applied the term ha instead. Winer (Gr. p. 427 sqq.)

goes a little too far, indeed, by admitting, only after those verbs which
signify a command, wisli, or request, a weakened meaning of ha ; where-
as he denies a permutation of ha and (Ign.
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opinion, it is to avoid doctrinal embarrassment that men have

explained the formula in question with such a neglect of gram-

matical rule. They thought they had no right to consider

as prophecies all those passages quoted in the New Testament,

which, when compared with the Old, in its proper connec-

tions, were found to contain no prophecies whatever. To evade

the objection that the writers of the New Testament have

quoted, as prophecy, passages from the Old Testament which

contain no prophecy, the phrase ha 'ttXyi^u^^ has in such instances

been so interpreted. Hence, if the obstacle be removed, no ex-

cuse will remain for deviation from the true literal sense. But

the obstacle may be removed by acknowledging in the prophe-

cies of the Old Testament a double reference,—to a present de-

based something, and to a future exalted something. Under

such a supposition, we shall be able to keep everywhere to the

one true, simple, grammatical, literal sense, and to acknowledge

the quotations made in the New Testament as prophecies in the

full sense of the word. It belongs to the peculiar arrangement

and order of the Scripture, that the life and being of the Old

Testament should form a mirror reflecting the life of the New
Testament, especially of the person of Christ, as the representa-

tive of the New Testament, and that the threads of all the ideas

and institutions of the Old Testament should be concentrated

there, as in its centre).' (Comp. my treatise: Ein Wort liber

tiefern Schriftsinn. Konigsberg, 1824. Against it, Steudel in

Bengel's Archiv. vol. iii. art. 2. Finally, Kleinert's Bemerkung-

en in Tholuck's Anz. Jahrg. 1831. Numb. 28). This general

character of the Old Testament is exhibited likewise in the pas-

sage (Is. vii. 14,) here quoted. The literal sense of the passage

necessarily requires a reference to something present, since the

' Comp. Hamanns History of liis Conversion, (Works vol. i. p. 211,

sqq.), vfhere he says :
" I found the unity of the divine will in the re-

demption of Jesus Christ, that all history, all the miracles, all the com-
mands and works of God, met in this centre point." In the works of

Hamann, we may discover an instance of modern times, of that spiritual

interpretation as it was in use by the writers of the New Testament.

Very truly, indeed, does Bengel say in his Gnom. ad h. 1. Saepe in

N. T. allegantur vaticinia, quorum contextum prophetarum temporum
non dubium est, quin auditores eorum ex hitentione clivina interpretari

debuerint de rebus jam tum praesentibus. Eadem vero intentio divina,

lone/ins 2»'os2}iciem, sic formavit oixUionem, tit mag is p;'o^:)rie cleinceps ea

convenirent in tempora Messiae, et banc intentionem divinam apostoU

nos docent, nosque dociles habere dehent.
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rra^'^'svog, who is to give birth to Immanuel, is exhibited by the

prophet to king Ahaz as a sign; a reference to the Messiah, to

be born " from a virgin" after many centuries, appears not at

all to the purpose under existing circumstances. The most

natural way would be to understand by virgin^ the betrothed of

the prophet, who as his spouse is called prophetess, J-it^''^^'
^^•

viii. 3. In that case we can naturally expound the passage as

follows:—Isaiah gives to Aliaz a sign that his present bride

and future wife wiU bear a son called Immanuel, and that his

promises will become fulfilled before the infant shall be grown to

a boy ; hence, in two or three years. Thus was given to king Ahaz
a sign ]-\it^j

soon to be recognized; the birth of Immanuel, how-

ever, at the same time, in a far higher sense, had reference to the

Messiah, through whom the prophecy was fulfilled, since he was

born from a virgin, as a sign (fri^) for the incredulous world,

wliich was represented by Ahaz. This suits very well with the

entire s^anbolizing manner in which Isaiah named his sons.

He represented a wdiole series of ideas and facts, which appeared

to him, under the circumstances of those days particularly

important, in his children, the one of whom was called Shear-

jashub (vii. 3,) the other Maher-shalal-hash-baz, (viii. 3,) whilst

the third and last was called Immanuel. Thus the prophet formed

of his family a circle of ideas wliich was, so to speak, embodied

and personified, and within which liis prophetic spirit dwelt

and acted. Such a manner of teaching is quite in accordance

with the proplietic ministry, and lience St Matthew was quite

right in applying the birth of Immanuel, the son of the prophet,

to the birth of Christ, because that parallel was had in view,

and was expressed by the spirit of prophecy.^ Besides, the

* Tag^£i/05 = pplibi^' uumarried female, differing in itself from

nS^n^l' which necessarily signifies pure virginity; but the word

'rVj7^ '"^'2/ ^^^^' ^^^> ^^ ^^^^' ^"'^^ here be used as speaking of a pure

virgin.

* Not even the able defence of the opposite party, conducted by
Ilcngstenhevfi in his Christologie, vol. i. part ii. p. 4.3, sqq. where he
says, that the prophetic tvords expressed or implied nothiiuj of a low

character, has been able to convince me that this manner of explain-

ing the passage is untenable, (Is. vii. 14). It seems to me that

Hengstenberg has not succeeded in solving the dilHcult ))roblem, how
the reference made to the Messiah could l)c a sign fur Ahaz. An un-
bias-ged reflection necessarily leads us to suppose, that Ahaz nuist have
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teiins which St Matthew here uses do not quite agree with the

Septuagint, nay, they even depart from the original text, inas-

much as the word nb^"^l7 (signifying thou shalt call, 2d person of

the fem. gend.) is rendered xaAstrouo-/.

Ver. 24, 25. Joseph obeyed the divine command in all things;

he believed in the purity of his wife, and having taken her unto

himself, he gave the child after its birth the name which had
been commanded. However, the Evangelist makes here a re-

markable addition in the following words:—oux syhuaxsv avrnv, 'ius

oil iTsze rov v'lhv avTTJs '^ov t^utotozov. That here y/vwcxs/v= V"71 is used

to denote conjugal cohabitation requires no proof; the only

question is, whether these words express the notion of a cohabi-

tation not having taken place at all during the married life of

Joseph, or whether such was only the case previous to the birth

been informed that something would happen during his hfe. The re-

ference made to the period of two or three years which would be re-

quired for the growth of the Messiah, who was to be born centuries

afterwards, contains much that is exceedingly forced. Taking all

the circumstances into consideration, the prophecy must necessarily

have been of little importance to Ahaz. However, the grounds brought
forward against my view apjaear to me very feeble. For, when
Hengstenherg says that there exists no analogy between the birth of

Immanuel in a natural manner, and that of the Messiah in a super-

natural, it is then correct that St Matthew urges the expression Tag-

6svog, which has not, however, the same emphasis in the prophet. Still,

this free use of the prophecy is not uncommon in the New Testament,

especially in the Epistle to the Hebrews, and may be safely received, if,

as in this case, the passage quoted is a true prophecy or type. For, the

references in this passage harmonize with each other to the name
Immanuel; the son of Isaiah had the name, but Chi-ist the nature,

he ivas the visible God whom the other only represented. Besides,

anomalous features must exist in every type or symbol, for otherwise it

would be no type, but the thing itself. Hence, all the prophecies of

Scripture have sufficient resemblances to be recognized by those who are

in want of them, and who from necessity seek them; but they have
likewise a sufficient number of dissimilarities to be mistaken by those

who have no desire to discover and know them. (In the main point I

agree in opinion with the remarks made by Umhreit on Isaiah vii. 1-i,

in the Stud, und Krit. for 18.30, part iii. p. 538 sqq). The assumption
of the late Kleinert, (see Tholuck's Anz. for 1832, numb. 25 sqq,) that

it was a rision which God showed to Ahaz through the prophet, con-

cerning the virgin and Immanuel, and that we ought to consider it as

such, would doubtless contribute to explain many a point; but in the

text a vision is not named by the prophet, and hence, w'thout an inti-

mation of this kind, the assumption of a vision is quite arbitrary.
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of Jesus. From the text before us, especially from the words g'w^

o5 and rrpuroroy.og, WO are led to suppose the latter. The former

seems to imply that the conjugal life of Josejih and Mary com-

menced after the birth of Jesus; and the latter expression

seems to assert that Mary had many children. But as it is im-

probable, from Gospel-history, that Mary had other children,

(for the particulars on this subject see Matth. xiii. 55,) no

forced conclusion can be drawn from the word T^wr&Voxos in fa-

vour of the assumption that a conjugal relation existed subse-

quently between Joseph and Mary. For, the expression in

Hebrew is but=-)'i2;ri or Qn-i-^^Q, which may imply the first-

born of children as well as the only one. (Besides, it must be

well remembered, that the words here used are T^uroroxog auTr,g
;

in the formulas T^uroToxog h roTg adsX(poTg [Rom. viii. 29,] £X ruv

nn^Ziv [Rev. i. 5,] ffccojjc %ri<s'.(,ig [Col. i. 15] this expression, of

course, has quite a diiferent meaning. In like manner we find

in Heb. i. 6, a parallel passage, where the expression stands un-

connected. (See the commentary on these passages). Neither

does the formula Uig ou= "i^-r^ necessarily imply that whatever

is denied to have happened before or up to a given time, has

happened afterwards. This is proved in the Old Testament by

passages such as Gen. viii. 7; 2 Sam. vi. 23. It is true, that no

passage in the New Testament having any reference to it, for

example, Matth. xxii. 44; (comp. with 1 Cor. xv. 28,) Matth. v.

26, is quite decisive. But it is in accordance with the nature of

the particle, not to imply necessarily that whatever has not

happened up to a certain point of time, has occurred at the ex-

piration of it. All depends upon conditions and circumstances.

We can say, for example: We waited till midnight, but no one

came; herein it is not implied that any one came after midnight,

—it only means, no one came at all. Hence, we must say, that no

conclusion can be safely drawn from this passage in support of

either the one view or the other; St Matthew asserts it only as

a fact, that Joseph disowned Mary up to the birth of Jesus.

Joseph, it is evident, had great reason to suppose, from what

had occurred, that the end of his marriage with Mary was not to

beget children. The words of the Evangelist run perhaps de-

signedly as they do, in order to prevent any inference being-

drawn from these events which might prove unfavourable to the

sacredncss of tlie marriage; but it seems natural, nevertheless,
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that the last female member of the house of David, from whom
the Messiah was born, should close her race with this eternal

offspring, and only child. (The contrary opinion is defended by
Stier in his Andeutungen, vol. 1st, p. 404 sqq}.

§ 3. ARRIVAL or THE MAGI. FLIGHT TO EGYPT. MASSACRE

OF THE INNOCENTS. RETURN TO EGYPT.

(Matth. ii. 1—23).

Ver. 1. St Matthew observes, only incidentally, and by way
of addition, that Jesus was born at Bethlehem,' at the time

of Herod (surnamed the Grreat, who was the son of Anti-

pater)
;
yet he makes no distinct mention of the dwelling-place

of Joseph and Mary, from which it appears clear that the

Evangelist, in recording the life of Christ, intentionally si)eaks

as little about the time as the place, a circumstance which is

not unimportant, from the seeming discrepancies which exist

between St Matthew and St Luke, upon which we shall touch

hereafter. (bjj^XIe//,, Dn7'n"^3, was two leagues, or six Roman

millia south by west of Jerusalem. Originally this town was
called Ephrath, [Gen. xxxv. 19; xlviii. 7,] and is here distin-

guished by the addition of rrig 'loudaiag from another Bethle-

hem in Galilee, which belonged to the children of Zebulun, as

mentioned in Josh. xix. 15. As the native town of David, it is

called simply mXig AajSid, Luke ii. 4, 11). The most important

thing with St Matthew is the homage done by the magi to the

newly born Messiah. (The magi, as is well known, were the

priests and wise men among the Persians. In Jerem. xxxix, 3,

the expression ^^-^"^ occurs, and there signifies the head of tlie

college of magi. The Greek translation of this term by Suidas,

who renders it (piX6so(poi, <piX6dsoi, is inferior to one of Persian

origin, signifying great, excellent. Afterwards the title (layoc,

like mathematicus, chaldaeus, was applied to every lover of secret

* As St Matthew does not describe more minutely the person of

Herod, many of Avhich name ruled over Palestine, (comp. the first

chronological table of my exposition of the Acts of the Apostles), it is

clear that he supposes his readers to be acquainted with the circum-

stances; and this likewise contributes to the explanation of many pecu-

liarities in his narrative.
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wisdom, but more especially to astrologers. Comp. Acts of the

Apostles xiii. 6). This narrative is easily explained the moment

we reo"ard the magi as followers of Zoroaster's System of Light,

which, even before the birth of Christ, had spread throughout

Asia anterior. (Pompey had found among the Cilician pirates

the worship of Mithras, which is a branch of the Zend-religion.

Comp. Plut. vit. Pomp. c. 37). The expression, aTo avaroXSv'

must therefore be used in the indefinite and general sense pecu-

liar to it; it refers, like CZIp^^^ ^^ cver^^thing situated in an

easterly direction of Palestine, such as Arabia and Persia,

which lies much further off. Hence, the assumption that the

magi were Persians, is tenable, because iHie system of the Zend

contains remarkable germs of truth, as for example the idea of

a Zoziosh, i.e. of an expected Redeemer; and then, again, be-

cause we may more easily imagine a greater correspondence

between Jewish ideas and the natural religion of the Persians,

than with that of any other nation. To believe such a corres-

pondence of ideas is in this place necessary, because the Persians

expected their Redeemer from the family of Zoroaster, whereas,

on the other hand, these magi sought the Saff/Xsiig ruv'Tovdaloov (ver.

2).* Besides, the circumstance of a star having been the guide of

the magi, as St Matthew tells us, implies an acquaintance Avith

astronomical pursuits, which was not foreign to the Parsecs. With

regard to the report, that the prophecy of the appearance in the

east of a great king of the world, was current even among the Gen-

tiles at the time when Christ was born (Suet. Vesp. c. 4. Tacit.

Hist. V. 13. Joseph. B. J. I. v. 5 ; vii. 31), and which affords a proof

how great events, especially such as concern the whole human

race, announce themselves through certain presentiments,—this

mysterious foreknowledge of the Gentiles cannot Avell be used in

this place to explain the arrival of the magi. Their foith, it is

evident, was based upon firmer foundations than such vague

reports; they saw in this new-born infant whom they sought,

not only a governor, but the Redeemer, their own Zoziosh. The

1 'AmroXyj, when used to express one of the cardinal points of the

world, occurs (like dvff/ujg) chietly in the plural (comp. Rlatth. viii. 11.

aTu dvaroXuiv Tiai due/Muv), perhaps on account of the daily return of the

risinjr and setting sun.

2 We could likewise suppose that these raagi were Jews, such for ex-

ample as bcU)n<;ed to the ten lost tribes; hut the expression fSadiXiv; rcTi/

'iovbaiuv especially speaks of persons that were not Jews.
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perception of these believing or faithful strangers was, no doubt,

essentially correct, yet we must consider well to what extent we
can ascribe to them exact doctrinal notions. Besides, the ancient

church considered these magi to have been the representatives

of the Gentile world, which through them did homage to our

Lord; this is a wise thought, and full of deep truth! Owing to

the prophetic declarations made in the Old Testament concerning

this event (Ps. Ixviii. 80, 32; Ixxii. 10; Is. xlix. 7; Ix. 3, 6), the

magi were early considered to have been kings, and legends

gave them the names of Caspar, Melchior, and Balthasar. To
those of Clirist's adversaries, who assert that the New Testament

contains myths, it is, of course, of importance to view this

event, that is the appearance of the magi before the new-born

Redeemer, as a philosophical mythus, destitute of historical

foundation, and as one through which tradition intended to ex-

press the idea contained in the passages from the Old Testament

just referred to, Adz. that the Messiah would exercise a universal

sway, and one which would extend beyond the limits of the

Jewish nation.' However, this mode of Adewing the matter is

not at all consistent with the circumstance, that this universal

sway of Christ appears but slightly revealed in St Matthew's

Gospel. Reported by contemporaries only, this narrative would

have been a gross imiDOsition, had it been devoid of historical

truth.

Ver. 2. The words contained in the family-record which St

Matthew here used, and which refer to the magi, speak of the

special relation that existed between the new-bom infant and
the Jewish people. The ^ccaiXi-jg ruv 'loudaiuv is not a king, so to

speak, who rules over the Jews otily (the magi, in fact, express

by their symbolical acts their submission to his spiritual sove-

reignty), but one who 'proceeds from Jews, and who, from the

midst of them, extends his kingdom. Hence the true idea of

the passage, " Salvation is of the Jews" (John iv. 22), is thus

veiy correctly expressed. As a sure sign of his birth, the magi

mention the sight of his star {s7do/j.sv aWoZ rhv adTs^a). It appears,

^ The defenders of the mythical conception avail themselves quite

arbitrarily, first of one thing, and then of another, to defend their views,

without any reference to its internal consistency. At one time we
are told that the apostles considered the ministry of the Messiah confined

to the people of Israel, and at another, that they invented fables in order

to point out a universal ministry.
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til en, that tliey knew that a heavenly signal would be connected

with the earthly appearance of this (spiritual) king. That great

events occurring on earth had their corresponding phenomena
in tlie heavenly world, where they manifested themselves, or

made themselves ^asible especially in the form of stars, was an

opinion widely diffused throughout the ancient world (comp., for

example, Justin, hist, xxxvii. 2, Sueton. vit. Caes. c. 88) ; nor is it

without foundation, although it was generally employed in sup-

port of sujjerstition.^ In the appearance of the Redeemer and his

subsequent life, the idea and jDresentiment here expressed were

fully realised. Wliat this aern^ (3a(riXsug was is uncertain, and can

doubtless be ascertained with difficulty. That the phenomenon
here spoken of was a meteor is the most improbable supj)osition,

although the ninth verse seems to favour that idea, because it

says that the star stood over the house wherein the child was.

The Platonic Chalcidius (0pp. Hippolyti edid. J. A. Fabricius,

pag. 325) sup])oscs this star to have been a comet, whereas the

learned Bishop Mlinter of Copenhagen regarded it as a constel-

lation, with reference to the conjunction of planets, like that

which took place in the year 1825 (comp. the Abhandl. der

Acad, der Wissensch. of Copenli. of the year 1820). It seems most

probable to me that a particular star is meant,^ on account of

^ In the tract Jalhut Ruheni it is said: qua hora natus est Abra-
hamus, stetit sidus quoddam in oriente, ct degUitivit quatuor astra, quae

erant in quatuor coeli plagis (comp. Bertholdi's cliristol. Jud. pag. 55).

These words evidently describe a constellation of planets, according to

a sensible impression left on the mind of the spectators. Four stars

united and formed a whole, and hence it had the appearance of swallow-

ing up the four smaller.

2 Owing to the arguments of Ideler, who follows the views of the cele-

brated chronologer Abbe Sandemente, I have begun to doubt whether the

star here spoken of is not in reality a conjunction of planets. The learned

men just mentioned, from their respective theories, attempt to determine

the year of the birth of Jesus, and prove that six years before our era an

extremely remarkable conjunction of the chief planets of our solar system

had taken place. Now, according to the most careful calculation of the

moderns, planets at one time stood near each other, and at another with-

drew, so that the stars or constellation seemed at one time to be there, and
at another time they Avere not, a circumstance which suits the narrative

of St Matthew well, and hence I am inclined to consider this hypothesis

very probable. Add to this, that according to Jewish traditions (for

example Abarbenel in his Commentary of Daniel), such conjunctions

likewise took place at the birth of Moses, and other holy men who con-

tributed to spread the kingdom of God. Comp. Meier's Handb. d. Chron.
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tlie parallel passage in Matth. xxiv. SO, where, at tlie second ad-

vent of Clirist, tliere is promised likewise a cruj^iTov tou viou tov dv-

'^^uTov sv tOj ov^avQj, as WO find in tlie prophecy. Numb. xxiv. 17,

respecting the first advent of our Lord. (In order to apply this

passage to himself, the well-known false Messiah called himself

Barchochba, i.e. son of the star.)

Ver. 3, 4. This woidd be fearful news to the king and the

spiritual rulei's of the Jews, partly, because everything great

and mighty, when starting suddenly into existence, produces

terror (for it is not to be supposed that all the a^^n^s/'i and

yga/M/xarsTg feared the appearance of the Messiah on account of

their sin), and partly, because conscience announced to Herod

who had grown hoary in sin, and to the greater portion of the

priesthood, who, buried in selfishness, only sought their own in-

terest and aggrandisement, that with the appearance of the king

of righteousness their /Sac/Xs/a r^g dbr/Jag was coming to an end.

Considering the external circumstances, which resulted in the

general expectation of the Messiah entertained by the Jews at

that time, it is more than probable that political hopes or fears

were created in the minds of the greater portion of those who
heard of a (SasiXsug ruv 'loudaluv; but we must not forget that, in

the small circles of the truly faithful, a correct notion had

been preserved of the spiritual character of the Messiah (comp.

on Luke i. 76), and that the change of external circumstances

was regarded by them merely as the consequence of his internal

ministry. By do^niBTg we must here understand not only the

high priests [^^l^in 1113] i^ ^^^® ^^^^ sense of the word, i.e. those

who were actually engaged in the performance of the high

priest's duties, and those who formerly held office of high priest,

but this term implies likewise the chief priests who were at the

head of the twenty-four classes of priests. [For further infor-

mation on this subject, comp. on Luke i. 5.] As these heads

were by virtue of their office likewise members of the Sanhe-

drim, hence every one of them was called Synedros a^^/sfsi/g

vol. ii. p. 410 sqq. and the Lehrbuch (p. 428), where there is found a

new calculation by Encke. Kei^pler long ago was of this opinion, only he

fixed the conjunction according to his calculation (which, however, was

hardly correct), somewhat too late.

—

Ignatius (epist. ad Ephes. c. 19)

describes the star as a peculiar one, and as surpassing all others in

brio'htness.
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[John xii. 10]. The term y^aixiJ^anT;, ^'ry^'o comprises all those

skilled in the Jewish law, such as vo/x/xo's, vo/ModiddgxaXog, so that,

indeed, every a^yjsoilg was a y^aiLiLanijc, but not vice versa. As
the magi had done (vcr. 2), the king too inquires (vcr. 4) only for

the place (toD yivvarai) where the new king was born. The
birth itself appears to all indubitably certain, a circumstance

which points to a general expectation of the Messiah. The
present tense {yinarai) need not be taken as a future ; this tense

here, in fact, refers to the proj)hecies of the Scriptures, accord-

ing to which the learned were to decide, so that the meaning

is: Wlierc is the king (whom the prophets foretold) that is horn,

according to which it remains undetermined whether he, as the

magi asserted (toD Igtiv 6 rzy^iig ^affiXs-Jg, ver. 2), was already

born, or would as yet be born.

Vcr. 5, 6. The learned Jews, who mention Bethlehem as the

birthplace of the Messiah, according to Micali v. 1, are quite

right. In this remarkable prophecy, Avhich is acknoAvlcdged

by most expounders, and one which has been especially and

literally fulfilled, the insignificant city (called by John, vii. 42,

on this account, xui/xtj) is described as the bii-thj)lace of the

Messiah, and a contrast, moreover, is here instituted between

its earthly debasement with its spiritual glory. In the quo-

tation here made, the evangelist neither follows the Hebrew
text, nor the Scptuagint, but quotes freely from memoiy.^ The
meiosis which, according to St Matthew, becomes apparent in

the words: ovda/zug i\ayj(sr7\ i7, is contained neither in the original

text, nor in the translation of the Septuagint. Yet is the devi-

ation solely in form, for St Matthew only repeats the idea of the

prophet, which is: that Bethlehem, although mean or insignifi-

cant in its exterior, is nevertheless highly honoured. (The ad-

dition: 7^ 'louda, which belongs to St Matthew, refers, no doubt,

to the tribe of Judah, from which, according to Genes, xlix. 10,

the Messiah is to be born; the expression y^ stands synecdochi-

cally for mXig, as for example Jerem. xxix. 7, where "y^i^ is ren-

dered 7^ by the Septuagint. Comp. Matth. x. 15; xi. 24; xiv.

' Jerome, strange to say, observes on this passage :
" arbitror Matthac-

um volentum arguere scribarum et sacerdutum negligcntiam sic etiani

po.sui.sse (sc. verba projihetae), uti ab eis dictum est." St Matthew liini-

self, in that case, must have become guilty in other passages of the same
neffliffentia.
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34.—For the words sv -oTg nyifj^osiv of St Matthew, the Septuagint

has if jjKtaGi'j, according' to the Hebrew *^q~i^^- The Jewish

nation was divided [Judges vi. 15] into families [Q"iQ^i^] that

were governed by heads [Q'^Q^^^ ^"^tLN '^r/^iJ^ovig, Exod. xviii. 21

;

Numb. i. 16]. The heads of the families, then, stand with St

Matthew in the place of the families themselves, and these again

in the place of the cities in which they dwelt.) As a character-

istic feature of him expected from Bethlehem (^^i, s^i^x^'^&ai, sig_

nifying to come forth out of the loins, i.e. to be born), the Evan-

gelist, from the manner in which he uses the quotation from the

Old Testament, distinctly declares his dominion over the people

of Israel. The expressions in which the Evangelist describes

this dominion, seem carefully and designedl}'' chosen to intimate

its tender and merciful nature. (The term riyrj{ji/.ivoc=^'\^f2,

implies more the notion of leading to an end, than that of merel}''

determining by force; the addition miij.anT rhv Xaov f/^ou, vihich. is

not found in the Hebrew text, is perhaps taken from 2 Sam. v. 2,

and inserted in this prophetic passage. The ideas of ruling and

watching are nearly related, and frequently confounded
;

yet

the term Toii/.aUnv expresses more distinctly the ideal character

of the real governor who has at heart the welfare of his sub-

jects, than iSadiXsusiv). The special relation of this shepherd to

Israel, {Xaog= q^, the contrary of 'q*\^^) must be considered,

moreover, partly as signifying the most direct conception of the

ministry of the Messiah, (see on Matthew i. 21; x. 6; xv. 24),

and partly as comprising an ample and wider extension of it

over the spiritual Israel of all nations. (Comp. on Matth. viii.

11; Rom. ii. 28, 29).

Ver. 7. In order to prevent any political agitation, the suspicious

tyrant observed a secrecy respecting the arrival of the magi, and

the object of their journey, using, as he thought, the knowledge

he had obtained only for his own pui-poses. After he had ascer^

tained from his doctors the place in which the child was born,

he also endeavoured to find out the time at which the birth

occurred. The latter he computed (whether according to inti-

mations received from the magi or not remains undecided) from

the appearance of the star, (jj^f/'Swirs rhv y^g(mv rov faivofjAvou dffrs^oc).

From ver. 1 6, therefore, one might be led to conclude, that the

star had appeared some time before, (perhaps from the time in
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wliieli Jesus was conceived). The term axc/;3ow, see vcr. IG, is

=axei[3u)g i^sra^w, VCr. 8.

Ver. 8, 9. Assuming an air of politeness, Herod hoped to

succeed the better in deluding those unsuspecting men, and in-

ducing them to return; hut God protected them and the little

child against his malice, (nogsjsrrtla/ here certainly stands accor-

ding to the analogy of the Hebrew TT^n? ^^^ ^^t in the sense of

passing from one place to another, since the inquiry was here

connected with a journey). The relation of the travelling-

magi to the star, as related vcr. 9, is obscure. In the first

place, with regard to the expression T^o^ysv a-lro-jg, it cannot

from thence be concluded, that the star had disappeared and

appeared again ; on the contrary, the wliole may be easily

construed thus : the star, which they had seen rise in the

east (h rfi dvaroXfi, vcr. 2,) thcy discovered (as it had changed

its jiosition during its course,) in that direction in which

they pursued their way from Jerusalem to Bethlehem; hence

it always Avent before them {'r^odysiv taken in its proper sense)

as a directing star.' But more difficult and obscure yet is

the passage following the above, and which fonns the conclu-

sion of the 9th ver. viz. (sXduv 'i<rrrj s'xdvu ou (sc. rd-ou) yjv to

Taidiov, in which is expressed a movement of the star on its

arrival at the end of its journey. How a star, be it a comet or

constellation, can remain stationary in the celestial vault, and

seem to stand over a house, cannot be conceived. A meteor of

a fiery or luminous nature would explain this more easily, if this

assumption implied a possibility that the dgr^§ here spoken of

was a thing of this kind. The wliole description of St Matthew

leads us evidently to suppose that the star here mentioned had

been shining for some time. The simplest way is to consider

the expression ixduv hryj to be an artless conception of a child-

like mind, so that the usual form of inquiry after the little

child is understood as being comprised in it; and to the hea-

venly guide remains ascribed both the issue and beginning of

the journey.

Ver. 10, 11. The remark so often repeated, that the magi saw

the star, (Iddvng TOM ddrri^a,) caiiiiot by any means be referred

' Ideler applies this (in the passage above mentioned) to those pla-

nets which approach to and withdraw from each other, wliich, in the

constellation, seemed to form one large star only.
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back to the preceding, so as to consider Idovng a pluperfect; it is

better to refer the expression to the preceding 'isry}, so that the

ghxnce they cast at the star, as it accomplished, so to speak, its

duty, filled them in a high degree with joyous surprise. (The

expression s^d^rjffav xaoaM is the known Hebniising mode of ex-

pression; comp. for example 1 Sam. iv. 5, analogies of which,

moreover, may be found in all languages. In like manner is

the circumlocution of the superlative with sipod^a [^^^] a well-

known Hebraism). In St Matthew's description of the coming

of the magi to the child, Mary his mother only is named;
Joseph is completely kept out of view throughout the Gospel-

history, and bears no apparent spiritual character. (Besides,

the reading of iJbov is preferable in every respect to that of

sSgoi/ of the text, rec.) In the activity of the magi we may dis-

tinguish two things or features,—first, the crgocxovs/i', i.e. prostra-

tion, and then again the offering of their gifts. Both these

features may be considered as being connected in such a manner

as to make us suppose that the magi wished to express in the

ofifering even their dependence; this act was to be a T^os^o^d, a

solemn acknowledgment of the high character of the new-born

infant, as it is, indeed, intimated in the prophecy of Isaiah Ix. 6.

Hence, the T^ocxui/Jjffa/ corresponding with the Hebrew ninnu?n>

as far as language is concerned, proves nothing in favour of

the view of the magi, as to the importance of the little

child; this term often signifies nothing but the known Eastern

mode of salutation. Yet the connexion of the narrative makes

it certain that the magi attributed to the child a spiritual cha-

racter; and hence their T^oex-ovriCig in connexion with the cere-

monial of the T^oa^o^d, gains a higher signification. But, as we
have already observed, we must ascribe to the magi no fixed

dogmatical notions concerning the Godhead of Jesus; on the

contrary, we must attribute to them a presentiment and percep-

tion of a divine disposition connected with and established in

him. We may say, that in this act they worshipped God, who
had for their redemption created this child; but the mere child

they worshipped not. With regard to the presents offered t(j

the little child, (and its mother) we cannot conclude that the

magi came from Arabia, because those presents were Arabian

productions; for these articles were diffiised throughout all the

eastern countries as things necessary for worship, and even gold
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formed a part of the usual offerings made to the gods. The

opinion of some expounders, that these rich presents had to be

bestowed on Maiy because of her poverty, and on account of

her journey to Egypt, (ver. 13,) doubtless deserves our atten-

tion. The Gospel-history shows that our Redeemer, even at a

later period, committed the care of his bodily maintenance to

the love of his family. (Comp. on Luke viii. 3). The expres-

sion Onffau^og like "^^j^^, Deut. xxvi. 12, signifies chest, a place

where treasures are laid up ; the notion of the thing stored up,

of the precious thing, is secondary.

—

AijSavoc =n2i27 signifies
T :

frankincense, which is the produce of a balsamic plant of Arabia.

Tliis expression occurs frequently in the Old Testament, because

frankincense is frequently mentioned in connection Avith sacri-

fices ; in the New Testament this term only occurs in Rev. xviii

.

13. A produce similar to the former is ff/xi/^i/a^-^'Q, which is

obtained from a tree resembling the acacia, Exod. xxx. 23; Ps.

xlv. 9. Frankincense and myrrh were used by the ancients ^Iso

for medicinal purposes ; of course this reference to the presents

can find here no application whatever. On the history of the

magi, in particular, comp. Kleuker's bibl. Sympathieen, p. 36,

sqq. ; Hamann's Kreuzzuge des Philologen. Wcrke, vol. ii. p.

135 sqq.

Ver. 12. We must repeat what we have already obsen'ed,

that the ideas of the magi, which originated from a natural

consideration of the circumstances, must by no means be con-

founded with the impulse they had from above, and which

caused them to determine upon not returning to Herod. (The

term '/jri/j,arl^iiv signifies, in profane Greek, to discharge the

duties of public business, to give response or decision,

—

egdai, to

receive them. In Hellenistic Greek, this expression has the

signification only in respect to a divine response, declaration,

oracle; yjri/j,arr(siv, to give divine commands, [Heb. xii. 25,]

iddat, to receive them. So in the Now Testament, as ver. 22,

and frequently; in the Old Testament, Jer. xxvi. 2; xxix. 18.

Finally, it also means to be named, to be called, comp. Acts of

the Apostles xi. 26, Rom. vii. 3; which signification is quite

common with profane writers.

Ver. 13, 14. As the Redeemer, in his consummate knowledge

of God, did nothing and .spoke nothing of himself, but by the

insi)iration of his Father, (John viii. 28,) so the divine efficacy was
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prominent in the things surrounding him, before the completion of

his knowledge. The history of Jesus, even in his childhood, is

a divine history. Hence, it was from a divine impulse that

Joseph took this holy child and its mother to Egypt.' On the

appearance of the angel, xar om^, comp. i. 20. The term 'ladt

ver. 13, which is the imperative of £/>/, must not be confounded

with the similar form of olba. The umi must here be taken as in

the case of XVT\^ i^^ ^^^^ sense of a lasting existence, i.e. of an
T X

abiding. The expression 'iug av s/Vw aoi implies that a new phe-

nomenon is shortly expected. The whole description of the flight

exj)resses a speedy and secret withdrawing [vMrog, ver. 14]. The

expression t6 Taidm xai n /^yirrjp a-jTou points delicately to the cir-

cumstance, that Joseph here only supplied the place of a father.

The place in Egypt where Jesus, with Mary, is said to have

dwelt, is by tradition called Matarea, in the neighbourhod of

which there stood the temple of Onias, (near Leontopolis) which

attracted a great many Jews.

Ver. 15. The remark, that Jesus remained with his mother

in Egypt until the death of Herod, is a fact of importance for

chronology, since the death of Herod and the accession to the

throne of Archelaus, (ver. 22,) can be determined thereby with

precision. Yet, owing to the circumstance that the Evangelist

has stated neither the age of the child Jesus, wdien his mother

fled with him to Egypt, nor how long they remained there, the

date of this event is altogether vague, and the passages in

Luke iii. 1, 23, do not remove this vagueness. This, however,

is certain, from the passage before us, that Jesus must have

been bom before the death of Herod; and accordingly the com-

putation of time which we receive is fixed three years at least

too late. (Comp. Paulus in the comment, to this passage). The

researches of Sansclemente and Ideler, as we have already ob-

served, fix the birth of Jesus six years before our era. But the

Evangelist, respecting the flight to Egypt, refers to a prophecy

contained in the Old Testament, namely, Hos. xi. 1. The Greek

words in St Matthew vary in a remarkable manner from the

text of the Septuagint; for the latter reads: J| Ah/v-vrou fLinxd-

XiGa rd r'lnva aurov (sc. rou 'Itrga?^?.). In this form the passage was

^ On the flight to Egypt, comp. the excellent sermon of Schleiermacher,

contained in vol. 6 of his magazine. Rohr and Schiideroft', Magdeburg,

1829, p. 301 sqq.
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not at all fit for tlie purpose of quotation ; St Matthew therefore

follows the Hebrew text, which has the singular (^3;^^ *'jni^'^p)-

From this we see that our Greek Matthew treats the quotations

with freedom and independence, which cannot be expected from

a mere common translator. (Comp. § 4 of the introd.) How-
ever, considered in a prophetical point of view, this passage

clearly refers to the calling back of the Jewish people from

Egypt through Moses, inasmuch as the people of Israel, con-

sidered as one man, is called the Son of God, the first-born

of God, (Exod. iv. 22; Jer. xxxi. 9). But the Evangelist refers

this prophetical passage to Christ, as far as the bodily Israel is

in him represented spiritually. The lot of terrestrial Israel is a

type of the destiny of the Messiah, who represents the true

nature of Israel, i.e. in whom all are one, (1 Cor. x. 1 sqq;

Gal. iii. 28). If we consider this idea (and though it were only

upon the principle that every writer must be explained by him-

self, i.e. by his views and principles,) as one vnth which the

writers of the New Testament were well conversant, and quite

independent of its internal everlasting truth, we then shall have

at least the advantage of being able to deal in a plainer and
more natural manner in our intei'pretations.

Vcr. 1 6. The great delay of the magi excites the rage of the

tyrant Herod; he sees himself disappointed, and therefore hopes,

by an act of revolting cruelty, to destroy the child from whom
he apprehends so much danger. In order to be certain that he
will not be frustrated in his design, he orders all the children of

Bethlehem, of two years old and under, to be destroyed. (The
part of speech If/^TarCsiv signifies, in the first place, to scoff, to

deride; and in the second, to deceive, to delude, inasmuch as

delusion sometimes involves derision. 0ii/AoD(r^a/:=pl"^j-f, to be

wroth, is used only in this place. The surrounding country near the

town, the ^'a^O'i^^Hil? territories, districts, was included in the

cruel mandate of Herod). The reference made to the account

of the magi, (vcr. 7,) in the determination of the date, renders

it probable that the star appeared before the birth of Jesus, and
tliat the magi did not arrive in the first days after the birtli,

(comp. on Luke ii. 40); in this case Herod might have con-

sidered it his duty to extend the period of destruction for nearly

two years, in order to be the more certain. (Aurrjc, himus, of

two years, i.e. two years old, rxrrh finroZf stands for ^nruv, of chil-
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clreii of two years old and under). The fact of the Bethlehem-

itic massacre of the innocents is doubted by some, because

neither Joseplius nor any other historian makes mention of it);*

further, because this would have been a cruelty not to be believed

even of a Herod; and finally, because the motive of this act

does not appear to be strong- enough to justify our belief in it,

since some more simple way of removing the child must have

occurred to Herod. In the first place, with regard to the silence

of these authors respecting an event, politically considered, so

unimportant, the death of a few children of a Jewish little

country town, must necessarily have aj)peared to them, (who,

like all the ancient historical writers, regarded things in a

political point of view,) as a matter of little import, and as one

scarcely deserving to be mentioned; and yet this silence will be

still less surprising, when we reflect that the whole transaction,

in its true bearing, was, according to ver. 7, kept secret. In the

second place, the murder of a few children, when compared with

the horrible deeds of a Herod, disappears as a drop in the

ocean; the number of the children murdered on this occasion,

together with the deed itself, which has been considered by

some a fearful butchery, have been falsely exaggerated; accord-

ing to the nature of things, there could have been but few chil-

dren under two years in so small a town as Bethlehem, and these,

indeed, could have been easily removed without much noise.

Lastly, the remark, that tlie whole transaction is based on a

feeble or improper motive, inasmuch as Herod, had he wished to

obtain a clue to the birth-place of Jesus, might easily have

ordered an escort secretly to watch the magi; this, we must

confess, is not without foundation. Yet we must carefully re-

member, that in ancient times there were no civil regulations

and political ordinances such as those of modern days,—that the

birth of the King of the Jews had necessarily to be kept secret

to suit the design of the king, who believed that he could repose

perfect trust in the magi,—and, finally, that incomprehensible

negligencies and inaccuracies may be traced in the history of

eveiy period, which only proves that history is formed by a hand

infinitely superior to that of man.

' Macrohius (Saturn, ii. 4,) mentions this event ; but he confounds it

with the murder of the son of Herod, a confusion which might easily

arise, because people could think of no other royal offspring who could

have formed the subject of Herod's persecution.
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Ver. 17, 18. In this event, too, the Evangelist sees the fulfil-

ment of a prophecy, Joy. xxxi. 15. The above prophetic passage,

in its whole bearing, refers to the leading away captive of the

people of Israel by Nebuzar-adan, from Ramah to Babylon,

(Jer. xli. 1,) which fatal event and accident to the Israelites is

represented in the lamentations of Rachel, the beloved wife of

Jacob, the ancestress of Israel. This relation of the mother
lamenting over her unhappy children, the Evangelist considered

as referring to the murder of the innocents of Bethlehem, and
as being thus renewed once more, originating, however, with a

higher power, and for a higher purpose, because it was the

Messiah in whose presence and on whose account this calamity

occurred. Whilst commonly the name of the ancestors of the

people is mentioned, here, on the contrary, the ancestress is

brought forward as lamenting over those sacrificed, who fell

victims in order to save the life of the Messiah, and because it

is more natural in a mother to display that sympathising grief

which she experiences over the sufferings of her innocent babe.

Besides, the w^ords of the quotation again vary from the transla-

tion of the Septuagint, without showing a self-dependent con-

ception of the original text ; the passage is quoted from memory.
((pu'jyj = ^^p, here signifies loud lamentation, cry of lamentation.

The city of Rmuah, in the territory of the tribe of Benjamin,

was scarcely half a day's journey from Bethlehem, [Judges xix.

2; ix. 13,] wherefore it may be mentioned in place of the city

of Bethlehem itself, since only the land of Palestine generally

would be denoted by the specialised locality. Besides, Rachel
was buried near this place, [Gen. xxxv. 19 ; xhaii. 7], and
hence it appeared as though the ancestress of the people of

Israel had been disturbed in her sepulchral repose by the hor-

rors of Herod).

Ver. 19, 20. The return of the holy family from Egypt finds

Avith the Evangelist, in like manner, a motive, viz. an especial

warning to that end, and the death of the tyrant is pointed out

as the cause of it. The words nOr/ixasi ya^ %. r. X. contain a re-

ference to Exod. iv. 19, in whicli the formula JW rXrigc^Ori only is

Avanting, in order to render it perfectly parallel Avith earlier

references to passages from the Old Testament. What is there

said of Moses and his flight before Pharaoh, St Matthew here

conceives to apply to Jesus, so that Moses is here a type of the

Redeemer. Besides, the plural '(r,7oZvrig here refers to Herod, as
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the representative of all tlie enemies of God in general. (Even
the expression y^ 'itr^a^x—not 7^ 'lovda—refers to Galilee, which
was chosen by the parents of Jesus as a place of abode [See ver.

22.].—The passage ^rinTv rnv ^v-xfiv corresponds with tlJQiTli^

trjT)l)-

Ver. 21. The date of the return of Jesus from Egypt, it is

true, is not mentioned; yet as it stands in causal connection

with tlie death of Herod,' his sojourn there cannot have been of

long duration; and even this circumstance sufficiently refutes

the hypothesis that Jesus had obtained his wisdom from Egyp-
tian philosophers, which indeed absolutely contradicts or destroys

the idea of a Redeemer. For, Jesus must have returned to

Palestine in his earliest infancy, a period in which the mysteries

of Egyptian wisdom must have been inaccessible to him.

Ver. 22. Report represented Archelaus to the holy family, on

their return from Egypt, as being no less cruel than his father

Herod had been; hence they chose Galilee, where Antipas at

the time ruled, as their future place of abode. For, Augustus

having confirmed the testament of Herod, Archelaus was ap-

pointed governor of Judca, Idumea, and Samaria, with the title

of Ethnarch {i^^oL^yjni), Philippus obtained Batanea and Aurani-

tis, and Antiims became possessed of Galilee and Perea).' Ar-

chelaus retained his government only nine years. Augustus

deposed him after the lapse of this period, banished him on

account of his cruelties to Vienne in Gaul, and made Judea a

Roman province (Josephus Archaeol. XAni. 10. 12; xviii. 1.)

(raX/Xa/a='^i'^?^,pj^*i'^?^like "^23 signifies circuit, tract; its ancient

namewhen complete runs thus: r^^S^irt^^H?! ya^jXaia. dWotphXojv, or

y. r. sdvuv). Macc. V. 15; Matth. iv. 15; Is. ix. 1. As in this

district the Gentile element mixed strongly or came in close con-

tact with the Jewish, hence the strong peculiar character of the

Jewish people appeared softened, and hence too it was that the

inhabitants of Galilee were despised by the rest of the Jews.

[Matth. xxvi. 69; John i. 4(j; vii. 52.] According to Josephus

' Concerning the death of Herod, comp. Euseb. H. E. i. 6, 8, and with

regard to the chronology of it, see the full account and discussion in Dr
Paulus's exeget. Handb. vol. i. part 1, p. 227 sqq.

^ For further information on this subject, comp. the first chronologi-

cal table to the Acts of the Apostles.
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[B. J. iii. 2.], the province was divided into upper and lower

Galilee; the former bordered on Tyre and Sidon, and abounded

in mountains; and the latter on the river Jordan and the lake

of Genesareth. Formerly, Tiberias was the capital of Galilee

;

subsequently it was Sephoris.
—

'E/cs?" stands for ixsTir?;, as q^jj for

n?2U?' ^^ often mentioned in the New Testament.)

Ver. 23. In Galilee, the parents of Jesus took their abode in

the town of Nazareth. (The preposition iig must be combined

with sX6ujv, and hence is not to be confounded with sv. Even when

sv is combined with words expressing the idea of motion, or

where e/'e is connected with the signification of rest, we must not

suppose a change of particles, but, on the contraiy, complete the

notion of cither the preceding or following rest or motion. Comp.

Winer's Gramm. p. 349 sqq.) This little town of Galilee, Avhich

is mentioned neither in the Old Testament, nor by Josephus,

was in the territory of the tribe of Zebulon, not far from Caper-

naum, situated on a hill (Luke iv. 29), a few leagues from Tabor.

The derivation of the name from *^^;3 shrub, thicket, has been

proved by Hengstenherg (Christol. vol. ii. i. 1 sqq.) as being the

only one correct. Bengel falsely derives it from -^f^ a crown.

Yet even in this choice of the town of Nazareth as a place of

abode for the mother and the little child, the Evangelist sees a

fulfilment of prophecies contained in the Old Testament. This

lie connects wdth the name Na^w^a^oj, w^hich was given to our

Redeemer because of his sojourn in Nazareth. But as no pas-

sane occurs in the Old Testament in wdiich the Messiah is thus

called, the sense of this reference remains obscure. Some per-

sons have been led to suppose that a vow of the Nazarite was

here spoken of, and have even suspected a pun made on the

name of the town, and the -^"("p^ of Numb. \n. 1 sqq. But in the

first place, the comparison with a Jewish Nazir is not at all con-

sistent with the character of the Redeemer, who made not his ap-

pearance like John the Baptist in the external rigour of the law;

and in the second, the Nazir is called in Greek Na^/ea/b^, more sel-

dom Na^agaTbe or Na^Tjga/o?, whereas the inhabitant of Nazareth

is called Na^agjji/o? or Na^wea"oj. (On the Scptuagint comp.

Schleusners Lexicon.) Equally untenable is the reference made

to the expression -^^j^, shoot, branch, with which the Messiah, as

the descendant of David, used to be designated (comp. for exam-
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pie Is. xi. 1.).* For had this been the intention of the Evange-

list, lie would have quoted a definite, or positive prophetic pas-

sage, wherein this expression occurs, which is the case with all

his former quotations from the Old Testament. But in that

case the formula o-Trug -TrXrigojdfj would have been of no use to him,

inasmuch as no connection exists between the name -^^j^ ^^^ ^^i^

dwelling in Nazareth. We must therefore be guided in the

reading of this passage by the concluding portion of this verse

^ridsv dia ruv T^oipriTuv. (The reading ha. Tov T^ocprirou is evidently a

mere improvement, yet without any critical authority). The
plural indicates that the Evangelist had no isolated quotation

in view, but that he wished to adduce a collective quotation;

yet the article compels us to suppose that St Matthew had in

view all the prophets, or at least a portion of them, whom he

presupposed as being known to the reader. According to this,

the opinion becomes most probable which leads us to suppose

that the Evangelist has here called into account the language

used in that country, in which the term Nazarene signifies one

that is low, despised. Accordingly, the Evangelist must have

had in view such passages as describe the Messiah in his lowli-

ness, as for example, Ps. xxii. Isa. liii. With this view^ may be

connected the etymological allusion to
-^*|fj (from -^^f) signify-

ing the despised, which is not at all improbable, if we pre-

suppose that there existed formerly an original Hebrew copy of

St Matthew. But it becomes apparent, even from these first

chapters, and in a manner by no means to be mistaken, that St

Matthew endeavours to represent Jesus as the Messiah foretold

in the Old Testament.^ Writing for Jews, his main object was to

prove the connection existing between the various phenomena
which took place at the birth of Jesus, and the important testi-

monies of the Old Testament. (On -/.akuGiiai comp. the comm. on

St Luke i. 82).

If, at the conclusion of the first two chapters of St Matthew,

we glance at the scruples raised against their authenticity, we
shall find that they may be regarded as having no validity in

1 In this manner the learned Nazarene Jewish christians explained to

Jerome the quotations. Comp. Hieronymi comm. ad loc. Jes. xi. 1.

- De Wette is mistaken, who contrary to his other assertions, here

supposes ambiguity ; first, that regard was had to the town of Nazareth

and the sojourn there, and then again, that the name "^v^ "^^'^s not left,

unnoticed.
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the present day. For no external proofs can be adduced in

supjiort of tlie opinion tliat these chapters did not exist in the

original, i.e. in the MS. Gospel of St Matthew, since it has been

proved that tlie Gospel xaS' 'E/S^a/ous contained the history of the

infancy of Jesus. (Comp. my Geschichte der Evangelien, p.

73, 76). The Ebionites, it is true, had not the first chapters in

their revision of that apocryphal Gospel ; but the fact that they

had taken them away, proves that they originally existed. (See

Epiph. haer. xxx. 13). And with regard to the internal rea-

sons, Gersdorf has proved, in a convincing manner, (Sprach-

charalvt. p. 38, sqq.) that there exists an affinit}^ between the

style of Avriting in the first chapters and that of the following;

although it must be confessed that Fritzsche has refuted several

of Gersdorf's remarks (cxc. iii. in Mattli.) The only thing re-

maining, then, to aiford any pretence for doubting the authen-

ticity of these chapters, is the dogmatico-oifensive tenor of the

whole. But this is the very thing which is never employed

by reasonable critical minds as a ground for so doing, since this ob-

jection can be brought forward at most to disprove the authen-

ticity of the history herein narrated, and not against the authen-

ticity of this portion of the Gospel, inasmuch as the Evangelist

adopts, in the chapters following, the same fundamental views

in which has originated that form of representation prevailing

throughout the first chapters. Besides, as regard is had in what

follows (comp. iii. 1; iv. 23,) to previous portions, tlic first

chapters clearly manifest themselves as integral parts of the

Gospel.' The very same remarks apply to the reasons stated

for doubting the authenticity of the first chapters of St Luke.

(On the literature comp. Kuinoelii Comm. in Luc. vol. ii. p. 232).

Ilere, too, the external reasons are wholly wanting, inasmuch

as the character of the Marcionite Gospel testifies not against it,

but in favour of it, since Marcion erased, i.e. took away the first

chapters which he found contained in the catholic Luke. (Tertull.

adv. Marc. iv. 7). Of internal reasons, none can be adduced

except the wondrous nature of the history narrated in this Gos-

pel, and -which perfectly suits the character of the whole. Of

the contradictions which seem to prevail between the narratives

of St Matthew and St Luke in the Gospel, of the infancy of

» Comp. the trcati.«o of Job. Goorpj Miillcr, (Trier, 1830,) which con-

tains a defence of the authenticity of these chapters.

i
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Jesus, mention will be made hereafter; but against the authen-

ticity of the first chapters themselves, no objection should be

raised which is based upon the view entertained of it by our

adversaries, even in case it cannot be proved, inasmuch as our

opponents could likewise here only testify against the authen-

ticity of the history narrated.

SECTION II.

ACCOUNT OF ST. LUKE.

(Chapters i. and ii.)

§ 1. PREFACE.

(Luke i. 1—4.)

The four verses with which St Luke opens his work, and

which may be regarded as consisting of two parts, (comp. Acts

of the Apostles i. 1,) are remarkable in more than one respect.

As to the style, we perceive that the peculiar mode of writing

of the Evangelist, (which is genuine Greek, as is proved by

the first period,) differs much from the Hebraising style so

striking in what follows, where St Luke places before his

readers documents— it matters little whether they be un-

changed or revised—which tradition placed in his hands. St

Luke moreover informs us, that there already existed, previous

to the composition of his own work. Gospel accounts collected in

another manner, the confirmation of which {a6<pdXua, ver. 4,)

was nevertheless doubtful. St Luke finally points out the

sources from which he derived his information, the principles

he laid down in the composition of his work, and the special

object he thereby had in view. But the construction of the

prooemium or j)reface suffers from a certain vagueness, which

seems the more calculated to leave room for divers interpre-

tations, in proportion as the views of the origin of the Gos-

pels naturally affected them in various ways. For the meaning

of the whole passage depends upon the manner in which the

beginning of the apodosis is defined. We may begin the

apodosis, with xa&ojc -Tra^sdoaav x. r. X. as well as with Uo^B Jid/ui^oi.
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According to tlie latter division, the words xaJw; Ta^^^oira^, wliicli

are connected with the preceding sTiibn-Tri^ 'ttoaJm /.. r. >.., contain

a remark respecting the nature of the earlier Gospel reports

above alluded to; for to suppose that this remark only refers to

their existence, as though St Luke himself had Ijccn unac-

quainted with these writings, but had only heard of them
through the va^dBoaig, is clearly imj^robable, on account of the

very expression, o'l ai: ao^?^; avTO'Trrai, which necessarily leads to

the assumption of a tradition concerning the history of Jesus.'

In this case, the opinion of St Luke on the nature of those earlier

writings must have been favourable, inasmuch as he ascribes

to himself the same sources with them, {xaOijg Ta^sdooav riixh;) an

assumption which would suit well the hypothesis according to

which the xoXkoi are said to be shorter revisions, and our Gos-

pels detailed ones of the same original Gospel. Yet, as a

censure is evidently contained against the toXXo/ in ver. 4,

where Luke promises to Theophilus, in his Gospel, an histori-

cal certainty for the Gospel-history, which, it would appear,

did not exist in the works of the more ancient writers ;2 hence

we might be led to suppose that a preference ought to be

given to that division of the proposition which begins the

apodosis with xa&ujg vap'sdoffav x. r. X. In that case the paradosis

of the eye-witnesses would refer only to the narrative of St

Luke, and his own then would appear as forming a contrast to

the more ancient. Yet, here again we are disturbed by the

circumstance, that in Uo^s xa,ao/, grammatically speaking, the

conclusion is indicated more positively than in xadug, inasmucli

as the term xd/xol forms evidently a contrast with the toXXo/;

the change, moreover, of rj/jt,sTg and lyu is very striking.

Hence it would be no doubt most correct to open the apodosis

with ioo^i, yet not to join the proposition -/.aiWjg rra^sdoffav x. r. X.

to avardt^aaOai, SO that it might imply a description of the nature

of the sources used by the toXXoI, but on the contrary to the

' J/ Iff/ (Rinl. vol. ii. p. 121, sqq.) renders the words -/lalJdjg crag'sdoeav,

"as they, i.e. the writings of the 'jay.'Kni, were placed in our hamls by
the eye-witnesses ;" this is a mode of viewing which must stand and fall

with the o})inion of the learned man, viz. that the writings of the toXXo/

are the productions of the apostles,

- Thus Oi'i(j. in Luc. horn. i. very correctly, quod ait conati sunt laten-

tem habet accusationem eorum, qui al)sque gratia spiritus sancti ad

scribenda Evangelia prosiiierunt.
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ntoayiiara h 7\!^yv vi'rXri^ofio^Tifjbim, according to wliicli combination

then the rn^iv following ^agsiSoffav would form an exact parallel

with Iv yjfj.Tv TTsTXjjgof ogj^/xsva, and the meaning accordingly would be

:

After that many have undertaken to draw up a narrative of the

events which with us (members of the Christian church) are

considered as founded on history, as the eye-witnesses have re-

ported it to us (to me and to all the members of the commu-

nity); so I, too, have resolved, &c. Accordingly, the events

only appear to be satisfactorily warranted by the tradition of the

churcli; but then the nature of the narratives remains undeter-

mined, and becomes moreover of a doubtful character, by the

contrast which St Luke fonns with the rroXXoT, more especially in

ver. 4. This manner of conception agrees best with the views

we have endeavoured to display in the Introduction, according

to which our four canonical Gospels only contain, in a state of

concentration, the apostolical tradition respecting the person,

life, and death of Jesus, and that all anterior writings of this

kind were of a character more or less apocryphal.

Ver. 1, The voXXoi sTiy^sl^riaav biriyn(^i\i avard^aa'^c/j cannot well

be applied to isolated writings on isolated portions of the Gos-

pel-history (which, according to this passage, are called without

much propriety Diiegesis, i.e. digests), inasmuch as the singular

di'/jyyjgig leads only to the assumption of connected (although more

or less detailed) narratives of the whole of the Gospel-history.

Nay, the term dmrd^aodat even leads to the supposition tliat

the ToXXoi compiled their writings from smaller reports. But

it cannot be ascertained what writings St Luke refers to ; since

it is highly probable that St Luke was unacquainted with our

canonical Gospels (comp. § 3 of the Introduction), so we are

left to suppose that the works of the cro?.>.o/ were apocryphal at-

tempts to describe the life of Jesus, but which, for want of his-

torical data, can be characterised no further. As a subject of

the writings of the toXao/, are named the v^dy/xara iv tj/^Tv tstXjj^o-

fo^rifiiva. As this procemium must be considered an introduction

to the entire work of St Luke (the Acts of the Apostles, in one

sense, forming the second part of the Gospel), the idea here ex-

pressed embraces a period extending beyond the earthly course

of our Lord's life, for it embraces the period of the development

of the church up to the time in which St Luke wrote. Yet

when we see the Evangelist add soon after a remark to the pas-

sage TsrrXri^oipo^ri/j^sva, iv yj//.Tv concerning the authenticity of the
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events which occurred diiriiio- the life of Jesus as well as subse-

quently, in the primitive church, so this is done because the

nature of the events is of so peculiar a kind as to cause ap-

parently at first sight a contradiction between their wondrous

form and the authenticity. (The signification to occur, to come
to pass, as applied to the term crXjioopo^E/irfc/, can be maintained as

little as the Hebrew ^"^j;^' with which it has been compared by

some persons. For o-x^jooipo^sw has the same signification which

tXtj^ow has, and in a moral sense it signifies persuasion, to give

assurance,' So, for example, in the language of St Paul, in

which T^.TiPopooia is used in a manner equal to rrieng, Ts-Trolili^sig.

The participle '7rs'7TAri^o<po^ri,u,sm is therefore ^^ jSslSaia., and must be

connected by sv n!J.Tv\ the mention made of the authorities in that

case becomes a suitable adjunct to the above remark of the firm

convictions of the members of the church respecting the impor-

tant occurrences [which those rroXXoi have made the subject of

their writings].)

Ver. 2. St Luke then mentions as witnesses the u-tt d^x^g av-

riitrai and the v-Trrj^srai Aoyov. As the Evangelist commences his

narrative with the birth of St John the Baptist and of Jesus,

hence we must not confine the expression a-r' d^x^g to the

period of the ministry of Jesus; St Luke wished to describe

the whole new phenomenon from its very commencement.''^ The

term avroTrai here, no doubt, refers likewise to Mary, the mother

of Jesus, and other members of the families of whose internal

history mention is made in the first chapters; of course, in con-

nection with the subsequent history of Jesus and the church,

the Apostles arc in like manner included in the airovrai. Ac-

cordingly, the term 'Tra^sdoaav implies an oral as well as written

rragddoffig (delivery, tradition), since it is highly probable that the

family communications recorded in the first chapter are based

on written reports. Erroneous is that view according to which

the airovrai are said to refer to the Apostles, and the I'Trn^iTat

Xoyo-j to the associates of the Apostles; for even if {/T)]osr»)5 is used

when speaking of the associates of the Apostles (comp. Acts of

the Apostles xiii. 5, although the mode of reading this passage

1 The assertion of De Wette, that TrXjjgo^o^ew in this sense can be used

of persons only, cannot be proved.
2 I)e Wetta boldly asserts that the narrative of the Gospel-history

usually commenced with the entering upon office. Why? Because St

Mark (i. 1) begins with it (!).
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is not quite warranted), yet is this not so witli u-rrri^sT'^; Xoyou,

(ministers of the word), sc. &sov (of Grod) ; this term applies to

the apostles, and to all the teachers of the church in general

;

hence this expression denotes no new class of witnesses, but it

only points out these witnesses with more precision. In one

portion, i.e. in the early stage of the events which St Luke is about

to record, they were merely aur&Vra/ (eye-witnesses), but in ano-

ther and later portion of them, they themselves were the acting

persons, and then they bore witness of themselves. Accordingly,

this whole addition refers only to the Tgay/^ara Jv ri/ji,Tv ti'ttXtjoo-

(po^rjfjbsva (things which have been fully accomplished or esta-

blished among us) ; as to the manner in which the 'zoXXoi (man^^)

have applied these sources, St Luke, with forbearance, expresses

himself vaguely ; but the subsequent statement of the principles

on which he acted in the comjjosition of his writing, evidently

quietly expresses the insufficiency of their compositions.

Ver. S. St Luke renders prominent three things, in which he

displays, as it were, his historical skill; the expressions avc>jjsv

(from above, from the first), dy.pilSu/g (diligently, accurately), and

xatJsps (in order), here come under consideration. The first two

words apply to the use made of his sources of information, the

latter to the act itself of narrating. In the term Ta^aytoXoudiTv

(to trace or search out), is expressed the acti^'ity of following-

out closely in mind, and contains, as it were, the idea of a

living over in the spirit the whole chain of (past) events; hence

it implies an examination of and tracing out the sources. All

have their concealed contrasts in the writings of the mX^.oi. In

the first place, with regard to the term avu^iv, this refers back

to the phrase of d-Tr' a^;>/5js (from the beginning) of ver. 2; in

using these words, St Luke wished to point out and prove fully

the first germs of the new phenomenon; 'zdvra, (all things) of

course, must be read in such a manner as to imply whatever

i.e. all things which appeared to St Luke as belonging to the

description of the whole; in the selection of the facts, their

respective nature was expressed as a matter of course; but

Tdei (to all things) must be applied by no means to the ahro'Trrai

(eye-witnesses), for it refers to the rr^dyiJMra (things), on whose

account only the persons were named. The expression d7i^i(3ug

here denotes or refers to an historical inquiry of a sober nature,

well ascertained, and contrasting with the inaccurate character

of the apocryphal writings. Lastly, xah^r^; must be considered

G
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as applying only to chronology, as Acts xi. 4. (In the same
xviii. 23 it is used "svith reference to a regular connection in re-

gard to space). That St Luke wished to adhere to a chronolo-

gical order, is evident from the arrangement of his work; only

it cannot be applied to particular chronological statements,

inasmuch as St Luke appears to have deviated from this rule in

many single instances, (comp. § 7 of the introd. and the com-

ment, to St Luke ix. 51).

Ver. 4. The object of the laying down these historical principles,

was to aiford an historical defaXna, i.e. security, caution to

Theophilus, who being a judge of classical literature, probably

claimed a greater degree of accuracy than the apocryphal writ-

ings were calculated to display. St Luke wrote, in the first place,

from the reports of eye-witnesses, and in the second, after a criti-

cal examination of these reports; he here laid, no doubt, a great

stress upon the persons with Avhom the narratives originated,

and hence the authenticity of the whole Gospel-history rests

upon the spirit that inspired a circle of individuals who were

connected by means of a li^dng communication.^ Facts, as, for

example, the procreation of Jesus by the Holy Ghost, could be

testified only by Mary herself; but whoever was touched by the

spirit that made Mary bear this testimony, received it from her,

and required no other; and, on the other hand, whoever was far

from coming in contact with this spirit, received no other testi-

monies, and hence left this event without acceptance. The ac-

knowledgment, therefore, of the ae^akna. (certainty) of the

Gospel -history, ahvays pre-supposes the belief in the spirit of

truth, and since truth and falsehood, it is unquestionable, walk
hand in hand among the phenomena of human life, yet are

they as diverse from and opposed to each other, as the kingdom
of God and that of the world, hence the Gospel-history, as such,

cannot and never will he authenticated to him luho moves in the

world and its spirit, who, so to speak, smells everywhere fraud
and iinposition, because he is guilty of both. To Theophilus St

' Osiander (in his Apologie des Lebcns Jesu, Tubingen 1837, p. 03,)

justly remarks, " What shall we say, when we see that Strauss does not
refute the powerful antimythical sentiments expressed in the preamble
of St Luke, but when lie, exercising his airy dictum, weakly says,

' that St Luke could safely speak thus, unconscious as he was that he
narrated fables,' degrading tlius the Evangelist, who begins his narrative

with .so niucli discretion, to the rank of an indiscreet collector of fables,

invented without sense or knowlcdti-e
!"
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Luke's statement afforded a complete asfd'kiia, because he was

not beyond this circle of the spirit of truth, but dwelt within

it. He was a member of the church, (and the first church

was abundantly inspired by the spirit of tinth) which is evident

from the words m^) S)v xarrj^^di^g Xoyojv, (those things wherein

thou hast been instructed), and hence the spirit of the avroTrai

was likewise in him. (Karrj^sTsdai is the usual expression for hear-

ing a religious discourse, comp. Acts of the Apostles xviii. 25

;

1 Cor. xiv. 19; Gal. vi. 6). A communication of dogmas in the

course of such xarfj^rigig, during the earliest period of the church,

was, of course, out of the question, the whole instruction had an

historical basis {Xoyoi, i.e. histories, narratives). The powers of

reflection possessed by the church were as yet undeveloped, and

men had not then learned to form dogmas out of ideas derived

from the great works of God. The apostles were contented with

testifying the great facts of the history of Jesus; on this solid

foundation was built the church. Mere opinions, precepts, and

dogmas, would never have been able to call forth a phenomenon

such as the Christian church. But the moment she had been

formed, then arose within her bosom dogmatical activity, be-

cause the spirit of Christ is intended to penetrate and pervade

all the powers of human nature. But if the instruction of the

ancient church was historical, yet it was not merely of an unre-

flective nature; on the contrary, the testimony of the first ser-

vants of the word was accompanied by a power which drew all

those minds that admitted it into the circle of the new life that

had been created by the Redeemer, and, through the operation of

this spirit, those who had received the testimony of truth became

in their turn witnesses of the same great facts which were known
to them, not only externally, as things that had happened, and

consequently as done with, but also internally with living power,

through the living Spirit that had enlightened their minds. The

church thus rose entirely out of herself; nothing of a foreign

character could enter her circle; the testimony of truth, together

with the power of the Spirit accompanying it, had first of all to

be received and adopted, and then followed the enrolment in this

new sphere'of life, and the belief in whatever she decreed. And
thus the church is building herself up even at this day, and will

continue to do so until the end of time. She requires no other

warrant for the truth of the Gospel-history, than those reports

of the eye-witnesses Avhich we have before us, that are accompa-
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nied, even at this moment, by the same power of the spirit of

truth, as tlieir oral narratives were beforetime, a spirit wliich

produces in the hearts of those who receive the ti-uth the same

afffccAE/a, which the word of the witnesses of Jesus produced

during the apostolical period.

The person of Theophilus (comp. the Acts of the Apostles i. ],)

can only be determined by what the work of Luke permits us

to supjjose, viz., that he Avas his intimate friend, and the one to

whom his Gosjiel is addressed, as well as one acquainted with

Rome and Italy, and as having been probably settled there.^

Hence, the opinion that Theophilus, to whom St Luke inscribed

his Gospel, and the book of the Acts, and the high-priest Theo-

philus, of whom mention- is made by Josephus (Archaeol. xviii.

6, 3; xix. 6, 4,) is the same person, is most unlikely, because it

is impossible to suppose the latter to have been so well known
in Italy. Besides, the title x^dnffrog (most excellent), (similar to

th^ Latin splendidus) clearly points to a high post of honour

which tliis Theophilus occupied; a title such as this was be-

stowed on the proconsuls of the provinces, (comp. Acts of the

Apostles xxiii. 2G; xxiv. 3; xxvi. 25). At a later period this

title was given likewise to officers of an inferior rank. (Comp.

Hug's Einl. vol. ii. p. 134). Although this Gospel of St Luke,

with the Acts of the Apostles, are thus addressed to a private

person of distinction, yet have these wa-itings justly been received

by the church into the canon, as well as the epistles to Timo-

thy, Titus, and Philemon, because the persons to wdiom they

were addressed, as members of the church, felt the prevailing

wants, and thus what was calculated to suit them would apply

equally to the rest.

§ 2. BIRTH OF JOHN THE BAPTIST.

(Luke i. 5—25.)

The term a.v(^^:Siv (ver. 3,) is conceived in so abstract a manner,

and implies, with St Luke, so remote a period, that he begins

the narrative of Christ and the development of the church with

1 The opinion that Theophilus, signifying a friend of God, is to be

regarded as a noun appellative, and as applying to every faithful reader,

jnust be regarded as antiquated.
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an account of the birth of John the Baptist. This mode of

conception is based on tlie nature of the phenomenon which he

undertakes to represent historically. The spirit of prophecy had

been silent since the building of the second temple, and at a

period when it seemed as if this spirit had forsaken the people,

a prophet, in the true sense of the Old Testament, once more

appeared, in the person of John the Baptist. Hence it was

necessary that the history of John should form a portion of St

Luke's narrative, inasmuch as it forms an integral part of Gos-

pel-history. But, comparing what follows with the prooemium,

a remarkable change of style is apparent; for whilst the pro-

oemium is pure Greek, what follows is full of the strongest

Hebraisms. This sudden change may be explained very simply,

if we assume that St Luke had recourse to written sources for

his historical narrative, and that he interwove them with his

own work without altering them, so that he only slightly revised

them. This assumption becomes highly probable from the na-

ture of the narratives, especially of those contained in the first

two chapters, as we find therein events recorded that occurred

within the circle of two families, and which were necessarily re-

garded by them as sacred things, until the hope promised and

entertained, that two descendants would come from these fami-

lies, liad been fully realized. But at a later period, when the

great mission of the Redeemer had been consummated, and

when Mary, the mother of our Lord, belonged to the number of

the first believers, (Acts of the Apostles i. 14,) there was nothing-

more natural than that she should communicate to the church

the wonderful manner in which he was conceived whom she her-

self now worshipped as her Saviour. The holy family had thus,

as it were, unfolded itself, and the sacred events which had

occurred within it could now be communicated.

Ver. 5. St Luke, commencing with the reign of Herod the

Great, begins with determining the time, (comp. Matth. ii. 1,)

and then directs our attention to the family which for the pre-

sent he wishes to speak of. It would have been contrary to his

purpose, had he, like St Matthew, supposed his reader to have

had a knowledge of several points of his narrative. On the

contrary, he minutely describes the persons mentioned in his

writings. Zacharias and Elizabeth were both the descendants

of the priestly race, just as Joseph and Mary were descendants

from the house of David; and the fact that both the former
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were such, contributed much to the lustre of their descendants.'

He mentions the ehiss to which Zacharias as a priest belonged,

viz. to that of Abia. Of the 24 classes of priests instituted by

David, this formed the eighth. (Comp. 1 Chron. xxiv. 10).

Each class had to perform duty in the temple during one week.

(Josephus in his Antiq. vii. 15, 7, terms them iraroiai, (houses)

with reference to the relation or parentage, which here was

taken into account; the name £^>j//.s^/a (daily order), which only

occurs in this place throughout the New Testament, has here

been chosen with reference to their daily service in the tem-

ple). The use of the fixed succession in the service of the tem-

ple by the 24 classes of priests, which has been attempted to

be explained both by Scaligey- (opus de emendationc tcmporum)

and Bengel (ordo tcmporum) can alibrd no satisfactory result,

since it is impossible to decide upon the terminus a quo (the

starting point) of this change or succession.

Ver. 6. To the description of their family circumstances is

added a statement of their personal character; both were o/xa/o/

(just), and this not merely outwardly before men, but hfJi-nov rov

Qioxj (in the sight of God). The application of dr/.aio0vvri (righte-

ousness) 'to persons who act quite in conformity with the law,

as, for example, Simeon, Luke ii. 25, and Lot, 2 Peter ii. 7,

where the expression occurs in this sense, of course only im-

plies that righteousness which has reference to God, and to the

Divine law, as may be seen from the Epexegesis: to^suo'/xsk*/ h

vdsaig ra/g svroXaTg xal bi-/.ai<S>iJjasi tou xugiov a/j,sfjij':rroi, (walking in

all the commandments and justifications of the Lord blameless).

For the terms svroXai and dixaiui/Mara are isolated expressions, and

statutes of the v6/xog (law), which they endeavoured to perform

without the least pharisaical hypocrisy. But if here and in

other places (Matth. x. 41 ; Luke xv. 7,) the expression dixaios-jv^

is applied to certain persons, it offers no contradiction to the

statement of Rom. iii. 20, in which passage the laAv is said

to bring the knowledge of sin. The Aiy.aioavvri tov vofiou (righteous-

ness of the law), is never absolute or positive, (Gal. iii. 10); but

in its application to those who strive after it, a longing after

the accomplisher of the things they stand in need of, that is,

repentance and faith, is always implied. Thus it was that in

^ Josephus (vit. c. 1,) observes: tkp rifiTv r, T/jg h^uidxjvric /Ajrouff/w rm-
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Zacliarias and Elizabeth the longing after the 2wr^^ (Saviour),

was created by their diKaioffvvrj. (On hxaiocvvri, and the expressions

connected with it, comp. the complete definition in Rom, iii. 21.

Ver. 7. With the biytatoabvri of Elizabeth, the want of the bles-

sing of a progeny, as was the case with Sarah, formed a con-

trast. Elizabeth was barren (ffnT^a, comp. Luke xxiii. 29 ; Gal.

iv. 27,) and they both were young no longer.^ The age of

Zacliarias, however, must be viewed in a relative sense, i.e. with

reference to the institutions of his office ; for according to Numb,
viii. 25, no one could perform the duties of a priest above the

age of fifty. And when we consider the Eastern custom of

marrying early, Zacliarias and Elizabeth, from having been so

long childless, might well have felt disposed to give up the hope

of having any issue, although the age of Zacharias was far

from being great. (KaSor/ is found only in the writings of St

Luke, and signifies partly siquidem, as here and xix. 9. Acts of

the Apostles ii. 24, and partly, so far, according as, see Acts

of the Apostles ii. 45; iv. 85. The expression v^olSslSrixujg sv raTg

TjfjLs^aig, (advanced into years)= q^^*i^ ^3, Gen. xviii. 11, and al.

freq.

Ver. 8, 9, 10. After these preliminary observations, which arc

designed to acquaint the reader with the circumstances of the

family whose history the Evangelist is about to record, there

follows the sjiecial narrative of the event which was connected

with the birth of John, and which commences with an sysnro

(it came to pass) he {= if-y'^'i). According to the regulations of

the Jewish liturgy, or mode of divine service, incense was burnt

on the altar twice a-day, at the morning and evening sacrifice,

(Exod. XXX. 7, 8). The priest who had to perform these duties,

brought the vessel containing the incense (Su/x/a/xa, censer) into

the holy place, {mog (temple)== ^^^H' ^^^ ^'Ax^Q or edifice itself

in distinction from 'i^6v, which included all the courts, see Matth.

xii. 5; John ii. 14,) which was surrounded by fore-courts, in

which the people collected for prayer, and where they awaited

the return of the priest. The 24 classes of priests followed

each other in cycles, i.e. at stated periods, yet the priest who

^ Similarly circumstanced were the mothers of Isaac and Samuel.

Admirable is the following remark made thereon in the Evang. de
nativ. Mariae {Thilo vol. i. p. 322): Deus cum alicujus uterum claudit,

ad hoc facit, ut mirabilius denuo aperiat, et non libidinis esse quod
nascitur, sed divini muneris cognoscatur.
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liad to perform duty was elected daily ipMyj roD '^u/j^iuffui, to

offer up incense) by allotment from among the priests that con-

stituted each class. This had l)ccome the law of usage for the

office of priesthood, {ii^drna is different from 'n^dnu/Ma, priesthood,

1 Pet. ii. 5, and h^'jielivn, priest's office, Heb. vii. 11, xii. 14).

The management of this office, then, devolved upon Zacharias

at a time when it was the order {rd^ic) of the course of his

class. ("Efam (before the presence of) ver. 8, which in the New
Testament is only to be found in this place, is preferable to the

more common svavrlov, it is=s'vavra of Homer. In the Old Tes-

tament 'im\ri is found in the Septuagint, in the passage Job

xvi. 21).

Ver. 11. It is possible that Zacharias, owiiig to this circum-

stance, entered the temple for the first time, and that the peace-

ful solitude reigning therein exercised on him a powerful effect;

these possibilities cannot make the sober expounder of the text

doubt that the narrator wishes to see the angel's appearance re-

garded as a fact; nor can they induce the faithful judge of this

narrative to require the minutiae of daily life for the richest

moments of which our being is susceptible. At a period when
the everlasting Word was made flesh, (John i. 1, 14,) beings of

a spiritual world, who under less momentous and remarkable

circumstances would have been unnecessary, entered this mor-

tal world. (Comp. Matth. i. 18; ii. 8). Some minor features

appear in this vivid description, which have contributed to place

the historical fact on a surer foundation, and are not favour-

able to the mythical view. The angel appeared to him on the

right side of the altar of incense. (A description of the

i)ugia<frri^m rou ':)vfji,id/j.arog (altar of incense) is to be found in

Exod. XXX. 1 ; it stood in the sanctuary, and must be carefully

distinguished from the great altar of burnt-offerings, which was

in the fore-court. Heb. vii. IS).

Ver. 12—14. Although the apparition conferred a blessing on

Zacharias, yet he was troubled, and fear fell upon him when he

saw it, as was often the case under similar circumstances.

(Comp. Luke i. 29; Rev. i. 17; Dan. x. 7, 12). On the one hand,

this fear at the direct perception of apparitions from the invisi-

ble world, expresses a feeling of sinfulness; without sin, man
would perceive in the Holy One a being related to himself, and

instead of fear, he would only cx])ericnce sentiments of joy and

ra])turo; on the other hand, however, this fear expresses a
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susceptibility and clear perception of the contrast existing be-

tween the pure and impure or unholy; and herein is displayed

the noble part of this fear. Hence it is that this fear of God is

never regarded as a thing worthy of blame, but on the contrary,

it is the beginning and the end of all wisdom (Eccles. i. 16; Isa.

ix. 2). This fear of God, which is inseparable from love, (comp
Rev. i. 17, where, from fear, the disciple of love sinks to the

ground at the sight of the Beloved,) must hence not be con-

founded with (p6j3og (fear, terror, aftright), which is the result of

the msvfia SovXsids (spirit of bondage). This latter implies a

terror of God, which is absolutely blameworthy; the former may
be aptly termed fear 0/ one's self, or fear/o/' God. (Comp. Rom.
viii. 15). This sacred fear is calmed and aDayed by the heavenly

messenger who delivers his joyful message. (The word o'srisig

denotes that Zacharias had not as yet entirely given up the hope of

progeny, riwdv stands here= tIxtbiv, as in Gal. iv. 24). With the

promise of a son, his name is likewise announced {'ic,jdvvrig=ry^^-^,

Jehovah is gracious,) (as in Matthew i. 21,) and therein is ex-

pressed its spiritual signification. Wliereby he shall cause joy,

not only to his parents on account of his physical existence, but

likewise to all pious souls, on account of his spiritual manifesta-

tion and ministry, which, as well as his birth, are comprised by
anticiiJation in this name. ('AyaXXiaffig, joy, gladness, rejoicing,

is a stronger expression than %afa.

—

Tsvign, must here, as well as

in Matth. i. 18, be preferred to yv^v/igsi, which is the common
reading.

Ver. 15. In the words that follow, the angel next proceeds to

lay open more distinctly the peculiar character of the promised

one, then his ininistry, and finally, his position with relation to

the Messiah, in whom all the hopes and expectations of the

faithful in Israel are concentred. With respect to his peculiar

character, it is first declared, in a general way, that he is to be

endowed with a spiritual importance. {Miyag =i^'y-[^, i.e. great

in power and influence, as Hos. i. 1 1 . The additional phrase syM'nov

xvolou (before or in sight of the Lord), prevents us from attribut-

ing to it an earthly meaning—it bears a purely spiritual charac-

ter). This particular form of devotion or godliness is next pointed

out, that is, that he will live a Nazarite. (Comp. this passage

with Matth. ix. 14;—the word 2/x£ga =:-^3^, rendered in English

strong drink, is used for iiny intoxicating liquor; this passage
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refers to Numb. vi. 3 sqq.) The utmost severity of legal obser-

vance appears concentrated in the laAV of the Nazarite, and to

represent this was Jolin, who forms, as it Avere, the key-stone of

the Old Testament, called. This form of godliness is not to be

considered the most exalted, because the heavenly vision as-

signed it by preference to John; it was rather conferred on him

because it alone was altogether suitable to his calling and desti-

nation. The wisdom of God comprehends each individual per-

son according to his individuality, and the circumstances in

which he is placed ; it neither requires all of the individual, nor

does it impart to him all. With the negative oj muv (not to drink),

is conjoined the positive 'TrXrjsSi^vai Tvsv/Marog ayiov (to be filled with

the Holy Ghost). That hereby we are not to understand an en-

dowment with natural talents, is sufficiently oAddent from the

cri-si/^a ciyiov, which always implies a supreme heavenly vital power,

not belonging to fallen man in his natural state. To conceive the

efficacy of this spirit in John, (as indeed in all the prophets of the

Old Testament,) would not be difficult at all; the addition, how-

ever, g'r/ S7C TcniXiac /j^rir^og (even from his mother's Avomb), is ob-

scure. ('Ex KoiXla; /^'i'-^os := "i^^
'^i^tD?!2j

^^' ^^^' example, Ps. Ixxi.

6.—The Avord sn does not correspond directly Avith yjdri ; on the

contrar}^, it must be taken in the proper sense, inasmuch as the

Avriter imagines the efficacy of the Holy Ghost to have lasted

from the womb, or from the time of conception up to a later

period). Considered in itself, the expression ix -/.oi'/Jag might

signify only " from early youth," but in connection Avith A^er. 44,

we arc forced to acknowledge that the Avriter Avas Avithout doubt

impressed Avith the existence of an efficacy of the Spirit in the

Baptist before his birth. But this idea becomes completely in-

telligible, Avhen AA'e reflect, above adl, that the Avords Tviv/^a dyiov

of our passage are not to be taken as thougli they wore identical

Avith that Holy Spirit, the first communication of Avliich is con-

nected Avith the full accomplishment of the Avork of Jesus.

(Comp. John vii. 89). The expression here denotes the diA'ine

power, in so far as it is one Holy Spirit, as, for exami)le, Ps. li.

13; Isa. Ixiii. 10. Furthermore, as the DiA'ine SjHrit exerts its

poAver even in the -/.rlgig (creature) Rom. A'iii. 19, so luiA^e aa^o no
liesitation in the assumption of his efficacy in the elect before

their birth. In a similar manner may be explained the efficacy

of baptism in unconscious children, Avithout our rcceivino- it,

nevertheless, as being identical Avith regeneration.
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Ver. 16. The ministiy of this new prophet, who, after a long

silence of the prophetic spirit, had been promised, is henceforth

described as one confined to the people of Israel, to warn them

from destruction, and to awaken to repentance. (The word imff-

rgi<psiv, to cause to turn,=^'i;ij;-f, refers to fisrdvoia, repentance, which

forms the centre of motion of the labours of St John, Matth. iii.

2). A new, a more exalted element of life, John could not impart

—for this he was not sent ; but the 'Trviv/Mu, as contained in him, was

to awaken mankind to a knowledge of the higher aim of human

life, which should lead man again to God. His mission, like that

of the Redeemer himself, (Matth. xv. 24,) was confined to

Israel, not as though all the other nations were to be excluded

from the benefits of God, but only because that which was

effected in the central-nation of mankind was to prove benefi-

cial to all. Here, however, it was necessary first to construct

a hearth or altar to contain the sacred fire ; hence it was that

the ministry of the messengers of God was concentrated on this

people. But that isolated members of this nation, and not the

whole nation itself, would be gained through him, is clearly ex-

pressed in the passage, 'iroXXoug rSov v'luv rov 'idPocriX imgrgi-^u (he

shall convert many of the children of Israel). In the same man-

ner as when God is called Qi6g avrujv (their God), as in the Old

Testament the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, so is therein

contained no exclusion of the other nations (Luke ii. 31,) from

the blessings of the true God, nor indeed any limitation of those

blessings to Israel alone, but rather, indeed, the idea, that God's

dealings with the several nations are as little uniform as his deal-

ings with various individuals. The Bible knows no Hebrew nation-

al God, but it only teaches that it has pleased the one true God,

the Creator of heaven and earth, to assign to Israel an especial

relation to himself, (Lev. xx. 26; Eccles. xxiv. 13), and the like

in Israel to certain chosen individuals. Hence the angel, it is

true, here speaks in a human and Jewish manner, i.e. in such a

way as could be understood by human beings and Jews
;
yet he

speaks at the same time in a divine spirit, inasmuch as these

are clear determinations of the divine will to which his words

refer, and with which they connect new divine ordinances.

Ver. 17. The appearance of the new prophet is finally con-

nected with the Messiah, according to the declaration of Mai. iv.

6, from which passage it would appear that Elias is to precede

the appearance of the Messiah, exercising a preparatory minis-
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try, (Mattli. iii. 7 «qq.) The term 'Tr^os^y^satiai (to precede or go

before) involves the idea of preparation. But through the words

ev rrviv/j^aTi xoci 6uvd/xsi 'WJov (in the spirit and power of Elias,) this

passage obtains a character explanatoiy of the prophetic words.

St John was not to be regarded as the Elias risen, but only as

his type; endowed with a similar spiritual nature, he was to ex-

ercise a vicarious ministry. Whilst -r^D/ia (the spirit) is to be

received in the more general acceptation, and marks the special

government of the higher spiritualizing principle of life, the term

dvva/Mig (power) goes more into the particulars. For in Elias was
revealed the manifestation of divine poiver, specially that of re-

proof, which stands in him personified; this very spiritual cha-

racter is that of St John. (Comp. the cont. with Matth. xi. 14).

The reference of the angel to a scriptural text is, on the whole,

parallel with the citation of the Scriptures where Jesus is

tempted by the didl3o}.o; (Matth. iv. 6); these passages are un-

justly had recourse to, to dispute the historical narrative of the

appearance of the angel. Such phenomena, it is evident, are

not to be regarded as though they implied that the angels quote

from Scripture, but that these things are contained in the

Scriptures, because it has been thus predetermined in the

heavenly world, to which the speaking spiritual persons belong.

The connection of the idea with the Avords of Scripture must

be considered as the clothing of it in a form more familiar and

comprehensible to the human mind. Angels, then, do not cite

texts of Scrijiture, because they wish to derive from the Bible

argument or authority for their speech, but because the ideas

made use of are found in the Bible, inasmuch as they contain a

truth which is valid both in heaven and on earth. This verse,

moreover, is highly important on account of the expression svu-

mov avrou, (before him) which grammatically refers back to

xu^iov Tov @iov avruv (the Lord their God), [vcr. 16,] so that God
liimself is understood as having appeared under the form of the

Messiah. Had this idea been foreign to, or contradicted the

doctrine of Scripture, we then could try the experiment of inter-

preting it otherwise, (for example, that a-lro; = ^"jpf signifies the

Messiah, that universally recognized, the chosen one); but since

the Old Testament points him out already, (Isa. xl. 3, 5; Jer.

xxiii. 6; xxxiii. 16; Joel iii. 26; Mai. iii. 1,) and since the

New, (John i. 1— 14,) clearly designates liim in a dogmatical

form, hence the interpreter must confine himself to the simple
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connection of the words. It was the exalted calling of the Bap-

tist to bring- to the Lord of lords, who revealed himself thus

openly and visibly in Christ, the hearts of all those who through

sin had become alienated from things divine. The concluding

words of ver. 1 7 have been freely considered in connection with

Mai. iv. 6. The Septuagint, which in essentials follows the

Hebrew text, translates this passage: '6g d'TOKaraffT-^rrsi xapdloiv

TaTgog T^og u'lov, xai xa^biav dvd^uTov ir^hg rhv irXridiov ahr()\j (who shall

turn the heart of the father to the son, and the heart of man to

his fellow-men). The words, accordingly, only say, that he will

abrogate the alienation of hearts, and bring back love and peace.

But according to the expression used by St Luke, the second

part of the passage: sirier^i-^ai dTsid^Tg sv (p^ovrjffn dr/.alojv (to turn

the disobedient to the wisdom of the just,) apparently obtains

another meaning. But if we consider the term d-iii}iTg as imj)ly-

ing children, and oUaioi fathers, the idea will be, nevertheless,

the same; he shall exercise upon the people a great moral influ-

ence, put a stop to the gross outbreakings of sin, awaken an

l3arnest striving after dixaioavvri, (righteousness) and thus call into

existence a Xahg xarsfrrsuac/^si'oc (a people in a state of j^'^^epara-

tion), the characteristic of which must be regarded as the sense

of the necessity of redemption. {<^g6vriaig here is closely related

with coip/a, [n?;DDln'] (wisdom) though not identical with it; it

is ni'^S (understanding or prudence) in the noblest sense of the

word, so that ungodliness appears as the true folly, and godliness

as the true prudence, [Matth. x. 16].—'Ei/ f^wrjsu in connection

with imsr^i-^ai must again be so understood, that the verb im-

plying motion comes at once into connexion with the preposition

implying rest.

Ver. 18. The promise of a son made by the angel was not to

preclude Zacharias from the bodily union, i.e. cohabitation; the

birth of Christ was effected in a different manner from that of

St John. With the latter a parallel is found in the Old Testa-

ment in the birth of Isaac. The faith of Abraham, however,

forais the strongest contrast to the unbelief of Zacharias. Of
Abl'aham it is said : oh xanvoriGi rh iavroZ (Tw/xa ribri v$viXP(/j/xsvoi/, Rom.

iv. 10 (he considered not his own body now dead). Zacharias

looked upon his age (and his long barren conjugal life) Avith a

doubtful mind. Hence it is not the caution Avith which the

father of St John proved all things for which he is l)lamed, but
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it is liis unbelief;' lie was firmly convinced that the vision in the

temple beside the altar, and which filled his heart with a holy

fear, was a heavenly one, yet he nevertheless gave room in his

heart to unbelief. The fault lay not in the words of his ques-

tion, but in the feelings from Avhicli they emanated. (The ques-

tion of Mary sounds as one springing from doubt, and yet she

was filially faithful, Luke i. 34. The supplication for a sign

(nib^j ff7],asr&v) as a confirmation of the promise is never loohcd

upon as wrong (conip. Gen. xv. 18, where Abraham asks, j;^^

<-m^2_^=y_ara ri yvwdoij^ai rovro (whereby shall I know this?)); on tlic

contrary, the not asking of the same is punished under certain

circumstances. (Is. vii. 13). The supplication, therefore, of Za-

charias for a sign, is complied with ; but on account of his unbe-

lief, he receives a sign which is at the same time a punishment.

Ver. 19. The heavenly messenger discovers himself in his

exalted glory, as it were, in order to legitimate himself, and for

the correction of the unbelieving Zacharias. He calls himself

Gabriel (^i^i")i:i, Dai^- viii. 16; ix. 21; i.e. man of God, repre-

senting the creative power of God). The remarkable circum-

stance of the angel assuming a Hebrew name is no longer so,

and in fact loses that character, when we properly consider the

signification of names. The name is nothing but an expression

corresponding with the internal being of him who bears it.

Hence, in so far as beings of the spiritual Avorld are endued with

certain or definite natures, so have they likewise their names, and

whether these names be Hebrew, or under other forms of human
speech, depends entirely upon circumstances. Herein is to be

found, at the same time, the key to the question, why the names

of angels appear only at a later period of Hebrew literature,

namely, that it must have been by far easier to form the general

notion of a world of spiritual beings, than to render prominent

the individual character of the beings dwelling in this loftier

world; but as soon as this took place, names could be called into

^ Such an expression of unbelief at such a time must not be considered

as proceeding- Irom reflection and desi<;-n; on the contrary, we must re-

gard it as an involuntary expression ot the internal state of the soul. In

moments such as these, the innei-most natui-e of the soul becomes mani-

fest; it then becomes ai)parent whether belief or unljclief dwells at the

bottom of the heart. Hence, the event had on Zacharia.s himself the

effect of perfectin;^- him in his spiritual life.
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existence describing their nature and cliaracter. Besides, the

distinct individuality of one class of angels is expressed by the

addition Tajsffr^jxws Ivuimoi/ Tou dsou (that stand in the presence of

God). (Comp. tliis with Mattli. xviii. 10.) It is natural for

man to suppose that such gradation of beings as universally per-

vade the visible creation must be likewise applicable to the

higher spiritual world. Hence, in the doctrine of the Zend there

appear likewise various degrees of angels; the seven Amschas-
pands are considered as being nearest to the Divine throne.' That

these representations are based on truth, is proved from the

Scrijitures, which show us angels standing in the immediate pre-

sence of God (Is. vi. 1 sqq.), long before there existed any inter-

course between the Jews and the Persians. The descriptions

contained in Dan. ^ai. 9 sqq.; Rev. iv. 1 sqq., are evidently

based upon the idea of a gradual distance from God occupied by
beings of the spiritual world, and a position modified in imj^ort-

ance thereby.

Ver. 20. The punishment imposed on Zacharias for his unbe-

lieving speech, is speechlessness (the passage /a?5 dwdfisvog XaXJjtra/

(not able to speak) is merely an epexegesis of the term aio-Truv

(silent or speechless) for zoo(p6g (dumb), an expression which is

used in ver. 22) ; but as a mitigation of the punishment, and as

a sign or guarantee for the promise made, the angel fixes at the

same time the term of his recovery. (The expression av&' Si<j

(therefore, because), Luke xii. 18; xix. 44, corresponds with the

Hebrew "^^^^ JinP: Deut. xxviii. 47, as well as with ^^tl^^'^y?

Jerem. xxii. 9.—E/'s rhv xai^hv abruv (in their time, or season) must
be understood, " according to the succession of time in separate

instants;" first must occur the birth of the child, and then he

afterwards must prove himself the promised one.)

Ver. 21, 22. The priests, according to later traditions, are

said not to have remained long at prayers in the temple, lest

' Hence we find in the Persian government, which formed a prototyi^e

of the heavenly order of things, seven princes of the empire who stood

nearest to the throne of the king (Esther i. 10, 14). The supposition,

that the Jews dei-ived their doctrine concerning the angels from the

Persians, is contradicted not only on general grounds (comp. Matth. viii.

28); but likewise by the circumstance, that the Jews had onlyfoitr throne-

angels. (Comp. Buxt. lex. talm. p. 86.) But, it is true, they had besides

the number four likewise the number seven. (Comp. the texts cited

with Revel, iv. 5, 6.)
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tliey should excite tlie fear of some calamity having- happened
to them in the temple, which would have been looked upon as a

national calamity, the ofRciatiug- priest being regarded as the

representative of the nation ; hence it was that the stay of Za-

charias in the temple, although in itself of no long duration,

already caused this excitement in the people. The remark con-

cerning their perception of his having had a vision {b'XTacia=

nt^"l?2) ^'^^^ ^^*^t refer to his silence, but pi-obably to his whole

appearance, whieh may have betrayed a powerful excitement,

which, inasmuch as he came out of the temple, was immediately

ascribed to some spiritual cause. The opinion of the people,

thus loudly exjiressed, Zacliarias confirmed through signs {avrh;

r,v hianvuv avroTg), he beckoned, or made signs, unto them.

Ver. 23, 24. At the expiration of the Aveek during which the

class of priests to which Zacliarias belonged had to i)ei-form ser-

vice, he returned to his dwelling, and his wife became pregnant.

During the first period, however, of her i^regnancy, she lived in

retirement, in order to remove every doubt concerning it. (In

the New Testament, it is true, Aurov^yia never signifies a public

ministration, as from AiTro;=^dr,/jb6siog (of or belonging to the

2^eople or state), yet it is used when speaking of external ser-

vices, as Phil, ii, 80; 2 Cor. ix. 12. This expression ordinarily

denotes sacred service, as Heb. ix. 21, and is likewise applied to

matters purely sjiiritual, as Phil. ii. 17, Xsirov^yia rri: Tifrreu; (ser-

vice of faith).)

Ver. 25. The happy mother gratefully acknowledges the Di-

vine blessing in her state of pregnancy. Childlessness, according

to the views entertained in the Old Testament, involved ignominy

(Is. iv. 1; Hos. ix. 11, 12), wherein is clearly expressed the idea

of things external ; but in the New Testament there predomi-

nates the idea of a spiritual agency, by which all things corpo-

real are placed in the back-ground. (On introducing the direct

subject is frequently used in the language of the New Testament

in the sense of the Hebrew word "13, comp. Exod. iv. 25; xviii.

15. In the sense of sTsidu (to look upon) is used nt^l (^^ ^^^)

and
-^i^g

(to visit), i.e. to direct the countenance towards some

person or thing as a sign of grace; signifying the reverse of this

imidoj occurs in the Acts of the Apostles iv. 29. This is also

frequently the case with 1^5.)
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§ 3. ANNUNCIATION OF THE BIRTH OF JESUS. MARY VISITS

ELIZABETH.

(Luke i. 26—56.)

St Luke appears to be here in liis narration more exact in

point of chronology and topography than St Matthew; hence we
are able by his aid to complete and rectify the nari-ative of St

Matthew. Through the passage ev tQj /myivi tQj s'xrw, " in the sixth

month/' which refers back to ver. 24, we obtain no unimportant

eclaircissement respecting tlie age of Jesus in relation to that

of St John ; the notification, however, that the annunciation

took place in Nazareth is made also in Matt. ii. 23. Mary (or

Joseph) had no doubt estates in Nazareth as well as in Bethle-

hem, and for this reason St Luke (ii. 39,) calls Nazareth toX/s

abruv, " their city." (Concerning Nazareth and Galilee comp.

Matth. ii. 22, 23.

—

M\'^STs-jigdai= ^"^^, " to be betrothed," comp.

Deut. xxii. 23).

Ver. 28, 29. The revelation, which follows, of the most deli-

cate secret, is executed with so much naivete and refinement,

and yet without any admixture of a single uncalled-for reflec-

tion, as to vouch for the exactness of the fact to every mind sus-

ceptible of truth, and to permit its perversion into profane no-

tions, only by doing violence to the narrative. The messenger

of a higher world introduces himself to the humble, child-like

Mary, with a heavenly salutation: x^'i^j Kixo'-.sircofj.ivri, "hail, thou

highly-favoured one." (xa^/row, "to endue with [spiritual] grace,"

only occurs in Ephes. i. 6, and in Christian writers of a later

period, as, for example, Libanius). The expression has no refer-

ence to any self-created holiness and excellence in Mary, but it

refers solely to her election. The Lord had chosen her even

from among the line of her ancestors, that she might become

the mother of our Redeemer; she could not have foreseen, in

her child-like innocence, the exalted puqjose for which she was

destined, and considered herself unworthy of this highest degree

of happiness which could fall to the lot of a daughter of Abra-

ham. Hence, whilst niya.ojru'hhn, "highly-favoured," refers entire-

ly to her spiritual condition, the passage following, iuXoy^iuvn sv

ywait.iv, " blessed among women," has reference to the announce-
II
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meiit of her destination, which may be completed by syivrjdr,;,^

" tliou art become/' The signiiication of this salutation, {'rorw^og,

" what kind or manner," is used qualitatively as well as quanti-

tatively, Matth. viii. 27; 1 John iii. 1), and the appearance of

the heavenly vision, (on Bisrasax^yi, " she was disturbed or troubled

exceedingly," refer to i. 12) plunged Mary into a state of mus-

ing, because she was unable to apply what she had heard to her-

self. (Concerning diaXoyi(r>j:,6c, "reasoning, ratiocination," dia/.o-

yi^itrdai, " to reason, discourse," from Xo^o--, " word,"^ vov;, " mind

or reason," refer to ii. 85).

Ver. 30, 31. The further execution of the charge commences

with a comforting ,aj5 fOjSov, " fear not, be not alarmed," (L. i. 13)

and the promise or assurance of the favour of God. The idea of

X'^S'i, "grace or favour" (= 'm, svpigxuv '^^d^iv ='!n t^!^) "^^ find fa-

vour," even here involves the free will of the Divine declaration

of love, which does not appear to depend or be conditional on

anything contained in, or emanating from herself; hence we

find expressed in it the pure election of grace, which admits of

no possibility of the existence of merit belonging to the crea-

ture. With the announcement that Mary would become a mother

is joined, as in Matth. i. 21, the direction respecting the name

to be bestowed on the child.

Ver. 82, 88. The character of the expected child of God

is depicted in terms of boundless grandeur, as above, i. 16,

17, when speaking of that of St John.- He appears as v'ibg

{j-4^!grou, "Son of the Highest," (St John as SoDXo;, "servant") and

as a ruler over the house of Jacob, to which belonged St John

himself. (Concerning the term ^sya?, " great," refer to ver. 15,

and for further particulars respecting v'lhg v-^\^l<!rov, " son of the

highest," to the context, i. 35. The expression v-^^iarog cor-

responds Avith the Hebrew \^'h^y "most high," Gen. xiv. 18.

KaUTgDai, " to be called," is used sometimes with reference to

untrue and empty speaking, with which is contrasted the supe-

' The term euXoynv, "to bless," hke "^j-^^^ has a double meaning, accord-

ing as it is used to denote the position of a high being towards a lower,

or, on the other hand, that of a lower being towards a higher. In the

former case it signifies to bless, and in the latter to praise, to bless,

which presupposes a being blessed.

2 C'omp. Theremins incomparable sermon (Krcuz Ciu'isti vol. i. 2. Ser-

mon) on the words: " He sliall be great!"
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riority of truth and reality ; but it is used likewise partly in

an appellative sense, so far as it is a correct description of

the thing" or being, and in this latter sense it is [like ^"^p^, " to

be called"] synonymous with ihai, "to be/' only with the accessory

notion of existing as a recognized being. This signification,

which stands in connection with the use of ovo/^a, "name,"= q^ is

often met with, as, for example, ver. 85, 76 ; Matth. v. 9, 19, and else-

where freq. The former signification is prominent in ver. 86, and
elsewhere freq.) With regard to the dominion here insured to the

promised offspring, we shall find it closely connected with the

person of David. The main passage on Avhich this is founded is

2 Sam. vii. 13, sqq. In its real literal sense it refers to Solomon,

but who is conceived, at the same time, as a type of the true

Prince of Peace. The prophets thus treated the passage long

ago. (Ps. Ixxxix. 5; Isa. ix. 7; Jer. xxxiii. 15, sqq.) For, the

dominion of this expected iSaffiXivg, "king," is described as an ever-

lasting one. The indefinite passage, slg ro-bg aiuvag, "for ages, or

for ever," the Septuagint give it, 2 Sam. vii. 18, 16, iig t6v a/wra,

"for ever,") more clearly defines the passage: ohx 'ierai rlXog,

"there shall be no end," so that the dominion of Jesus is here re-

presented, in the true sense of the word, as an everlasting and
endless one. This idea leads at once to a correct conception of

the limitation of the Messiah's (SaffiXila, " kingdom," to the oJy.o;

'laxw/3, "house of Jacob," which is here so prominent. The do-

minion, unlimited by time and eternity, cannot possibly be con-

ceived as limited by political boundaries. Hence the special re-

ference to the house of Jacob must be viewed as Luke i. 16;

and the people of Israel (as Matth. ii. 6,) must here be regarded

as the type of sanctified human nature gathered into the ever-

lasting kingdom of the Messiah (John xi. 52).

Ver. 84. Mary, in these memorable words, expresses her

doubts with child-like innocence ; she knew no man, i.e. she lived

with no man as his wife, {yivu)g-/.uj=i^-^*\ "to know") hence she could

not become a mother. According to the whole appearance of

Mary's speech, it might have emanated from unbelief; the words,

at least, do not express her belief; yet, taken as a whole, they

speak in favour of the view that Mary did believe, but only that

she wished to know how this promise could be accomplished.

Such inquiries and doubts, proceeding from a faithful and child-

like mind, are therefore not censured.
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Ver. 35. Tlie angel tlicn, at licr request, discloses to her that

the Son of God, whom she was called upon to bring- forth, woidd

be conceived in her maiden womb in a pure and chaste manner.

This sublime mystery the heavenly messenger expresses in words

of deep signification. In the first idea, i.e. in the irviyij.a aym
ImXroGirat st/ (t;,

" the Holy Gliost shall come upon thee," the

TTviuiMa ciym, " Holy Gliost," here again implies, as in i. 15, the

divine essence or being in general, Avhich according to its na-

ture is holy. For, as the procreation of Jesus, according to

his physical existence, is here the question at issue, the crea-

tive agency of the Holy Ghost, in the true sense of the word,

is incompatible, and can form no connection with the funda-

mental view of the Trinity according to which the Holy Ghost

exercises his ruling powers in the known moral world.i The

absence of the article speaks in favour of this view; Ti/sD/xa ciym,

it is true, has assumed the nature of a proper noun, yet the

article could not be wanting in bwaiMg j'^lgro-o, " the power of the

Most High," if the third person of the Deity was to be denoted.

In the passage smXihssTai s'^i cs, " shall come upon, or rather, shall

be brought over thee," furthermore, is contained, most probably,

an allusion to the description of the creation of the Macrocosm,

(Gen. i. 2, wherein the Scptuagint translates pQn'^T:^, "hovering,"

sTipoiTo iTavw rov Zdarog, "was brought over the waters,") of which

the creation of the Microcosm in the first man is a prototype,

Avhich has its antitype in regeneration (John iii. 5, 8). The

first part of the verse is explained more accurately by the

second, burning i-^lerou here corresponds with 'rviv/j,a aylov, and

points to the correct conception of it, as that of the creative

power of God (Q^^nt^ TVn> " ^^^^ spirit of God," Gen. i. 2). The

passage mKsy.iucm goi, " shall overshadow thee," however, forms the

explanatoiy antithesis of smXihoiTai sm as, " shall come upon thee,

or be brought over thee." The notion of screening, protecting,

(according to the analogy of the Hebrew ttt^'D'
" ^^ ^'^J

^^' ^'^^^

upon"), as applied to Jcr/tr/c/a^s/v, is quite out of the question; the

^ Were we to reyard the reference made to the third person of the

Godhead in a literal sen^e, it then wouKl follow, moreover, tliat tlie

Holy Ghost is the father of Jesus Christ; but this is a mode of expres-

Kir)n which the church has justly never approved of, inasmuch as the

Holy Ghost proceeds from the Son, but not that the Son takes ///n oritjin

from the Spirit. God the Father is the Father of Jesus, both as to his

J)ivine and human nature.
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connection evidently leads to the idea of procreation. Hence,

it would be best to regard the Hebrew words D^oj3 tl?13'
" ^o

spread the two wings," (Ruth iii. 9 ; Ezek. xvi. 8,) as signifying

to sjjread the wings (of a garment), to envelope, to overshadow,^

by which is indicated euphemistically conjugal union, i.e. coha-

bitation. The expression perhaps contains likewise a distant

allusion to the term JiQniD' "hovering as with open wings,"

Gen. i. 2; pijinj ^^ is known, signifies "to hover over," and has

its parallel in q*iq^3 iZ^'^S?
" spreadeth abroad the wings," Deut.

xxxii. 11. The whole idea, therefore, of this remarkable verse,

is no other than this, that Mary would become a mother without

connection with man; the pure chaste power of the creative

Spirit of God will be the procreating agency. Hence, the appear-

ance of the Redeemer among mankind is represented as a new
and immediate act of di\ane creation, and the transition of

sinfulness to him from sinful humanity is thus refuted. But in

so far as this act of creation did not exclude entirely the sub-

stance of human nature, which was owing to the relation exist-

ing between Mary and Jesus, our Redeemer, although free from

sinfulness in his principle of life, shared, nevertheless, with the

human race, the dff&mia rng cae^coc, " weakness of the flesh." (2 Cor.

xiii. 4,) a feature, upon which was based his faculty of suffering,

which, in its turn, formed the necessary condition of the whole

work of the Redeemer.^ In his assuming human nature, he

purilied humanity altogether. The referring of the promised

progeny to the wivfia aym, " Holy Ghost," renders it necessary,

that he himself should be an ciyiov, " holy one," (the addition st. cov,

" of thee," to ymufj^ivoM, " shall be born," has its origin, no doubt, in

the transcribers, to whom the idea appeared as being incomplete

;

^ The cherubim too, who with their wings spread overshadow the ark

of the covenant, signify the active Divine presence. Exod. xxxvii. 9

;

Numb. ix. 18, 2'2. (Comp. Suiceri thes. vol. i. p. 1175.)
^ Had Jesus been begotten in the usual way, together with a general

sinful nature, there would have been in him likewise the Necessitas

moriendi, " inevitable subjection to death ;" unless born of a human
mother, the Tmpossihilitas moriendi, "incapability of dying," would have

been his. According to this view alone, the narrative contained in the

Gospels fulfils all that is demanded by the idea of a redeemer. Born a

man, the Redeemer bore a veritable human life, but similar to that of

Adam before his fall, with the Possihilitas tentationis et mortis, "possi-

bility of temptation and death," but which became hereafter through his

victory an Impossibilitas. (Comp. the context with Matth. iv. 1 sqq.)
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for the designed omission of the words no tenable ground can be

adduced,) and as such he is called viog &iou, " Son of God."

Here, as in j'lhg b-^isTo-j, " Son of the Highest," the expression un-

doubtedly refers to the human nature of Christ; because he is

born, as to the body, from Mary, in whom he was conceived by

the overshadowing of the Holy Ghost, he is called the Son of

God. That we must suppose the word in ver. 32 as having the

same physical signification, is evident, partly from its connection

with ver. 81, and partly from the designation of David as rTaTr,o.

Passages such as Mark xiii. 32, Heb. v. 8 (in which, however,

o'lhg stands alone), seem in like manner to belong to this place.

Hence Jesus is called here v'lhg r. 6. in the same sense as is also

Adam, in Luke iii. 88, inasmuch as he received his existence in

a direct manner from the hands of God ; the first and the second

Adam form a parallel likewise in this respect. But both form a

contrast to the u'loi ruv duD^dj-Trcuv, " sons of men," who, as the de-

scendants of the fallen Adam, bear the impression of the fallen

one (Genesis v. 3). On the contrary, when Jesus is called 6 uihg

rov dvdsoj'rrou, " the Son of man," (with the article, which is sel-

dom omitted, as in John v. 27), this name is then very nearly

synonymous in physical signification to the name viog r. d., as

given above. It refers to the human nature of our Lord, but

in such a manner that this human nature is viewed, or conceived

in its ideal existence. The expression has its root in the Old

Testament, which in several remarkable passages (wliieh form

the foundation of the Kabbinical dogma of Adam Kadmou)
transforms humanity, i.e. connects it in its ideal Avitli the

Di\ane being. (Comp. 2 Sam. vii. 19, 1 Chron. x^^i. 17, Ezech.

i. 26, Dan. vii. 13, x. 16, with 1 Cor. xv. 45 sqq.) Hence, is

likewise ascribed to the -jihg r. d. that intimate unity with the

Father and the heavenly world (John iii. 13), as well as all

praise and glory, without reference to his abasement (John v.

27, Matth. xxvi. 64, Acts of the Apostles vii. 56). But as the

apostles never call him by this name (except in the Gospels this

name only occurs in the Acts of the Apostles vii. 56, Avith spe-

cial reference to the bodily manifestation of our Lord), and Jesus,

on the contrary, wlien speaking of himself, makes use of it,

hence, it is probable that liis object in so doing was to render

him.self more distinctly human in the eyes of those among whom
he dwelt, and to place, at the same time, before their eyes the

ideal of human perfection. Men liavo tliought in modern times
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to concede to the name 6 vPog rov avd^do-vrov, "the Son of man/' merely
the signification of a common name of the Messiah

; jet this view
is, for this reason, very untenable, because the people, in that
case, would have called Jesus so sometimes,^ or because a false

Messiah might have appropriated to himself this name. It is

probable that there were but few enlightened men among the
people who received the name ^jj^^ -^i^ "Son of man," in the true

sense of those prophetic passages, according to which it contained

the idea of a first man, of an ideal of mankind. The most usual

name of the Messiah which was in use among the people at the
time of Jesus was 6 vihg AajSid, " the Son of David." By this name
our Lord was usually addressed by those who solicited his aid,

and thus acknowledged his aiding power; and the Redeemer
himself refers to this name as being so fully received and recoo-

nised that he bases his arguments upon it, and therefore demon-
strates to them the high importance of the Messiah (comp.

Matth. ix. 27; xii. 23; xv. 22; xx. 30, 31; xxi. 9, 15; xxii. 42,

45). The reason why this name became so current as the de-

signation of the Messiah was partly because the prophecies of

the Old Testament declared, in a particularly explicit and dis-

tinct manner, that the Messiah was to issue from among the

posterity of David, whence the prophets often simply put David
for the Messiah (Is. xi. 1, 10; Jerem. xxiii. 5; xxxiii. 15, 21

;

Ezek. xxxiv. 23, 24; xxxvii. 24, 25; Ps. Ixxxix. 4, 21); but
partly also that David appeared to the Jewish mind the bright

ideal of a ruler over his people, under whom their dominion was
extended far and wide; the use of this name, therefore, coincided

with the prevailing popular notions of the Messiah which were cir-

culated among the Jews. But in order not to favour these, our Lord
abstained entirely from the use of this name whenever he had
occasion to speak of himself, and endeavoured rather, by the use

of the obscure expression u'lhg r. d., "the Son of man," to direct the

inquiry concerning the prophetic import of the Messiah to another

point; for although this name was no current one, yet, on ac-

count of the well-known prophetic passages in which it occurs,

our Lord could presuppose it as intelligible to the better portion

of the nation. It is, hoAvever, invariably used in the New Tes-

' This uame, it is true, is found in the apocryphal book of Enoch;
but there is no doubt that it has found its way to it only through Chris-

tian associations. John xii. 34 shows how unknown this name was to

the Jews.
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tamcnt in a sense entirely diifering from the physical one, in

which the expression vihz r .6. " Son of God," occurs in the passa-

ges Luke i. o2, 35 (wherein the article is wanting). In a meta-

physical sense this expression ordinarily denotes the eternal ex-

istence of Christ which he has >vith his Father, and likewise his

relation as God to God, as the manifestation of the hidden God.

The name 6 vihg r. 6., as given in the Old Testament, does not ex-

press this idea, for in passages such as Ps. ii. 7,^ 2 Sam. vii. 14,

the reference to his appearance on earth is predominant. Never-

theless, although the name be wanting (as for example in the

expression (SaaiXda r. 9., "the kingdom of God''), still the idea it-

self is widely promulgated throughout the Old Testament. It

presents itself even in Genesis (comp. Steinwender's diss. Christus

Deus in V. T. Regiom. 1829, wherein the passages from tlio

historical books are collected), and afterwards frequently in the

prophetic writings (Is. ix. 6, 7; xi. 1, 2; Micali v. 1; Jcrcm.

xxiii. 6; xxxiii. 16; ct freq. In the apocrypha see Wisd. vii.

25 sqq.; viii. 3; Ecclus. xxiv. 4 sqq.) In the adaptation, mean-
while, of the name u'lbg r. 6. passages such as Psalm ii. 7 probably

exerted at a later period an essential influence, inasmuch as

the various applications which the expression is capable of were

not properly felt and understood. Moreover, we find the name
in the New Testament in many places; indeed, while Jesus pre-

fers to call himself u'lhg t. «., the apostles mostly use the name
u/og r. 6. As a v'lbg r. a., our Redeemer descends to an equality with

the human species; but men, by calling him vFog r. 0., raise him
above themselves. Yet our Lord frequently calls liimself (as in St

John) likewise u'lhg r. &., or by the impressive and significant v'lhg.

But the supposition that the name v'lhg r. 0. was among the Jews a

common designation of tlie Messiah, without implying a deeper

meaning, will scarcely be believed l)y those who consider, in the

first jdace, that the common and rude mass of the Jewish people

regarded the Messiah only as a distinguished person, who had
been chosen thereunto by God by free preference xar IxXoyr.v,

"according to election." (Justin. M. dial. c. Tr. pag. 266 sqq.)

According to this view, names such as o x^iffrog, "the anointed

' The expression, ni^i^ "^D^ "thou art my Son," Ps. ii. 7, does not, as

appears from ver. 6, refer to the eternal procreation of the Son by tlie

Father, but has only reference to the in^stallalion of Iho Son as <rovernor
of the world.
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one," iSaaiXiug Tuv 'JouSaiojv, "King of tlie Jews," uio; rou AajSib, "Son
of David," and others such, were more appropriate. Again, had

the name been one so common, no one would have been sur-

prised at Jesus calling himself so (John v. 18 sqq.; x. 83 sqq.)

Lastly, we nowhere find that a false Messiah ever called him-

self the Son of God. Texts such as John x. 33 sqq., xix. 7 sqq.,

clearly prove that the people looked upon it as presumptuous

even in the case of the Messiah himself. This view is only

plausible on account of the connection of the name v'lhg r. 6. with

Xf/oTo's in a few passages of the Gospels; but when we consider

these more closely, it then becomes apparent that no such con-

clusion can be drawn from them as that this name was commonly
used at the time of Christ as synonymous with that of the

Messiah, and hence that the same ideas were connected with it,

which were usually applied to the name of the Messiah. With
regard also to the passages in which u/k r. 6. is found in connec-

tion with Xgigrog, we must distinguish well all such passages in

which it is preceded by Xp/o-to's from those in which it h followed

by it. In the former (as for example Matth. xvi. 16; John vi.

69 (Griesbach's reading Text. rec. is 6 aywg rov koV, " the holy one

of God;" xi. 27; xx. 31) v. r. d. contains only a clearer definition

for the comprehension of the x^/tr-ogo Jesus was considered as

the X^iffTog by his disciples as soon as they had joined him (John

i. 42), but it was only after a continued intercourse with him
that, by the revelation of the Father, they received the idea of

the Son of God appearing" in the person of Christ (Matth. xvi.

16). Again, when the high-priest asks Christ whether he be the

Christ, the Son of God, then this question has no reference to the

prevailing popular notions, but only to that which Christ had
declared of himself, and it was on account of these declarations

concerning himself that the people said. If thou he the Son of
God, come down from the cross (Matth. xxvii. 40). But the

speech of the centurion (Matth. xxvii. 54, and the parallel pas-

sages) has reference to the heathen mythology. The case cer-

tainly seems different with those passages in which v'lhg r. tf.has the

precedence, of which, however, there are very few, as for exam-
pie John i. 50, ix. 35, comp. with ix. 17. But that nothing can

be adduced even from these passages in support of the assertion

that the expression Son of God was but a common name of the

Messiah, is clearly proved by the special exposition of them each
with its own context. (Comp. the conmient. on the passages
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above quoted.) There tlieii only remain the passages Matth.

iv. 3, 6; viii. 29, with their parallels, wherein Jesus is addressed

as i//o; r. 6., as he is elsewhere, as u'log AajSld. Yet, these pas-

sages only occur in the history of the temptation, or have a

reference to those possessed of demons, and hence it is more
than probable that these passages ought to be understood as

implying that it was only the superhuman demoniacal power

that was capable of discerning Jesus in his Divine nature and

dignity. We must admit, therefore, that -oibg r. 6. denotes,

indeed, the Messiah,' that is in so far- as he was born of the

substance of the Father, and hence, that whoever called him

thus cither acknowledged him as such, or blamed him for declar-

ing himself such. Finally, as regards the relative significance

of the name uihg rou Qsou as applied to Christ in particular, and

the same name as applied to the human race in general, it must

be observed that viol Qsov, or rUm Qiov,- " sons of God, or children

of God," is used in a twofold sense, which corresponds with both

significations as implied in the expression of our Redeemer. It

has a reference in the first place to the physical existence of

men ; they are called yioi r. d. in so far as God (mediately) is

their Creator. This signification is nevertheless seldom applied;

but Ephos. iii. 15, John xi. 52, and Mai. ii. 10, belong neverthe-

less to this place; besides, even in passages of the Old Testament,

as for example Is. Ixiii. 16, Deuter. xiv. 1, there prevails a refer-

ence to the redemption. This reference is likewise apparent in

* This mode of argument removes the scruples raised by Schleienna-

cher (Glaubenslehre vol. ii. p. 707), who says, that the expression Son of

God denotes not onli/ the Divine nature, but the entire Christ both as

to his Divine and human nature. Pas.sages such as 1 John i. 7, show, it is

true, that tlie physical and metaphysical acceptation meet in this expres-

sion, since the Scriptures are, generally speaking, far from the Nestorian

view of separating the two natures. Yet, the expression Son of (Jod

denotes the entire Christ, in so far as he is born from eternity out of the

essence or being of the Father. Son of Man, on the contrary, denotes

the entire Christ, in so far as he represents the [deed of humanity.
^ Tizvov, " a child," is never used when speaking of the person of Christ,

but rraTg, "a child, or servant," indeed is (Matth. xii. 17; Acts of the

Apostles iii. 13, 2G; iv. 27, 30). But this expression forms a parallel

not so much with uihg, "son," as with the Hebrew n^lH^ I'l'^}
" servant of

the Lord," which is so frequently applied to the Messiah, especially in

the latter part of Isaiah (comjx the Acts of the Apostles iii. 13). Tixvov

could not be used of Christ, becau.se tliis expression unplies the idea of a

thing undevelnpcd. whereas u'/oc implies the notion of manly power and

activity.
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very many passages in the New Testament (as for example

1 John iii. 1, 2; v. 2; Rom. viii. 14, 16, 17; ix. 8; Gal. iii. 26,

and more freq.), and denotes the new birth which, as a new

act of creation, converts again into children those who through

sin had become alienated from God. This view corresponds

with the deep meaning of the name u/'k r. d. in so far as it belongs

to the Redeemer. His eternal procreation out of the essence of

the Father finds its counterj)art in the new birth, and with

reference to those spiritual children of the One Father, our

Redeemer calls himself the First-born among many brethren

(Rom. vii. 29; Heb. ii. 11). The Son of God from eternity

walked on earth in time as the Son of Man, in order to raise the

children of men from earth to heaven, that so, being the chil-

dren of God, they might be like unto him, and be made partak-

ers of the Divine nature (2 Peter i. 4; 1 John iii. 2).

Ver. 36—38. Like Zacharias, Mary too receives a sr},aim, "sign,"'

"
r\'i^5'" ^^^^ ^ favourable one (i. 20). As we here see announced

to Mary from above the destiny of Elizabeth, so in like manner

do w^e see announced to Elizabeth that of Mary (see ver. 41);

such interference was necessarily called for under such extraor-

dinary circumstances, and for this very reason we may presup-

pose similar occurrences for the solution of many difficulties,

where we do not find them distinctly stated. (Comp. Luke ii.

38.)—The conversation concludes with the general remark, that

Divine Omnipotence accomplishes and carries out his plans not-

withstanding all apparent impossibilities. The words correspond

with those of Genes, xviii. 14, where they are spoken with a

similar reference to Sarah. This idea, exj^ressed in its widest

and most universal acceptation, must be received, moreover, in

so limited a sense, that every veritable or positive (^'V-^a='^2l)
T T

thing may be represented; for everything negative or contradic-

tory is as such no ^^/xa, and so with God, though he is God,

ddumrov, "impossible."—The faithful, child-like, and humble Mary,
confides herself to the hands of God; she yields willingly to her

destiny, in order to accomplish the Divine decrees. The birth

of our Lord in the flesh thus became likewise her act of faith;

the belief of Mary thus made amends for the unbelief of Eve.

(Ver. 36. For y/j^a, used for y^^a'/ [from yyi^an, the nominative of

which is 755^ac, old age], and which is the usual reading, Gries-

hacli has yn^it for yn^s)\ from /Jjgoj. [Comp. Winers Gramm. p.

63.]—The passage obz "not,"

—

'rrav 'friij^ "everything," in ver. 37, is
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a pure Hebraism, the exi^rcssion corresponds with the IIel)rcw

in"l ^3 ^h. " i^ot all [every] thing").

Ver. 39. According to the hint given to her by tlie angel

(ver. S6) Mary visited Elizabeth, with whom, as a relation, she

was probably already long ago acquainted. The residence

of Zacharias, which was left unmentioned, or which was not

clearly pointed out in ver. 23, is now rendered more distinctly.

He lived in the mountainous district of the land of the Jews {o^nvr,,

" hilly," scil. %w£a, " region,") in a sacerdotal town called Juda,

and according to a more correct mode of writing, 'lovQa or 'lovrra.

In the Old Testament it is called niD^"'' Juta, (Josh. xv. 55 ; xxi. 1 (>),

which is rendered by the Septuagint in the former place 'irdv.

The reading 'loudaiag is in either way a correction; if we retain

the form 'lou^a, the name of the town, then, must be completed.

In that case Josh. xxi. 11, would form a suitable parallel, inas-

much as Hebron is there spoken of as: Xs(3guv h tQj oou 'lovda.,

"Hebron in the mount of Judah." (The words ,<i=r(i ff--ro-jdr,c, "with

haste," correspond with the more usual term s-rrovBatujg, " hastily."

We meet with it in this sense likewise in the Septuagint, Exod.

xii. 11; Ezra iv. 23; Dan. vi. 19.)

Ver. 40, 41. The opinion, that a previous communication of

the occurrences had not taken place between the two women,

evidently forms the foundation of the narrative. As Mary had

no knowledge of the circumstances of Elizabeth proAaous to the

communication of the angel (ver. 36), in like manner was Eliza-

beth ignorant of what had happened to Mary, and of her desti-

nies. Both were guided and instructed by the Spirit. Indeed,

according to the date, there would be no time for making com-

munications. As Mary received the visit of the angel in the sixth

month after Elizabeth had conceived (ver. 26, 36), and as she

abode with her for three months (ver. 56), she therefore must

have gone to Elizabeth immediately after the annunciation.

Joseph, no doubt, as yet knew nothing, and only lirst learned

these circumstances from Mary's advanced state of pregnancy.

(For further information on this subject see Luke ii. 39.) Being

betrothed, she could, with the permission of her bridegroom,

tarry a few months with a distant relation witliout any impro-

priety. The violent agitations of mind of the mother were

shared by the child whom she harboured in her womb, and a

spirit from above filled the soul of tin- ]iai)py mother, who saw
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realised the boldest hopes of her heart. Like Hannah, the mother

of Samuel, she must have frequentl}- dedicated to the Lord the

child Avhich she had so fervently prayed for (1 Sam. i. 11). Con-

cerning 'jtnliJ.a. ciyiov, "the Holy Ghost" see i. 15. {l7(.i^raM^xivi7cSai

is especially used to denote a leaping- movement, which is the

result of joy; in other Avords, a leaping for joy. The Septuagint

renders Mai. iv. 2 gxi^r'/jgin ug (jjasya^ia, " ye shall leap as little

calves;" and in Gen. xxv. 22 it is likewise used of the leaping of

the foetus in the womb.)

Ver. 42, 43. Elizabeth, as the older one, here blesses Maiy
and her child (xagco^ xoiKiag, " fruit of the womb,"='j^^ ^1S)j ^s

John the Baptist at a subsequent period, although the inferior,

had to baptize our Lord. Yet, although blessing, Elizabeth con-

sidered herself nevertheless inferior to Mary, since she says:

xai mdsv fxoi rovro %. r. X., " and whence is this to me," «fcc.' (Ka/,

"and," used interrogatively is full of emphasis, comp. Mark x. 26.)

—Most worthy of remark is the passage which occurs in the

speech of Elizabeth: rj /j^yirri^ rov zvoiou im\j, "the mother of my
Lord." We may turn it as we please, we shall never be able to

demonstrate the propriety of calling a child as yet unborn xv^mg,^

but by the supposition that Elizabeth, enlightened by the Holy
Ghost, as were the prophets of old, perceived like them the

Divine nature of the Messiah, as the mother of whom she saluted

Mary. The passage is thus parallel with ver. 17, wherein, in

the course of the speech of the angel, the same idea becomes

apparent of the incarnation of God in the form of the Messiah,

^ The passage /Va 'ixdji, "that she should come," involves the idea of a
foregoing cause and command, " Whence is this to me, that the mother
of my Lord should come to me ?" In it she perceives another proof of
Divdne favour.

^ Dr Faulus is of opinion that xv^iog, "Lord," here stands merely instead

of /Saff/XsL/S, " King," and that Elizabeth here only expresses her faith in

Mary's giving birth to the Messiah. But since even Augustus and
Tiberius dared not to style themselves xu^ioc, " Lord," hence we see how-

unusual it was at that time to apply this title to kings. And hence can
it least of all be believed that pious Jews, who were wont to apply the
term Lord to God alone, should have used this expression in such a
manner. And if we are unable to trace any written family records in

these accounts concerning the history of the infancy of Jesus, so it may
easily be supposed that, in consequence of a more perfect knowledge
obtained at a subsequent period concerning the dignity of Jesus, an ex-
pression such a? this may liave been put into the mouth of Elizabeth

;

yet, as to her discernment, sufficient guarantee exists in her having been
enlightened through the Divine Spirit from above.
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and wliere y.joioi is used emphatically, as corresponding with the

Hebrew v^^i o^' TV\TV
" "^7 l^^'^' ^^' Jehovah."

Ver. 44, 45. The first jjcrson in the speech of Elizabeth chan-

ges towards the conclusion into the third person; she speaks in

her prayers of Mary, and praises her faith. The latter she re-

cognises very correctly in the Holy Ghost as being the funda-

mental cause of the humble disposition of Mary's mind, and as

the condition of her happiness. The word rsXilusig, " fulfilment,"

refers to the fulfilment of all that had been promised concerning

her son, ver. 32, 33, and with regard to the nature of rrigng

" faith," it is clear that it denotes here no dogma of any

kind, but that it is intended only to describe that disposition of

soul thus resigned to the will of God, in which Mary found her-

self on the annunciation of the heavenly message. The term

crj'srig " faith," signifies a susceptibility of the effects of Divine

grace, and their reception into the heart (comp. the context with

Matth. viii. 2).

Ver. 46, 47. Let us suppose Mary as living and acting accord-

ing to the Holy Scriptures, the promises of which, no doubt, had

often affected her mind, and called forth the Avish that God might

help his people and send the Redeemer, nay even the desire to

become the blessed mother of the Messiah, an expression, then,

of such enthusiastic joy as now broke forth will present nothing-

remarkable; possessed of the knowledge of becoming a partaker

of the highest degree of happiness, she gives utterance by pro-

])hetic inspiration to her gratitude for the mercy she has expe-

rienced, and for the fulfilment of the promises made by God,

(which she conceives in her prophetic spirit as already realised,)

in the to her so familiar words of Scripture, especially drawn

from those of the song of thankfulness uttered by Hannah under

similar circumstances (1 Sam. ii. 1—10). Regarded in sucli a

manner, these poetical effusions will lose that striking or re-

mavkal)le character which they seem to present at fii'st sight.

Scldeierniaclier has already seized upon them, in order to de-

monstrate the probability that the history of Christ's infancy has

been composed as a mythos. Were these poetical effusions in-

deed poems of an independent character, they, in that case,

might no doubt leave room for conjecture and doubt; but as they

are mere reminiscences from the Old Testament, which wc must

])resuppose as being fully known to the per.sons here acting, so

it is by no means (liilicuU to imagine, or any way inappropriate,
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tliat tliey should liave been here inserted. The hymn which

follows (ver. 46—55) is, moreover, usually called the magnificat

(from the initial word in the Vulgate); an excellent practical

exposition of it was left to us by Luther (MsyaXuvw =^^-f?^pj
" to

magnify," Acts of the Apostles x. 46, xix. 17; Phil. i. 20).
' The

simultaneous or combined use of T^£l;/Aa, "spirit," and 4"'>%''^, "soul,"

for the distinction of which compare the context with 1 Thess.

V. 23, depicts the whole internal being ; the powers of the

Spirit, both high and low, as excited with joy (comp. Ps. ciii.

1, 1^52 "my sold," and ^^'^p-';)^ "all my inner parts." The refe-

rence made to an external (Twr^/a, "safety, 2^reservation," (accord-

ing to ver. 52) cannot certainly be wholly excluded from the

passage Itt/ 0sw rw currt^i iMov, " in God my Saviour;" Mary, without

doubt, looked for the exaltation of her own race of David. Yet
the deep religious sincerity which is expressed in the song of

praise does not permit us to concede a predominance to this

idea, or to look upon it, indeed, in a rude and sensual manner,

especially since we are naturally bound to presuppose (according

to ver. Z5) the enlightenment of Mary by the inspiration of the

Holy Ghost. The entire fullness of the blessings comprised in

the appearance of the Messiah lay spread before her, and hence

she applied the coirTj^/a " salvation," (internally, i.e. spiritually as

well as externally) likewise to herself. In Christ, God was like-

wise her GUTTjo, " Saviour," and as she noiu was called uijon to

conceive in her womb, i.e. to give birth to the Son of man bodily,

in like manner she was called upon at a subsequent period to

conceive in her heart the Son of God spiritually (comp. with

Luke ii. 35).

Ver. 48—50. As to the use of the word ra'rBivojsig, " humiliation,

lowliness," which next occurs, the religious conception of this

passage will not lead us to suppose that the external political

lowliness of Mary, who was, indeed, of the race of David, is here

particularly alluded to; it rather expresses a humble conviction

of internal poverty, which is unable to discover in itself any pre-

rogative whatever, on account of which such happiness should

become her portion (Ta--smg, "1oav,"=«i^^,
l-i^^^,

"humble, poor,"

comp.Matth. xi. 29. It is closely related to 'xr(j)yjjc, "poor, indigent,"

Matth. V. 3). Yet it would not be well to exclude entirely a refer-

ence to external circumstances; as a cowsegi<ewce of the Divine

mercy that had fallen to her share, Mary perhaps conceived or ex-
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pected likewise external splendour. But if tliis circumstance lias

been made use of for the purpose of demonstrating and account-

ing- for the mental progress of the Redeemer, and to insinu-

ate that herein may be traced those hopes of Messiahship

which Christ had imbibed with his mother's milk, so is

it clear that his glory would thereby only be enhanced, in-

asmuch as he spiritualised the doctrine of the Messiah in the

highest degree. The opinion, moreover, that the Messiah would

exercise a mighty influence likewise upon external affairs, was

not at all unfounded—the error contained in this popular view

consisted only in their wish to receive the outward benefits

without the inward. If the people of Israel had permitted him

to work in them a true change of heart, he would have gained

in that case a mighty influence over external circumstances.

But even if Mary, at solitary moments, was tempted by vanity, a

circumstance very natural, inasmuch as she was not altogether

without sin, yet her %'iews with regard to the Messiah were en-

tirely Scriptural. According to the Old, as well as the New
Testament, the most complete revolution as to outward things is

to be the result of the ministry of the Messiah in the spiritual

world; Christ becomes the King of kings, and the highest earthly

power henceforth becomes his footstool.—In the next place,

Mary gives prominence to the single idea of the fame which pos-

terity would accord to her as the mother of the Messiah, a pro-

phecy which has been realised in a wdder sense, and to a greater

extent, than her wish ever implied, (rsvsd^^y^, generation,

spoken of the men of any age, i.e. those living in any one period;

'Traffai yinai^ "all generations," the entire succession of future gene-

rations). She very correctly perceived, by the light of the Spirit, the

importance of the birth of the Messiah, who was destined for all

timesand circumstances. (The expression //,f7aX£/a,=]-("^';i"-f;j, "great

things," according toPs, Ixxi. 19. 'o hwaTu^^^^^, "the mighty

one)." The words of Mary, which until now had solely a refer-

ence to herself, change towards the conclusion of ver, 49 : xa)

ciyiov TO mj/jM avrou x. r. X., "and holy is his name, &c.," and assume

a more general character; yet are the subsequent ideas expres-

sed in them always to be considered as having an especial refer-

ence to the case in question. (The (po^ou/Mvoi rhv Oiov, " those w^ho

fear God," as opposed to the unbelieving world, are, notwith-

standing all appearances, the everlasting object of his care. 'ihoij,a.
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"name/' signifying identity in general, is rentleveJ more dis-

tinctive hy the addition of the definite term ayiov, " holy."

Ver. 51, 52. Tlie contrast to the blessing of mercy con-

ferred upon the raTsmi, "\o\v]j"=(po(3ovfievoi, "fearers," in favour

of Avhom the term sXioc, " mercy," here is made use of, is formed hy
the severity of God in his cha.stisement of the i/r£^^^«io/, " proud,

arrogant." Both the blessing bestowed on the humble, and the

curse awarded to the proud, Mary perceives through the Spirit

as being- connected mth the birth of the Messiah. The passage

/.adais^sTv duvdff-ag uTo ''d^ovuv, " to put down rulers from (their)

seats," comp. with ver. 82, 33, makes it not improbable that

Mary expected also the secular dominion of her Son. Like

the prophets, she combined in her mind, as dictated by the

prophetic spirit, the kingdom of Christ, which is to be re-

vealed hereafter, with his first appearance on earth. But even

supposing that she did harbour the thought, that the dominion

of Christ would be outwardly manifested, a notion based in

every respect on Scripture (comp. Matth. xxiv.), still her views

must necessarily and essentially have ditfered from the gross

materialist views of the great mass of the Jewish people. (With

regard to the formula I'm^Tifiavoi hiavoia xa^dlag, " the proud in the

imagination of their hearts," so it must be observed that in bib-

lical anthropology zaodia, " the heart," is considered the seat of

life, and of the most general and most direct functions of life,

hence it is the seat of the feelings, and of the desires and ideas

arising out of these feelings, whereas ff'-Xdy^va, "bowels, viscera,"

denotes feeling in the pure pathological sense. From this may
be explained the frequent combination of 3/ai/o/a, "understanding,

intellect," and the synonymous terms Xoyi(>/j.6g, diaXoyia/^og, "reason-

ing," v6r,fMa, diavorifxa, "thought, reflection," i-irhoia, "a device, con-

trivance," with %aohia. Tliis, however, does not imply that the

bidvoiai, "imaginations," are actions of the y.a^d/a; on the contrary,

they are actions of the vo\Jg, "mind," or Xoyog, "reason;" but that the

incitements to these actions of the vovg have their source within

the xa^dia. (Compare the context with Luke ii. 35 ; Matth. ix. 4.)

Ver. 53, 55. Ideas of a congenial character are expressed in

similar figures; poverty and liunger, riches and satiety, are rela-

tive ideas. An appeasing of human longing, and a diverting

from mere empty curiosity concerning Divine things, both these

things are contained in the reception of the Messiah. Mary, in

her views of the Messiah, nowhere betrays an erroneous notion,

1
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inasmiicli as tlic ultima ratio of liis appearance in Israel, con-

nected witli the predictions of his prophets, is to be explained

according^ to i. 16. Concerning 'A^^/Xa//,/3al/^ffi)a/, "to support, help,

assisf'^/So'/j^s?!/, "to assist," comp. the Acts of the Apostles xx. o5;

Ecclus. ii. 6.—Accordino- to Exod. iv. 22, Israel is spoken of as Ta/e

0£oD, " the Son of God,"' ifrraig does not stand here rather as=^^^

"servant." The words, bjj aJoJvoc "for ever," must not be connected

witli/Ai/jjcr^^i/a/, "to remember, remembering," but rather with arrs^fia,

" seed," in order to denote or intimate that the blessing of the

Messiah was hereafter to take eftcct on mankind in general,

through the noble members thereof represented by the (TTs^/a-a

'A/3^aa//., " seed of Abraham." The dative cases here must be

considered as Dativi commodi. The construction /Mniffdrivai rmg

rivi, " to remember or be mindful of such a person or thing, to

such an end or intention, is classical."

Ver. 56. After three months Marj returned; as it is probable

that she had not been married prcAdous to lier journey (see

Luke ii. 89), the expression o7;tog abrng, "her own house," leads to

the supposition that she was domesticated in Nazareth.

§ 4. ST John's birth and circumcision, the prophecy of

ZACHARIAS both CONCERNING HIM AND OF CHRIST.

(Luke i. 57—80.)

Ver. 57—59. Very shortly after the departure of Maiy for

Nazareth, Elizabeth gave birth to the promised Son,^ who re-

ceived his name according to very ancient usage (Genes, xxi.

^ The author does not here mean to say that the v>ords " Taig ©scj"

are actually made use of in the text above quoted. The words of tlie

Septuagint, Exod. iv. 22, are Y'tog T^oj-rorozog /juou 'leouTjX, " Israel is my
first-born son ;" in the original Hebrew, i'^3^ ^^^^ " My son, my first-

born." The intention of the author is only to shoAv that Mary had
Scripture authority for calling her nation era/; &tov, " the son or servant

of God."—T.
^ The ancient church of Alexandria solemnised tlie birth-day of the

Baptist on the 2.3d of April (28 Pharmuthi). At a subsequent period,

both the Greek and Latin church adopted for it the 24th of June, which

was evidently done in consequence of the Scriptural decision that Eliza-

beth's conception took place six months sooner tlian that of Mary.

Hence they counted backwards six months from the 25th of December.
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3, 4), on tlie day of liis circumcision, wliicli took place, according-

to the Mosaic institution, on the eightli day after liis birth

(Lev. xii. S); and her kindred and neighbours sliared tlie joy

produced in tliis happy mother by the son of her old age. (Ms/a-

Xxjmv sXsog, "to magnify mercy,"='7pn ^^-r^m, Genes, xix. 19.)

Ver. 60—62. Agreeably to the wish of those present at the

circumcision, the child should have received a family name; but

the mother (in conformity with the command mentioned in ver.

13) insists on the name John being given to him. In this state

of perplexity they appeal to the father for his decision. The
term hvuitv, "to make signs to," does not here entitle us here to

suppose deafness; this expression, in the first place, does not

preclude a combination with words, and, in the second place,

men easily accustom themselves to treat dumb persons as deaf.

('AToxgm(r^a/, "to answer,"=p|^y, according to a well-known form

of expression frequently occurring in the Gospels, signifies not

only to reply to a question previously put, but it denotes in ge-

neral to begin to speak. For h rfj evyyivsicf, " in or among thy
kindred," of ver. 61. The Codd. A, B, C, L, read s-a. T^g truyyiviiag,

"of thy kindred," a mode of reading to which Lachmann has

justly given the preference.—In the question H n' av /.. r. x., "as
to how, &c. &c.," TO stands as connecting the whole passage con-

taining the question with the main verb. We find it similarly

used in Mark ix. 23.)

Ver. 63—65. The father decides in favour of the mother (ver.

60), and writes down the name John. (Asys/f, " to speak or say," in

connection with ygdfuv, " to write," has only the general signifi-

cation to declare, to express a will, as in Luke iii. 4, and in the

phrase "kiyn ^' y^cKpri, " the writing says," which so frequently oc-

curs.

—

Uimxidiov^^'y^afjb/jMTidiov, signifies a writing tablet.) Ac-

cording to the prediction (ver. 20), the punishment which was

imposed on Zacharias for his unbelief was revoked as soon as

the child was born; he speaks once more, and employs his

tongue, in the first place, to proclaim the praise of God, who had

manifested himself so gloriously in the fulfilment of his promises.

(Inasmuch as avsw;:^^>), " opened," seemed an unsuitable adjunct to

yXSitjm, " tongue," a few codd. of less worth have interpolated the

words sXvdTj, " was loosed," di^O^uidrj, " made pliable," by means of

Avhich what goes before no doubt is made complete.) And as the

powers of a Supreme Being manifested themselves in these oc-

currences to all present, hence they were all seized by that holy
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cln;iul \vlii(.li iiuikus itself known in tliose wlio fear God, as often

as thing's of a Divine nature Lecome palpable to tliem (comp.

Luke i. 12). The report of that wliich had occurred in the

family circle soon began to spread, and became thus known
likewise throughout the surrounding neighbourhood; it remained

coniined, however, to the h^nvr,, "mountainous country" (i. 39),

without, liowevor, reaching Jerusalem, the central point of theo-

cracy. Without the Scribes and Pharisees having any idea of

what was iroin"' on, the greatest events connected with thekint!'-

dom of God were preparing themselves a way in the circle of the

simple-minded. {Siu'/.a7.iTGdat signifies to speak to and fro, i.e. to

talk with any one, Luke vi. 11. 'VrnMa^^rroayiLa, " that whicli

is spoken of, a Avord," according to the analogy of the Hebrew

H1> SCO Luke i. 37.) Whoever does not wish to perceive, with

Schleiennacher (liber den Lucas, p. 24), in this narrative, "a lovely

little work of art, produced by a Christian from the nobler school

of Judaism," will not hesitate to receive the cure of Zacharias, as

also his groAving dmnb, and the appearances of tlie angel, as histo-

rical focts. We see that all the physical phenomena, conformably

with the representation of the Scriptures, only serve to develope

the ol)ject had in view by the ethical or spiritual world, and if

we consider this event as a moral means of instruction for Zacha-

rias, objections could in that case be raised against the regarding

of this narrative in an historical point of view, only from that

moment when we begin to consider as erroneous the fundamen-

tal relation in whicli God stands to the world. If we do not

look upon God as a being existing beyond the sphere of this

world, who permits all the phenomena of nature to unfold them-

selves according to laws left entirely to themselves, but rather as

a being supporting the universe with his breath, and as the im-

manent cause of all physical phenomena,—the miracle will con-

sist, then, not so much in the isolated external fact (which stands

always in connection with higher or lower, known or unknown
laws, for the Spirit of God himself is the law), as in the liarmo^

nious agreement existing between each individual phenomenon

and the highest interest of the whole. Without this agreement

the miracle would resemble a piece of magic legerdemain. (Com-

])are the.sc remarks with Matth. viii. 1 sqc].) The supposition that

the narrative in question is no fact, but only a mythos, suffers

greatly from the unfavourable circumstance (independent of the

general grounds already mentioned, which ])rechide the supposi-
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tion of aii}^ mytlios being' contained in the sacred Scriptures),

that the fiction of the imposition of dumbness upon a person as a

punishment is highly improbable, inasmuch as punishments of

this kind are without any analogy.^ The peculiar character of this

event bears witness to its veracity; occurrences such as these

are not easily invented.

Ver. 66. As if by way of digression, the Evangelist records,

moreover, the impression which these occurrences in the family

of Zacharias produced upon the minds of their neighbours. Ex-
pectations were thus raised as to the importance of the little

child, which were justified, indeed, even in the course of his early

development, (xs/^ xug/oi;, "thehandof the Lord"=p]'^;-j^ *Ti. The

hand, Avhicli is the most general organ of activity, must here be

considered as that of protection and blessing. That this hand of

the Lord rested upon the child during the period of his early de-

velopment must be anticipated, in order to demonstrate that the

expectation of men was fulfilled. The passage ri$smi h rp xa^bla

" to lay up in the heart"=2;^*)^, " to put or place," with the

prej)ositions '^j^, " on, or above," '^js^, " to,"
^i,

" in," and j^,

" the heart," does not only imply the sense of laying up in the

mind, but it likewise implies the idea of revolving in the mind,

and carefully considering the nature of a thing.)

Ver. 67. An intermission in the true sense of the word here

is none; in ver. 66 only a few ideas are anticipated. The pro-

phetic words of Zacharias which follow rather connect them-

selves in a direct manner with ver. 64, (on the mivfia aym,
" Holy Spirit," comji. on ver. 15 and 41). The words of Zacharias,

in which he speaks prophetically concerning the relation in which

his son stands to the Messiah, and to the realisation of all the

hopes created in the heart of men by the prophets of the Old

Covenant, are altogether befitting so solemn an occasion, on which

strength both bodily and spiritual was imparted to Zacharias

from heaven, and which thus raised him above himself. The
main subject Zacharias commences ver. 68—75, and he then

places John, ver. 76—79, as exercising a preparatory ministry,

in a proper relation to the Lord, in whom were fulfilled the pro-

' Strauas doe.s not heaitate to persist in maintaining- his opinion, oven

iu the second edition of his work, (vol. i. p. Ill), notwithstanding this

decisive argument or feature, since an appeal to analogies would affoi-d

him the only means to procure illusory supports for his arbitrary views,
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inise made by the prophets. Although tlie ministiy of the Mes-

siah is herein likewise declared to have a particular reference to

the people of Israel, and although the whole representation takes

a national colouring, yet do lue perceive nowhere any erroneous

notion productive of those special applications, inasmuch as they

were based on a purely moral conception of the kingdom of the

Messiah (vcr. 74, 75), admitting a general application in the

same manner which we have already endeavoured to establish

above (ver. 10, 54). The discourse, moreover, bears a character

so altogether Hebraic that it may be retranslated into the He-
brew word for word; a circumstance which renders the supposi-

tion highly probable, as we have endeavoured already above to

prove, that we have here before us family documents of which St

Luke availed himself in the then present state in which he found

them. As such, these valuable records possess a double amount
of worth, inasmuch as they bear witness to the circle of ideas

within which St John grew up; and the supposition that St

John was drawn into this circle by convictions and positive in-

struction offers no difficulty whatever, inasmuch as we are com-

pelled to suppose an absolutely free development from within in

our Redeemer only.

Ver. 68, 69. Zacharias, in a state of true prophetic inspiration,

regards the work of redemption, which in tlie birth of the fore-

runner of the Messiah manifested itself as yet in the bud only,

(wherefore it is nccessaiy not to confound the aorists with future

tenses) as already completed.' His unbelief, therefore, alluded to

in ver. 20, here appears changed into the most steadfast belief,

which made him receive things invisible and for distant as visi-

ble and present. (On the passage 6 (dihg rou 'iff^ajjX, " the God of

Israel," comp. vcr. 16. Herein is expressed nothing but the

pure iudividualisation, "particularismus," of Scripture, to which

the Redeemer, as well as all the aj)ostles, firmly adhere ; the rela-

tion in whicli the people of Israel stand to our Lord differs from

that of all other nations.) In the birth of his son, whom Zacha-

rias only views in connection Avitli the appearance of Christ, he

saw a rich visitation of the mercy of God, which was to be the final

' Thi.s statement l)a(lly suits the opinion, accorJinj:; to which the Gos-
]tel,s arc said to have been invented during- the seeoiul century, and
iatliered upon the apostles; for the cliurch at tliat time had attained so

little external ylory that no one could havi' I'clt induced to undertake to

make such a statement, considering the circunislauces she was then in.
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result of the long expectation of tlie righteous. ('Evr/crxsT-sfrJa/,

"to look down upon," i.e. to visit, is used quite in the same man-
ner as the -ypQ of the Old Testament [Judges xv. 1] ; only that

'—I

there it more generally implies the idea of a visit in order to punish,

whereas in the New Testament it is used in the sense of a visit in

order to do good, agreeably to the pervading character of both dis-

pensations. AvT^ojsic, "redemption, deliverance" =n^lf], comp.

the present remarks on its meaning with Mattli. xx. 28. To sup-

pose a merely political deliverance here spoken of is evidently

forbidden by ver. 75, but that Zacharias had also in view ex-

ternal, i.e. temporal blessings, in connection with the appearance

of the Messiah, is more than probable, and that he fully com-
prehended the ministiy of Christ is by no means an erroneous

view of the case.) The Divine mercy manifested itself in the

mission of the Messiah in the character of redemption and pro-

tection. Ksgag aojrrj^iag, " liorn of salvation"= |-f^^\2ji pp Psalm

xviii. 3, is here used with reference to passages such as Psalm
cxxxii. 17, where the horn of David is spoken of. The point

of comparison in this figure of speech is that power which is

herein to be regarded as protecting the righteous and as punish-

ing the wicked.

Ver. 70. Henceforward the whole subject is to be looked upon
in its connection with the sacred circle of the ancient prophets who
had predicted the general event, i.e. the Xvr^ugig rov Xaov, " the de-

liverance ofthe people," as also the particular, that is, that a descen-

dant of David would accomplish it. {Kadug kXaXriSi, " as he spake,"

sc. 6 Qiog, God, must be referred to the wdiole of the preceding-

passage.) The prophets are to be regarded as succeeding each

other in a direct line throughout the history of the people of Israel

and throughout that of the whole human race ; and the result of

their predictions now at last appears as fully realised. ('At' alu-

vog, s-K rou alSJvog, " from the earliest ages," and similar formula are

used in the sense of indefinite generality, as the German, von

je an, or the English, from time immemorial; so that they re-

quire to be explained in a more definite manner from the words

with which they are found in connection. But it implies, never-

theless, always, that the events recorded must be traced back to

the commencement of the aiu)v, "age or time," to which they have

a natural reference : ondr a^^yjii, "from the beginning," comp. on

Luke i. 2). According to the connection in which this formula is
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lieie met with, u-.r aiuvoi luiist lead us back to the beginning ol the

Jewish people, bonce to Abraham [vcr. 73], unless, indeed, we
go as far back as the beginning- of the liuman race itself, inas-

much as the most ancient advocates of righteousness and the

fear of God were even then regarded in the light of prophets

(2 Peter ii. 5; Jud. vcr. 14); for a/wv see also the comment on

Matth. xii. 32.

Ver. 71. After the digression, tlie idea of the auTr,»ia, " salvatiouj"

spoken of in ver. 69 is resumed with an especial reference to the

deliverance from enemies (i;^%o/, "enemies," /uuieov/Mim, "haters.")

The political view taken of the ministry of the Messiah seems to

be expressed in a most distinct manner in these Avords, and to

deny its presence in this jjlace is certainly impossible. As in

ver. 47, so, no doubt, did the mind of Zacharias embrace toge-

ther with this glance at the Messiah's appearance likewise a full

view of his perfected ministry, where the external must corre-

spond witli the internal, as will be the case in the kingdom of

God. But in consequence of this very glance into futurity, the

i%%o/, "enemies, adversaries," here spoken of must be received in

a far deeper sense, indeed in such a manner as to imply all such

as dwell in the inimical element of life, i.e. in enmity with God
and his saints. But then the ffojrri^ia here mentioned is only a

one-sided view of the Messiah's ministry, which is seen in its

completeness in the XaT-^sys/c h ogiornn y.al br/.aio<swri, " to serve in

holiness and righteousness," of vcr. 74, and thus the mrrieia ig

?;/f)pwi', " salvation from enemies," obtains a deeper meaning, inas-

much as the mere deliverance from the donn'nion of the Romans
could not certainly produce a true offioryu and dr/MJoswr}, i.e. holi-

ness and justice.

Ver. 72, 73. The construction of what follows strongly betrays

its Hebrew origin (the infinitive moods 'TroT'nmi, "to perform," /Mvr,(r-

OJjea/, " to remember," stand in place of the usual construction iig

rh To/^(>a/=-yDn ty\'^Vy->
" ^^^ perform mere}''," comp. Winers

Grammat. pag. 266); it is evident, however, that rroil^sai sXiog x.

r. >.., "to ])erform mercy, tfcc.," must not be considered as some-

thing of a dilfercut nature placed .in contradistinction to the

(fijTjj^/a, "salvation" (ver. 71), but must be regarded only as an

idea of secondary consideration, having nevertheless a reference

to the main idea. In the passage, rroi/iaui ikiog, " to perform mercy,"
— rraTt^ic. yj/jluv, "our fathers," tlic reference is not to the present but

to the past. Wlial it iniplic^s is, that an "/.(fc, i.e. morcv, woidd
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be sliovvn likewise to tlic Tarsia;, "lathers," of past times througlior

by the (surrioia, "salviitioii," of the present time. (The passage 'roiiii

'i'Kioi ij^ird, "to perform mercy with," corresponds with tlie Hebrew

Dj^ "ion ni!7i^' "to perform mercy with any one, to show mercy,"

Genes, xxiv. 14.) Concerning this idea, so it must be observed

that it is particularly suited to point out the spirituality and
depth of intuition which are displayed in the views concerning

the Messiah expressed in the discourse of Zacharias. The minis-

try of the Messiah is herein considered as one conferring a bless-

ing on the entire world of their forefathers, inasmuch as tJiey es-

sentially obtained in his person only that redemption and for-

giveness in which they believed up to the time of his manifesta-

tion. Hence it is that the GMr^ia sB. '^yJi^^v,
" salvation from ene-

mies," here manifests itself as one which is profitable likewise to

the dead, from which it is evident enough that the enmity

"sp^^gog,"' which exalts, and, as it were, recommends the redemp-

tion, must be considered, as to its nature and origin, in a deeper or

wider point of view. (The reference made to the covenant and

the oath sworn to Abraham only stands as a portion of the whole

of the revelations and promises made by God to our forefathers

;

the idea of the Divine o^xo?, " oath," implies the indissokibility of

that which has now been realised by the true and faithful God.

It is best also to connect o^xoi/, "oath," with [Mnc^rivai^ "to have in

remembrance," so that it may stand parallel with hiuJrizr,:, " cove-

nant" (comp. Is. Ixiii. 7; Prov. xviii. 22.)

Ver. 74, 75. Taking up again his idea concerning the ffojrri^ia,

"salvation," in the words ex. %s/fos ruv syj^uv riij^uv pvsdsvrac, "being-

delivered out of the hands of our enemies," Zacharias now ex-

presses another thought which embodies a new and, so to speak,

according to the prophetic view of Zacharias which looked upon

the kingdom of God as alreadj'- come, present manifestation of

the ministering efficacy of the Messiah's appearance; the df6l3c,j;

Xar^iuiiv &SUI h b(jiorriri xai dixaioavr/i, "fearlessly to serve God in

holiness and righteousness." In consequence of its connection

with the passage rou boZvai ri/j^rj, "to grant to us," displays the true

' To suppose that merely political enemies such as the Romans here are

spoken of cannot be admitted at all. Suppo.sitions .such as these, it is

true, cannot be entirely excluded, and Zacharias, if reflecting on a changed
political condition of his nation, was not altogether wrong; it was the
sin of the Jews only which subjugated them to the Romans, as formerlv
to the Chaldeans; true repentance would again have delivered them.
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adoration of God expressed in tliis text, as tlie result and gift of

the Messiah's ai)pearance. It is not a mere consequence of the

dispersion or removal of the enemies, so as to lay the stress or

emphasis upon d^ojSug, "without fear;" but it is or signifies a thing

newly hestowcd, one that had never actually been seen before.

The words form a parallel to all those prophetic passages wherein

the foundation of righteousness is connected with and insejjar-

able from the appearance of the Messiah. This mode of viewing

it is entirely in accordance with what follows, (ver. 77,) in which

Zacharias first speaks concerning the gift of the knowledge of

salvation, " ff(urr,pia," and its connection with the forgiveness of

sins; for whilst it was for St John to awaken the necessity, it

was for our Redeemer to bring into the world the 6cr/oV?;g and

dr/.aiosuvri, " holiness and righteousness," and the true Xar^ua, " ser-

vice," which proceeds from them. With the Xar^iUiv h d(!j6-r,Ti xai

dr/.aioGuvrj, may be properly compared the T^oaxwiTv h mi'oy.a.Ti Kai

d'/.TjOsla, i.e. the worshipping in spirit and in truth, (John iv. 23,)

which appears, likewise, as though it is conditioned by the ap-

pearance of the Messiah. In Ephes. iv. 24, both the expressions

osioTTi; and dixaiog-jvr, stand together in the same manner in which

we find them here, in order to denote the new man created after

the image of God. (Comp. also 1 Thess. ii. 10; Tit. i. 8). Both

expressions here embrace the whole sphere of true piety. 'Off/og

-^i^j-j, "pious," implies more the relation existing between the

pious man and God; 5/>.a/oc= p^-|rf, "just, on the contrary, im-

plies more the relation existing between him, i.e. the pious man,

and his neighbours.^ The nature of 6/xa/offi/i/>j, " righteousness," in

this place, must be considered much more in the Old Testament

point of Aacw; for the term dizaioeuvr,, as used b}'^ St Paul in his

Epistles to the Romans and Galatians, includes likewise the

morrii^ holiness, godliness. (Comp. these remarks on this sub-

ject Avith Rom. iii. 21). In rrdeag rdg ri/Msgag n'Muv, " all our days,"

which are the concluding words of ver. 75, there once more

seems to manifest itself a rather sensual or physical view of the

kingdom of the Messiah, inasmuch as his glory seems limited by

the duration of this life; yet these words may be considered,

likewise, as a child-like expression concerning the enjoyment of

• Comp. Folt/l/ius (xxiii. 10, 8), who thus defines these expressions:

rd /jtb crgog rove dvO^Jj-TTov; hlxaia, tu ()s tpoc tou; (r)ioug offia. "Just ac-

tions are those which are (performed) towards men
;
pious actions those

towards the ijods."
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the blessings of the Messiah, which are indicated in an indefinite

manner, wliereas his kingdom is pointed to most clearly in ver.

33, as an everlasting one. Yet am I inclined to count this pas-

sage among those which express, without being erroneous, a

connection with the prevailing popular ideas which in this case

appear as being based on isolated passages from the Old Testa-

ment. (Comp. Isa. Ixv. 20). For, we must not suppose that the

position of all beings will be uniform even in the kingdom of the

Messiah, and this circumstance it is which explains and accounts

for the varied modes of expression which we find in the Scrip-

tures concerning it. The adjunction ttiq ^wJj?, " of life," is more-

over spurious, and has only been interpolated with a view to

the explanation of the word ti/mv, " of us, our.''

Ver. 76. It is only here that Zacharias first begins to speak of

his son, and his position with regard to the o-wttj^, "Saviour;" he

regards him as his prophet and forerunner. (The '7roo<prjTng b'^iGrou,

" prophet of the Most High," forms the counterpart of the

wo; v-^lsrou, " Son of the Most High," ver. 82.—On the Avord

/.aXsTadai, " to be called or named," see on Luke i. 35). The •-^o--o-

^susaOai, " to go before,"" and the expression sroi/xdmi 68o-jg, " to pre-

pare ways," describe, according to passages from the Old Testa-

ment, the ministry of St John, (comp. Isa. xl. 3, with Matth. iii.

3) Avho was to awaken that necessity Avhich was to be satisfied by
the Redeemer himself, nfo --^oirdo'Trou kv^iov, "before the face of the

Lord," as likewise ver. 43, contains again an intimation of the

diAane nature of the Messiah, to which our attention is also

drawn in what follows, by the deeds attributed to him, and the

epithets applied to him. Moreover, the degree of knowledge

and clearness of perception concerning the mystery of the reve-

lation of God, in the manhood, which Zacharias was possessed of,

cannot be defined any further with exactness and precision ; it

is not improbable that the stream of divine light which pervaded

his soul and whole being at this sacred moment, carried him
beyond the limits of his usual powers of perception and cognition.

Ver. 77. In like manner, as above in ver. 74, does Zacharias

continue here to describe the sphere of activity of the Baptist.

As the object of this preparing activity is mentioned the yvusig

irMrr}oiag, " knowledge of salvation." The aajryjPla itself, i.e. sal-

vation, is given by our Lord, (ver. 71,) but the knowledge or

understanding of its necessity is awakened by St John. (The

especial connection of this -yyi'jfyic, " knowledge," with the y.aog esoV,
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"people of God," is lierc as manifest as in ver. G8). How the

passag-e h af'scn a/Ma^nuv, i.e. to or for remission of sins, is to be

comLined, cannot remain doubtful. The GO)Tr,pia itself dwells

within it, and, as a di\'ine action, it could only proceed from our

Lord (Ps. xlix. 8, 9). Hence it is best to complete the whole

thus: (SoirriBiag sv dx'sGii ruiv a/Masnuv ouSif}c, " of salvation, which is for

the remission of sins." The forgiveness of sin, therefore, it is

which appears here as the great prerogative of the times of the

Messiah, and which the economy of the Old Testament did not

embrace. The offerings of the old covenant could effect no in-

ternal essential afisig, "remission," but only a yM.i)a§6rrig 7r,g aaf/Jg,

"purifying of the flesh," in the Levitical sense, (Heb. ix. 13,) inas-

much as they restored the relation to the theocracy of the Old

Testament which had been broken or disturbed; but the sin it-

self remained under the long-suffering of God. (Comp. Rom.
iii. 25). In tlie New Testament, however, the actual forgiveness

was granted, partly in consequence of the real abolition of sin,

and partly through the foundation laid in mari, a new and more

exalted life, i.e. of the offiorrig and drAaios-Jvrj. The purity of the

views of Zacharias concerning the Messiah, is here expressed in

a particularly clear manner, and it is from this point, therefore,

that we must define in a more exact way, and through the

speaker himself, that which has been left obscure in the earlier

portion of this chapter.

Ver. 78. The mission of the destroyer of sin, (exactly as in St

John iii. 1(5,) now appears as an emanation of the mercy of God,

whereby Zacharias is thus led back again to the person of the

Redeemer, so that tlie glance taken at his son is lost and

dwindles into insignificance, in consequence of the vaster and

more important view which he takes of the work of Christ, in

the same manner, indeed, in which St John himself modestly

retires far behind the person of Jesus, (John iii. oO,) like unto

the morning-star that withdraws its light in the presence of the

rising sun. i^->Myyj^'=C2'^'C}'n^' "l)owcls," i.e. tender affection,

is frcfpiently used in the Scptuagint; 6z7.ayyy(i(!i)ai, "to feel the

)x)wels yearn, to have compassion," is derived from it. The mo-

tive of this expression is, that the lower organs to be found

under the heart were considered the seat of purely pathological

feelings; but this was especially the case with the womb, C2^\'^y

" uterus," which, as the organ ol motherhood, was used for ma-

ternal lovo itsoir. Tliis expression appears in a cci'tain -sense as
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the loAvest degree of lovo, signifying-, as it vreve, a physical love;

but inasmuch as it is this love which manifests itself as the

strongest and most direct, hence it is used likewise to indicate

the Divine love, in order to express its essentiality and actual

force, of which maternal love itself is hut a feeble type or image.

The adjunct sXsoug, " of mercy," here indicates more clearly the

divine love as such which is directed towards the miserable and

unfortunate. As the result of divine mercy, Zacharias renders

prominent the appearance (on s'msx.s'TrTssdai, " to look down upon,

to visit/' comp. on ver. 68,) of the dvaroX-i^ sB, u-^^ovg, "day-spring

from on high." The following ver. 79, the use of the terms

sTifami, "to enlighten," and /,rxrsv6ijmi, "to direct," leads to the

assumption that the Messiah is called dvaroXyj, day-sj)ring or rising-

sun, inasmuch as he is the light of men "^wg rwv dvd^uTojv." The

simile contained in the Hebrew word niO!^' hranch, sprig, accord-

ing to passages such as Isa. iv. 2; Jer. xxiii. 5; Zech. iii. 8, vi.

12, (where the Septuagint renders it dmroXTj) is in itself a very apt

one, only the term WKpavai following seems to ensure the prefer-

once to the above mode of reading it. The rising (i.e. of the sun),

namely, stands instead of the rising sun himself, (Mai. iv. 2,) that

lightens the path of those that have strayed, and which points out

the right way. The additional words sg u-^'&i^?, "from on high," in-

dicate, at the same time, that the phenomenon spoken of is a hea-

venly one—one descending from a higher system of worlds (i;-v|/6c=

Ci"^?D' ^^ height, frequently put iov heaven, the highest heaven)

.

Ver. 79. In these concluding words, the discourse refers to

passages from the Old Testament (especially Isa. ix. 2, Ix. 2,)

wherein our Redeemer is spoken of as the light for those that

dwell in the midnight darkness of ignorance, and a world alien-

ated from God. (Comp. L. iv. 16 sqq.). The formula iv cx/a Savdrou

/.adi'Msvoi, " sitting in the shadow of death," corresponds quite with

the Hebrew: n-ip^::^ V')^^- '^'^^^' "dwelling in the land of the

shadow of death," Isa. ix. 2. (Concerning the term j-|i^^^^,
" the

shadow of death," see on Matth. iv. 16). As the result of this

illumination of those who sit in darkness, is marked their final

restoration to the way of peace. (' Odog ii^r,vr,g, " the way of peace,"

signifies the course, the progress of life, which is in a state of conti-

nuation during the period of internal peace, as well as that it leads

to it, as to a final object. This presupposes a restlessness, want

of peace, ruv Iv s-ao-si y.at^;-;ij/svov, " to tliose sitting in the darkness.")
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Vei'. 80. A concliuling- paragrapli, which indicates m strokes

full of grandeur the bodily and mental development of the Bap-

tist, and wliich treats of liis life up to the period when he ap-

pears before the public, aj^tly closes the family-record of Zacharias.

A similar paragraph concludes in like manner the family history

of Mary, ii. 40, 52, which indicates, indeed, the fact that botli

these records are the production of one and the same author.

The passage rjv h raTg e^yi/xoic, " he was in the deserts," refers back

to i. 15, and indicates the Nazaritic mode of life pursued by tlie

Baptist. ("E^»!/^&;='^^'-p;2' t^ocs not signify exactly a desert, and

yet it is a place or region uninhabited, a wild, or moor-land.

The loneliness of his early life is to form a counterpart to his

dmdsi^ig, " manifestation, public api^earancc," as the oiiicial com-

mencement of his proplietic performance of duty.—On uHJidnxiv/M,

comp. on Luke x. 1.)

slj 5. BIRTH OF JESUS, CIRCUMCISION, PRESENTATION IN THE TEMPLE.

(Luke ii. 1—40.)

A few months after the birth of the Baptist, Jesus himself was

born. The Evangelist here records, in the first place, how an

external political occurrence, according to the will of Providence,

was the cause of Maiy's journey from Nazareth, her usual place

of abode (Luke i. 56), to Bethleliem, the place wherein her an-

cestors formerly resided, and where, according to the prophecies,

the Messiah was to be born (comp. Mattli. ii. 6). A decree issued

by the pagan emperor Augustus led the mother of our Lord to

the city of David, to demonstrate the truth that the king's heart

is in the hand of the Lord as the rivers of water; lie turns it

whithersoever he will (Prov. xxi. 1).

Ver. 1. The preceding verse anticipated briefly a fewMiecessary

remarks concerning the Baptist; the passage h sx.sivaic rifis^aig sig-

nifying: in those days, hence refers back to the history of the

birth, of St John, narrated in a previous portion of this Gospel.

But this passage contains historical difficulties of no unimportant

character, which, as a matter of course, are eagerly seized upon

and made available by the advocates of the mythical view and

mode of explanation to prove the unhistorical character of St

Luke. Yet Savir/ni/'s inquiries into the nature of the ancient
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Ronican state of taxation (in tlie ZeitscJir. f. gescliiclitl. Rechts-

wiss. vol. vi.) have proved that Augustus intended, indeed, to

introduce an equal form of taxation throughout the whole of tlie

Roman empire, a fact which was doubted for some time (Liv.

epit. lib. 134. Dio Cass. liii. 22. Isidor. orig. v. 36. Cassidor. iii.

52. Suidas s. v. acroyoa^j^.) That this undertaking included

like^^^se Palestine, which had not been as yet named a Roman
province, will offer nothing remarkable, the moment we consider

that a(poy^a<p7} is here applied to the enrolment of real estates, or

landed j)roperty, but not to a mere enumeration of personal

property, which has its adequate Greek term, dTorZ/z'/jiy/c, " enume-

ration, census." To such an act of enrolment the emperor could

well have recourse, considering the utter dependence in which

the Jewish king found himself to the Roman emperor, a depen-

dence which extended to such a degree, that the Jews, in taking

the oath of fidelity to be exercised towards Herod, had also to

swear the same to the emperor. (Comp. Tholuck's Glauber, der

evang. Gesch. p. 191.

Ver. 2. The words of this verse, which seem to contain a more

exact historical determination of the term airoy^aiprj, are more

difficult and obscure yet, inasmuch as the true meaning of them
does not agree with the accounts of the historians. For, Ku^^woc/

"Quirinus," the Cyrenius namely, here spoken of, was proconsul

of Syria at a much later period, inasmuch as Sentius Saturninus

obtained this honour towards the end of the life of Herod, and

Quinctilius Varus succeeded him in the office, and after both

these, Puhlius Sulpiciiis Quirinus was for the first time invested

with this dignity. (Joseph. Ant. xvi. 13. Tacit. Annal. iii. 68.)

If, therefore, the census held (according to Josephus xviii. 1. 1.)

by Quirinus in Syria and Palestine is here spoken of, the birth

of Christ would require to be put ten years later, whei^eby the

entire chronology would be throAvn into a state of confusion .-

1 Josephus (Ant. xviii. 1. 1.) says of him : Kti^^wog h, ruv ilg rriv fSou-

"kriv (SvvayoiMSVMV avri^, rag n ak\ag a^yjt,g I'TnTiTikiyMc, Ttai 8ia Taffut/

hhixjgag cog xal vTarvg yivss'^ai, rd n dXXa d^iu)fj,ari f/jsyag, guv hXiyoig

J-r/ Ivo'iag TagJjv, u-to Kaiifa^og di/taiodoryig rou 'e^vovg d.'7rsffraXfjt,svog, xai

ri,'j,y}rrig rcuv oveiojv yivriffo/Mvoc. "Meantime Quirinus, a senator who had
jDassed through all the degrees of honour up to the consulate, with the
greatest distinction, was sent by Caesar into Syria, that he might admi-
nister justice to the people, and render an account of all their possessions."

^ With regard to the time in which the birth of Christ occurred, this

passage cannot well be used to point out the years, on account of its
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Acconliiig' tu St Mattliew (ii. 1, 19), as well as St Luke (i. o,

comp. witli iii. 1, 23), our Redeemer was born during tlic reign

of llerod, and a census under this king could have been held,

therefore only by the i^ro-consul Sentms Satiiriiin us, to whom,
indeed, it is attributed by Tertidlian (ad Marc. iv. 19), though

without producing any historical proof, merely, as it were, as a

matter of supposition only; as to this passage we cannot at all

agree as to the propriety of adopting another mode of reading

for the manuscripts of Tertullian. But supposing even that we
were to adopt one, it then would little avail us, inasmuch as we
shoidd feel compelled to consider it a correction of the original

text. But since all critical writers warrant the authorit}' of the

common text, none of the conjectures tried will be found valid.

Some have even attempted to interpolate after the word tpoSt;^,

"first," '^rjo rr,: riyiiMviUvro; /.. 7. >,., "bcforo the government of, &c.,"

so that the sense would be: "this taxation preceded the one

(well known) under the proconsul Quirinus." It would be better

innate uncertainty. Besides the star (comp. Mattli. ii. 2),' it is cliietiy the

<leath
<)f

Ilerod, under whose dominion Christ was born, from which we
can derive any information respecting it. According to Joseplnis (An-
tiq. xvii. 9, 3), Herod died a short time after the insurrection of a cer-

tain person named Matthias. This man, togetlier with forty of his com-
panions, was burnt by order of Herod on a night wherein there oc-

curred a total eclipse of the moon, and which was soon after followed by
the feast of Easter. This eclipse occurred in the night between the 12th

and 13th of March 750, after the foundation of Rome, and inasmuch a~s

no other eclipse occurred in Palestine either immediately previous to

or soon after the one here mentioned, hence Christ must have been born

in the year 7oU after the foundation of Rome. In that case his birth

occurs at a period when there prevailed a general peace, a circumstance

upon which much stress is laid by the fathers of the church. In the

year 74G after the foundation of the city, after Tiberius had returned from
rrcrmanica (Germany), the temple of Janus was closed, and was not re-

opened tintil the year 752, daring the war of the Romans against the Par-

thians. (Comp. Jo. Jup/erl de J. Chr. vero anno natalitio. Francf
1G(JG. 4. Warms Astron. Beitr. zur Be.stimm. des Goberrt.sjahrs Jesu.

In Jintf/e/'s Archiv. vol. ii. part 1. Also, the Abhandlung iiber rias

(ieburtsjahr Jesu in Kleibers Stud. vol. i. part 1, pag. 50 sqq. [Jesus

cannot have been l)orn later than the beginning of March 4710, accoivl-

ing to the Julian era, the year in which the death of Herod occurred,

that is, in 750 from the foundation of Rome.] See likewise the Nach-

lr>i(i of t!ic same, part 2, pag. 208 sqq.) With respect to the ilaii on

which the birth of our Lord occurred, the ancient cliurch, according to

Clnnens of Alexandria, fixed it on the 2(lth of May (25Lh Pachon),

whereas in the west the 25th of Decendjcr has been appointed as the

day.
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to read uvtt] for aurri, so that this idea would be expressed in the

words: ''The taxation itself (which at that time would merely

have been undertaken) took place first under the proconsulate of

Quirinus/' For, the change of an accent cannot be considered a

change in the text, inasmuch as the earliest codices were written

without accents. Meanwhile, perhaps without forcing the sense,

it may be permitted to take 'tt^utti in the sense of 'Tr^on^a, before

(as in John i. SO; xv. 18); it would then read: "this taxation

occurred previous to the proconsulate of Quirinus/' Yet I do

not deny that the remarks of Tholuck (Glaubw. der evang.

Gesch. p. 182,) wherewith he defends this explanation, do not

quite satisfy me, (comp. Winer's Gramm. p. 222) ; I find it par-

ticularly hard to reconcile myself to taking t^wt-jj r-jyi/j^ovsvovTog,

" first, during the government of," in the sense of t^o rov nyifLov-

svsiv, "before the government of," although there is found in the

Septuagint, in Jerem. xxix. 2, a somewhat similar construction.

But be this as it may, one thing is quite clear, viz. that Tholuck

has clearly proved, against Strauss, in his masterly treatment of

this passage, that even although these difficulties be not entirely

solved, no conclusions can be drawn therefrom against the

authenticity of St Luke, who proves himself throughout per-

fectly conversant with the Jewish and Roman history, and more
especially with the nature of that first complete census under

Quirinus. (Comp. v. 37 of the Acts of the Apostles with Joseph.

Antiq. xviii. 1. 1). If, on the most minute historical examina-

tion, the principal fact adduced by St Luke, which has been so long-

considered doubtful, namely, that a taxation of the whole Roman
empire took place under Augustus, has been confirmed, we then

may rest well assured, that the collateral circumstances men-
tioned by the same writer are quite correct. But even suppos-

ing they contained some error, or that ver. 2 was to be con-

sidered as a glossis, even then there would be no necessity for

raising doubts, where the divine character of the Scriptures is

warranted by the testimony of the Holy Ghost.

Ver. 3. That the families were obliged to go to their ancestral

cities, arose either from the circumstance that the Romans, in

accordance with their political wisdom, accommodated them-

selves to the Jewish custom, or that the Jewish authorities used

this Roman order for taxation for their own purposes. Espe-

cially, according to the Roman custom, it was not permissible

K
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that Mary should accompany her husband in liis journeys to the

census. (Comp. Dion. Halic. Antiq. Rom. iv. 15).

Ver. 4, 5. The fact of Mary's going to Bethlehem can only be

accounted for on the ground of a supposition that she was an

heiress, and that she possessed a real estate in Bethlehem,

comp. Mattli. ii. 1). As in the case of the journey to Jerusalem,

so in like manner here in the journey to Bethlehem, the ex-

pression dva^amiv = ^*^^, " to asceiid, i.e. from a lower to a higher

place," implies the accessory idea of a morally-religious height.

(On this word comp. the lexicon of Gesenius). That Mary is

designated in vcr. 5 fMs,'Mvn(fTiv/j,svri, " betrothed," is explained by

Matth. i. 25.

Vcr. 6, 7. Here in Betlilehem, whitherto she had been led by
the existing taxation, Mary gave birth to the Redeemer of the

world in most obscure retirement. (The jiassage sTrXr,6drt<sav a) 7j/j,s§ai

rov rvA.i7v aur/jv, literally, "were fulfilled the days of her bringing

forth," corresponds with the Hebrew ]-\i^^ r\'^72i^ ^i^S?2''1' comp.

Gen. XXV. 24; Luke ii. 21). As there was no room in the inn,

{xaTa,7,v/jua^=^svodoxi'ov,) she laid the babe in the (parvri, manger.

(Comp. ver. 12 and 16). This leads us to suppose that there

was a stable, which the mother of our Lord was obliged to

occupy as a place of abode, because the house itself was quite

full. Ancient tradition mentions a eTn^aTov, i.e. a cave, as the

place of the birth of Jesus, localities which were frequently

made use of in mountainous regions as shelter for the flocks and
herds. Inasmuch as mention is made of this circumstance by
Justin Martyr, (dial. c. Tryph. Jud. p. 304,) and Origen (cent.

Cels. I. ii. 3,) and as it contains nothing improbable, hence we
may regard it as well-founded. (On T^coroToxog comp. Matth. i.

25.

—

's.Ta^yavooj, to wrap in swaddling clothes, is only found in

this place and in ver. 12).

Vcr. 8, 9. The communication of the intelligence concerning

all that had occurred during the holy night, was entirely con-

fined to the circle of a few humble arid unknown shepherd fami-

lies, to Mdiom probably the cave belonged which our Lord had
chosen as his first abode. The obscurity which accompanies

the entire history of Jesus, manifests itself even in this feature.

The shepherds, no doubt, like Simeon, (ver. 25,) belonged to

those who were waiting for the consolation of Israel; to appease
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their longing, tlie angel announced to tliem the fulfilment, in

the person of the Xa/gros, "Messiah, anointed one," of all the pro-

mises made by God. Although the ideas concerning the Mes-

siah were spread throughout the entire nation, yet the Holy

Scripture distinguishes the rude carnal expectations of the mass

from the hopes of the few noble-minded, which were based on

necessities of a deeply felt moral and religious character.

('Ay^avXsu signifies to remain in the field, particularly at night.

—

In the ayyiXoQ sTsgrrj, literally, " an angel stood over or above,"

is manifest the idea of something sudden, unexpected, in the

appearance.—Aoga jtv^iou, " the glory of the Lord," ^rj-j-^j-j-i -j"^^^,

the brightness or glory which is represented as encompassing all

heavenly visions.)

Ver. 10, 11. The words of the annunciation of the angel

must be explained according to the passages previously noted.

(Comp. i. 17, 32, 33, 74, 75, 78). As in the surrj^, "Saviour," the

idea is included of the aipssig tSjv a/j^a^nu, i.e. of the remission of

sins, so it is in like manner in the ytv^iog, which contains the idea

of the divine dignity of this destroyer of sin. Concerning the

term Xa6g, " people," comp. also Luke i. 68.

Ver. 12. The angel gives, of his own accord, to the believing

shepherds, a guiding sign, (grj/j^iTov, pfyi^,) which required not to be

in itself of a marvellous nature. Yet we may here lay the em-

phasis upon sv^riffsn, " you shall find," which corresponds to the

avsv^ov, "they found," of ver. 16; in that case there will be no ne-

cessity to search for external causes or signs whereby the shep-

herds were guided in seeking the child just there where it was

;

a mysterious leading or drawing of the Spirit guided them to

the right place through the obscurity of the night.

Ver. 13. This representative of the heavenly world, who com-

municated the joyful intelligence, was suddenly joined {s^aiprn

iYsviro=h'7ri<trri, ver. 9,) by a heavenly host {gr^ana ou^dviog=
D^7:2t2?rT i^l!Jj

" the heavenly army," transferring the occupation

of their exalted station to this poor earth, which so seldom re-

sounds with the pure praise of God. As a type, this phenomenon

contains the realization of the kingdom of God, which involves

the idea of things celestial in union with things terrestrial.

Ver. 14. The words of the angelic song of praise are to be ex-

plained according to the signification of the appearance of the

angel, and by the relation they themselves have to the birth of
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the Messiah. Because tlic Messiah did bring- back with him

into the world the things longed for, and because his work is

looked upon as finished, the insertion here of Jot/, " there is," is

more to the purposethan stfrw, "bo," which latter expression rather

gives to the sense of the words the form of a wish. Herein, how-

ever, the division of the words becomes a matter for consideration.

If we insert a stop after do^a iv l-^iGToig 0£w, " Glory to God in

the highest (places)," then lari would have nothing to recom-

mend it, and sVrw be preferable, inasmuch as the words would

become thereby in a clearer manner the expression of grateful

joy. But in that case the hru would also have to be ap-

plied to what follows, and the idea by this means would ob-

tain the form of a good wish to be fulfilled on a future occasion,

whereas it is infinitely more congenial and gratifying to regard

it as an inspired annunciation of the thing (in the person of the

Messiah) then present. Hence, that division of the words is to

be preferred, no doubt, according to which the stop is put after

yris, "earth," so that the idea of it is: " God is now (?) praised as

in heaven so likewise on earth;" {h u-^kroig = |—^'S-^r^'n, " in the

highest," is here the contrast of Iti rrjg y^g, "upon the earth").

In them is rendered prominent all that is characteristic in the

ministry of Christ; he made earth a heaven, and endowed it

with, and transferred to it a divine and heavenly character, thus

fulfilling his own prayer, " God's will be done as in heaven,

so likewise upon the earth." In the language of inspiration, the

plant of the kingdom of God is represented as full-blown, i.e.

perfected. According to this division, then, u^yjv^, "peace," is

joined to what follows, and hence it must be read necessarily

sudozlag, " of good will," SO that the whole shall assume a twofold

division only.^ Tlie idea of the second part thus very naturally

connects itself with the sense of the first. As the true praise of

God, (which was conditioned by, or dependent upon, the rein-

statement or bringing back of that which was lost,) so in lik(>

manner, by the Messiah, peace, both external and internal, was

restored to the earth inured to war, and thus the avC^u'roi ooy^g,

i.e. the "men of wrath or vengeance," were turned into avOswTovg

iuBoTciag, "men of good will." Critical writers are certainly much

^ It strikes me even now that the reasons for a twofold mode of view-

ing the angelic song of praise have the preponderance. Such men as

Jicza, Mill, Jjengel, Ndsselt, Morm, view this passage in the same
manner.
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more favourable to the reading of svdoxla, (only the Codices A. D.

a few translators and fathers of the church patronize the reading-

of Budo-zJag,) jet, a faulty interpunctuation of the first part, may
so easily and necessarily have caused a change in the second,

that the origin of the reading sudoyJa. becomes by this means ex-

plained. Moreover, if the meaning of the words as the living,

i.e. positive declaration of the present was overlooked, and the

'idru completely adopted, then would the triple division appear

more suitable, inasmuch as it would appear improper for men to be

called av&^uvoi svBoxiag before the Redeemer had finished his work
and exercised his influence. The song of praise assumes a more
vivid and deeper character, if we consider it as consisting of two

parts, and if it be viewed, not as a wish, but as an announce-

ment of the grace bestowed on mankind. Besides, in viewing it

as consisting of a triple division, it then becomes difficult to avoid

a tautology in the It; y^g si^Tjvri,
" peace on earth," and the sv dvd^u-

Toig ivdoxia, "good-will among men;" in that case it would become
necessary to apply sl^yjvri, in a very superficial manner, only to

external peace, such as it exists among men in their relation to

one another, and ihhoxia (=l'i^i, "good-will, or favour"), in as far

as a relation exists between God and men.

Ver. 15—17. The heavenly beings returned to their heavenly

dwellings, and the men went to Bethlehem, where they found

the promised Messiah, and then proclaimed (in the circle of

similar minded friends, ver. 38,—for, that discourses delivered

by angels are not for the multitude, is well known to all those

who are visited by them,—) what they had heard and seen.

On l^/^a, "a word, a matter," comp. Luke i. 37.—A/ayi/w^/^w (to

make known throughout, i.e. everywhere),= divulge, scil. ra

'TTi^i rou lyj/xarog, " the things concerning the report."

Ver. 18—20. The hearers of the glorious news wondered
much ; the shepherds praised God as the angels did before them
(ver. 13), and trusting or putting faith in the accounts of the

mother, they received with a childlike faith what they had seen

as the promised Messiah; Mary, however, gratefully received

this homage as the confirmation of her faith, ('^wttipuv, "to keep

or lay up with oneself in mind," implies more an activity of

memory; but sv//.[3dXXsiv Ivrfi jtaghia, "to ponder in the heart," im-

plies a meditating or thinking over, combined with emotions

and sympathies of the heart. In ver. 51 sv rrf xa^hia, " in the

heart," is joined in a direct manner by Siitti^ii, "preserved," and
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by this means both the actionty of the memory and of the heart

are combined into one expression.)

Ver. 21. According to the Mosaic \a^y (LcA-it. xii. 3), the cir-

cumcision of the little child took place on the eighth day of his

birth, and the name Jesus was then also given to him as com-

manded by the angel, ch. i. ver. 31. The Son of God, the pure

and purifying, was placed by his birth in every respect under the

law (Gal. iv. 4); and as he himself appeared sv o/moiu/muti aa^-A;

afia^riag, i.e. in the likeness of sinful flesh (Rom. viii. 3), the

father likewise subjected him to circumcision as to the symbol

of purification from the (Jup^ a/xa^rlag, " sinful flesh." He became
in every respect like unto men, his brethren (xard -rai/ra, " accord-

ing to aU things," Heb. ii. 17), yet without sin (Heb. iv. 15). This

dinnc ordinance had its reference to the work of the Redeemer.

In order to redeem those who were under the law (Gal. iv. 5), ho

assumed the human form, together with its entire nature and
sufferings, and struggled hard from step to step as it pleased

his Father to ordain. But then this divine ordinance had like-

wise a bearing as to his j)erson. The participation of Jesus in

the laws of purification of the old covenant was no empty de-

lusive act on his part; but it had an essential meaning. Holy,

pure, and perfect in his divine nature, he partook of the aediwa,

"infirmity,"ofthehuman, in sofarashis bodilyformwas concerned.

He was QvYirhg aa^xi, " mortal in the flesh" (1 Peter iii, 18), and the

temple of his body transformed itself by degrees only into the

apda^sla, incorruption, through the heavenly Ts/eC/^a, "spirit," dwell-

ing within (comp, Matthew xvii. 1 sqq.) The circumcision,

therefore, together with the participation in the purification (ver.

22), in the baptism by St John, and all the offerings in the tem-

ple, all this proved that our Redeemer considered these actions

as divine ordinances, and that he placed himself in one respect,

as to his life or being, on the same footing with his brethren, in-

asmuch as he took part in them. No doubt there was no ab-

solute necessity that for his bodily perfection the Redeemer
should pursue this course (comp. Matth. iii. 15, t^stok sotiv r,iuv,

"thus it becometh us"), as there was for the other members of the

Jewish nation so to do, inasmuch as, in their cases, the omission

of circumcision involved an extermination from among the ]>coi)le.

But the harmony of the preparations made by God for the re-

demption required even this form in the development of his

human existence; for by means of this sacred ritual or act, which
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with the Jewish people bound and confirmed the more strongly

the covenant made with God, he was received as a member into

the theocracy of the old covenant, in order to raise (after they

had obtained a more complete knowledge of his exalted being)

the entire community with whom he was in so many ways con-

nected to a participation in the more elevated station of his life.

Ver. 22. In like manner can be explained the participation in

the viada^igijjog, "purification." According to the Jewish law(Levit.

xii. 1 sqq.), every woman having given birth to a male child had
to remain in the house for the space of forty days, and if a

female child eighty days, as considering herself unclean, and at

the expiration of it to purify herself by bringing an ofiering.

For medical purposes this term was much too long; this or-

dinance had a religious and moral signification. It kept alive

the knowledge of sin, which manifested itself from the beginning

more particularly in sexual relations (Genes, iii. 10, 16); and by
the offering subsequent to it, it directed the human eye towards

heaven, from whence was to come the promised redemption from

all uncleanness. A remarkable thing here is the reading of auroD,

" of him," for certain as it is that ahrri^ " of her," is an alteration

which has arisen from a dogmatic limitation, inasmuch as there

appeared to be no KaQa^isfjjog, " purification," for the trwr^g, " Sa-

viour," as little can it be supposed that any one should have pro-

duced this alteration in it by means of the ahroij. With the ex-

ception of the Codex D., there are only a few manuscripts of

less importance in favour of it; yet the question is, whether

the reading ahrou is not preferable to the common one, i.e. to

ahruv, " of tliom."

Ver. 23. According to the law of the Old Testament (Exod.

xiii. 2), every first-born ('^'^^^ = QHI "IIOQ= haw7yov ^y]7gav,

" that openeth the womb"), if of the male kind, was sanctified

unto the Lord (tij'ilp, oiyiog, sacer, signifies sacred, i.e. set apart

from a profane or common to a sacred use). But as, according

to Numb. iii. 12, 13, the Lord had accepted the family of the

Levites, instead of all the first-born, the first-born sons, it is

true, had to be presented before the Lord {'Tra^aaTT^gai = ^^"^pn?

" to be brought near") as a symbolical act of consecration, of a

devoting to service, but they could be redeemed for five shekels

(Numb, xviii. 15, 16). From the service in the terrestrial taber-

nacle, Jesus was freed according to the law of Moses, in order to
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devote himself the more earnestly to the building up of the

greater and more perfect tabernacle (Heb. ix. 11).

Ver. 24. The offering here sj)oken of had an especial reference

to the woman having borne a child (Levit. xii. 7), who, however,

together with the child born, was considered one. That Mary
was poor is evident fj'om the circumstance of her offering the

sacrifice of pigeons; rich persons offered a lamb. And yet she

may have possessed, nevertheless, some small estates in Bethle-

hem and Nazareth, for only persons really rich were bound by

the law to offer a sacrifice of a lamb of the first year (Lev. xii. 6).

Ver. 25. The sojourn of Mary at Jerusalem produced another

strengthening effect upon her faith, inasmuch as a man called

Simeon uttered prophetic words concerning the importance of

the child. Nothing is known concerning the person of Simeon,

for the supposition that he was the Either of Gamaliel (Acts

of the Apostles v. 34), and a son of Hillel, is indeed highly im-

probable. The indefinite expression avdoM-rrog rtg, " a certain man,"

implies more likely that Simeon too belonged to the lower ranks,

among whom a deeper religious life seems to have existed at

the time of Christ. Simeon (like Zacharias and Elizabeth, Luke
i. 6) is called dlxaiog, i.e. just, which indeed indicates more the

external legal portion of life, whereas sjXa/3^s (a term related to

offiog, holy, i. 75), i.e. pious, scrupulous, devout, implies more the

internal part, the disposition towiirds God; here, of course, it

has a reference to that form of piety harmonising with the in-

junctions of the Old Testament, inasmuch as suXd(3sia, "piety,"

= (pS^og ro\) 0SOV, " fear of God," or a deep and reverential sense of

accountability to God. But the character of his religious life is

expressed still more distinctly by the addition : -xgoehyJ/iMivog cra^a-

/.'/.YiSiv Tbu 'igPariX, i.e. "waiting for the consolationof Israel,"^ which

is closely allied to the passage following: 'r§osdiy6/j,ivog xlir^usiv,

" waiting for redemption;" this expression connects with the aj)-

pearance of the Messiah the idea of deliverance from sin and suf-

fering, whereas the former involves more the idea of consolation.

Both ideas combined we find in the formula: rr^oohiyj-jOai rr^v iSaffi-

AiiavTov 010V, " to be waiting for the kingdom of God." With re-

gard to the noun TagaxXjjc/g, " consolation," it is only met with in

this place for rragd-A.Xrtrog, the Latin for which is advocatus, signi-

fying "an intercessor," and one bestowing spiritual aid and conso-

^ Similar to this is the expression : JXt/s rou 'lir^ar >., i.e. the hope of

Israel, occurring in the Acts of the Apostles xxviii. 20.
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lation. But the term --a^axXrirog itself, which the Rabbis render

DTOTi (" ^^^® comforter," a name of the Messiah), although they

likewise frequently use the term j^'s'pp-^Q or fc^t^ik-^j^^g, "the com-

forter or consoler," occurs frequently, but only in the New Tes-

tament, Avhen speaking of the Holy Ghost [John xiv. 16, 26;

XV. 26; xvi. 7]; yet it likewise occurs in reference to Christ,

1 John ii. 1, but only in a modified sense. As it is here used

whilst speaking of the Messiah, the expression refers to the state

of suff'ering of the people, which is conceived as being removed

by the appearance of the Messiah. This pious man, too, was

inspired by the Holy Ghost (comp. Luke i. 15) at that richly

blessed time, in which the greatest event that ever took place on

earth was preparing secretly, and he thus began to prophesy of

the Redeemer. (The passage ^v sv avrov, " was upon him" [comp.

ver. 40], must be explained according to the verb i^yjGDai, " was

come," involved in the -^i/, and which completes the meaning of

the whole, so that it would be: " the spirit came upon him, and

hence acted in him."

Ver. 26, 27. To Simeon, who hoped to see the consolation of

Israel, an assurance was given by the Spirit that he should not

die until he had been honoured with a view of the Messiah.

(Concerning ^.i^i/j^ari^ssdai, i.e. " to be warned or admonished" of

God, see Matth. ii. 12. The writer observes a silence on the

form of this y^'^fj.aTis,a6g, "warning" from God, whether he received

it in a dream or in a waking state. In the place of idsTv Mmrov,
" to see death," we frequently meet with yiheaedat ddvarou, signify-

ing "to taste of death," i.e. to die, Matth. x^d. 28, inasmuch as the

sensual perception is placed in both instances instead of essen-

tial experience. (The same S^jirit who made him the promise

guides him to it at the very moment of its fulfilment. Such a

leading of the Spirit, which forms a contrast to the mere choice

from reflection, we meet with in the life of all the saints men-
tioned in holy writ from Abraham down to St Paul. It is the

prerogative of the true children of God, who are possessed of

simplicity of mind in the noblest sense of the Avord, to know the

voice of truth (John x. 4), and to follow it without erring, with-

out abandoning, at the same time, the use of the natural powers

of reflection and due attention to circumstances (comp. for ex-

ample xvi. 6 of the Acts of the Apostles).

Ver. 28, 29. Owing to the power of this very Spirit, Simeon
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immediately recog-nised in the child, with unhesitating' certainty,

the promised Messiah, and that without its having been required

that Mary should inform him of her experiences. The old man,

therefore, pours out his grateful heart with fervour towards God,

who had thus kept the promises which he had made to him.

(The passage xara to ^T^/jbd cou, " according to thy word,'' scil. t^o;

i/x£ s^^o/Mivov, " coming to me," refers back to ver. 26.) In this

glance at, or sight of, the desired of all eyes, Simeon finds the end

of his earthly existence, and singing, so to speak, his swan-like

song, expressive of the glory of the Messiah, he bids an eternal

farewell to this terrestrial life. (The words d-TroXkiv sv u^nvrj, "to

depart in peace," contain an allusion to the service and spiritual

office of Simeon; he was a prophet at the period in which he

lived, and no doubt kept alive the hope of all those avIio anxi-

ously waited for the redemption (ver. 38). The word ii^i'^r,,

" peace," not only contains a reference to the fulfilment of the

hope which inspired Simeon, viz. to behold the Messiah, but this

expression indicates likewise in a profounder sense the peace-

conferring conviction in general, that the people of Israel, as

well as himself, had attained the object of their eternal solicitude

in the appearance of the Messiah, asctott-jj?, "lord, master," is

used a few times with reference to God, as in the Acts of the

Apostles iv. 24; Jude ver. 4; Rev. vi. 10; and once only when

speaking of Christ, 2 Peter ii. 1. This expression differs from

x%o?, "lord," inasmuch as it denotes, in a more distinct manner, the

relation of the absolute master, or the supreme authority of a

sovereign, whereas -/.{jDiog implies, in a more moderate manner,

the sense of possession or ownership.

Ver. SO, 31, 32. Simeon, in expressing this gratitude, connects

with it, by prophetic inspiration, a description of the ministry of

the Messiah whom he had beheld in the body. (The expression

o'lofdaXfiol/xoijji.e. "my eyes," refers to his physical sight; for,

with the eyes of the Spirit he had seen the arrival of the Re-

deemer long ago; Simeon longed aftci- the manifestation of

Christ in the flesh, John i. 14.) Although the hope concerning

the Messiah, as expressed by Simeon in ver. 25, has reference

to his own nation only, inasnuK-h as the Redeemer is called

i-agdxXridig toZ 'le^ariX, " the consolation of Israel," yet do we per-

ceive here, in a manner not to l)e mistaken, the idea that the

ministry of the desired one would extend, according to the

Divine ordination, liUowisc fn the wJioIc of the hinnan r<tec. We
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may, tlierefoic, refer Lack, according- to the sense of this open

declaration to previous passages, in which the Messianic expec-

tations are expressed. Their apparent limitation to the people

of Israel, and their reference to terrestrial circumstances, form

one side only of the Messianic idea, which we must thus com-

plete by assuming the other, even where it is not expressed.

The Messiah, it is true, has a primal reference to Israel, but

from hence the living- influence of his Spirit extends itself over

all the other nations; and although his effective ministry may
begin in the deepest recesses of the human mind, yet from this

source likewise it sheds its influence on the external circumstan-

ces of human life, so that humanity with all its members, in

its internal as well as external bearings, becomes in the true

sense of the word the object towards which the Messiah directs

his redeeming and healing ministry and activity. As this attri-

bution of the ministry of the Messiah to the whole human race,

including even the remotest nations, belongs to the teaching or

dogmas of the Old Testament (comp. Genes, xii. 3; xviii. 18;

xxviii. 14; xlix. 10; Ps. Ixxxvii. ; Is. xi. 19, 42, and other pass.),

hence we must the more suppose this view to have existed in

the minds of all the pious who lived at the time of Christ, inas-

much as they appear as living in the spirit of the old covenant.

That they too should have applied all this to their own nation,

and that the idea of an amelioration of external circumstances

formed with them a most prominent fetiture in the foreground

of their hopes, appears perfectly justified by existing circum-

stances ; this form of representation is sanctified also by the Old

Testament, which never permits any relation or reference to the

people or nation to pass or descend into a mere vulgar parti cu-

larisation, nor does it admit the hope of a change of external

circumstances to be deprived of a mortil and religious basis. It

was ever this very idea which prevailed in the imagination of

the rude sensual mass, who rejoiced in the idea of an exclusion

of all the Gentiles, as such, from participating in the blessings

of the Messiah, and who hoped, in their carnal notions, without

any true change of heart, to follow henceforth the Messianic

king as their leader in the war of extermination to be waged
against the Gentiles. That such rude notions must not be con-

founded with the noble views entertained in the circles of the

pious-minded who lived at that time, appears evident from ver.

38, wherein all those expecting the Messiah are denoted as a
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particular circle. But the expectations concerning the Messiah

were, at the time of Christ, as has been observed already, notions

prevailing throughout the entire nation ; had they been acknow-

ledged, therefore, in the form in which they existed in the rude

mass as the true or real, in that case 'rr^oaUyjs&ai Xvr^uffiv, i.e. " to

wait for deliverance," could not have been employed as a charac-

teristic mark whereby to denote a certain circle of men. (Ver.

31, like i. 71, contains the abstract instead of the concrete per-

sonality, c'j)rri»m=iGMrr,^ia, "salvation,'' for (Twr-^o, " Sa\dour." It is

called the salvation of God, because it originates Avith him,

as likewise because it is of his nature, which comprises both, in-

asmuch as only things divine can proceed from God.—The refer-

ence to the Gentiles is contained in iToi[xdZiiv='z^oo^iZ^iiv, " to ap-

point, to predestinate," Rom. viii. 29, 30, as being founded on

the Divine decree of mercy, which Avas hence very correctly per-

ceived by Simeon in the prophecies of the Old Testament.—In

Ka-a Ts&VwTO!', "in the face"=2i'w,a/oi', "in the presence of, before"=:

^^Q^ "in the face," is denoted not only the process of an external

becoming known, but it expresses likewise an effect produced

within, inasmuch as objects perceived from without produce

analogous effects within. This expression reminds us of Is. xi.

10, where the Messiah is called Q'^^^ D^S IDJ?' literally "stand-

ing for an ensign to the people," inasmuch as he presides or rules

over the nations in consequence of his being the ensign of the

gathering, and as forming the central point of their spiritual

union. In like manner the passage (pug ilg a-~oxdXx)-^iv k&vuv, i.e. "a

light to lighten the Gentiles" ofver. 32, refers to passages such as

Is. xlii. 6 (John i. 4) ; Is. xxv. 7. The contrast to d--o-/.dX-j-^ig is

formed by " being veilcd"=j2'i^p7 «»33,
" covered as to the face"

(Is. xxv. 7). But the blessing of the Gentiles is a hot,a. "glory" of

Israel.

—

Aaog and Uvog are here put one for another, since Israel

is called, indeed, 'idvog, ''the nation," John xi. 48 sqq. Only when

used in the plural has st)i'r/=Qi'i:i,
" nations," the signification of

Gentiles.")

Ver. 33, 34. The parents of Jesus mai-velled not so much, in-

deed, at those things which were spoken of their son, as that tlic

Spirit testified so uniformly through the most divers characters, of

the spiritual importance ofthe child. (The reading' iwo-^jf, "Joseph,"

instead of crar^^, " father," has evidently arisen from dogmatical,

i.e. doctrinal anxiety. The transcribers were afraid that tlic
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expression would be applied to corporeal procreation.) When
we see Simeon here represented as blessing the Redeemer, this

must be taken in the sense expressed on Luke ii. 21, and Matth.

iii. 15. According to the principle, rh IXarrov vto tou z^sirrovog luXo-

ysTraj, " the less is blessed of the better," Heb. vii. 7. Simeon

here appears to be placed by circumstances as much above Jesus

as St John, who baptised him, and as the rabbis of whom Jesus

asks questions, Luke ii. 46. In his development as a human
being, our Redeemer was subject to the established decrees and

laws of development according to which our human nature de-

velopes itself; and hence as a child he was a real child, conse-

quently he was dependent on the degrees of physical life and

the laws of nature. The ideal' which was dormant within him

developed itself onl}'- by degrees
;
yet whatever degree of deve-

lopment he attained, it always betrayed his true character. In

what follows, Simeon points out more distinctly the ministry of

Christ, which he views as one of a separating and dividing cha-

racter according to the nature of men, and which he describes as

being both saving and destructive. With this is connected a

faint allusion to the path of suffering by which the object is to

be attained (Luke xxiv. 26). The chosen image to which the

expression, xusdai slg 'xrojgiv xal dvdcfrasiv, i.e. "to be placed for the

fall and rise,"—refers, is that of a rock (Is. xxviii. 15; Dan. ii.

34; Zech. iii. 9; Matth. xxi. 41), which becomes a T^6<rzo/j./j,a, i.e.

" a stumbling-block" to the proud (1 Peter ii. 7, 8), who stumble

against it, whereas to the humble it becomes an occasion for

raising themselves from their lowness. (Hence draoraff/g, " the

rising up," merely forms a contrast to ttoogi;, "fall.") In this mi-

nistry of his so opposite a character, the Redeemer reveals him-

self according to the Divine intention and regulation. {KusQai,

" to be placed," is by no means equivalent to shai, " to be or

become;" this expression, combined with slg, " for, unto," in-

volves a reference to an object, purpose, Phil. i. 16.) His

ministry, not only as it was on his first aj^pearance, but likewise

as it displayed itself in the course of time, and as recorded in

history, manifests itself always and everywhere as a penal jus-

tice, as well as an everlasting activity of redemption ; both these

features are the two halves of the ministry of our Lord which

complete one another. (The remark, that not all the members,

but many of the people, are touched thereby, must be explained

in such a manner as to imply that the object of Christ is to re-
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deem nil, but inibolief throws obstacles in tlie way of success;

to many it proves a salvation, and to many in like manner it lie-

comes a destruction. In the concluding words of ver. 34, viz. in

/.ai SIS (Tri/MiTov dvriXsyo/xevov, i.e. " and for a sigu which shall be spoken
against," the intimation ofthe suiferings ofChrist becomes apparent.
Those who ft\ll through him are likewise the avriXeyovrsg, " the dis-

obedient." The term avriXiysiv, " to speak against," must be con-

ceived as a general expression implying a hostile inclination,

which at the same time involves an action. Even in this avriXoyia,

" contumely," the Redeemer appears as a arifM/bv,
" given by the

Father to the world," and, indeed, just as much to the unbeliev-

ing as to the believing world, although, it is true, in diiferent

points of relation. The expression must be conceived as Isa. viii.

] 8. God speaks to the world through the Redeemer and his whole
manifestation-—through the man with tlie cross and the crown
of thorns—a mighty language of deeds, and places him actuallj'-

before humanity as a fact and as a prodigy, in the same manner
as Isaiah represented him, by means of his sons with their sym-
bolical names. (Comp. Matth. i. 23.)

Ver. 35. Wliilst speaking of the opposition which the Anointed
would receive from the world, the far-seeing prophet casts a

glance on the life of the blessed mother of the child of God.
The woman who gave birth to God was as such not as yet a be-

ing born of God, she was like all other human beings, born of
woman, yiwrirn ymat-Kog (comp. Matth. xi. 11), and required, there-

fore, like them, the new birth, which cannot be attained without

tribulation (Rev. vii. 14). A pure or mere mention of suffering,

without involving the idea of consolation, cannot be contained in

:

rriv -^vyjtv bi'J.ivs'cTai hoiJij(paia, i.e. "a sword shall pierce the soul;"

this would cloud the serene character of the whole prophecy. The
idea of the deepest and most poignant grief of mind, on the contra-

ry, completes here the notion of healing and perfection through it,

just as the term amXeycs^a/, "to be spoken against" (ver. 34), in-

volves the notion oftriumph over every kind ofai/r/Xoy/a, "calumny."

Killing, and at the same time vivifying, appears the grief in Mary,

which was one with the sufferings of her Son, at the sight ofwhich

she would not only have to combat the conflict of her maternal

affection, but likewise that of her faith, which must seem to perish

at the same time with that Son who was given to her from above.

As the object of this separating judging activity is the revela-

tion of the secret depths and impulses of the heart, the good as
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well as bad ones bestowed. Hence it is that Christ appeared

even during the period of his external development as the judge

of the world; his penetrating ministry, wherever he appears,

presses for a decision either for or against. (The S/aXoy/ff/Ao/,

"thoughts, imaginations," are here combined, as has already been

observed at Luke i. 51, with the xagdla, "heart." In like manner

the more rare sTlma of viii. 22 of the Acts of the Apostles,

uToma of 1 Tim. vi. 4, and vSrifia Baruch ii. 8. All these ex-

pressions indicate, as appears evident, indeed, from the ety-

mology, actions of the vovg or Xoyog, corresponding to the German
Oedanken, "thought;" hence it is that zaodia cannot indicate the

faculty to which they belong. The sacred Scriptures, however,

never view the activity of the faculty of thought independent

of the inclinations and the course of life of man, which is clone

according to a very correct psychological view ; the holy Scrip-

tures reduce every rising thought to the secret inclination of the

heart.^ As the central point of personal life, the Bible regards

the xa^dia = ^^, i.e. heart, comp. Prov. iv. 23. ^3^;^ ^^ D^^ll

il'i^^iJ'in. Hence Ix. -/.a^diuv, "from the hearts," very correctly de-

notes the incitation ofthe hiaXoyisfjM from the very heart, although

they themselves belong to the vovg, " mind."

Ver. 86, 37. One more person of the (probably very small)

circle of pious individuals who then lived at Jerusalem is m.en-

tioned to us,^ It is Anna, who had likewise partaken of the Spiiit

{T^ocpriric, "a prophetess, "=OTsD/a.a ayiovi-)(()V6a, "one that hath the

Holy Spirit," ver. 26). As a distinguished feature of this other-

wise unknown woman, Ave read that she, notwithstanding her

age of fourscore and eight years, had lived with a husband only

seven years from her virginity. The tender fidelity with which

she preserved the memory of her husband it is which the writer

wishes to render prominent. The description of her piety is in

^ Beautifully says old Michael Montaigne (Stimme der Wahrheit,
vol. i. page 4) : In man we may overlook much as regards his head, al-

though it must be confessed that it is always good to have it in its

right place, and to find it stating nothing but what is right; yet the

heart is the most precious part. The head we require only to live, but
the heart likewise to die.

^ Even Schleiermacher has already observed that this communication,
made by a second person, and who expresses the same idea which Simeon
already expressed, argues against the mythical character of the narra-

tive ; for the tendency to form mythos in the church one event of the
kind would have been satisfactory enough.
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accordance with the spiritual point of vicAv of the Old Testa-

ment.; her religious life had assumed the ascetic Nazaritic form

(comp. i. 15).

Ver. 38. This person, then, came about the same time (per-

haps at the hour of prayer) to the temple (sf/c-ai.a;, "to approach

suddenly, to come to or upon any person or place," see Luke ii.

9), and joined likewise in thanks unto the Lord as soon as she

had obtained the intelligence that all her hopes were realised in

the appearance of tlie Messiah. (The expression avdo/xoXoysTc^ai

signifies, in profane Greek, to enter into a pact or mutual agree-

ment, to agree upon a matter, to acknowledge or avow mutually.

In Hellenistic Greek it stands for nTiH' ^^ praise, to give thanks,

Ps. Ixxix. 13. In like manner is used l^ofi.o'koyutsdai, signifying

" to avow, to acknowledge, to profess publicly," Genes, xxix. 35,

and the Simplex Job xl. 14. In the New Testament the expres-

sion is met with in this place only. The old woman communicated

the happy news very soon to all those members who belonged to

the circle of the friends of the Messiah, who were of the same
mind and who dwelt at Jeruscilem. (On 'rr^oehiyjGHai Xvr^uffiv, " ex-

pected redemption," see to Luke i. 68 and ii. 25 = Ai/r^wc/c, " re-

demption," stands here for Xvr^wrig, " redeemer." The expression

m^l aurou, concerning him, refers to the [certainly not expressed]

subject of praise, namely, to the Messiah that had appeared.)

Ver. 39, 40. And when they had performed the rites of puri-

fication according to the law of the Lord (ver. 22), the mother

and the child returned to the city Nazareth. The mention made
of the final point of the journey as the proper stationary place

of abode of Mary does not exactly exclude other journeyings

(comp. the description following of the history of the infancy of

Jesus). The subject here evidently aims at something indefinite,

and the b--7rigrpi-^av ilg rriv Ta/.i}.a!av, i.e. " thcy returned to Galilee,"

is not so much a new fact, which the author wishes to record, as

indeed the formula of the conclusion. Intelligence of a more

particular and exact character were here wanting; hence he re-

placed the mother and child in that place whicli he well knew
had been her stationary place of abode. (uoXi; auruv, "their city,"

comp. i. 56.) The last verse (40) indicates (in tlie same m.inner

as it is done by St John i, 80) the purely human development of

our Lord in body as well as mind, a development which was fol-

lowed by the life of Christ, or existence considered from a human
point of view. Only in the words 'TX>ifoi/iE^&^ aofiag, " becoming full
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of wisdom/' do wc discover the addition of a peculiar feature.

But that the meaning of 6o<pia, " wisdom," is to be considered in a

relative sense, is evident partly from ii.52, which passage describes

this very co<pia of Jesus as being as yet in a state of development,

which partly appear evident from the notion of childhood in

general, to which the character of wisdom can be applied only

in a relative sense. This idea, indeed, can only refer to the

Messiah in his human development, inasmuch as he represented

every period or stage of life j)ure and unclouded by sin, and yet

in such a manner as not to destroy the character of that state of

life itself, which would be the case if we assumed that the child

Jesus was possessed of a perfect softa} In the words XH'^ ^^ ^'^

avTo, " the grace was upon him" (comp. ii. 25), is expressed not

only the Divine delight or pleasure in Jesus, but herein is indi-

cated, at the same time, the efficient cause of the pure unclouded

development of the life of the Redeemer. The grace is nothing

but the dyaTTj, " love," which manifests itself, and which proves

itself efficacious; in every moment of the life of Jesus the love of

God was reflected in him as in a mirror ; he was in every sense a

child, in every sense a youth, in every sense a man, and sanctified

thus all the degrees of the development of humanity, but there

never appeared in liirn anything inconsistent therewith, which

would have been the case had expressions of a riper or advanced

degree of life manifested itself during the period of his childhood.

In concluding the history of the infancy of Jesus, we must

cast a glance at the relation existing between the narratives of

St Matthew and St Luke, of which it is maintained that they do

not make up or complete each other, but that they contradict

one another; that they are based on traditions wholly differing,

and forming, as it were, parallel lines to one another. Accord-

ing to St Luke, the parents of Jesus dwelt in Nazareth, and

his birth at Bethlehem seems to have been caused by mere ac-

cident; according to St Matthew, however, it appears as though

the parents of Jesus had lived at Bethlehem itself. The history

^ Schleiermaclier (Glaubenslehre, vol. ii. p. 178) very truly says:

Were we to deny the gradual development of the Redeemer, we then

would have to suppose either that the whole infancy of his was a mere
illusion, and that he, for example, was perfect master of language

even in the first year of his life; or we would be obliged to adopt the

Corinthian view, and separate all that wherein Christ resembled tlie rest

of mankind from whatever was primeval in him.

L
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of tile aniuinciation, according to St Luke, moreover, appears to

bo ineousisteut witli tlic incipient ignorance of Josepli concern-

ino- the nature of the pregnancy of Mary, and the instruction

througli the angel as recorded by St Matthew, as also the adora-

tion of the magi, the massacre of the innocents by Herod, and

the flight to Egypt, of St Matthew, Avith the journey to Jerusa-

lem, because of the purification, as recorded by St Luke. But

on a closer examination, we shall find that the first remark, viz.

that St Matthew seems to have followed a difterent tradition

concerning the place of abode, becomes of an utterly negative

character. For St Matthew, it is evident, follows no particular

tradition with respect to the place of abode of the parents of

Jesus; he adduces no topographical, no chronological 'data;

he contents himself with stating the mere fact. If he mentions

Bethlehem in ii. 1, as the birth-place of Jesus, this is done (as

may be clearly seen from what follows) only because the identi-

fication of the place is to be found in a prophecy of the Old

Testament ; had it not been so, it is doubtful whether St

Matthew would have mentioned the place of birth at all. In

the same manner he would have altogether passed over the

general statement: ug ra [M.i07] rrig TaXi}Miag, "into the parts of

Galilee,'' (ii. 22,) if the reference to prophecy (ii. 23,) had not in-

duced him to mention Nazareth by way of addition. Besides,

the passage ii. 22, 28, of St Mattliew, according to Sieffert,

needs not to be understood as though St Matthew was un-

aware that Mary had been in Nazareth long before the birth

of Jesus; we only need to suppose that it appeared to Jo-

seph, during his sojourn in Egypt, desirable to settle him-

self in Bethlehem, for fear of the persecutions of Archelaus,

but that he subsequently relinquished the idea and went again

to Nazareth. Accordingly, we can say of St Matthew, that

he observes a silence on the subject of a more minute speci-

fication of the places inhabited by the holy family, and that

he only makes a few passing remarks concerning them, which

particulars we however find more minutely treated of by St

Luke.' Fiirthcrmore with regard to the pretended contradic-

^ De Wette accuses me (in vol. ii. p. 25, of his commentary,) of " an

almost impanlonable perversion," becau.se I can discover in St Mattliew

no other definitions of places than such as he appears to have mentioned

by the bye. This a.ssertion of mine I have proved in my two pro-

grammes on the authenticity of St Matthew ; every unprejudiced mind
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tioiis in tlie individual features of botli narratives, there can

1)0 no question as to the praeticahility of eifecting a reconcilia-

tion between them, ifthe passage u-r'sar^s-^av slg rnv VaXiXalav, "they

returned into Galilee,'' of Luke ii. 39, be taken in its widest sense.

But that this expression is to be viewed as standing in immedi-

ate connection with ver. 40, and as forming the concluding for-

mula to it, and hence as intimating only the stationary place of

abode of Jesus, where, as we have seen, (ver. 40,) the early de-

velopment of his mind is represented as having taken place, is,

at least a way of evading the difRculty of a tenable character,

to have recourse to which no person needs to hesitate who feels

called upon to avoid the syrtes of the myths. Hence, there re-

mains actually nothing in these two accounts which would seem

to be contradictory; for no one, it is hoped, will in all earnest-

ness raise an objection against the supposition that they re-

turned to Bethlehem from Jerusalem, after having fulfilled the

law of Moses concerning the purification of Mary, as Schleier-

macher has done, who thinks it improbable, inasmuch as Mary
liad lived there in very narrow circumstances. These circum-

stances, however, were evidently produced only by the taxation,

which, according to the nature of things, increased the popula-

tion of the town only for a few days. But should any one per-

sist to regard ii. 39 of St Luke as a concluding formula, which

would be indeed too bold, the historical mode of viewing it

would still be capable of defence, even supposing that a return

to Nazareth had taken place. For St MatthoAv, in ii. 14, is not so

utterly conclusive as to exclude altogether the presupposition of

an accessory or by-journey to Nazareth. The relation in which

the narratives of both Evangelists stand to one another, is there-

fore such as to admit very well the reconciliation of them by a

mutual completion and addition of circumstances which are pas-

sed over in silence by either the one or the other. And where

do we meet with any historical communications which does not

require such a completion, if made by writers who in their com-

pilations pursued paths different and independent of each other.

More difiicult, no doubt, is the reconciliation of the narratives

of these two Evangelists concerning the matter of Joseph ; fjr,

will be able to perceive from them the correctness of it. It is only

where unbelief has blinded sound judgment, and where people seek for

false or mock supports in order to render valid the most unfounded as-

sumptions, that the reverse can be maintained Avith such intrepidity.
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to speak more correctly, it is not so much the difficulty of reconcil-

inu'tlieir narrations which puzzles us, as, indeed, the obscurity of

the event recorded, which, on a comparisonof the two narratives,

becomes clearly apparent. For, according to St Matth. i. 18, 19, it

is uncertain how and when it was that Joseph became acquainted

with the pregnancy of Mary. The term Bvp'sdri, " she was found,"

however, seems to indicate that Mary had related nothing of it to

Joseph, and i. 86, 39, 56, of St Luke, raises this probability almost

to a certainty ; for, according to these passages, Mary visited Eliza-

betli when the latter was in the sixth month of her pregnancy,

and having remained with her during a period of three months,

she returned home a short time previous to Elizabeth's delivery.

Such a journey of three months, implies that Mary had not

entered as yet the state of conjugal. life; but had Mary disco-

vered her position to Joseph previous to her journey, there can

be no doubt but that Joseph would have taken her to him as

a Anfe, in order, if possible, to prevent bad appearances, which

Avould necessarily take place if he delayed the marriage. But

then, the result springing up from this narrative is the remark-

able fact, that Mary made no communication whatever to her

bridegroom-elect concerning the appearance of the angel, and

her hopes and expectations, but that she went, soon after the

annunciation had been made to her, to Elizabeth, and that she

there remained three months. It cannot be denied that this

fact offers something very striking to every observer of these

events, if considered in the point of view of common worldly

occurrences; yet cases of so extraordinary a character as those

recorded in the first chapters of St Matthew and St Luke, must

not be measured and judged of according to the common theory

of human probabilities. The events which occurred to Mary
were of so extraordinary a character, that she could not possibly

communicate them without producing a warranty of greater

weight than her OAvn word; the same child-like faith whicli

prompted her to say: "Behold the handmaid of the Lord, be it

unto me according to thy word," the same it was which insjiired

her with confidence that the mercy of the Deity would be able

to provide ways and means to assure her betrothed of the great

fact of her being the pure bride of heaven.' And the circum-

^ The attempt to solve this difficulty which is to be found in the

protev. Jac. c. 12, 13, and wherein it is stated that Mary had forfrotten
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stance tliat she quietly trusted in the leadings of Divine Provi-

dence, waiting patiently until a communication of this secret of

her pregnancy should be vouchsafed to Joseph from above, this

it is which proves, in a manner not to be mistaken, that we are

dealing- here, not with a human, but with a Divine history, the

peculiar brightness of which becomes clouded as soon as we
feel tempted to measure the unusual phenomena therein re-

corded by the measure of our common-place and daily occur-

rences.

§ 6. JESUS CONVERSETH IN THE TEMPLE WITH THE DOCTORS.

(Luke ii. 41—52.)

The importance of this apparently insignificant event of the

life of Jesus, the only one, too, which is related to us of those

which took place previous to his appearance in public, demands

our attention to a few preliminary remarks.^ This event, if con-

sidered in its relation to the whole of the accompanying pheno-

mena, reveals to us, in a manner not to be mistaken, the sacred

moment in which was develoj^ed in him the knowledge of, or

in which he became aware of his exalted divine nature. For, in

his human nature, our Redeemer followed, as has been observed

already, the general laws of human development, and even al-

though the state of childhood was in him one of a pure, holy,

and glorious nature, still it was childhood for all that, and hence

not divine, but it became so by degrees, and in proportion as he

advanced in his genertil mental development (Luke i. 80, ii. 40,

52), and at his first arrival at the holy city, towards which the lad

may have been attracted long ago, it broke forth all at once like

that the angel had announced to her a conception by the Holy Ghost, and
that she confessed it afterwards with tears to Joseph, is absurd. But

this attempt at an explanation only proves that there existed a real fact

which required an explanation, and this it is which the Evangelists have

given, viz. in their statements that Mary observed a silence towards her

bridegroom-elect concerning what she had experienced.
^ The fact of Strauss s counting this event as among the mythical ele-

ments, proves, in a most admirable manner, the exaggerated and mis-

chievous scepticism which fills his heart. A narrative, casting the sem-
blance of disobedience upon Jesus, or of inattention upon his mother,

would not certainly have been invented at a much later period.
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unto glowing- heat when breaking forth into flame, ripening into

tlie clear knowledge that he was the Son of God, and that God
was his Father. The circumstanee of his heinfj Christ, must be

distinguished therefore from his knowing that he was such; a

knowledge of the latter, i.e. of the fact that he was the Christ, he

only obtained in consequence of the course of his human devel-

opment. That knowledge, or the idea of it, carried him in that

moment to his true home, as a type of which to him necessarily

ajipeared the temple, and it is in moments of such sjuritual ex-

altation only that he forgets the earthly representatives of his

heavenly Father. But this forgetfulnes^ in him was by no

means an act of disobedience ; on the contrary, it was an act of

obedience dictated by a voice of a higher nature; he followed

faithfully his heavenly disposition, and hence joined his parents

with child-like resignation as soon as they held out to him the

motive of their rights, even when they had forgotten their

parental duties. Mary, his mother, had sinned because she had

neglected her highest duty to God, i. e. the care of the divine

child, in order to follow the diversions of sensual Jerusalem;

this is a deep symbol of the relation in which things divine and

human nature stand to one another in the new birth, in which,

in a like manner, man, in the process of regeneration, is

placed, so to speak, in the hands of the soul, wdio is to fulfil to-

wards him the duties of a tender mother! This event permits

lis also to catch a glimpse of that sublime moment, when the

flash of the divine light of the Spirit enlightens and penetrates

through the thick covering of humanity, but only to let drop

again the veil over this sublime mystery. But it is in this his-

torical chastity that we chiefly discover the divine character of

our Gospels, especially when compared with apocryphal writ-

ings, which fill out the space of time veiled in obscurity witli

fables of an absurd character. It was during this jieriod that

the divine plant of righteousness developed itself unseen, and

nothing is related concerning events that took place mcanwliile,

doubtless because there was nothing of importance to relate.

Jesus, no doubt, represented the ideal of a quiet, truly child-like

infant and youth, and it was only in the very depth of his inter-

nal being that his nature developed itself, w'hich would be be-

trayed at most only l>y a glance or sign. The spiritual world

that was to manifest itself in his person flowed gradually into

him from above, and all the various circumstances by whith he
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Avas suiTounded, liis conversations, contemplations, the reading

of tlie Scriptures, contributed to the disclosure in him of one

spring after another. For, to suppose that Egyptian, Esseanic,

Rabbinical learning, was instilled into his mind according to tlie

usual process of cultivation, and that all this had given a turn

to liis ideas, is contrary to the destination of the Messiah, inas-

mucli as we are to regard liim as the only one endowed with the

absolute power of destiny. His development, therefore, is one

purely independent, quite internal, a continual flowing-in of the

heavenly world into the earthly frame, the motive power of

which can be traced solely in external circumstances.^ In a similar

manner must be viewed the position of Jesus with regard to the

priests in the temple ; his questions put to the doctors, and their

answers, became stirring awakening motives to his internal life.

But the opinion that Jesus taught in the temple must be dis-

missed as monstrous, — an instructing, demonstrating child,

would be a contradiction, which the God of order could not pos-

sibly have placed in the world. The words apcouwi/, "listening to,"

and s'Ts^urcov, "questioning," of ver. 46, refer clearly enough to his

receptivity. The Scriptures, and the sublime hopes which they

awaken, must have formed, no doubt, the basis of his questions

;

he enquires after himself, and we may say, that the whole strug-

gle and longing displayed by the child Jesus was nothing but a

desire for the revelation of himself. The wonderful combination

of contrasts in the God-man, the connection of the temporal with

the eternal, of the individual with the universal, presents itself

before the mind of the reader in this occurrence, in its act of

hecoming, and ruling and serving, acting freely and obeying

child-like, here unite in an unutterable whole, Avliich wovdd be

looked upon with astonishment by his parents (ver. 48), as well

^ Nothing herein is to be taken as dogmatically asserted, much less is

anything specifically stated or put forward, as regards the progress of

the educational development of the Redeemer. Was his human nature, as

a sinless nature, specifically different from the fallen nature of man, so

must also his progress of mental development have been, and, indeed, in

a pointed manner must it be so understood, since it is made evident

throughout that Christ had overcome all the sinful influences with which

he was surrounded. We can only consider as a mere formality, that is

a mere passive compliance in Christ, the learning of language, or of

letters. The substance of his knowledge is, howeA^er, in all the steps of

his mental development, to be looked upon as active, as it must have

been no other than bright and pure. Tholuck's remarks against it

(Glaubw. der. Ev. Gesch. p. 219 f ) appear to mc not decisive.
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as by unregenerate men in general, without tlieir being capable,

however, of understanding it.

Ver. 41—43. According to the law of Moses (Exod. xxiii. 14

sqq. ; xxxiv. 23), the men of Israel were bound to go to Jerusa-

lem three times a-year, in order to keep there the three high

feasts;^ children having attained their twelfth year used to go

likewise on this festive journey; at this age they were called

nilnn ''i!!'
" ^"^^^^ ^^ ^^^'^ law," and Avere bound henceforth to

keej) the law. This moment of becoming mature, according to

the law, occurs very properly at a time when the first indications

are given by the spirit of its awakening to a knowledge of its

exalted nature. The passover, moreover, lasted seven days (to

this refers the passage of ver. 43, riy.nuedt^Tuv rag -hiJ^i^ag, when
they had fulfilled the days), of which the first and the last were

considered as a Sabbath (Exod. xii. 16; Deut. XAd. 4).

Ver. 44—46. The parents of Jesus, accustomed to the discre-

tion and obedience of the lad, went on their journey without

him, presuming, no doubt, that he was with their relatives or

acquaintances. The e-j\iohia, which is derived from cuvodsvu, signi-

fies a company of travellers, a caravan, such as were customary

among those pilgrims who went on the journey to keep the feasts,

in order to afl'ord to each other during this journey comfort and

protection. (Compare the charming description of such a pil-

grimage in the beautiful poem of Strauss, entitled Helens Wall-

fahrt.) It was only after three daj^s spent in care and anxiety

that they found the holy child in the holy place. The word /'s^o'-/

(it must be distinguished from vaa'j, "sanctuary," Luke i. 19), the

extensive building of the temple had many halls and separated

spaceSj in which judges pronounced judgment, or the Kabbis

kept their schools for instruction. In one of these schools

(UJ"^*1?2)
^^'^ must conceive Jesus to be.

Ver. 47, 48. Here, in this circle, the child became an object

of p-eneral admiration, and this itself became in its turn an ob-

ject of astonishment to the parents. x\lthough instructed in the

exalted destination of their child, yet were they unable to com-

j)rehcnd such a phenomenon. (The term svnaig, " intelligence,"

generally stands in relation to (poovrigig, " understanding," as

' Tlio expression, o/ yoKE/j avrou, " his parents," contains the informa-

tion tliat his father Josepli was yet Hvinji: ; he, however, disappears from

henceforth in the Gospel-history, whicli makes it jjiobable that lie diotl

before the public manifestation of Jesus. Comp. Matt. xiii. f)-').
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tliat of foSc, " mind," to ac^ia, " wisdom," ami yvuaig, " know-

ledge," Gvvsaig signifies understanding = ^2*^^. ^'^^ ^^^'^^ expres-

sion [Is. xi. 2] is frequently likewise applied to things divine

and to the manner of their reception, for example, Col. i. 9;

Ephes. iii. 4; 2 Tim. ii. 7). The address of the mother (r/

=

djuTi = na^j ^"''^ly) contains a gentle censure, which is removed,

however, by the words following. The fault was that of the

mother, who had forgotten the spiritual destination of her son.

Ver. 49, 50. Without its having heen intended, the words of

Jesus contain a censure of Mary, inasmuch as they express, indeed,

the true idea. Had her mind kej)t always in view the spiritual

character of her son, she herself would have brought him into

such society, as his own lofty spirit had now led him to. (Theword

^riniv, "to seek," in connection with the passage following: dsTshai

/x£, literally, " it is necessary for me to be," implies the idea of

irresolution, of wavering, on the part of Mary; this was what

was false in her position ; she ought to have known where Jesus, in

accordance with his nature, was sure to be.) The passage to. t-oD

'zarpog, "the things of the Father," in the first place, certainly re-

fers to the temple as the visible dwelling of the invisible God.

But the sense of the words extends much farther in the aspiring

and higher self-knowledge of the child. This mysterious mean-

ing of the expression, which clearly jjoints at the oneness, i.e. at

the unity of the Son and the Father, was not understood by his

parents in the position they occupied to the Old Testament, for

that he was speaking on this occasion of the temple could not

possibly have been obscure to them. Yet this mysterious word

made an impression upon the mother (ver. 51), and sunk into

her heart (ver. 19), wherein it revived in due time, so that it

enabled her to speak of it.

Ver. 51. Kai Yiv l'ro-affg6,'Mivog abroTc, " and was subject to them,"

is here evidently destined to oppose any possible mistake or mis-

understanding, as though there had been developed in Jesus a

will which was not subject to the authority of his parents; not

so much in the sense of a common disobedience, which cannot

possibly be thought of in one born of the Spirit, as in a loftier

signification. For we could imagine, indeed, that the si^irit of

Jesus had conceived himself as ruling over his parents; this is,

however, contradicted by the Evangelist in his express remark

that the Son of God always submitted to the human will of his
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parents. The general idea of the voluntary humiliation of our

Lord (Phil. ii. 7 sqq.), therefore, here once more manifests itself

in sueli manner as it has already been pointed out ahove (Luke

ii. 21, 22).

Ver. 52. Another and new mention (see Luke ii. 40) of the

progressive development both of the body and mind of the child

(on TT^ozo'TTsiv, in the sense of advancing, increasing, comp. Gal.

i. 14; 2 Tim. ii. 16; iii. 9) concludes the history of Christ's in-

fancy. {'HXiKia, must not be taken, as in Luke xix. 3, in the

sense of stature, size; it is much better to regard it as signif}'-

ing age, maturity, or full-aged vigour, Avhich thus involves the

perfection of the whole physical portion of life. The tenii yju,^ii,

^' grace, favour," must here be conceived differently from what it

is in Luke ii. 40. For it is here given as belonging to the de-

velopment, which is evidently inconsistent with the Divine love,

for this love, as displayed to the Son of God, was always one and

the same. The reference made to God and mankind clearly

shows that x"-^'^ ^^^^ evidently manifests an especial act of grace,

pleasure, so that it maybe regarded as being zzz£i/5oyJa, "delight,"

or a being well pleased. This might increase, inasmuch as in the

human life of Jesus glory was developed more and more, which

necessarily must have been the object of the Divine delight as

Avell as of that of all good and righteous-minded men.)



II.

PART THE SECOND.

OF ST JOHN THE BAPTIST, THE BAPTISM AND TEMPTATION
OF CHRIST.

(Mattli. iii. 1—4, 12; Mark i. 2—13; Luke iii. 1—4, IS.)

§ 1. THE PREACHING AND BAPTISM OF ST JOHN.

(Matth. iii. 1—12; Mark i, 2—9; Luke iii. 1—20.)

In tlie second part of the Gospel-liistory the reader is brought

into a closer contact with the grand and main events thereof; the

Evangelists inform us, in the sections following, how or in what

manner the public appearance of Jesus was prepared. At first

it was the Baptist who visibly and externally prepared the path

of our Lord ; and then it was the pouring out of the Spirit upon

the small circle of the godly, as also the temptation of Jesus,

which prepared it inwardly.

St John appears here quite according to the prophecy of the

angel (Luke i. 17), which Zacharias repeated (vcr. 76), that is

to say, as a prophet in the spirit and power of Elias. In his

whole ministry he represents the law, the one namely which de-

mands holiness and righteousness, but which offers or affords no

power. The external form of his appearance corresponds with

the external character of his person; he represents himself

rough and severe, separated from the world, and revealing to it

the sternness of the Divine judge. His sermon of repentance is

a commentary on Rom. iii. 20, " by the law is the knowledge of

sin." It was the destination of St John to awaken slumbering
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iiiiiuls, to call forth the feeling of the necessity for redemption, in

order that the Saviour might find hearts that were capable of

receiving that fulness of blessing Avhich he came to bestow;

wherefore also it is that Jesus begins his invitations by imme-
diately addressing himself to the poor and hungry. Hence, al-

though St John is so near the New Testament that he touches

upon it, yet there is nothing in his being and ministiy to iden-

tify him with the spirit of the Gospel; he represents the law

purely and solely, and only forms the connecting link of the Old

and New Covenant ; he is, so to speak, the key-stone of the for-

mer (comp. here Mattli. xi. 9 sqq.) This closely united, and yet

immeasurably separate, position of Jesus and the Baptist ex-

presses, in a most palpable manner, the state of separation ex-

isting between the two economics or covenants; the law and the

gospel are two sejiarate spheres of life which must not be mixed
up with one another; faith alone and the m^^sterious act of the

new birth arising out of it leads from the one into the other. St

John, inasmuch as he completely rejDresents the keystone of the

economy of the Old Testament, occu]>ies an exalted position

among those born of woman, and yet the least in the kingdom
of God, " as horn of God," is greater than lie,^ But with regard

to the ministry of the Baptist, it must be said that it did not

confine itself merely to the /.'/j^vy/ji.a Tru pAravoiac, "jjreaching of

repentance," but it manifested likewise in an outward rite, namely
that of baptism.- With regard to this rite, it is not so much its

relation to the baptism of proselytes that awakens our interest,

as, on the contrary, its relation to the Christian sacrament of

baptism. Concerning the baptism of proselytes, I am inclined

^ Comp. Ilengstenhergs Chvistol. vol. iii. p. 4G0 sqq., where this

view is disputed, and wherein likewise a higher character is vindicated

for St John. Yet if the New Testament is not to lose its sjiecitic cha-

racter, a new birth and the real experience of the forgiveness of sin

must not be anticipated. The Old Testament contained onlj the belief

in a future forgiveness, but the sin itself remained tLrough the forbear-

ance of God, until the sacrifice had been perfected on Golgotha (Rom.
iii. 25). Whatever the Old Testament had and could bestow, St John
tlie Baptist was possessed of, but the New Testament existence was not

as yet his possession, because he died before tlie work of Christ was
fully accompli.shed (comp. 1 Peter i. 10 sqq.; Heb. xi. 39, 40).

^ For Avhat regards St John's baptism comp. the context with the Acts
of the Apostles xix. 4, accordifig to wliich passage it aiijjcars, indeed,

probable that St John baptised with the formula: /3avrr/'i^w a lig rh
i^yflMvov, " I bapti.se thee unto him tliat is to come."
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to think tliat a formal baptism, i.e. a lustration performed on a

proselyte tliroiigli another per.son, did not take place previous to

the baptism of St John ; it may have arisen at a subsequent

period from the lustrations which every person performed on

himself.^ But had such a baptism existed, the choice of this

very rite would have been less proper; for it was no intention of

St John to form a new communion, the members of which he

would have consecrated by his baptism, but what he aimed at

was to purify provisionally all tliose who lived under the dispen-

sation of the Old Testament, in order that thus no unworthy

person might be presented to receive the Messiah. Equally as

little can be conceded to the opinion of the Jews who lived at a

subsequent period, according to whom the baptism of the Mes-

siah already existed previous to the appearance of Christ ; nay,

the circumstance that St John baptised seems to argue against

it, for had the performance of baptism been universally regarded

as a prerogative of the Messiah, St John would not have pre-

sumed to perform it (comp. this with the comment on John i. 25).

In order to account for the origin of the baptism of St John, no

particular historical record is required. As lustrations were

common in the Jewish form of worship, hence it was necessary

to represent through, or express by, a symbolical rite the /xsrai/o/a,

" repentance," which he preached. This, it is true, he did not

perform according to his own will—the Divine Spirit that ani-

mated him, as it guided him in everything else, so likewise in this

ordinance—he vv^as sent to baptise with water (John i. 33). Of

much more importance is the question how the baptism of St

John is to be regarded in its relation to that of the Christian

church. It is clear that the baptism of St John cannot be one

and the same thing with that sacrament of baptism which was

instituted only after the resurrection of our Redeemer (Matth.

^ It strikes me that the preponderance of proof is on the side of

Schneclcenhurr/t:)' (liber das Alter der Proselytentaufe. Berlin 1828);

the opposite opinion, namely, that St John employed the custom which

already existed for his own purpose, is defended by Benc/el in his work
bearing the same title (Tubingen 1814). Since the Old Testament fur-

nishes us with no data that might further the decision of this question, and

as all the Rabbinical writings concerning events previous to the appear-

ance of Christ are but unsafe or doubtful testimonies, hence it would
be difficult to come to a well grounded result concerning those most an-

cient rites observed on receiving a proselyte. (Comp. likewise Matthifs:

de baptismate. Berol. 1831. 8.)
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xxviii. ID; I\rcn-1< xvi. IG); tlie former wants tlic essential power

of the Spirit (John i. 26), for it was a }.o\jt^ov /xsravo/ac, "a wasli-

ing (i.e. baptism) of repentance," biit no aovt^ov TaX/yyEisT/a--,

"washing of regeneration" (Luke iii. 3; Tit. iii. 5). Tlie bap-

tism of repentance of St John found its perfect parallel in the

baptism of the disciples, as it existed previous to tlie consumma-

tion of tlie sacrifice of our Lord and in the institution of that

sacrament of which an especial mention is made by St John

(John iv. 1, 2). Because the regenerating spirit Avas as yet

wanting (John vii. 39), this baptism, as indeed also Avith their

preaching connected therewith, could only produce an eifect of a

neo-ative character, which, previous to the gloriiication of the

Redeemer, displayed strongly the character of that of St John

(comp. ]\Iatth. x. 7 with iii. 1). Notwith.standing the resem-

blance which there existed in the form of the action, the nature

thereof was very distinct.^ In Christian baptism, according to

its ideal conception, it was intended that the result of the perish-

ino- of the old life should be a regeneration to a new and higher

existence, wdiich could only be effected by the rrv^i^a aym,
" Holy Ghost." In infant baptism, however, which the church

introduced from wise reasons at a subsequent period, the sacred

act resumed, as it were, its former lower rank or degree of the

baptism of St John, on which account it is that a new act must

succeed as soon as the understanding of the individual baptised

has become matured, in order to perfect thus the process which

can only attain its end in a person possessed of understanding.

Thus, then, if indeed the baptism of St John was far inferior to

that of the Christian church, still it was no empty illusion and

more custom; Ijut it could certainly bestow no more than the in-

dividual performing it was himself possessed of. It fulfilled the

blessing of the law in those wdio received it, inasmuch as it con-

ti'ibuted to the consummation of the ij^irdvota, " repentance,"

which then pointed to the necessity of another baptism whicli

w'as capable of imparting the Spirit, the want of which had been

aAvakcned by the first baptism.

^ The baptism of St John most probably resembled the Christian, not

only inasmuch as lie who performed tlie rite of baptism executed the

immersion of the individual baptised, a circumstance wheiuin tliis bap-

tism was especially distinguished from all histrations, but likewise in so

far as a formula was pronounced, as has already been mentioned above,

durinj'- the rite of immersion.
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St Luke (iii. 1) gives us here important information respecting

some chronological facts connected with the Gospel history. St

John the Baptist commenced his ministry in the fifteenth year

of Tiberius; and since St John was six months older than Jesus

(Luke i. 36), hence this statement (compare with Luke iii. 23)

is a hint respecting the age of the Redeemer. Of course, it is

nothing hut a hint. For, in the first place, the number of the

years of Jesus are not given Avith minuteness (Luke iii. 23,

r,v ojffsi T^idzovra stSjv,
" he was about thirty years") ; and, in the

second, the period existing between the manifestation of St

John and of Jesus is not pointed out with precision. The year

of Christ's birth, as must be evident from the pre\dous remarks

concerning the jcd.r in which the birth of Jesus occurred, is

fixed, no doubt, according to the chronologj^ of Dionysius, at too

late a period, since the 15th year of Tiberius begins with the

19th of August of the year 27 after the birth of Christ.^ The
remark respecting the dilferent princes who reigned at that

time in Palestine, is^another fact relative to the date of the ap-

pearance of St John. (The expression rr/sfMvsvoj, "to be governor,"

sc. of a Roman province, is used like disru, to rule, to administer,

&c., and implies the various degrees of the Roman provincial

government. Pilate was only procurator of Judea ; he continued

in office about ten years, and resigned it at the time of the

death of Tiberius, ha\dng been dej)osed by Vitellius, then pro-

consul of Syria.

—

Tir^ap^su, in the original, means to govern

over the fourth part of a larger territory, and in a wider sense of

the word it signifies to govern in general, yet in a subordinate

position. In this sense Cicero calls Dejotarus a tetrarch, Cic.

de Div. i. 15. A higher title Avas an Ethnarch; this Archelaus,

the eldest son of Herod the Great, enjoyed. Both the provinces

Batanea and Auranitis St Luke comprises under the name of

'l-ovsaia, " Ituria." The only thing remarkable in the enumera-
tion or account of St Luke is the circumstance that even the

ruler of Abilene, a district not far from Anti-Le1)anon, and

1 Herein are not included the years of his co-reign with the Emperor
Augustus. After this date has the Abbot Dionysius Exiguns made that
computation of time from which our era is derived. Hase (Leben Jesu
p. 39 sqq.), who is followed by Jlei/er (in the comm. to this pass.), would
falsely consider this computation as the correct one, inasmuch as they
regard as myths all the other statements made in the history of Christ's
infancy.
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situated beyond the territory of Palestine, and wIulIi is so called

from the city Abela, is made mention of in the words, Avsavlcu

Trig 'A^iXr,vr,: rBr^apy^ovvros, "Lysanias being tetrarcli of Abilene."

Besides, at the time of Tiberius no Lysanias is mentioned as the

ruler of that land; thirty years previous to that period there

reigned, indeed, a man of that name, who was murdered by

Antonius. Nevertheless, if we consider that the city and the

territory belonging to it was so unimportant as to make it impos-

sible that all its rulers should have been mentioned by the ancient

historians, then the silence of writers respecting this prince will be

by no means remarkable. We only need to suppose that Augustus

had invested a son, or descendant of the earlier Lysanias, having

the same name, in order to remove every doubt. And as Abi-

lene bordered on Galilee, the scene of the ministry of Jesus, so

this might have induced the Evangelist to mention likewise the

prince of this small territory.^ "VVliat St Luke has indicated in

so minute a manner, is stated by St Matthew, iii. 1, in the in-

definite formula, h raT; sy.ihai; ruMisaig, " in those days." It is

not improbable, that the diegesis which St Matthew no doubt

employed when Avriting the first chapters went yet much far-

ther, but that the formula just mentioned had a closer connec-

tion; it has, nevertheless [==the Hebrew QpiH D^?:2''!l'
" ^^^ those

days"], frequently also a wider reference, comp. Exod. ii. 11).

—

With these clironological remarks respecting the political rulers

of those days, St Luke connects the mention of the then living

heads of the spiritual dominion. But there are mentioned two

high-priests (Luke iii. 2); the reading a^yjio'=oji;^ "of the high-

priest," is no doubt to be preferred to the plural, because tAvo

names followed, Annas and Caiaphas, hence the singular, which,

according to the intention of the Evangelist, referred to the

l^roper one, i.e. to the one who hold the ofiice of high-priest, was

thus changed. The latter was the ofiiciating high-priest; but

his father-in-law, Annas, wlio formerly held the same office, and

of which he now had been deprived, still maintained a great in-

fluence. (Respecting this subject, see the comment, to the his-

tory of the passion, as recorded in St Matth. xxvi. 57 sqq-) At

this time, then, it was that St John appeared (rra^ayinrai, "came,"

]^ratth. iii. \=:^XOiv, "went," of Luke iii. 3), and preached rcpent-

' f'omp. T/tohfck's Glaubw. der Evang. Gesch. p. 198 sqq., and

Si'luiPckrvhiirriPrs treatise in the Stndicn for 183.S. Ft. 4.
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ance. As the place of his preaching is mentioned, the i^r,iMg,

" wilderness," which, of course, was not a desert in the true sense
of the word, but which we must consider rather as having been
a heath, -^^lID' "wilderness." But the circumstance of St John's

preaching in the i^n/J^og, and not in towns, shows the peculiar

character of this witness of truth. It formed a portion of the
nature of St John to fiy from the human race [Luke i. 80], and
to preach to those who seek him; whereas our Redeemer himself
seeks mankind. (The wilderness of Judea [Matth. iii. 1] was
bounded, moreover, by the river Jordan and the Dead Sea. [Comp.
Joseph, de Bell. Jud. L. iii. 18]; hence St Luke iii. 3 calls it ts^/-

y^u^og Tov 'looduvov, "the country about the Jordan," = ^"tj-^*);-! -^53,

"the j)lain of Jordan," Gen. xiii. 11.) But peculiar to St Luke
iii. 2 is the addition lysvsro grit^a esoD h-xl 'ludnriv, " the word of

God came unto John," which corresponds with the expression so

common to the prophets, ^^ «i'S -^yi, HTT' " t^i^ word of the

Lord was upon." This remark, in the first place, implies that

the public appearance of St John was not the result of his own
reflection, but an act produced by inspiration from above. But
then, in the second place, the manner in which the mind of St

John was affected by the powers of a higher world seems not to

differ from the one which took place in the prophets of the Old

Testament. For, whilst a calm and continually active influence

of the Divine Spirit manifests itself as the peculiarity in the

minds of the faithful under the dispensation of the New Testa-

ment (the term /j^'smv, " to remain, abide, or dwell," is here used

in the language of St John) ; in the Old Testament, on the con-

trary, the ministry of the Spirit is exj)ressed more as sudden

and momentary, but wdiich always involved other periods barren,

and, as it were, forsaken of the Spirit as succeeding, such in-

deed as we find them in a subsequent period of the life of the

Baptist (comp. Ma,tth. xiv. 1 sqq.) Hence it is that the formula,

hv ''^'^
"T"^'

"^^® hand of the Lord was upon," is frequently ap-

plied w^hen speaking of the inspired moments of the prophets, in

order to indicate the violence and suddenness of the inspiration.

Such formulas, of course, are never used when speaking ofJesus,

because the Di\ane nature manifested itself in him not at certain

isolated moments in his life, but because he was himself the One

everlasting manifestation of the deity, the Word. (Concerning

the relation of g55,aa, " word," and >.6ync, " word," which lead us

M
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to the same fundamental idea of tlie relation in wliieli yXyiodat,

"to be called," stands to ilvai, "to be," see the comment, on St

John i. ] .)

What St Matthew [iii. 1] leaves unexplained, viz. the object of

the X33gu7/Aa, " preaching," of the Baptist, St Luke explains with

more minuteness [iii. 3], inasmuch as he calls it the ^dTTisfx^a

(j^iTuvoiag,
" baptism of repentance." (Comp. Mattli. iii. 11,

where St John says, (Sarrn'^u ilg ,/A£^a^o/a^, " I baptise unto repent-

ance.") The expression iMsrdma, "repentance," here describes the

result of the law, in its operation upon the mind. Owing to its

unrelenting and exacting form, it awakens in man the know-

ledge of his infirmity, and the longing for a power that is capa-

ble to satisfy it. Hence it is in fact a change of mind, of "foDc,"

taking place in the deepest recesses of human life; but considered

in itself, of course, it is something purely negative, which stands

in need of something positive in order to complete it, namely

the Spirit which came by Christ, and which man receives

through the mffng, i.e. faith. To this refers the addition, ilg

a<pi6iv di^a^Tiuv, "for remission of sins" [St Luke iii. 3, and St Mark

i. 4]. The preaching itself of St John was not to effect the

afidig, " remission," but it was only to prepare for that which was

to be accomplished by Christ. Hence it is not improper to com-

plete this sentenceby 5f;/o,a;r/ii', "whichisto come." (Resijecting this

comp. the Acts of the Apostles xix. 4, wherein St Paid instructs

the disciples of St John as to the meaning of their baptism.)

St Matthew iii. 2. As the motive for the /xsrai-oE/V, "to repent,"

the existence, or the being at hand, of the kingdom of God, is

rendered prominent, a kingdom which excludes all those persons

who are in their natural and unchanged state of mind. (The

perfect nyyA.i, " has Ijecome near, i.e. is at hand," [from lyyi'^u]

must be taken in the sense of the present, so that the meaning

will be: the kingdom of God is already at hand, viz. in the per-

son of the Messiah who represents it, of whom St John the Bap-

tist says: /Mssog v^muv sarrjXBv, ov u/xs/g oux oihan, i.e. there stands one

among you whom ye know not, John i. 26). Besides, the ex-

pression jSaeiXiia ruv ov^avuv, signifying the kingdom of heaven,

is only found in St Matthew, (in 2 Tim. iv. 18 is found iSaaiXiia

sTov^dmg, i.e. the heavenly kingdom). The more common ex-

pression is, jSaff/Xs/a roD Qsou, rou X^tarou, i.e. kingdom of God, of

Christ,' or simply ^asiXiia, with the completing word ©soD "under-

' The expression fiaaiXzln. roD u'lov roD dvOi^uirrnv, " kin<;dom of the Son
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stood," [Luke xii. 32, and al. freq.] In the Old Testament the

expression ^1^3^72 D''?2t2^!l "kingdom of heaven," or ii^^^?:^

D^r77^ " kingdom of God," does not occur, for it is only found

in Jewish writings of a subsequent period. In the Apocrypha
the expression ^aaiXiia ©eoD, " kingdom of God," is to be found,

however, in Wisd. x. 10. The idea of the kingdom of God, on

the contrary, pervades aU the writings of the Old Testament,

but it is most developed in the prophets. (Comp. Isa. ii. 1—4;

Micah iv. 3 sqq. ; Isa. xi. 1 sqq.; Ps. Ixxxv. 11, 12; Jer. xxiii.

sqq.; xxxi. 31 sqq.; xxxii. 37 sqq.; xxxiii. 14 sqq.; Ezek.

xxxiv. 23 sqq.; xxxvii. 24 sqq.) Daniel describes in express

terms the expected sanctification of all things, which was regard-

ed by all the prophets as a coming event, as a kingdom of everlast-

ing duration, [Dan. ii. 44; vii. 14, 27] as indeed likewise frequently

the Messiah as a king, in which sense David especially is re-

garded as his prototype [Dan, ix. 25; Ps. ii. 6; Zech. xiv. 9;

Ezek. xxxvii. 24.] The fundamental idea of the expected king-

dom of God, as foreshadowed in the Old Testament, is no other

than that revealed in the New Testament. The idea of a king-

dom necessarily implies two distinct ideas, viz. that of a person

determining [ruling], and the one of a person dependant [sub-

ject]. But in the kingdom of God, the divine will appears as the

one absolutely reigning; for, in so far as the Divine will is con-

ceived as being neglected in this sinful world, in the same pro-

portion is the condition of his absolute dominion one of a future

period. Hence, the iSasiXsIa rou Qsoy, " kingdom of God," forms a

contrast with the /Sacr/Xs/a r^g a/j.dprlag, " kingdom of sin," or

with its representative af^wf rou z6g/Mv ravrov, " the prince or ruler

of this world." The coming of the former kingdom involves the

destruction of the latter, and the dominion of the latter restricts

the influence of the former. But as the Old Testament, more

esj)ecially in the prophecies, does not fully develope the ideas

put forward, not presenting them to the mind in their continual

progression throughout the course of time, and only, as it were,

concentrates them into one picture; so it is, in like manner,

with regard to the revelations concerning the kingdom of God.

of Man," (Matth. xiii. 41,) is rarely used for (SaaiXsia rouXoigrov, "king-
dom of the Christ, or Messiah." In Mark xi. 10, the passage ^adiXua
rnv Aa/3/(5, " kingdom of David," occurs because David is regarded as the

type of the king Messiah.
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The proplietic communications contain living- descriptions of

it, according- to which the dominion of sin appears to he over-

come internally and externally, and the dominion of God and of

his will appears to he estahlished; hut the external and internal

are not properly kept separate therein, hut are taken in connec-

tion, hence it is particularly their suhjection the one to the

other which is not defined, on the contrary, the great picture of

the pure development of life of the creation is drawn at once in

a perspective view, wherehy those things which are separated hy

great spaces therein appear as standing close to one another.

Whatever is in the germ in the Old Testament, appears in the

New Testament freely and fully developed, which thus alone

displays in its fulness the fundamental idea included therein.

The divine kingdom appears, accordingly, as a kingdom which

exists for ever, which is founded on the protcvangel in the fallen

human race, which is typically represented in the Mosaic theo-

cracy, hut which is represented in Christ completed essentially

in knowledge, which, ever since his appearance, continues grow-

ing secretly in the world of spirits, to obtain a final victory over

all—to eftect a harmonious amalgamation of external and inter-

nal forms of life throughout the kingdom of creation. With

closer regard to this development of the idea of the iSaeiXila tou

&i6v in the writings of the New Testament, there is clearly mani-

fested in the New Testament the separation of the external and

internal portion. In the latter relation the ^aeiXsia r. 6. appears,

according to the view of the New Testament, as one really

present, not only in the person of our Redeemer himself, hut

likewise in those believing in him, who have been transplanted

into his element of life. In the internal life and the knowledge

of the Spirit, the absolute dominion of the Deity (in faith) ap-

pears as being realized. Conceived thus, as the di^dne kingdom

in the world of the Spirit, it appears, as we find it in St Luke xvii.

21, where the passage is given thus: ^ /Saff/Xe/a roD kou svrog bn,uv

idriv, i.e. the dominion of God is within you, (comp. Rom. xiv.

17). But in external relation, the kingdom of God appears

likewise in the New Testament as one yet to come, and to he

desired. The element of the Spii'it of Christ, which ensures

to itself a dominion in the deepest recesses of the internal life,

strives after an unconditional dominion over all connected there-

with; the extension of the dominion of the godly life in Christ

over things external is, however, of a gradual character, and
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hence to be hoped for hj the faitliful by slow degrees only. But
in this relation to external things, we find in the New Testament

a twofold modification of the idea. Firstly, the circle of life

within which reigns the element of Christ, (the church) is taken

in its visible manifestation as an external communion. In this

view the /Sac/Xg/a r. d. itself appears as being about to come, as

developing itself gradually in this sinful world, being as yet in a

relative commixture with the elements of sin. (Comjs. on
Matth. xiii. 47 sqq.) For, only in the person of the Redeemer
himself, the BaaiXsla manifests itself as perfect both externally

and internally. Secondly, the external is conceived as being-

made homogeneous with the internal, and as being equally pene-

trated by the all-ruling will of God, and in this respect the iSaffO^eia

appears as an absolutely perfected but future one. That which
must become mighty only in the spiritual world, is ultimately

represented as predominant even in the xr/tr/g, " creature" [Rom.
viii. 19 sqq.] In this view the jSaffiXiia, " kingdom," might be

called an s'riyiiog, "earthly," (the counterpart of sTov^dvtog, "hea-
venly," 2 Tim. iv. 18), meanwhile, however, this appellative is,

for good and sufficient reasons, not found ; but the idea itself is

found everywhere throughout the New Testament, in the pro-

mise made that in the Ta^ovaia, " advent," the kingdom of God
shall become externally predominant. (ComjD. on Matth. xx. 21

;

xxvi. 29; Luke xxi. 31; John xviii. 36). Meanwhile, in very

. many places, the internal and external parts are, as in the Old
Testament, not clearly defined, but are commingled in a manner
of great generality and vagueness. The (SagiXsIa then becomes
the ideal world to come. (Comp. Luke xxiii. 42, the words of

the one malefactor,) which, as present to the souls of believers,

and as absent from the mass of mankind, may hence be said to

be both present and absent at one and the same time. Another
distinction, in like manner, unknown in the Old Testament, in

the idea of the kingdom of God, is the reference Avhich it has in

the New Testament, at one time to a single individual, and at

another to the totality of the human race. According to these

different views, the /Satr/Xs/a is thus represented both as having

come, and as being about to come. For, in as far as the spiri-

tual element that, together with Christ, penetrates mankind,
and establishes in it the kingdom of God, has seized an individ-

ual, in so far does the kingdom of God exist in him, and he in

the kingdom of God; but the idea of its being to come applies
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likewise to such an individual, not only in so far as the elements

of this higher life gradually take possession of all his powers,

but likewise in so far as the principle existing in him will be
that of the totality, and will be received thereby independent of

him. Similar to the former is the relation of the community
(conceived as a greater individuality) ; for, although the king-

dom of God (in the church) is in it, and it (through the faithful,

as the representatives of the mass) in the kingdom of God, yet

is the kingdom of God likewise for it to come.

Hence the one idea of the kingdom of God appears, in the

New Testament only, to be applied in various senses, and accord-

ing to existing contrasts, at one time the one, and at another the

other of the senses are rendered more prominent. Among the

great mass of the Jews enslaved by Pharisaism, the conception

of the external appearance ofthe Messiah's kingdom predominat-

ed; in opposition to this materialist view, our Redeemer brought
forward the ideal part of the (SaffiXsla rov Sbov, " kingdom of God."
Even during the apostolic period were developed the genus of

gnostic idealism, by which is denied the future external and real

manifestation of the dominion of the divine one, as promulgated
in the doctrine ofthe ^aeiXiia; hence it was that the latter had to

be protected against the inroads of the former. The rude
chiliasm of the ancient church had to be met at a subsequent
period by the ideal view of the kingdom of God, as propagated by
the adherents of the Alexandrian church, and owing to its in-

fluence, the idea of its being in the nature of Divine things to

penetrate and rule the external through the internal, the indi-

vidual as well as the total, was gradually forced into the back-

ground. The true biblical realism points out the via media, or

safe middle path, which exists between the two by-ways of

materialism and spiritualism* in the doctrine of the (SaaiXsia, it

is not S7i Tou xoV/xou rovTOv, " of this world," but it is iv tSj yjg^doj,

"in the world" (John xviii. 86); and as it developes itsclif in tlie

individual upon whom it takes hold from the most internal

source of life outwards even to the sanctification and glorification

of the body, so likewise it gradually transfers itself from those

individuals who represent individually the kingdom of God, to

the totality of the human race, and transforms not only the
earth to a state of paradisaical purity, but finally perfects the

whole universe, producing a new heaven and a new earth (2

Peter iii. ]H, Revel, xxi. 1).
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Finally, let us cast a glance at the passage here treated of

(Matth. iii. 2), and let us inquire in what sense St John the

Baptist may have regarded the iBasiXiia, as it will appear most

probable that he received it, owing to his position under the law,

in the general and vague sense of the Old Testament, perhaps

even with a certain predominance of the external view, yet

without adding any false notions to the idea itself. For we may
always admit of a certain relation existing between the imagina-

tions of St John and the prevailing national views concerning

the kingdom of the Messiah; the belief that the kingdom of

God would present itself as an external kingdom, was in itself

not at all false, it rather implied in a direct manner its ful-

filment. But the thing really false was, that men expected

and wished for the external without the addition of the internal.

Hence, as carnal man creates for himself a carnal god according

to his own liking, in like manner does he create a like kingdom
of God, whereas the spiritual man has a spiritual God and a

spiritual kingdom of God ; and as the true God became man, so

in like manner the kingdom of God, or of heaven, becomes an

earthly one, in order that heaven and earth may celebrate a

complete reconciliation.

Matth. iii. 3. The manifestation of the Baptist is proved by
the Evangelists from passages taken from the Old Testament,

as willed by God. All the Evangelists (comp. John i. 23) quote

the passage of Isaiah xl. 3—5. St Luke has given it in the

most complete manner; like the two others, he follows the Sep-

tuagint, only with few deviations. St Mark adds also Mai. iii.

1 ;^ but this passage seems to have occurred to his mind as be-

ing parallel during the period in which he wrote, for he partly

cites it (from memory) with strong deviations from the Septua-

gint, and partly has he also copied the formula: hv 'usata rOj t^o-

(pn^ri, " in Isaiah the prophet," to the passage from Malachi.

Transcribers have, no doubt, converted these words into ev roTg '^rgo-

(pTjraig, "in the prophets;" but that this reading is without any
authority requires no proof. This passage of St Mark is a

sign not to be mistaken that he had documents before him, and

that he made use of them; he adopted the formula of citation

^ Comp. to the passage Mai. iii. 1, moreover, the remarks on Matth.

xi. 10; Luke vii. 27, where the same citation is mentioned with similar

deviations, which evidently leads to the supposition that the same
sources were made use of.
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from St Matthew and St Luke, but added from memory, with-

out changing the formula, the words of Malachi.' Besides, the

wliole prophetic passage is based on tlie image or figure of the

entrance of a king for whom the ways arc prepared. In so far

as the king and his kingdom are spiritual, the heights and
depths must be conceived in a spiritual manner, and must be

applied to the frames and tempers of mind of unbelief and faint-

heartedness, of pride and self-conceitedness, which should im-

pede the ministry of Christ. The term fmr^, " voice," fomis an

interesting contrast with the Xoyog, word of John i. 1. In the

notion of the luord the idea is contained at the same time which

involves the articulated word; the voice denotes as such the

notion of awakening, stirring. St John brought no new idea

into the world of man, he ruled over no peculiar province of

life into which he might have transposed mankind; he was a

mere organ to efiect a mighty spiritual revolution in the spiritual

wilderness of mankind; he awakened the necessity which the

Redeemer appeased. (The ^a^ay^, " precipice," of Luke iii. 5,

6, is :=: ra(p^og, "trench, valley;" in the New Testament it is only

to be found in this place. The counterpart of it is /Soi/coc, a "hill

or rising ground," and o'sog, "a mountain." The former expression,

j3ow6i, is also met with Luke xxiii. 30. The Septuagint uses it

for ni^lH' "elevation, hill." Owcoirri^iov roZ 0soD, "the salvation of

God," comp. Luke ii. SO; Acts of the Apostles xxviii. 28. ^.ur^ia,

used similarly, we find Luke i. 69. In the concluding formula,

o-^irai rtaca cao^ x. r. /,.,
" all flesli shall bchold," the Evangelist

follows the Septuagint against or notwithstanding the Hebrew
text, wherein is wanting the expression aurri^iov r. d.,

" the salva-

tion of God." The words df;dr,(!srai 86^a rov -/.uolov, " the glory of

the Lord shall be seen," on the other hand, which we find in tlie

Septuagint according to the original text, have been omitted by
St Luke. Besides, the ministry of the Redeemer is represented

in the prophecy in its completion, agreeing in every respect

with the dominant views of the Old Testament.)

Ver. 4—6. The raiment and manner of life of the Baptist

corresponds quite with the picture given of Elijah the Tishbite

* The supposition of Ifenfistenheni (C'hristol. vol. iii. p. 398 sqq.

;

164 sqq.), tliat St Mark used the pa.ssage of Malachi as one belonging
to Isaiah, because the former had borrowed it from the latter, and hence
that Malachi is but the auctor secundarimt, appears to nie as being
forced, for the words remain after all those of Malachi.
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(2 Kings i. 8; eomi). Zech. xiii. 4); St John lived and acted in

a rude and severe ascetic manner. ('Ax^ig is the great well-

known eastern locust, a food of the poor, Levit. xi. 22.) By
this very strict form of his life, and by the rebuking earnestness

of his character, the prophet awakened the slumbering; it ap-

peared as though an apparition of former ages had appeared in

the present time so destitute of the spirit. The 'pojvri fSoSovroc, " the

voice of one crying," resounded mightily throughout the wilder-

ness; those that had been awakened collected around the pro-

phet, in order to ease their conscience. The (Soc'TrTiff/Mg, " bap-

tism," as well as the sS,ofioX6yrj<rig, " confession," are noticed as

the forms under which the ministry of St John represented it-

self. The confession must be conceived as a condition of bap-

tism, inasmuch as the latter was to be, as it were, a type of the

forgiveness of sin which would be fulfilled by the coming Mes-

siah, which required a pure /j^sravoia, " repentance." Therefore,

wherever the confession w^as wanting, there the baptism had no

effect (comj). ver. 7 sqq. containing the reprehension of the

Pharisees). But the confession was not required as an especial

confession of solitary deeds (although this cannot be excluded

in individual cases), it was rather to be a j)ure expression and

announcement of the necessity, which was as such recognisable

to the prophetic and searching spirit of St John.

Ver. 7. Wliat St Luke comprises in the expression " o^^^oi,

" people" (excluding the few honest-minded), is expressed in

a more definite manner by St Matthew by fag/ffa/o/, "Pharisees,"

and 'S.addou>ta?oi, " Sadducees." These Jewish sects, so well-known

in ecclesiastical history, appear in the New Testament as the

representatives of hypocritical superstition and of carnal unbe-

lief. Pharisaism had nevertheless a deeper foundation ; it rested

on the basis of the word of God, with which had been joined

mere traditional precepts. Hence, although the Pharisees, re-

garded as a body, are always attacked in the New Testament,

especially in the Gospels, inasmuch as they had fallen into hy-

pocrisy, and made a profession of godliness in consequence of

their confounding the external with the internal, still there were

always found among them individual believers. But Sadduceism

was without any deep and true foundation, or any element of a

more exalted life; in it we behold represented pure worldliness,

which nevertheless frequently seems to be united with a degree

of good intention. Hence this order was of little importance,
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whereas Pharisaism, which bore in itself a positive character,

was at the same time more dangerous in its degenerate state,

and in its nobler phase was also more susceptible of a coalition

with the Gos2)el. Of the Esseans no mention is made in the

New Testament, partly because they came not into contact with

the great community of the Jewish peoj)le, and partly because

their endeavours, though noble as a whole, were yet, on the other

side, too much clouded by dangerous subtle errors to recommend

themselves as worthy of imitation. Besides, it is the chief fea-

ture of the Gospel to present to man for imitation no other ex-

ample than the Redeemer, in whom is contained the fulness of

all things worthy of being desired. Moreover, there was no

cause for positive polemics against the Esseans, inasmuch as

their delinite sectarian character caused them to be known only

in certain small circles, and inasmuch as the element of Chris-

tian truth contained the best antidote for the Essean heresies.^

The address of the Baptist to the multitude which was under

the influence of Pharisaism and Sadduceism, and which hence

shared the foulness of these sects, takes the colour of the strict

legal severity which St John represents. The Baptist contrasts

in sj)irit the l3aai7.iia r. d.,
" the kingdom of God,'' with the king-

dom of the prince of this world, and regards those impure minds

that affect a purity of soul wliicli they do not possess, as the

types of this wicked empire. (The expression yimr^iMara lyjbmv,

generation of vipers," = "^TVl tlT^tlS
" ^'^ot or stock of tlie ser-

pent," Is. xiv. 29, is certainly very harsh, but it is in accordance

with the nature of love simply to call wicked whatever is wicked,

and, according to truth, to trace it to its source. The serpent

or \4per here implies all that is of a devilish nature, and that it

' The notion that Jesus obtained his knowledge and information in

the schools of the Esseans, is sufficiently refuted, if a correct view bo

taken of the Essean sect, which possessed all the faults that are common
to separatists in general, more especially of covert or hidden self-conceit

and hypocrisy. That our Lord knew them cannot be doubted, inasmuch

as it was in Galilee itself that they were chiefly seated; that their ap-

pearance may have been to him somewhat of an incitement, is likewise

highly probable; but it must be fully kept in mind, that the moral edu-

cation of our Saviour was of purely internal derivation, derived from

above through the influence of the Spirit, and hence, that Esseanism had

no effect whatever on tlie cultivation of his mind; Christ brought down
to earth a principle of spiritual life which was totally at variance with

Esseanism, and every other human form of religious life, and which

exerted a positive infhience on every circumstance of his career.
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is the wish of Jesus that it should be received in this sense, is

evident from the comparison of Matth. xii. 34, xxiii. 38, with

John viii. 44, Reveh xx. 2.) But their falling under the judg-

ment of Grod must not be considered, nevertheless, as absolute,

comp. with the Acts of the Apostles xiii. 10, 11; the exhortation

following, contained in ver. 8, clearly expresses the wish that

they should cease to be what they are. As such, they neces-

sarily fall under the Divine judgment. Hence, this passage in-

volves the doctrine of the possibility of changing, i.e. transform-

ing the progeny of vipers into children of God through faith and

repentance. (The words d^yri /xixXouffa, "wrath to come," for

which we find 1 Thess. i. 10 d^yrj s^^o/jbsvri, "coming wrath," ex-

press the idea of Divine penal justice, and hence the d'xoxdXv^^is

rrti ogy^g, " revelation of wratli,"= x^lsig, "judgment," comp. Rom.
i. 18. Here, in the preaching of St John, the K^lsig sff^drn, "last

judgment," is no doubt conceived according to the Old Testa-

ment view of it, as being immediately connected with the Mes-

siah's coming, inasmuch as the first and second advent of the

Messiah are not kept distinct. Concerning opyn r. d., " the Avrath

of God," comp. on Matth, xviii. 84.)

Ver. 8. With the rebuking words of the discourse of St John

are mingled words of exhortation, which indeed strongly refer

to the necessity of an actual manifestation of sincere repentance.

St Luke iii. 11 sqq. contains the commentary to the '^ya.,

"works," as demanded by the Baptist from his exalted point

of view. (The formula xa.^'xhg rrig /Asrai/o/ag a^/og, " fruits meet for

repentance," is also found in the Acts of the Apostles xxvi. 26.

—The reading xagvohg, " fruits," in St Matthew, is spurious; it is

likely to have been borrowed from the parallel passage of St

Luke.)

Ver. 9. The actual proof of a true feeling of repentance which

St John claims, is contrasted by him with the pride of external

prerogatives. (The expression ii^ri U^riTi, " think not," occurs as

unfrequently in St Matthew as the /a?i d^^riGk, " begin not," in St

Luke. The former applies to the imaginary rights which the

Pharisees thought they possessed, in consequence of their boasted

descent from Abraham; the latter applies to their vain and self-

conceited proceedings in proclaiming aloud this right to men,

and in harbouring such ideas inwardly in their hearts.) The de-

scent from Abraham is regarded as the centre-point of all the

prerogatives of the theocracy. According to its true meaning,
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this descent in itself was not so much a prerogative, as indeed a

greater oWigation to a divine hfe and conduct; wherever this

obligation remained unfulfilled, there the supposed advantage

assumed the form of a disadvantage. (Concerning the ideal

conception of the descent from Abraham, and the participation

in the prerogatives of the theocracy, comp. Rom. ii. 28, 29;

iv. 16.) In order to teach the worth and true value of corporeal

descent, the Baptist refers back to the free grace of God. As
the birth in the bosom of the theocracy is a pure gift of grace, so

the Almighty can disinherit all those who show themselves un-

Avorthy of such grace, and call to a participation of it such as

were far from his promises. (The lyiTeai, " raising up," with re-

ference to the children born of Abraham, involves the idea of

their disinheritance.) The Avords b'j\arai 6 khg h. ruv Xlduv rouruv

syiToai rsxva ruj ' Aj3ga.dfx, " God is able of these stones to raise up

children to Abraham," may certainly be applied typically to the

Gentiles, just as in our passage the trees are intended to typify

the Jews in their Pharisaical propensities or dispositions, which

was advancing towards its destruction. Yet, the additional

word ro-jrojv, "of these," compels US to suppose that the stones lying

on the banks of the river Jordan are here spoken of, in doing

which we must constantly keep in view the parallel with the

history of creation ; as God formed man of a clod of earth, in

like manner can he likewise create even now men out of stones.

Ver. 10. In order that his exhortation might sink deeper into

the hearts of his hearers, he represents the time as being deci-

sive. Already in the Old Testament the moral world had been

paralleled, as in this place, Avitli the physical (Ps. i. 3; Is. vi. 13);

the same comparison is frequently met Avith in the New Testa-

ment (Matth. vii. 9; Rom. xi. 17). The time of harA^est is that

of the K^ieig, "judgment," in Avhich the fruit forms the main

question. The fruit here demanded Avas an external bmaioa-ovri,

" righteousness," and a genuine internal /j^irdvoia, " repentance."

(The UxoTTssdai, ilg crDg ^aWid&ai, "to be hewn down and cast

into the fire," are images or types of the og/jj, " Avrath," ver. 7.)

In Luke iii. 11—15 is contained an extension of the discourse of

St John peculiar to St Luke. It clearly rcA^eals the position of

the Baptist as altogether in the law. lie recommends a faithful

fulfilling of the law, but into the sphere of faith and of Ioa^c the

(pmn [Souvrog iv rfi qi'j^w,
" the voico of tho crier out in tlio Avildor-

ne.s.s," docs not penetrate. He only referred to action, in like
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manner, as those desirous of instruction only asked, n rrairiaoij.iM

"what sliall we doV'^ (Ver. 13, cr^affffs/^, "to enact"=jy^, "to

urge, to force, to require," exigere scil. f o'^ov,
" tribute."— A/affs/aj,

"to shake thoroughly, to use violence, to exhort by violence."

—

Si/xo^avrsw, properly speaking, signifies to play the petty and
false informer, or fig-informer; but it means likewise to practise

covetousness, a^^dity, comp. Luke xix. 8.) As a peculiar feature

in the character of the Baptist, we observe, moreover, his child-

like humility, which is indicated by what follows, but which St

John for very good reasons carefully describes (in the first chap-

ters) of his Gospel. Even at the time when the Baptist yet

lived, his followers supposed they saw in his person the Xg/ffro^,

"Messiah;" but he himself humbly confessed his subordinate

character and position, and referred his followers to the Re-

deemer. Much against his will, he served as an historical point

of view, or epoch, to his self-willed disciples, of a much later

period, who were of the sect of the Sabseans.

Ver. 11. Declining the dignity of the Messiah, the Baptist

points at him to whom this honour is due. He calls him ot/Vw

/xoi; s^-)((iiMivog, " he that coraeth after me," lea^^ng undetermined

when he would appear. St John the Evangelist, who took an

interest in enlarging on the declarations of the Baptist concern-

ing his relation to the Redeemer (on this subject comp. on John
i. 19 sqq.; iii. 27 sqq.), mentions facts which prove that St John
had a deep and true knowledge concerning our Redeemer and
his work. St Matthew renders prominent, in the words of the

Baptist, that Jesus had a more mighty power of spirit (/Vp/u^oVf^&j

iMiu iGTiv, " he is mightier than I.") Hence, he compares his re-

lation to the Redeemer to that of a servant to his master. (The

passage {/-ToS^ota-a Xveai, or (BaGrdGai, " to unloose, or to carry the

sandals," stands for doing in general the duties of a servant.)

But it is more especially with regard to baptism (comp. on John
i. 25 sqq.) that the Baptist renders prominent the superiority of

the Messiah; he contrasts the h vdan jSa^r-rC^siv, "to baptise with

water," by adding the words, ^uTrl^stv h Ti/si/,aaT/ ay/w xa] w^!,

" to baptise with the Holy Ghost and with fire." One almost

here feels tempted to combine tDp, " fire," with ri/sD/za, " spirit,"

1 Concerning the answer given in the New Testament to the ques-

tion, r/ 'xoiriffo/j.sv, " what shall we do," comp. the Acts of the Apostles

ii. 37.
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SO tliat cither, tD^, would appear as tlie things accompanying it

(as though the baptism of the Spirit would be accompanied by
fiery appearances, as it was at the feast of Pentecost), or that

TvsD/xa would be the thing explaining more distinctly the nature

of Tvg (='i>f m/sv/Marixov, " spiritual fire"), so that the fire, as a

more powerful element, would form a contrast with the -joup,

" water." Yet, the passages, Matth. xx. 22, Luke xii. 50, strike

me as being favourable to the ancient mode of distinguishing of

the threefold baptism (fluminis, " of the river," flaminis, " of

flames," sanguinis, " of blood. ")^ The Redeemer appears here as

the type of. the faithful, who, like himself, must suficr, if not

externally, at least internally, the consummating baptism of

blood. In the triple element of baptism (vdojg, Ti/sD/xa, tvp, "water,

spirit, fire") there is contained or indicated a progressive grada-

tion of the S2:)iritual development of life, and of the element

through Avhich it occurs. Whilst the lowest degree, i.e. the bap-

tism with water, refers to the external purification of sins, and
the fisTOivoia, " repentance," the baptism of the spirit, on the con-

trary, refers to the internal purification by faith (the rrvsvf/.a aym,
" the Holy Ghost," being considered as the regenerating princi-

ple, John iii. 1 sqq.. Acts of the Apostles i. 5), and, finally, the

baptism of fire expresses the transformation, or sanctification, of

the new-born higher life in its peculiar nature.

Ver. 12. The discourse very properly concludes with the re-

peated warning of the proximity of the %(i6ig, "judgment" (ver.

10), to fulfil which belongs in fact to the oflicc of the Messiah.

His judicial ministry is here expressed figuratively, viz. by sepa-

rating the wheat from the chaff. The same figure of speech is

found, Jcrem. xv. 7, Luke xxii. 31. (The passage o5 h rfi yji^i

a\jToZ=y-\'!)'2. "S^'^j
" in whose hand."—nri/oi'=vannus, vcntila-

brum, " fjin."

—

''

^'^X''i"^'^'^'t2^
"chaff," Ps. i. 3.—Concerning the

expression, o-D^ cialSiarov, " unquenchable fire," comp. on Mark ix.

44.) In the verses in which St Luke iii. 18—20 concludes this

subject, this Evangelist terms these discourses of the second Elijah,

ivayyiXrc^iffdai, "to proclaim good tidings," inasmuch as they treated

of the advent of the Messiah (and of his presence, John i. 26).

The preliminary remarks of St Luke concerning the imprisonment

' De Write very falsely views tu^, " fire," as denoting pimishment ; for

the notion of baptism admits of no reference to ininishmcnts, inasmuch

as it ubvnvs serves to man's salvaiifin.
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of the Baptist, may have been caused by some digest used by St

Luke, wherein tlie further account of the fate of St John was

most probably given. What happened at a much later period

St Luke anticipated in this place. (These remarks thereon,

comp. with those on Matth. xiv. 1 sqq.)

§ 2. BAPTISM OF CHRIST.

(Matth. iii. 13—17; Mark i. 9—11; Luke iii. 21—23; Jolin

i. 32—34.)

The fact of Christ being baptised by St John contains some-

thing striking, inasmuch as in the ordinary way, no doubt, the

inferior is blessed by the superior (Heb. vii. 7), but here the case

is entirely reversed. For, the distinguishing feature of baptism

and mere lustrations, as has been mentioned already, consists in

there being one who is the baptiser, and another who is the bap-

tised, and in the fact of the baptiser's introducing, or, as it were,

raising the baptised to his own element of life. How the weaker

can raise the stronger to his own degree of life, cannot well be

perceived. A feeling of the impropriety ofthe baptism of Christ,

indeed, penetrated the mind of St John himself, and he even

confessed that he himself had rather need of a higher baptism

from Jesus. Considered from an objective point of view, this

was quite correct
;

yet, according to the Divine disposition that

limits all things by certain bounds or measures, which applies

indeed to the development of life of every individual (without

any detriment to the liberty that finds its development in the

circle appointed for it), St John was not called for the New Tes-

tament, he only formed the key-stone of the old covenant, and
like Simeon (Luke ii. 25 sqq.) he beheld the Messiah without

himself experiencing his regenerating ministry, i.e. efficacy; he
was saved in the same manner in which were the saints of the

old covenant, viz. through faith in the Redeemer to come. For,

although St John beheld Christ, yet the redemption was likewise

for him one which would take place hereafter, inasmuch as the

ministry of Christ was only fulfilled after the death of the Bap-
tist. Hence it forms part of the humility of the Baptist that he,

occupying his station, in a pure and plain manner baptised

Jesus; a formal refusal to baptise him would have been a mock
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liumility, i.e. a want of obedience to the Di\'ine will, wliich had

instituted or ordained this relation between St John and Christ.

In order to understand all this, we here find a key in the words

of Jesus, o'jTOi '^r^sTov sffTiv ri'j-Tv rry.ri^uaai cr&ffai/ bs-/.aio6-jvr,\), "thus it

becometh us to fulfil all righteousness" (Matth. iii. 15). For,

the expression hiKaiosLr/], " righteousness" (on the signification of

which, in its connection, mention is made in Rom. iii. 21), here

signifies=5/V.a/oi', "justice," that which the law demands, i.e. what

is right. Hence these words contain the general principle upon

which our Redeemer acted, and which St John too had to obey;

namely, to regard all the ordinances of the law as Divine insti-

tutions. It is true that this was no internal necessity (whence,

indeed, tpetoi/ iff-/, literally, " it is becoming," is used, and not

bi7, " it needs," or ^fs/av h/u, " to have need"), but only a pro-

priety, yet it was a propriety in the highest and noblest sense

of the word; the contrary would have been an interruption

of the harmony of life. Hence, as Jesus was, in a gene-

ral sense, a yivliiLim vto vo/mv, " one born or made under the

law" (Grah.iv. 4), hence declaring the baptism of St John as

being a Divine institution, he was obliged to submit to it ; ac-

cording to the Divine will, it was to form the moment of his

anointing with the Spirit, and of his solemn inauguration to the

office of the Messianic king.^ Hence the baptism of Jesus forms a

parallel with the ceremony of circumcision and purification (comp.

Luke ii. 21, 22). The mediator himself took jiart as yet for some

time in the sacrifices and other propitiatory offerings commanded

by God for the temple worship, until he had rendered superfluous

the repetition of all other sacrifices by the one made on the

cross in his own person. With the water baptism of St John, to

which Jesus submitted, was connected, according to a Di^^ne pro-

mise, the baptism of the Spirit, which, by its nature, could not

1)0 imparted by St John ; on the contrary, this baptism Avould

form a sign, "
j-|^^, c-^/mTo^j," for the Baptist himself, by moans of

which he might infallibly recognise the promised Messiah.

Through this spiritual anointing the height was attained of that

^ What De Welte says, namely, that " sin shimbered in him," destroys

the character of Christ's iinpeccabiUty. The possibility of sin must be

distin<,aushod from the germ of sin, such as is harboured in sinful man.

Like in Adam and the angels, previous to their fall, so also existed in

Christ the;)?//v' possibility of sin, yet without his possessing a shadow of

disposition to it. Tlie above-named assertion tends to make God the ori-

ginator of sin.
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human knowledge which had gradually developed itself in Jesus,

and that fulness of power was imparted to him which was re-

quisite for the performance of his ministry. Even the pure off-

spring of the Spirit required the anointment of the Spirit ; it was

only when his human nature (the -^uyji,
'' soul") had grown

strong enough for the support of the fulness of the Spirit that it

remained stationary, and fully endowed with power from above.

The baptism, therefore, was the exalted and solemn moment in

which the character of the ^^iSTog (TT''Qyt2}
" anointed") which had

~ • T

slumbered in the gradually developing child and youth (as it

were potentia, " in power"), now appeared for the first time

(actu, '' in deed"), and developed itself; the baptism was the

inauguration of the Messiah, in his own presence, and that of

St John.i

Ver. 13. According to the account of St Mark i. 9, our Re-

deemer seems to have remained in the town of Nazareth up to

the moment of his appearance in public. The internal world, no

doubt, developed itself in him in a quiet and invisible manner.

But as soon as his hour was come, which thS Spirit caused him
to perceive from within with undoubting certainty,^ he then

came to St John at the river Jordan (concerning the locality of

the place, comp. on John i. 28, 29), in order to have himself

introduced by this messenger of God.

Ver. 14, 15. The important conversation which took place be-

tween Jesus and St John 2:)revious to the baptism is related by

^ Comp. the remarkable words in Just. dial, cum Tryjih. Jud. p. 226.

'S.gierhg bs si xal ysyiitvrjrai xai sffri vov, ayvuiSrog iSri xa/ oubi aurog voi

savTov sTierarat, ovd'i s^ei duva/Miv riva,, fxsy^ig av sX^ojv 'HX/aj %?'V?j abrhv

x.ai (pavi^ov iraei Toiris-fj. (Comp. to Matth. xvii, 10, sqq).
—"Now Christ,

althoug'h he be born and be here, is unknown, and not as yet does he
comprehend himself, nor has he any power, until Ellas come and anoint
him, and make him manifest to all men." At the end of the ministry of
Christ (comp. John xii. 28,) there was a similar public confirmation
through a voice from heaven, so that one and the same occurrence
forms the beginning and the end of his pubhc life.

2 Quite erroneous is the notion, which assumes that Jesus made his

appearance in public, according to a plan which had been minutely cal-

culated and carefully preconcei'ted. His internal life only obeyed the
will of his heavenly Father; whatever he inspired him to do was im-
mediately done by the Son. The clearest knowledge of what he did
was, it is true, connected with it; but every calculation, or speculation,

and human plan-making, must here be considered as excluded, inas-

much as all this makes an inroad on the immediate unity of life in

Christ and God.
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St Matthew only. It is of the utmost importance for an insight

into the relation which existed between the Baptist and our Re-

deemer; and even in this communication, which is peculiar to him,

St Matthew bears testimony to the importance and originality

of those narrations which consist more especially in conversations.

Ver. 16, 17. The form of the baptism of St John is described

no further; whether he uttered any, and wliat kind of, Avords

over Jesus during this rite, is not mentioned. Wliatever is com-

municated occurs after the completion of the baptism, i.e. at

Christ's coming up out of the water (avj/3>j a-To roD '-jbarog, " [when]

he went up out of the water.") That the outpouring of the Spirit

did not take place hefore the immersion quite agrees with the

symbolical character of the act (comp. Rom. vi. 1 sqq.), which

in itself, it is true, cannot well be applied to the baptism of St

John, but which the Redeemer, by his baptism, typically im-

parted to the act. The one part of the act (the immersion) re-

presents all that is of a negative character, the removal of all

that is old (Rom. vi. 4) ; and the other half (the coming up) in-

dicating all that is of a positive character, the coming forth of

all that is new; hence it was this part of the baptism which Avas

joined with the communication of the Spirit. St Luke (iii. 21,)

adds, that Jesus prayed when he was baptized, which means, of

course, that he was mentally absorbed in adoration. The action

continues even after the coming up, and is divided into three

parts, viz. the opening of the heavens, the descent of the Spirit, and
the utterance of the A'oice. But that all this did not form a kind

of spectacle, as it were, which took place before the assembled

multitude, but, on the contrary, that it was beheld only by
Christ and St John, appears quite clear from Matth. iii. 16,

[aviuiyjr,ciav aurw o't ryjoau/i, "the heavens were oj^ened unto him",)

and John i. 32. To perceive spiritual transactions or incidents,

it is requisite to be possessed of spiritual eyes; he only who had
them Avas enabled to perceiA'c the acts of the Spirit. A presenti-

ment not clearly understood, and produced by the mighty effects

of the Spirit, may liaA^e penetrated the multitude for an instant

at this sublime moment, Avhen the blossom of lieaA^en descended

on earth; but the occurrence itself they did not AA'itness. (For

the analogy to the conversion of St Paul, see ix. 7 of the Acts of

the Apostles). If we thus refer this occurrence to tlie spiritual

Avorld, we then shall require to have neither recourse to the histo-

rical mode of vicAving it, (which calls to mind the Jewish notions,
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of brazen vaults of heaven, and of birds wlio accidentally di-

rected their course towards that spot where the baptism of

Christ took place), nor to a mythical mode of explanation. The
Spirit, the invisible cause of everything- visible, contains in itself

the ground of all things ; the revelation and communication of

himself is a predicate of his nature. The oijening of the heaven,

i.e. of the world of the spirit, hence, is nothing- else than the

revealing of the spiritual world to the spirit ; every revelation of

divine things is a tearing asunder of the heaven, or descent

of the Spirit (Isa. Ixiv. 1 ; Ezek. i. 1 ; Acts of the Ap. vii. 55).

As little as the oj)ening of the heaven is to be considered in a

material sense, equally as little must it be considered as a

mere imagination ; it is a real effect produced by the Spirit upon
the spirit. For the person of our Redeemer this opening of the

heaven was one of a stationary or abiding- character; the flow

of his internal life into the everlasting abode of the Si^irit, and
from thence back upon him, never ceased again. The spiri-

tual eyes of the disciples of our Lord were opened gradually

for this purpose, in consequence of their intercourse with

him, and henceforth they were enabled to behold the heaven

open, and the angels of God ascending- and descending- upon

the Son of Man (John i. 52). The descent of the Spirit, there-

fore, is nothing- but the communication of him, which is his na-

ture itself. God, as love itself, descends, by means of his Spirit,

into the hearts of those who love him. In like manner is the

sound of the voice a necessary effect of the Spirit. The Spirit,

the creator of language, speaks for the Spirit, his effect is the

pure word ; luhat he speaks is understood by the Spirit in a di-

rect manner, not by means of the physical or external ear, but

through the ear of the spirit, i.e. through the spiritual being

which is open to spiritual effects.^

^ From what lias been said, it must not be inferred, that no part of

the whole occurrence should have been visible and audible to those who
were present. In the Gospel of the Hebrews (comp. nii/ Gesch. der
Evang. p. 81,) was the addition, that fire was seen at the baptism of our
Redeemer. Inasmuch as all revelations of the Deity manifest them-
selves in light and brightness, this idea is not incorrect, only it is

conceived in a material sense. There may have been, in like manner,
something audible in the voice to all 2)resent (comp. on John xii. 29

)

But the so-called '^'^p j-\^, " daughter of the voice," is here entirely out

of the question. The Rabbis assert, it is true, that it has been audible
since the period of the second temple, or, what amounts to the same,
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With regard to the comparison of the Holy Ghost to a dove,

it is e\ddeiit from the expression utni, " as," which is used by all

the four EA'angelists, that they wished to have it understood as

such, i.e. as a comparison or simile. The reality of the phenome-

non, it is true, is expressly rendered prominent (ffu/jbanxa i'ibn, " in a

bodily form," Luke iii. 22,); but as a real spiritual appearance or

phenomenon, it was invisible to the physical eye, and hence

it is that the impression produced can be described only by a

comparison with things visible. According to biblical symbol-

ization, certain sjiiritual characters appear personified in indivi-

dual animals, such as the lamb, the lion, the eagle, and the

bull. In this natural system of hieroglyphics, the dove is the

symbol of purity and cleanness, and hence it is wnth the dove

that the Spirit of purity can be most properly compared.^ The

coming of the Spirit like a dove, hence indicates that the ful-

ness of the Spirit of purity and cleanness, through which Jesus

became the purifier of mankind, had fallen to his share. Thereby

he was, as it were, sealed, i.e. confirmed, as the Son of God, and

hence the substance of the words heard from heaven is: oZrog

iariv 6 v'log 'mju z. r. X, " this is my SOU," &;c. That the expression

since the gift of prophecy disappeared from among the people of Israel.

Yet, this can be regarded the less as an historical statement, inasmuch as

the whole affair contains something which easily leads to misconceptions

and abuses, so that it cannot be believed that Providence destined it as a

compensation for the silence of the prophets. The heavenly voices of

which mention is made in the New Testament, lose the striking features

which they invariably possess, the moment Ave reflect that the idea of

divine speaking (= to revealing himself) is to be found throughout the

whole of the Scriptures, and that the same jjhenomenon is appai'ent in

all divine manifestations. In these divine manifestations the voice is

forgotten in the apparition ; but where the voice only is heard, no notice

is taken of the presence of the spiritual being, nor a mere invisible

revelation. But in spiritual proximity the senses penetrate one another,

and thus form an union for perception.—The name, " daughter of the

voice," has been explained, moreover, very correctly by Buxtorf, Lex.

Tal. p. 310, where it is called: filia, i.e. vox secundaria, coelestis vocis

partus, " the daughter, that is, a secondary voice, born of the celestial

voice." In the terrestrial word they saw the echo of the heavenly

word, and hence they applied the former as a prophecy of impending

events.
^ The comparison of tlic Spirit with the dove, is likewise to be found

in the Samaritan and Rabbinical writers. In the tract Chaghigah, refer-

ring to Gen. i. 3, it is .said: Spiritus Dei ferebatur super aqua, ut colum-

ba, " the Spirit of God hovered over the waters like a doveT The

Christian sects borrowed the simile, no doubt, from the New Testament.
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bioi 0SOV, " Son of God," here refers to the divine and eternal

nature of the Son, is evident from John i. 34. In it our Re-

deemer became, by the baptism of the Spirit, perfected, as-

sured, and revealed in an especial manner to St John. ('AyaT^j-

Tog= -T^Tf^,
" beloved."

—

Budoxi/v h rivi = "r^ T\)r\^
" to be well-

pleased in or with any one." God is pleased only with the image

of himself, hence with man in Christ only. Ephes. i. 6). Two
circumstances are brought forward as peculiarly remarkable in

the narrative of the occurrences at the baptism, given by the

Evangelist St John, i. 82. In the first place, the rrnZiMa 'iij^sm 14

axiTov, " the Spirit abode upon him," (i.e. ^X^sf Jt' avrh xal i/ji^sm,

" came upon him and abode.") In these words the Evangelist

puts forward in the Redeemer, what he evidently regards

throughout as a peculiarity of the manifestation of the Spirit

under the New Testament. Whilst the Spirit manifests itself for

single moments, in its Old Testament form of ministration, he ap-

pears in the New Testament, with uniform activity, as belonging

thereto. In the life of Jesus, we find this unifonnity in the

knowledge of his divine character represented to perfection,

whereas, in the development of life of the righteous men of the

Old Testament, there is always manifested an interchange of

moments of an elevated character with others which are, as it were,

void of the Spirit. The o-jk jiduv ahrh, " knew him not," of St John

i. 33, is also a remarkable passage. These words seem to contra-

dict partly the passage of St Matth. iii. 14, which implies an

acquaintance between Jesus and St John, and partly the nature

of the circumstances which, as the mothers of both were so

friendly, would lead to the knowledge of one another. But the

term fihtv, " to know," it is evident, is here by no means opposed

to the supposition that St John knew Jesus externally, and that

he cherished some forebodino-s concerninef his exalted destination.

But in order to obtain the divine undoubted certainty that it

was in the person of Jesus that the hopes of mankind were to

be realized, hence he required an express confirmation, which

should be of such a nature as to place them beyond all the lia-

bilities to doubt and deception to which they might be subject.

As such a wonderful sign he regarded the outpouring of the

Spirit upon him, which was made to him on occasion of the

baptism. (John i. 33).

St Luke (iii. 23,) connects with his account of the baptism

the genealogy of our Redeemer, inasmuch as he begins it accor-
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cling to the 2)revailing national view (u)k ug hoiMiZiro, " being as

was reputed,") with Joseph the spouse of Mary. But witli this

transition St Luke combines the important notice, that Jesus

was SO years old when he began his ministry. The additional

term wcs/, " about," it is time, appears to render uncertain

the determinate number of years; yet, as, according to Numb,
iv. 3, 47, the age of 80 years was fixed for each Levitc as the

period of his entering upon his oflficc, and as the Redeemer con-

formed himself everywhere to the existing regulations of the

old covenant, hence we may conclude, with much plausibility,

that the Redeemer was not under 30 years of age. Yet, there is

no reason to suppose that he had passed the fixed number. In

the life of our Lord everything has its number and measure, and

it will be best to abide by the age mentioned. The only thing

vague is, whether his public appearance took place in the begin-

ning or at the end of the year. (With regard to the construction

of the proposition, it is best to complete it by the verb bibdexnv,

"to teach," after a^yj)[j.ivog, "beginning." The combination of

the participle with ^v, "was," or of d)i', " being," with a^p^^d/xji/of,

are not in agreement with the whole connection.)

§ 3. THE TEMPTATION OF CHRIST.

(Matth. iv. 1—11; Mark i. 12, 13; Luke iv. 1—13.)

\\\ most perfect accordance with the preparation of our Re-

deemer l)y liis endowment with the fulness of the Spirit, does

his victoiy in his struggle with the evil spirit present itself. The
idea of the Messiah implies his being called into existence for

the destruction of the kingdom of darkness; hence his whole life

on earth appears to be a struggle with the prince of darkness;

yet, the Gospel-history points out two events only in the life of

Jesus, wherein he resisted the full combined poAver of the evil

spirit and overcame it. These momentous events form the begin-

ning and the end of his public ministry, and botli of tliem dis-

play their peculiar character. Li the first temptation, at the very

entrance upon his office,^ enticement presented itself to our Lord

' Even in the Jewish thcolofry, and from the jreneral conception of the

Messiah, an opinion had been formed that he wa-s to be tempted by Satan,
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in the form of sensual pleasure; and in the second, at tlie end

of his earthly career, it was through the fear of sufferings and

death. Each one of these temptations presents itself in a varied

form; in the uniform victory over both we behold our Lord as

the ideal of consummate righteousness, as victor in the struggle

against sin. The narrative before us, describing the temptation

of Jesus on the part of sensual pleasure, represents this pleasure

as approaching our Lord in the three principal forms or aspects

through which the world ever seeks to act, viz. the lust of the

eyes, the lust of the flesh, and the pride of life (1 John ii. 16).

Hence this narrative expresses the perfect and satisfactory cha-

racter of his victory over sin, forming thus a worthy introduction

to the public manifestation of the ministry of the Redeemer, who
was in all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin (tieb. iv.

15). The same temptations of pleasure that here encountered

Jesus in a state of concentration, and in which state tliey were

repelled, accompanied him in special forms throughout the whole

period of his earthly ministry, presenting themselves to him at

one time in one shape and at another in another. In like man-

ner was our Redeemer encountered throughout his whole life by

temptations on the side of pain and suffering, until they presented

themselves at the end of his earthly career in the fullest state

of concentration.

The mode of viewing the Gospel narrative of the temptation

of Christ depends upon the position of the expounder relative to

the doctrine of the devil and of evil angels in general. Reserv-

ing the further explanation on this point for the passage of Mat.

viii. 28, we shall merely observe, that exposition can divest itself

of the doctrine of the existence of evil spiritual beings, only

through the highest degree of arbitrariness, inasmuch as we are

taught even by the Old Testament, although, for wise reasons,

in a mystical manner, that man did not produce evil from within

himself (in which case the idea of a redemption, which presup-

poses a subjection to a foreign, i.e. external power, would be ut-

terly destroyed), but because he was misled by an evil power,

whereby he becomes exposed to its influence (comp. Grenes. iii. 1

;

Levit. XX. 6; Deut. xxxii. 17; Ps. c^d. 37; Job i. 6; Isaiah liv.

16; Zechariah iii. 1). In the New Testament this doctrine is

even at the very entrance upon his office. (Comp Schotlgens work, Jesus

der walire Messias; aus der Jiidischen Theologie dargestellt. Leipzig,

1748. 8vo. p. 754 sqq.
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confirmed by Christ partly by the general presupposition, which

is manifest in innumerable discourses of his, that the kingdom of

the good is opposed by a kingdom of the evil (comp. Matth. xii.

26 sqq.), and partly by express declarations concerning this doc-

trine (Matth. xiii. 39; John viii. 44; xiv. 80), which admit

to an unbiassed commentator no other mode of explanation

whatever. Hence, if the expounder finds himself necessitated to

include the doctrine of the existence of the de\dl within tlie

circle of the doctrines of Jesus and the apostles, he then will

be able the less to bestow his approbation on expositions of the

history of the temptation, which apply the expression 6/a/3o?.o$,

" devil" (in St Matthew and St Luke, for which St Mark has

the term caramc, " satan"), to every human adversary and temp-

ter, since the idea of Christ necessarily contains the idea of his

struggle against evil in its state of concentration. The whole

biblical doctrine of the relation of Christ to the kingdom of evil,

though we were not possessed of the history of the temptation,

would lead us to the very same idea exemplified therein. But

if we are unable to adopt for ourselves this latter exposition, so

this must be the case in a far higher degree with all those who
regard the temptations so clearly defined in the history of the

temptation of Christ as having emanated from within the Re-

deemer himself. Schleiermacher is not wrong when he writes

:

" Had Jesus cherished such thoughts (as the tempter expressed

to him,) in the faintest degree, he would have been Christ no
longer; hence, this manner of exposition appears to me the most

wicked Neoteric outrage that can be committed against his person."

(Versuch iiber den Lucas, p. 54). The absolute purity of Jesus

permitted in no ways the derivation /ro«i himself of an impure

idea; as the first Adam, according to the deeply significant nar-

rative of the book of Genesis, was tempted y*ro??i. without, so was
in like manner the second Adam (1 Cor. xv. 47), only with this

difference, that the latter Avas victorious.^ But ScJdeiennacher's

own opinion that the temptation is a mere parabolical narrative,

whicli has been misunderstood at a subsequent period, a view, too,

^ The hypothesis raised by Meyer, (in Part 2, of UUmann's and
Umhreit's ^indi. und Krit. for the year 1831,) that the history of the

temptation is a dream, to which he compares the dream of Solomon,

(1 Kings iii. 5 sqq.) does not essentially diller from this view. For, if

these ideas of the tempter could have arisen in the lieart of C'hrist, even
in a dream, his purity then would have been polhited. But if the
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which has been embraced by UIknann {iitiid. unci Krit. part 1, p.

59 sqq.), lias been completely refuted by Usteri (Stu.d. und Krit.

part 4. 1832). We have here, there is no doubt, a clear fact

disfigured by no mythical elements (Blatter f. holier. Wahrh. vol.

V. p. 247 sqq.); yet, it may be doubted even, from a purely bibli-

cal point of view, whether the Satan standing before Christ, as

narrated in the history of temptation, was an external or cor-

poreal manifestation. It seems that this can be answered in

the negative for more than one reason. For, in the first place,

we are unable to produce an analogous fact either from the Old

or the New Testament; for, the narrative contained in Genes, iii.

1, in whatever light we may view it, cannot be regarded at least

as an appearance of the devil. But then the supposition of an

external appearance of the prince of darkness would contribute

nothing to explain this fact; for, even if the physical guiding of

Jesus through the air be regarded as a fact, still it would be in-

comprehensible how all the kingdoms of the earth could be sur-

veyed from one mountain. The words of the tempter outwardly

expressed must be viewed, moreover, as being in connection

with an internal operation, inasmuch as without it no tempta-

tion would have taken place; upon this operation would depend

the actual fact as to the supposition or admission of an external

apparition. Hence, it would be no doubt most jtgreeable to

probability to transfer the occurrence as one of an internal cha-

racter to the spiritual world; in that case there will be fully re-

tained whatever is essential, while at the same time a true view

will be obtained concerning this occurrence. The temptation

will then be found as having consisted in the circumstance that

the ^\jyji,
" soul," of Jesus was exposed to the most powerful in-

fluences of the kingdom of darkness. This kingdom of darkness

displayed to the Redeemer, through its representative, its lumin-

ous or favourable side, endeavouring to withdraw him from the

narrow path of his earthly development of life. (We find analo-

gous phenomena in the Old as well as New Testament [comp.

Ezek. viii. 3, xi. 1; Rev. i. 10; xvii. 3], and if we wish to connect

the passage: 6 aaravag //.irag^ri^aTl^STai slg ciyyiXov ^curog, " Satan

is transformed into an angel of light," of 2 Cor. xi. 14 with the

causing of the thoughts in his dream were to be traced to some inimical

power, the view itself then would be inoffensive, but then, too, it would
be inconceivable why the whole occurrence, as stated in the narrative,

should not have occurred during his waking state.
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temptation, then this expression requires by no means an exter-

nal apparition, but it may be understood as referring to the in-

ternal revelation of Satan as a good angel, in order to delude the

more safely.)

Mattli. iv. 1. After the baptism, the Redeemer left the river

Jordan forthwith (comp. Luke iv. 1), and withdrew into a state

of retirement for the quiet prej)aration for his exalted calling.

(That the wilderness here spoken of is to be considered as such

in the true sense of the word, is evident from Mark i. 13. Tra-

dition calls it Quarantaria, Avhicli is in the neighbourhood of

Jericho. Joseph. Ant. xvi. 1, Bell. Jud. iv. 8, 2). Inasmuch as

this quiet preparation and the temptation, which was connected

with it, was founded in the plan of God, it is called avriyj-fi vto

rrvs-jfiarog ug rriv i^rnMv, " was led by the Spirit into the wilderness."

That this -ri/sD/xa, " spirit," was the good spirit that filled Jesus

at his baptism is indicated in the words of Luke iv. 1, 'Irisovg

'Z-vsv/Marog aylov rrXn^rig %. r. X., " Jesus full of the Holy Spirit." But

from this it appears inexplicable how the question can be of a

'Trugaadrivai, "to be tempted," in the Redeemer who was endowed

with the fulness of the Spirit. (The meaning of the word is

everywhere one and the same ; it is only modified according to

the object or subject whose Ts/gatr/xoT; " temptations," are spoken

of Used, when speaking of the evil spirit, it signifies to tempt,

in order to be able to destroy; in this sense it is said of God:

Tii^d^ii ovd'sm, "he temptetli no one" [Jam. i. 13]. God, on the

other hand, tempts in order to purify and to perfect [Genes,

xxii. 1]. Used by man, when speaking of, or with reference to,

God, it is always an emanation of unbelief and of temerity [Heb.

iii. 9], inasmuch as it involves the contrast to a humble waiting

for the intimation of God's will.) Yet must we include in the

very idea of the Redeemer the possibility of falling (like the

posse non peccare, " ability not to sin," of Adam), because with-

out it no merit is conceivable.^ But this possibility, it is true,

can only l)e regarded as one purely objective, for, inasmuch as

God became man in the person of Christ, in so far, indeed, must

be atti-il)utcd to him the non posse ijeccare, " the impossibility

of sinning." This amalgamation of the possibility of falling and

' The very idea, so consolatory to weak man strug-p-lino- with sin,

namely, that the Redeemer himself tasted the l)itterness of this stvnggle

in all its forms, (Heb. ii. 17, 18,) would be destroyed, if the objective

possibility of the fall of Christ were to be denied.
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of the necessity of victory over evil, is a mystery which is one

and the same thing with the idea of the God-man himself. We
can render this connection perceptible only by drawing the line

of distinction between -^^v^,^, " soul," and cri/sD/z-a, " spirit." In

the human -^v^)^,^ was based his liability to temptation, and

in the being filled with the 'xviv/ia, the necessity of his victory;

through the former he became like unto ourselves, and was

made a pattern for us; through the latter he stands above

everything human, and ofiers his aid to each single indivi-

dual, by virtue of the same Spirit, to resemble him. In the last

great temptation of Jesus, his sufferings at the end of his life,

the Redeemer himself declares his abandonment by the Divine

Spirit with which he had been filled (Miitth. xxvii. 46) ; this

abandonment, in which the humanity of our Redeemer stands,

so to speak, isolated, gives a true picture of the nature of

his terrible struggle in that awful hour. Here nothing is

related expressly of such an abandonment; but we assume it

to have taken place, especially inasmuch as the Redeemer

does not recognise the tempter at once. The external fasting

of our Lord in the wilderness was only, as it were, an image

of his internal abandoned state; and this being granted, the

temptation then obtains an essential meaning. In the per-

fect possession of the fulness of the Divine Spirit a temptation

is unimaginable; the ^vx'^y "soul," of Jesus could humanly

struggle and militate only when in a state of nudity. Hence

this scene must be viewed in the following manner. After the

outpouring of the Spirit on our Lord, he went, guided by this

Spirit, into the wilderness, in order to commence his great work

in the deep recesses of his internal life. Here, as in the garden

of Gethsemane and upon Golgotha, the Spirit which filled him

forsook him, and power was given to darkness over him (Luke

xxii. 53) ;
pleasure in its most alluring forms tempted his soul.

Yet the Redeemer encountered the foe, and obtained the victory

in most perfect purity; and as soon as the temptation had been

repelled, the fulness of the Divine strength returned once more

upon him (Matth. iv. 11). Were we to say that the passage:

TTvivfia ifisiviv lit abrdv, " the Spirit abode upon him," of John i. 32,

1 -^u^ri, usually translated " soul," is equivalent to the Hebrew ^JJQ^r

which means, rather, the principle of life within us, and as such is here

represented as a something rather opposed to the xvivfjM, " spirit."—T.
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forms u contradiction to this manner of viewing- it, tlien, indeed,

would the same be the case witli Matt, xxvii. 46, wherein, cer-

tainly, such a state of spiritual abandonment must be conceived.

Hence, the same manner in which this difficult problem is solved

in that case must be adopted likewise in this. My opinion con-

cerning this mysterious connection is as follows:—The internal

nature of our Redeemer was like that of other men, subject to

vicissitudes ; he had moments of the most abundant fulness of the

Spirit as well as of partial abandonment ; but then, in the first

place, this nature was not liable to those frequent changes which,

in sinful men, it is subject to; and in the second place, they did

not intrude into the innermost sanctuary of his life. His -^u^,^,

" soul," itself was pure and holy, and in its perfect amalgama-
tion with the rrviu/Ma, " spirit,'' it was so entirely a -^^uxri 'Trviu/xarixii,

" spiritual soul,'' that his soul acted even in moments of the ut-

termost abandonment of the overflowing- fulness of the Spirit (as

is to be understood of Matth. xxvii. 46) with the power of the

Divine Spirit. This immutable tranquillity abiding in the deep
recesses of his sacred soul, this perfect state of his inmost vital

power, " innerster Lebeyisnerv," untouched by the fluctuations

of disquietude, which, as well as the other consequences of sin,

the Redeemer suffered for our sake; these are expressed by the

Ijj'sniv rov Ti/su/zaro;, " abiding of the Spirit," which forms a con-

trast to the fluctuating-, i.e. changeful conditions of the saints

of the Old Testament, who, as soon as the dark hours ap-

proached, could thenceforth be overcome by sin.

Ver. 2. The fasting- of Jesus during the forty days evidently

forms a parallel with the fasting of Moses (Deut. ix. 9, 18) and

of Elijah (1 Kings xix. 8). Hence, we must the less take the

vyjSTiviiv, " fasting," in the wider sense (i.e. for: abstinence from

the customary food), inasmuch as we read of Moses that he ate

no bread and drank no water, which agrees with: oux, sipaysv ovd^v,

" ho did cat nothing," of St Luke iv. 2. The Evangelists arc anxi-

ous to place Jesus by the side of the great projihets of antiquity

(according to Deut. xviii. 15, wherein Moses sa,ys, "the Lord

will raise up a prophet like unto me"), hence he could do no less

than they did. The number forty was considered, it is true, sacred

by the Jews, but it does not follow from this that it ought not to

be taken in a literal sense; on the contrary, the view itself en-

tertained by the Jews concerning the sanctity of certain numbers

has a deeper meaning, which, when considered as a general pro-
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position, may be expressed thus: According to Divine regulation,

which is pure harmony, every development takes place accord-

ing to a certain fixed number and measure. The forty days of

the temptation form an interesting parallel with the forty years

of the journey of Israel through the wilderness. ^ All the scrip-

tural passages, cited by Jesus throughout the history of his temp-

tation, are borrowed from the narrative of this jouraey.

Ver. 8, 4. It is very correct to view the idea of applying all the

higher powers imparted to him to the appeasing of his own neces-

sities as forming the apex of the first temptation. The princi-

ple herein carried out, of using his wondrous powers only for the

healing benefit of others, our Redeemer acted upon with self-

denying love throughout the whole period of his ministry. The

powerful claims of sensual instinct Jesus repelled by his faith in

the Divine power, with a reference to Deut. viii. 3. (The

passage «i'S 13 ^^lii^i^'^S'
" everything which proceedeth from tlio

mouth of Jehovah," is rendered by the Septuagint : g^^a JxTogsuo-

(Mivov hia 6r6[/jaroi @ioZ, " word proceeding from the mouth of God."

In this passage the manna (considered in the sense of an extra-

ordinary heavenly food [Ps. Ixxviii. 25]) is contrasted with the

food ofi'ered by earth, and in like manner Jesus places here,

in opposition to the thing terrestrial (a^ros, "bread"), things

Divine. Hence, taken in connection with the whole, no other

earthly food can here any way be understood. The ^-^/za 0soD,

/' w^ord of God," must here be viewed as the efficient and crea-

tive cause of every kind of nourishment. As everything obtained

existence through the word of God and by the breath of his

mouth (Ps. xxxiii. 6), so in like manner it is the same word
which upholds all that is created, inasmuch as their preservation

is nothing but a perennial creation. Jesus rests upon his belief

in this Divine power; as long as the Spirit retained him in the

wilderness he fed upon the hidden word of God, which strength-

^ Parallels such as these are admitted even by Strauss and De Wette,

the defenders of the mythical character of the Gospel-history ; but both
these authors admit it in such a manner as to deny, in consequence of
these pai-allels, the typical events of the Old Testament, as well as their

counterparts in the New Testament, in their historical reality; thus,

however, reducing them to mere child's-play. They can have a signifi-

cancy for the grave and sober mind only, when they are based on
real occurrences, by means of which God, so to speak, uses a language
of deeds.
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ened his soul and body, without his effecting ought for liimself

by means of the gift of miraculous power bestowed on him.

(Concerning s^,aa QioZ, comp. on j\latth. iii. 2.)

Ver. 5. The second temptation St Luke places the last, which

is e\adently less to the purpose. For, the, first two ideas which

the tempter brings before Jesus, may be assumed for a moment
as proceeding from a good being, but the temptations therein con-

tained lie much deeper; hence Satan herein did not betray him-

self in his true nature, for, it is only in the last demand that he

betrays openly his dark origin, and hence it is, that we find in

St Matthew tlie term vTaye, "get thee hence," which justly fol-

lows it. ('Ay/a ToXig = tljljpn T^J^'
" ^^^ ^^^^J city," which is the

designation for Jerusalem, as the centre point of the Old Testament

theocracy. nrEsu^/oicz^n^^, " wing," i.e. a side-piece of the temple,

tower like, and with a flat roof.^ His being led thither was sv

rrviv/juaTi, " in spirit," Revelation x\ai. 3).

Ver. 6. The apex, or point of the second temptation, lies in

the idea of dazzling with the gift of miraculous powers ; this idea,

presented in a dazzling form, and clothed in Scriptural terms,^ is

conveyed to the heart of our Lord. Jesus instantly acted upon the

principle herein proved ; his miracles always had a reference to the

ethical world of the spirit. The quotation of the Scriptural texts

was intended to awaken in Christ the sensual gratification of

vanity through the knowledge he had of his being the Son of

God, and through the joyous feeling of the miraculous power

dwelling in him; a humble obedience, a total casting off of the

smallest portion of his own will, were the only things that ensured

^ It is more than probable that the Trs^vyiov here alluded to was the

projecting tower called the king's portico, " which," says Josephus, Ant.

lib. XV. cap. ii. § 5, " was one of the most memorable works ever seen

under the sim; for whereas the valley was so deeji and i:)recipitons that

one could not bear to look down on it, on the very edge of this preci-

pice Herod raised the immense height of this tower;" and he then

adds, ug si rig ait a%got> rou raMTttg rsyoug a'Mfu auvrshig ra (BaOri

hwrrnvTi szoribiviav ov/. i^r/iov/J,sv7ig Tr,g o-^iug ng a(j.ST^Ti70\) rov fSvOov, i.e. so

that if any one from the pinnacle of this roof should look doAvn through

both these depths at once, he would be seized with dizziness, the sight

not being able to reach the bottom of tlie abyss." This, then, would

afford the tempter the means of exciting in the human nature of our

Saviour the vanity of displaying his divine power by casting himself

from so awful a height.—T.

2 Concerning the use of Scriptural passages on the part t>f angels,

compare the remarks on Tiuke i. 17.
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liim tlie victory. For the rest, tlie passage is on tlie wliolc quoted

from Psalm xci. 11, according to the Septuagint, only in an abbre-

viated form. In their whole connection the words refer to all the

righteous in general, representing them as being under the pro-

tection of God. But righteous humanity, viewed as a totality,

finds a representative in the Messiah as the second Adam, and
hence the reference made of this passage to Jesus is quite cor-

rect, but its application to self-induced circumstances it is what
is false. (The ayyiXoi, " angels," here appears as the y^nrou^yixa

xvzhfxara, ug diocxoviav a'XoffrsXXofjjSva dia rovg yJihXwrag 7,'Kr)^ovoiJ,uv (Suirrr

pav, " ministering spirits sent forth to minister for them who
shall be heirs of salvation." Comp. Heb. i. 14. The entire

fulness of the heavenly powers is there for those who fear God,

as says, indeed, St Paul: All things are yours, 1 Cor. iii. 21, 22.

Ver. 7. Jesus repels in his turn with the word of God the

tempter, who places himself on the temple, and deals likewise

with the Word of God. In the words of Scripture (Deut. vi. 16),

we find the idea expressed, that every arbitrary application or

use of a correct principle is a temptation of God. The words are

quoted from the Septuagint. (The expression Ix'Tru^dZiiv, "to

tempt," is used Luke x. 25, 1 Cor. x. 9, only in a bad sense;

hence, not of God's temiDtations.)

Ver. 8, 9. This passage, as has already been observed above,

especially proves, that the temptation must be viewed as an in-

ternal act, or process. A glance at all the kingdoms of the world

cannot, of course, be obtained from any physical summit ; hence,

it is natural to call in the aid of the assumption that a spiritual

ecstasy must have been connected with physical locomotion.^

The mountain from which Jesus surveyed all the kingdoms of

the world, was the internal elevation of the spirit on which he
stood, a point of view with which was connected the knowledge

of its being possible for him to rule over the world. But in his

holy humility and self-debasement he chose the cross instead of

the throne. However, that there is not only implied a dominion

over Palestine, but, on the contrary, a universal monarchy, is

already evident from the Jewish notions concerning the Messiah,

according to which it w\as the Messiah, who was to have the do-

^ According- to our mode of viewing, the question is also avoided,

"whether the o^og b-^rfkhv \iav, " an exceeding high mountain," was meant
for Tabor, or any other moimtain ; this is a question for the answering
of which no data are given.
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luinioii over all tlic nations of tlie earth. (Comp. Bertholdt

Christol. jud. p. 188.) Considered in a sjiiritual point of

view, this idea becomes perfectly correct and true.—But in this

last temptation the proud lust ofpower forms the apex, or pro-

minent feature, of the whole. In this temptation Satan reveals

himself as the aoy^m rov x&V/xoy roi/rou, " the prince of this Avorld"

(John xii. 81; xiv. SO; xvi. 11), who wishes to make Jesus his in-

strument, i.e. to change the Christ into the Antichrist, inasmuch

as he endeavours to blind him by the promise of dominion over

the world, and the revelation of its splendour. As a reward, the

tempter demands of him to be worshipped. (The expression

TooG'/.uvirj, as an external rite signifying to prostrate one's self, to

fall upon one's knees, must here be considered merely as a sym-

bolical expression of the internal spiritual process which was aimed

at in the temptation, viz. Christ's yielding to the will of Satan, his

letting- him rule in his inward parts, and the surrendering him-

self as his instrument.) It is even this, wherein becomes revealed

to the Redeemer the dark nature of the being which brought

before him those ideas which he repelled, and hence Jesus scares

the phantom of night with an liTays, " get thee away."—St Luke
here displays a few peculiar features. To the view of the king-

doms of the world from the mountain, he adds, h (STiyij.fi y^i(ivo\j,

" in an instant of time"==i/ U-f o^^aX,aoi/, " in the twinkling of

an eye," 1 Cor. xv. 22, whence the explanation of this scene

in a spiritual point of view becomes the more rccommendable.

St Luke adds, furthermore, in his narrative of this temptation,

to the speech of the Diabolos, the words, oV; J/iO/ rra^adsBorai, xai u)

lay dsXu, hibujiMi a\jrr,v, " for it has been delivered to me, and to

whomsoever I will I give it." The expression va^ccd'edorai, " given,

or delivered over," here contains a remarkable hint concerning,

or against the doctrine of an evil fundamental principle; the

prince of tJiis world has 7'eceived a\\ from God, to whom as the

everlasting cai-T-ox^arw^, " universal ruler," only, all dominion is

due. The confession of having received everything forms the

most striking contrast to the demand of the T^ogTiwiTv, " to wor-

ship." Besides, whatever the tempter here says of himself, be-

longs to the Son of God in the purest and most true sense of tlie

word. (Comp. John xvii. 22; Revel, xi. 15.)

Ver. 10. This last temptation our Redeemer combated by

means of the first commandment (Deut. vi. 13), which contains

in itself all the others. Only the one everlastmr/ and true God,
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the Creator of heaven and eartli, can be the object of adoration

;

wherever the assumption of this Divine prerogative takes place,

there becomes revealed all that is diabolical. (Comp.__2 Thess. ii. 4.)

Through this preservation of the honour of God, not only this

world, but likewise the next, became the property of Jesus; to

him was given all power in heaven and on earth. (Aar^suw is =
"inj^j and is stronger than Tioffxuvs/i/, which latter expression is

used likewise when speaking of human subordination, whereas

the former has reference to God alone.)

Ver. 11. The temptation of Jesus appears as one of those de-

cisive events which also occur very frequently in ordinary human
life, and which, through the decision then come to, impart

their guiding influence to all the succeeding phenomena of life.

As after the first transgression of Adam, all the sins which fol-

lowed were but the development, or expansion of the original sin,

so in like manner this first victory of our Redeemer appears as

the basis of all those that followed. Our Lord here appears as

standing between the two worlds of light and of darkness. As
soon as the inimical powers had given way, heavenly powers

surrounded our Lord, and together with him they celebrated the

victory of good over evil.^ The wish of the tempter was that

Jesus should sei've him; but instead of this the angels serve

Jesus, and proclaim him as the king of the Kingdom of Light.

The significant passage Mark i. 13, ^f /Asra tuv Stipiuv, " he was

with the wild beasts," contains, as Usteri (on the above text) ex-

cellently observes, a typical meaning, inasmuch as Christ appears

herein as the renovator of paradise. Adam fell whilst in para-

dise, and thus changed it into a wilderness; Christ, on the con-

trary, obtained a victory in the wilderness, and changed it into

a paradise, wherein the beasts put away their fierce nature, and

wherein angels dwelt. Yet, that the great struggle of our Re-

deemer with the kingdom of darkness was not ended for ever,

but that it had only ceased for a season, is distinctly expressed

Luke iv. 13, where he concludes the history of the temptation

with the following words: 6 dtajSoXog dTiffrri d'-r auTov ayjn KaiPou,

" the devil departed from him for a season."

Since, according to this our view, the temptation of Jesus took

^ Even after the second great temptation of our Lord upon Geth-
semane, there appeared to him an angel, in order to strengthen him,

(Luke xxii. 43). We may assume, that something of the kind took

place likewise here.
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place unwitnessed in the depth of his internal life, hence, the

only source and witness we can produce to substantiate its reality-

is the narrativp of Jesus. This, and similar occurrences, must have

formed the subject-matter of the conversations which Jesus held

with his disciples after his resurrection, inasmuch as he conversed

with them concerning the kingdom of God (Acts of the Apostles

i. 3). In order to become acquainted with the nature of this

kingdom, it was necessary for them to know its foundation, and
it was into this that the temptation aiforded the deepest insight.

The perfect harmony existing in the event itself, as well as in its

introduction into the Gospel-history, in the narratives of St Mat-

thew and of St Luke, who wrote independent of one another,

all this taken together forms an external evidence of the event,

to weaken which would always be a matter of great difficulty;

the impress of its internal truth it bears in itself, and in the

perfect connection in which it stands with the person and the

work of our Redeemer.



III.

PAKT THE THIRD.
OF CHRIST'S ACTS AND DISCOURSES, ESPECIALLY IN GALILEE.

(Mattli. iv. 12; xviii. S5; Mark i. 14; ix. 50;

Lukeiv. 14; ix. 62.)

§ 1. JESUS BEGINS TO TEACH.

(Matth. iv. 12—17; Mark i. 14, 15; Luke iv. 14, 15.)

Ver. 12. Had we not been instructed by the communications

of St John the Evangelist, concerning the mass of events which

occurred between the pubhc appearance of Jesus and the cap-

tivity of the Baptist (comp. John iii. 24), we should feel induced

to conclude from Matth. iv. 12 and Mark i. 14 that the imprison-

ment of St John was closely connected, as regards time, with

the temptation of Jesus. This fact is corroborative of the view

already taken (Introduction, § 7), namely, that a chronologi-

cal order or arrangement of the isolated events is inadmissible

in this portion of the Gospel-history, inasmuch as it can be

proved here, although only incidentally,^ by a comparison with St

John, that there is no connection between the things which are

brought together. For, even if St Luke here makes no mention of

St John (comp. nevertheless Luke iii. 19, 20), yet, he begins his

narrative (iv. 15) with the usual proposition: 'irtsovg sdiSaaxsv h

1 Concerning the circumstance that no inferences may be drawn from
this against St Matthew as a writer, comp. Sieffert on the passage above
mentioned, p. 72.
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<raTg evvayuyaTg auruv, do^a^6/j,ivog urrb Tavruv, " Jesus taugllt in tlieil'

synagogues, being gloritied of all/' wliereby tliis section becomes

deprived of its chronological character. Similar general formu-

las are used by St Matthew, iv. 28, who thereby abandons, in

like manner, a priori, all exact chronological arrangement of iso-

lated events. Wliatever can be admitted with any degree of pro-

bability, from the communications made by the tirst writers of

the Gospel into the earliest history of the public ministry of

Jesus, can be determined with precision only by the Gospel of

St John. And vague as are the allusions as to time, equally

vague are they as to place, especially in St Matthew. In the

very beginning of this section (iv. 12), this Evangelist, indeed,

lays the scene in Galilee, and even in Capernaum; yet, if we

were individually to conclude from this, that St Matthew was

unacquainted with Christ's actions out of Galilee previous to his

last journey to Jerusalem, this conclusion would not be suffi-

ciently well founded, because it cannot possibly be proved where

the individual occurrences spoken of by St Matthew did take

place, since this Evangelist, from a complete want of a chrono-

logical and local interest, has arranged all his statements from a

certain general point of view.^ Hence, if it is even probable

that St Matthew, as a native of Galilee, relates occurrences

Avhicli have an especial reference to Galilee, yet, his communica-

tions frequently assume so general a character (comp. from ix.

35 forward; x. 1; xi. 1, 2—7; xii. 1, 9; xv. 22), that the nar-

rative may refer to incidents which occurred in Judea as well as

to those of Galilee.

Ver. 13. After having indicated in a few great traits that our

Redeemer chose Galilee as the main sphere for his ministry, St

Matthew records the fact that it was not Nazareth, the place of

abode of the parents of Jesus, which became the centre point of

his activity, but that it was Capernaum. (KaTi^vaovfi, more cor-

rectly Ka(pa^vaou;jt, = CZ'^H^ "133j " Kophar-naum," vicus conso-

lationis, " the town of consolation." It was situated near the

sea of Genesareth [whence the expression Taea'^aXaeala, " near by

the sea," comp. John vi. 17], in the confines of the tribes of Ze-

bulon and Naphtali, in the neighljourhood of Bethsaida, not for

from the junction of the river Jordan with the sea.) The motive

^ J'or fiu'thcr information on this subject, compare my jirogrammes

concerning the authenticity of Si Matthew.
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for leaving Nazareth is here passed over in silence ; but accord-

ing to Luke iv. 16—30, it was the unbelief of the Nazarenes which

induced our Lord to withdraw his blessed influence from those

ungrateful peoj)le. Parallel passages to this narrative of St Luke
we find first noticed in Matthew xiii. 54 sqq. and Mark vi. 1 sqq.,

and the very history of the healings which St Luke connects

with the occurrence in Nazareth, Mark i. 21 transfers to the very

beginning. Hence, although it appears to us highly proba-

ble that St Luke has introduced the position of the event in

Nazareth in a more correct chronological order, yet, have w^e pre-

ferred to defer the explanation of that passage until we should

come to Mattli. xiii. 54 sqq. A deviation from our principle, to

follow St Matthew in this portion of the Gospel-history, we
could have thought justifiable only whenever we should have

discovered a sound basis for the certainly untenable view: that

Luke iv. 16 sqq. must be understood as referring to a by far

earlier and Matthew xiii. 54 sqq. to a second and much later

advent of Jesus to Nazareth.

Ver. 14—16. The Evangelist St Matthew sees nothing acci-

dental in the choice of this very locality, but on the contrary, he

sees in it the fulfilment of a prophecy of Isaiah (ix. 1,2). The
passage quoted contains the prophecy, that the light of the Mes-

siah would reveal itself in the most brilliant manner in the most

despised localities of Palestine. (Similar to the foregoing is

Micali V. 1). Besides, St Matthew quotes this passage in an ab-

breviated form, and only renders prominent the names of the

tribes of Naphthali and Zebulon as well as the surrounding-

country of the sea of Genesareth, which last mentioned country

experienced most the blessing of the bodily presence of our Lord,

beholding at the same time the greater number of his wondrous

acts. (The expression 6dog '^aXdffgrig = Q^n TT'll?
" ^^^^ ^"^'^J

^^

the sea," no doubt implies the western shore of the sea of Ge-

nesareth, which is here called qi, " sea," just as crsgai/ rov 'lo^dAvou

= n'^^'H lli^'
" beyond the Jordan," implies the eastern shore

of the same inland sea. Hence, both expressions comprise its

entire circumference; and according to the Gospel-history, our

Redeemer visited, as is well known, both sides or shores of the

sea of Genesareth). Of the dwellers in these northern frontier

provinces in particular, it may be said, that they dwelt in spiri-

tual darkness, partly, because they lived very far from Jeru-
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salem and the temple, which was the centre point of the Tlieo-

cracy, in wliich places the true knowledge of God, in so far as it

existed among the people, was concentrated, and partly also on

account of the frequent contact into which they came with their

pagan neighbours, which inevitably led to impure admixtures in

their religion. But it so happened that these very dwellers of

Galilee, who were considered by the strict Jews as semi-pagans,

were best suited to receive the new doctrine of the kingdom of

God, since they were freed from their stupid bigotry in conse-

quence of their intercourse Avith the members of the neighbouiing

countries, and because their state of debasement clearly demon-
strated the necessity of a redemption. Thus, then, as the sin-

ner (i.e. as the repenting one) is nearer to the kingdom of God
than the righteous man (Matth. ix. 13), in like manner our

Lord revealed himself to the poor Galileans sooner than to the

other dwellers in Palestine. (Concerning the contrast of rrxoVo,,

" darkness," and <pug, " light," comp. the context Avith John i.

3, 4. 2x/a ^ai/aro-j, "shadow of death," according to the HebroAv

m?D ;?!? i^ generally used as synonymous with Tr^^n? " darkness."

The Septuagint have derived it from ^\j,
" shadow," and jy)}^,

" death."

Vcr. 1 7. After this notice concerning the locality, St Matthew
gives briefly the contents of the sermon of Jesus. He confines

himself to the same characteristic features which he states in

iii. 2 when speaking of the sermon of St John the Baptist.

These features were 7'epentance, and its moti^^c the approach of

the kingdom of God. The sermon of St John naturally includes,

in the first place, the annunciation of the Redeemer; yet, the

notice given in Mark i. 15 must not certainly be overlooked, ac-

cording to wliich the fisravoia., " repentance," is immediately con-

nected with mar/g, " faith,"^ and, indeed, not only the common
vT/'tfr/s, which formed the basis even of the Old Testament,

^ Schleiermacher (Festpr. ii. p. 93,) beautifully says :
" Whenever

Christ exhorts to repentance, he always does it with the word of power,

which never fails of producing its effect. This word which commands
repentance, which, in fixct, creates the new spiritual world, inasmuch as

every individual obtains existence in it only through repentance, is quite

as powerful and efficacious as that commanding word, which called into

existence the external world by which we are surrounded." Christ's

sermon of repentance, therefore, is of a quite different character from
that of St John; the former was accompanied by the Spirit which creates

repentance—it is a gospel in itself; but the latter, like the Old Testa-
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but, on the contrary, the Tienhnv h ruj sua/yeX/w, " the faith, or be-

lieving in the glad tidings." (Concerning -x/Vr/g, comp. on Mat.

viii. 10; ix. 2; xiii. 58; xvii. 21). But in the ivayysXiov, "glad

tidings," there is expressed the (3a<riXs!a rojv ou^avSJv, "the kingdom

of heaven," in its real presence, and this, too, as represented in

the living personality of the Messiah who had been foretold by

the prophets, and who had been so long expected. Hence, that

in him was fulfilled all that had been promised and longed for,

and that his new element of life (faith) only required a faithful

reception, was announced by Jesus himself. The passage 6 xa/-

gog crsTXjjgwra/, " the time is fulfilled," Mark i. 15, clearly points

(as does Gal. iv. 4) to a firmly based ordinance in its develop-

ment, and to an internal legitimation of the same. The entrance

of the Redeemer into the manhood, together with his public ap-

pearance among the people, were necessaiy termini agreeably to

the divine arrangement or ordination.

§ 2. JESUS CHOOSES DISCIPLES.

(Matth. iv. 18—22; Mark i. 16—20.)

The calling of the two pair of brothers, Peter and Andrew,

and at a subsequent period James and John (concerning whom
compare the context with Matth. x. 1 sqq.), is here as little ac-

counted for as it is completely represented. John (chap, i.)

affords the certainty, that these disciples became known to Christ

immediately after his baptism; and, hence, that they are here

only adopted among the more intimate companions of our Re-
deemer. St Matthew and St Mark, who here follows him,

wishes for the present briefly to intimate something concerning

the calling of the apostles, in order to be able to proceed to that

which he considered as being of the utmost importance, viz. the

discourses of Jesus. (Concerning the passage, to/^^cw v/jMg aXisTg

avdoiM'TTOiv, " I will make you fishers of men," comj). on Luke v. 10,

wherein the idea is met with in a more determinate or explana-

tor}^ connection.

—

' A/j,<pIl3XriGr^ov, "a fishing net," or "drag," from

afM^ijSdXXoj, "to throAv around, to cast," is spoken of in the New
Testament only in this place. It signifies a large double net,

ment in general, demands without giving ; for, even repentance is a erift

of God.
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whereas br/.ruov denotes a smaller hunting or fishing net.—Respect-

ing SaT-Mdaa rr^g TaXiXaiac, " the Sea of Galilee," comp. on Luke
V. 1.)

§ 3. Christ's sermon in the mount.

(Matth. iv. 28; vii. 29.)

Tlie Evangelist at first describes in general terms the activity

of the now manifest Saviour (respecting the words here made
use of see Matthew ix. 35, where they again occur) in order to

describe thereafter more explicitly his ministry as a teacher.

He bestowed blessings in every direction, and went about in

order to do good, pursuing his coui'se like the sun in quiet-

ness and grandeur. Unlike the law, he 7'equired nothing of
men, but, on the contrary, jioured out an abundance of benefits

on them ; he made clear by his acts that the kingdom of God Avas

come upon them; to instruct and to heal, to renew the spirit

and the body, herein consisted his great calling. (It is only

after the captivity that mention is made of synagogues, exj^ayui-yi

=nDi5n r^1-> literally, ''house of assembly." Comp. Joseph.

Ant. xix. 6. 3. de Bell. Jud. vii. 3. 3. At the time of Jesus they

were spread all over Palestine, as well as in the Diaspora ; 480 of

them are said to have been in Jerusalem, Meeting houses of an

inferior character, in villages, or for small communions, were

called '7T^r,(Si\)yjxi, X^^T\ nS'
" liouse, or place of prayer" (Acts of

the Apostles xvi. 13). They served, like the synagogues, for

the daily assemblies for prayer ; those that were well versed in

the Scriptures, without being exactly priests or Levites, were

permitted to hold discourses in them.—NoVo?, "disease," and

lj.aXa.yja, " infirmity," arc what sthenic and asthenic diseases are

to one another; whereas (^acavog, " pain," refers to such diseases

onl}'^ as are accompanied by tormenting pains.)

Ver. 24. The report of the healing powers of Jesus (the effi-

cacy of which is first recorded in a special manner at viii. 1')

spread throughout the whole country as far as the borders of

Syria, and all the sick and diseased collected around him.

('A;co?i=ni^';)^^^, "hearing, fame," in Luke iv. 37 ^%o;, "sound,

' Compare, moreover, the elucidations on St Matth. viii. 1. respecting

the cin-es effected hy Jesus and the apostles in general.
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noise."—Su^/a here implies tlie territories of Palestine bounding

on Syria, as well as tlie ordinary territories of Syria itself, wliicli

our Redeemer touched at in the course of his journeyings. The
parallel passage of St Mark i. 28 is, slg rnv -ts^i-^m^ov rrig TaXiXalag,

" into the country surrounding Gralilee."—Of the various forms

of disease mention will be made hereafter. Concerning the ex-

pression dai/Mvi?^6/j,svoi, " those possessed by devils," comp. on St

Matthew viii. 28.

—

^sX^vidZ,s(!dai, " to be moon-struck," i.e. to be
lunatic," is met with in the New Testament besides this place

only in the Gospel of St Matth. xvii. 15.—2i;i/s;/£/i'='^^^, signifies

"to bind," to straiten or confine;" disease is considered as a

power obstructing organism in the exercise of its freedom.)

Ver. 25. Moved by the mighty results of his healing powers,

persons from all parts of the land of Judea joined our Lord, and
accompanied him a long way on his journeys, in order to en-

joy his communion for a longer period. (As-z.d'jroXis, " Decapo-

lis," Mark v. 20; vii. 31. In Plin. Hist. Nat. v. 16 it is called

regio decapolitana, and is a district of ten cities on the farther

side of the river Jordan, belonging to the tribe of Manasses ; the

names of these towns, however, cannot be given with any degree

of certainty, comp. on Matth. viii. 28.^)

V. 1 . After this preliminary description of the cures of Jesus,

and of the impression they made upon the people, St Matthew
introduces his readers at once to the great discourse of Jesus,

which is usually called the Sermon in the Mount, on account of

the surrounding country wherein it was held. But before we
proceed to consider in detail this first great perfect whole con-

tained in the Gospel of St Matthew, we beg to advance a few

general remarks.^

The Sermon in the Mount, in the form in which St Matthew
presents it to us, cannot possibly have formed a connected whole,

when delivered by Jesus. For, ilie connection existing between

^ The ten cities here alluded to are: Hippos, Gadara, Pella, Dion,

Scythopolis, Gerasa, Canatha, Philadelphia, Damascus, and Raphana.
Plin. H. N. V. 19. Ptolemy (Geogr. v. 17) mentions the former eight

cities only; the two last are the additions of Pliny.—T.
2 This important section, the counterpart of the Sinaitic legislation,

has been frequently treated of separately, especially by Pott (Helmstadt,

1789), Rau (Erlangen, 1805), Grosse (Gottingen, 1819), and best of all

by Tholuck (Hamburg, 1833). Among, the fathers of the church, it was
St Angustin who produced an especial work on the sermon in the mount.
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the phrases is of such a nature, that it must be regarded as being

highly imi^robable that our Redeemer should have so passed in

speaking from one idea to another; a compilation of this kind

could be justified only on the ground of presenting a written

account, and as serving the particular purpose of the Evangelist.

Decisive, however, in point of this assertion, is the comparison

with St Luko.^ In this Evangelist we find, it is true, a discourse

of Jesus (vi. 17 sqq.), which is evidently nearly related to the

sermon in the mount of St Matthew, and which seems to be as

to the beginning and end identical with it, but which is much
shorter than the discourse of Jesus as given by St Matthew. If

any one was to say that the discourse of St Luke is only an ex-

tract from the complete one of St Matthew, we then would find

in St Luke, most certainly, only two verses (vi. 39, 40) which are

to be met Avith in St Matthew, as standing in a difl:erent connec-

tion (xv. 14; X. 24); but as these two verses are viewed in a

gnomonic sense, hence, they might have thus been spoken more

than once. But those portions which are peculiar to St Matthew's

sermon in the mount, are to be found for the greater part in St

Luke, and this too in so definite a connection, that we must re-

gard it as having been preserved in this Evangelist in its origi-

nal state of combination.- Add to this the circumstance, that

in the Gospel of St Luke there prevails a minuteness in the his-

torical combination, which is altogether wanting in St Matthew.

Hence, if the unity or harmony of the sermon in the mount is

to be kept in view, we then shall be necessitated to assume that

those portions of it Avhicli stand in St Luke in a different, pro-

minent, and fixed connection (as for example the Lord's prayer,

Luke xi. 1 sqq., comp. with Matthew vi. 7 sqq.), were uttered

twice. But as this supposition would hardly meet in modern

^ Tholuclc has decided in favour of the originality of tlic discourse as

contained in St Matthew, by placing a particular weight on the circum-

stance that our Lord luay have repeated some things twice. But even
admitting tliis, still the position of the Lord's prayer in St Matthew,
will be found as being less appropriate than that which this prayer oc-

cupies in St Luke. When ThoJuck (p. 378,) says, that our Lord, in

lAike xi. 1, may have repeated this prayer once more to some of his

disciples, so this is possible, we admit, but yet not probable.
'^ Concerning the connection existing between the isolated pa.ssages

from St Luke, which are parallel with passages from the sermon in

the moimt, comp. the subsocpient exj)osition of St Luke, commencing
at ix. ^)\.
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times with defenders or supporters, hence, nothing remains but

to adopt that \^ew of the sermon in the mount, according to

which its unity or harmony does not originate with our Re-

deemer, hut, on the contrary, with St Matthew. St Matthew

connected with a discourse hehl in reahty under certain circum-

stances by Jesus, elements of speech of a similar character.

Concerning those circumstances under which Jesus spoke, we

find a minute account given by St Luke. Jesus (according to

Luke vi. 12 sqq.) had gone into a mountain in order to pray

there ;^ on the morning following this prayer, he completed the

circle of the twelve disciples, whom he named apostles (comp. on

Matth. X. 2), and descending into the plain, or open field {x.ara(3ag

'ierr] srri to'xov mhwii, literally, " descending, he stood on a level

spot," Luke vi. 1 7), he instructed the people that crowded toge-

ther. The circumstance that Jesus, according to St Luke, de-

scended from the mountain, and according to St Matthew, as-

cended the mountain (v. 1), may be thus made to harmonise,

that St Matthew either connected his previous ascending with

his teaching, without mentioning his subsequent descent; or

that the crowding together of the people, anxious to be cured,

caused Jesus to re-ascend the mountain after his previous de-

scent, in order to be able to address from that place a much
greater number of people. This discourse, then, appears to be one

of the first public and solemn declarations made by Jesus to great

masses of the peojile (hence the dvoi^ag to aro/j^a abrou, literally,

"having opened his mouth," of ver. 2, wherein Tholuck [p. 61]

justly perceives a description of the solemn commencement of

the discourse which was waited for in silence) ; as such it was

made use ofby St Matthew, in order to connect with this discourse

all that was taken from other discourses of Christ, and which

might have seemed as suitable to afi'ord a survey of the peculiar

character of the Gospel in relation to the Old Testament. Nei-

ther the oral discourse of our Redeemer, nor the composition of

St Matthew, were intended as an initiatory discourse/or the dis-

ciples; both were destined, not only for the disciples, but also

for the mass of the people (Matth. v. 1; Luke vi. 17, 20); it was

^ Concerning the locality of this mountain nothing certain can be

stated. Some have thought, most probably Avrongly, that it was Mount
Tabor. Tradition mentions a hill near Saphetha, (BethuHa) under the

name of " the hill of the blessings," as the one from which our Lord de-

livered this discourse.
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meant to ali'urd tu all an insight into the nature of the kingdom

of God. For, according to St Matthew, the discourse appears in

I the light of a second delivery of the law, which differs from that

\ of the Mount Sinai only inasmuch as it teaches the most free

\conception of the commandments in the Spirit, and then sets

forth the fxiravoia, " repentance" (as the eifect of the law of

Moses, Rom. iif. 20), preaching together with the law grace also,

which becomes eifective by the fultilmcnt thereof. This placing

of the lawgiving of the New Testament^ at the head of the minis-

try of the Messiah, was calculated for the theocrats of the Old

Testament, avIio, with reference to Deutcr. xviii. 15 sqq., regarded

the Messiah as another Moses.

In both the Evangelists, in St Matthew as well as St Luke,

there may be traced a connection existing between the dis-

courses. This connection, of course, is more limited in St Luke,

inasmuch as he gives the discourse only in an abbreviated form.^

For, as in the first place, four woes exactly correspond to the four

blessednesses (ver. 21—26), so do in like manner exactly corres-

pond the exhortations to a pure, and not calculating, disinterested

love (27—31) with the descriptions of that natural, calculating,

interested love, which is insufficient for the Gospel (ver. 32—34)

;

and connected with this is, finally (ver. 85—38), Avith a retrospect

to ver. 27, the still stronger exhortation, addressed to the disci-

ples of the new covenant, viz. to live in pure and undefiled love.

The whole, then, forms a description of the spirit of the Gospel in

1 The assertion that Christ is no law-giver, contains something that is

very correct, and which I am by no means disposed to deny by my mode
of viewing the sermon in the mount. The specific nature of the minis-

try of our Redeemer was not to bring any new law, but to free from the

yoke of every law. In so far, however, as he taught them to receive the

law of the Old Testament in its inward and spiritual character, a manner

in which it never had been considered before, he gave, so to speak, the

law of Mount Sinai once more, and perfected it. As the Son of God, more-

over, this law, as given on Mount Sinai, is likewise his own law; Moses

was only the /Midirrig, " interpreter," or the mere medium of communica-

tion; this law was not only for others, but it was a law likewise for /liiii

also. (Comp. the beautiful passage on this subject in Schleierinachers

" Festpredigten," vol. ii. p. GG).

..2 I cannot agree with the view entertained by Schleiennacher (comp.

"iJber die Schriften dcs Lucas," p. 89 sqq.) respecting the discour.se con-

tained in St Luke, wherein it is criticised unfavourably. The discounsc

is shortened, it is true, (only the woes seem to be explanatory additions,

s. on Matth. v. 3,) yet, is it abbreviated essentially witli ])recision, and in

a connected manner.
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contradistinction to tlie severe or rigorous law, only that this con-

trast is presented in St Matthew in a much more explicit and

pointed manner. In ver. 39 St Luke makes a pause in the dis-

course by observing-, that the Redeemer continued the discourse

in parables (concerning Ta^ajSoXTj, " a parable," i.e. a short dis-

course, usually a narrative, under which something else is figured,

in which the fictitious or ideal is employed to represent and il-

lustrate the reality, comp. on Matthew xiii. 3). The phrase aXX'

bfiTv Xsyai, " but I say unto you,'' points, no doubt, to an abbre-

viation of the discourse, inasmuch as St Luke has here omitted

the more pointed contrast existing between the Old and New
Testament, which is given by St Matthew in v. 18—48. The

parable, in its elements, was adopted likewise by St Matthew in

the sermon in the mount, only in a quite different order ; hence

we may assume with much probability, that they must have

formed originally integral parts of the discourse of Jesus. Finally,

the composition of the parables, as given by St Luke, is in every

respect natural. For, in all of them is laid down the idea for the

/ji,adr,Tai,
" disciples,'' that they, so far as they would render valid

in the world the new and exalted element of life above described,

would have first to receive it in its integrity in themselves, and

that they would have to live in accordance therewith. Hence, they

would have to free themselves from their spiritual blindness, they

would have to pull the beams out of their eyes, they would have

to produce good fruit, and to build their house on the everlasting

foundation of the word of God (which was opposed to the human
word of the Pharisees), and then they would be able to be of

service to others. The only passage which appears not quite to

harmonise with this connection is ver. 40 (respecting which com-

pare the remarks on Mattli. x. 24). On a more minute reflec-

tion on the connection, it appears that even this idea is very ap-

propriately inserted in that place. The very passage preceding

it, firiTi dvmrai ru<pXbg rvpXov odviyiTv, " can the blind lead the blind

in the way?" (ver. 89), as well as the parable following of the

xd^<pog, " mote, splinter" (ver. 41 sqq.), evidently point at the

Pharisees as the directing power in the Old Testament life, such

as it had formed itself at the time among the Jews. For, these

were in a position of hypocritical activity, and with the desire

to effect in others what was not in themselves, against which our

Lord is desirous of cautioning them in his parables. Hence, the

idea: ovtc 'ian (xaQr,rr\c %. r. >.., "the disciple is not, &c.," is admir-
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able in connection with this cliain of ideas: "Free yourselves

from your attachment to your former diMffxaXo;, ' teacher/ the

Law and the Pharisees can lead you no farther tlian they them-

selves have proceeded, and the most linished scholar is only

equal to his instructor ; much rather turn to me the new teacher

with decided earnestness, and then you will no longer continue

blind leaders of the blind, but ye will walk in the light of the

living."

As a connection can be traced in the sermon in the mount as

given in St Luke, so in like manner is this the case with that of St

Matthew.^ For, although itmust be assumed, that St Matthew con-

nected ideas expressed on other occasions with those then brought

forward by the Redeemer, yet, the Spirit of God formed in him

out of them a new connected whole. The beginning and end,

according to the narrative of St Matthew, agree perfectly with

the discourse as given by St Luke, whereby their identity be-

comes sufficiently established. Only St Matthew points out the

contrast of the Old and New Testament in the fifth chapter \nth

much more care, inasmuch as he represents minutely the nature

of both in a series of propositions. In this form the discourse

appears more distinctly as a new more spiritual law-giving; but

together with the law grace is brought at the same time to light,

inasmuch as the exaltation of the commandments follows the

exaltation of the blessedness of the poor and of those that

mourn. Hence, true repentance, which necessarily includes

faith, is presupposed as necessary to the reception of the law of

love. To receive and to presence thereby truly this more ex-

alted principle of life, and thus to conceive correctly the relation of

the gospel to the law, constitutes the idea mediating between the

extolling of the blessednesses and the new commandments of our

Lord (comp. Matth. v. 13—20). Of these new ones six forms are

brought forward for example's sake (ver. 21—47), in Avliich the

spirit of the New Testament was nevertheless sufficiently develop-

ed, so that the general proposition of ver. 48, saiodi ouv b/xug riXsioi x.

r. A., " be ye therefore perfect, x. r. X.," might complete or finish

this comparison. The Evangelist then continues, in the sixth

chapter (referring back to v. 20), his comparison of the piety of

the Old and New Testaments, conceiving the Pharisees, in the

^ Comp. B. Stiers Andeutungen, vol. i. p. 104 sqq. Concerning the

more special character of the connection, see individual passages.
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course of his reflections, as the (it is true impure) representatives

of the Old Testament, but yet as those who set forth the religious

national life of that period in its true character. The inward
and truthful character of the spiritual life forms once more the

contrast to the outward and vain display of Pharisaical piety.

The usual forms under which Pharisaical piety presented itself,

alms (ver. 2), prayer (ver. 5), and fasting (ver. 16), form the

points which served our Redeemer to direct the attention to the

disj^arity existing between the Old and the New. The commu-
nication of our Lord's prayer forms here the centre point, inas-

much as in the first part of it there becomes apparent the sj)iri-

tual striving of the members of the new covenant, whereas in the

second there stands the ij^irdwia, " repentance," the thing essential

for the members of the kingdom of God, but which, at the same
time, is the thing so much needed by the Pharisees. A treatise

on the position of the children of the kingdom of God with rela-

tion to earthly wants (especially food, ver. 25, and clothing, ver.

28), fills the latter, or concluding portion of the chapter (ver. 1

9

—84). This completes the contrast existing between the Old and
theNew, which prevails throughout the entire discourse. The Pha-
risees, in their mania to heap up earthly treasures (comp. Luke
xvi. 13, 14), thus served two masters (Mattli. vi. 24), and clouded

thereby the clearness and simplicity of their spiritual view (ver.

22, 23) ; instead of this, a child-like trust in the paternal love of

God, and hence, a total deliverance from all care for things

terrestrial, is rendered prominent as the criterion by which wo
may recognise the children of God; and in this view our

Lord's prayer, which contains all the wishes and cares of the
children of the kingdom, is rendered much more clear and
comprehensible. The ideas put together more loosely, i.e. with
greater freedom and with less mode of combination in the
seventh chapter, are kept together by the concluding exhor-

tation, and brought into connection with what goes before.

After the termination of the description given of the contrast

existing between the piety of the old and that of the new cove-

nant, the exhortation addressed to the hearers forms very suit-

ably a conclusion to the whole, in order thus to express in every

respect this character of the higher life in the kingdom of

God. As the first condition of it, a constant view of our own
sinfulness in true repentance, is here rendered prominent; and
we are likewise warned not to slacken in our righteous endea-
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vours, by directing- our glance towards others (ver. 1—5); in

like manner are we forbidden to pour out indiscreetly heavenly

things on men who do not feel the want of them. To this

negative portion is joined (ver. 7—14) the positive, ^^z. the

exhortation to serious prayer and struggle, as the necessary

conditions for the completion of the life in God. An invitation

to a deep and thorough investigation of all the conditions, to the

effects of which they would surrender themselves, then forms

the conclusion (ver. 15—23), inasmuch as the last verses (ver.

24—27) describe in figurative language the consequences of a

faithful apj)lication of the word of God which they had heard,

as also those of a careless use of so beneficial a gift.

In this form, Avhich the Evangelist has imparted to tlie dis-

course of Christ from the mount, there is constructed, as it were,

a sublime portal, by which the reader of the Gospel is conducted

into the temple of the ministry of Jesus. We may say, that his

whole subsequent life, all his discourses and conversations, form

a commentary to the sermon in the mount, in which is contained

the quintessence of all that is peculiar to the kingdom of our

Lord.

Ver. 3. St Matthew opens the sermon in the mount with a

magnificent comparison of the fundamental features in the cha-

racter of the children of the kingdom of God, and of the chil-

dren of this world. The features of the latter, it is true, are not

expressly rendered prominent, yet, they form as contrasts the

foundation of the description ; the praises of the everlasting*

blessedness of the one, have as counterparts the inexpressible

woes of the others. St Luke, who, instead of the third, has

made use of the more appropriate second person, has succeeded

in rendering this contrast very distinct (vi. 24—26); yet, as he

shortens the number of the beatifications, " Seligproisungen,"

hence it is not improbable that he has distinctly expressed this

contrast only for the sake of illustration. The discourse would,

indeed, be too long and too monotonous if an ovai, "woe! alas!"

was to be placed opposite to, or connected mth, each single pas-

sage of St Matthew. But were we to regard the fuller descrip-

tion of St Matthew as a carrying out of the shorter discourse of

our Lord, this view then would meet with a refutation in the

peculiarity of the phrases which arc found only in St Matthew;

a subsequent carrying out of the fundamental idea would display

less depth and originality. Besides, nothing essential oi- of any
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consequence is there wanting in the abbreviated form of St

Luke; he has retained the first and last beatitudes, " Selig-

sjjrechungen," and has only discarded the rich and glowing

colouring. According to St Matthew, the position of the isolated

passages is so arranged as to make ver. 3 correspond with ver.

10, wherein the words avrojv sVr/v i] j3a<riJ.sia rojv ou^avuv, " theirs is

the kingdom of heaven," with which the discourse commenc-

ed, are reiterated. Hence, there are found only seven beati-

tudes, since ver. 10—12 add, i.e. contain, no new idea, they

only form a transition to what follows, inasmuch as they charac-

terise, after finishing the description of the subjective character

of the children of God, their relation to the world. In all the bea-

titudes, the one idea is expressed, viz. that, according to the law
of God's everlasting retribution, all those who on earth hunger
and thirst for the things of the kingdom of God, shall enjoy them
therein in the fullest measure; whereas, on the contrary, all

those who are satisfied with this transitory world, shall feel here-

after, to their pain and anguish, the necessity of things eternal.

Hence, here is no contrast between virtue and vice; crime is

punished even by the Old Testament; but only the necessity of

redemption is placed in opposition to the callous deadness of

the natural man, who, without a deep and sincere longing after

things eternal, can find his jjeace and quietude in things perish-

able. Over beings such as these. Wo ! is exclaimed, because the

moment this transitory life, on which they rej)Ose, reveals itself to

them in its true character, disquietude thenceforward becomes ge-

nerated in them. Hence, Christ already has taken his stand above

the confines of the law ; the latter appears as having fulfilled its

duty; the necessity of redemption by the knowledge of sin (Rom.
iii. 20) is awakened; it only remains to satisfy it. Wliat appears

remarkable herein is only, that many of the features ren-

dered prominent by our Redeemer (/xaxao/o/ o) -^asT'g, u) IXiriiMovic,

/.ada^oi, si^yjvo'Troioi, ''blessed are the meek, the merciful, the pure,

the peace-makers") seem to go beyond the point of the awaken-
ed necessity for redemption, inasmuch as they express an in-

ternal condition of moral perfection. Yet, this phenomenon is

easily explained, when we recollect how frequently the germ of

the new and more exalted life is viewed as identical with its con-

summation, in the mode of representing it adopted by Christ

and the apostles. A true poverty of spirit is included in every

higher development of life as a necessary condition; and it is in

p
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this unity or oneness that Jesus here views them. Viewed in this

manner, the first sentences of the sermon on the mount contain a
cliaracteristic description ofthe children of God, which is founded
on ti-uth in every stage of its development, in the highest as w^ell

as in the lowest. For, as in the lowest there exists in germ the
xai)ag6Tyjg ryjg xa^biag, " pureness of heart,'' SO in like manner there
remains yet in the highest the T7-w;/£/a rw wsu/Man, " poverty of

spirit."

Ver. 3. The first expression of an instructive character which
St Matthew makes our Redeemer to utter, is, fMaxd^ioi 0/ ttuxo!,

"blessed are the poor," with the addition, tCj rrviviMan, "inspirit,"

which requires to be added to the same passage ofSt Luke, wherein
it is wanting.^ The expression rtro^yjic, here coiTesponds with the
Hebrew 1^^,

" poor," which occurs so frequently in the Psalms in

an analogous sense. This expression borders on rartawg= I^q^,

" humble, lowly" (Prov. xxix. 23, xyT\ ^QU^j "humble in spirit"),

yet, it is not identical with it, inasmuch as a man endowed
with the fulness of the Divine Spirit (Christ applies this expres-

sion to himself in Matth. xi. 29; may be called Ta^Kumg, "humble,"
but not 'xrcu-xog, " poor." The word here signifies (as in ver. 6,

to hunger and thirst) ; it implies a state of spiritual poverty, pure
contrition of soul. Hence 'xnviMa, " spirit," has no reference what-
ever to spirituality in a worldly sense, i.e. genius, spiritual or intel-

lectual endowment {vovc, " mind or understanding") ; for, the most
spiritual, i.e. mentally gifted being, as well as the most spirit-

less, i.e. unidcal, must become poor; but it refers to the collec-

tive, higher, and yet natural principle of life contained in man.
The feeling of the inadequacy of this principle to true righteous-

ness and holiness, and the longing after a higher principle, which
is capable of leading thereto, i.e. the •xnZiJ.a ayio-j, "the Holy Ghost,"
this is the condition of the entering of the (SaciXsla, " kingdom,"
into the soul

;
yea, it is its very presence therein. For, the pre-

sent tense must here be constantly kept in view in its strict ac-

^ Strmiss riews the beatitudes of St Luke in a quite different sense,

viz. in the Ebionitish sense, as referrin": to external poverty and want. But
the New Testament is far removed fi-om suoli a view; external poverty,

without the internal, has, according to its declaration, no value wliatever.

But in so far as external riches, for the most part, appear to be coupled
with a spiritual attachment to earthly possessions, in so far, indeed, may
'Kruiyjti, " poor," liave a reference to those wlio are poor in tilings

terrestrial.

f
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ceptation (asin ver. 10), inasmuch as the true -Trrui-xiia, "poverty"

contains even within itself the germ of the heavenly kingdom,

because it is itself the noblest fruit of effectual grace inwardly

produced in man. The contrast (Luke vi. 24) is formed by

the -rXovffio/, " rich," who, filled with the present nothingness,

have no desire for the world to come {ocre^iTs rriv -ra^azX^jfr/i/ u/j^mv,

"ye have received your consolation," comp. Matth. vi. 2). Hence,

the jSaffiXsla, " kingdom," forms no object of their longing, and con-

sequently it forms no subject for their reception. The kingdom of

God, indeed, appears in the whole of this description as a purely

internal spiritual kingdom; it seeks not that which is dazzling,

that which is pleasing to the human eye, but, on the contrary,

it inclines towards things desjDised and unworthy. To the Jews,

whose senses were intoxicated with splendid representations of

the Messiah's kingdom, this preamble of the instructive dis-

course of the Messiah formed a mighty contrast Avitli the entire

circle of their preconceived notions; but to all those towards

whom the law had fulfilled its duty, who were of a bruised and

contrite heart, to all such a discourse like this was a healing-

balm. But, that the external part of human nature is not to be

overlooked in consequence of the rendering prominent of the

internal one, is evident from ver. 5.

Ver. 4. The second sentence merely adds an accessory feature to

the fundamental frame of mind, or disposition, herein lauded. The
expression, 'Trsvdovvreg, " those that mourn," combines well with the

sentiment of the Truyjia, " poverty and humility," the knowledge

of the sufferings which must be viewed as having their root in our

guilt. (St Luke gives xXaiovng, " those who weep," with the same
reference, only he has placed the itiimvrn, " those who hunger,"

before the xKamTig). Hence Taga/caXs/irSa/, " to be comforted," here

includes the idea of forgiveness, which is conceived only in its

beneficial results (in Luke yiXav, "to laugh, to be merry," in

a noble and sacred sense). The Messiah, the originator of the

comfort, is called, therefore, 'rra^aytXrirog^ UnyCii
" ^^^^ comforter,"

John xiv. 16,

Ver. 5, 6. It appears as though there existed the necessity for

a direct combination of ver. 6 Avith the two first passages, or

propositions, in the manner in which we find it in St Luke, in-

asmuch as the physical longing, i.e. desire after the preservation

of the bodily organism, is here also used to express the spiritual

longing. (Concerning this same comparison see Ps. xlii. 1;
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Iscaiah Ixv. 13; Amos. viii. 11.) This idea differs from ver. 3

and 4 only as to the object of this longing; as such an object

dixaioguvTi, " righteousness," here presents itself, which must here

no longer be viewed as the external, but as the internal, as the

hr/.aioshvn 0£oD, " righteousness of God," of the New Testament
(see Rom. iii. 21). The interposition of ver. 5, however, maybe
explained from the circumstance, that the longing of the children

of the kingdom of God is to be depicted in its continual state of

progression. The 'rroaorng, " meekness, mildness, or forbearance,"

namely, must be regarded as the immediate result of the fruit of

the 'TTsv^uv, " mourning." The knowledge of our own guilt (per-

fect contrition) renders us meek or forbearing in judging the

guilt of others ; he who has actually experienced forgiveness must
harbour in his own heart the forgiving principle. Through this

principle the kingdom of God is not only in him, but he Avill be
likewise in the kingdom of God. The future tense has here
its full signification, because xX'/jpoto/as/I/ Tr,v y-^)',

" to inherit the

earth," is not identical with the expression, ^ (SaffiXiia hnv auruv,

"the kingdom is their's" (ver. 3, 10). It corresponds with
the Hebrew formula, y^^ ^>-,»,, " to inherit the land," Deuter.

xix. 14; Ps. XXV. 13; xxxvii. 9, and owes its origin to the Old
Testament view of the land of Canaan, as the terrestrial object of

the Divine promises. Hence, the possession of this land forms a

"

symbol of all and each of tlie Divine blessings. The possession

of the land of Canaan is here to be taken in the ideal or sym-
bolical sense, as in Heb. iv., in connection with the ^a<riXs!a ruv

ov^avuiv, " kingdom of heaven," which must be viewed as having a
spiritual existence in the crrw;^©/?, "humble;" the expression,

therefore, implies the full realisation of the kingdom of God,
which presents itself even in an external form. Viewed thus,

the land of Palestine appears as the symbol of the earth in

general, so that the latter ntfist be regarded as rencAved and
consecrated to God. The participation in this realised kingdom
of God our Redeemer connects with Tgaorric, "meekness," in-

asmuch as the kingdom of God as a communion of brotherly
love and unity forms a contrast to the dis-union dominating in

the xoa/Mg, "world," and because things of such a nature can
find a place only in its perfected harmony.

Ver. 7. In the verses which follow, the consummation ofthe in-

ternal life resulting from the moral longing comes forth in more
distinct and exact features. First, with regard to the expression
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iXirifioni, "tlie merciful," this must be distinguished from T^as^s,

"the meek"' [ver. 5], in such a manner, that whereas the latter bear

in love the guilt of a brother, the former lovingly turn their atten-

tion to his necessities. But in so far as a cennection exists between

necessity and guilt, both expressions mutually illustrate one ano-

ther, or may be said to become synonymous. Hence, this propo-

sition, therefore, very properly connects itself with the hunger

and thirst after righteousness; the sense of our own need awakens

in us a sympathy for the sufferings of others. But what appears

remarkable is, that to those who practise 'iXiog, " mercy," a

future 'iXiog, " mercy," is promised; it appears as though, on the

contrary, the experience of the Divine compassion alone would

first awaken to a sense of mercy towards others. The idea is

understood much better, when we reflect that the character of

the sXirifLuv, " merciful, compassionate," is to be viewed always

only in a relative sense. Every individual in whose heart com-

passionate love has been engendered by his own experience of

compassion still requires for himself the Di\dne indulgence and

forbearance, inasmuch as the life of love in him is as yet only re-

ceiving existence, growing up amidst the imperfections of the old

man.^

Ver. 8. With restrictions of a similar character must be viewed

also the two propositions which follow, for absolute internal purity

would necessarily be one with the present intuition or contempla-

tion of God, which is here first connected with the -/.ada^oTiis,

" purity," as a future thing. Kadocfog rfi xa^dlcc, " pure in heart" ==

D.1^ "^3,' -P^- ^^i'^^- 4; forms a contrast with moral g{/Tag/'a, " filth,

filthiness," James i. 21. Kada^orrig, "purity," does not differ spe-

cifically from diKccioffvvri, " righteousness" [ver. 6], the same state

of the inner man is to be viewed in both expressions, although in

their different relations. But what was given in ver. 6 as the

thing longed for, is here given as (relatively) attained, and hence

the life of the children ofthe kingdom is viewed once more in the

light of its internal progression. However, every relative purity

of heart may have an internal perception of God as its necessary

accompaniment—forasmuch as the presence of the Divine Spirit

can alone work out purity of mind—still this cannot be compared

with the consummate or perfect beholding of the Divine glory;

and it is for this reason that it here appears as an event which

^ Comp. these remarks with the interesting parallel, James ii. 13.
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is to take place at a future period. ("OTrsffJa/ Qim" to see God"

= D'Tl^t^ ''JD ni^"^'
" ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^'^^ <^^ God," Psalm xlii. 2,

naturally involves the idea of the highest state of bliss, yet it is by

no means to be regarded as a mere empty figure of speech. On
the contrary, this expression implies the capability of the human
soul (which has become overcast only through sin), essentially

to recognise its original source, its highest bliss. This capability

presuj)poses a near relationship with the Deity, for only things

of a congenial nature can harmonise with one another. Hence,

wherever the Divine life has been created in the inner man, as

the result of an ardent longing after Divine things, there is re-

vealed the capability of recognising God's everlasting nature, a

recognition which, taken in its whole bearing, imparts to earthly

life a heavenly character.^ On this subject comp. Matth. xi. 27,

and John xvii. 3.)

Ver. 9. The idea of the 2/^551/55,
" peace," is brought fonvard as

the last degree of moral perfection. This is represented as

realised by means of the members of the ^aci'Kua, " kingdom."

The ei^TjvoToiog, " peace-makcr," differs very much from the si^rivsvuv,

" the man of peace, or peaceable person;" the latter preserves

the peace already existing, the former creates the peace which

is wanting. Hence the relative virtue za6a^6rrig, " purity," is as-

sumed as existing in the sI^rivoToiog, " peace-maker," inasmuch as

the element of strife (sin) must be found wanting in his heart, and

that ofpeace be efficacious therein, if his activity is to be crowned

Avith any success. That the ii^7iVorroiog is to be Adewed as inseparable

from the adoption by God, must be made plain from the circum-

stance that u'lhg ©sou, " Son of God," involves the highest prero-

gative that can be promised to man. For, in vVog, " son," the

idea is implied of a spiritual relation, according to which the real

son is the image of the father. The God of peace [2 Cor. xiii.

11] begets in his turn children of peace, whose ministry is peace.

This perfected character of God's children is represented, how-
ever, as in the future, and as that which at best, at the present time,

exists in the germ only (for KaXusOai, " to be called or named,"
= iJmi, " to bo," in its essential sense, comp. on Luke i. 35).

^ When we read in St John i. 18, " No man has ever seen God," which
contains the idea that no one can behold God, inasmuch as he is invi-

sible to created beings (1 Tim. vi. 16); this refers to the first cause of

tile Divine nature, tlie Father, for God can be seen in tlie Son only,

(compare this with the comment on Jolin i. 18.)
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Thus also in Matthew v. 45, wherein it is implied that the whole

gradation of moral perfection is to be viewed in its relative

terrestrial sense. Its future state of perfection will be identical

with the sonship of God. Hence, men in their sinful nature,

do not appear as the children of Grod; they require as yet a

higher principle of life (which must be bestowed on them by
the v'toi rou &SOU zar s^o^tjv, " Son of Grod par excellence") which
must be obtained through the anxious desire after things Divine

(the faith of repentance), and which gradually developes itself

in order to lead thereunto.

Ver. 10. After fully describing the internal condition of the

true children of God, our Lord proceeds to give a picture of their

relative position as to the world of dSixia, " iniquity, unright-

eousness." In doing this, he again forms the connection with

ver. 3, inasmuch as he here repeats, in ver. 10, the passage:

on axjTuv ssriv eri /Sac/Xs/a ruv ovgavuv, " for theirs is the kingdom of

heaven." The h-/.aio(shv7i, " righteousness," in the children of the
• kingdom of heaven, is here viewed as perfected, inasmuch as

they are placed in absolute contradistinction to the world.

Ver, 11, 12. In these two verses is merely developed the idea

contained in ver. 10. Under the dominion of the ddizla, " un-

righteousness," the S/xa/offui/jj, "righteousness,"must necessarily suf-

fer. The several forms of persecutions by word and deed are then

given in a more distinct manner.^ (' Ovsidl^siv signifies to persecute

with words, and diu-Asiv with deeds. Luke vi. 22 has added the

expression a<po^i^siv, which means to excommunicate, or to exclude

from spiritual and political communion. Above all this stands ca-

lumny [to^jj^oi/ P7j/xa d'TreTv^l^Budofisvog, "to sj)eak falsely, the evil word"],

to which belongs, for example, the accusation of murder and the

fostering of lusts, which was laid to the charge of the earliest

Christians. St Luke has reiterated this idea in a somewhat
modified form; rb ovo/j^a ug tovti^ov sK(3dxXsiv, "to cast out the name as

eyil," =d(po^iZ,siv, "to excommunicate or thrust out," which is only

a stronger expression.) As a peculiar feature of the persecution

which is endured purely for the sake of truth, our Lord adds

:

itisTisv sfiov, " because of me." By means of this weighty word, the

^ According to St John xvi. 4, our Kedeemer did not speak at first

with his disciples of the persecutions that awaited them; hence it is not

improbable, that the mention of them forms a portion of the elements

adopted from subsequent discourses. Yet, we do meet with the mention
of them ah-eady in Luke vi. 22.
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doctrine of Christian suffering- (wliicli is closely related to self-

denial, which is to take place, indeed, only 'iny.iv rou %-joku, "for tlie

sake of the Lord/' comp. on Matth. x. 89) now first receives its

true meaning*. For as Jesus Christ is himself the aX-z^^s/a,

" truth," and dr/.aiosvvri, " righteousness," represented, moreover,

in a living impersonation, hence pure suffering because of that

good thing, the belief in him, is required of all the members of

the kingdom of God. Wherever selfishness reigns such blessed

suffering cannot take place. But wherever this suffering takes

place because of faith, and wlierever it is suffered in faith, there

it has the power of perfecting the internal life, and of awaken-

ing the longing after eternity. This latter view appears very clear

from ver. 12, inasmuch as men are called upon to rejoice, thus

presenting a contrast to the sufferings. {' AyaXXidu = '^iirj, "to

exult, leaj) for joy," is a much stronger expression than
x"-'i^'^j

"to rejoice." Luke vi. 23 has chosen instead CKi^rav, " to leap

for joy, to exult.") This joy, in relation to one's self, does not

exclude the pain as regards, or as produced by, the persecutors

;

in the former view, persecution is only a testimony to the believer

that he belongs to God. Luke vi. 26 holds up the reverse, in the

TFo predicated therein ; the excitingorawakeningto human praises

presupposes a worldly nature; hence it is to be feared that where-

ever it makes its appearance, the person so praised belongs as

certainly to the community of the impious, and false teachers

(^/EiiooTso^^ra/, "false prophets"), as the persecuted becomes

thereby included among the number of the persecuted prophets.

(The reference to the Tgop-^ra/, " prophets," appears, moreover,

to bring more prominently forward that view' of the discourse

which points it out as having been addressed more especially

to the /jba^rirai, " disciples" [ver. 1], properly so called.) An-
other thing remarkable in ver. 12 is the mention made of tlie

iu(^^6g, " reward," Avhich seems to refer back to the legal point

of view. The motive of action in the kingdom of God is per

se not tlie [j^id^og, " reward." The expression lias been chosen,

no doubt, with immediate regard to the peculiar position of

the disciples, as may be seen, indeed, in the earlier discourses

of Christ, which often as yet display a legal colouring; but

then there is likewise a reward for pure love, which must lie

conceived of as being pure in proportion as this love shows it-

self pure, nnmoly, the recognition of this love and the ])1acing

it in its native element; this is the reward of love.
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Ver. 13. It lias been already observed, in the course of tlie

general survey of the connection existing in the sermon on the

mount, according to St Matthew, that the new stricter law pro-

mulgated throughout the chapter, is modified by the beatitudes,

through the assumption of the power of the Holy Ghost received

in tnie repentance, which teaches to keep such a new com-

mandment. But what relation there exists between the reference

to the akag ttjc yrjc, " salt of the earth," and the passage imme-
diately preceding it, as well as the whole taken together, it is dif-

ficult to say, in consequence of the obscurity therein existing.

The most natural connection, no doubt, is this. The idea of

persecution presujiposes in the persecuted disciples a power of a

higher life, whereby sin feels itself aroused ; but this very power,

which creates enmity in the minds ofthe adversaries of that which

is good, is the condition on which alone active faith can take root in

minds susceptible thereof. Hence it must be fostered and pre-

served, notwithstanding eveiy persecution. Jesus,m thefirst place,

calls the disciples clXag r^? yjjg,
" salt of the earth." (Here y^

stands = yJc/Mog, "the world," ver. 14, and implies mankind in

general with the necessary notion of the (p'^aorov, " corruptible,"

which must be preserved by means of aXa^, " salt.") In the gene-

ral symbolism of nature, which has ever inserted itself into re-

searches of a deeper character, salt always had an important

meaning; Pythagoras regarded it as the image of the bixaiov,

" that which is right, just." Its use in the offerings had like-

wise a deep meaning (Lev. ii. 18, respecting which comp. also

on Mark ix. 50). Herein lies the point of comparison between
the disciples and the salt ; it is contained in that power which
prevents corruption, and which imparts life.^ The hint that salt,

without this power, is perfectly useless, is to incite the disciples

to a careful preservation of the sacred power that was intrust-

ed to them. (For //.oj^av'^-i^, " shall lose savour," some Codices

have the less applicable term fj.a§av^ri, "shall wither," from

fjuaoalvsSai, " to wither, to fade away." MugSg, when speaking of

salt, corresponds with the ^^^ of Job vi. 6, insipidus, fatuus,

" insipid, tasteless." Mark ix. 50 has used in the place of it

avakoc, " insipid, without saltness." Luke xiv. 35 reminds us of

another of its uses, viz. the application of salt for the purjjose

of manuring [/coT^/a, manure] ; but even for that end saltless salt

1 De Wette compares this passage with 2 Kings ii. 20, according to
which passage Elisha heals the unwholesome water by means of salt.
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is useless, and lience there remains only the e^u ^dy./.in, " cast-

ing forth;" the image of the spiritual urruXna, "destruction,"

of those falling away [backsliders]. As regards the parallel pas-

sages Mark ix. 50, Luke xiv. 34, 35, and with w^hat foUows Mark
iv. 21, Luke viii. 16, compare them in their connection.)

Ver. 14, 15. The second comparison has essentially the same
meaning. According to it, the world appears as ay^orog, " dark"

(John i. 5), which is to be enlightened only by the children of

the kingdom. The disciples form the rays of him who is the

(pui, "light," itself (John i. 4; Phil. ii. 15). But we are not given

to understand, in what here follows, that the enlightening power

can be lost, as was the case with the salt; the exhortation which

follows is only to let the light shine. This exhortation, neverthe-

less, involves, in an indirect manner, the same warning which was

given above, for whoever covers his light, for him it becomes

extinguished. In order to render plain the exhortation already

uttered, our Redeemer makes use of two more similes or pa-

rables. Firstly, the one of a city set on a hill, which thus

strikes the eye of every individual. Thus also every Divine gift

possesses an exalted nature in itself, and wherever it reveals it-

self, there it becomes \dsible, unless, indeed (for fear of persecu-

tion), it should be covered or hidden. Then follows the second

parable of a >.-j;/k;?, " lamp," the purpose or destination of which

is to light those who are in the house; this object, therefore,

must not be impeded. (The same ligure is made use of in the

parallel passages, only Luke viii. 1 6 has, instead of/Mdio:, "bushel,"

first <s-/.iZog, " vessel," and then xX/vjj, " couch." But in Luke xi.

33 is found zpv<rryi, " a secret place.")

Ver. 1 6. An application then is made of these parables. From
which, it appears very clear that (pug, "light," refers not only to

doctrine and knowledge, but that it must be regarded as the inter-

nal principle of life in general, as the source of the -/.aXa s^ya, "good

works." (Considered not only in contrast to the -rovriPd, " exW,

malevolent works," but likewise to «x^a, " dead," those which

have not sprung from the life of faith.) Li order to atford a sign,

wliereby to recognise the genuineness of the xaXd 'i^ya, " good

works," it is clearly implied that they must not appeal to the

praise of men, but to that of God; it must be traceable in them
that man is only the instrument of the DiWne power which flows

from him towards others.

Ver. 17. The less it could have been mistaken by an,y single
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individual that something' new was made valid in the pei'son

of Christ, and the more expressly our Lord confessed it, and
placed himself, in what follows, as the new law-giver in opposi-

tion to the old; the more important was it to prevent any mis-

understanding, as though the appearance of that which was new
in him had been detached or separated from its historical foun-

dation or basis. Hence Christ here declares the internal con-

nection existing between the Old and the New Testament in

a manner which, in this view, must have completely excluded

every error, if no influence on the exposition had been permit-

ted to take place, from preconceived opinions on the subject.

For, in the first place, the Old Testament is described as being

in itself of undeniable authority; and in the second, the New
Testament is regarded as the perfect development of the Old

;

and finally, the laAv, in this consummation, is declared in its

validity as Divine and everlasting.

The expression ^j^ i/o^/Vrjr/, " think not," points to an idea,

which it is very likely existed on the part of the disciples, that

the old covenant would be abrogated by the promulgation of the

new. The Redeemer expressly excludes such a ministration from,

or as not belonging to, his calling (ojx ^xBov, " I am not come.")

(No'/xos -/.ai ir^opriTai = Q^'i^^li^ il'^'in'
" ^^^® ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ P^°"

pilots," is a general designation for the writings of the Old Tes-

tament collectively, made yet more complete, however, in Luke
xxiv. 44.^) But the Scriptures themselves must not be viewed

in their dead external sense, but in that internal life-element

from which they have proceeded, and which is revealed in them.

Important above all is here the contrast of xaraXumi, " to de-

stroy," and 'xXrj^ojsai, " to fulfil." KaraXvoj, when used as speak-

ing of laws, may be rendered " to abrogate, to break" (John x.

35). But 'aXri^ojgai seems to form no contrast with it; ku^ovv, "to

confirm, to sanction," should be here understood. It is best to sup-

^ The Hebrew Scriptures are divided into three great divisions, viz.

D^H^UDI' D"'^*'^3 n^^in^ Torah, Nebieim, and Ketoobim, i.e. the Law,

the Prophets, and the Scriptures (Hagiographia) ; the latter division is

alluded to by our Saviour under the designation " the Psalms," in the

passage of St Luke above referred to, a part (the most important one,

as containing the most frequent and direct references to the Messiah)

being put for the whole. The Q'^H^]!;^,
" Hagiographia," consist of

tlie Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and the two books
of Chronicles.—T.
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pose tlie figure derived from a building, tlie foundations of which

may be remodelled, and which may be finished, nevertheless, on

those foundations. According thereto, the Old Testament is the

foundation on which the supersti'ucture of the new covenant is

to be raised, in order to complete it. According to this figure,

the Old Testament contains the sketch (fxo^pojei;, " form," Rom.
ii. 20'), and the New Testament the carrying out thereof; both

stand in the same organic connection which exists between the

germ and the flower. The fulfilment, therefore, must be considered

as a general one. Not only does Christ fulfil the prophecies and

types of the Old Testament, but he fulfils completely likewise

the moral law in himself and in those who arc his.

Vcr. 18. Our Redeemer proves strongly and emphatically,

from the nature of the law itself, the impossibility of the xara-

7.-JUV, " destrojang." (The expression 'A/xr/v = ^^^, "verily," is

always employed by our Lord, in order to direct attention to some
leading idea, and to give it emphasis.) The Old Testament, as

the word of God, is everlasting and imperishable (1 Peter i. 25);

whence it is that it is put in contrast with that which is created.

{oh^avhg xai yn, "heaven and earth," Genes, i. 1, stands for, of

the universe, things created in general.) Wliilst this passes

away in its totality, the former remains even in its (apparently)

unessential parts. ('Iwra, "yodh," the smallest letter [i] in the

Hebrew alphabet. Kssa/a, apex, " tittle, point of a letter," where-

by individual letters are distinguished from one another, as for ex-

ample -y and ^, or ^ and ^.-) Besides, as the first 'iuc civ, " un-

til," fixes a term to the universe, so does the second to the law.

(In the passage lojg av iravra yivrtTOLi, " until all things be accom-

plished, or shall have come to pass," scil. ra h rOj wij^w yiyoaix;j.iva.^

" which are written in the law," the term ysnaOai, " to have come
to pass," = rrXri^oygDai, " to be fulfilled, comp. Luke xxi. 32.)

^ In like manner does tlie Apostle Paul express himself respecting the

relation existing between the Old Testament and the New, as may be
seen especially from his Epistle to the Galatians (in Gal. ii. 18 may be
found, indeed, the contrast of xaraXis/v, "to destroy," and o/'xo(5o,<4£/V, "to
build [a house], to construct"). Passages, such as Ephes. ii. 15, contain

only in appearance a different view of the law.

^ In a similar manner do the Eabbis say : si quis Daleth in Dent. vi.

4, mutaret, concuteret totum mundnm, " If any one were to change the
letter Daleth in Deut. vi. 4, he would shake the foinidations of the

world." For,
'~\'f]^,

" one," would be changed into "^nt^>
" f^Ji'^tbcr,"

the true God into an idol. Comp. Weisleiv on this pa^jsagc.
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Tliis idea is referred, without much difficulty, to the typical charac-

ter of the Old Testament. But according to the universal appli-

tion in which we find it here used, it must be likemse applied

or referred to the law in all its various features and peculiarities.

But then it is the ethical or moral part of it which must be re-

garded, it would appear, as the thing everlasting, to which no

fixed period or term can be pointed out. It is true, that the law

will be preserved in the world of perfection, only in so far as it

will have become the very internal life of all beings ; there will be

no longer need for any determinate rule, inasmuch as every in-

dividual will have become a laAv to himself. Hence as there is no

law for God, so in like manner is there no law for the perfected

world; for as God is himself the law, so also is it in itself.

Ver. 19. The words which follow perhaps refer to some particu-

lar incidents, inasmuch as a few disciples, with wrong notions of

freedom, may have attacked the structure of the old theocracy.^

This passage by no means refers to the division of the laws into

great and little commandments, made by the Jewish doctors,

since such an underrating of the moral part (as the small com-

mandments) and overrating of the ceremonials (as the great

commandments), as a Pharisaical heresy, necessarily excluded

from the entering into the kingdom of God. But the expressions:

iyAyjcrog uvai h rfj (Basi7.ua, " to be the least in the kingdom,'" and

oh-A. iiGi^'xi(56ai Big rriv ^affiAsiav, " not to enter bito the kingdom,"

cannot possibly be synonymous. On the contrary, our Lord

^ Tholuck (p. 148 sqq.) disputes this, and wishes avsiv, "break," and
ToiiTv, " to do," to be understood in a spiritual sense, so that by appai'ently

fulfilUng the law we may transgress it. But 1 cannot conceive how this

can be combined with the view he takes of the sXdyis-o; ihat h rfj

jSadiXila, " to be least in the kingdom." Whosoever does not fulfil a com-
mandment truly, hence, whoever is without love, is guilty of the whole

law J
he cannot, therefore, enter at aU into the kingdom of God. Hence,

there are only two ways in which this difficult passage can be explained
;

either we assume that sXayiCrog shai h rfj fSaaiXila, "to be the least in

the kingdom," is synonymous with ou-/, iioi^yjG&ai, "not to enter in," in

which case TholucJcs mode of viewing it becomes recommendable ; or, a

line of distinction must be drawn, as it strikes me that the identity of

both phrases is highly improbable, and in that case there will only re-

main the way pursued or pointed out by me. Our not possessing any
certain knowledge that men had fallen, even at that early period, into

the Antinomian error, can be no argument against it, because it is too

much in the nature of things to imagine a right to dispense with the ful-

filling of the minor commandments, as soon as the subordinate position

of the law of the Old Testament was vmderstood.
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speaks here in general from a point of view based on Christian

principle/ yet from wliicli man acts and teaches to act without
the proper awe for the word of God, abrogating- in the mean time
many (seemingly) unessential ordinances of the law. With such
?i false freedom, a man may be, it is true, as regards the most in-

ternal principle of life (faith), in the kingdom of God, but he does
not belong to it with all his powers; and hence he is unfit for an
instructor. The expressions /^.s/ac, "great," and iVMyjarog, "least,"

denote therefore various degrees in the development of the

Christian principle of life. The Scriptures frequently speak of

such various degrees or gradations, especially under the name of

children, youths, and men (1 John ii. 13, 14; 1 Peter ii. 2;

Ephes. iv. 13; Col. ii. 19). Hence the whole j)assage is a warn-
ing to the disciples not to endanger the cause of the kingdom of

God and their own development therein by inconsiderate haste.

Ver. 20. The arbitrary abandonment of the Old Testament is

contrasted by Jesus, in what follows, with the equally arbitrary

adoption of it in its external form; this showed itself among the

Pharisees, and excluded them entirely from the /Saff/Xs/a, " king-

dom." Pei^ se, that which is of the Old Testament, it is true,

can never be zm-christian; it is only pro^o-christian, and includes

as a type that which is Christian itself; but it may present itself

as of an im-christian and awift-christian character, if retained or

adhered to in its germ-like form, and if an impediment be oftered

to its free development. Such was the position occupied by the

Pharisees; they confined the commandments of the Old Tes-

tament to their literal and consequently dead sense, without

entering into their spiritual character. They had, indeed, a
bix.aio(t{jvri, "righteousness," but it was a purely external one;

they seemed to keep the law, but this seeming only served them
as the means which was to enable them the more securely to of-

fend against it in its most sacred forms. As they had the law

written likewise in their heart (Rom. ii. 15), hence they offended

thesanctuary ofGod within them, and with their dixaioff-jvri (which

never produced in them a poverty in spirit) they themselves closed

the kingdom of heaven against themselves. Wliat the relation,

then, ought to be between the dixaioavvri, " righteousness," of the

inheritors of the kingdom of God and that of the Pharisees,

here forms the fundamental idea of the sublime parallel of

^ The Antinomian point of view is tliat wliich the author lierc intends

to reprove.—T.
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the laws of the Old and New Testament to which the discourse

now leads; Christ, however, offers nothing new,Mie merely grasps

the Old Testament in its most deej)ly seated roots of vitality; the

Pharisees, on the contrary, substitute the form for the essence or

thing itself, and make valid the former instead of the latter.

Ver. 21. First of all the Mosaic law: ov (ponUsig, "thou shalt

not kill," is treated of. It is evident that in the words s^oUri ^oTg

a^-xaioig, "it was said by them of old," we are not to under-

stand the contemporaries of Moses as here referred to, as though

the meaning were, "the commandmentwas given to the ancients."^

For the same commandment was given likewise to the contempo-

raries of Jesus, and to those of all times. Besides, after this man-
ner of interpretation, the inconsistent meaning would be evolved

that Jesus would oppose the Mosaic law, which he described just

now (ver. 18) as the everlasting Divine truth (syw hi X'tyu b{j.7v, "but

I say unto you," ver. 22) in his own person, and by means of his

doctrine. For the same reasons, indeed, is inadmissible the comple-

tion by x^oro/g, "times," oi a^-xaioig, "to the ancients;" our Redeem-
er does not argue against something superannuated, but against

the active errors of the time present. Hence, the passage, s'o^^Un

roTg aijakig, must be explained from the construction of the pas-

sive with the dative (concerning this construction comp. Winer's

Gramm. p. 1 78 of the 8d edition, and in Hebrew the Lelirg. of

Gesenius, p. 821), so that the sense is, "the agyaioi have said."

('A^;)(^a/b/=Q'i;|lpt> " elders," or Qi^tiJ^^I'
" those from the begin-

ning," denotes, like '7r^sff(3urs^oi, " the elders," the Rabbinico-

Pharisaical representatives ofthe theocracy ofthe Old Testament.^)

^ Comp. 1 John ii. 7, 8, where that which is new in the Gospel Is

likewise called the old, which was from the beginning.
2 Tholuck has defended this mode of viewing, because with £0^19 )j, "it

was said," the dative ought to denote or mark the person, andlikewise
because a^ycuoi, " they of old time," is not elsewhere used for the pur-
pose of denoting the originators of the Pharisaic tradition. But the
manner in which Tholuck wishes to deduce the reference to tradition
from ligiiin, "it was said," and nxovsari, "ye have heard," is so forced,
that I gladly decide in favour of the other exposition, according to which
the dative is taken ablatively, and because we may attain, according to
this exposition, more easily that reference to tradition which is impera-
tively demanded of the Avhole connection. If, indeed, ao-x^ahi docs not
occur elsewhere in reference to the originators of tradition, still it may
be taken in this sense without any hesitation, and that the dative is

used ablatively even with ii^rirai is admitted by TholuchhimsQl^ (p. 158).
2 This long critical dissertation on the interpretation of the word
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In whicli case the wliole will very properly appear thus. Our

Lord contrasts the external mode of viewing- the commandments
adopted by the Pharisees, Avith the internal or spiritual view,

and makes it plain that it is only the latter which introduces

the mind to the true and full sense of the law. Hence the

entire polemics exercised against the Pharisees is an apology

for Moses, whose law was given in one form only, which an-

swered the wants of the then position of the people, Ijut which

at the same time did not impede the highest and purest develop-

ment of the spiritual life, but rather promoted it. It was only

the Pharisaical Rabbis who checked the development, inasmuch

as they clung from principle to the undeveloped form. The

commandment, oi (prmbsuc, " thou slialt not kill" (Exod. xx. IS),

they construed as referring only to common murder, and referred

crimes of this kind to the inferior tribunals or courts of judica-

ture. Every cutting- short the life of a neighbour through wrath,

or in whatever other w^ay it might occur, they did not consider

as belonging to this commandment. Hence, the Mosaic command-
ment is here made dependent upon the dogmatic interpretation

of the Pharisees. (From ver. 22 may be seen that the xs/<r/;,

" judgment"=^g»^^f;2j i^ different from the syncdrium, " Sanhe-

drim." For, whilst this denotes the high-court in matters con-

nected with law and justice, of Jerusalem itself [comjj. the

remarks on Matth. xxvi. 27], xp/V/s, on the contrary, refers to the

inferior tribunals of the provincial towns, which were instituted

according to Deut. xvi. 18, and whicli consisted of seven persons.)

Ver. 22. As a contrast to this Pharisaical interpretation, ac-

cording to which murder was considered only in the external act,

and counted among crimes of an inferior order, our Redeemer
developes the rich and deep meaning of the commandment, ou

(povroGii;, which forbids not only the external deed, but like-

wise the internal disposition of hatred. Hence, our Lord grasps

«&;/«?&/, " ciders, they of old time," will appear to the mere English

reader as altogether unnecessary, seeing that the passage JPf=^»j ro7g dg-

^aiotg is rendered in the English translation, " It w;\s said by them of

old time." The remarks refer to Luther's translation, which is used by
all the Protestants throughout Germany, and in which the passage is

rendered :
" Den Alten ist gesagt" (we have placed designedly the auxi-

liary before the active verb, in order to make tlie whole read smoother;

of course the words arc those of Luther), which signifies literally: "It was

said to those of old."—T.
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the spiritual root of the action, and tlius attacks sin in its

very source, which was spared by the hypocritical Pharisees.

Hatred is spiritual murder (1 John iii. 15). Our Saviour, then,

it is clear, wishes to forbid hatred altogether, and the reading

sixTj, "without a cause" (=t^1\2?S)5 is to be considered as nothing

but a correction {Fritsche, in his remarks on this passage, justly

discards it from the text), which originated in the idea that one

may have good grounds for ogy;j, " anger, MTatli." This wrath

may indeed be directed against the sin, but not against our

brother; against the person (in whom we should always honour

the being created by God) there is no pure or sinless wrath. The

one fundamental idea, then, that the member of the kingdom of

heaven admits no hatred into his heart, is expressed in a three-

fold gradation. As we can obtain no safe data for distinguish-

ing the characterics on a historical or grammatical ground, hence
|

this can or must be done by way of reasoning. ' O^yfC^isQai, "to

be angry," in the first place signifies what is most common, the

ebullition of wrath within us, the admission into our minds, i.e.

hearts, of the murderous spirit. In the £/Vs7t '^axd, " to say

Raca," is already contained the notion of uttering externally

against our brother our internal emotions, but Jesus designedly

does not go beyond the spiritual act, the Avord, in order to

heighten the contrast existing between his doctrine and Phari-

saism, which lays stress only uj)on the external act. But the

word of the person in wrath may attack human dignity itself;

the latter is expressed by sivuv [jju^i, "to say fool." ('Paxa is

derived, according to Tholuck's researches, from p^)"^, "to be

thin;" of this is formed p^'^, fc^pi"^, which was used by the in- I

habitants of Palestine as a slighting abusive term. Mw^os =
7133 " dull, stupid," in a mere question of words, can be scarce said 1

to differ from ^axd ; the idea, however, is clear. This expression is

used to imply a higher degree of o^yri, the limits of which, of

course, cannotbe pointed out.) Another remarkable feature in this

passage is, the parallel gradation of punishment, x^iffig, " tribunal,"

guvsd^iov, "i^"iin3D' " Sanhedrim" (the supreme council of the

Jewish nation, which had the cognisance of all important causes,

both civil and ecclesiastical), yisna w^og, "Gehenna of fire." For,

it is to be supposed that the eccternal x^isig of the Pharisees (ver.

21) would be met by Christ with a tribunal altogether sjiiritual;

but here, however, the human and Divine justice appears min-
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gled. rk\im does not imply hero, nevertheless, the place of pun-
ishment in tlic world to come, but it refers only to the highest

earthly punishment, to the death by fire (see Tholuck as above
cited, p. 183). Yet, this view is not quite free from doubts, for

yUwa, in the first place, never occurs in this sense, and in the

second xwV/; and awih^iov, as two courts of justice, ought necessa-

^ rily to be followed by a third court of justice, and not by a pun-

ishment which could be inflicted by the sanhedrim itself. The
earthly circumstances, however, here alluded to must be viewed in

every respect as figurative of the DiAane punishment in its various

degrees. The jurisdiction of the laws of Jesus is over the internal

world of the Spirit, and to it belong, accordingly, the degrees of

punishment to be awarded to their transgressors.^ 'O^yiZicSai,

"to be angry," indeed, cannotform a subject for the ministry of
a human court ofjustice, inasmuch as the fact can never be jirgved.

Hence, the term Gehenna signifies Divine punishment in its

highest form and acceptation. Tehm == Q^^n i^"^nj
" valley of

Hinnom," signifies, in its most usual acceptation, the valley

skirting Jerusalem on the south, i-unning westward from the val-

ley ofJehoshaphat under Mount Zion, where the ancient Israelites

established the idolatrous worship of Moloch, to whom they
burned infants in sacrifice, and whence it is called the valley of

Moloch, 2 Kings xxiii. 10. The prophets use /^njr) (from ^^^,
expucre, " to vomit, to spit at") for it (comp. Jercm. vii. 81

;

xix. G.) This sink of bodily uncleanness became the symbol of

the spiritual sewer wherein is collected whatever is become
alienated from God. With regard to the relation of yhwa to

^ That this precept of our Lord, as well as all those which follow, must
not be taken in a literal sense, may be seen from the passages of St Matth.
xxiii. 17, 19; St Luke xxiv. 25, Avherein Jesus himself calls men /xwgo/,

" fools," a term which he applies in the latter passage even to his disci-

ples.^ This whole interpretation of the law of the Old Testament neces-
sarily requires a separation of the internal and external church; in the
latter the words of Jesus cannot be applied in a literal sense, they are
only calculated for the former.

' The author here appears to have quoted from memory. Jesus, in the text quoted,
St Luke xxiv. 2.'), does not call his disciples /u.u(/>l, although the word made use of is im-
l)r()perly translated by Luther " Thoreii," and l>y the Kngli^h translators " fools," in
which error they seem to have followed the \'ulf,'ate, which has i^tv/ti. Such an appli-
cation of the word, under the existint; circumstances, would have been altofjether con-
trary to tlie character and spirit of Christ. He oidy calls them aK>>;T(!i, " inconsiderate,
thouj^htlcss." It is passing; strange tliat the foregoing error should have occurred with
an author of such unusual acuteness and accuracy !— T.
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aBrig, orcus, liades, hell, i.e. abode or world of the dead, see on

Luke xvi. 23.

Ver. 23, 24. From the negative side, that is to say, from

the non-admission of hatred and the murderous spirit into

the human heart, our Lord passes over to the positive, and

teaches that the believer must extinguish even in the heart of

his brother the fire of wrath (as it becomes every s/^rivo-roiog,

" peacemaker," ver. 9). Herein the purity of love reveals itself

in its fairest splendour. For, this precept refers not only to all

such cases, wherein the wrath of our brother becomes excited in

consequence of an offence given on our part, but the passage

sx^iiv Ti xard cou, " to have aught against thee," is designedly given

in an entirely general sense. Thus, if any person hates without

a cause, he is bound to extinguish the flame burning in his heart,

and hence he must be not only placable himself, but he must see

that hisbrother exercise no hatred. Unusually profound is the idea

of connecting the expression of this pure love with the moment

of sacrifice. In this act man approaches to everlasting love, in

order to claim for himself its compassion and mercy; and this is

the fittest moment for him to bestow it on others. But, were we

to regard these words of our Redeemer as implying an acknow-

ledgment or admission of sacrifices into the New Testament, it

would be founded on error; Christ here evidently refers merely

to the existing Jewish form of worship, which he left undisturbed.

(Concerning the pretended difference existing between xaraX-

XdffgM, " to change towards," i.e. one person towards another, to

reconcile to any one," and hiaXkdem, implying a "mutual change,"

comp. Tholuck as above cited, p. 192 sqq.)

Ver. 2.5, 26. The verses which follow were originally given, no

doubt, in a totally different connection, as may be seen in St

Luke xii. 58, 59 (which may be compared with the context).

But St Matthew has succeeded in a peculiarly felicitous manner

in interweaving this idea with the discourse of our Redeemer.

The position of a debtor, namely, who does wdiat is just and

right, in order to free himself at the right time from his creditor,

that he might not be cast into prison by the latter, is skilfully

used by the Evangelist as a further illustration of what has been

previously said. The position of man with regard to his angry

brother whom he has offended, he regards as a position of debt

;

hence the dvridixog, "opponent, accuser," is any one who can
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make any legal claims, as for example the plaintiff in a suit at

law.^ Our Redeemer advises to satisfy such an one in humble

and child-like submission, in order that hatred may not continue

its work of perdition. In order to impress the exhortation, the

word Tayj), " quickly," is added, and allusion is made to the

fugacity of life (cSog= "Ty-^TT, "way, journey"); whatever has not

been solved on earth in harmony, continues the work of perdition

in the world to come.
—

'let)/ iwom^ "be mild, obliging, and good,

i.e. offer thou the hand." Particularly difficult herein is the idea

ofthe continued progress of hatred, which is represented under the

figure of being accused and incarcerated, (k^/tjjc, the "judge,"

is God, and the v'xi^^srai, " ministers," his angels, but ^vXaxri,

" prison, station, hold," is the sheol, " hell," which must not be con-

founded with Gehenna (comp. on Luke xvi. 24). This expression

has in the New Testament too precise a meaning to be applied in

the sense of Tholuck to a mere impeded and uncomfortable state

of existence. As the kingdom of love forms a unity which,

owing to its innate power, reaches beyond this life, so does in

like manner the accusing principle form a mighty power (Revel,

xii. 10), which insists on its right, until matters be arranged

with it. The debt must be obliterated (according to the jws

talionis, " the law of recompense or retaliation") either in this

world or in the one to come. Love, as taught in the New Tes-

tament, admits of an harmonious settlement of every species of

discord by means of humility, a willing acceptance of the debt,

in order to give no room to the accvising spirit. Besides, that

s^spyiffdai, sug av ocrodOjg rov la^arov 'Koh^dvrriv, " not to come forth till

you have paid the last farthing" (= quadrans, " the fourth part

of anything"), has nothing to do with everlasting damnation,

but only implies a state of transition, is evident, partly from the

expression (pxjXaxri, " prison," Avhich never signifies the place of

everlasting punishment, and partly from 'iug av, " until," which

points to a term or period (compare the context with Matth. xviii.

34). Even the general idea compels to adopt this view, inas-

much as unbelievers are not here spoken of (as ver. 22), but only

believers, who, it is true, were saved on account of their faith

(1 Cor. iii, 15), but who, were they to remain behind in the

^ But according to the maxim, " Owe no man anything, but to love

one another" (llom. xiii. 8), every individual will be as regards love the

debtor of his neighbour,
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grace of sanctification, would be excluded from the kingdom of

God on earth.^

Ver. 27, 28. The second command of the Old Testament, which

Jesus teaches to consider more deeply than the Pharisees were

accustomed to regard it, is the ou ju^oix^uffug, " thou shalt not com-
mit adultery." Wliat with the latter had reference to the exter-

nal deed only, Christ again extends to the spiritual deed, to the

lust (smdufila), -and to the suffering it within the human heart. For

lust, per se, must he considered as connected with the sinfulness of

human nature in general, it must not be considered as a peccatum

actuate, "actual sin," if combated with pure earnestness; but

our suffering it, hence our entering into it wdth our will (which,

indeed, is what the tSASTsiv T^bg rh sTidu/j^j^mi, " the looking on to

lust after," points at) is the act itself, if only external circum-

stances, independent of the will of man, prevent the consumma-
mation of the external act.

Ver. 29, SO. With this idea St Matthew connects those words

which, as is evident from Matth. xviii. 6 sqq., Mark ix. 43 sqq.,

were originally spoken on another occasion; but even here the

Evangelist has connected several elements of speech into a whole

with much deep truth.^ For, the remark, that the command-
ment, ou [j!.ofxi\j(5iig,

" thou shalt not commit adultery," teaches

internal as well as external chastity, is very properly connected

with the exhortation to preserve this chastity by means of an ex-

ternal moral gravity, through the utmost resolution of self-denial,

which shuns not even the most sensible pain and loss. Eyes and

hands must here be regarded as those sensual organs which

mediate the internal temptation, and through which sin reveals

itself externally from wdthin; to divest ourselves of these (in

themselves useful and important) organs for the purpose of attain-

ing holiness (to abstain from their use, or to limit it), it is which

this idea is intended to teach us. (For what concerns these

words individually compare the context with Matth. xviii. 6 sqq.)

Ver. 31, 32. The third example brought forward by our Lord

is divorce. According to Deut. xxiv. 1, it was permitted to the

^ To regard the expression, " until the uttermost farthing be paid," in

the manner in which Tholuck does, as a mere proverb, in order to show

thereby the vitmost rigour of the law, strikes me as being inadmissible,

especially in reference to Matth. xviii. 34, 35.

2 Considering the sententious form of the passage, we may, neverthe-

less, very properly assume, with Tholuck, the originality of it in both places.
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husband to dismiss liis wife, yet was he bound to give her an
avoffrdciov = ]^^ni*^5 "IDD'

" ^ ^^^^ ^^ divorce/' (For all that

belongs to this passage, especially concerning the rabbinical

expositions of the Mosaic institutions, see the comment, on
Matth. xix. 3 sqq.) According to the express declaration of

Jesus (Matth. xix. 8), this arrangement was made only on ac-

count of the sx.X7i^ox,agdia, " hardness of heart, pcrverscness" of

the Jews; even the Old Testament Avas based on the just view of

the connubial state, as of the indissoluble tie of souls. But the

Pharisees did not regard this indulgence as such, but they re-

garded it as forming a feature in the nature of marriage, that the

husband could dismiss his wife whenever it pleased him, in order

to marry another. This common interpretation is contrasted by
our Lord with the spiritual view of matrimony, wherein ho de-

scribes at the same time the eAdl results arising from divorce.

In the first place, the a'roXsXvfiivj^, "the divorced one" (who must
still be regarded as bound by the conjugal tie), is thereby led

into the temptation to form elsewhere a conjugal connection (he

thus causes her to commit a sin, croiu avryiv fioi^ac^^ai, "makes her

commit adultery"); and, in the second place, he, moreover, ex-

poses another man to the danger of contracting an adulterous

connection with the airoXiXviJ^ivn, " the divorced woman." His

own sin, resulting from any marriage he might contract with

another woman, is here passed over in silence, because that is

sufficiently clear and self-evident. An exception is here made
in the case of faithlessness {'^ra^v/.Tog y.oyou 'zo^vimc, literally, " sav-

ing for the cause of fornication," where cro^vu'a implies adulteiy

as well as non-conjugal cohabitation; and Xoyog here signifies, like

•^^-Tl, all that is expressed by aMa, "crime, cause," rr^ay/j^a, "thing,

act, deed, affair, matter"), because in this case the uTroX-jsiv, " to

put away, to divorce," as an overt act of separation, had already

taken jolace. (Comp. on Matth. xix. 9.) The idea is in itself so

clear and intelligible, that there can be no dispute about it; our
Redeemer evidently forbids all divorces whatever (those excepted

that are founded on faithlessness, because this faithlessness is or

implies a divorce), and regards the new connections formed by
such as have been divorced as txm-xiia, "adultery." But more
difficult to solve is the question regarding the opinion of our
Lord as to the application of this principle by his church;' this

' Conq). tlic opinion of tlie Theological Faculty at Bonn concerning
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latter may Le inferred, as likewise with reference to oaths or

vows (ver. 33 sqq.), only from the general view taken of the

position of the church. The external church, as a visible insti-

tution, cannot possibly be regarded as the palpable idea of the

(SaaiXsia rou &iov, "kingdom of God;" on the contrary, she is only

the shell within which is contained the communion of the faith-

ful, as is contained the kernel within the nut-shell. Hence, the

order and regulations of the external church cannot correspond

with, or answer to, the ideal claims of the (BaeiXua, " kingdom;"

on the contrary, she must regulate her institutions according to

the Old Testament, inasmuch as the plurality of her members
take their stand upon that basis. Because, God not only permit-

ted divorce in the Old Testament,^ but even the marriage itself

of the divorced one (comp. Michaelis's Mosaisclies Recht, vol. ii. p.

322, with Deuter. xxiv. 2) ; hence, the church can adopt, in like

manner, mitigations of the laws of our Lord (as expressed in the

passage before us) for the mass ofher members; nay, she is obliged

to do so, inasmuch as the establishment of her institutions on the

basis oftheNew Testamentwould produce onlya detrimental effect

on the unconverted and unregenerate. Hence, the Roman Catho-

lic church errs by violently bringing into practice the words of

Jesus in the visible church,^ which had become subject to the

the re-marrying of such as have been divorced, printed in the " AUge-
meine Kirchenzeitung" for the year 1836, Numb. 148 and 149, and sub-

sequently edited in a separate form. I quite agree in the main points

with this opinion. It is impossible to place the church of modern times,

which is most intimately connected with the state, and which is replete

with unbelieving members, on a par with the apostolic church. The
fathers of the church saw the necessity very soon, indeed, of introducing

milder and more indulgent views into their practice. (For the historical

interpretation of our passage, comp. Tholuck as above cited, p. 262 sqq.)

Wicked desertions and attempts to murder formed already, at an early

period, full grovmds for divorce.

^ God nowhere permits, throughout the Old Testament, to commit
murder, or to practise fornication ; but he has expressly permitted to

dissolve marriage. Hence, it would be well for all those to consider

well what they do, who are anxious to put in practice the commandment
of Christ in its literal sense, in the church as it now exists. The com-
mandments which follow concerning the cloak, and of the smiting on the

cheek, prove clearly enough, that the literal fulfilment ofthese commands
in the external, or visible church, is not in question. Nor, it is evident,

does St Matth. xix. 9 sqq. contain a precept which is to be regarded as a

general external law; the Redeemer there only speaks for those who
are able to adopt it.

^ Nay, the Roman Catholic church even heightens in an arbitrary
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law. It is, nevertheless, true, that throughout the legislation of

the chjirch, the spirit of earnest devotedness should appear, and the

endeavour be everywhere expressed to raise her members more

and more to a comprehension and adoption of the spirit of the

New Testament. Quite differently, however, matters stand with

regard to those members of the church who belong also to the

internal spiritual communion of our Redeemer; inasmuch as the

position of these is such as not only to recognise the demands of

our Redeemer, but likewise to satisfy them through his power;

hence for, and among them, even this commandment exists in

full severity, as well as the, not to hate, to give to him who asks,

&c. &c. But inasmuch as all these belong, as such, to the Gos-

pel, and not to the law, hence with them there is no compulsion

;

they stand or fall with their Lord. (Concerning the whole ques-

tion, comp. the remarks made on St Matth. xix. 3 sqq. and 1

Cor. vii. 15, 16.)

Ver. S3—37. His /owr^A remark is touching oaths. The sim-

ple requirement of the Old Testament, in Levit. xix. 12, oux

i-jio^xrisiig, " tliou slialt not forswear thyself," was disfigured by

the rabbis to such an extent, through comparisons with Numb.

XXX. 3, and Deuter. xxiii. 21, wherein vows (that were mostly

accompanied by oaths) are spoken of (o^xoi, " oaths" = Qi^i^j,
• t:

"vows"), that they taught, by hji^ocritically referring it to

divine things, to evade its fulfilment towards men. This hyi)o-

critical mode of proceeding our Redeemer compares Avith the

proceeding of the children of God. The Mosaic commandment,

Thou ehalt not forswear thyself, our Lord transforms into the

tenet, or proposition. Thou shalt not siuear at all, inasmuch as he

sees in the act of swearing, (as above in divorce) only a neces-

sary concession made to sin. But in order to connect the ex-

pression or representation of the ideal principle of the kingdom

of God with the refutation of the rabbinico-hypocritical interpre-

tation of the Mosaic law, Jesus puts forth four formulas of oaths

with which the Jews were well conversant ; and ])vo\es, firstli/, that

theyhave all reference to God, and that tlicyhavc their sig'nificancy

only in this their reference to him; and then, again, that all ofthem

find no place in the (SaaiXiia roD &bou, " the kingdom of God."

The additions, on O^wag sari rou ©coD x.. T. X., " because it is the

manner the commandment of our Lord, by not granting a divorce, quoad
vinculum, "as regards the bond or tie," even in case oi rrn^viia, " forni-

cation."
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throne of God," refer to that Rabbinical interpretation, according

to which no oaths were jiecessarily to be kept except those that

have a reference to God. Our Lord, therefore, proves in every

formuhi of oath its reference to God, and shows that it can have

a significancy in this reference only. (Compare the context

with St Matth. xxiii. 16 sqq.) The acceptation of ov^avog,

" heaven," and 7^,
" earth," as the ^^ovog, " throne," and U'Tromdiov,

"foot-stool," of God, Isa. Ixvi. 1, of course, is only to be re-

garded in a figurative sense; yet, this figure is based on the

true idea, that heaven and earth stand in a ditferent relation

with regard to the Omnipresent. He, who is everywhere, ap-

pears everywhere diiferent. Jerusalem ('is^ouffaXT^/i, Hebr.Q^^*)-^*)),

as the seat of the visible theocracy, is called the city of God (Ps.

xlviii. 2), and hence the swearing by this city has, in this its

peculiar relation as such, its true significancy. Obscure is the

addition made by our Lord to the swearing by the head,^ just

as the Mohammedans swear by the beard. But it may be explain-

ed, by viewing as negative Avhatever is expressed as positive in

all the other propositions. That which feeble man is incapable

of doing (to turn a hair white or black, that is to transform even

the smallest thing), all this Almighty God can; hence, if thou

swearest by thyself, thine oath will then only have a meaning, if

by so doing thou referrest to him, whose will it is that thou thy-

self shouldst exist. Hence, every oath, if it is to signify any-

thing, must have reference to God, inasmuch as it is He only, the

Everlasting, who is able to warrant the assurance of mortal man.

But as this idea is closely connected with the total prohibition of

any swearing whatever, so it appears clear, that it must not be

inferred that, " since all objects sworn by have their relation to

God, and that thereby only they have a significancy, men are to

swear by God only;" on the contrary, " since it is forbidden to

swear altogether, and since every oath in its ultimate dejith re-

fers to God, the everlasting and true, hence, we must use no

oath whatever; the simplest declaration or expression of mind
suifices, whatever goes beyond it has sprung from the source of e\n\,

and is become necessary only on account of sin." The opinion,

^ The construction of o/xoaai, " to swear, to take an oath," with the ac-

cusative (as James v. 12), or with -/.cird, seq. genit. (as Heb. vi. 1(5), is

genuine Greek. In the New Testament it is used chiefly in connection

with h, " in," or s/'c, " into, on, upon," according to the analogy of the

3, V3,'iy'7»
" ^*^ swear on, by," in the Hebrew language.
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that it is tlie abuse of swearing only which is prohibited, can

never be cxegctically vindicated.^ In the passage, James v. 12,

another mode of viewing may for a moment seem to be recom-

mended, on account of the modified position of the words; yet

even there, on a very minute examination, the connection ex-

presses the meaning, that swearing in general is forbidden. Tliis

absolute prohibition of our Lord can afibrd no difficulty, if here

we likewise bear in mind the distinction between the position

under the law and that under the Gospel. Swearing, if consi-

dered per se, is an emanation of sin ; on the part of him Avho de-

mands it, it betrays a mistrust in his brother; and on the part of

him who offers to swear without being required to do so, it shows

a knowledge of his own precariousness, or of the dominion of sin

in those on whose account he swears. In a world of falsehood, it

is a necessaiy requirement, in order to attain some security of

intercourse. Yea, even God himself condescends and swears by

himself, the unchangeable, because changeable man is disposed

to consider as changeable even the very Unchangeable himself.-

But in the world of truth swearing has no place, and can have

none in it, inasmuch as it is neither required by distrust, nor

proffered by the untrustworthy. The command of our Lord has

its full value in this (SaffiXila rrig aJ.rl^iiag, " kingdom of truth.

But as this kingdom of truth flourishes in the Christian world

only in secret, and as political institutions, which must ne-

cessarily exist on account of existing sin, are as yet based upon

the Old Testament,^ hence the believer must become a Jew

^ Be Wette justly declares this passage as referring to an uncondi-

tional prohibition of swearing. Tlwluck, too, admits that the words,

grammatically considered, cannot be understood otherwise than as being-

expressive of an absolute prohibition; but he thinks, nevertheless, that

the analogy of the other commandments (as, for example, Give to every

one who asks of thee) makes here, too, a resti'iction necessary. But here-

by it is evident these commandments would take a vague character. In

the kingdom of God, all things have their full signification without any

restriction whatever; but beyond it none is Uterally applicable. Ac-
cording to TkolucISs mode of viewing, Christ's commandment would be

merely reduced again to the proposition :
" Do not forswear yourself"

2 Comp. Gen. xxii. IG, xxvi. 3, Numb. xiv. 23, and al. freq. In the

New Testament the apostles swear, comp. Hebr. vi. IG, 2 Tim. ii. 7.

^ There is no period more fit than the one we live in to dispel those

philanthropic dreams or visions concerning the mental position of the

masses living in Cliristian countries. Eye for eye, tooth for tooth, is the

only law which can subdue the audacity which resists and is opposed to

evciything in the shape of order.

1
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unto the Jews likewise in this respect (1 Cor. ix. 20). Hence

it is that the Quakers err and mistake both economies, by abro-

gating swearing in this world of lies, since Christ himself, who

gave the commandment, swears in the Sanhedrim (Matth. xxvi.

63). But among the true members of the kingdom of God this

commandment, too, will have to be executed in its rigid form

;

only with the oath is always to be considered the position of the

individual with respect to political communion, whence the be-

liever may be unable to follow out, in its pure sense, the more

exalted view, as, indeed, is the case with matrimony, in which

the main point treated of is the relation of the husband to his

wife. Belonging to two spheres of life, he must satisfy both ac-

cording to the necessities of their existence; hence the believer

may swear by desire of the authorities, and yet fulfil literally,

under legal authority, the commandment of Christ towards his

brethren.

Ver. 38—42. The fifth example comprises the nature of the

law under one general principle, and contrasts with the Phari-

saical mode of viewing it, the Gospel-prmcij:>?e. The idea of

retaliation {jus talionis, " law of retaliation"), which forms the

general basis of the law, is expressed in the words, opSaX^ov dtirl

6p3aX/ioD, " an eye in place of an eye," scil. dlossig, " thou shalt

give," K. T. X., &c., Exod. xxi. 24. But the Pharisees practised

retaliation in such a manner, that it became a shelter, or cover

for revenge and uncharitableness. Christ, on the contrary, views

the idea in the light of the purest loA^e, and unfolds, therefore,

the commandment of self sacrifice and resignation. Eye for eye,

tooth for tooth, is the external law of the government of the

world; but love takes upon itself the guilt of a brother, and

causes, by this becoming like him, that thereby he becomes also

like unto itself. And thus love changes the jus talionis, " law of

retaliation," into redemption smii forgiveness, which, too, is only

an inverse retaliation, and which, hence, cannot exist without

the sufferings of the Redeemer. This victory by humiliation is

the very life of the Gospel ; the law is based upon the a)iri6Trivai

Tw Tovrj^ui, " to resist evil," upon the principle of rei)elling power

by means of power.^ Hence, the expressions of love, in juxtapo-

^ Uovri^ov cannot here be well considered as a neuter, for to resist evil

per se is our duty under every condition. But evil here is viewed as

operating within an individual, in whom there exists likewise a suscep-

tibility for what is good. In reference to this union of good and evil,
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sition with the gross character of retaliation, are represented in

four examples, which are arranged in one anticlimax. The most

difficult of all is corporeal oftence (^aT/^£/^, "to slap, to smite with

the open hand," is nearly allied to xoXa^/^s/i', " to beat or strike;"

this term, however, signifies more to strike with the fist, to

buffet); to this is joined the act o^ demanding or reclaiming of

property {x^hss'^ai, " to institute a law-suit") ; asking, as the

mildest form of demand, forms the conclusion. 'Ayyass-juv, " to

compel, to press, as belonging to both, stands between these

two last formulas. (This expression is of Persian origin, but

was adopted in the course of time into the principal langua-

ges of antiquity; and the Aramaic language also adopted it.

Comp. Buxt. Lex. Tal. on t^ii^^.^ In St Luke ^^. 30 a

further addition is made in the following words, xa! d-o rotj

a'/^ovToi rd ad ,'j,r, d~airii, which literally signifies, "' and of him that

takes awa}' thy goods ask them not back," which is the general

idea of the special instances given by St Matthew. ('Acra/riw=
tt?Jj'

^^ require, to demand back from any one, sc. what is one's
— T

own.)

Wliat has been observed above with regard to marriage and

swearing may be applied, in like manner, to the carrying out of

this commandment. Our Redeemer, notwithstanding by his

precept for the jSaciXiia, "kingdom," intends by no means to

abrogate the tinith and equity of " an eye for an eye," consi-

dered from the legal point of view; whoever adopts this cannot

and must not be treated othenvise than according to the law.^

our Redeemer can say that the member of the kingdom of God does not

resist the overt acts of sin, in order to procure, through the revelation

of sufi'ering love which herein is expressed, a complete victory to the

good dwelling within the heart of his brother.

* This term was first received into the Greek language, from whence

it was subsequently adopted by the Jew.«i, Romans, and other nations of

antiquity. ' Ayyassvu originally signified to send off an express or

courier, (dyyaeoc) such as were first established by Cyrus, or according

to Herodotus, by Xerxes, in order that the royal letters, messages, itc.

might be transmitted with the least possible delay. These ayyapoi were

empowered to press into their service men, horses, carriages, or anything

they might require as contributing to hasten their journey ; and hence

the subsequent signification to pirss, to constrain, &c. (Comp. A'en.

Ci/r. viii. ('), 17; Jlerodol. viii. Oi>; A. II. L. Ileerens Ideen iiber PoHtik,

&c. der vornehmsten Volkcr des Altertlunns, vol. i. pt. i. p. 534.—T.

2 In this manner the Redeemer himself answers the rude servant who
.struck him on the cheek with the palm of his hand : If I have sj)oken
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But whoever is impressedwith the spirit ofthe gospel, without hav-

ing been able as yet to subdue sin, for him is suited the procedure

pointed out by our Redeemer. Wherever the feelings are as yet

too hardened and too i-ude, towards such an one it would not be

love, but a want oflove to reveal a love not capable of being under-

stood. Wliat, for example, could be more wanting in love than

the literal practice of the 'xavri rw airouvrl si didou, " to whomso-

ever asketh of thee give." That would be an encouragement of

begging reprobates. Hence, the application and exercise of the

laws of love cannot be reduced to fixed rules ; it is love only that

teaches their proper application, and which enables him, who is

taught by the Scriptures and educated for the kingdom of heaven,

to produce from out his treasury things old and new. The law

finds always its application to this order of things before the

kingdom of God becomes revealed; but the Grospel, too, has its

circle or sphere, within which it always developes its character

gradually with increasing perfection.

Ver. 43—45. Finally, Jesus comes to the most exalted and

final end of all his precepts, to love itself The commandment:

^V")^ ninfc^l' "thou shalt love thy neighbour," Levit. xix. 18,

referred, according to the connection, it is true, more especially

to the people of Israel, which, in the then undeveloped position

of the people, represented the totality (to which ^^, " com-

panion, neighbour," in its deepest sense, referred). But the liy

pocritical Pharisees inferred from this commandment that it was

permitted to hate the enemy Ox^^^g,
" an enemy," like hostis,

" a stranger," which implies here one not of the same people.

Comp. Wettstein on these passages, and Schottgen on the pass,

in quest.) Hence, they not merely suffered the hatred of ene-

mies as a thing that could not altogether be subdued at the

moment, but tliej fostered it as something permissible, yea, as

something that was commanded (ionplicite, by implication) in

the commandment. This offensive mode of viewing the Old

Testament is contrasted by Jesus with his own manner of view-

ing, wherein he endeavours to unfold its true internal character

and principle. The fulness of love, as taught by Jesus, and as

evil, bear witness of the evil : but if well, why smitest thou me ? John

xviii. 23. To offer him his other cheek, would have been an offence

against love, inasmuch as it would have led the man into the tempta-

tion, to increase his guilt by increased vileness. Similar to this is the

proceeding of St Paul, comp. Acts of the Ap. xxiii. 3.
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communicated to his disciples from his rich store, extends not

only over the narrow circle of national union, hut its ministry

extends likewise beyond the connection, even to those who are

opposed thereto. Tlie various ways of expressing love (ayaTai/, "to

regard with strong aifection," si/Xo/sTi/, " to speak well of, to bless,

to commend,'' xaXw; Ttomv, " to do good," -r^oaivy^iadai, " to pray
for") form a climax, and are thus opposed to the forms of hatred

;

these latter, as such, in their own nature, it is true, cannot and
must not be loved; but we must love the individuals within

whom they dwell or reveal themselves, inasmuch as the germ of

a nobler existence lies dormant within them, which is to be

awakened by the power of love. But in this (commanded) love,

all (pathological) love, such as is found in the sphere of our

natural feelings, is quite out of the question, for a love such

as this cannot possibly be engendered by expressions of hatred,

it can only be kindled by something akin to itself; how much
less, then, the love which is the power of the will, which is

called upon to overcome all the (adverse) impressions made on

our feelings. Hence, the manifestation of love to our enemies

is marked as the moment of man's assimilation with God (in

the u/'oc, " son," is expressed the representation, reflex, of that

image which tlic Father bears in himself) As God abhors

and commands to abhor that which is evil (Rom. xii. 9), and
yet bestows his blessings on the evil-doer, so does also he who
lives in pure (Di\ane) love. The Spirit of God that dwells in

him directs him in his separation of the evil from the man,
and thus, whilst it teaches him to hate the former, it likewise

enjoins him to love the latter. But a love such as this man
cannot appropriate to himself through a resolution of will, or

by means of endeavour, because this love is a Divine love; he

can only obtain it through a spiritual communication by faith.

But this by no means precludes our endeavours to practise it

even before we obtain it, inasmuch as it is thereby only that

our knowledge of how much man stands in need of it becomes

properly awakened. (' ETjj^sa^w, "to misuse, to treat despite-

fully," is only to be found besides in Luke vi. 28, 1 Peter iii. 16.

It is, according to Pollux, a judicial expression, signifying to

carry before thejudge in terms of insult and invective; and thence

it signifies, in a general sense, to insult, to treat with contumely.

St Luke inserts, moreover [vi. 35], the significant words: davsrc^in

ij^rihiv ci'XikmQtMTic, which means literally " lend, expecting nothing
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ill return," or as the Englisli translation gives it: Lend, lioping

for nothing again ; in these words is reflected, in like manner,

pure uncalculating love. This idea, moreover, St Luke has

treated of afterwards more amply, when speaking of the form in

which natural love is expressed. An unessential transposition

excepted, St Luke has here, on the whole, the same ideas, which

certainly must be considered, therefore, as original integral parts

of the Sermon in the Mount.)

Ver. 46, 47. As a parallel to this sacred love, which even ad-

mits that which is hostile within the circle of its ministrations,

a love which is bestowed on man only in his regenerate state,

Jesus brings forward natural love, which only loves wdiat is

nearly related to it; thus loving in fact itself. ("Wliosoever

loves his wife loves himself," Eplies. v. 28.) This love (a few

traits of love to enemies excepted, which present, as it were,

tones in accordance with a future more exalted degree of religi-

ous life, as, for example, that of David, 1 Sam. xxvi.) proclaims

itself as the one ruling throughout the Old Testament. As such,

it stands not opposed to the more exalted love of Christ, but only

below it as something subordinate that has what is analogous

thereto even in the animal world. The terms TsXuvai, " publicans,

collectors of taxes," and idviKol, " heathens, Gentiles," of St Mat-

thew, as well as the aiJ^agru/M, " sinners," of Luke v. 80 (Matth.

xxi. 31 gives it cro^i/a/, "harlots"), are adduced as the images of

that which was despicable current among the Pharisees. The

implication in the lowest condition of life, as regards rank or

station, forms a peculiar characteristic of the rsXwf?;?, " publi-

can, tax-gatherer," whence tax-gatherers were used, as it were,

as the symbol of worldliness and its temptations. ('AtrTa^so^a/,

" to embrace, to salute," is the usual expression for the outward

marks of afl:ection in general.) Moreover, the idea of [/.le'^og,

" reward," is brought forward again in these verses (comp. ver.

12). Natural love is represented as bestowing an inferior re-

ward to pure love. Herein is clearly expressed a condescendence

to the legal point of view, inasmuch as it is, indeed, the nature

of pure love to seek for no reward but the one contained in it-

self. But as in the possession of this, indeed, is contained what-

ever is beatifying, i.e. blessed, since God is love (1 John iv. 8),

and since no one can love except he in whom God dwells, hence

it is true, indeed, that its reward is very great. But the separa-

tion or distinction between love and its reward, and of the striv-
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ing after the fornicv on account of the latter, can only take place

under the legal point of view; pure love only seeks itself for its

own sake, inasmuch as it contains within itself all that is worth

wishing for.

Ver. 48. The last words contained in this verse coraj)lete and
form the key-stone of the whole. For, the general result not

only of the last commandments of our Lord, hut of all the pre-

ceding, is the attainment of jierfection. (The expression 'iaiak

oZv, " be ye therefore," is parallel ^^^th the above oVw^ yivri(^i,

" that ye may be," of ver. 45.) For, in order to keep even one

of these commandments such as they have here been represen-

ted by our Lord, nothing less is required than perfection. Hence
it does not change the idea or meaning if we read, instead of

TiXiioi, " perfect" (as in St Matthew), oixrl^^ovsg, " pitiful, merci-

ful," according to St Luke (vi. 36). For, we can conceive nei-

ther pure love nor compassion as existing alone in the human
mind without the other qualifications which are comprehended

in the TiXnoTric, " perfection," so that with the one must be con-

ceived necessarily all the others. But to subtilise the notion of

rsXs/oj, and to apply it to relative perfection only, is evidently

forbidden by the additional words: us-ins, o 'rarri§ u/xwi/, " as your

father," which, when compared with ver. 45, can be understood

as implying nothing but that the image of God was to be re-

flected in men as vioTi v-^l^iarov,
" in sons of the most high." The

passage, therefore, is parallel with that of the Old Testament:

••ii^ Xliri^ ""S D^'irrp Dn''"^m>
" '^^^'-^ yc shall be holy, for I am

holy" (Levit. xi. 44), which is made use of by St Peter, ayioi

yevEo^s, on syu ciyioc iiiMi, "be ye holy, for I am holy" (1 Peter i.

16), in which likewise its explanation is found. For, as to wit,

therein the requirement of holiness in men is founded on the

holiness of God, so it is here likewise the case with regard to

perfection; hence, our passage might be read: hia'^i r'sXnoi, on 6

@Bhg TsXswg sffn, " be ye perfect, for God is perfect." The perfec-

tion of man, as well as his holiness, must not be one, separated

and put asunder from that which is divine, such as man might

be able to create l)y his own endeavours and actions, but, on the

contrary, it must be the very thing itself; God himself will be in

man the perfect and holy. Hence, the passage must be ex-

plained on the principle that every person speaking is the ex-

pounder of his own words, even if the opinion itself be consi-

dered as being erroneous. Jesus teaches everywhere (especially
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in John xiv. 23; xv. 5, 7; xvii. 23, 26) that the Divinity dwells

wdtliin man, and it is from this profound fundamental idea of

Christianity, which destroys all individual righteousness and

holiness, that we must explain our passage.

St Matthew vi. 1—6. After exhibiting this preliminary pa-

rallel of the holy in the doctrine of Jesus, with the unholy in the

doctrine of the Scribes, the thread of the discourse is resumed once

more from v. 20. The mere semblance is contrasted with the sub-

stance, i.e. the thing itself; the object and sole aim of the for-

mer is that which is visible and transitory, (orwg 6ot,a.ffduffiv \j--(> rciv

dv6g'J)-ru)\i, "that they may have glory of men,") and that of the

latter, that which is invisible, as that which is everlasting; God
in heaven stands herein opposed to men on earth. The dizaioouvrj,

" righteousness,"^ implies here, as in v- 20, the general notion of

a just relation to God, considered from the point of view of the

Old as well as the New Testament. This contrast is viewed

with reference to alms, (ver. 2,) and to prayer, (ver. 5,) as the

prominent features and expressions of a religious life. (The temi

eaX'Ti^iiv, "to trumpet, to sound a trumpet," must not be taken

in the mere literal sense of the word, but figuratively, to do any-

thing with ostentation.

—

M/sdov air\yjiv, "to have a reward," is

used with reference to the time of the future general recompense,

when only that which is eternal will find its reward, because

it was accomplished by the ministry of the everlasting Spirit

of God). The figure in ver. 3 cannot imply a total unconscious-

ness, which cannot take place everywhere, or in all cases, but

only the non-appropriation to itself (" Sichaneignen") of the ac-

tion ; every good action must be traced back to its origin, to that

spiritual spring from whence the impulse flows; there it already

finds its secret reward, which, at a future period, will be con-

ferred openly. This internr.l, humble unconsciousness of the

Christian's own good actions, forms a strong contrast with

the trumpeting forth of the Pharisees externally of their

works of love.—(Ta/x/sTov, " a secret or hiding place," = pT^^i^^^

•j'TTi^aov, an upper chamber, or " the upper part of a house," where

they might retire for silent prayer and meditation. Acts of

the Apostles x. 9, comp. Isa. xxvi. 20.—The expression, -jto-

^ The reading l>.£'/)/xoffu!/>!, " pity, compassion," which is defended by
very many Codices, is probably only an explanation of dizaioguvri,

" righteousness," which stands according to the Hebrew term
niP"l!lJ)

"righteousness," in the Greek language, of a subsequent period, for "alms."
In the sense of goodness, charity, it is used by St Paul in 2 Cor. ix. 9,

R
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/.oirrig, "hypocrite," is very frequently met with in the Gospels,

comp. for examijle, ver. 5, 16; vii. 5; xv. 7; xvi. 3; xxiii, 13;

al. frcq. in the Gospel of St Matth. Furthermore, in St Luke
Yi. 42; xi. 44, al. freq. The verb \j--o-Koi\i-6(Sai, "to play the hypo-

crite, to dissemble," is only found in St Luke xx. 20. Originally

it was= a.'xox.^'me&ai, " to answer," more especially, to answer as a

character in a play, i.e. to perform or act on the stage. And then

it signifies in general to assume a foreign form, to feign. In the

New Testament it is always used when speaking of religious

form, when it docs not correspond with the internal nature.

Ver. 7—13 sets forth the subject of the last remark in a

special point of view. In Phariseeism, namely, is manifested,

not only the nature of hypocrisy in prayer, but likewise the

heathen notion (which is ever reproduced from the indwelling-

heathenism of human nature,) that prayer acts as an opits opera-

turn, hence through, i.e. according to, the length and copiousness

of the Avords. Imbued with the pure idea of God, the Saviour

teaches us to consider the internal disposition, and the purity of

thought arising from it, as that which is pleasing to God. St Mat-

thew, at the same time, presents to us a model, or form of prayer

given by Jesus, in which simplicity, deep thought, and humility,

are intimatel}'' amalgamated with one another. St Luke xi. 1

states the circumstances which induced our Lord to give such a

form. The disciples felt their necessity, and called on his

abundant mercy for a prayer. Hence it is said, oZrug Tr^oeihyjc^i

{>lj.i7g, literally: "pray ye after this manner," for it is a prayer

which is calculated for the position of sinful men, not for him

who knew no sin. (The expression j3aT-oXoysTv,^ " to use empty

words, to repeat the same thing over and over," must not be

derived from ^tOS' effutivit [Infinit. effutire, "to prate"], but
T X

according to Suidas: ac6 Bdrrou nvhg (jjav.^o-og %ai 'rrok-oGTiyjiug '-jiMvovg

ToirigavTog, " from a certain Battus, a composer of long hymns to

the gods, of many verses." Hence, (SarroXoyia= crcXuXoy/a, " much

speaking."^) Superstition ascribes the reason for the granting

of a prayer, not indeed to the mercy of God, but to its own god-

^ Comi-). the ample treatise on this rare expression, wliich is used by

Simplicius only once (in Epict. euchir. c. '61,) in I'holuck, at the passage

mentioned, p. 362 sqq.

2 The passage of Suidas, above alluded to, runs thus: liarroXoyla rj

rroXvyjiyla, d'rh lidrrau rivhg fMUTi^oug -/.a! 'ro'A'jSriyovg -oiMvoug TOiriSavrog,

ru'orfjy.rr/iav 'iyj>vTag, " Battologia or polulogia, from a certain Battus, a

composer of long hymns of many verses full of tautology." The Battus
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less work. Unbeliefinfers from the omniscience of God, (in wliieli

he himself, i.e. the unbeliever, does not believe,) the nothing-

ness or uselessness of prayer. Faith founds upon this same

holy, gracious, divine Omniscience, its poor prayer. Thus our

Lord teaches us to pray in faith, because God knows before we
ask him what things we have need of;

(xs^'^'y
" need," must

here be taken both in a physical and spiritual sense,) and there-

l)y can inspire the to him acceptable prayer, and grant it accor-

dingly. Hence, the idea expressed in olds yd^, " for he knoweth,"

must be regarded as the reason which prevents the Christian

from praying in the manner of the heathen. The believer j^rays,

not for God's sake, (in order to render him a service,) l)ut he

prays for his own sake ; God's knowing this, therefore, affords him
the comfort of knowing that he cannot pray falsely, i.e. in vain,

for he prays only for the will of God, i.e. that the will of God
be done, and not for his own wnll. The prayer of the believer,

therefore, is nothing less than that the Divine will should be re-

vealed among men; this is expressed in the Lord's prayer; it

is an impression or image of the most exalted, ultimate, divine

plans for the government of the world, with all things, collect-

ively and individually, thereunto belonging.

With regard to the construction of the text of ou7' LorcVs

pr^ayer,^ there can be no doubt, that the doxology at the conclu-

sion thereof is of later origin, and that it has been added for li-

turgical purposes. In the Const, apost. vii. 24, it appears that in

the first stages of its origin, it ran thus: on cov sgnv yj jSaffiXsia

ug aiMva;. 'A/ajji*. " For thine is the kingdom for ever. Amen."
But its meaning is profound, and in accordance with the sjiirit of

the prayer; hence, it must have originated at a period when there

still existed in the church the true Christian spirit. The doxo-

logy is wanting in the Codd. B. D. L. and in many others, as

may be seen from Grieshaclis New Testament. And yet, do we

meet with it as early as in the Peschito MS., wherein it may be,

however, a mere interpolation. In like manner are wanting in

the text of St Luke the prayers: ysvri'iiriTCt) rh '^sXt^/mo. (tou, ojg sv oh^avui

here spoken of was a king of Cyrene, who, according to Herodotus iv.

155, stuttered (Barrog properly means a stutterer,) very much, and who,

according to other writers, was a poet of silly and talkative habits, whose

love of long hymns, &c. had become qviite proverbial.—T.

^ We have separate expositions of this prayer from the pens of

Origen, TeHuUian, and Cyprian.
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xa/ l-xi Trig yni, which is literally " thy will be done as in heaven

so also on the earth/' and aXXd oZgoli r,>jMc, drro roZ rrovr,PoiJ, " but de-

liver us from the evil." These are wanting- not only in B. L., but

even in the most ancient fathers, as in Origen (de Orat. p. 226,

edit, de la Rue vol. ii.), who expressly makes mention of the

omission. Yet, it does not necessarily follow from this that

these prayers are spurious in the Lord's prayer itself; St Luke
much rather proves himself to be abbreviating in this place, as

he does with regard to v. 1 sqq. of the Gospel of St Matthew.

The passages, it is true, do not essentially belong to the prayer,

inasmuch as they are contained in the petitions immediately

preceding them; but they are necessary for the perfect develop-

ment of the contents thereof^ The question: whether it was the

intention of Christ to jiresent in this pixiyer a certain fixed for-

mula thai was to he at all times adhered to, may be answered

best thus, that the paramount design our Redeemer had in view,

waste teach the disci2:)les to pray in the spirit; but in so far

as he foresaw the establishment of an external church, which

would necessarily require liturgical forms, he might have aimed,

in like manner, at a lasting ai)plication of it; and the church

has done well in holding fast to our Lord's prayer. That no

value, meanwhile, is on that account to be ascribed to the let-

ter, is made evident from the deviations with which the Evan-

gelists themselves have communicated this prayer. In the

Rabbinical and Tahnudical writings may be found (according

to Wetstein, Schdttr/en, Lightfoot, on this passage) very many
passages and thoughts or ideas that are closely related to the

isolated prayers or petitions; from this may be seen, hoAV many
things of a truthful and spiritual character there are to be

found in the Jewish Avritings, only they are usually mixed up
with errors that have emanated from pedantic Rabbis. But

it would bo very preposterous to suppose, that Jesus compiled

his ])rayer through reflection out of such elements of Jewish

prayers, because of the relation or afliuity which exists between

^ Concerning the review of our Lord's prayer, as given by St Luke,

compare the foregoing remarks with tliose on Lnkc xi. 3 sqq. As re-

gards the missing doxology, s. Jiddit/er'ti " Abliandhuig," at the end of

the synopsis, p. 2lil sqq. With regard to the transposition made by
TertuUian of the second and third petition, see Nitzsch in the " Studien

nnd Kritiken," of UHmann and Umbreit, for the year 1830, part iv.,

p. 84G sqq. Afeyers 131. fiir h. Walirh., vol. v., p. 10 sqq., give an ex

position of the prayer.
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his prayer and these Rabbinical sentences. For, whatever benefit

lie may have derived from his popular education, and whatever

truth and nobleness it may have offered to him, still, all this had

only the effect of forwarding his internal development, and even

whatever he thus received, he reproduced it with renewed force

by his internal creative power of life. The exposition, however,

not only should unfold the ideas contained in the isolated pas-

sages, but should also grapple with them in their entire connec-

tion. Considered as a whole, our Lord's prayer contains only

07ie thought, or idea, the longing after the kingdom of God,^ to

which all the prayers of the children of God (as those whom
Jesus here teaches to pray) aspire. But this one idea must be

viewed as having two references; first, with regard to the rela-

tion of God to men, which is expressed in the three first peti-

tions, which represent the kingdom of God as still perfecting

itself, wherein that which is God's highest object is uttered in

the form of a wish; secondly, with regard to the relation of

men to God, which is expressed in the four last petitions, in

which are reviewed the obstacles to the progress of the king-

dom of God. In the first part, therefore, the discourse begins

w^itli the riches of God.

\ Thy Name be hallowed,

\Thy Kingdom come,

Thy Will be done.

In the second part, on the contrary, it commences with the

poverty of man.

\ Us give daily bread,

\ Us forgive our debts,

\ Us lead not into temptation.

Us deliver from evil.

In the very significant doxology is expressed the certain hope

that the prayer will be heard, a hope, which is founded on the

nature of the unchangeable God himself, w^ho, as the highest

good, will realize the good at his appearance (the kingdom of

God). This prayer permits, at the same time, its aijplication

as well to each single individual, who is nevertheless induced, by
the plural pervading the whole, to consider himself as in com-

munion with all, as also to the whole human race; and because

it is expressed by the innermost heart of mankind itself, and

^ Luther, therefore, j ustly says :
" The true Christian says an everlasting

' Our Father,' " namely, in so far as all his longing is concentrated in

the idea of the kingdom of God.
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inasmucli as it takes a vioAv ex fundamento of the relation of

God to sinful humanity; hence, it satisfies equally the necessities

of the whole and of the individual, provided only that each indi-

vidual lives in faith. Every prayer directed towards that

which is everlasting-, and not towards transitory individualities,

" vergang-lichc Particularitatcn,'' is offered up in our Lord's

prayer.

In the address : rrdrrio r,ij.uv 6 h roTc o\)pavo7g, literally, " our Fa-

ther who art in the heavens,'' is contained, in the first place, the

elevation from the terrestrial, perishahle, to the eternal, im-

perishable; and in the second, the knowledge of the relation of

our selves to the Everlasting. The expression rra-Tio, " father," pre-

supposes the consciousness of the i>/&5s(r/a, "adoption, i.e. sonship"

(Rom. viii. 15), which is as yet undeveloped, inasmuch as Divine

things would otherwise be transferred less strongly to the world

to come. It is herein that the prayer makes itself manifest as of

the New Testament; for, even though Isaiah exclaims: "t^ pf^r)^

^i'^lfc^'
" fo^' tliou art our father" (Isa. Ixiii. 1 6), still therein is

displayed a momentary flash of the more exalted life of the New
Testament; but in general it is the relation of the servant to

the master (which discards the idea of relationship) which pre-

dominates in the Old Testament. The fii'st petition: ayiat^^roi

ro hofjyd ffo-j,
" hallowed be thy name," stands in close connection

with the two which follow. The term dyia(ia?iai, used when speak-

ing of unholy things, signifies to sanctify, to render holy;' but

used of holy things, it signifies to regard and A^encrate as holy,

to hallow, = \2J^'TTpn- The propagation of the genuine adoration

of God is then that which is contained in this supplication. Only

St Augiistin (De Corr. et grat. c. 6.) observes very correctly,

that this must here not be regarded as an external, but as an

internal propagation, so that the passage should be read: Sanc-

tificetur nomen tuum in nobis, " hallowed be thy name in lis."

The recognition of what is hoi}' (not only in idea, but in substance)

implies internal sanctity, for only things of a similar nature

will sympathise with one another (Psalm xxxvi. 10); the signifi-

cation of ayidZ,i<^^ai, therefore, is here related to ho't^aZidhai, " to

glorify," in the language of St John (John xiii. SI; xiv. 13; xv.

^ Tholuck conceives it as implying " to treat sacredly, to keep holy,"

a view which presupposes a state of holiness, " Heiligseyn," if it is to be

a true hallowing. Hence, it appears more natural to liave here the

cause name<l tluin the consequence or cH'ect.
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8, al. freq.), in tlie sense of to magnify, to honour. The Divine

name Ivo'jm = Q^jj stands for the Divine Being himself, in so far as

he expresses and reveals himself in his nature. (See the classical

[classiche] passage, Exod. xxiii. 21.) Hence, the Divine nature

must be glorified in the human, and thus make itselfknown to man
in its true nature, and then only can the kingdom of God come.

The second supplication, Ix^srw i] l3a(fiXsia gov, " thy kingdom

come," implies the appearing externally of the Divine thing-

ministering internally, Avhich is presupposed in the first supplica-

tion; but in so far as the kingdom of God itself appears in a

state of progression and development, Christ adds to the third

supplication: yivri?iriTM to %X'/i/j.d gov %. r. X., "thy will be done," &c.,

in order to express the perfect consummation of the kingdom of

God, a consummation which is contained in the unrestricted ful-

filment of the Divine will, so that the three supplications stand

to one another as beginning, middle, and end. The passage ug

h ovgavui -/.ai siri rrjg yTjg, literally: "as in heaven so also on the

earth," expresses the unconditionalness (Unbedingte) of the ful-

filment of the will, which now only belongs to that which is

heavenly, but which, in its consummation, will likewise form a

part of that which is earthly.

In the second part of the Lord's prayer is considered and de-

scribed the subjective distance from the kingdom of God and

the degrees of approach thereto, wherein is implied, as it were,

the completion of the sentence, " in order that such may come

to pass, give us daily the bread of life." That a^rog, " bread,"

here does not signify merely food for the body, is evident from

the connection; it stands among purely spiritual supplications,

and hence it implies spiritually directed supplicators, that is,

persons asking for spiritual things. The individual praying

must proceed onward, it is true, from his physical existence,

and ascend gradually to the more exalted; hence, the re-

ference to corporeal food which conditions the existence of

the whole man, cannot bo excluded, nay, it may be consi-

dered as the most urgent; but still the spiritual food is alwaj^s

included, since otherwise the important supplication for the

Spirit of God would be wholly wanting in the prayer. (Con-

cerning a^-og, as the spiritual food for the spiritual man, comp.

St Matth. iv. 4, John vi. 82, with 41, 48, 50, 51.) Difiicult to

understand is the expression l-jriousiog (translated " daily"), which

is found nowhere but in this place.' Some derive it from the

^ Origen (de Orat. p. 94) regards it as a word foi'med by the Evan-
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participle Irriouaa, which is used in the sense of sequens, following,

(Acts of the Apostles vii. 26; xvi. 11; xxi. 18; xxiii. 11), espe-

cially in the phrase: ^/^sga s-Triovua, " the day following," = -^nD'
T T

"the morrow," which, according to St Jerome, was found in

this place in the Hebrew MS. of this Gospel (see the Comm. in

Matth. on this passage.) But this mode of interpreting the

term in question (which Dr Paidus refers as well to the future

in general) stands in contradiction to St Matthew vi. 31', wherein

the care for the morrow is put aside altogether. The combina-

tion, in that case, of cnixiwj, " to-day," with k'xiohcioi, is evidently

out of keeping. Others derive it with more plausibility from

oCiT/'a, " substance," either in the substantial sense, so that the

expression may indicate more clearly bread in its true nature,

i.e. as the food for the true nature of man; or that only which

is necessary for existence, that which is enough. Such is the

opinion of Tholuck.

With the knowledge of the dependence of the spiritual and

corporeal life upon God and his preser\ang power, is given the

knowledge of guilt, which is brought forward in the fiftli sup-

plication, from whence the prayer proceeds to the removal of

all the obstacles arising therefrom by forgiving (i.e. blotting

out) love. That the prayer is the prayer of a believer is evident

from the passage w? xai rnj^iTg a<ph>j.iv, "as also we forgive;" in it

we again perceive that (comp. v. 7) forgiveness is made to de-
pend upon the forgiving love that dwells within the heart, which
alone it is that enables us to believe in forgiveness, without deny-
ing thereby that this love itself is the gift of grace.' The idea

gelist himself without giving any etymology. The derivation from the
participle is admissible after -rse/ouff/o?, " abundant," i^s/.ojff/f;;, " volun-
tary." But it may be derived from the participle of £/%«/, " to be," as
well as from that of llmi, "to go;" comp. Tholuck on tlie passage cited,
p. 408 sqq.

^ The passage wc -/.ai ij/jbug a,<ph/j.iv, "as also we forgive," must not be
viewed cOs determining the iimmtre of forgiveness ; for, if God would not
forgive man in a higher degree than he exercises forgiveness himself, no
one would be forgiven. God always foi-gives totally and absolutely,
whereas man, frequently even in his most honest or sincere struggle, can
only foi-giye partially, i.e. so that there still remains in his mind some-
thing behind. The words must rather be considered as a i>r(>(if how en-
tirely God is himself forgiving love, inasmuch as he pardons tlie believer
not only his sin, but even enables him to pardon others. Hence, to be
nhh to forgive is, with the believer, a .svV/// of his state of grace, and
whence, the supplication might be transposed in the following manner:—

" Fortrive us our debts, that is, reveal in us the entire fulness of thy
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()(pu'Kr)iJju,
" sin, debt," is to be viewed in a wider sense as the ab-

stract idea of sin in general, which even with believers is always

contracting- new debts, which require a continued forgiveness

(blotting out). (Comp, the parable v. 25, and Luke vii. 41

sqq., as likewise what is contained in ver. 14 sqq. following.)

With the perception of sin is given, at the same time, the

feeling of weakness, which may not only tempt man to trans-

gress now and then the commandment of God, but which

may, in like manner, again wholly fall away from it. This

point of view is laid hold of in the sixth supplication. (Con-

cerning 'xu^dZ^iiv, "to tempt,'' see on Matth. iv. I.) The dan-

gerous character, or in fact, the danger itself, of temptation, for

the averting of which the children of God do pray, is con-

tained in the disproportion of the power of the new life to

that of evil. Hence, the fear of God dwelling in the believer

prays that the cup may pass from him. Our Redeemer, after he

had been led already into the one temptation (in the beginning

of his ministry), and after that he had overcome it for the salva-

tion of mankind,^ still prays himself (inasmuch as he became in

all things like unto us, only that he remained free from sin), at

his second temptation (at the end of his ministry), " if it be pos-

sible, let this cup pass from me'' (Matth. xxvi. 39). Hence,

there is contained in this supplication no assurance that the be-

liever shall meet with no temptation; on the contrary, as our

Lord drank the cup, so must, in like manner, every one of his

followers drink of his cup. (Matth. xx. 23.)

forgiving love, in the same manner as thou permittest us to taste it by
the privilege of forgiving in thy strength." Besides, it must not be
overlooked, that the question here is the forgiveness of debts contracted by
men toivards men, for, guilt contracted against the Lord by others, man nei-

ther can nor must forgive. Thus David forgives Shemei the guilt ca/aiiist

h imself, hut on his deathbed he Yememhers his guilt against the Lord;
in like manner does the Apostle Paid act, according to 2 Tim. iv. 14, 16.

1 Comp. the Epistle to the Hebrews ii. 18, iv dj yag •rs-Trnv^sv avTog

'Zii^ae^iig, hhvarai roTg Tj/^a^o/xsvo/c; l3o7i'^7ieai, " For in that he himself
suffered, being tempted, lie is able to succour them that are tempted."
And furthermore 1 Cor. x. 13, where 'Tru^aCfiog av'^^wmvog, "human
temptation, i.e. one common to men," seems to be contrasted with an-
other, viz. &uog, " that which is of God," in which God himself, as with
Abraham, Job, and other princes of the believers, especially with our
Redeemer, led them into temptation; at trials such as tliese nature
shudders. But the being led into temptation must be well distinguished

from the predeterminate and wilful entering into it, which is identical

with the •Ts/^a^s/c rh (?)im, "tempting of God."
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As the two preceding suj^plications have already referred to

^the redemption in detail, so, in like manner, docs the seventh

supplication view, or treat of, the redemption in its comprehen-

sive idea.^ As the whole prayer emanates from the spirit of

communion of all believers, so in like manner is finally ex-

pressed that which is good in contradistinction to that which is

evil, by the total conquest of which is conditioned the consum-

mation of i\\e kingdom of God, as well as the impossibility of

any temptation. (Hence, aXXa, "but," must be regarded as the

converse to the preceding supplication.) Wliether roZ TovriPov,

"from e^dl," be regarded as a noun masculine, or neuter, is all one,

so long as the neuter is considered as implying all that is wicked

(and which partakes of evil), in Avhicli acceptation it fomis the

element of Satan himself. Yet, is the masculine more accord-

ing to the language of the Bible. (Mattli. xiii. 19, comji. with

ver. 38; Ephes. vi. 16; 2 Thess. iii. 3.) The supplication for the

completion of the work of redemption becomes again connected

Avith the beginning, inasmuch as this perfect redemption is the

kingdom of God; but the doxology (which, even though it may
not have been spoken by our Redeemer himself, still is added

by the church in the Christian spirit,) warrants the fulfilment

of what is prayed for through the knowledge, that all belongs to

God, hence, that every good thing is as sure of its A^ictory through

this highest and only good, as that which is e-sdl is sure of its

perdition. But it would appear, at the first glance, as though

the d-jva/j^ig, "power," ought to have been named hefore the jSagiXsia,

"kingdom," as the more inferior thing, through the agency of

which only the kingdom becomes realized. But this position

lias been chosen, no doubt, because the Divine Omnijiotence in

the abstract is not that which Ave are herein called upon to con-

sider, inasmuch as the whole prayer already presupi)oses the ap-

plication thereof in laying the foundation of the kingdom of God.

Hence, the doxology—which is, as it Avere, the seal set to the

sure fulfilment of the prayer—justly expresses, that the king-

dom is the object of the desire of God; i.e., that the realisation

thereof is God's will, AAdierein is implied the idea, that he him-

self fulfils the same, and hence, that lie will surely bring CA^cry-

tliing to a state of consummate perfection.

' Chrysostom, the Calvinists, Arminians, Socinians, and others, ac-

kii(>\vledf,'e only six supplications, by combining the sixth and seventh

into one.
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Ver. 14, 15. In immediate connection with the prayer stands

what follows in Luke xi. 5, sqq. St Matthew brings prominently

forward, in ver. 12, the idea of exercising forgiveness, in order to

obtain forgiveness, which is likewise connected with the last sup-

plication, inasmuch as redemption itself is a comprehensive for-

giveness which the forgiving mind alone is capable of. (An ana-

logous idea, in another form of combination, is found St Mark
xi. 25, 26.) Wliat is difficult in this idea, is, that forgiveness

would seem to be dependent upon pre-existing love, since it is

the forgiveness received which creates this love. (See on Luke

vii. 47). But the question here is not the first kindling of

love which emanates from forgiveness, (though the supposition

of forgiveness already presupposes a susceptibility of love), but

the exercise of the already kindled love in its individual act.

(jla^ocrTuj/Ma, individual indications or expressions of general

a/xa^rla, " sin," it is = afj,dor^!J.a, Mark iii. 28.—Besides, the ex-

pression -Trarri^ ov^dviog, " heavenly Father," [like BaSiXsIa ruv

oxjoavcov, "kingdom of heaven,"] is peculiar to St Matthew.

Comp. Matth. vi. 26, 32; xv. 13.)

Ver. 16-18. The verses which follow form a parallel with ver.

2 and 5; they contain new exhortations to seek the substance

instead of the shadow. Next to prayer and almsgiving. Fast-

ing is viewed as another outward expression of the religious

life. ('Apai//^w, more especially signifies: to cause to disappear,

to annihilate, to destroy, as in ver. 19. Here it signifies to dis-

figure, the Latin for which is squalere. The mournful negligence

ofthe exterior is contrasted with the joyous adornment, expressed

by aXs/4/a/, "to anoint," and wv^a/, "to wash.") Li that (ap-

parently open) display of religious life, hypocrisy thus manifests

itself, which in this (apparently not open) concealment thereof

might be falsely sought for. The nature of piety, namely, is

the internal relation of the life to God, every bearing towards the

external world generates hypocrisy. (The expression h tOj xeuTrw,

" in secret," stands as a contrast to publicity before men ;
hence,

it is equivalent to the inner man [Inwendigen], vdierein God

reveals himself) This fundamental idea, that God himself

must be the object after which man is to strive, pervades the

whole chapter to the end; it is the thread on which are strung

the various ideas, which stand, according to St Luke, in a diffe-

rent position Avith regard to the discourses of Christ.

Ver. 19, 21. Earthly treasures are placed in contrast to the
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licavonly ones in tliciv indcstmctible nature, and therein the

Spirit is referrred to as the source of all truth. (2?;?, tinea,

" moth," = pD' ^^^- 1^- ^- B5ii(T/c, signifies in general the act

or process of corrosion or decay, which all things earthly are

subject to. Rust is not the proper meaning, inasmuch as nei-

ther gold nor silver do rust;^ in Mai. iii. 11 this word also

occurs when speaking of a species of worm.-) The reason as-

signed for this advice to heap up heavenly treasures, is the

cleaving of the heart to the treasure. The expression drisaM^ic,

" treasure," is here to be viewed as the object of ardent desire

and longing (which emanate from the -/.achia, "heart;") their

concentration on that which is created must make us unhappy,

inasmuch as the soul is destined for that which is eternal,—i.e.

God.

Ver. 22—24. The seeking after earthly treasures (which is

so much against the internal spiritual nature of man) presup-

poses, therefore, internal impurity. The combination with that

which goes before is not altogether simple, although it is not to

be mistaken; this points, no doubt, to another original position

of the idea (comp. Luke xi. 34, 35). The internal circumstances

of the spiritual life are illustrated by physical ones. It is re-

markable, that the eye is called /-ip^voj, " light;" it seems to be a

mere receptacle of light. Yet, recepti\'ity or susceptibility of

light presupposes the nature of light ;
" had thine eye not been

sunny," Goethe sings very profoundly and truly, " how could it

ever have looked upon the sun!" (Comp. Ps. xxx^^. 10.) The
eye (with the light streaming against it), accordingly, appears as

the thing itself imparting light, which produces light; a mode of

viewing it which is, optically speaking, quite correct.^ The

^ Comi3. nevertheless James v. 3.

^ Unless the author means to consider the )^X12i
" serpent," Gen. iii.

1 , as a species of worm ; the reference here to Malachi is not very satisfac-

tory, the word there used is 73^, " the devourer," in the Septuagint,

£/'; ^^umv, " the one that devoureth," translated " the destroyer," in the
Englisli version, and evidently having reference to the great enemy of

man, in his office of imiversal destroyer of man's earthly comforts, by
his malicious interference with the fruits of the earth, whence he is

called i^^vSi^S' German, " Fliegen—Baal," Beelzebub, " the lord of

tlie flies," to wit, the locusts, «fec.—T.
' The same idea is expressed by Philo (De Vit. theor. ii. 482 edit.

Mangey), when he writes: 75 ?tio;pi7.r,g •xj'U^jj ck':)dvoi.ra, h.yova tixth, ami-
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nature of the corporeal eye, however, conditions its agency;

airXoZi, "single"—croi/>j^og, " e\A\"= hi-rXoug, "double, twofold," as it

were, doublesighted (ver. 24) or quite blind altogether ; to which

the expression g-Konrnv, literally, " full of darkness," refers. In a

manner altogether similar does our Redeemer look upon the in-

ternal spiritual eye, the understanding (the power to comprehend

that which is divine);^ the receptivity, i.e. susceptibility of the

same for the light from above, presupposes the very nature of

light therein; hence, (pug sv eol, "the light in thee"= Xu^vog,

" lamp," ver. 22. Jesus does not teach thereby an absolute moral

depravation of the natural man. To bestow the nobler power, des-

tined originally for things divine, on things sensual, is blindness;

the internal light is banished, and the power of sight destroyed.

The state of spiritual darkness, then, is more terrible than that

which is corporeal. But St Luke xi. 36 brings forward likewise the

other side of the question, namely, the entire internal illumination

of the being, by means of which are dispelled even the least vesti-

ges of dimness Qmtj 'i-/o^ n /iigog (sxonivov, literally. " not having any

part dark." Concerning the peculiar difficulties of this passage

comp. on Luke xi. 36). "With this is immediately connected the

mention of the two tnasters, ver. 24, a simile which expresses

doublesightedness, the halting between God and the world,

in a different way. The force of the contrast is contained in

the absolute manner in which the one is excluded by the other.

The relation of the xug/o/, " masters," to one another, permits no

indifference among their servants. Tlie ayairav, " to love," there-

fore, is contrasted by [j^iGsTv, "to hate;" and the am;)^£o-^a/, "to

hold by, or upliold," with the pca-a^^oi's/i', "to despise." ('Acrs-

gavrog ilg ahrriv ay.rTvag vorirag rou 'Trar^og, aJg dvvy;Ssrai ^suj^sTv ra 6o<piag

hoyiJ^ara, " the soul that loves God produces undying offspring, for the

father impregnates her with the rays of knowledge, by which she is en-

abled to look into the doctrines of wisdom. Comp. also Gesenius's

Lex. on ^^\^,
" to look, to shine upon," Job xx. 9.

^ The understo.nding, admitting that it be pure and undefiled, can
comprehend that which is Divine. She is a receptive power, but she cannot

be jrroihictive of that which is divine out of herself. She must be care-

fully distinguished from the intellect, the j^ower of comprehension. In

the New Testament the former is designated by vovg, " mind," the lat-

ter by (p^ir/jijic, "wisdom, prudence" (compare my Opusc. p. 152 sqq.)

Philo de cond. Mundi T. i. p. 12 writes thus: otso voug sv •vi^u;^;^^, rovro

o(p^ak[Mhg sv suf/^ari, " What the mind is to the soul, such is the eye to

the body."
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yjodai Tivo;, propcrlj speakings signilies,to seize upon somethino-, to

hold fast to, to cleave to = p"'Tnn' faithfully to care for, to do

something-, taking- an interest in it, 1 Thess. v. 14; Tit. i. 9.)

Ma/j,u)m;, as also /za/z-covaj (according to Luke xvi. 9), from
l"^7^p,

" mammon," which is used, according to Buxt. Lex. talm. p.

1 21 7 in the Targums, for the Hebrew ^^^, -^sj?!,
" wealtli, riches/'

so that the expression may be taken as the Greek -rXou-og, which
signifies the same thing, that is, wealth, riches. St Augustin
remarks on this passage : Congruit et punicum nomen, nam lucrum

imnice mammon dicitur, " the Punic name also agrees therewith,

for money or gain in the Punic language is called Mammon.''
Contrasted with God, money, conceived, i.e. viewed as an imper-

sonation, appears as an idol after the manner of Plutus, without

our being able to prove that an idol bearing that name ever re-

ceived external Avorship. In the sense of the Redeemer, the

signification of Mammon refers to the originator of evil, which

consists in the confounding of that which is ungodly with that

which is godly. We onust abhor that which is evil, if we are

to love that which is good, Rom. xii. 9; the natural man seeks

to avoid this separation, for fear of a struggle Avith the world,

wherein he perceives good and evil to be mingled together; but

Christ urges a resoluteness of heart on genuine love, which har-

bours at the same time a hatred against sin, but never against

the jierson of the sinner.

Ver. 25—34. Man, fettered by the ordinary necessities of his

earthly life, and exhausting his miserable existence in anxieties

to satisfy these, is elevated by the Redeemer from out the hands
of the prince of this world (who keeps his hold upon his servants

by such cares), to a trust in God, through which a sacred care is

called forth, which scares away those turmoils of our life and
existence of dust and ashes. The passage in Phil. iv. 6 forms a

commentary on these words. There the apostle jilaces the com-

mand, /xrjSsi/ /i,£^//i,i/a«, literally, "be not anxious, i.e. be careful

for nothing," in opposition to the charge to pray to God for

things necessary. Frayer, then, is the contrast of care, because

man engaged in prayer commends his care to God. The natural

man cares without praying; the brute, and the human being who
has become brutal, care as little as they pray.—Ver. 25. This part

of the discourse originates in a play on the word
4'''^-/J =^tt?3-»

which siofuifies:
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1. Life; and,

2. Soul.

Viewed essentially, both significations pervade eacli other;

only, the sensual man places the life-principle in his belly, and re-

gards eating and drinking as his chief exigences. But with the

believer, the life (of man as such) is situated in the soul, and the

soul only it is which with him constitutes the principle of life

(the -^uyj, " soul,'' namely, \dewed as a -^v/^r] 'Trvivfianycyj, " spiritual

soul") ; hence, he pro^ddes for it first. The fis^i/xvav rfj -^uyji, " to

take care for the life," then is not = h ty] ^z., " in your soul" =
xa^bia, " heart," but -^-j-x/i,

" the soul," the psychical life, is the

object of care.—Ver. 26. The belief in the fatherly care of God
which feeds the body, is awakened by a glance at his govern-

ment of nature. Uirsiva roZ ah^avoZ, " fowls of the heaven" =
D'^?2U^n ?1"ii^-

T^^^ general expression appears in St Luke xii. 24

brought down to a special meaning : 7(.aravor,Ga-i roug -Kooazag,

" consider the ravens." Man seems related by his body to phy-

sical nature; hence, he can in reference to it (i.e. his body) con-

fide himself as unconditionally to the fatherly love of God, as

the "fowls of the heaven," But inasmuch as there exists in

his physical nature a divine princij)le of life, so it is this which

carries him upward to a higher region of life.

Ver. 27. The heljiless state of the creature as to all outward

things is here contrasted with the fulness of power ofthe Creator,

who daily feeds every creature living. Man cannot make a blade

of grass grow
;
yea, he cannot alter anything in his own physical

self.
' HX/x/a signifies, in the first place, stature, size (Luke xix. 3)

;

and in the second place full-age, vigour (John ix. 21). To add

a cubit to man's size would be, considering the proportions of the

body (which scarcely exceeds three cubits), something monstrous;

according to the connection of the whole, something of a more trif-

ling nature must therefore be here indicated. Better then would

it be to suppose that here is meant, to add some trifle to a man's

age ; with this agrees the care for meat and drink which are the

conditions of physical life.—Ver. 28. The same thing is made to

bear upon raiment. K^ivov =
'j\2J1\iJ,

"hly," Cant. ii. 1. Njj^w,

neo, filum ducere, to spin, to sew.—Ver. 29. The forms of nature

outshine, or surpass in beauty all the forms of art; it is the pro-

vince of art, merely to imitate nature. This is a pov\'erful motive

for man's reposing an implicit faith in the wondrous artificer, all
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things ill whose kingdom, whether great or small, appear arrayed

in the fairest raiment.

Ver. 80. If God thus provides for the most perishable things,

liow much the more, then, will he pro\ade for the inheritors of

his everlasting kingdom. (In countries destitute of wood, as the

east for the greater part is, the use of other articles for burning,

as, for example, grasses and shrubs, is dictated bv the nature of

the circumstances. 'oX/^o'vr/ffro;, " of little faith," = ^2^»:n^ s^^p,

Matth. viii. 26; xiv. 31 ; xvi. 8.)—Ver. 32. From hence is derived

the prohibition of care, which is represented as based on heathen-

ish views, inasmuch as we there meet, instead of a living God, who
is omniscient (ver. 8), with a blind s},'j,ai>j,hr,,

" fete, destiny," which

compels man to be his own god. The grand, magnificent idea

so freely expressed, viz. that the believing child of God has no

care, is more clearly set forth in ver. 33 and 34, in order to

guard against misunderstanding, such as that the prohibition of

care is to exclude every degree of activity as regards the sup-

plying of our earthly wants. The expression fii^i/xmv is con-

trasted Avith ^7)7-^!/, " to seek," so that the former signifies the

anxious caring without God,^ and the latter the faithful striving

m and with God, (yet St Luke uses ^rtrsh == /msoi/mvuv, xii. 29).

The term cr^urov, " first," places the endeavour or striving for the

kingdom of God at the head, with which is joined the care

for earthly things. For God's fotherly care manifests itself

even through the believer himself; he docs not expect, in the

God-tempting sense, food to descend through the air. The
/Saff/Xs/a Tov 0£oD, "kingdom of God," must be received, again, in

an indefinite general sense, as applied to things internal and ex-

ternal (see on Matth. iii. 2); as also is the dr/.aio(rvvr,, "righteous-

ness," which, although it is an essential ingredient per se of the

kingdom of God, (llom. xiv. 17,) is yet brought forward still

* St Luke xii. 29 adds the warning, ,a?5 iMnufiZitf^i, " he not in sus-
pense," i.e. be not doubtful ; this is an expression wliich occurs in the
New Testament only in this place. It frequently occurs in the Old
Testament (as lilcewise /zeriwso;, " soaring, floating in the air," together
with its derivatives, iMnojiis;/.},;, "suspension, elation of mind," and
//.^riojofWrjc), as signifying high, elated with pride (Ps. cxxx. 1 ; Ezek. x.

IG, 17; 2 Mace. v. 17 ; vii. 3j). In the sense of .wspenso esse animo, "to
be of doubtful mind, fluctuating between hope and fear, which is not
rare with profane writers, it is only found in this place. Ihc fMinuc/g/nfk,
" suspen.,e," of the /Mseifiva, " care " is contrasted by the iSijBaiorn:, " stead-
fastness," of the 'TT/ffTig, " faith."
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more, in order to point out the nature of the kingdom of God,

(it is immaterial whether it reveals itself internally or exter-

nally), and to obviate false views thereof. The expression x^oer^-

d^ffirai, " shall be added," hints at that which is Divine as the

first and most proper object of all the cares and strivings of

men, with which is conjoined, necessarily, and as a matter ofcourse,

that which is required for the body, if the striving after God be

pure. Hence, the exhortation concludes with the words of the

beginning: ij^rt /xs^i,u,vri<rsrs, " be not anxious," i.e. take no thought

(ver. 25). The passage ilg rr,v civ^iov, "for the morrow," it is true,

seems to limit the universal application of the exhortation, and
seems to rejsresent the care for the present time as well-founded.

Yet, in the idea of care is 'always contained a reference to the

future, and the time present appears as cared for (as may be

seen from what follows), whence it would appear that the invi-

tation not to care is to be laid hold on in its full extent (comp.

1 Pet. V. 7), without thereby, as has been observed already, genu-

ine faithful activity being- excluded. With this the words which

follow are in perfect harmony: 95 yao a'v^iov fn^iMVYien ra iaur^c,

liter. " for the morrow shall be anxious for the things of itself,"

words in which God aj)pears as the Being caring or providing,

inasmuch as the time itself, to which care is attributed, must be

viewed in its dependence upon him, through whom is satisfied

every necessity cf every station in life. Finally, the Saviour

observes, moreover, that the life of the believer, even indepen-

dent of its overwhelming itself with cares for the future, still

ever retains its burthen as regards the present (whence it is

plain that the here recommended absence of care can be no

absence of suffering), on account of the sinfulness of the w^orld.

Kax/a, " evil," is chosen intentionally, as a term which denotes

physical evils only in accordance with their moral origin.

('Agy.sroi;, "sufficient," is also met with St Matth. x. 25; 1 Pet.

iv. 3). As to that which concerns the critical examination of this

ver. 84, it must be observed, that the Codices vary as to the words

7] yag a/opov /jjigifu^vrissi ra hauTTJs, " for the morrow shall take care

for the things belonging to itself," inasmuch as sometimes is left

out ra savrfjg,
" the things belonging to itself," in another, ra,

" the things," only, and inasmuch as now <7rigl savr7jg, "concern-

ing itself," is inserted, and again iaurfi, " for itself. Essentially,

the various readings do not alter the sense, but as the usual

construction of iii^i'imo), " to take care, or thought," is seq. accus.

s
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with an accusative; one might feel induced to give the prefer-

ence to kaurri;, as the more vmcommon expression. More im-

portant is the imnctuation adopted by Fritsche (Comm. on

Matth. p. 284) in the text, wliicli varies from the usual one,

fj,ri ovv ^'Mssi/jbv/iCtrirs uc rriv a'ooior t] yas a'o^iov /jySPi/^vriffn, " take no Care,

therefore, for the morrow, for the morrow shall take care." Ta

saur^g d^xerhv rri ^/^sga, V xaxia axtrrig, "sufficient unto the day are

the things which belong thereto, the e\al thereof." The pas-

sage yi xayJa avri^g, "the evil thereof," must then be conceived as

the apposition to ra Iccutt^c, " the things Avhich belong thereto."

The punctuation appears to me as being recommendablc, only it

seems as though the words ^ ya^ av^iov /Moifiv^sn, " for the morrow

shall take care," produce the impression of something bare or

incomplete; the addition rounds off the idea more. In essence,

however, tlie idea is not altered even by this punctuation.

The series of normal-rules or precepts, which follow each other

in the sermon on the mount, in chapter the seventh, at once

betrays itself thereby as not having formed originally one con-

nection, inasmuch as it is wholly against the character of the

normal-rule or precept to be accumulated in a discourse: it is

only when isolated, that they display therein their full efficacy.

In the Scriptures, where the reader may reflect quietly on the

profundity of the meaning or sense, the thing assumes a diffe-

rent form, and therefore St Matthew has done well in form-

ing the collection of normal-rules in this place, wherein he

intended to point out the peculiar characteristics of the manner

in which Jesus taught. The idea, which, in itself, embraces

the whole subject, is this; to place in contrast with the pre-

A'ailing notions the character of the disciples of the Messiah in

its peculiar individuality, in order to make, or render, evident

that which is new in the phenomena of the gospel.

Ver. 1, 2. This idea is treated of more fully in St Luke vi.

37, 38, and matter of a similar character is found in St Mark iv.

24. That the term x^imv, "to judge," x^Z/xa, "judgment," made

use of by St Matthew in the normal precept, must evidently be

regarded as = xaraz^hsiv, " to give judgment against, to con-

demn;" y.a.rax.oiij.a, "condemnation, judgment against," as occurs

Rom. ii. 1; xiv. 3, 4; 1 Cor. v. 12; and al. freq., may be seen

from the parallel, y.arahixaC^nv, " to give sentence against, to

condemn," of St Luke vi. 37, which points out clearly the signi-

fication of x^m/i', "to judge," whicli is also made apparent from
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the opposite terms, axoXus/i/, " to free," and ^/^di-a/, '' to pardon,''

of wliicli the former expression signifies, "to let go free, dis-

cliargc from custody" {absolvere reum) ; and tlie latter, the re-

linquishing of a thing which one has a right to claim. Judg-

ment, therefore (in as far as it is an act of examination), is here

not excluded; this the Scriptures everywhere require (1 Thcss.

V. 21). Only the confounding of the evil with personal demerit,

in him in whom it manifests itself, is that wdiich merciful love

everywhere disallows; wherever the imputation is cast on the

person, love will be found to be wanting; wherever love is

wanting, the rigorous law prevails, and with this law the jus

talionis, "law of retaliation." Hence, it becomes a repeti-

tion of the idea expressed in v. 7, eXsTjfxovig iXindnaovTai, " the

merciful shall obtain mercy." The phrase, sv w ij/stq^uj fjbsr^sTrs,

avriiMirg^ridriGirai \j(uv, wliicli signifies literally, " with what measure

ye mete, it shall be measured to you again," is = o(p$aXiu)v avri

o(pDaA/jjou, " an eye for an eye" (St Matth. v. 38). The figure in

St Luke vi. 38 depicts the nature of that overflowing, forgiving-

love, which in its turn renders man susceptible of forgiveness.

(Msr^ov xaXov, " good measure" := /xai/of, " sufficient, satisfactory,"

signifies, just and not false measure; t^s^w, " to press, or to press

together;" caXihu, "to move to and fro, and shake," in order to

force into the measure as much as possible; b'Trs^iz^uvo/xai =
P^U?il' J°®^ ^^- "^^5 *^ ^^^ ^^ ovei-flowing, to cause to run over,

which are all used as contrasts to that giving which is void of

love, which is only practised, in order not to transgress, or offend

against the law in a direct manner.

—

KoX-rog =j^>i|-f, sinus, " the

bosom," also the bosom of a garment folded over for the pur-

pose of carrying things therein.^ In the Old Testament fre-

^ The use of the long flowing garment here alluded to seems to have
been common to all the nations of the east, and probably, among the

Jews, Arabs, and others, who wore their long dresses belted round the

waist with a sash or girdle, the actual bosom or upper portion of the dress

was pretty generally made use of as a receptacle for provisions or other

iiiecessary articles, as it might well be allowed to fall in copious folds out

over the belt, so as to form a large pocket-like receptacle capable of

containing a considerable quantity of anything. This explains the pas-

sage of Luke vi. 38, duffouaiv sig rhv '/.oX-ttov uimcZv, wliich the Vulgate ren-

ders: dabunt in sinum vestmm, "they shall give into your bosom."

KoXTog and sinus are, however, aj^plied not only to the bosom of a gar-

ment, but they are used for any cavity or hollow formed by the folding

back or doubling of a garment, and may therefore be translated a lap.
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quently the figure for " retaliation, requital," is a)i'ra'7(,QoZ\ai si;

rhv xoXrro)', " to render back into the bosom" [Jerem. xxxii. 18;
Ps. Ixxix. 12].

Ver. 3—o. What follows treats of this idea in its separate rela-

tion to the individual, which has been hitherto viewed in its re-

lation to the whole personality of man. He who is without love

perceives faults in others, at the same time that he overlooks

his own; but pure love overlooks the faults of others, and
watches carefully and rigorously its own. The same figure is

to be found in the treatise called Bababathra:^ Cum diceret

quis alicui, ejice festucam ex oculo tuo, respondit ille: ejice et

tu trabcm ex oculo tuo, " If a man say to any one, cast out the
splinter from thine eye, he straightway answereth, do thou also

cast out the beam from thine own eye."

Ver. 6. With this exhortation to exercise meekness is veiy judi-
ciously connected the invitation to guard ourselves against the
other extreme, namely, against an indiscreet pouring out of that
which is sacred, from want of judgment. He Avho forbids to judge
(in cases wdiich are to determine the culpability of a human
being), the same person in like manner commands examination
and inquiry, wdiereby the state of the cases or circumstances may
be determined. This latter procedure is absolutely necessary for
the child of God, in order that he may be able to discriminate

Thus Livy: Tunc Romanus, sinu ex toga facto," ttc, "Then the Roman
having folded back his garment," which has been finely imitated by
Tasso in his description of the haughty Circassian Prince Argante, when
in his defiance to Godfrey and the Christian leaders of the first crusade,
he makes use of the same expression

:

Inde il suo manto per lo lembo prese
Currollo, e fenne un seno, e'l seno sporto,
Cosi pur anco a ragionar riprese.
Via piu che prima dispettoso, e torto.
O sprezzator de le piu dubbic iiiiprese,

E guerra, e ]mce in questo s( n t'apporto
Tua sia rdezzione, hor te consiglia,
Senz' altro indugio, e qual piu vuoi ti piglia.

—Gierus. Lib. Cant. ii. st. 89.—T.

^ Bala Bathm, or more properly Bava Bathra, t^"^Jl^ l^^Ib
" Tlie

last door or entrance," is one of the treatises or books of the Talmud,
and forms the third book of the fourth Seder, i.e. order, called Nezikln,

i^'lTif^'
" I^ai^ases," which is divided into ten books, and treats of all

cases of injury inflicted by man or beast, and the compensation to be
awarded in such cases; also of Jewish courts of law, and their various
punishments, of idolatry, and of the prophecies concerning the Messiah.
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between what is true and Avliat is false, (kui/sj, "dogs,"
x'^''i^''

" swine," are used to depict vulgar human nature, which ex-

presses itself in shamelessness, carnality, and voluptuousness;

these the Christian must learn to distinguish as such, and bring-

that which is holy into no sort of contact with them,^ for the

internal state of their nature admits of no reception for such

things, and is therefore likely to turn upon him to his own injury.

['Aym, "holy, pure," /j.aoya^irai, "pearls," signify the holy

doctrines of the kingdom of God, Matth. xiii. 45.] To such

men the law only can be applied; they misunderstand the Gospel

to the injury of those who preach it to them. In doggish natures,

that which is holy engenders wrath; hoggish natures tread it

down thoughtlessly into the mire, wliich is their own true ele-

ment.)

Ver. 7—12. In order to lead such a life of love wliich does

not judge, but wliich, nevertheless, carefully examines, it is

necessary to pray for the gift of the Holy Spirit. The general

precept, alrun %ai hoSriSirat hi^iv, "ask and it shall be given to

you," which is repeated with various applications, is illustrated

by means of a simile, which draws a conclusion a minori ad
7najus, " ascending from small things to great." Ver. 8, demon-

strates, ver. 7, by means of the genertil idea, Tag 6 alruv Xa/j^jSavsi,

signifying literally, " every one who is asking receiveth." The
demonstrating point is contained in the nature of him who is

called upon in prayer; every supplication, truly so (hence, which

has originated with the internal necessity of the spirit), is granted

by God. The human relation existing between the father and

the imploring child forms an argument, .zar av'^^oovov, "the argu-

mentvim ad hominem." Luke adds, xi. 12, a third example to

the other two, "instead of an wov, " egg;" a ezo^-rlog, " scorpion."

With the notion of the useless here is connected, moreover, that

of the repulsive.—The transition, ^' rig Ignv; "or is there any

one?" brings out the contrast; or does it not always happen other-

wise? Men, in their sinful alienation, appear towards God, the

^ Tholuck (on the passage in question, p. 492) thinks that the Gospel
ought to be preached even to the most reprobate. By all means, as

regards public preaching, at which an examination into the position of

solitary individuals cannot take place. But the question at issue is:

personal ministry with regard to individuals, exactly as with the pro-

hibition to judge, and in such case the intelligent and wise steward

must produce from the treasure of his heart things old and new, accord-

ing to the position or state of the person, with whom he has to de;d.
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everlasting God, as -Trov^oi, "evil doers;" Ijiit, in the relation of

parental love, goodness is nevertheless manifested even in the

sinful one, how much more, then, in the everlasting God. St

Luke xi. 13 names in express tenms the gift which comprehends

all the other gifts, 'rviZiJbci ciym, " the Holy Ghost,'' Avhich must
here be regarded as the principle which creates holiness in man.

Possessed of this spirit, man practises pure love. The normal

precej^t, vcr, 12, is also founded on proverbs projiagated among
the Jewish nation. The Talmud gives the following as the de-

cision of Rabbi Hillel:^ Quod exosum est iihi, alteri ne feceris,

" That which is hateful to yourself do not to others." Self-love

is to serve as the rule for the self-sacrificinij,- love of our neiffh-

hour (Matth. xix. 19); God alone is to be loved above self. For

(j'jro; sariv 6 vofMg, " this is the law," as Grieshach reads it, Fritzsche

would have us read oZrojc, "thus;" but o-jt-oj, independent of the

critical reasons, might deserve to be preferred on account of the

deeper idea it implies, inasmuch as therein is expressed, that

in this commandment of love towards our neighbour, the essen-

tial contents of the Old Testament are comprehended (Mark xii,

29 sqq.; Matth. xxii. 40).

Ver. 13, 14. From what has been said follows, in a natural

and unforced connection, the difficulty of walking in the path ol'

self-tlenying love, which is represented under the figure of a

narrow way, leading through a straight gate into the strong for-

^ Rabbi Hillel, called Hazaken "the elder," and also Babyloniui>
" the Babylonian," to distinguish him from his celebrated descendant, li.

UiUel IIcDinaasi, "the prince or chief," was a very celebrated Jewish
doctor of the tribe of Benjamin, and descended on his mother's side in

a direct line from King David, although his parents were living in great
poverty; he was born in Babylon, a.m. 3G48, i.e. 112 years before the
birtli of our Savioiu*. He Avas the progenitor of a must illustrious race,

wlio presided over the college of Babylon for ten generations; he was
tlie father of that Simeon whose prerogative it was to receive our Lord
in his arms in the temple, who is called in the Talmud Kabban Simeon,
"our master Simeon," and who was himself the father of Kabban Gama-
liel, the preceptor of the Apostle Paul. R. Ilillel is much quoted in

the Talmud, the writers of which look on him as a prophet. In the

book called Sopherim, D'^'^Q'^Oj
" scribes, or learned men," it is said of

liim :
" There is no word of wisdom which he liad not mastered ; he liad

learned all kind of languages, even the tongues of the nunuilains, the

hills, and the valleys, the speech of trees and herbs, the converse of wild

beasls and cattle, the language of spirits, and all parables." And where-
fore? Because the Lord willed it, for his righteou.snes.s sake he will

magnify the law, and make it honourable, Is. xlii. 21.—T.
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tress of everlasting life. The figure is so natural, so true, that it

is made manifest over and over again in every serious endea-
vour, even as regards the subordinate degrees of religious life. Ce-
betlS tab. C. 12, ouxovv o^ag dii^av rivcc fxiK^av, 7.ai bbov riva -po rJjg u\j:>ac,

ring ov 'ttoXii o^XsTrai, aXka -Trdvu oXiyoi '^oosvoi/rai, auTTi sctiv tj odog, tj

ayovsa T^hg rriv dXrj'^ivriv 'raiSsiocv, the literal meaning of which is,

" behold then a certain small door, and a certain road to the
door, which is not much frequented; but very few travel by it,

that is the road which leads to true instruction." (The parallel

passage in St Luke xiii. 24, will hereafter receive its special

exposition. For oV/, " because," of ver. 14 should be read, no

doubt, '', "for why?" it corresponds with the Hebrew n?:2-0

Ver. 15—20. But not only is the way of the pure life in God
narrow of itself, but it is rendered very toilsome through what
the false prophets teach; the question here at issue, then, is to

try the spirits. As a sign wdiereby to know them, is given the

frmit they bear; in 1 John iv. 1, 2, pure doctrine is laid down as

the criterion. Is the latter here indicated likewise by the ex-

pression, xa^voi, "fruits?" I doubt it, although Tholuck has

defended this view on plausible grounds. The doctrines must first

be received; hence, they might be compared with the root, but

not with the fruit. The fruits are necessarily of a moral nature.

Under any circumstances it is difiicult to distinguish between the

real fruits and the counterfeitings ofhypocrisy and fanaticism; but

our Redeemer presupposes in those belonging to him plain com-

mon sense, for the perception of truth, wdiich permits them
safely to distinguish between that which is true and that Avliich

is false. The term Ji/6u/xara -Tr^olSdroov, " the clothing of sheep,"

must not be understood as implying, or referring to the actual

clothing of the prophets (Matt. iii. 4) ; but it denotes figuratively

the outward appearance in contrast to the true nature, the ap-

^ The Hebrew interrogatives, IQ, " who?' aud pfj^;
" what? how much?

how great?" &c., are rendered in the Sejituagint by the Greek interro-

gatives Tig; and rl; which are in a general way distinguished from the
indefinite pronouns Tig, ti, by the acute accent, the latter being written,

for the most part, without an accent. The author here, however, aUudes

to the adverbial use of the Hebrew pj^, to which the ti; absolute, of the
X

Greeks forms the exact equivalent, in which case it means " for why 1

wherefore?" See Homer's II. B. i. 302, 414, &c. This gives more force

than oTi, " because," to the ffrivn tj tl/Xjj, " straight is the gate," of the

text.—T.
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parently aflfectionate expressions and actions, which have their

origin, nevertheless, in hearts full of self-love. The wollish na-

ture only seeks its own advantage, and soon betrays itself to

the child-like mind. By the physical processes in the vegetable

world is demonstrated, how fruit characterises, i.e. points out

the nature of the plant producing it. Similar to this is the

figure in James iii. 11, 12. ("AxavSa, thorn. Virg. Eccl. iv. 29, incu-

tisque rubens pendebit sentibus uva, " and the purple grape

shall hang on the wild thorn."—Comp. Matth. xii. 33, where

the same figure is made use of, though in somewhat different

terms, as also in St Luke vi. 43, 44, which passage will be fur-

nished with its due exposition. On ver. 19, 20, comp. on Matth.

iii. 10; Luke iii. 9.)

Ver, 21—23. These verses carry out that which has been pre-

dicated in a general way of all -^^ludo'^^oprirai, " false prophets,"

more especially with a view to those who were attached to Christ,

among whom also insincerity might creep in. The term yAynv, " to

say," forms a contrast with toisTv, " to do," just as X6yog, " word,"

forms a contrast with hyov, " work," or dvm/juig, " power, ability"

(1 John iii. 18; Col. ii. 23; 1 Thess. i. 5; James i. 22). Aiynv

/.{j^ti, xv^n, " to say. Lord, Lord," signifies to express hypocriti-

cally a sense of dependence, which is not felt in realit^^ Ac-

cording to ver. 22, spiritual vanity appears as the ground of

this adhesion, which finds its food in the brilliant outward

manifestations of the power of the Spirit, which, with the

acknowledgment of Jesus as the Messiah, was poured out even

on a Judas Iscariot. u^o^rinUiv, " to act as a prophet, i.e.

to prophesy," haijJjvta sK^dAXiiv, " to cast, or drive out demons,"

h'j^diLiii itdiiN, " to do mighty works," arc the most usual effects

produced by the power of the Spirit, that bestirred itself with so

much might at the time of Jesus, the nature of which will be

considered hereafter in its isolated manifestations.^ Li the pas-

sage, rui cuj ho[iari, " in thy name," must not be seen a mere

superstitious naming of the name, as was the case Avith the sons

of Sccva (Acts of the Apostles xix. 13 sqq.); but a reception of

the power of the Lord into the individual, though in an insincere

manner. (Concerning 'ivo/xa, see on Luke i. 49, and hereafter on

Matth. X. 41 ; xxviii. 19.) By the passage, iv rfj r,iM^a ixshri, "in

tliat day," is put off the disclosure of the hypocrisy which is now

' C'onccrninp- these spiritual gifts of free grace, " Cliarismata," com-
pare here the context with 1 Cor. xii. 14.
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undisceniible to tlie human eye, until the time of the general

xg/V/e, "judgment," when all the secrets of men shall be revealed

(Rom. ii. 16). Hence, hypocrisy here appears at the same time

in the light of self-delusion, according to which man persuades

himself he belongs to the Lord, until the unfolding of the depths

of all hearts shall bring him to a knowledge, that his pretended

holy actions were but a great kvojua, " transgressions," inasmuch

as his sole object was his own honour, and not that of God. For

the rest, that a bandying of words on the day of judgment is

out of the question, must be understood as a matter of course.

The situation depicted here in such lively colours, is the language

of the internal being ; the unbeliever will stand there claiming

to be heard, but he shall find no ear, i.e. he shall be rejected.

(The words a-Troy^M^un /,. r. X., "depart ye," &c., are quoted

from Ps. \\. 8). The solution of this psychological enigma, of

the possibility of such self-delusion in divine matters, is contained

in the words, ovd'sTors h/voiv v/xag, " I never knew ye," of ver. 23.

The term yimsKBiv, " to know," like ^t^,
" to know, to recognise,"

is used throughout the Holy Scripture in a deep, spiritual sense,

especially in such phrases as, &ihg, -yiKsrog yi\ui6%it ai/SgoiTov, -^l^vyj^v,

God, Christ know^eth or approveth, the man, the soul (Deut.

xxxiv. 10; 1 Cor. viii. 3; xiii. 12; Gal. iv. 9). Tivuieznv rhv &i6v,

" to know God," forms the natural consequence of the yivdJa-Ass^ai

i'TTo rou ©aou, " the being known or approved by God;" no one can

know God without being recognised by God. If we refer these

expressions to their obvious connection with the Christian doc-

trine of regeneration, the result will be the full rich meaning

of this contrast. The real knowledge of God (not one merely

comprehending his existence, but an essential one, which is even

the life eternal, John xvii. 3) is only possible in consequence of

a revelation of the hidden, or invisible God, to the soul (see on

Matth. xi. 27); this revelation of God is a yivuiaxsiv rriv -^uyriv,

" recognising or approving of the soul." The figure of a bri-

dal relation of the soul to God, which pervades the language

used throughout the whole of the sacred writings, obtains,

according to this view, its essential signification. This internal

illumination resembles the visit of the heavenly bridegroom,

the result of which is the knowledge or recognition of God

by the soul, according to the decision of the Old Testament;

in his light we see light (Ps. xxxvi. 10). Hence, the Lord-

Lord-sayors (i.e. those who merely say Lord, Lord) appear in
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the light of unregenerate men, >vho cany thcinselves in a re-

gion of false freedom as the children of God, without having

been generated of him. Very signiticantly, therefore, is given

in Luke xiii. 25 the question 'xo:)ni ssrs; "M'hence arc ye?" It

refers to their foreign origin; they have not originated

above (cim^iv, " from above,'' John iii. o), they are cag^ ix rrig

ffuPTiog,
'* flesh of the flesh" (John iii. 6.) (In St Luke xiii. 25,

27, moreover, even the elements of this passage stand in a dif-

ferent connection to one another; in which connection tliey will

be examined licreafter.)

Ver. 24—27. The epilogue teaches the importance of the

application of such a discourse under the simile of a man who
builds his house upon a rock; the Word of everlasting truth, which,

having become incarnate, taught in the person of Christ, is here

intimated as the rock of salvation (Deut. xxxii. 15; Ps. xviii. 3;

xiii. 10; Isa. xvii. 10). Here the wicked forms no contrast M'ith

the good, but the fool with the wise (as Mattli. xxv. 1 sqq.,) for,

all those who hear arc conceived as well-wishers, but many are

wanting in the sj^iritual wisdom so necessary in order to derive

spiritual advantage. The flgure of the building is carried out in

1 Cor. iii. 9 sqq., and it is there, v. 11, wherein Christ is called

the foundation, on which must rest the building of the spiritual

life. St Luke vi. 48 carries out further the figure of laying

the foundation by digging and deepening, (b^o;)^*) signifies a

mighty or heavy shower of rain = Q2j?\. St Luke has it

TX^j/z/zD^a = 'rX£/x/xv^ig a. X., signifying tlic tide, the flood-tide,

wliich is the reverse of ci/x-TruTig, or dvdoloia, the ebb. In the more

common sense than the one in which it is here used, it signifies

every inundating, destructive overflowing of streams or brooks,

as well as that caused by violent sliowers of rain.

Ver. 26. The contrast to this building on the foundation of

the rock of the everlasting word of God, which defies every

danger and temptation, is formed by the simile of a building

void of foundation, and wliich is built on the sand, to signify,

or denote that internal life which is founded on perishable,

human resolutions, opinions, and ideas. This building upon

sand has an evident reference to a spiritual activity, Avliich is

nearly related to the real labours of the spirit, such as are cre-

ated by faith, but which is, nevertheless, void of the true cha-

I'acter thereof.

Ver. 28, 29. The Evangelist, finally, concludes the whole witli
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a reference to v. 1. St Matthew, in conclusion, only adds the

impression wliicli the words of Jesus produced upon the mind of

his hearers. The expression v/.^XrimGOai, " to be astonished, to

be amazed," is stronger than 6aviJ.dZiiv, "to wonder;'" it ex-

presses the sense of being- inwardly imjiressed (Das innere Er-

fasst=, Ergriffenseyn). To this points the passage, l^oueiav

'ix^iv, "having authority," which distinguished the discourses of

Jesus from those of the Pharisees; these also frequently spoke

truths, but tliey wanted the e^ovcia 'Trnufi^aTixi^ ,
" spiritual autho-

rity;" their discourses were pictures painted on the air, without

being possessed of any essential and life-bestowing power. These

the words of Jesus breathed forth, and by means of them he

laid hold upon the hearts of his hearers in their innermost

depths; hence, wherever there was dormant in the interior of

any person an echo for truth, there this echo was necessarily

awakened.

§ 4. HEALING OF A LEPEK.

(Matth. viii. 1—4; Mark i. 40—45; Luke v. 12—IG.)

After this manifestation of Jesus as an instructor, St Matthew
now follows it up with his portraiture of the Saviour as a worker

of miracles, inasmuch as both the chapters which follow only

contain communications respecting the miracles of our Rcdeemej-.

In so far as actions such as these are viewed as being j^reemi-

nently the revelations or manifestations of mighty powers, they

are called in the Scriptures dvva.fx,sig, " powers," ji'i'T^Q^j
" mighty

works." But when the same are to be regarded as connected

with the Divine decrees in reference to the individual or to the

whole, the Scriptures then call them a/njbiTix, p,']pfy^,
" signs."

As events or occurrences creating astonishment, amazement, or

terror, they are called rs^ara, " wonders," ^av/j,dffia, " miracles"

(Matth. xxi. 15), ]-\'it«57Q^, QTlDb? "miracles, wondrous works."

The most significant expression for them, made use ofwhen speak-

ing of the miracles of our Lord, is i^ya, " works" (Matth. xi, 2,

also very frequently used in the Gospel of St John). By this

expression the wonderful is described as the natural form of

the ministry of our Redeemer, inasmuch as he, imbued with

Divine powers, must of necessity therewith produce supci-natural
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plieiiomena. He was himself the rs^a;, " woJider," and his won-

drous deeds the natural 'i^ya, " works/' of his essential being

or existence (seines Wcsens). From this it appears clearly that

we cannot here adopt those notions or xiews of a miracle, ac

cording to which the same is regarded as a suspension of the

hiAvs of nature. If we proceed according to the view held by the

Bible of the omnipresent diffusion (Immanenz) of God through-

out the universe, the laws of nature, in that case, will not ad-

mit of being regarded as ruled by fixed mechanical laws, which

might be arrested or disturbed by an extraneous application of

power, but they appear in their collective totality as resting or

reposing on the essential nature of God. All phenomena, there-

fore, that cannot be explained according to the known or un-

known laws of terrestrial life-development, must not be re-

garded, on this account, as reversing or as suspending the laws

of nature ; on the contrary, they themselves are comprehended

in the higher laws which regulate the whole, inasmuch as that

which is Divine is that which itself controls the laws of nature.

That which is in contradiction to nature is the ungodly; the

true supernatural is but a higher order of the natural. Never-

theless, we must admit that the ground-work of miracles

is not to be sought for in the cycle of created things; this

must rather be sought for in the immediate act of God. To the

creature every act of God is a miracle, although, when con-

sidered in relation to the Divine Being, it is pure law and order.

Hence, with the believer everything apparently natural, as, for

example, the preservation of the world, the growth of all its for-

mations and productions, is miraculous, because he is accus-

tomed to reduce all things to their first principle. No miracle,

therefore^ is performed without there being a real iwiuer. WHien,

therefore, we see, especially in the New Testament, human per-

sons performing miraculous actions, we are led to conclude that

higher powers have been communicated to men, who, exercising

a sway over those around them far and near, may produce cer-

tain effects. Without the assumption of the presence of such a

real element of power (of the itnxtfj.a, " spirit," in his ^a^ig/Maai,

" miraculous gifts," 1 Cor. xii. 10), there would be no medium

between the miraculous deed and the worker of miracles, and

the former hence would appear, as it wore, a mere apparition.

As analogous to the presence of such a higher element of

power in a human individual, may always be regarded animal
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magnetism; but we must be on our guard not to confound this

mysterious, dangerous power of the sensual principle of life with

the pure element of light, which dwelt, as is related in the Bible,

in the holy men of God; the latter is God's nature that dwelt

in them, whereas the former power is of the creature clouded by

sin. But if the fulness of spiritual power in the great men of

the church of a subsequent period was not combined with the

gift of performing external miracles, the cause must be sought

for in the process of the development of the human race, and

in the peculiar requirements of the times, which only from

time to time present moments when the church has appeared

again to put forth blossoms which have called forth extraor-

dinary phenomena of this kind, leaving an echo for a time that

gradually again dies away.

It is a highly important fact that the sacred writings consider not

only the Divine power as the cause of miracles, but that they repre-

sent also the evil power as such.^ There are two series of miracles

to be found interspersed throughout the Biblical history. As the

acts of the Egyptian magicians form the contrast to the miracles

of Moses (Exod. vii. sqq.), so in like manner, in the New Testa-

ment, do the miracles of the anti-Christ appear in contrast with

those of the Redeemer (Matth. xxiv. 24; 2 Thess. ii. 8, 9; Revel,

xiii. 15). This distinction between Divine and devilish miracles

leads us to the decision that the object of miracles cannot possi-

bly be to confirm the truth of any affirmation. According to the

sense of the Scriptures, this is, in truth, by no means the des-

tination of miracles. It was only the people that regarded it as

such, inasmuch as they were guided in their judgment and de-

cision by the impression of power in its action on the out-

ward senses; hence it happened that they were as much and

even more attached to the false prophets than they were to

the true ones, and our Redeemer, therefore, severely rebukes

this sensual mania for wonders (John iv. 48). When, how-

ever, we see from other passages (as, for example, John x. 25;

xiv. 10, 11) that our Lord requires a belief in his works,

and when we behold him, moreover, connecting them with his

dignity and his sacred calling, this does not take place in order

that he may confirm through them the truth of his assertions;

^ In so far as evil in general is the result of created powers, we may-

say that the miracles of the devil are merely illusory miracles; I'eal mij-a-

cles can be performed by God's omnipotence only.
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the truth, on tlie contrary, makes known itself as sueli, and in a

manner wliich cannot he gainsaid, to him who is suscoptil)lt'

thereof, by its internal nature. (Every one that is of the tiiith,

hearkens to the voice of truth, John xviii. 37). They rather

served then io prove his cliaracter of a divine aiahassador to all

those in whom the impression of truth, as expressed in the na-

ture and word of our Redeemer, had produced its effect. For,

the announcement of truths may he conceived, indeed, without

the proclaimer of them being endued with the character of an

ambassador of God. In such a case the truth may have a great

predominance over error in word and efficacy; but the latter

cannot possibly be conceived as altogether excluded in any mere

human teacher. In order, therefore, to distinguish them from

teachers excelling bymerehuman intellect, God endows particular

persons with supernatural powers, and makes them his instru-

ments, in order to invest them with legitimate authority before

men, as unerring instruments of the Divine S}nrit, as teachers of

the absolute truth itself. The gift of performing miracles, therefore,

belongs to the other necessary prerogatives of the true prophets,

which serve to bear witness to their exalted character, to prove

that they were to be regarded as guides and teachers of the

people, free from all possibility of error. And hence it is that in

miracles /caY/i is always pre-supposed, that is, the receptivity for

that which is divine; and it is only the combination of tiiith

with the testimony produced by miracles which constitutes the

character of a diAane ambassador, by whose power things may be

attested as being true and certain, wdiich cannot be recognised

as such through the indwelling susceptibility of truth. The re-

verse is the case w4th the representatives of the kingdom cf

darkness, whom the Holy Scripture calls ^i\jbo'r^o;pnrai, " folsc

prophets," -^iuboyjurroi, " false Chrlsts, i.e. pretended Messiahs,"

because of the apparent external relation existing between

them, notwithstanding a total internal discrepancy, and the true

messengers of God. Though these representatives of falsehood

should mingle even much that is true both in word and deed,

and even strive to appear as the messengers of light, still, the

whole spirit of their ministry announces itself to the pure mind,

susceptible of truth, as unholy, and all the miracles imaginable

cannot move this mind to deliver itself up to them ; on the con-

trary, this combination of the power to work miracles with the

unholy spirit, only ailbrds to him a proof of their close connection
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witli the kingdom of darkness. Hence, if the Redeemer re-

proves this mania for miracles, he tlierein corrects tlie looking-

to that which is external, Avhich bears witness to the deadness

existing with regard to that which is spiritual, and which ex-

poses to the danger of doing homage to the agencies of the evil

one, if they appear coupled with wondrous phenomena. But
then, on the contrary, our Lord praises the desire to behold

miracles as the testimony to the internal conviction that he,

whose truth and purity of ministry has already touched the

heart, is more than a human teacher—that he is a heavenly

accredited ambassador of God. The power of working miracles,

and every individual outward manifestation thereof, is, there-

fore, in itself without significancy; this depends upon its con-

nection with the whole course of action of him in whom it re-

veals itself. The combination of miracles with that which is

holy, is the exalted testimony borne by God to his servants;

the combination of miracles with that which is unholy, is the

awe-exciting means of warning the believer of the ambassador

of the abyss ; the recognition of what is holy and unholy is pre-

supposed, in order to be able to perceive and judge of the nature

of miracles, and the conditions of this recognition are internal

sincerity and purity of mind. The impure person persuades him-

self that the true miracles of God may be performed by the evil

spirit, and regards the false ones in the light of true ones ; but

the pure mind considers both in their true nature and form,

because he bears within him the rule and standard of truth.

Casting a glance at the history of miracles, we shall find in

the first place no miracles performed previous to Moses through

the medium of a human person, for the miracles of God, his re-

velations of himself in the Son and in angels, and such like, must

be carefully distinguished from those in which the gift of working-

miracles appears in connection with a human person. It seems as

though a mature state of the human nature was required in order

to serve as the bearer or supporter of this mighty spiritual power.

Hence, it was that Jesus performed no miracles while yet a

child; and the apocryphal writings of the New Testament be-

tray their unspiritual character, among other things, also in this,

that they make the child Jesus to perform miracles. And then

we observe, in the second place, after the time of Moses, a diffe-

rence between the miracles of the Old and those of the New
Testament. The miracles of the Old Testament bear not only
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a more colossal character, but tlii.s character is more of an eu--

temal kind; they are more calculated to lay hold upon the

lower powers of the soul, more especially the imagination. The
miracles of the New Testament betray a more spiritual charac-

ter: in them we perceive more distinctly a bearing- on the moral

world. We find the Redeemer bringing- into practice in his mi-

'racles more especially those maxims that verified themselves in

his temptation: he never performed miracles for efi'ect, never for

himself and for his own advantage. It was the Father alone who
performed miracles on him, for his disciples in a narrower circle,

(the transfiguration), and in a wider one (the resurrection) for

the confirmation of their faith. Jesus applied the fulness of

Divine power and Divine love that dwelt in him in humble re-

tirement, in order to comfort the unhapp}', and to free them

from the source of their sufltei-ings, and in order to destroy, in

this sense, the works of the devil, and to lay the foundation of

the kingdom of God, inasmuch as our Lord always knew how to

apply his external aid as a direct spiritual remedy. The won-

drous cures of Jesus more especially must be regarded as ph}'-

sico-moral occurrences, in which the Divine fulness of life passed

over to individuals susceptible thereof, in order to demonstrate,

in conjunction Avith the organic harmony of active life, the possi-

bility of a spiritual life harmonizing- thercAvith. Besides, the

cures effected by Jesus diifered from those of his disciples in so

far as our Redeemer performed them in his own name, by

means of the perfection of power that dwelt within him. The

disciples, on the contrary, performed cures only in the name of

Jesus, by his power, as his instruments. Hence, faith w^as to

them as much the medium for acquiring the wondrous power as

it was for others the medium of eftecting their cure; and in this

acquisition bestowed by ftxitli we find them as engaged in a

gradual development (Matth. x. 1, 8, xvii. 19 sqq.) The gift of

performing miracles lasted for some time yet after the decease

of the apostles, until the foundation of the church had been

completed, when it gradually disappeared out of the world. With

the Holy Ghost there, however, remained behind the iiiternal

miracles of regeneration, sanctification, and the granting- of pray-

ers, which arc greater than the external. These external gifts of

working miracles shall reveal themselves once more in the latter

days, when the position of the church shall render necessary

the sending- forth of new prophets. The view held by the Roman
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Catholic Church concerning tlie necessity of an uninterrupted

duration of the gift of working miracles, is based upon the con-

fusion of internal with external miracles; without the latter

indeed the church cannot be considered as existing, inasmuch as

God, whose every action is a miracle, dwells in her.

Matth. \dii. 1. With regard, then, to the history of the ear-

liest cures, as related by St Matthew, the connection thereof

with any exact chronological period is undetermined. (Comp.

Matth. viii. 1, 5, with Luke v. 11, 16, 17). But since, accoi'-

ding to St Luke, (vii. 1). Christ, after the sermon on the

mount, healed the servant of the centurion, an event re-

corded likevvdse by St Matthew, (viii. 5 sqq.) ; hence the posi-

tion of this event, as stated by St Matthew, may be chronolo-

gically correct, and the cure of the leper may have been effected

on the way to Capernaum soon after the sermon on the mount,

(Luke V. 12 says: sv (na rcLv i:!,\im, " in one of the cities.") The

narrative commences with the remark, that the Saviour, im-

mediately on his descending from the mountain, was followed

by great multitudes who came to be healed, among wdiom there

came likewise a leper. (The passage j^ara/Sa/i's/i/ dcro t-oiJ IgoMq, "to

descend from the mountain," refers back to Matth. v. 1. What
is remarkable in the construction is the repeated use of the term

aurw, to " him," which soon after appears again in the same chap-

ter, ver. 5, 23, 28, and also frequently throughout St Matthew.

The first ahrS), in connexion with xara^avn, "descending," seems

to present itself as a dativus absolutus. In this accej^tation

must be explained likewise the reading: za-ajSdvrog aurov, "he

having descended," which is a correction of the more unusual

dative case.)

Ver. 2. With regard to the Xlr^a, " leprosy," it must be ob-

served, that this disease made its appearance in various, some-

times in more dangerous, and sometimes in milder forms. The in-

structions given by Moses (Lev. chap. xiii. xiv.) leave no doubt as

to the characteristics of the Ji^"^^,
" leprosy." Any man afflicted

— ~" T

with the dangerous lepros}'' (for information on this head comp.

Winer's Realworterbuch, sub verb.) was regarded, according to

the Mosaic law, as unclean, and could not be received again in-

to communion unless he could prove his recovery. The leper

spoken of in the narrative of St Matthew might have heard

beforehand of the cures effected by Christ, or he might have

even witnessed them; suffice it to say, he manifests liis rrkrii^

T
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" faith," in the person of Jesus by his prostrating himself, and

by an express supplication to be cured, a cure which he presup-

poses as practicable for him through the power of Jesus. (The

ir^offxvviTv, " to prostrate one's self," here is = to the yowrsruv,

" the falling on the knees," of St Mark, which is = to the meuv

irri T^oVwcrov, " falling on the ftxce," of St Luke, and which corre-

sponds with the Hebrew ninniTil'
" ^^ ^^^"^ down, to prostrate

one's self reverently or in homage." It is the common manner

or gesture of salutation, and doing homage, peculiar to the

east, and has in itself no reference whatever to religious wor-

ship. But with regard to the nature of the faith,^ which Ave must

presuppose in the person here healed, as, indeed, in all similar

cases, (comp. on Matth. xiii. 58), it must be obseiTed, in the

first place, that cr/trr/g, " faith," when taken in a religious

sense, has everywhere one and the same fundamental signi-

fication; this is modified only according to the various objects

of faith, which in their turn are conditioned by the degrees

of its development. As to the nature of faith, w^e cannot re-

gard it as a mere recognition either of divine things in general

in the sense of the Old Testament, or of the divine nature as

revealed in Christ which is peculiar to the New Testament. For

such a mere knowledge, or recognition, no matter whether con-

fused or clear in its notions, must be conceived as in connection

with a condition of the inward man, which we must acknow-

ledge to be one in contrast with that of the ti-ue believer.

Faith, on the contrary, is based on a spiritual receptivity for

divine things (and this too in the soul [xaj5/a, "the heart,"

comp. Rom. x. 9, 10], Avhereas the susceptibility for divine

things in the voiig^ "mind," conditions knowledge [yvwo'/s]), and

is itself, according to its degrees of manifestation, capable of

an internal gradation. For instance, in the cures, in which

the T/ffr/j, " faith," appears as the negative requisite, which

conditions the faculty of receiving the benefit of the spiritual

power emanating from Christ, there is to be perceived in

the required or offered -tt'kstk, no taking for granted of cer-

tain doctrines, but a spiritual-corporeal receptivity for the mi-

nistrations of the Redeemer. This was always accompanied,

without doul^t, by the conviction that Christ was the Messiah,

and that he, being the Messiah, could work miracles; but these

' Compare hereon the remarks on Romans iii. 21, p. 140 sqq.
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convictions we may conceive as being independent of those fun-

damental dispositions of the xa^dla, which we have before indi-

cated as the receptivity of the mind and of the whole being

for heavenly things, and in this state of separation they would
represent no conditional grounds for the miraculous cure.^

The narratives of all the histories of cures effected by Jesus

lead to this conclusion. He nowhere asks for established doc-

trines as the object of faith; he nowhere mentions such as the

necessarily required proof of it ; the Redeemer allows the mere
confession of faith to avouch for its character, inasmuch as the

nature and the word (Wesen und Wort) at once revealed the entire

disposition of the inward man as one oj)en to, or closed against,

Divine influences. Hereby, then, it appears clear that the ex-

ternal corporeal healing was only to be received as a symbol of

the internal spiritual healing therein aimed at (comp. on John
vii. 23). For the same life-giving powers, through the commu-
nication of which corporeal disorganisation is abrogated, afiected

in accordance with their nature, the spiritual world of the per-

son healed ; they placed him in a real bond of communion with

the world of righteousness, and established him on the ground
which he now occupied, in order to lead him further on.

Ver. 3. At the request of the sick person, our Lord put forth

his hand, touched him, and made him whole. Such actual

touching is set forth in most cases of the cures worked by Jesus,

and to perceive, in this laying on of his hand (as in the act of

blessing by the solemn sT/Ssfr/g tmv yji^c^jv, " laying on of hands"),

a medium (though not a necessary one) for conducting the heal-

ing powers need arouse no scruple. The analogy of animal mag-
netism here intrudes itself upon the mind, and there can be no

doubt that it is not the result of mere accident, only we must
never forget, as has been already observed above, that the j)ower

of Jesus Christ was a Divine power, and hence that magnetism

can in every instance be used only in order to indicate a power
which produces in the lower region of existence phenomena of a

somewhat similar character. (KaSag/^sf/= 'y^i,'^,
" to make clean,

tO' cleanse," may signify: to declare or pronounce a person to he

clean, that is, in so far as the priest who pronounced the sick

^ In a, very admirable manner does the spiritually-minded mystics

Gerhard Tersteegen (Weg der Wahrheit, p. 366), designate faith as
" the inwardly-hungering spiritual desire which embraces not only the

form, but likewse the essenlinl nature (das Wesen) of Divine things."
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person clean, restored liini to uninterrupted communion. [Comp.

Levit. xiii. 13, 17, according to the Septuagint.] But that it is

the actual and instantaneous removal of the disease Avhich here

is in question, is evident from the passage su^sug acr^X^sv r, /.err^u,

which signifies literally: '' the leprosy went away immediately,"

[Mark i. 42], which gives the explanation of sza'^a^ic/^ri, " was

cleansed." The combination of Jxa^ao/ff^?), " he was cleansed,"

M'itli Xs'T^a auTou, " liis leprosy," according to St Matthew, re-

quires the verb to involve the sense of removal.)

Ver. 4. To this cure was joined, according to the unanimous re-

cords thereof, the command of our Lord to tell no man anything

respecting this occurrence. Similar interdictions are frequently

found in the Gospel history. (Comp. Matth. ix. 80; xii. 16;

xvi. 20; xvii. 9; Mark iii. 12; v. 43; vii. 36; viii. 26, 80; ix. 9;

Luke viii. 56; ix. 21.) The reasons Avhich induced our Redeemer
to give such commands were, no doubt, of various kinds. Some-
times he no doubt wished to prevent thereby popular tumults,

Avitli a view to make him the Messianic king; at another time he

might wish to withdraw the minds of the people from these events,

and to prevent them from showing him external honours, or, as

Imtlier says, in order to set an example of humility. But the

healing Saviour may have likewise frequently forbidden such

coTiimunication for the sake of those that were healed. Namely,

Avhcncver these persons were tempted to divert their minds by

application to external affairs, the design of Jesus might have

been to induce them thereby to a serious self-examination and

internal reflection. That such was the motive which guided him
from time to time, appears particularly probable from the cir-

cumstance that we meet likewise with opposite cases, wherein our

Lord encourages to an open declaration of those things which God
had performed by him. (Comp. Mark v. 19). Such, namely, ap-

pears to have been the case with all those persons Avho, shut in

by nature, and lost in a state of Mse self-contemplation, required

to be led into the sphere of external activity, in order that their

internal life might thrive and improve therein. The last refe-

rence here brought forward affords an insight into the profound

nature and wisdom of our Lord's teaching, who knew how to treat

every one according to his necessities. Hence, it would suit this

case, according to St Matthew, very well to look to the ])erson

restored for the reason of this prohibition, because the act of

healing was performed in the presence of many persons, and yet
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the command to say notliing about it was addressed to the leper

only. St Mark, it is true, has related nothing of the assembled

multitudes, and, according- to his representation, it is more pro-

bable that the object of this prohibition was to prevent popular

tumult. For he records (i. 45) that the leper, notwithstanding

the command of our Lord, busily (St Mark frequently uses the

term ToXXd in the sense of strong, zealous, warm; comp. iii. 12,

V. 23, XV. 3) spread abroad the miracle, and that thereby such

commotions were produced: wffrs /jij^xsn aurhv dumadai i^avs^oog iig

itliKiv s/giX'^iTv, the literal meaning of which is, " so that he was no

longer able to enter into the city openly," that is to say, without

offering some food for the carnal expectations of the multitude

concerning the Messiah. St Mark has perhaps added (i. 43)

za/ 2 ijjjS^i11,716d'Miivog avrOj vJ^ic/ig s^sjSaXsv aurov, " and strictly charging

him, he immediately dismissed him," in order to heighten the

power of this prohibition. ('E/x/3^/,6(,ao/^a; here signifies, as in

Mattli. xi. SO, " to charge with earnestness and energy." 'EzjSdX-

Xsiv, "to send away," = ^"i^'ili'
" ^^ cause to depart or go away,"

comp. Mattli. ix. 25.

No less important than this prohibition is likewise the injunc-

tion to go to the priests and to oifer the gift commanded by Moses

(comp. Levit. xiv. 2 sqq.) In this command is partly expressed

a wise carefulness in no way to interfere with the theocratic in-

stitutions, so as to produce a disturbance; and partly a delicate

circumspection not to remove the person cured from his position

or status, but, on the contrary, ever to keep him to a faith-

ful fulfilment of his obligations. We nowhere find that Jesus

endeavours to introduce every single individual of those healed,

through the awakening of a higher consciousness by means of

regeneration, into the life of the New Testament ; he frequently

leaves individual persons, as was, indeed, the case with St John

the Baptist, in their undisturbed position, under the law, when-

ever they were called upon to perfect themselves therein, and

endeavours only to bring them to a sense of the true dixaioswri,

" righteousness," which, from the position assumed by the Old

Testament, involved the fxirdma, " repentance." An especial

addition is made, moreover, by all the three Evangelists in the

words sig /Moc^Tv^iov ahroTg, " for a testimony unto them." This ad-

dition denotes that the injunction had likewise its reference to

the priests. For, by their pronouncing the leper cleansed, they

would bear testimony to his healing powers, and thereby, at the
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same time, pass sentence on tlieir own unbelief. (The term
h^'S, "to tlie priest," which precedes it, must be viewed collec-

tivclv, on account of the expression auroTg, " unto them," which
immediately follows, vtoxoo^su, "to go back, retire, recoil," is

only found once besides in St Luke ix. 10 as signifying clam

me subduco, " to withdraw one's self privately, without noise or

notice."

§ 5. THE HEALING OF THE CENTURION's SERVANT.

(Matth. viii. 5—13; Luke vii. 1—10.)

This narrative is one of the many little gems which form in

themselves a united whole, and which adorn the Gospel history.

It presents to us a religious soul in the most lovely, the most

child-like form, which reveals freely its life of faith without any

dogmatical colouring whatever. The centurion, probably one of

the Roman garrison of Capernaum, brought up in the element

of Pagan life, but living among the Jews, had become inclined to

the Old Testament way of life. The miracles of the patriarchal

period, with which he had been made acquainted, he might fre-

quently have longed to have witnessed, without being aware

that he was destined to see infinitely greater than they ever saw.

But fervent as w^as his faith, equally profound and pure was his

humility; he considered himself unworthy of the honour that

the wielder of heavenly powers should enter his house. As such

he acknowledged Jesus, but as regards his more particular \dews

of Christ, it would not be easy to define them, inasmuch as they

were probably not fully developed, as is usually the case with

child-like minds, though at the same time essentially correct.

An active endeavour on the part of our Lord to enlarge his ideas

does not take place; his longing only is appeased, whereby his

belief in the friendly manifestation of the Divine agency that

came in contact with him became strengthened, and his perfec-

tion prepared, from the position in which he then stood. As re-

gards the two narratives of St Matthew and of St Luke, the latter

has, no doubt, the advantage over the former, in so far as a

more full and accurate exhibition of outward events is con-

cerned. In the words of Jesus (vcr. 11, 12), St Matthew only

puts forward, in a more clear and distinct manner, that which
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related to the Jews, of whom he takes everywhere an especial

notice. But the circumstance that the centurion, according to St

Luke, sends his friends to Jesus, whereas, according to St Matthew,

he himself goes to Jesus, cannot be regarded as a contradiction,

inasmuch as the latter representation is nothing but a more brief

manner of expressing the matter, seeing that it was his own faith

which was made manifest to our Lord, even in the discourse of

his friends. Semler and others are inclined to regard this

occurrence as identical with the one narrated by St John iv.

46—53; but Llicke and Tholuch have proved the reverse in a

convincing manner. As the history of a cure effected by our

Saviour, this occurrence is remarkable, in so far as Christ here,

without personal contact, merely by the magic of his Avill (if I

may be permitted to use this expression), appears to act, as it

were, at a distance, which also finds its analogy in magnetism,

(Concerning the circumstance of the centurion's belief, on ac-

count of which his servant is restored, comp. on St Matth. xvii.

14 sqq.)

Ver. 5, 6. The locale of this occurrence is pointed out with

sufficient accuracy by both the sacred writers referred to; the

occurrence took place on Jesus entering Caj)ernauni. The cen-

turion, according to St Matthew, applied in his own person to

our Lord, praying for relief for his sick servant; but, according

to St Luke, this occurred through mediators, viz. through the

elders of the synagogue, to the construction of which he had

been a contributor. This circumstance indicates that the Roman
warrior had been overcome by the power of truth contained in

the Old Testament rule of life, and that he had joined the

synagogue as (XBl36/Mivog tov Qsov, " a worshij)per of God" (probably

only as a proselyte of the gate). The centurion, impressed by

the circumstance of his being a Gentile, dared not venture

on approaching the Messiah in his own person, wherefore he

sought the intercession of the representatives of the old cove-

nant, with whom he was closely connected. {uaTg, " boy, lad"

^^hoiiXog, "servant," St Luke vii. 2, like "^^3, "boy, lad"=^^^,

"servant."—He was suffering from a Ta^aXuc/j, "palsy," by

which term is generally understood only a partial paralysis; but

inasmuch as this had brought the invalid near to the grave

[^f/xsXXg 7iki\)Tav, " was about to expire"] ; hence, it is probable

that the expression here ^ands for apoplexy. The Jewish T^stf-

,8ur2go/, "elders," made use of the in?iafe affection of the centurion
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towards the Jews as a motive to induce Clirist, in whom they
themselves also presupposed healing- powers, to the application

of them to this ease.—The form, -za^'s'^si, " thou shalt afford, or

rather confer," for Tafi^»j, which is read or adopted by some
Codices, is met with also in St Luke xxii. 42; St Matth. xxvii. 4;

St John xi. 40.)

Ver. 7, 8. On Jesus expressing- his willingness, and on his

approach to the dwelling of the centurion (St Luke vii. 6, ou

/xazoav ar:h/j>vroc, a.'xh r^c oiy/iac, which means literally, " when he
was not far from the house"), the latter, according to St Luke's

more perfect description, sent some of his friends to our Lord,

with a view to prevent him from personally troubling himself.

(2x-j?.>.w is to be found also in St Luke viii. 49, St Mark v. 35,

and always with the signification, to trouble, to weary, to harass.)

Tlie idea, that the personal presence of the Sa\nour was not

needed for the purpose of effecting the cure of his servant, which

he so much desired; that our Redeemer, on the contrary, as the

Avielder of spiritual powers, could help him with a single word,

[ao/w], bespeaks a trusting- faith, and one free from every influence

of the senses. But into the wish, that Jesus should not himself

come into his dwelling, various feelings and sensations seem to

have entered. For, in the first place, it was certainly the ex-

pression of the deepest humility, which considered itself unworthy

of the honour of a visit from a heavenly guest. (St Luke vii. 7,

ohbi s/MuuTOi' r,^iMm tso: cs s}JsTv, " not cveii did I deem worthy my-
self to come unto thee;" St Matth. viii. 8, o-ix £/,a/ }y.uvo;, " I am
not worthy," comp. St Matth. iii. H.) But then, in the second

place, with this humility might be likewise combined a fear of

the approach of the Holy One, as threatening that which is un-

holy with danger (comp. on St Luke v. 8).

Ver. 9. The words in which the centurion gives expression to

his idea, that the Saviour had no need to trouljlc himself per-

sonally with his sick servant, perfectly declare the nature of the

view whicli he took of the person of Jesus. He instituted a

comparison between his relation to the spiritual world, and liis

own military rank; the latter gave him (notwithstanding his

subordinate dignity, £//x/' irrh s^ovslav Ta6ff6/j,svog, " I am apjiointed,

or set under authority") yet full power over his inferiors; in like

manner, ho looked upon Jesus as commanding in the world of the

spiritual powers, which the centurion probablyregardcd asan army
of angels ((tr^urtd oi)^dviog, "n heavenly liost ;"= D''?2U?rT Ml!?»

"^^^
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host of licpven"). But whether he regarded Jesus as one of the

supreme princes of the angels, or as the Lord of the whole host

of angels, cannot be determined ; at all events, his ideas must
have been misty and confused; heathenish notions of the sons of

the gods (as was the case with the centurion at the cross spoken

of in St Mattli. xxvii. 54) may have been mixed up in his mind
with the views which he had heard promulgated concerning th-e

Messiah. But, notwithstanding this inaccuracy of his ideas, he

harboured in his -/.aodla, "heart,'' a deep religious life, which

even excited the surprise of the Son of God himself.

Ver. 10, The dau//,d^siv, "wonder," of our Saviour at the hum-
ble faith of the centurion (comp. on Matth. xv. 21 sqq. concern-

ing the Canaanitish woman) leads to the peculiar relation of the

Di\'ine nature to the human, which is alluded to even in the Old

Testament (Gen. xxxii. 24 sqq.). Whilst haughtiness in man is

an abomination in the sight of the Lord, humility finds favour

in his sight, so that he, the Most High, dwells in the depths (of

misery) with the lowly-minded (Ps. xxxiv. 18, 19). Here our

Redeemer takes advantage of the manifestation of that state of

the soul, which is the fundamental condition of the glorification

of that which is divine in human nature, in a gentile individual,

in order to awaken in his Jewish companions the consciousness of

their own peculiar destination. Israel was called, not only to send

forth the Redeemer from out her bosom, but likewise to preserve

the full susceptibility for his ministrations, and to build up by

means thereof the (Baa'kua roD ©soD, " the kingdom of God," first of

all in the midst of herself. The want of this spiritual suscejjti-

bility is here reproved by Jesus, who points to the mystery of

the transmission of the Gospel to the Gentiles, of which the

echoes were already to be found in the Old Testament (Is. xix.

21, 22; Ivi. 6, 7; Ps. Ixxxvii. 4 sqq.), without, however, as yet

connecting the transmission to the heathen of the true know-

ledge of God with the rejection of Israel.

Ver. 11, 12. The pious centurion appears in what follows as

the representative of the Gentiles in general, who surpassed, by

their deep and sincere desire for the knowledge of Divine things,

the Jews, who, in a state of deadly numbness, still clung to the

form only. Such spiritual members of Israel (Rom. ii. 14, 15;

xl. 17 sqq.) are regarded as existing scattered among all nations

and regions, but as being collected and united by Christ in the

kingdom of God, John x. 16. (' AvaroXa.!, "the eastern parts,"
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dutf/io/,
*' tlie western parts," to whicli St Luke moroever adds in

the parallel passage [Luke xiii. 29] the terms /3ojiac, "the north

country," and i-oVof, " the south," denote, when considered from

a sensible or physical point of view, all the dimensions of the

earth's extent, thereby signifying its totality. Comp. Isa. xliii.

G). With these are contrasted the Jews as u/o/ ^asiXslag, " chil-

dren of the kingdom," so that the Gentiles are conceived as

holding only a more general relation to the Divine /Saff/Xs/a,

" kingdom." (Similar to the foregoing is Rom. ix. 25, xaXscw

rov oh Xaov yU-ou, Xaov jmoxj -/mi rr^v oh-/, riya'XriiMivrtV, Tija'xriiJAvriV, " I will

call that which is not my people, my people, and she who Avas

not beloved, beloved,'' according to Hos. ii. 23). The abuse of

their prerogatives on the part of the Jews caused a direct trans-

formation in this relation of theirs. The privileges relied upon

by the Jewish people were transferred to the believing Gentiles

;

the punishments, which they imprecated upon the Gentiles, fell

with redoubled force on their own heads. The prerogatives, or

privileges here spoken of, are comprised under the avayXicic&at

h rfi ISasiXsia, "the sitting down in the kingdom;" there is no-

thing, however, in the expression whicli can authorise the look-

ing upon it as a mere figurative happiness. Jesus spoke to

Jews, who had interwoven with the circle of the notions they

held concerning the Messiah, the idea of a common or family re-

past as a general expression of being or dwelling together with

the (resuscitated) saints of olden times, as the representatives

of whom Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, (and, according to St

Luke xiii. 28, all the prophets) are named. Comp. Bertholdt

Christol. Jud. page 196, sqq.) Certain passages of the Old

Testament (as Isa. xxv. 6) might have induced them to culti-

vate this notion. According to this view it would be still more

natural to perceive in the expressions of our text an accom-

modation thereof to the Jewish notions of the kingdom of God
being opened by a feast, if Ave could persuade ourselves to the

adoption of such a feature in the idea of the Redeemer as that

which presupposes, in his character, an accommodation of his

vioAVS to those very popular superstitions, to destroy AA^hich Jesus

had come. As this one feature, moreover, is brought forward

also in other parts of the New Testament, (Comp. St Luke xiv.

14, 15; Revel, xix. 9), so, therefore, does this passage require

another mode of interpretation, Avhich shall be less opposed

to the connected chain of Scriptural doctrine concerning the
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last tilings, and to the idea of the Redeemer. There is inter-

woven, namely, throughout the whole New Testament, the doc-

trine of a restoration of the earth, in its present state, defiled

by sin, (which doctrine recognised by many expositors in pas-

sages such as the one under consideration—is not recognised

by them in others, for example Rom. viii. 19 sqq.), which is ne-

cessarily connected with the resurrection of the body, to be re-

ceived, according to 1 Cor. xv., as a real restitution, not, it is

true, of the perishable body of death, but of the imperishable

one, springing up out of the elements of the former. The pas-

sage before us refers to this restoration of the earth to its pris-

tine paradisaical state, wherein is revealed the summit of Christ's

strength, which overcomes all the powers of sin, so that the

/Saff/As/a, "kingdom," is here the state of righteousness which as-

sumes also externally and visibly the dominion. His apjaear-

ance, in unison with the resurrection of the saints of the old

covenant, may be conceived as celebrated by a new-covenant

feast by the Redeemer, who presents himself bodily amd visibly

in the communion of those whom he acknowledges as his. As
the departing Saviour saw himself united with his own for the

last time at the Lord's Supper, so, in like manner, will he (ac-

cording to St Matthew xxvi. 29) also in the kingdom of God
collect them once more together with the great family of God, at

the marriage-supper of the Lamb, (Rev. xix. 9). Hence, there

is no doubt that the fundamental idea of the Jews concerning a

feast to be held in the kingdom of God is correct, and is ex-

pressed in the New Testament in the very words of Jesus him-

self; only their carnal sense, on one side, represented it in a

gross material manner, and, on the other, \dewed it in an iso-

lated way, void of everything that is presupposed as spiritual

therein.^ The external participation in the visibly, and also out-

^ In consequence of such errors, Chiliasm^ was rejected by the church
during the third century. But that the fundamental ideas thereof, with

the exception of their materialistic form, are contained in the New Tes-

tament, has been acknowledged in modern times by many expositors,

from a mere polemic regard for the Bible, These fundamental ideas,

^ Chiliasm (from Z'^"", a thousand) designates the tenets of the Chiliasts or iMillenna-

rians, who believe that after the general and final judgment the saints shall live for a
thousand years on earth, under the personal reign of Christ. This doctrine is thought
to have been first propagated in the second century by Papias, bishop of Hierapolis,
who is believed to have been a disciple of St John the Evangelist ; and being also founded
on certain passages of the Revelations, it was embraced by many of the early fathers,

among others by Ireneus, Justin Marti/r, and Terlullian, all great names.—T.
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wardlv, realised kingdom of God, necessarily presupposes an in-

ternal foundation of it in the spirit. But not less erroneous

than Jewish materialism is the Gnostic idealism,^ which incul-

cates, instead of the real resurrection of the body necessarily im-

plied in a transformed glorified world, a so-called, purely spiritual

life or existence, "Geisteslebcn/' which, it is true, is noticed in

Scripture, hut is there rejected as a vain imagination, (2 Tim.

ii. 18). The Bible teaches, that the soul necessarily requires

an organ, and hence, that the state after the dissolution of this

earthly body is until the moment of resurrection an imperfect

intermediate state. With tlie dvdffraGic, " resurrection," the

(BaffiXiia,
' kingdom/' is revealed in its perfect form, and it is

even to this that our text refers.

Wliilst, therefore, the Gentiles arc represented as received in-

to the same (namely, into the /Sac/Xs/a " kingdom,"') the Jews,

on the contrary, appear as shut out from it. (The term igw,

" without, outside," points to an sVw, " within, inside," inasmuch

as the kingdom is conceived as an exclusive region of existence,

into which nothing foreign can inti-ude. Concerning this comp.

on Matth. xxv. 10). *wc, " light," to whicli o-xorog, " darkness,"

forms the contrast, is regarded as the element of the iSasi/.iia,

" kingdom." The epithet s^urs^ov, " outer," expresses the notion

of remoteness from the element of life and joy, (Wisd. xvii. 21,

xviii. 1). The enjoyment of the pleasures of the feast in the

kingdom- of God finds its parallel in the x.Xaiit),u,bg xai (Sovy/j^og tuv

hh!i\Tm, i.e., "weeping and gnashing of teeth" in the kingdom of

the c/J,rog^ " darkness," in which expression the idea of the most

acute feeling of pain, engendered by the knowledge of liaving

missed the true object of life, stands as the everlasting truth.

however, are no other than these : The victory of good over evil even in

externals, and a restoration of the pristine harmony even in the visible

creation.

' The Gnostic heresy is generally supposed to have arisen in the second

century ; the promulgators of this doctrine believed in the co-existence

ah eterno of two inimical powers of c/ood and evil (the Oromazes and
Azimanes of the ancient Persians). They held that the human soul

was of the substance of God, and denied the Godhead of Christ, but ad-

mitted that the Divinity dwelt in him. Tliey are accused of holding

tlie opiniciu that the most iniluwful pleasures were not only lawful but

good, and of defiling themselves in their nocturnal meetings with all

kinds of impurities. Doctor Hammond is of opinion that this heresy

originated in the Apostles' days, and that St Paul alludes to it. 1 1'im.

vi. 20, and in many other places.—T.
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Besides, just so little as tlie (iaeiXua, "kingdom," here spoken

of, is in itself, identical with everlasting bliss, as little is the

yjM-j&iMfj; %. r. X., "weeping," &c., with everlasting damnation; it

is true, that ideas immediately connected with each other are fre-

quently used to express remote analogies, and in so far is the

relation of these contrasts to the ultimate decision based on

truth. Meanwhile, in the description of the yJ^avdiUc, -a. t. >..,

" weeping," &c., we can trace besides nothing but the state of

suffering experienced in the slieol, " hell," (comp. the context

with Luke xvi. 24), which is distinguished in holy writ from

the Gehenna. That all possibility of return cannot here be de-

nied to the repudiated Israelites, is, above all, apparent from

Rom. xi. 26, where the promise of salvation is made to the

^vhoIe of Israel.

Ver. 13. Both the sacred writers referred to, state, in conclu-

sion, that our Redeemer, overcome by the ardent faith of the

Avarrior, forthwith healed the sick man. {'Exarovrdg^rig, " cen-

turion,'" is another form of szarovTa^^o; made use of in ver. 5.

—

The verb vyiahu, used by St Luke vii. 10, signifies "to he whole,

to be in health," so that the cure appears also, according to his

narrative, as one suddenly accomplished.

§ 6. THE RAISING FROM DEATH OF THE WIDOW's SON OF NAIN.

(St Luke vii. 11—17.)

This event, which is related only by St Luke, is connected

with the preceding in a direct manner, by the words h rjj e|^s

{riiMiPa understood) "on the succeeding day," (ver. 11); we give

this section the more willingly a place here, inasmuch as in

ver. 16, 17 the fame of our Lord, which now began to be spread

abroad, forms the question, and thus refei's, in a manner by no

means obscure, to an earlier period.

But with regard to the fact of a raising of the dead in general,

it is a question very difficult to grapple with, on account of the

uncertainty of the appearances, as well as of the nature of death.

For, the separation of the -^xjyji, "soul," from the (rS,aa, "body,"

cannot be regarded as an absolute one, even though corruption

begin to manifest itself, because in that case the resurrection of

the body (according to 1 Cor. xv.) would be impossible, and at
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best, the only question then could be a new creation thereof.

But if there remain, even in death, an unsevered bond between

the liighcr principle of life and the elements of the body which

is to be raised up again, and if it is acknowledged by physicians,

even from the ordinary point of view of experience, that to come

to a determination as to the actual moment when death takes

place is very difficult, then is it comprehensible that no other

guarantee is jjossihle than that afforded by the word of Christ

and the apostles against the assumption of an apparent death,

or suspended animation in this and similar other cases of raising

the dead recorded in the New Testament. Wlierever there

exists in fact suspended animation, as was the case with the

daughter of Jairus (Matth. ix. 24), there it is declared by the

mouth of Tmth, although she Avas regarded by all others as

being dead; but where there is death, there the same mouth of

Truth declares it likewise without hesitation. That which the

human eye, in its shortsightedness, could recognise but imper-

fectly, w^as discerned by the Lord of the spiritual world with

undoubting certainty. The reality of his raisings up from the

dead, therefore, rests on the truth of his own pc-son.—The given

mode of viewing death at the same time facilitates the percep-

tion of the resuscitation. For, as it is to hapi^en at a future

period, at the general resurrection, through the mighty life-be-

stowing power of the Redeemer, in the same manner did he, on

occasion of his individual raisings from the dead, restore anima-

tion to the.deceased (but not as yet destroyed) organ, so that

the •4/u%'?, "soul," already freed, could resume its possession

thereof. Hence, every raising from death is, as it were, a total

cure of the disturbance of the entire relation existing between

soul and body, whereas in the usual cases of partial cures only,

there is removed an interruption occurring in this or that de-

partment of the psycho-corporeal organism. That same liea-

venly power, however, which is Life itself (John i. 4), effects the

one as well as the other. As the source of every individual life,

it can with the same ease recall to its organ the life thence de-

parted, and reinstate in pristine harmony that which had been

disturbed, as newly create that which had no previous existence.

Concerning questions such as the one, where in the meanwiiile

has dwelt the departed soul of the resuscitated person, and whe-

ther, in the interim, it be possessed of consciousness or not, the

Scriptures, for wise reasons, afford no information; and it is suf-
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ficieiit to reflect, that as in general, so also in this case, does the

state of the person when dying condition his future state. There-

fore the more important is it not to view the raising up from

death as having no connection with the moral world. Not only

to the relatives and all those who Avitnessed or heard of this event,

was the corporeal awakening to be the means of spiritual re-

animation, hut also in a more especial manner to the resuscitated

person himself.^ So extraordinary an occurrence must necessa-

rily have produced a powerful and decisive eifect upon the inter-

nal life, and the resuscitated person have become a living wit-

ness to the miraculous powers of our Lord.^

Ver. 11, 12. The city wherein dwelt the afflicted mother to

whom Jesus gave back her restored son, was called Nain, (derived

perhaps from Qij^^, "fine, beautiful.") It was a small city of

Galilee, not far from Capernaum. (Concerning /'xai/oj, " a con-

siderable number,'' and ^oXi;, "many," comp. Matth. viii. SO,

with Luke viii. 32.) On his coming nigh to the gate of the

city {tuXyi), the Redeemer saw a dead man carried out ; it was

the only son of a widoAV. Movoysv/ii;, as in Luke viii. 42, ix. 38,

Heb. xi. 17, must be taken in the sense of only-begotten, i. e.

only child. But the notion of the only child here expresses at

the same time—as does the Hebrew word -rin"^—^^^^^ of *^i^
• T

most dear, only beloved one.

Ver. 13, 14. The feeling of sympathy expressed by our Sa-

viour for the mother (with regard to Git^ay/yiXii^ai.'., "to have

compassion, to feel the bowels yearn," comp. Luke i. 78) is put

forth as the motive which created the resolution in Jesus to raise

up the person reposing on the bier. But this does not exclude

the idea of this action having a reference also to the resuscitated

person. Man, as a sentient being, can never be only a means,

^ Straicss (vol. ii. p. 157, 2d edit.) thinks a reference to the re-

suscitated person himself improbable, because it is nowhere specially-

brought into view. But this reference required no particular men-

tion, inasmuch as it is clearly self-evident. Jesus ministered always

to the eternal welfare of men, in every word and in the slightest contact

into which they might happen to come with him. How much more,

then, by a raising up from the dead

!

^ Lazarus, according to St John xi. 4, 42, is raised up to the glory of

God; but this does not cj?clude, on the contrary it ;'» eludes, the view of

his death and of his raising up for his own perfection, for the starting

into life of the whole man it is, indeed, which is the highest 6o|a rou

Qsov, " glory of God."
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as would here be the ease, Avere we to regard the joy of the

mother as the only object of the raising of the youth from the

dead. Her joy, on the contrary, is only the immediate but

more unessential result of this action, recognisable by those who

were present; the secret result of this resuscitation was the

spiritual raising up of the youth to a more exalted state of ex-

istence, through which only the joy of the mother assumed a

true and everlasting character. (The term aoid; here does not

express a shut-up receptacle, but ati open hier, on which the dead

were carried to burial. The Hebrews called it ntD?2' ^ecttdus,
T *

i.e. a small couch.)

Ver. 15, 16. Our Redeemer raised up the dead man without

touching him, and by the mere power of his word (comp.

Elisha's raising from the dead, 2 Kings iv. 34), which must be

regarded as the audible expression of the invisible spiritual

effect, through which the -4/!;%^ and ffS/^a, i. e. the soul and body,

in this youth, were brought once more into their original just

relation to one another. The corporeal resuscitation produced

in those present a beneficial spiritual stirring and excitement,

and this, as was natural, inider the more special form of the

(pcjSog rov &io\j, "fear of God.'' Penetrated by the holinoiss of the

ministry of Jesus, they infer very correctly, that such holiness

combined Avith such power points to the certain mission of Jesus

from another and higher world. Hence, they view the miracle,

according to its design and purpose, as a legitimation of his

prophetic dignity. (The expression T^o<ptirrig /j.syag, "a great pro-

phet," refers to the greatness of the miracle; acts such as the

raising from the dead were only recognised as having been per-

formed by the princes of the prophetic order.—Respecting

sTisyA'T-cSai, "to visit in order to benefit," comp. Luke i. 0'8.

Ver. 1 7. By means of such isolated flashes of his divine power

manifested in various directions, the Redeemer awakened in the

whole nation the consciousness that great things aAvaited them.

Out of the longing expectation with which this knowledge was

accompanied, there sprung up a deep feeling of their present

misery and need, and an ardent assurance of the future, which

spiritual elements the Saviour understood how to direct and

make use of for his own holy purposes.
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§ 7. HEALING OF ST PETER's MOTHER-IN-LAW.

(St Matth. viii. 14—17; Mark i. 29—34; Luke iv. 31—41.)

After St Luke (iv. 31—37) lias related the history of the
cure of a man, in the synagogue of Capernaum, who had a spirit

of an unclean devil, a narrative which we pass over as contain-

ing nothing remarkable, deferring our remarks to St Matth. viii.

28 sqq., the same evangelist connects immediately therewith the
cure of St Peter's mother-in-law, with the formula, dmarus U rrig

evvaycayrig, " having gone up from the synagogue." This narrative

is likewise introduced by St Mark i. 29 with a similar form of

words, whereas St Matthew connects it immediately with the nar-

rative of the cure of the centurion's servant. A remarkable cir-

cumstance in St Luke here is, that he mentions Simon Peter as

a well-known person, without having before named him in his

Gospel ; this may be explained from the circumstance, that St

Luke might presuppose Peter as already known to Theophilus.

But it cannot be denied, nevertheless, that this circumstance

affords no unimportant feature in that view, according to which
St Luke compiled his Gospel from existing documents; hence, as

St Peter was mentioned in them, he was likewise mentioned in

St Luke, without taking into consideration that no mention had
been made as yet of his connection with Jesus. Both St Matthew
and St Mark had made some brief mention already of St Peter.

(Matth. iv. 18 sqq.; Mark i. 16 sqq.) Besides, the fact itself

contains nothing of a peculiar character; only, the general re-

marks concerning the cures of Jesus find here likewise their

application. (Comp. on Matth. viii. 1.)

Ver. 14, 15. The mention of the Tsvdi^a n'srgov, "mother-in-law

of Peter," leads to the conclusion that this apostle lived in the

conjugal state. According to 1 Cor. ix. 5, St Peter did not for-

sake his wife, even when engaged in the pursuit of his apostolic

calling, but was accompanied by her on his missionary journeys.

(To attempt to explain the nature of the woman's disease from

the Tv^sTU) [LiydXuj <s\jnyj<s6cci, literally, " the being oppressed with

a great fever," of St Luke, would always be veiy unsatisfactoiy.)

—In this case, likewise, our Lord performed his ministry

through an immediate touch (rt-^aro rJjf %s/fo?, " he touched her
u
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hand"), and restored her so entirely to her former liealthy

state, that she could immediately go about her business. In

the BiazoviTv avroTg, " ministering uuto them," must only be seen

the result of the cure; here, too, must the proper object of the

cure he regarded as one of a moral character.

Ver, 16. Thereupon, the renown of the miraculous cures of

Jesus brought to him multitudes of those who sought for help.

They came after sunset, because the heat of the day would have

proved too wearisome to the infirm. The Saviour, surrounded

by hosts of such unhappy beings, that were bowed down by

bodily afflictions, presented,—Avhilst thus engaged in the cura-

tive ministrations, by means of which lie remedied or alleviated

their external necessities,—a picture of the spiritual ministry,

which he incessantly exercises, through the power of his redemp-

tion, within the heart of man. It must, however, be assumed,

that our Saviour, even in his corporeal redemption from their

infirmities, i.e. in redeeming or freeing the bodies of men, and

through the dense chaos of earthly cares, must have directed

attention to the detrimental state of the soul, and to its cure.

(For that which concerns the Sa/^ow^o,«,£vo/, " those possessed Avith

devils," as well as his prohibition to the demons to speak of him

[Mark i. Si; Luke iv. 41], comp. the comment, on Matth. viii.

28 sqq.)

Ver. 17. St Matthew, who, Avriting more especially for the

Jews, e^iieavours to connect the phenomena of the life of Jesus

with tli^ffelineations of the Messiah as given in the Old Testa-

ment, here cites Is. liii. 4, with the formula, iVw; T?.>!ecoi\^, "to the

end that might be fulfilled," which is so usual with him. (Comp.

on Matth. i. 22.) Moreover, the Evangelist here departs again

from tJiWtext of the Septuagint,?l;)y which the Hebrew text is

lered: ourog rag a/jba^rlag /j/xSiv <p^si, x.al Ti^i rjijbuv oBuvarai,

our iniquities, and suffers on our account," in which

words were utterly unsuitable for his purpose. He
follows very accurately the original text, and translates i^n»

• t:

&<^svsia, "sickness, infirmity," and ^^-i^^i^j '"^''^'>?) "disease;" the

verbs ^^^2 ''^"^^ 71D' " ^^ ^^^^ "Pj support, to bear, carry," used

by the prophet, are rendered by St Matthew Xa/M^dvuv, " to

takfe/' and [Saardlnv, " to bear or cany." This independent

mode of trontini^the quotations from the Old Testament does

not admit, in the Greek of St Matthew, of a common translation,
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tliat is such an one, in wliicli the translator does not make free

use of his own ideas. But the quotation of this identical pas-

sage does not seem to suit the object kept in view by the con-

text, especially since, in 1 Peter ii. 24, the same passage is made
use of to illustrate the representative satisfaction, or atonement

of the Redeemer, and sii^ce throughout the entire of the 53d

chapter of Isaiah there is contained a description of the Messiah,

as suffering for sinful human nature. Yet, the apparent differ-

ence in the exposition of the same passage by two writers of

the New Testament disappears, if we observe that the physical

sufferings (as the climax of which we must regard ^dmros,
" death," comp. Rom. vi. 23) are but the reverse side of the

consequences of sin. The Saviour, who was called to re-

establish the original state of humanity, abrogated external

suffering no less than the internal, and in general the former

first ; because, the being freed therefrom would of necessity be

a means of awakening a longing after the freedom of the soul

from its sufferings, and of animating the belief in the possibility

thereof. The application, then, of the redeeming ministry of

Christ to corporeal sufferings, as little excludes the application

thereof to the spiritual necessities, as, on the contrary, the re-

lation thereof to the si)iritual necessities excludes its application

to bodily sufferings. The entire man is the object of redemp-

tion,—the body as well as the soul. Wliat appears to be diffi-

cult only is that }.a/j,[3dviiv, " to take," and jSaerd^Biv, " to bear, or

carry," are used in the same manner with relation to Christ, in

reference to the da^evuai, " infirmities," and voeoi, " diseases," as

in his relation to the internal sufferings of mankind. (Comp.

John i. 29, where our Lord is called d/xvbs rou SsoD, 6 a'/^uv t^v

diiagriav rou x6gfjt,ov, literally, " the Lamb of God who takes away
the sin of the world.") It appears, as though the exercise of the

curative ministry were by no means anything difficult, or attended

with pain, for which /Saora^wi/, " to bear or suffer," might be a

suitable expression. One feels, therefore, tempted to take XafA-

^dvsiv and l3ae-dZ,iiv merely as =d<pagisTv, "to take away," which,

it is true, is by no means according to the context of the passage

(Is. liii.), in which our Redeemer appears altogether as the suffer-

ing one. This difficulty becomes solved, nevertheless, if we con-

ceive the healing ministry of Jesus as being less unsubstantial.

If we view the person of the Redeemer as we must do, as being

altogether a real human person, as one clearly distinct from his
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divine jierson, then we sliall be able to think no otherwise than

that the healing- ministry of our Lord consisted in a pouring

forth and exhalation of his fulness of life ; that his whole soul,

moreover, entered with a fervent sjmipathy into the troubles of

the suffering' person ; that he participated with them a true sym-

pathetic pain. Hence, as physical exertion produced in him a

physical exhaustion (John iv. 6), so in like manner must eveiy

spiritual activity have produced in him spiritual exhaustion.

We may say, therefore, that Jesus, even in reference to the

aa&sviiai, " infirmities," and vom, " diseases," laboured in his -^vyji,

" soul," and bore the sins of the world.

§ 8. THE FISHIKG or ST PETER.

(Luke iv. 42—44 [Mark i. 35—39]; Luke v. 1—11.)

The idea last touched upon, finds also its confirmation in the

verses ofLuke and Mark which immediately succed. For, early on

the following morning (St Mark has hny^ov Xiav, " very early," for

the more usual ri/^i^as yswfj.svrjc, " when it was day," of St Luke.

The expression, hw^ov, for which some Codices read, £i'i'i/%a, is met
with only in this place), our Redeemer went to a solitary place

(lis s^rifjbov ro'Tov, " into a desert place"), to pour out his soul in

prayer. (Mention repeatedly is made of Jesus remaining in

silent prayer throughout the whole of the night. Comp. Luke
V. 16; vi. 12; ix. 28.) That this retirement of our Lord, to

pour out his soul in solitary prayer, emanated from a real feeling

of necessity, we are comjielled to assume, unless our Lord is to

be supposed as having done that which was of an empty, useless

character, or for mere appearance sake, all which could only

contribute to favour mere fanciful notions. We should rather

regard Jesus, according to the Scripture view, as like unto men
in all things, " xara vdvra," sin only excepted, in order that he

might be merciful, "eXs^/iwi/," (Heb. ii. 17); and in this very view

of our Lord's character is contained a richer source of comfort, as

well as the possibility of making Jesus our pattern. Considered

with regard to his human development, the prayers of Jesus,

therefore (which must indeed be regarded as having never been

interrupted, according to the command given to us by our Lord

liimself [Luke xviii. 1 sqq.], but which, novortheloss, had their
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climax on occasions specially devoted thereto), may be looked

upon as periods of heavenly recreation and strengthening from

above, which were needed to enable him to overcome the powers

of darkness, that were constantly warring against him. But

the occasional times more immediately devoted to prayer by our

Lord, must be regarded at the same time as periods, in which

the Redeemer gave himself up to the contemplation of the ex-

alted purposes for which he was destined by the Father, and in

which he fathomed the depths of Divine love, in order to devote

himself more and more to the perfect consummation of his work.

Ver. 43. But the peoj)le, seized by the impression which

the works of Jesus produced, hastened after him into the desert

place, and St Peter, who always appears as the most active

among the apostles, went to Jesus to announce to him that the

multitude sought him. But our Lord withdraws from them

with the remark, that he wished to extend his ministry over

the whole of Israel. For, according to its whole plan, the mi-

nistry of the Saviour was not originally calculated upon as con-

fining his labours continually to one and the same place ; but,

on the contrary, was intended to awaken the entire mass of the

nation from the sleep of death. Hence, he never dwelt long in

one place, but journeyed hither and thither. The more especial

guidance of the soul Jesus confined to the narrower or wider

circle of his disciples, who gave themselves up so entirely to his

sanctifying influence, that they forsook everything else, resigned

their former connections and employments, and followed him.

(Mark i. 38 uses the expression, l;>/o>2i/a; xw/ioToXs/j, " adjoining

towns or villages," which occurs only in this passage. By the

word xuiJ.o'Trokiii, he intends us to understand the larger boroughs,

approaching in extent to cities. The participle, lyoi/jivoi, " ad-

joining," must be received as in ;5/A£ga s^o/j.ivrj, " the next day,"

s^ofMvov (sajB^arov, " the approaching Sabbath" [Luke xiii. 33;

Acts of the Apostles xiii. 44], in the sense of near, adjoining,

bordering upon.—Peculiar to Mark, moreover, is the passage, ug

Touro s^iXriXvda, " for this have I come forth," which corresponds

to the sig rouro a-TrsffraX/xai, literally, " for this I have been sent,"

of St Luke iv. 43. In St Mark, it is true, is likewise found the

reading, kXr^Xvda, " I have come," but which, as the more com-

mon phrase {^s^x^sdai, " to have come," sc. £/'? Hv %6gij.ov, " into the

world"], must give place to the more uncommon one. For, the

ierva.,il^i^yj<s6ai, "to have come forth," refers to the formula of
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St Jolin, t^s^x^aOa/ s-K ToZ Osov, " to liave come forth from God,"

ex Tou Hareog, "from the Fatlier," with which Jx ruv ov^avuv, "from

heaven," would be synonymous. [Comp. John viii. 42; xiii. 3;

xvi. 27, 28; xvii. 8.] Thus, there is contained in the expres-

sion, JgsXTjXuSa, a dctemiinate reference to the original relation

of the Son to the Father, Avhcreas the expression, u'TrisraX/uLai, "I

am sent from," only refers to the appearance of Jesus as wdlled

by God.)

Luke V. 1 . Connected herewith, in a vague and uncertain

manner, is the narrative of St Peter's draught of fishes; for the

o;/>.oc, " multitude," whose importunate nearness here forms the

question (sT/xs/irlia/, which here signifies " to press upon, to lie

heavy upon," is, it is true, a sign of zeal, but likewise of a bur-

then as regards Jesus), is not the same mentioned at ver. 42

of the preceding chapter, inasmuch as the formula which refers

back to passing events in general, ^v xn^hseuv h raTg (S\)myuya7g rrig

Tot,}.iXa!ac, "he was preaching in the synagogues of Galilee," here

intervenes. The connection, therefore, existing between this

narrative and the preceding one, is but uncertain. As regards

the narrative itself, of St Peter's draught of fishes, it has been

obseiTed already on Matth. iv. 18, that in the sketch-like de-

scription of the calling of St Peter therein given (on which sub-

ject St John alone throws a thoroughly pervading light), the

information, that Peter was called to be a fisher of men, was

only introduced as an isolated feature into the picture, without

its affording ground for the assertion, that this exjjrcssion of

Jesus was immediately made use of by him on his first meeting

with Peter. The more exact historical communication respect-

ing this occurrence, in which our Lord designates Peter a fisher

of men, is only given by St Luke in this chapter; but he pre-

supposes an earlier acquaintance of Jesus with Peter, and only

shows how, on this occasion, the might and greatness of Jesus

were displayed to the apostle in their unlooked-for glory, and

how thereby he became indissolubly attached to the person of

the Redeemer. (The Lake of Gennesareth, on the shores of

which we here find Christ teaching, derives its name from the

strip of country called ^^^^>!ffag, " Gennesar." [Joseph, de Bell.

Jud. 111. 10, 7, ij hi "kifivri Ysvvrisd^ airh Trjg 'Tr^oaiypZg %w^as xaXs/ra/,

" the Lake Gennesar, moreover, is so called from the surround-

ing region."] This lake is called likewise '^dXaesa rjjc raX/Xa/a;,

"Sea of Galilee" [Matth. iv. 18]. In the Old Testament this
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lake is called [Numb, xxxiv. 11; Jos. xiii. 27] n*^33 Qt. The

Chaldee mode of writing this name fluctuated between '')0'2^,

"1DJ5"^^' "^DiSlJ- [Comp. Winer's Realworterbuch under this word.]

The extension or length of the lake amounts, according to Jose-

phus [at the place above cited], to 120 stadia [about 12 English

miles], and its width to that of 40 stadia.^)

^
r^'^53 D'^5

" J^^ Kinnereth," i.e. the sea of gladness or rejoicing, this

name being evidently derived from
'y\2'2i)

" Kinnor," in the Chaldee,

133j " Kinnor," and -^33, " Kannar," in the Arabic, J^ " Kinar," in

the Greek, Kivu^a, a harp, or psaltery. In Gen. iv. 21, T^32, "Kinnor,"

and according to the Targum,
fc^'^'i^^,

" Kinnorad," the harp. Hence,

j-)'^^^, " Kinnereth," Gr. ^svs^sd, quasi, the region of the harp or psal-

tery, that is, resounding with the music of that instrument, from its

abundant fertility and consequent population. In the Chaldee lan-

guage it is called ^DIJ'^^j
" Ginnosar," and from a corrupt amalgama-

T •

tion of the two names is derived the Greek name Tswriffagid and
Tsiivrimp, by which the city and the lake are distinguished in the New
Testament. This region was celebrated, from the earliest times, for its

fertility; we find express mention made of it by name as early as in

Deut. iii. 17, where Chinnereth, i.e. Kinnereth, (in the Chaldee Tar-

gum, " Ginnasar," and in the Septuagint, by a singular misappropriation

of the Hebrew preposition, no doubt mistaken for an Hermantive ^
Ma'^^ivs^BS, " Makenereth,") is named as belonging to the inheritance of

the tribes of Eeuhen and Gad. It is also noticed in Josh. xi. 2, wherein

the Septuagint (there being no preposition prefixed) renders it correctly

Xivi^id, and where, we may fairly infer, a city of some importance ex-

isted even at that early period, as Joshua speaks of the plain south of

Kinnoroth. Either on the site, or in the immediate neighbourhood of

this ancient city, as we learn from Joseplms, (Ant. lib. 18, c. 3,) " Herod
the Tetrarch," having been received into the immediate friendshijj of

the emperor Tiberius, called the city which he had built after his name,

Tiberias, for which city he had chosen the choicest land of Galilee, on

the shore of the lake of Gennesereth, not far from the town of Emmaus,
where there are springs of hot water." From the name of this city, we
find the lake also bearing the name of "the Lake of Tiberias," and in St

John vi. 1, "the Sea of Galilee (daXd(rsyig r/yg TaXiXalag), which is the Sea

of Tiberias." Besides the city of Tiberias, or Gennessareth, which be-

longed to the tribe of Naphtah, this lake had several other cities and

towns of note on its shores, among the rest Capernaum, Bethsaida,

Chorazin, and Magdala. Pliny (Lib. 5, c. 15,) says of this celebrated

lake : Jordanis in lacum se fundit, quem plures Genneseram vocant,

16 millia passuum longitudinis, 6 millia latitudinis; amoenis cii'cum-

septum oppidis, i.e. " The Jordan pours itself into a lake, which is

called by most people Gennesara; it is sixteen miles long, and six wide,
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Ver. 2, 3. The great multitude of the people induced Jesus to

leave the shore, and to enter into one of the vessels or boats.

and is surrounded with pleasant towns." The account of the present

state of this celebrated lake, and its once mighty cities and opident
towns, as given by the Abbate Mariti, is very interesting. Of the city

of Tiberias he writes :
" The city of Tiberias was one of the most consid-

erable in Decapohs. It was bvult by Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee.

Situated towards the southern part of the Lake of Genezareth, it ex-
tended its ancient walls for three miles towards the south, and in

breadth occupied aU that space which lies between the lake and the
mountains. This city submitted to Vespasian, and received among
its inhabitants all the Jews who escaped from Jerusalem. The Chris-

tians seized it in 1100, under Godfrey of Bouillon, but they lo.st it in

11 8G, by the treachery of Raymond III. count of Toulouse. It was the
seat of a bishop, suffragan to the see of Nazareth, as long as the

Christian kings of Jerusalem were masters of it. At present it is much
less than it formerly was, being no more than a mile in circumference.
It is of a square form, and tradition says that its walls were built by a
Hebrew woman. The external appearance of this city gives rise to the
most melancholy and gloomy ideas, and in the interior nothing is to be
observed but misery and desolation. On one side you see ruins half

buried in the earth, and on the other some shattered edifices, con-
verted into a kind of huts or cabins. About a hundred of shadows,
who, I was told, were the inhabitants of the place, flock with great
eagerness ai-ound the traveller, whom they survey with an air of
astonishment, little calculated to inspire him with confidence. Before
the year 1759, the city was better inhabited, and made a somewhat
less melancholy appearance. It contained several very beautiful edifices

and ancient churches worthy of attention. The chief Selobi, Daher
Pashaw's son, had erected a vast palace here, in which he resided. But
all these ornaments of the city disappeai-ed at once. One building
to the west of the city, on the borders of the lake, escaped the ravage
occasioned by the earthquake; it is a large church, which was long
abandoned to the flocks and herds that took shelter in it; but the
Christians had the courage to repair it when Daher invited them to

come and inhabit the ruins of Tiberias. This place of worship serves

also as an hospital for strangers, who are received in a very generous
manner." Speaking of the lake, the same traveller says :

" The mild
and delectable water of this lake, which is made use of by the inhabi-

tants of Tiberias, flows from the sources of the Jor and the Dan at the
foot of the Anti-Libanus, where stood the city of Pancades, called like-

wise Cesaraea; through this lake runs the river Jordan, which falls into

the Dead Sea. It is sometimes subject to great commotions, occasioned
by a neighbouring chain of mountains, where the Avinds, meeting with
opposition, and being driven back violently, rush down upon the water,
and agitate it with great violence. It is rare to find here any boats or

vessels, because its banks are now ban-en and uncultivated. I was told

that none had been .seen for the sjiace of thirty years. Several cele-

brated cities existed formerly on its shores, of which nothing now re-
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The latter had heen hauled up on the shore, as is customary

with small vessels. Jesus prayed Peter, to whom the vessel

belonged, to thrust out a little from the land into deep water

(aTo r^g yni svavayayiTv, literally, " to draw off from the land"),

and thus taught from out the ship, unmolested by the pressure

of the multitude. This setting afloat must be distinguished from

the pulling off of the ship into the deep sea {I'ramyayiTv sig rb

^ddog, " to pull off into the deep" = alttim, ver. 4) ; this was

done, in order to be able to fish, or cast out the net.

Ver. 4, 5. After his discourse was finished, and after the con-

sequent dismissal of the multitude, our Lord desired Peter to

let down his net for a draught. (xaXa^w, properly speaking,

signifies, to relax, to loosen, as, for example, a bow; but it

likewise means, to lower, to let down.) St Peter, discouraged by

a whole night spent in fruitless labour (a circumstance which

indicates clearly that the apostles pursued at that period, at

least from time to time, their usual occupation), obeys the com-

mand of Jesus more from a reverence for his person, than from

his own belief in a happy result. ('EOTCrar'/jc, "master," is only

used by St Luke [viii. 24, 45; ix. 38, 49; xvii. 18]. By this

name he calls Jesus, instead of attributing to him the Hebrew
title, 'Pa/3|S/, "Rabbi" ["13,'n],

an expression which he could by

no means assume as being understood by his Greek readers.

mains but shapeless ruins. The Sea of GaHlee is an object of great

veneration among the neighbouring Christians, as having been so much
frequented by Christ and the apostles. At the distance of a mile from

Tiberias on the north, there was formerly a town celebrated for the vic-

tories of Vespasian, and of which some vestiges may yet be seen. This

town was caUed Emmaus, which signifies the £atk, on account of its

hot springs. I was assured that they were endowed with the virtue to

cure many diseases. The water issues in great abundance from the foot

of a mountain near the Sea of Galilee, and it is so hot, that it is not

possible to take a pebble out of it with the bare hand ; at some distance

from their source, these springs fill a small reservoir, which has been

constructed and divided into baths by the Arabs. On tasting some of

this water, I found it brackish and sulphurous. It exhaled a disagree-

able odour, and left on my tongue a kind of sediment, which was in

colour like brick dust." (Viaggi in Cipri, Soria e La Terra Santa, vol.

ii. cap. 8). What a melancholy contrast is aff"orded, by the present de-

serted state of the Sea of Gennesareth, as described above, to the busy

picture drawn by St Mark, in his lively narrative of Christ stilling the

waves, wherein the lake is represented as alive with vessels, xai «>.>.« bi

cAo/ag/a TJv ij.ir ai/roS, " and other small ships were with him," Mark
iv. 36.—T.
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Yet does lie also make use of the term didda-/.a>.oi, " teacher,

preceptor," which here signifies, likewise, " Master," instead

thereof [as, for example, vii. 40].

Vcr. 6, 7. Peter complies with the wish of our Redeemer, and

they enclosed in their net a great multitude of fishes, so that it

broke, and their companions were obliged to bring the other

ship, in order to assist in gathering in the blessing bestowed on

them. (ii-Jf(igi)cx.i only occurs in this jilace with the signification

of, to be immersed, to sink in the deep, to cause to sink; in 1

Tim. vi. 9 it is used in a figurative sense.)—The blessing of this

draught of fish (which forms a contrast to the fruitless fishing of

the previous night, inasmuch as Peter laboured by himself) must

be viewed, it is evident, according to the intention of the sacred

writer, as the result of the presence of Jesus, and the effect of

his power. Hence, Christ here appears as the ruler of nature,

or creation, who is able, by the mysterious magic of his will, to

lead or direct the creatures that are without reason, according

to his own \'iews or determination, even in like manner as the

same power of the wonder-working God, the ruler of the uni-

verse, annually guides the fish of the sea, and the birds of the

air, by means of invisible bonds, in the cycle of their course.*

Phgenomena, analogous to the great wonders of nature, surround

the person of our Lord, as if collected around their centre; he

rules as the visible God, personally present throughout the wide

kingdom of nature ; every thing is bound up with the word of

his mouth, which is the expression of his holy Avill, by means of

invisible mysterious bonds. And the apparently unconscious

movements and agitations of nature, ruled by His omniscience,

appear as guided to serve the highest purposes in the moral

world.

' The notion entertained concerning the so-called Instinctx, by means

of which animals are said to be guided in their thoroughly well-regulated

modes of action, is destructive of the deeper view of, or inquiry into the

principle of natural life. Of the instincts, which animals are said to

possess as something differing altogether from the general natural-life-

principle, the same is to be inferred which must be said of the so-called

powers of the soul (Seelenvennogen), or natural jwwers (Naturkrafte),

in so far as they are looked upon as separate organs, or instruments of

action, which exist and act for themselves. As these are the outward

expressions of the One soul-imbued life (des P^inen seelischen Lebens),

so are those the outward expressions of the One great natural Life

(des Einen grossen Naturlebens), which must not be viewed as existing

without God, but as being in God.
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Ver. 8, 9. The feeling of the presence of a special Divine

domination, which announced itself to them as emanating from

Jesus, seized upon them all, and produced in them an astonish-

ment, mingled with fear (dd/j,(3oc, "consternation"); but in the

excitable person of Peter this feeling expressed itself both in

words and in deeds. His unholiness appeared to him as forming

so piercing a contrast with the heavenly power that was mani-

fested to him in the person of the Redeemer, that he fell at the

knees of Jesus, on the one hand worshipping him, and praying

him, on the other, s^iXSi dTr s/mov, " depart from me." Herein

was contained, beyond doubt, the idea, that that which is holy

and that which is unholy cannot possibly agree or harmonise

with each other, (Whoever beholds God, must die [Judges vi.

23; xiii. 22; Dan. x. 17], an idea which embodies much perfect

truth as regards the revelation of Divine things, considered as

under the law [under which we must view St Peter as yet stand-

ing], amidst the thunders of Mount Sinai [Exod. xix. 16]. In

the loving manifestation of God in the Redeemer, however, the

near approach of God to sinful man is not only supportable, but

is even animating and refreshing, inasmuch as this presence of

God suffers not that which is old to pass away suddenly, but

gradually, reproducing, at the same time, in the soul, that which

is new. Hence, our Lord ai3peases the apostle's anxiety, that is

to say, he altogether removes his fears, and calls upon him to

become a fellow-labourer in the building up of his kingdom, to

lay the foundations of which he himself had come.

Ver. 10, 11. The point of the whole occurrence, wherein not

only the draught of fishes but likewise the confirmation of the

apostles in their faith were things of secondary consideration, is

found in the passage: a-rci rou vvv sffri Z^uy^Zv dv^^uTovg, which sig-

nifies literally, " from henceforth thou shalt be a capturer of

men." For, in this occurrence there becomes manifest to us a

characteristic of the actions of Jesus, for the consideration of

which we shall hereafter be furnished with frequent opportuni-

ties. The Redeemer teaches by actions, he speaks by means of

deeds to those that surround him ; casting a profound spiritual

glance into the nature of things, he understood how to apply the

formations of nature by his manner of treating them to the pur-

pose of constiaicting a rich symbolism or system of hierogly-

phics.', We find also something analogous to this in the actions

^ St Augustine says most pertinently concerning this matter: Inter-
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of great and exalted earthly persons. Tlie ideas by wliicli they

are actuated are reflected in whatsoever they do, and very fre-

quently the most insignificant circumstances assume a noble

character under their infliuence. Such a symbolism of works ex-

pressly manifests itself in the ministiy of the old prophets (comp.

Jerem. xiii. 1 sqq., Ezek. xii. 1 sqq., xxiv. 1 sqq.) Among the

acts of Jesus this characteristic manifests itself in a manner not

to be mistaken in the cursing of the fig tree (Matth. xxi. 18 sqq.),

which, without such an assumption, would present difficulties

not easily to be solved. But the advantages and prerogatives

of such a language of actions force themselves spontaneously upon

the reader's mind; under the predominant rule of the imagira-

tion and the feelings, which always take place in the imjier-

fectly developed mind of the unreflecting, a living, concrete fact

produces a much greater result than mere abstract reasoning.

In the question: Wherein is contained the significancy of this

particular occurrence, we are met by the circumstance that an

occurrence similar to that which here opened the way for a

nearer connection between St Peter and our Redeemer, likewise

closes it at last (John xxi.) We thus meet with a symbolic sign of

the future spiritual ministry of St Peter, who is therein regarded

as the representative of the apostolic body, at the commencement

and at the conclusion of the dwelling in earthly communion of

St Peter with his Lord. In the text: effp ^uy^uv av^^urrovg, " thou

shalt be a capturer of men" (instead of wliicli we find both in St

Matth. iv. 19, and in St Mark i. 17, the words: to/^jctw j/xac dXnT;

av^^uiTuv, " I will make you fishers of men"), is formed by the

notion of conquering for himself not only the point of compari-

rogemus ipsa miracula, quid nobis loquantur de Christo, habent enim, si

intelligaijtur, linguam suam. Nam quia ipse Christus verbum est,

etiam factum verbi verbum nobis est. " Let us ask the miracles them-

selves what they can speak to us concerning Christ, for they have, if

they be understood, their own peculiar language. For, seeing that

Christ himself is the word, the act of the word also is a word to us."

(Tract, xxiv. in Joann. 0pp. vol. iii. p. 349, Edit. Bened.) Compare
with these words the fine passage from Jlamann's works (vol. i. p. 50),

who, completely independent of this father of the church, and taught by

the Spirit that teaches at all times, and in all climates or regions, one

and the mine trnth, thus writes :
" Every biblical narrative bears the

image of man, a body which is but vain dust and ashes, this is the lite-

ral sense; but it likewise contains a soul, the breath of God, the Life

and the Light, that shines in the darkness, and the darkness compre-

hendeth it not."
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son with the spiritual ministry of the apostles, but it is evident
that likewise other spiritual allusions here offer themselves.

In the first place, the idea of catching comprehends the relative

position of a known person to one unknown, and of the latter

being overcome by the former. The same idea presents itself

in the relative position of the apostles (as the representatives of

the (3ag/Xsta, " kingdom") to the Koafji^og, " world." Wliilst the
former represent the more exalted life-bestowing principle, the

members of the xoV/xog, "world," occupy the position of those who
are unacquainted with the nature of the more exalted life. And,
in the second place, the figurative view of the fishing refers to the

transference of those that have become believers, from their old

element of life, into the pure sacred element of the Grospel, a

view which is brought prominently forward in the hymn which is

ascribed to Clemens of Alexandria, and which runs thus :

—

luTi^ ''iridou— Saviour Jesus

—

'AX/sD [jji^oTuv Fisher of men,

Tuv 6(jiZoiJ.hm Of the saved ones;

nsXayoug xa-Aiag From the sea of sin

'ly^Zg ayvoijc, The sacred fish

Kufjbaros s^^^ou From the inimical billow

TXvxi^j^ Z^uifi hikiaX^m Making a bait for them with thy sweet life.

Allusions to this transition from the former, i.e. old element of

life, into the new one of Christianity, are very frequently met
with in the most remote periods of the Christian church, wherein

the term \yj\ic, "fish," is used when speaking of Christians.

(Comp. Suiceri Thes. eccl. s. v. aXubg, " a fisherman"). Even in

the Old Testament are already contained the elements of this

comparison, see Jerem. xvi. 16, where it is said in the first

hemistich, according to the Septuagint, ihoii, syu avosriXKu roug

akiitg roug ToXXovg, Xsysi xii^iog, '/mi aXiivffovdiv avroug, " Behold, I will

send forth the many fishers, saith the Lord, and they shall fish

them." Parallel therewith is the passage contained in the

second hemistich, aToffrsXXu rovg -TToXXnvg drj^suTug xai ^Tjgiuffovffiv

avroug, " I will send forth the many hunters, and they shall hunt

them."

Ver. 11. This wondrous occurrence drew closer the bond that

held together the Redeemer and his disciples; they forsook their

earthly pursuits, and, follomng after Christ, they chose the spi-

ritual calling, which he had pointed out to them, in its analogy
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with tlie external one which they had formerly pursued. But the

terms, a^/li/a/, " to leave," and ay..(i\o\)&i7v, " to follow," must not be

viewed merely as an external act, Lut pre-eminently as an in-

ternal process, of which the external one only formed the visible

impress. The power of the higher life in Christ which had laid

hold upon them, spiritually freed them from their earthly fetters,

and enchained them, by means of invisible bonds, to their mas-

ter. As to the external view, they returned, even at a subse-

quent period, to their daily occupations (comj). onJohn xxi. 3 sqq.).

§ 9. JESUS STILLS THE TEMPEST ON THE SEA.

(St Matth. viii. 18—27; St Mark iv. 35—41; St Luke viii. 22—25.)

According- to St Matthew and St Mark, the follo^^nng event suc-

ceeds immediately to the cure of the mother-in-law of St Peter

(ev ixiivTi rfi ^/j^igci, "on the same day"); in St Luke, on the con-

trary, this occurrence stands in a completely diiferent connec-

tion, and is only connected by means of the loose formula, sv fj,ia,

tSjv r,/j,s§uv, " on one of those days," with that which precedes it.

The first verses of this section of St Matth. (viii. 19, 22) are,

moreover, parallel to a passage of St Luke (ix. 57 sqq.), Avliich is

separated from the former (viii. 22 sqq.) by a large intermediate

space. Since we have seen above (Luke iv. 42 sqq. ; v. 1 sqq.),

that, according to St Luke, even in as immediate a manner as in

St Matthew and St Mark, the narrative of stilling of the tempest

on the sea, so, in like manner, the section of St Luke, which

we have just now explained, succeeds the narrative of the

cure of the mother-in-law of St Peter; but as, according to all

the three Evangelists, the stilling of the tempest is followed by

the cure of the Gcrgesene, with an accurate agreement as to

time and place, hence have we here a new and striking in-

stance of the uncertainty involved in every attempt to bring

together, into a chronological whole, the isolated features of this

section from out the various narratives of the Evangelists. The

words of St Matthew viii. 19—22 form, moreover, rather an in-

troduction, than a portion of the connected course of the narra-

tive. St Luke has treated them, in a subsequent chapter,

(ix. 57 sqq.) in a more complete connexion, and with further

internal improvement; we therefore defer our exposition of this
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passage, until we come to treat of the concluding verses of that

chapter. St Matthew seems to have placed it here, in this sec-

tion which treats of the miraculous acts of Jesus, in order to

render the more forcibly prominent the contrast therein exist-

ing to the all-commanding will of Jesus, and in order to clearly

point out that the greatness of the requisition to follow him who
had no place whereon to lay down his head becomes, in its turn,

mitigated by the fact, that the same person had the full com-

mand of the elements. With regard to the action itself, it in-

troduces the Redeemer in a new light as the ruler of nature,

and, in fact, as the stiller and calmer of her convulsions and
spasms. Sin, which in its fearful efficacy has disturbed even the

physical portion of existence, is hereby represented as subdued

by the Prince of Peace, in the most varied forms of its outward

manifestation, (Jes. ix. 6). In so far as that which is external

forms everywhere a mirror reflecting that which is internal, this

and similar events recorded in the Gosjjel-history, express the

analogous ministry of the Redeemer, in the agitated world of

the internal life of man. (Comp. on Matthew xiv. 21, 22). The
Redeemer, with the party of his disciples in a ship, tossed about by

the waves of the sea, is a natural representation of the ark, with

the representatives of future or regenerating humanity; and the

type of the church in its relative position to the vikayoc, xaxiag,

" sea of evil,'' in the xoV/xos, " world."

Ver. 23, 24. Our Lord having determined to cross over to

the eastern coast of the lake, (ver. 18,) went on board the ship,

and fell fast asleei?. The careful Evangelist St Mark depicts

this scene Avitli more minuteness, for, he in one place remarks,

that in company with this vessel, many other barks crossed the

sea at the same time (iv. 36), and in another verse he depicts

the exact position in which the Redeemer had laid himself

down. (He was sleeping on the 'z^iiixm, the " poop, or stern,"

[the hindmost part of the ship. Acts of the Ap. xxvii. 29, 41,]

with his head reclining on a pillow or cushion. noMxifaXaiov is

probably a prop or support of any kind; it signifies generally,

in other cases, a cushion for the head). Whilst Jesus slept,

there arose a sudden tempest. (Instead of Xaiy-a-^, " tempest,

whirlwind," of Luke and Mark, St Matthew has Gsig/j.6g, " a vio-

lent agitation," which projierly speaking, signifies an earth-

quake, and thence a violent concussion. The Septuagint makes
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use of it for -^^D'
" a whirlwind, a violent storm or tempest,"

2^Kings ii. 1, 11.

Ver. 25, 26. Although of little faith, in so far as they feared to

perish with the slumbering- Redeemer (concerning oXiyomgrog, " of

little faith," comp. on Mattli. vi. 30), yet were they believing, in-

asmuch as they looked for their eurri^ia, " deliverance," from the

Lord; and not to put "their faith to shame," our Redeemer

produced a complete calm. (raX?ji/»i, "a calm," = rTQ?21' "tran-

quillity," Ps. c\Hii. 29, according to Symmachus.) That which

appears very peculiar herein is, that the word of Jesus here ap-

pears not merely as controlling the irregular actions or commo-

tions of the elements, as recalling the disturbed powers to unity

and harmony ; but that our Redeemer stills the waves by a di-

rect address to the sea of these words, c/wffa, rsf/>wffo, " peace or

silence, be still" (according to St Mark iv. 39). There can be

no doubt but that this contains more than a mere oratorical per-

sonification. It expresses the looking upon nature as a living-

being, which is subject to Divine influences, as well as to those

of the evil spirit. Perceiving in the confusions of nature the

echoes of the universal disturbance of harmony, our Lord leads

them back to their original source. (Concerning the Di\dne

authoritative exclamation of the sm-irifiav, " rebuking," comp. on

Matth. viii. 30.—Oz/iow, " to stop the mouth, to muzzle, to hold

one's peace" [1 Tim. v. 18], <piiMus6ai, "to be dumb, silent."

—

Ko'Trdl^u, " to cease" = iievxa^c^, "to be still," is used in speaking

of the wind, Matthew xiv. 32; Mark vi. 51.)

Ver. 27. The more stupendous and externally striking the

effects are of the power of the Redeemer, the more do they

take hold on the mind of sensual man. Regarded as in and for

themselves, the mysterious spiritual effects thereof are infinitely

more sublime and mighty ; they strike at the very root of sin,

whereas in the former only the remotest echoes or secondary

results thereof are touched.
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§ 10. HEALING OF THE GEEGESENE POSSESSED OF A DEVIL.

(Matth. viii. 28—34; Mark v. 1—20; Luke viii. 26—39.)

We make use of this most important and difficult of all the

histories of the cures effected by our Redeemer, which also

stands, according to St Matthew, first of the narratives concern-

ing the treatment of the so-called haiiioviZ^oix^im, " possessed of

de^nls," in order to develope our own peculiar view of the situa-

tion of such persons, and of the isolated phenomena of which the

Gospels make mention in them, in connection with the views

contained in the Scriptures. There prevails throughout the en-

tire of the Holy Scriptures, in a manner not easily to be mis-

taken, the idea,^ that the principle of that wdiich is holy, as well

^ That the doctrine of the existence of devils and of evil angels is so

zealously combated, may take place j^artly with a good intention, inas-

much as it is the wish of some individuals to prevent the repetition of

the great abuses experienced from this doctrine; but partly are there

also active in these polemics, motives of a quite different nature, viz.

moral torpidity, and fear to confess to one's self, in all its hideousness,

the nature of the evil which we clearly perceive as existing within us.

We ought to distinguish with precision between the abuse of a thing,

and the thing itself ; then would be comprehended, in its full meaning,

how the Holy Scriptures, in that which they impart concerning those

things which relate to the spiritual world, accommodate themselves per-

fectly to the necessities of hvmianity. As many souls, driven to despair

by the struggle with evil thoughts, surrender themselves to that which

they might have well been able to overcome, had they been taught to

separate their own individuality from that of the evil principle, and to

have flung back the fiery darts, which galled and tormented them,

against the evil one, who had discharged them against them (Ephes. vi.

IG). If we earnestly and with careful striving keep off the devil and

his angels, Ave shall still behold a world full of devilish men, and, as re-

gards ourselves, a heart full of devilish thoughts; as Goethe excellently

says: " From the evil ones they are freed, the evil (things, thoughts, I'c.)

remain behind (den Bosen sind sie los, die Bosen sind geblieben)." For,

evil itself, with its frightful phenomena, can never be entirely got rid of;

it remains inscribed in the history of man in indelible characters. The
doctrine concerning the foundation or origin of evil, in a higher region

of life, is therefore a benefit bestowed on man ; it comprises within it-

self the kei/ to the doctrine of redemption. On this account is it also so

deeply rooted in the Scriptures, that it never can be got over by the

church, for, to that end the church would have to commit herself to

such an extent, that she must acknowledge that she has accommodated
X
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as of that which is unholy in human nature, must be souglit for

not so much in humanity itself, as, on the contrary, in a higher

region of existence, from Avhich emanate the influences of good

as well as those of evil, which on the part of men may be either

received or rejected, according to the position and faithfulness

of the individual. The doctrine promulgated throughout the

Scriptures embraces in one grand view the good as well as

the evil existing in the universe, as in one unbroken connec-

tion, only with this diiference, that the g'ood, as that which

is itself divine, appears at the same time as that which is

absolute and unchangeable, whereas that which is unholy is

represented, it is true, as a real disturbance of the harmony of

herself thereto, and lent herself to the open propagation of error, which
slie has combined with the idea of her Saviour, which would be nothing
less than a suicidal act, a true/e/o de se. But as truth in the abstract will

ever remain unconquered, so must also the truth as regards evil, which
consists even in this, that we know that it exists, and how it exists. The
being ignorant thereof, i.e. its being unknown, is its true conquest. How-
ever, as to what concerns the treatment (Behandlung) of this doctrine,

on this subject it behoves us, no doubt, to use the greatest precaution,

as with all profound and abstruse ideas, which, like a keen two-edged
blade, should only be laid hold of in a spirit of wisdom. The use made of

this doctrine in the Scripture aifords the most valuable hint for our
guidance in this matter. In theJird place, we find that the idea, in earlier

times of the Old Testament life, only comes before us in feeble intimations,

it was not imtil the time of the captivity, when the worship of the true

God only had taken deeji root in the nation, that the germs thereof deve-

loped themselves more extensively. In these manifestations we may
find an intelligible hint not to bring the doctrine of the influence of evil

spirits either before the minds of children, or before such undevelop-
ed, uneducated minds, as are to be regarded as children. It would be
better with such {)ersons, especially as regards the Old Testament, to

refer the manifestations of the evil one, without further explanation, to

the abandonment of God. Our Redeemer taught concerning the devil

in the presence of his disciples only. TIiuk, then, the doctrine which re-

lates to the kingdom of darkness and its ministry, .should be explained or

illustrated in no other manner than in its dependence on the doctrine of

redemption. The consciousness of all-conquering grace is the surest

means of preventing all misunderstanding of this doctrine. Finally.

this doctrine, taken in the abstract, belongs less to the ^Tjovy/xa rrig

a/.'fidilag, " the preaching of the truth ' (seeing that it is not brought
forward as such in the New Testament aud in the creeds), it has much
rather its chief significancy in the private care for the soul. In the

various methods or forms of " the councilling, of self-examination," this

doctrine has altogether so deep a psychological root, that, by a wise

practical appHcation thereof in sucli casus, a beneficial effect may be

looked for therefrom.
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creation, but as that which at tlie same time is ever merely

conditional on the will of the creature. Holy writ knows no

second principle, and the church has always rejected the doctrine

of Manichaeism,^ as being irreconcilable with the idea of God.

By the removal of the source of evil out of and beyond human
nature, the redemption is at once recognised as being possible.

For, it is only the germ of that which is good in man, viewed in

its state of bondage under an inimical -power, which can be re-

^ The Manichaeans were Christian heretics, who derive their name
from one Manes, who began to jareach his erroneous doctrines in the
third century. He gave himself out as the Ua^aTtXriros or Comforter whom
our Saviour had promised to send ; he was originally a slave in Persia, but
his mistress, having adopted him as her son, caused him to be instructed

in the learning of that country. He held the doctrine of two distinct

principles of good and evil, and, of consequence, of two souls in man,
striving against each other, and that from the evil soul j)roceeded the

body. He permitted his discijDles to wallow in all imj^urity, and forbade

to give alms to any but his own followers; he attributed the motions of

concupiscence and all bodily desires to the evil soul; he taught that

the souls of his followers passed through the moon and afterwards

through the sun for purification, and then to God, into whom they are

absorbed, and that those of other men went to hell, to be again sent forth

into other bodies ; he taught that Christ resides in the siui, the Holy
Ghost in the air, wisdom in the moon, and the Father in the abyss of

light. He denied the resurrection, and condemned marriage ; he taught

the transmigration of souls, that Christ had no real body, that he was
neither dead nor risen, and that he was the serpent that tempted Eve. He
forbade the use of eggs, cheese, milk, and wine, as proceeding from the

evil principle, and used a form of baptism differing from that of the

church. Finally, he taught that magistrates were not to be obeyed.

Such were the tenets of this heresiarch, that Pope Leo said of him, that
" the devil reigned in all other heresies, but that he had built a fortress

and raised his throne in Manichaeism, which embraced all the errors

and impurities that man is capable of For, whatever profanation was in

paganism, carnal blindness in Judaism, unlawful curiosity in magicians,

or sacrilege in other heresies, tliey did all centre in that of the Manichae-

ans." This heresiarch promised the king of Persia to cure his son,

whereupon the king sent away all the physicians, the consequence of

which was that the patient soon after died. Manes, therefore, was
thrown into prison, but made his escape; yet having been recaptui-ed

soon after, he was flayed alive, and his body thrown to the wild beasts.

The Manichaeans were divided into hearers and the elect; of the elect

twelve were called masters, in imitation of the twelve apostles, and a

thirteenth was placed as a kind of pope over them. The emperors, in

the fourth century, passed severe laws against these heretics, whose
opinions were gaining ground in Africa, Gaul, and in Rome itself, where
a council was held against them. The Latin fathers do not well agree

as to the time of this heretic's first appearance, but Spcinnliehn says it

was in the reign of Probus.—T.
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deemed; but tlie inimical power itself, as also man, if he lias

totally and knowingly given himself up thereto, and has thus

become one with it, is no object for the ministry of redemption.

Hence it is that the kingdom of evil, considered in its indivi-

dual character, and as the contrast (although a relative one)

to the kingdom of good, is called in the Scriptures, bidtSoXog xui

ciyyiXoi avrou, "the devil and his angels" (Matth. xxv. 41; Rev.

xii. 9), as also (Saau.sia rou sccrava, " the kingdom of Satan"

(Matth. xii. 26). The expression, diu(3o}.og, "devil," and aa-ava:,

"Satan" (=:^i^)^ ^ y.arrr/ojB rojv dbs}.(poJ\i, "the accuser of the

brethren," Rev. xii. 10), is only used in the singular when speak-

ing of the centralised power of the evil one, which as the power

of his kingdom is conceived according to his potential might as

being borne within him. It is true that aaramg, " Satan," ap-

pears to be used once as equivalent to bai/j.6viov, " that which is

demoniacal or devilish" (in the text, Matth. xii. 26), but it is even

here only apparently so applied. The subordinate evil spirits (cor-

resj)onding to the dyyiXoi roij Qsov, " angels of God") are called

daifjbovia, and sometimes, though not so frequently, daifj,ovsg, " de-

mons" (Matth. viii. 31 ; Mark v. 12; Luke viii. 2, xx^^i. 3); more

frequently, hoAvever, they are called --ns-j/jba-a ay.dOa^ra, " unclean

spirits" (Luke viii. 29; Ephes. vi. 12, icnufj.ariTf.d r^g rrovri^iag, "the

spiritual powers of evil"). The ancient signification of the word

haiiLOiv, " daemon,"= Sajj/Acui/, "knowing, skilled,"ismore comprehen-

sive ; it denotes that which is cunning or knowing, and since to be

knowing is to possess innate knowledge, announces itself as the

characteristicof a spirit, hence it denotes spiritual beings in gene-

ral. (The more exact distinction of the character of the being is

pointed out by means of additions, such as dyadodal^xm, " good

daemon or spirit;" xaxodai/jbuv, "evil daemon.") Analogous to the

mode of viewing that which is good in its various manifestations

in thea ngels of light, is evil individualised in its various modifica-

tions of the angels of darkness (concerning the classification of de-

mons, comp. Ephes. vi. 12). The germ of this vicAv of the subject

is contained even in the earliest writings of the Old Testament,

and without calling in the aid of foreign influence, which is said

to have affected the Jews during their Babylonian captivity/ we

^ This view, wliich h.as become so very common, offers many important

historical dilHculties. For, as the Chahleaiis ruled in those parts of the

country to which the Jews were led by Nebuchadnezzar, from whose

national form of devotion such an influence upon tlie Jews cannot be
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can imagine a development of this germ springing out of the

national mode of life itself, by the help of a progressive enlight-

enment through the Spirit of truth. If we proceed, however, upon
the magnificent view of an unity of the entire kingdom of the

evil spirit, the question then will be, which peculiar form of the

influence of the powers of darkness the Scripture here indicates

when using the expression, 5a/,o(.o^/^(//a,£^o/, "possessed with devils."

For, although the Scripture connects in this manner the spiritual

evil existing in humanity with the influence of the devil (St

John xiii. 27, for example, speaking of Judas Iscariot, says,

b Garavag slgijXdsi/ st; aurov [sig ixuvov, " into that Olie," is the term

derived, seeing that the Chaldeans held no doctrines of demons (Munthet's

supposition in his Edig. der Bahyl. p. 87 sqq., that the Chaldaic mystery
contains some hints respecting demons, is a mere hypothesis) ; hence the

question arises : whether the doctrines of the Zend, the influence of

which is had in view when asserting that the Jews had derived their

doctrine of demons during their exile, had been promulgated anywhere
in the kingdom of the Chaldeans? Magi, it is true, were in this city

indeed long before the conquest of Babel by Cyrus (comp. Bertholdt's

third Excurs to his commentary on Daniel), but whether these magi
were servants or worshippers of Orviuzd or Oromazes, and acknowledgers
of Ahrimanes, is very doubtful (comp. Gcsenius in the second supple-

ment to the commentary on Isaiah), inasmuch as all Chaldean names
of the gods bear no resemblance with the Persian ones. But granting

that the Zendavist form of worship had formed a part of the altogether

mysterious doctrines taught in the kingdom of the Chaldaeans, it would
be nevertheless inconceivable how the poor Jewish exiles could thereby

have obtained any knowledge of it; and so much, too, as that they

should have admitted new dogmas within the circle of their ideas. The
whole affair requires, as has been already said, a thoroughly profound

historical investigation. But no less refutable is tlie notion that the as-

sumption of the existence and influence of evil spirits is a view inse-

parable from the infancy of human nature. The history of the develop-

ment of demonology, as contained throughout the Scriptures, proves as

forcibly to the contrary as does the nature of the thing itself The
purer, deeper, and more true the sense is in which that which is Divine

is comprehended as that which is good, the more completely and pro-

foundly will man recognise the evil existing in his nature, and the more
thoroughly will he examine into it throughout the course of its develop-

ment. As the highest personifications thereof, the Scriptures point out

the false prophets and false Christs, whose appearance they defer until

near the end of the world. That the most modern doctrinal views, even

since the period of the Eeformation, have been, even according to their

own theories, so little able to assimilate or appropriate to themselves

the doctrines concerning the kingdom of darkness (as may be seen, for

example, from Schleiermachers Dogmatic), all this only proves that

Christian knowledge has not as yet been thoroughly penetrated by the

light of Gospel principle.
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used by tlie Evangelist in the chapter here mentioned], " Satan

entered into him"), yet are the representatives of evil in humanity

(such as false pro])hets and antichrists) never called Saz/xov/^o/xsi/o/,

"men possessed with dexils." In these latter, on the contrary, we
always perceive manifest appearances of disease, more especially

convulsions of an epileptic character, and a disturbed existence

and enfeebled self-consciousness. Yet, again, diseases of this

kind do not appear as specifically confined to those possessed

by demons; for, it is evident that one and the same forms of

disease may be viewed at one time as being of demoniacal origin,

and at another as not. Were a person, for example, to become

dumb in consequence of an organic defect, as, for instance,

through the mutilation of the tongue, such an individual would

never be called a demoniac, even though a haiiMoviZ^oiMivo;, "one
possessed with a devil," who was dumb, be spoken of in Luke
xi. 14. Many demoniacs prove themselves evidently to have

been maniacs (for example, the Gergesene, whose history we
have before us), but from this does it not follow that every luna-

tic, perhaps even such as had become unsettled in mind in con-

sequence of an injury suffered by the brain, was considered by

the Jews as a demoniac.^ All descriptions of demoniacs, on the

contrary, present a strange confusion of the psychical, i.e. moral

and physical processes. It appears, in the first i)lace, as though

the state of demoniacs always involved a certain degree of moral

turpitude, yet so, that the sin practised by them presents itself

not So much in the form of wickedness, properly speaking, but

more in the shape of a predominating sensuality (more especially

voluptuousness), habitually practised, notwithstanding the sti-ug-

glcs of their better self In this manner, the noble, deeply-rooted

germ of life may be preserved in such persons, and the longing

after redemption developc itselffrom out that same, whenever the

knowledge, or sense of their terrible position, i.e. of their being

held in bondage by the powers of sin, revives and awakens in

1 JoHcphus (Antiq. vii. G. 3) considers the demons to be the souls of
wicked men, and according to this view Justin Martyr explains to his

own .satisfaction the state of those possessed by demons. (Apol. I.e. 16.

p. 14, edit. Bntan.) But this opinion must be regarded as tl\e private

opinion of a few, and not as the prevailing national view of the subject.

Josephwi (Antiq. viii. 2. 3) relates the history of the cure of a demoniac.
That Apollnnius of Tvana, too, drove out evil spirits, is recorded by
Philostratus (Vita Apoll. iv. I'O. 2-3). Tomp. Bnurs Leben des Apol-
loiiius, p. 1-11.
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tliem. And, in the second place, there becomes manifest in de-

moniacs another characteristic feature, which consists in a debility

of the bodily organisation, especially of the nervous system, the

result of the sins which they have habitually practised; and the

closer the connection is Avhich exists between the nervous life and
all the spiritual or moral functions, the more easy must it be for

the debility thereof to produce a disharmony in the whole of the

internal life. This appears with so much the more violence in such

unhappy beings, the more irritable or excitable their conscience

shews itself to be in them, which testifies to them continually,

that they are themselves the cause of their own misery, without

their being in a condition to extricate themselves by means
of their own exertions from the fetters of sin, and from the

bonds of the kingdom of darkness, to the influence of which

they have delivered up themselves. But whoever, on the con-

trary, has voluntarily surrendered up himself with his whole

internal life to sin, and that more according to its spiritual than

sensual part, may have become a Tov^og, " evil or wicked man,"

but no haiiMviZ^ofisvog, "man possessed with devils." For, there

remains in such persons a certain internal unity of being,

which may become in the end despair (as in the case of

Judas), but not alienation of mind, which presupposes a

violent internal conflict between the better portion of man
and the powers of darkness, to which the individual feels

that he is in bondage. With this manner of viewing the sub-

ject agrees, in the first place, the description aff'orded in all

cases of demoniacs of their physical suflerings: the diseases

enumerated are more especially convulsions, epilepsy, mania, as

also lunacy (according to St Matth. xvii. 14 sqq.), forms of

disease that agree very well with our assumptions. This seems

to be less the case where demoniacs are spoken of as dumb or

deaf; yet, even such forms of physical suflfering may be easily

made to assimilate with our fundamental or original idea, if we

only keep out of view, as has just been observed, organic de-

struction of the ear and of the speech, whenever we speak of

demoniacal deafness and dumbness; but if we rather look upon

them as nervous paralysis, which have been induced by the evil

conscience of the suflerers from the influence of the kingdom of

darkness, to which they are but too fully aware they had granted

admission into their inward man. Hence, the very usual view,

accordino- to which the demoniacs are declared to have been sick
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persons, has one true side; but it is a one-sided view, embracing

only that which is external, whereas the description of holy writ

o-rasps the phenomenon of disease at its moral root. And then

again, the fact that in all the demoniacs was expressed a long-

ing after redemption, joined to a hope of being cured, also agrees

perfectly with our view\ And even though this longing be but,

as it w^ere, a spa7^k of hope and faith, which as yet burns faintly

in the inner man, yet, does even this spark express the recep-

tivity for, i.e. the capability of receiving, the higher powers of

life, which the Redeemer brings to them for their acceptance.

Hence, the demoniacs do not appear by any means as the most

wricked, but only as very unhapj^y men. The decidedly wricked man,

he who has admitted to the undisturbed possession of his heart,

and throughout the pulsations of his innermost life, the inimical

influence, without offering any resistance thereto, he alone can-

not be cured,—he wants faith in the most secret ground of his

heart and soul,—he is void of the receptivity for the higher ele-

ment of life. In the demoniac is visibly manifested the struggle

with evil in its more hideous form; but the fact ofthere existing

as yet an inclination for oftering resistance thereto, speaks in

favour of the assumption, that there yet exists a noble germ of

life ; so that thus faith, even in demoniacs, is necessarily to be

assumed as the essential cause of their cure. Fm^thermore, with

our view perfectly agrees the circumstance, that we frequently

find in the descriptions of demoniacs a subjection of the human

individual consciousness under the influence of the inimical

powers of darkness. Their speeches emanate from this particular

position of their intellect, or rather the powers of darkness speak

through them, but always in such a way, that the personal con-

sciousness flashes out from time to time, although only for a

moment. This state forms altogether the opposite parallel to

the h.Graaig, i.e. " trance," or that state in which the soul is uncon-

scious of present objects, being as it were wrapt in visions of dis-

tant or future things, or with the sv •jnuij^ari uvai, " being in the

Spirit," and 7?.w(rffa/$ XaXs/i', " speaking with tongues;" for, that

which is cflccted under such circumstances by the sacred element

of the Tviviia, " spirit," or <puc, " light" (comp. 1 Cor. xiv., in

which the subjection of the human intellect or mind [^oSc] to the

overwhelming sacred power is expressed in a manner not to be

mistaken), the same is here effected by the unholy element of

the nxoroc, " darkness." Hence, the internal state of the demo-
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niacs must by no means be represented to ourselves as one in

wliicli there was comprised or contained within the one indivi-

dual a twofold or manifold subject, but the unfortunate subject of

these sufFcrings herein appears with a depressed human intellect,

and a potential or tyrannising foreign (spiritual) life; but inas-

much as the moments of the predominance and withdrawal of

the inimical powers alternate, hence, after liaving suffered a

paroxysm, the human ego or " self," accompanied by the whole

train of its feelings of misery, rises up in bright moments to the

consciousness of this state of bondage. We discover, moreover,

finally, in demoniacs, a power of presentiment or foresight, vary-

ing in its degree, a kind of somnambulistic clairvoyance, in

which they recognise the importance of the person of Christ

with respect to the whole of the spiritual kingdom. And this very

phenomenon agrees completely with the supposition, that nervous

affections form the basis of all such states (of mind), as far as

regards their corporeal development; and how easily an unnatu-

rally excited nervous action combines itself with the gift of

clairvoyance, is known well enough from the history of animal

magnetism. This, then, will explain the contradictory nature

of the speeches of demoniacs; at one time they express the deep

insight which they have obtained into the nature of everlasting

truth, at another, rude vulgar notions are mixed up with their

conversations, and the whole of their discourses bear the ter-

rible intuitive character of delirium, and of the confused lan-

guage of madmen, who not seldom express striking ideas,

but who at the same time connect them with other elements

in such a manner, that the dazzling character of the idea is

a testimony of so much the more doleful a nature to the ex-

tent of the disorder of their internal life, from which it (i.e.

the idea) bursts forth. But, according to this view it would re-

main to be explained, wherefore it is that we have at present

no longer any demoniacs.^ In the first place, it is certainly un-

1 According to the prevailing opinion, I have assumed that such is

the case, that no demoniacs are met with any longer. And yet it cannot

be ovei'Iooked that distinguished physicians, such, for example, as Esqui-

rol of Paris, are of a different opinion. (Comp. the " Magazin f'lir aus-

land. Heilkuude." By Gerson and Julius. Sept. 1828. p. 317.) Kerners

views on this point are well known. A remarkable instance of a de-

moniac in the East Indies (in the year 1817) is related by the missionary

Rhenius (in llai/ers Blatter f h(3h. Wahrh. vol. vii. p. 11)9 sqq.) Were
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deniable that the spirit of the gospel has worked beneficially,

even in this respect, for the human race, and that many mani-

festations of the ministry of the evil one (especially in its rudest

forms) have been thereby greatly mitigated. Men have errone-

ously gone at times so far as to assert that (according to 1 John

iii. 8,) the devil can produce no longer any effect in the church

of Christ, to prove which the passage above referred to is indeed

least of all suited. This might indeed be admitted with reference

to the ideal, invisible church (as the communion of saints); but the

external church forms evidently a mixed communion, in which

the power of the redeeming ministry of Christ is understood as

in a state of continual development, but which has as yet by no

means sanctified the whole, whence it is that the influences of

the kingdom of darkness cannot be considered as no longer ex-

isting in the church, but only as having assumed a milder form.

In the second place, then, the phenomenon in question must be

explained from the circumstance, that the knowledge of evil

spirits and their influence has been suppressed and subdued.

Many a maniac or epileptic patient may be in a state which is

very analogous to that of the 6a;//,ov;^o>£vo/, " those possessed by

evil spirits/' only the sufferer (as does ordinarily, indeed, also

the physician himself) looks upon his case in a different light.^

the apostles to enter our lunatic asyhmis, the question is as to the names

they would give to many of the invalids therein contained.

1 This very circumstance explains the fact of no mention being made

of demoniacs throughout the Old Testament. The doctrine of demons,

and of their influence, was Httle propagated among the people previous

to the captivity; hence, if the kingdom of darkness even called mto ex-

istence similar phenomena (as may be the case at the present time), yet

they were not recognised as such. Forms analogous to those of the New

Testament may have sprung up into existence after the period of the

captivity; but as the prophetic writings of this period contain little that

is of an historical character, hence it is very easy to be explained why

information is wanting in them on this subject. But the spiritual life

of the Israclitish people was, generally speaking, very enfeebled at the

time of the composition of the apocryphal wi-itings, and hence it was

that the cuutmMs thereto were so slightly tlevcloped. As for the fact of

the most sublime phenomena of the Divine power being so Jrequenibj

coupled with the manifestations of the hideous powers of darkness

throughout the New Testament, it is no doubt to be accounted for from

the elevated character of the whole period which threw out all contrasts

in sharper and more definite forms. Hut with regard to the cause of

the silence observed by St John the Evangelist respecting the demoniacs,

the same must be sought for in his position with regard to the Evan-

gelists in general (Svnoptikern) ; these had thoroughly recorded the
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But that the knowledge, or want of knowledge, of this hapless

being as to his case, is a matter purely accidental, it is clear

enough, that in this, as also in the name which the maniac

gives to his demon, is reflected only the time being. Hence, we
can say at best that these phenomena have become of much
rarer occurrence; and this permits us to perceive, in what

manner the healing powers of the Redeemer will remove at a

future period all the disharmonies existing in the physical as

Avell as in the psychical, i.e. the moral, life of man.

If we glance, after these remarks, at the history of the Gerga-

sene demoniac at present lying before us, which still offers many
difficulties peculiar to itself, it must, in the first place, be ob-

served in general concerning it, that St Matthew speaks of two

such hapless beings, whereas the two other Evangelists recog-

nise one only. A similar doubling of persons (Verdoppelung)

may be found in St Matth. xx. SO, where he speaks of two

blind men, whereas St Mark x. 46, and St Luke xviii. 85, make
mention of only one blind man. This disparity belongs to those

differences that have already been treated of in the introduction

(§ 8), which we must regard in the manner in which they offer

themselves, i.e. as discrepancies, without seeking for any subter-

fuges, as, for example, that one spoke, and that he therefore was

the only one mentioned, or such like. In this case it is highly

improbable that there should have been two sick persons of this

kind ; it is likely that St Matthew has combined this occurrence

with one of a similar character, which might have been more

easily the case with him, inasmuch as he is accustomed to fill

out, so to speak, the external frame in a loose sketchy manner.

Moreover, the manner of writing, in treating of the locality after

which the demoniac, who is spoken of in the history before us,

is named, is vague. The readings differ in all the three Gospels,

inasmuch as we find therein Tioyianvuv, "of the Gergasenes,"

YabaonvMv, "of the Gadarenes," Vi^aer^vuv, "of the Gerasones," from

which we may justly conclude, that they did not agree origin-

ally in the reading of this name ; the various readings have only

proceeded from the exertions made to render them conformable

cm-es of the demoniacs, and hence St John (to whom, in general, the

actions of Jesus only serve as connecting links for the discourses he has

to communicate) thought himself privileged to observe a silence con-

cerning them. Of the devil, at least, the view taken by St John was

(according to viii. 44; xiii. 27) in no manner whatever anomalous.
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witli one another, whereas the possibility of thus varying in the

name of tlie place must assuredly be sought for in the -locality

itself In Decapolis (comp. on Mattli. iv. 25), in which, accord-

ing to St Mark (v. 20), this occurrence took place, there was the

well-known city Gadara, the capital of Peraea, sixty stadia

(nearly seven English miles) distant from the city of Tiberias,

celebrated for its warm batlis.^ In a more northerly direction

was situated the city of Gerasa, forming the eastern boundary

of Peraea, which, although remote from the sea, was yet so

situated that the district thereof extended to it, in so much that

the %%«/, " districts, territories," of the two cities might easily

be confounded with one another. (Regarding both these cities

comp. Winer's Reallexicon, p. 227 sqq.) Origen (opp. vol. iv.

p. 140) relates, it is true, that the cliff or precipice (a steep place,

as the English version of the New Testament gives it) was

pointed out in his time from which the herd of swine is said to

have precipitated itself, and calls the neighbouring city Gergesar

Yet the whole report only treats of a tradition, and hence the

existence of a town of this name becomes problematical, inas-

much as other safe vestiges are wanting to prove that it existed

in the time of Jesus. (Concerning the ancient Gergesa, comp.

Deut. vii. 1, Josh. xxiv. 11, Joseph. Antiq. Jud. vi. 2.) The

reading of Tahao-rimv, " of the Gadarenes," as contained in the

text of St Mark and St Luke, is no doubt the correct one; in St

Matthew, on the contrary, it had been adopted, without doubt,

from the two former Evangelists. But it would be difficult to

decide whether in St Matthew the preference is to be given to

Ts^ysdrivuy, " of the Gergeseiies," or Yi^aarivuv, " of the Gcrasenes."

The former reading is preferred in the edition of Grieshach-Schulz,

^ Comp. our note on this subject at p. 295.—T.

2 OrUjm gives the reading ^sgafl•>J^wl/, as the one in use in the manu-
scripts of his time; the reading Vada^Tjvuv, says he, is only met with in

a few copies; he decides, however, in favour of rs^ys(!r,vut'j, on account of

the traditional statement. Concerning Gergesa his words run thus:

6og "kii^vriv, a<p oZ osixvurai roug y^oi^ovg \j-~h rojv dai/J^ovuv xaTa^i^'KriG^ai^

" Gergesa, from which (is derived) the Gergasenes, an ancient city, near

the lake now called the Lake of Tiberias, from whence it is pointed out

that the swine were cast down by the demons."

* Maundrell in his "Journey from Aleppo to Jerusalem," p. 115, hns a remark ap-
iposite to this of Ori)icii. " From the top of Tahor you discover due cast the sea of
'I'ilierias, distant ahout c)ne day's journey; and close by that sea they show a steep

niountiiiu down whicli the swine ran and perislied in the waters."—T.
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on the authority of the manuscripts; but the question is whe-

ther this reading' has not been introduced into the manuscript

merely on the authority of Origen, and whether tlie original

reading- of St Matthew was not rg^acDji/wi/? Fritzsche is likewise

against Tipysffyjiiuv, yet does he decide in favour of Tada^r,vcov, ac-

cording to which, however, the original reading must have been
the same in all the three Gospels, wdiicli is not probable, on ac-

count of the many de\aations in the name.

Ver. 28. The description of the demoniac, as given in our nar-

rative, is evidently of such a kind as to cause us to believe that

the jierson here spoken of was a maniac (maniacus). The mania
seized the unhappy man at some moments in the form of con-

vulsions; as soon as the paroxysm was over, there intervened a

jieriod of rest. This state of the poor creature is depicted in a

highly clear and finished manner in v. 3—5 of the Gospel ac-

cording to St Mark. Muscular power of an enormous character,

as is invariably the case in cases of mania, manifested itself in

this man ; in order to restrain him, they had fettered him (-'sdy]

= Ts^igzsXlg, " a leg band, garter, or anklet," was a sj)ecies of

fetter or shackle for the feet, one of the usual forms of the ciXuaig,

" shackle, chain, fetter"), but he broke his fetters, and suffered

not even clothes to remain on his body. The inimical power,

which he had admitted into his inward man, drove him to lonely

and retired places, where he dwelt in tombs, and alarmed, by his

appearance, the passers by. (The /^.v^j/xara, " tombs," must be

regarded, in one view, as being at a distance from the town,

and in another view, as hewn out of the rocks near to it, whence

St Mark v. 5 combines the sv roTg iM^rnj^aei %«/ h roTg ooiaiv, " in the

tombs and in the mountains.") But. his better self awakened

likewise in him from time to time, and expressed itself in

lamentable cries of distress, and in self-tormentings to which

he was driven by the knowledge of his guilt (ji^a^wi/ -/mi -/mtu-mit-

rm sauTov X/9o/5, that is, " crying out and cutting himself with

stones," Mark v. 5.) The narratives of St Mark and St Luke

alone afford us a clear picture of the meeting of Jesus with this

hapless individual, and of the treatment he experienced at the

hands of the Redeemer; St Matthew (ver. 29) begins at once

with the exclamation: r/ ^^/x^ xai soi, "what have we to do with

thee," literally " what is there (in common) to us and thee,"

by which the representation of the event is rendered less clear.

For, according to St Mark and St Luke, it was at first a bene-
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ficeiit agitation which, at the sight of the Prince of Peace, af-

fected the poor man, who felt within him the raging of Avild and

furious powers in their freedom. He hastened towards the spot,

and prostrated himself at the feet of Jesus, expressing, in this

action of homage, his confused recognition of Christ, and

that he expected help from him. We should destroy, it is true,

the whole connection, were we to view the -/.pd^ag /j^syd/.r, <poji/fj,

" crying out witli a loud voice," which is combined by St Mark

and St Luke, with the expression TaosiKvvj^es, " he worshipped,"

as in reality belonging to it; the 'n-^osxwih, "worshipping," then,

could only be an expression emanating from the dominion of

the demoniacal power, and the /a;j /xs (Sasavigr^g,^ " that thou tor-

ture me not," must have fonned the object of his humble

request, and not healing or recovery. But it is clear, that the

demoniac, in this case, would not have hastened towards Jesus,

but that he would have fled from him ; besides, with this view

does not agree the following: s'/.iyi ydg /.. r. a., i.e., "for he said,"

&;c., of St Mark v. 8. (St Luke has -ra^rr/ysi/.i yd^ -k.t.'k., "for he

had commanded," &c., viii. 29.) For, the expression ydo, "for," is

evidently intended to form the motive of the r/ f,ao/ y.al aoi, "what

have I to do with thee," and hence the aorist must be taken as

a pluperfect. (Comp. Winer s Gramm. p. 25 L)
Ver. 29. The whole will then assume the following form: Pos-

sessed b}' an inward presentiment that aid was to be obtained,

tlie wretched man hastens to the Saviour as soon as he sees him,

and throws himself in a beseeching posture at his feet; Jesus

commanded the unclean spirit to depart from him, and forthwith

the state of this individual took another turn; he was seized by

a violent paroxysm, and whilst in this state he spoke, his human
consciousness being entirely subdued under the influence of the

demoniacal power, and cried aloud: ri e,aoi -/.ai col, "what have I

to do with thee?" literally, "Wliat is there (in common) to me
and thee?" though he himself, altogether guided by mere

human nature, had sought out our Lord. (The usual expression

imi)lying a command to the demons to come forth, is £-~iTifj.av,

"to reprove, to strictly charge," ='^^?(, "to restrain, to rebuke,"

* Expressions of a similar kind made use of by demoniacs are likewise

found in the exorcising of a devil by Apollonius of Tyana; yet, it is

jirobable that Philostratus here took the idea from the narratives con-

tained in the New Testament. (Comp. Jimifr in tlie place quoted

p. 1.1.>).
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wliereiii is contained the idea of severe punishment.) This

change of tlie disj^osition of mind of the demoniac, connected

with the circumstance that his cure did not take place iden-

tically with the kntiTifL&v, " rebuking/' of Jesus is a very impor-

tant feature towards the understanding of this narrative, and to

an exact appreciation of the state of demoniacs in general.

According to our fundamental idea, as developed above, the

most simple view of the whole affair will be this. The situation

of this pitiable being had probably become so perilous, in

consequence of his heavy guilt, and the long-continued exercise

of sin, that a mighty exercise of the sacred power of Jesus at

once upon him might have expelled, it is true, the powers of

darkness, and perhaj)s destroyed, at the same time, the bodily

organization of the demoniac. Even the first endeavour of

Christ, which is expressed in agsX^g ix roD ai^S^wrou, " come forth

out of the man," was followed by a mighty paroxysm (although

we must regard this spiritual operation of Christ as moderate)

;

and whilst, in this state, the luckless wretch spoke as was dic-

tated by the ruling powers of darkness, his consciousness being

entirely subdued thereby. In order to raise him again from

this deplorable state of mind, to lead him gradually back to

self-consciousness, Jesus, by way of diverting his mind from his

imaginations, asks him his name, whereby he would naturally

be induced to exercise reflection. In the words of the demo-

niac: 7i riiMiv (i/xo/) yMi 6oi, "what is to US (to me), and to thee,"

(corresponding to the Hebrew 'r^^^^ *)j*^ p^^. Josh. xxii. 24'; 2

Sam. xvi. 10), by which is here denoted the knowledge of the

wide separation and perfect distinction of the beings now in

presence of each other; as in the address, v'll rou QioZ, "Son of

God \" here is clearly expressed the gift of clairvoyance in j^er-

sons of this kind. For if, indeed, by the use of this name no

doctrinal views are to be supposed with which it might have

been connected, yet does it denote a sacred personalit}^, in

which the better portion of the demoniac perceived, during

his lucid intervals, a Saviour, and the inimical powers, whicli

had assumed the ascendancy, beheld the Judge. This is the

very species of recognition so often forhidden by the Saviour,

(for example, Mark i. 34; Luke iv. 41: oux 'ifn XaXsTv ra dai,u.6yia,

on j]hi6av avrov, "he did not permit the devils to speak, because

they recognised him." Comp. also the Acts of the Apost. xvi. 17.)

A trust therein through faith alone gives value to the outward
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recognition of his name, not a knowledge thereof combined witli

enmity tliereto. Tliat the prohibition did not here take place

was grounded on the condition of the unfortunate being, who
required to be dealt with with greater circumspection. With

this recognition two of the Evangelists have likewise combined

the following sup2)lication: [j.ri f/^i iSaeaudrtc, "do not torment me."

Were we here to look upon the man as the person speaking, the fear

herein expressed of suffering being inflicted upon him by the pre-

sence of Jesus, would form a direct contradiction to the earlier

impulse which drove him to the feet of our Lord, from whence it

must certainly be assumed that he expected nothing but good

from him. If, on the contrary, we assume that the devils sjioke

through the organs of the man, then the use of the singular

number does not accord with the announcement which follows,

that a plurality of evil spirits were active within him. That the

latter supposition is nevertlieless the correct one, is pointed out

by St Matthew viii. 29, in the cr^o -/.ai^oZ, " before the time." These

words, namely, have a strong bearing on the idea, that a time is

appointed for the victory of light, at which time all the poAvers

which belong to the kingdom of darkness shall be cast into the

alSusffog, "bottomless pit" (comp. on Luke x. 18). This idea,

however, perfectly correct as it is in itself, appears in the demo-

niac as uttered in connection with the ravings of a madman.

In the first place, confounding himself with the inimical power

which tyrannised over him, he gives utterance to a supplication

for his tyrant, at total variance with the most inward desire of

his true self; for, there is mixed up with this speech, though

uttered on the whole under the influence of the evil one, much

which has reference to the habitual human nature of the sick

man, to wit the phrase, ct-x/^w si rhv Os^i/, " I adjure thee by God"

(Mark v. 7), which is in its nature in accordance only with the

position of humanity. Nevertheless, in this very confusion in

the words of the demoniac is demonstrated, in the completest

manner, the truth of the narrative; as evil is ever contradictory

in its own nature, so do the words of the unhappy man who has

fiillen into the power of the evil one appear to contradict them-

selves.

Our Redeemer, as has already been observed above, did not

wish to dispel suddenly the powers of darkness, because this

would not have cured the man, considering his present state of

debility, but would rather liave altogether destroyed his bodily
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organisation in consequence of the severe conflict with the

powers wliicli were raging within him; for this reason Jesus

wisely prepared him beforehand for complete restoration. Hence,

Jesus asks him, after his first paroxysm was over, as has been
before observed (according to St Mark v. 9 ; St Luke viii. 30),

in order gradually to lead to the consciousness of his own perso-

nal individuality, ri ffoi ovo/j.a, " what is thy name V but the

maniac, persisting in confounding himself with the powers
which were ruling over him, cries aloud, AiysfJiv, " legion," and
the Evangelists add, that this expression was the result of his

conscious feeling, that more than one evil power exercised its

influence over him. This feature, too, is pervaded by a terrible

exhibition of the amalgamation of error and truth, as they crossed

and strove against each other in the mind of this hapless being.

This feeling was founded on the truth, that not only one part of

his nature had become a prey to the influences of the demoniacal

world, but that his tuhole internal man was exposed thereto

(comp. Mark xvi. 9, where it is said of Mary Magdalene that she

had seven devils; that is to say, that she had become the prey

of the kingdom of sin according to all the faculties of her na-

ture) ; but this true idea is expressed by the unhappy man in

such a manner, that he appropriated to himself the name of

Aiyidiv, "legion." (St Mark v. 9 adds to it, on toXXo! ss/jjsv, " for

we are many," making use therein very significantly of the first

person.) This name was evidently borrowed from the most

intimate experience of his senses. The contemplation of a

Roman legion in close column, which he might have seen at one

period of his life, the remembrance of this terrible instrument

of Roman dominion over the world, of which the Jew was afraid

more than of any other thing in existence, led him to the idea

that an army of Satanic powers had thrown itself in close order

upon him ; in the internal destruction and desolation wherein he

then was placed, he confounds himself with this host; he con-

ceives it as a multifidal unity, and appropriates to himself the

name Asyiuv, " Legion."^ With the utterance of this name there

^ Considering thus the multitude as a subdirided unity, the Rabbini-

cal foim of speaking may here be compared and examined into, accord-

ing to Avhich 'l"'|^^7, " Legion," signifies dux legionis, " the leader of a

legion." (Comp. Buxtorf. Lex. Talm. p. 1123.) We may conceive that

this hapless being imagined that he was possessed of an arch-demon (an

a^j^wi/ rwi/ oaz/xo'cwv, i.e. "a prince of demons"), so that p^iientia, " the

Y
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is connected (Mark v. 10; Luke viii. 31) tlie reiterated request,

(see St Matth. ^^ii. 29) wherein the patient again speaks under

the influence of the powers Avhich tyrannise over him, not to

deprive the demons of their ministrv, and not to send them into

the aidvirsog, " bottomless pit, oixus." (This expression is found

besides in Rom. x. 7, and frequently in Rev. [ix. 1,2, 11; xi. 7;

xvii. 8; xx. 1, 3]. It is used like rd^ra^os, "hell" [2 Peterii. 4],

and ykvva, " Gehenna," and corresponds with the Hebrew Q^nrj?

"the deep, the abyss," which is, however, not used in the Old Tes-

tament in the signification of the place wherein the souls of the

wicked are confined. In the Old Testament, the word '^'ii^^^,

"hell," expresses in a more general sense what appears in the

New Testament to have a more confined signification. The adris,

" hell, place of torment," of the New Testament," or the (pvXaxy;,

" prison, j)lace of confinement, the assembling place of the dead,"

must no doubt be regarded as quite distinct from the a\BuGGog,

"bottomless pit" (comp. on Luke xvi. 28). This request, more-

over, contains an admixture of many popular ideas, as may be

perceived from the addition of St Mark, j|w rrn y^oi^ag, " out of

the country." These words, no doubt, refer to the Jewish na-

tional opinion, that certain regions, or spheres of action, were

pointed out, i.e. assigned to good as well as wicked angels;

hence, the devil here wishes not to be removed from the sphere

assigned to him. Were we to consider the transition from the

one %wfa, " region," into another as impossible, the being driven

away from the
x'*'S"'

^^^^'^ understood would agree, i.e. would be

identical with the being driven into the bottomless pit.

Ver. 30—32. Thus far the Gospel-history affords a highly

finished picture of this transaction, which, indeed, appears re-

lated to, i.e. to resemble thus far, all the other narratives of this

kind. But, henceforward, this narrative becomes connected with

a circumstance, which presents the greater difliculties, because

the New Testament affords no other of an analogous character,

and which is much suited to invite to a mythical view thereof;^

besides, however, the general reasons against this vicAv, there is

power, the potentate," would make upc likewise in him of the power of

the angels subordinate to him,
^ As the sows of the Gerasenes form in the New Testament a exdt/-

ha'fM, " a scandal," and '7r^oa-/.o[/jiJ.a, " a stumbling-block," so does in the

Old Testament the ass of Balaiim (Numb. xxii. 28 sqq.) In both oc-

currences moral influences appear in connection with the animal WuvlJ.
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one wliicli is peculiar to the case in question, and that is the

particular and exact agreement existing between the three

sacred Avriters, a circumstance which will be seldom found to

exist in mythical elements, namely, it is recorded that a great

herd of swine (St Mark v. 13 states the number at 2000) pre-

sented itself to the view of the demoniac,^ and the latter, speak-

ing under the influence of the inimical power, begs that the

demons might be permitted to pass into the animals; Jesus com-

plies with it, the demons pass into the swine, and the latter run

down violently from a steep place ()(^^ri,'j.v6g,
" a precipice") into

the sea. The fact of the transition of the demons into animal

forms affords here as great difficulties as that which forms the

sequel thereto;- for, although the Scriptures eveiywherc acknow-

ledge, i.e. admit of, an influence produced by the spiritual or

moral world upon the physical, on the side of justice as well as

on that of sin (comp. Gen. iii. 17 sqq. with Rom. viii? 18 sqq.),

yet is the expression, sig's^^io'^ai iig tovq '/oi^ovg, " to enter into the

swine," difficult, on account of its forming a sort of parallel with

the iigi^yj(^ai iig ai/^gwToi/, " to enter into man," which identifies

too much the human nature with that of the animals. But, it

appears besides inexplicable, why the Redeemer here gives way

to the fixed idea of the invalid, for as such we might justly feel

inclined to regard the request, and to which the Evangelists as-

cribe such actual consequences, that is, firstly, the passing into

the animals; and, secondly, their destruction. To derive this

^ The Evangelists do not seem quite to agree here, inasmuch as St

Matthew says that the herd was /Aaxgai/ a-r' avruv, " a long way from

them," whereas the two others say, sxu, " there." Yet, the nature of

the term /xax^ai/, '•' afar oft'" must be viewed in its relative sense; the

herd was on the same plain, which extended down to the lake (sxs/,

" there"), but at a considerable distance Qxa'/.^av, "afar off,") from the

place where this conversation took place.

'^ Doctor Strauss is, as indeed he is in all other places, ever ready to

cry out : myths, myths, and nothing but myths 1 He smiles as soon as

he perceives that any one is endeavouring to unravel existing difficulties.

And yet does this great master in the art of denying confess, in his

review of Kerners work, that similar phenomena have occurred in re-

cent times, and that he was unable to account for them on even the

least probable or plausible grounds. What an assumption, then, to deny

that similar occurrences may have taken place in the time of the apos-

tles, because his powers of wisdom were incapable to comprehend them,

for he has, indeed, no other ground for his assertion that these narratives

of the New Testament are myths than their wonderful character. (Comp.

the Jahrb. fiir wissensch. Kritik lb3G. Dec. Numb. iii. sqq.)
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from a rushing in of this hapless being, is as improper as it ap-

pears to be contradictory to the character of tlie narrative, to

view the destiaiction of the animals as an accidental occurrence

as regards the request of the invalid. But if we assume, that

the destiniction of the animals is, according to the ^'iews of the

sacred writers referred to, to be attributed to the spirits, we then

shall be unable to conceive a reason for the demons' passing into

the swine, in order immediately to destroy these upholders of

their ministry ! I take the liberty, only on account of this ob-

scure passage, to submit for investigation a few hints and sup-

positions, which may cause, perhaps, a furtlier inquiry into the

subject. In the ui's^yjc^at slg too; yj>i^o\jg, " to enter into the

swine,'' must be conceived, by all means, an effectproduced upon

the animal mass; but this eifect involved, at the same time, the

destruction of the animals, and this, too, merely on account of

those by 'fvliom they ivere possessed. Regarded from the evil

point of \'iew, the object of their destruction might have been to

restrain or narrow the power of our Redeemer in its beneficial

ministry, and to prejudice the minds of men against our Lord,

as was indeed the consequence (Matth. viii. 34). On the

part of Christ there may be admitted a motive sufficiently

strong; firstly, on account of the invalid, inasmuch as the pa-

roxysm was mitigated by complying with the request, and be-

cause his cure Avas thereby rendered possible ; secondly, on

account of the owners of the animals, inasmuch as the earthly

loss connected therewith might prove a trial to them, and hence

give rise to their decision either for or against God and his

cause ; or, finally, if we assume that these belonged to Jews
(which is not improbable, inasmuch as in the pro\dnccs situate

near the borders Jew and Gentile usages were mixed up toge-

ther), it must have served to them as a punishing warning,

inasmuch as it was a culpable eagerness of gain which induced

them to rear and keep animals that were considered unclean

according to the law. By adojiting such a view, the moral view

of the case would be at least adliered to, which is an advantage

of no mean character, inasmucli as thereby questions such as

this are repelled, to wit, how Christ could have practised such

an act of injustice as to destroy 2000 swine belonging to tlie

people ? This question is perfectly parallel to the silly remark,

how God can be so unjust as to permit here or there the exist-

ence of the murrain ? The plain answer to this is, that, wherever
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cattle die, it is that man may be saved alive, in order to know
that there is a God, and that whatever he does is right.

Ver. 33, 34. With the record of the destruction of the herd

of swine, St Matthew connects the notice of the flight of those

that kept them, and of the coming out of the inhabitants of the

city to meet Jesus; concerning the state of the sufterer he

makes no further mention. But St Mark and St Luke describe

him in a highly clear and distinct manner, in his completely

changed state after his recovery, Avhich was preceded, no doubt,

by a most violent paroxysm. He was seated quietly and
clothed at the feet of Jesus, and was to the inhabitants an

object of astounding admiration; they plainly recognised that

it was only a sacred power, more than earthly, that could have

effected the cure of a mind so disordered. In agreement with

the two other Evangelists, St Matthew finally records, that the

inhabitants besought Jesus that he would depart out of their

coasts.^ This (as in St Luke v. 8,) might be an expression of

the (pofSo; ro\i 0£oD, "fear of God;" but since our Redeemer leaves

their place forthwith, this request may have been connected

with the fear of suffering further loss through the Saviour of

souls, as regarded their earthly goods or possessions, thus dis-

playing a meanness of mental disposition, which must have de-

prived our Lord of the hope of being able to sow with advan-

tage the seed of everlasting life in hearts so overgrown with the

thistles and thorns of earthly covetousness. That which St

Matthew leaves unfinished concerning the further fate of the

recovered invalid, is, moreover, recorded by St Mark v. 18—20,

and St Luke viii. 38, 39. He wished to follow the Redeemer,

but the latter declined it, and, on the contrary, sent him back to

his family, and demanded of him, to declare what God had done

for him. For the ground for this commission (comp. on St

Matth. viii. 4,) we must seek in the recovered individual him-

self. The deeper the evil had struck its roots within him, the

more beneficial might it have been to him to show himself ex-

ternally active and officious, inasmuch as much occupation with

himself might have brought him once more to his fonner state

of sinfulness. Such an activity, coupled vnth. the desire to be

^ The passage llso^sc^a/ iig ffuvdvrrjGiti rivi, " to come forth to meet with

such a one," except in Matth. viii. 34, is found nowhere in the New Tes-

tament. In the Old Testament the Septuagint has it more frequently,

as, for example, Gen. xiv. 17, Deut. i. 44.
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emplo3'-ed in a necessary and beneficial manner, would counte-

ract liis morbid inclination to a solitary life, whicli was proba-

bly closely connected with tliosc vices that bad laid the foun-

dation of his becoming the prey of the evil powers. Finally,

the preaching his own cure by the Messiah of Nazareth, would
confirm him, as a matter of course, in the belief in the person

of his Saviour.

§ 11. HEALING OF THE PARALYTIC.

(Matth. ix. 1—8. Mark v. 21; ii. 1—12. 'Luke v. 17—26.)

St Matthew still continues to represent Christ as a worker of

miracles, without reflections and declamations, merely in the

form of communications of great actions, calculated to fill the

soul witli a holy sense of astonishment. His calling by our Lord,

it is true, ajjpears to step in as something foreign to the subject

(ver, 9 sqq.) ; but it is evidently related, not so much on its own
account, as on account of the facts with which it is connected

(ver. 11—13). The Evangelist wishes to intimate the character

of the conflict which resulted between the decisions of the Phari-

sees, expressed at the §ox,yi, "banquet," in the house of St

Matthew, and the decision of the people concerning the person

of our Redeemer; and he wishes, at the same time, to call at-

tention to the way in which our Lord fulfilled his exalted mis-

sion in effecting such wonderfid cures. The ver. 14—17 have

certainly a less immediate refei'ence to the connection of the 9th

chapter; the}'- seem to have been the result of the preceding

narrative of the feast, and only serve, apparently, to complete

the communications concerning the occurrences of that day,

which, to St Matthew, was one of so great importance.

Besides, if we compare the relative jiositions of the first occur-

rence of this chapter of St Matthew, with the position it occupies

in St Mark and St Luke, we shall then discover here, likewise,

the most striking inconsistency existing between them. Accor-

ding to Matthew ix. 1, 2, the cure of the ])aralytic man immedi-

ately succeeds the narrative of the demoniac, as an event which

took place immediately, or soon, after the arrival of Jesus at

the other side of the lake. St Mark and St Luke, on the con-

trary, refer tliis occurrence to an earlier period. The former
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connects tliis event with the history of the cure of tlie leper

(Mark i. 40 sqq.); St Luke, it is true, connects it likewise with

the same occurrence' (v. 17), hut he does it with the loose for-

mula: syhiTo =v /j,ia ruv yj/M^uv, which signifies literally: "it came

to pass on one of the days." The communications which follow

the cure of the paralytic person in St Matthew, namely, con-

cerning his calling, and all that is connected therewith, follow,

it is true, in the same order in St Mark and St Luke; but the

narrative of the woman suffering from a bloody hemorrhage,

which here follows in St Matthew (ix. 18 sqq.) is communicated

much later both by St Mark (v. 22 sqq.) and St Luke (viii. 41

sqq.) The difficulties arising herefrom with regard to the

chronological position of the separate and individual sections of

the Gospel, appear to us as altogether insurmountable.

ix. 1. St Mark, it is true, mentions the circumstance that

Jesus returned to the western shore of the lake after his cure of

the demoniac; yet his formula, -/.al rivrraiarriv 6a/Masav, "and he

was near the sea," renders his narration vague, and he connects

it forthwith by means of a xa/ Idov, " and behold," with the his-

tory of the daughter of Jairus. According to St Matthew,

Jesus goes straightway to Capernaum (idia, ToX/g, " his own

city,") which is likewise mentioned by St Mark ii. 1 sqq. as the

place whitherto the paralytic man was brought. The scene,

which occurred in the house wherein our Redeemer happened

then to be, is depicted carefully both by St Mark and St Luke.

The hall, or vestibule, was filled with people; (ra -Tr^hg rnv d-j^av,

" all about or near the door," scil. /xspj; = vestibulmn, " the hall

or entrance,") so that the entrance was blocked up. Among
those present, St Luke mentions likewise some learned Jews

(vo/z,oS/5a(rxa>.o/ =: y^a/J./x.anTs, " doctors of the law," Q^-lCD'

" scribes,")^ who were partly likewise from Judea and Jerusa-

1 The Hebrew word CDi")Qb» " Supherim," here translated by the

Greek word y^afjt^f/.ariTg, and the English word scribes, means literally

a book-learned man, i.e. a man of letters, the Hebrew word being de-

rived from -^QD,
" a book," or perhaps rather directly from the Hebrew

radical verb -(r;D' ^^ numbered, as the Q"i")r5b' whose business it was to

preserve and copy the manuscripts of the law and the prophets, care-

fully numbered every letter in each book, "irp, ^^^ section, '{SJpQ,
that

not one letter, "jot, or tittle, might be added to, or taken from, the law

till all be fullilled." The Greek word is derived in a direct manner from
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leni. But tliat these had come purposely to Capernaum on ac-

count of Jesus, is a supposition for which we can afford no suffi-

cient motive. . The ministry of our Lord is here represented

partly as an instructive one, ixd'/.n aWoTg rhv /.6yov, " he preached

the word unto them," scil. tj^/ r/jg (Sugi/.slag, " concerning the

kingdom," St Mark ii. 2,) and partly a healing one. The words

djvafiig xv^Iov ^v ug ro laadai avro-jg, " the power of the Lord was

present to heal them," from Luke v. 17, are of a very obscure

character. The word ahroitg, "them," has no noun substantive

preceding it, to Avliich it might refer; we might regard it as an

intimation that St Luke, in relating this occurrence, has inter-

yga,a,aa, " a letter." But the CD"'"^2D'
" scribes," among the Jews,

held various employments connected with literature, they were the

notaries-public, who registered all the public acts and the decisions of the

magistrates. Shebna, the .scribe, ("^Q^^n b^«i\!?) spoken of in Isaiah

xxxvi., is called in the Septuagint 2o,'/.vaj 6 y^afxij^anhg r^g h-ovdij^iug,

" Somna the .scribe of the forces," a title which seems to correspond with
our office of Secretary at War, or military clerk. In 2 Kings xii. 10, we

find the title, *T~i72n ^DD' " ^^^ king's scribe ;" the passage containing

these two words runs thus
: ^-^^"(T T'il^rT intrTl 'lIpDn "IDD hv*^^

nin": -n^n ^^^^^n DpSri- n« ^X^'^^
i-e- " Then came up the king's

scribe and the high priest, and they tied up in bags and counted the

money that was found in the house ofthe Lord." Here Ave have the office

of Secretary of State (or rather of the Chancellor of the Exchequer) desig-

nated by the title of " scribe." But the scribes among the Jews were
looked upon, generally speaking, as holy persons, whose business and
duty it was to instruct the people in the laws of Moses ; hence the dis-

ciples of the prophets and wise men were often designated Q^'^Qb'
" scribes," more especially in the Chaldee, which we must always bear in

mind was the language of the Jews from the captivity downwards, until,

becoming corrupted by a mixture with the Syriac, it degenerated into

Aramaic, or the mixed dialect spoken in Palestine at the time of our
Redeemer. Thus in 1 Sam. x. 11, where the people exclaim, Is Said

also among the prophets D^t^'^n^S) ^^^ Targum gives it ^"^"^503'

" Besojihrayji," i.e. among the scribes; indeed throughoiit the Targum
the word "^QD ^^ ^^^^ as the equivalent to i>^'i2,3>

" prophet."

Hence it is not to be wondered at that the scribes in our Saviour'.s

time carried their heads so high, and expected to be called Rabbi "i^l"^,

"master;" the word 'jo/Mo6iMffy,a}.og, "doctor, or teacher of the laAv,"

made use of by St Luke v. 17, is only another title for the scribes, who,

at a later period, became universally designated by the title Rabbi, and

the once honourable title of scribe "^Qb' ^^'^^ degiaded to the mere tran-

scribers of the Hebrew Scripture.—T.
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woven an existing document into his Gospel, witliout carefully re-

vising those passages contained therein, which refer back to some-

thing which preceded it. But of much greater difficulty yet is

the passage, duvafiig xv^lov rjv, "the power of the Lord was." The
referring of the expression y.v^w;, "Lord," to God, so that it

might be completed by the addition of ^asra 'lyjaov, "with Jesus,"

in the sense : the power of God was with him, so that he could

heal, is not suitable, inasmuch as the completion would appear

too hard. But referring it to Christ, the idea can be no other

than that the healing power dwelling in him manifested itself, so

that the pregnant or emphatic rjv, "was," may perhaps be under-

stood as requiring to be completed by s^yaZ^ofjuei^n, "working.")

Ver. 2. Among other invalids there was here brought to Christ

a man sick of the palsy (comp. on Matth. viii. 6), but who, lying

on a bed, could not be brought in to him in the usual manner,

on account of the great crowd Avhich surrounded the house.

Both St Mark and St Luke describe in an ample manner the

means that the men who accompanied the sick man had recourse

to in order to open a way to the person of Jesus. The whole

description can only properly be understood by those who arc

possessed of some knowledge of the Eastern mode of constructing

buildings, according to which access is gained to the flat roof either

by a staircase attached from without, or otherwise from a neigh-

bouring house. Yet, the disturbance of the upper surface, which

it was customary to cover with tiles,^ (Bia ruv /.i^di/.uv, "through

^ The word sriyn, made use of by St Mark, in his account of this mira-

cle, denotes any covering, especially such as keeps off the effects of the

weather, wet, kc. ; hence the passage aTsffrsyadav rriv ffrsyriv may be

translated, "they removed the covering." Those who, like ourselves,

have travelled in the east, will be well aware that numbers of the better

class of houses are furnished with an open quadrangle in the centre,

which is enclosed entirely by the dwelling-house, and the offices built

around it. This quadrangle is almost invariably furnished with an awn-
ing, which can be spread over the whole or part of the quadrangle, so

as to keep off the suns or showers. In such a quadrangle of the house

of Capernaum we imagine that Jesus and his disciples, with the scribes

and Pharisees, and others of the people were assembled, when the man
sick of the palsy was brought to him ; and the door and passage into tlie

court-yard from without, being blocked up to the multitude which

thronged around it, they ascended by the stairs, which in oriental

houses are frequently found on tJie outside, on to the flat roof of the

house, and removing the awning lowered the sick man down into the

quadrangle, literally into the midst, " lig to /xsffov," Luke v. 11'. This is

Dr Shaw's view (see Shaw's Travels, p. 208, 212); any one acquainted at
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the tiles/' Luke v. 19,) betrays nevertheless a rather adventu-

rous character; nevertheless, the description should perhaps be

considered in such a manner, as that the entrance to the house

from above was merely somewhat widened. (The term antuanyaZoi,

" to remove the roof," is a strong expression to indicate the in-

tention of the peoi^le strong in faith. The word yjxy.du used by

St Mark, ^ -/a'/Ay^u, " to let down, to lower," which is also fre-

quently used by St Luke, to wit, v. 4, 5 ; also Acts of the Ap.

ix. 25, xx\Hi. 17.

—

K^dSiSaro; =^ grahatus, "a small couch," cor-

responds with the -/.Xividiov, " a little bed, or couch" of St Luke).

In these, although striking, and partly even alarming enter-

prises, the amiable, affectionate Saviour of mankind only beheld

the faith of those individuals that caused them. The r/crr/;,

"faith," of the sick man must be viewed as being o?ie or synony-

mous with the faith of his helpful friends ; he no doubt encou-

raged them, and communicated to them the life (of faith) that

dwelt within him. It is evident that fixed doctrinal notions do

not form here the nucleus, or internal substance of t/V-/?,

"faith" (Comp. on Matth. viii. 1); on the contrary, this is con-

tained in the internal sense of the necessity or help, which feels

itself powerfully attracted towards that source from whence it

expects to receive it. That the character of this feeling of ne-

cessity, as regards the cures, was sometimes merely an external

one, may be seen from narratives such as that of St Luke xvii.

12 sqq. of the ten lepers. Ordinarily, however, the external

feeling of necessity was coupled Avith the internal, and the lat-

ter was always supposed to be awakened by the former; and

wherever this was not the case, there it was censured. That the

internal receptivity was not wanting in this case, is evident

from the words which our Lord immediately addressed to the

sick man: dpMvrai aoi a) dfj^aoriai snv, signifying literally, " for-

all with the customs and habits of the east will, no doubt, agree with

him. To this will be objected by some the word i^osC^avrsg, " breaking

up, or breaking through," of St Mark (ii. 4), and the Bid rm xi^d/^uv

x,a:)i^Kav auroi/, " they let him down through the tiles," of St Luke (v. li))

;

but iJo^jiTff&j implies a " forcing up," and some degree of force may have

been required to remove the awning, and as St Luke evidently compiled

much of his Gospel from existing documents, hence he may not be very

accurate in the unimportant details. Bishop Pearce is of opinion that

they broke open the trap door of the. flat roof, and that they let him

down througli tliat. (See his Miracles of Jesus Vindicated, part iv. p.

77, 79, and his note on St Murk ii. 1 in his comment, on the New Tes-

tament.—T.
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given to thee are thy sins/' Tliis address of our blessed Saviour

Avas very probably the result of the expressions of repentance

uttered by the man sick of the palsy, on Avhich the expression,

Odssei rsTivov, " be of good clieer, son/' given by St Matthew,
would appear to bear. His peculiar sin might have caused in

him the disease from which he suffered, and might have thereby

created in him the feeling of his sinfulness. Nevertheless, even

if this had not been the case, still Christ might have found
himself induced to enter upon the moral ground thereof, through

its external appearance, in order to prepare, through the cure of

the external ailments, for the healing of the internal ones also.

The connection of sin and disease, or suffering of some kind or

other, is a necessary one. The Jews, as does the unspiritural

man in general (comp. on John ix. 2, 84), failed only in so far,

that they formed their conclusions concerning the personal

guilt of the sufferer from any disease whatever, whereby were

necessarily formed false and unjust judgments. The correct

conclusion is to infer from the sufferings of single individuals

the guilt of all, consequently, also, one's own; conclusions such

as these create humility and meekness (comp. on Luke xiii. 4).

But in whatever point of view we may regard the relative posi-

tion of the sufferer, Jesus announces to him the ufiaig tuv

u,'j.aoTiuv, " forgiveness of sins." This must be regarded as

the root of the new life that was to be kindled in the heart of

the repentant sinner; and hence it is that this expression con-

tains not only the abrogation of the punishment of sin, but the

removal of the sin itself, through the communication of a higher

and more holy power of life, which, it is true, would by degrees

only, as indeed may be seen in the apostles themselves, trans-

form the whole internal man. (The expression, afisuvrai, " they

are forgiven," [which is the Doric form] must be viewed, there-

fore, not in the sense of wishing, but as creative and efficacious

.

" thy sins are forgiven thee, I forgive them thee even now".)

But with the weal of the sick man, our Saviour had likewise in

view in those words the spiritual awakening of the people, and

even of the Pharisees, as may be seen from the tenour of the

conversation.

Ver. 3. The Pharisees had a correct notion of, or insight into,

the nature of the forgiveness of sin ; they saw therein a preroga-

tive of God. For, in so far as this forgiveness is to be not only

a good wish, or an empty declaration, l)ut a ministration ofliv-
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ing efficacy, it necessarily presupposes a knowledge of tlic secrets

of the heart, and a divine life-bestowing power, which is able to

overcome all the powers of sin, and to transfer the soul into the

element of the spirit. In so far, therefore, the church forgives

sins (John xx. 23), because God dwells in her, and the men who
take upon themselves to announce forgiveness do so only as the

instruments of the forgiving power of God. But, inasmuch as

Jesus here does not forgive sins in the name of another, but in

his own name and by his own internal sovereign power; hence, it

follows that their accusation would have been just, if, as they

supposed, Jesus had been a mere man. They looked upon the

forgiveness of sin as an holy act of God, which could be exer-

cised by no man, without depriving God of the honour; and this

they did quite justly. (Profane antiquity was unacquainted

with the profound biblical meaning of iS'/.atapnfj^sM,
" to blas-

pheme," (SkaffifirifMia, " blasphemy." In the sense in which they

viewed it, it only signifies, first, to speak e-\nl of any one; and,

secondly, to utter words of evil foreboding, thereby forming the

contrast to iu(pri/j,sTv, "to utter words of good omen." Monotheism

alone leads to the true notion of blasphemy [corresponding with

the •i''S Qtr lp3'
" to blaspheme the name of the Lord,"^ of the

Old Testament], which denotes not only imprecations, and also

blasphemies against God, but more especially the assumption of

the honour belonging to the Creator on the part of the creature

[John X. 33]). But, inasmuch as the Redeemer is the only be-

gotten Son of the Father, hence he exercised even this divine

prerogative, and blessed was he who believed in him, for he had
experience of the healing powers of the Lord on his heart. Yet
must it undoubtedly be granted, that similar ideas might have

arisen in the mind of a person, although not decidedly impious,

but rather more addicted to reflection, for the belief in the re-

velation or manifestation ofGod in Christ is something of a very

stupendous nature. Such a real doubt; or, rather, sucli an un-

certainty, would have expressed itself in a manner quite diffcr-

' See Levit. xxiv. 11, "Then the son of the Israelitish woman blas-

phemed the NAME "au^n -ni^ npN" ^^^^ ^erse 16, ipinrciT^ ninvD^J

jyfy\\
" and lie that blasjihemes the name of the Lord shall die the

death." The radical meaninry of the word ^p^ i-^ ^^ ^^^S> ^^ excavate, to

pierce, penetrate, perforate ; hence to pierce or wound, metapliorically

to wound with the tongue, to depreciate the name, to bhisphenio.—T.
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ent from that which was adopted by the Pharisees; in them our

Redeemer sharply rebukes such thoughts as being sinfuh The
reason whereof was no doubt this : the enlightening and exalted

nature of Jesus, which met with its pure reflection in all child-

like minds, touched likewise their hearts; but they withstood

these sacred impressions, feeling, that by making room for them
they would have to renounce their whole internal and external

world. In adopting such an internal position as this, thus war-
ring against God, they gladly availed themselves of circumstances

which would have offered insuperable difficulties to pure minds,

as welcome means, by the adoption of which they might be
enabled to justify themselves in their own sight with regard to

their habitual conduct. (The expression, s/Vs/v h saurw, sv xa^bia,

" to say within himself, in his heart," ^"i^^^ "^^^Di^'
" to say in

his heart." St Luke has instead of this, diaXoyi^se^ai, " to rea-

son, hold discourse," whereby is understood the activity of the

Xoyog, " reasoning faculty" = vou;, " mind." But the diaXoyig/'j.oi,

" reasonings," are referred back, according to the constant Scrip-

tural form of language, to the xa^bia, ^^, "heart" [comp. on

Luke ii. ^^).
Ver. 4, 5. Jesus, penetrating their thoughts (Mark ii. 8 very

correctly points out in him the Ti/sD/ia, " spirit," as the principle

of the IziyvajGig, " perfect knowledge"), rebukes their sinfulness,

but yet does not treat them as incorrigible beings. Knowing
the impurity of the human heart and the difficulty of faith, our

Lord endeavours, by means of an external fact, to aid them to

overcome it. The miracle here accordingly appears (comp. on

Matth. viii. 1 sqq.), in its own true legitimate character, to sup-

port the impression made by truth upon the heart which is hero

presupposed, in order to lead to the knowledge that Jesus, the

worker of miracles, taught that which is true not in his own

name, but that he promulgated truth as endowed with power

from above. The expressions sv^u/j,u(^a', "to ponder, to think

over," Matth. i. 20; Acts of the Apost. x. 19; and sv^ufxyjffnc,

"thoughts, reflections, meditations," Matth. xii. 25; Heb. iv. ]2,

are nearly related to diaXoyi^sSai, "to reason, hold discourse,"

diaXoyig/jjog, "a reasoning, a conning over," as Su/io?, "the soul or

mind," to the xa^hia, "heart." Only that these expressions

have pre-eminently a bad by-sense. We may characterise Su/a&'s

as the disquieted and disturbed xa^bia, and the h'^vf^rigiig, as the

impure actions resulting therefrom.)—The question of our Lord

:
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Ti iariv iv-/.o7ru>TS(;ov; litcrall}^, "for whether is easier?" is calculated

for the mode of viewing through the corporeal senses, on which

also the miracle was to make an impression. According thereto,

the external (miracle) is greater, and more toilsome, than the

internal, that is, the forgiveness of sin ; of course to the spiritual

eye all this appears quite the reverse.

Ver. 6, 7. Jesus as the Son of man openly and expressly at-

tributes to himself the ggotxr/a, "power," to forgive sins, wherein

is expressed by implication (implicit^) the declaration of his

exalted nature. In the u'log rov av'^^uiTov I'xi rrig yr^g, "the oon of

man upon the earth," is contained the silent i. e. understood

contrast to Osog Iv r<Z ov^avw, "God in the heaven," so that the

Messiah here appears as the representative of God on earth. In

the idea propagated among the Jews, that the forgiveness of sin

would form one of the rights or privileges of the Messiah (see

Schottgen. Jesus, der wahre Messias. Leipzig, 1744, p. 807. Ber-

tlioldt Christol. Jud. p. 159 sqq.) was clearly expressed the ac-

knowledgment of the more exalted character of the Messiah;

hence, it was the knowledge of the true nature of the v'lhg rov

av^^uivov, "Son of man," which our Redeemer here wished to

awaken. (The difficulties to be met with in the construction of

the passage, tots Xsysi tui 'xa^aXuTixa, i.e., " then saith he to the

palsied man," [Matth. ix. 6], are removed by Fritzsclie by means

of the shrewd conjecture, that it ought to be read Tobi, " there-

fore;" yet has he justly not ventured to adopt it in the text, in-

asmuch as all the codices are agreed on the reading. Accor-

ding to the usual reading, the words ought to be inserted in

brackets, and must be viewed as being the interlocution of the

Evangelist).

Ver. 8. The narrative observes a silence respecting the effect

produced by the miracle on the Pharisees, because there was

nothing of a joyful character worthy of record ; but concerning

the simple-minded multitude that Avcre susceptible of the effects

of that which is divine, it is observed, that they, marvelling,

glorified God,—quite in accordance with the design of our Re-

deemer, praising the Originator of all that is good for the reve-

lation of his glory in him. (Comp. Matth. v. 16). The con-

cludino- words, according to St Matthew, tov Uvtu s^ovcrlav roiavTviv

ToTg a/:ygwffo/5,
" wlio giveth sucli power unto men," must not be

regarded as that (Jgoixr/a, " power," the cause being taken from

the effect) the blessings; emanating from God to men through

\
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Jesus are therein praised; on the contrary, o'l uv^^utoi, "men,"=
y'svog run ai/SgwTwv, "the species, or kindred of men," implies, like-

wise, Jesus, as belonging thereto, inasmuch as the Divine power

manifested itself so gloriously in the gift of performing miracles.

Without being able to separate dogmatically the view which the

mass of the people had respecting the person of Jesus, we may say,

nevertheless, that this idea expresses its full sense of everlasting-

truth. For, certain as it is that, in the person of our Lord, the word

of the Father was revealed, just so certain is it that Jesus was

true man, and whatever divine fulness was manifested in him,

his humanity became the portion of the human species in gene-

ral. Instead of the ^au/Md^Biv, " to marvel," of St Matthew, St

Mark makes use of s^i(!rd<!':)ai, " to be filled with wonder, to be

amazed;" and St Luke, iKgracii iXajSsv u'ravrag, "amazement
seized on all." The latter expression is stronger, it imi^lies a

trance, that is, the state in which the soul is unconscious of pre-

sent objects. (Comp. St Mark v. 42 ; Acts of the Apostles iii.

10). This expression has elsewhere a modified signification

(comp. Acts of the Apostles x. 10), and is made use of when
speaking of the state of prophetic ecstacy, in the same way as

iv ms-j/juari sJvai, " to be in the spirit." In St Luke v. 26, •ra^aooga,

"wonderful works,"= '^aufMuara, "wonderful works," corresponds

with the Hebrew n'it^^QD'
" wonderful works.")

ANDREW JACK, PRINTER.
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" LIBRI sunt magistri qui nos instruunt sine Nirgis et ferulis,

sine cholera ; si accedis, non dormiunt ; si inquiris, non se ab-

scondunt ; non obmrjmurant, si oberres ; cachinnos nesciunt, si

ignores."

—

Richard de Buig. Kpit:. Dwialmemu, xi Cent.
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